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FEBRUARY 1896. 

(No. 131.) 

BY DOUGLAS W. FRESHFIELD, PBESIDENT. 

(Read at the Winter Meeting, December 16, 1895.j 
For such atxidents as bame expectation, and are incapable of being 

accurately reckoned upon, are quite sufficient to bring us to great and £re. 
quent distresses-for instance, downpour of rain and rise oi torrents, excessive 
frosts and snows, wintry and cloudy weather, and other tl~ings like these-but 
i f  we also neglect to provide for those which can be foreseen, is it not likely 
that we ahall have ourselves to thank for frequent failures?--E'ragmmt of 
Polybizcs (Shuckburgh's edition). 

URIKG my term of presidency I hnve more than once D had occasion to acknowledge the obligations I h a ~ e  been 
under to my predecessors in this chnir. Our Presidents, like 
the famous Priest of Nemi, know that they have but a short 
time to hold office, and that somewhere in the gloom, perhaps 
of the northern wolds, their succesclor is already sharpening 
his axe for the slaughter. You may slay them. But you 
cannot prevent their phantoms from haunting the scene of 
their past activity, and, unlike most of the ghosts known 
to Mr. Nyers, these are really very serviceable apparitions. 
Indeed, so handsomely have our familiar spirits screened from 
public view the modesty of the present speaker, that two 
summers ago, while staying in an Alpine centre, I was called 
on to decide a bet whether Mr. Clinton Dent, hfr. Horace 
Walker, or Mr. Charles Edward Mathews was the President 
of the Alpine Club. The last-named was the favourite, on 
the ground that he always wrote to the 'Times.' Such 
ghostly supporters are invaluable, and I gladly take this last 
opportunity of recording my indebtedness to the departed 
whom I am so soon to join. I might possibly be even 
warmer in my acknowledgments, were I not, owing to the 
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energy of some of my immediato predecessors in setting up 
the custom of a farewell presidential address, a t  this rnomerit 
involved in a task which I feel too heavy for me. 

To speak seriously, there are various good reasons why I 
should have been glad, a t  the present juncture, to evade the 
duty of delivering this homily. There can be few things 
more painful than to have to compose the epitaph-perforce 
the brief and inadequate epitaph-of a friend whorn one had 
looked forward to meeting again on this occasion. I had 
never climbed with Mr. Mummery, but I regarded it as  one 
of' the greatest compliments ever paid ine that he asked me 
to go to the Himalayas with him. I had been in com- 
munication with him for years ; he had followed me in many 
of my spring rambles in the Maritime Alps, Algeria, and 
elsewhere. I knew something of the man, and, a8 we all 
did, I thoroughly liked and trusted him. He wall not only 
fearless end brilliant as a climber ; he pos~essed nn originel, 
strong, and keen intelligence. In his talk, as  in his book, 
he carried you on, whether sympathising or disagrchring with 
his mood end dicta, by a certain vigorous enthusiasm and 
directness. He was a stimulating companion. His untimely 
death is a grievous loss to the Club ; still more, of course, 
is it a loss to his colleagues on the Committee. Only twice 
before, in the cases of Mr. Hudson and Mr. Donkin, have the 
mountains been responsible for a gap at  our table. May i t  
be many years before nnother such event darkens this annual 
gathering ! 

The presence of John Ormsby has long been wanting a t  
our meetings, but it was only the other day that his death 
was recorded in the newspapers. Almost, though not quite, 
an original member, Ormshy was one of the chief contributors 
to ' Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers,' and his name is perma- 
nently associated in Alpine literature with the beautiful peak 
of the Grivola. He was one of the many able men who 
caused jealous outsiders to describe the Alpine Club as ' the 
pet of Saturday Reviewers,' a t  a time when the ' Saturday 
Review ' was the leading weekly periodical. He  wrote a n  
excellent book on Algiers. He knew Spain after the intinlate 
fashion in which that country of few hut earnest lovers has 
been known to a handful of literary Englishmen. He gave 
us a paper in the 'Alpine Journal ' on its mountains. Of 
late years the affliction of deafness cut him off from all eocid 
pleasures, and his face can hardly be familiar to any but a 
few of our older members. 

Only last week there passed away at  Turin, in the fulness 



of years, and surrounded by the affection of the friends he 
hsd made in the country of his adoption, one of our Honorary 
Members. The President of the Italian Alpine Club telegraphed 
to me last Thursday :-' Our dear Mr. Budden died last night.' 
'The Apostle of the Alps' they called him in Italy. Throughout 
the peninsula he was known as s generous friend and ready 
helper in every claim and in any detail connected with the 
promotion of mountain travel. The burnt village, the distressed 
guide, the struggling innkeeper-all came to Budden for help. 
His genial speeches were the standing dish of every Alpine 
entertainment. Sharing the belief of Quintino 8ella in the 
part out of door pursuits might be made to play in the 
regenerution of Italy, he did all he could for the cause be had 
a t  heart. And he had the fiatisfaction to feel that his efforts 
were both successful and appreciated among the generous 
race whom he had made his second countrymen. I may be 
allowed to record thnt the last paper he was engaged on 
before his death was a statement of the grounds on which 
my name had been put forward as a proper person to receive 
the Honorary Membership of the Italian Club. 

Two other names, not of members of our Club but of 
individuals who leave a gap that will be felt in all Alpine 
circles, must be mentioned. fimile Rey, a guide who stood 
in the first rank of his profession, has fallen a victim to a 
moment's carelessness, an unconsidered step in a place of no 
apparent danger. We sympathi~e as when a leader in the 
hunting field is killed in Rotten Row. 

In Madame Seiler, who has not long survived her husband, 
Zermatt loses one of the few figures that still recalled the 
' good old times' of the 'Monte Rosa' to its former fre- 
quenters. We have many of us benefited by her hospitality 
in days when guests were honoured friends and not ' numbers.' 

I do not intend tc furbish up for you a catalogue of the 
events of the past three years. Catalogues are dry reading 
a t  the best, and read aloud easily become intolerable. 
What has happened is fresh in most of our minds, or if it is 
fading away we can find it in the past volume of the ' Alpine 
Journal.' 

You will excuse me if, standing in this handsome Hall, I 
reverse the usual order and deal first with the events affect- 
ing our domestic and social prosperity. In looking back on 
the-as far as the Club is concerned-not uneventful or un- 
successful record of the past three years, I see much to con- 
gratulate ourselves on. This time last year your Committee 
found itself in a difficulty which had been foreseen, the 
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treatment of which had, indeed, been postponed as long as 
possible, but could not be postponed any longer. The 
problem before it seemed to many of us almost insoluble. 
We were called on to find for the Club suitable premises, in- 
cluding a Hall fit for its meetin@, in a central situation and 
at a rent we could afford without so raising the subscription 
as to affect the old, simple, and unique character of the Club. 
Yet the urgency of the matter was obvious. Our old rooms 
had become incapable of holding our members at  Meetings. 
The atmosphere was nauseous to all, and, to those who cannot 
bear tobacco smoke in excess, poisonous. Many old members 
complained, and some-even old Presidents-were driven 
away. We had tried hiring another and a strange hall, but 
this had proved but cold comfort. The remedy was almost 
worse than the disease. Not even the attractions of Alpine 
friendships and stewed tea could induce members to linger 
among surroundings more frigid than a crevasse in January. 

The very essence of the Club's vitality was at  stake ; the 
friendliness and the homeliness of its gatherings was in 
danger of being frostbitten. We clung to our Penates; we 
wanted, not to wander in the wilderness of parochial white- 
wash, but to set up a new home where we could meet among 
our own belongings and make more use of them than in the 
limited space we had completely outgrown. 

In this dilelnma I suddenly heard that the Society that 
rented this hall-The Christian Young Men's Associntion- 
wished to leave. We entered into negotiations of a very 
protracted character ; but at  last our terms were accepted. 
An amusing incident attended the change of ownership. 
The Christian Young Men let the rooms for the last week 
of their tenancy to a theatrical company. On coming to 
take possession, Mr. Wicks, or his agent, found proper- 
ties in the committee room and profevsional ladies in the 
library. Our predecessors had apparently satisfied their 
consciences by requiring us in the lease to thoroughly cleanse 
and purge the premises. We have done so ; we have removed 
not only the stage properties, but also the texts which per- 
vaded the walls, the initials which decorated the lamps, and 
the three young Cliristians who lodged in the attics. One of 
these attics we now reserve for the accommodation of a 
country president ! 

Our work, however, has been mainly constructive, and it 
has been necessarily somewhat extensive and expensive. 
The Committee have had a clear object in view-to do 
what was most essential well. We believe we have secured 
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in this Hall sufficient light both by night and day and 
adequate wsmth and ventilation. We have, further, been a t  
pains to provide walls which may form an effective back- 
ground, and on which pictures may be hung without destroy- 
ing the covering. We have arranged a space for exhibiting 
lantern slides without the intervention of a screen. We 
hope that the small rooms and another good room upstairs, 
not yet furnished, may afford facilidee for reading, consulting 
maps, and for meeting one another, which our members 
never had in the limited space up two stone staircases a t  
Trafalgar Square. Nembers will now find a good fire and 
a cup of tea between 4 and 6 in the afternoon. 

I see no reason why special times should not be arranged 
for informal gatherings. To keep the Club together on the old 
friendly lines, that, I trust, may be one of the main results 
of our move. This much we might have done in many 
places. The 'clou,' as the French say, of these premises 
seems to me this Hall. There are, I think, very few halls-I 
doubt if there is another hall-in Central London so exactly 
suited to our needs. A commodious second entrance in Con- 
duit Street will be serviceable-so the Hon. Secretary informs 
me-to members who desire to evade the police or escape 
payment of their cabs. It may also be of use for picture and 
photographic exhibitions. I look forward to a series of such 
shows, each formed from some special point of view, perhaps, 
by which the artists among us and the whole Club will be the 
gainers. 

One word more before we leave the rooms. You have, no 
doubt, noticed the singular architectural merits of the reading 
room. It is part of an old garden house belonging to and coeval 
with old Burlington House, and this Hall was also erected some 
time in the last century either as an auction room or with a 
view to the entertainments then in vogue. I t  was known as 
Cripp's Hall, and Horace Walpole records having been present 
a t  theatricals here. So after all the Christian Young Men 
had a precedent. Since then it has served for many years as 
an auction hall, a lumber room, and lastly as a meeting house. 

We have now restored it and turned it to better purposee. 
If it looks none the worse for its chequered past, if it is n ~ t  
only thoroughly purged, but handsomely and appropriately 
garnished, the credit is largely due to my friend Mr. Brydon, 
an architect who knows as well as any man how to deal with 
practical matters in an artistic spirit, and who has a specid 
aflection for the period to which these buildings belong. 

Some critical and financial member may, perhaps, suspect 
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that I am about to evade what he looks on as the greatest 
change in my three years-the doubling of the subscription. 
As that change.was made unanimously after full notice, and 
under conditions which prevent individual hardship to any 
present member of the Club, I feel under no obligation to 
defend it again at  any length. I mention it mainly in order to 
repeat what I only suggested, I think, in bringing it forward, 
that the old subscription has not for years sufficed to allow 
the Club to live up to its position. In all literary and carto- 
graphical matters we have been badly hampered, and it has 
been impossible (even while living to some extent on charity) to 
make our publications equal in material respects to those of 
other Alpine Clubs. I feel sure that my successors will be 
able to give members of the Club their two guineas' worth, and 
I feel confident that so comparatively moderate a request will 
meet with very few refusals when the time comes to fill in our 
bankers' orders. One very satisfactory result is l~lready obvious. 
The increase has had no deterrent effect on the flow of candi- 
dates. 

Next to our change of quarters the most striking domestic 
incident in my three years of oftice has been the successful exhi- 
bition of pictures and photographs of mountain scenery held over . 
the way in Conduit Street last December. 1 took advantage 
of the catalogue to write a prologue to the &ow. Let me 
now add a few words by way of epilogue. I preached juxta- 
position between painters and mountains on the one hand, 
and painters and mountaineers on the other. How far did 
the exhibition justify this argument 9 Undoul~tedly aniong 
the purely Alpine pictures exhibited there was a predominance 
of landscapes of the matter-of-fact kind, snows painted under 
a noontide glare, mountnins drawn without any attempt at  
composition or selection ; views that were some of them little 
better than well-painted physical diagrams or coloured photo- 
graphs-portraits rather than pictures. There seemed a too 
general failure to recognise the dramatic effects of the heights, 
the capacities of clouds ; there was a certain lack of imagina- 
tion and some want of such delicacy of draftsmanship and 
appreciation of ntmospheric effects as is shown in Walton's 
' Peaks in Pen and Pencil,' or in some of M. Loppk's winter 
sketches. Of course there were many marked  exception^. 
But near or above the snow level we had, on the whole, more 
prose than poetry, and the facts given were often only the 
most obvious facts-there was much left out. There may be, 
I need hardly say, more than one way of leaving out facts. 
The topographical painter can be quite as limited in his vision 
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as the young impressionist who, never htiving learnt to appre- 
ciate and copy with aocuracy the structural lines of the 
mountains, gives us forcible arrangements of blots of colour 
in place of drawings. 

An artist friend of mine, to whom I observed on this 
character in the Gallery, made a reply which is, I think, 
worth our consideration. 'What else,' he asked, 'can you 
expect ? Y o u  Alpine climbers want pictures for topographical 
and personal ends, to show the peaks you climb and the 
cracks and chimneys you climb them by. You call for 
topographical diagrams, not for romantic landscapes.' 

Now, if this were a true and complete statement, my 
position would be obviously false, in so far that having 
brought painters to the mountains we should have done so 
only to crush their efforts by our own blunt and perverse mode 
of perception. There is some truth in my friend's view, I 
think. No one but a climber could perhaps care for some 
of the Alpine pictures exhibited. But it is surely a half- truth ! 
Many climbers, I believe, will I)e ready to appreciate any true 
'Alpine artist who may in the fulness of time be born to us. 
If we cannot make an artist, a painter of the High Alps will 
find his first public in the Alpine Club. Not at  once perhaps ; 
we are all slow to see nature through another's eyes, as even 
Turner and Con~table found. And there will always be a few 
athletes who will prefer to examine conscientiously, and ex- 
plain exhaustively to the other sex, enlarged photographs of 
themselves and their conquests. Let me trust there are not 
many to imitate the visitor heard by Sir W. M. Conway last 
year to tell a lady that Masherbrum was ' somewhere in the 
Tyrol,' and, on being pressed as to whether he had clinlbed 
it, to reply promptly, ' No ; but something close by.' 

At any rate, this year we have debarred that visitor from 
his photographs, and forced him to look at the pictures. 
This step has been taken as much in the interest of the 
photographers as in that of the painters. If some artists 
and owners dislike the mixing of paintings and photographs, 
the photographers, on their part, demand an amount of space 
which cannot be given them in a combined exhibition. This 
year they will have their own show later on. Another year I 
should suggest the order might be reversed, the photographs 
shown in winter and the pictures in the brighter and longer 
days of the London season. 

From art to literature is a natural step. The production 
of the Journal has occupied but a fraction of the energies 
of our industrious and illustrious colleague, Sir R. 11. Con- 
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way. He has added to our Alpine library two works, one of 
which was very aptly described by the late Premier as ' even 
more remarkable and monumental than the Karakoram 
journey it recorded.' In another book, almost equally monu- 
mental, my friend has recorded a walk from end to end of 
the Alps with two Ghoorkhas. It is an entertaining record 
of a vigorous journey. 'Brown, Jones, and Robinson ' had 
some famous adventures among frontier fortresses, but they 
were never, like Conway and his Ghoorkhrts, an object of 
purauit to the forces of two nations. There is a fashion 
nowadays for little books by great men. Sir W. hf. Conway 
has made a very proper protest by presenting to the world 
literary offspring of such aldermanic bulk that the author 
who would surpass him must produce twins. In my judg- 
ment Sir W. M. Conway's Karakoram map is a yet more 

remarkable and monumental ' work for a private individual 
to have executed than even his books, and we owe some 
thanks to the Colll~cil of the Geographical Society for having 
gone to the considerable expense of reproducing it on a scale 
adequate to its importance. 

Close in alphabetical and literary conjunction with our 
knight we find, as usual, Mr. Coolidge. He has not yet been 
made a bishop, but Grindelwald, that haunt of ecclesktics, 
expects soon to. see him in gaiters of a new cut and with his 
ice-axe turned into a crosier. With his usual untiring energy 
he continues to devote himself to accumulating and con- 
densing, in the form of ' Climbers' Guides,' all the infor- 
mation that can help bis fellow-members to enjoy the Alps to 
the full, to wander off to those delightful recesses where 
Cook's and Perowne's tourists cease from troubling, and the 
young climber can appreciate the charm of the mountains 
before they had been discovered by tlie clients of the circulating 
agencies, who, like the novels of the circulating libraries, are 
generally but poor company. 

Mr. Coolidge has been, and is atill engaged, with almost 
excessive care and conscientiousness, on the task the Club too 
lightly, perhaps, undertook-that of renewing the ' Alpine 
Guide.' The task is in many ways one of the most difficult and 
delicate that could have been found in Alpine literature, and 
Mr. Coolidge is one of the very few men among us who can carry 
it through with any hope of success. I truet it may not too 
long delay him from prosecuting those historical reaearches 
in Alpine regions, in which he has placed himself in the front 
rank of European scholars. 

There has been no want of activity among our members. 
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I do not, however, find traces in our literature of the increase 
there ought to be in the annexation of the out-of-the-way 
districts which still afford secure refuges from the madding 
crowd. Nor does there seem as yet to be any sign of the 
growth of that spirit of natural research, that habit of taking 
up a particulaz point of view and working it out, which is so 
common, even too common, abroad. The direction of English 
education doubtless partly accounts for thia lack in our 
publications, which has perhaps been also accentuated by the 
aomewhat excessive, if not superfluous, disclaimers of any 
scientific aim put forward by some of the most prominent 
contributors to our early literature. 

One problem, the action and extension, past and present, 
of glaciers all over the world has been taken in hand by our 
Committee, with the help of the energy of Captain Marshall 
Hall. The results obtained will be chronicled from time to 
time in the ' Journal.' 

Mr. Clinton Dent attacked a more practical problem, and 
one of some importance, in endeavouring to bring about the 
adoption of a uniform code of signalling between parties in 
distress on the mountains and the huts or valley stations. 
An accident on the Matterhorn this summer, in consequence 
of which a wounded guide was left for hours on the mountain, 
furnished an opportune answer to his critics. Had his 
system been in use the man might have been brought into 
shelter with far less delay. 

Outside the Alps there have been two noteworthy expedi- 
tions by our members. First in order of time came Mr. Fitz- 
gerald's remarkable and numerous exploits in New Zealand, 
where, not only did he carry through successfully some daring 
ascents, but also proved the practical utility of climbing by 
finding for the colonists the easy and direct pass they have so 
much wanted and so long sought to the West Coast. His 
companion Zurbruggen showed how much more rare is the 
judgment that recognises the right way up a new peak than the 
energy that forces the wrong one. For possibly, in conse- 
quence of the frequent opportunities he had had in his earlier 
expeditions of recollnoitring the mountain, he eventually 
found a line of ascent by which he could safely walk up Mount 
Cook alone ! Its highest point had escaped Emil Boss and 
Mr. Green, and only been attained a few weeks previously, 
after repeated attempts, by the boldest climbers of the colony. 

I trust that, when the mountains are better known and 
mountaineers are more abundant, travellers who follow Mr. 
Fitzgerald may not be called on to run the excessive risks he 
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has described in the account of his explorations lately pub- 
lished in the ' Nineteenth Century.' 

Of the expedition to Nanga Parbat it would be premature 
to speak to-night ; doubtless you will in due course hear 
sometbing more from Nr. Mummery's companions of its 
character and results. 

Next to Conway's, undoubtedly the principal literary 
product of the past year has been the work by which our late 
and sincerely deplored colleague took us d by surprise. I 
refer, of course, to RIr. Mummery's account of his climbe. 
We all knew Rlummery was a fine climber, but we had hardly 
suspected him of a style such as his book showed him to 
possess. 

In  that volume there are certain statements in which I 
cannot agree. I shrill deal subsequently with some of these 
topics, for I knew Nr. Mummery well enough to be certain 
that he would have been the last man to wish a discussion on 
subjects material to the nrelfare of this Club and the future of 
mountaineering postponed on his account. 

Moreover, the consideration that might have rendered such 
a reference ton painful is absent. There is no reason whst- 
ever to think that the fatal accident on Nanga Parbut was the 
result of any rashness on the pert of Mr. Nummery, or of 
any failure to act on the rules and with the precautions that 
have been in use among earlier explorers in d i~ tan t  lands from 
1868 to the present time. 

And now, in place of going into further detail, I will ask 
you to turn aside from the incident0 of the day in order to 
look behind and forward, and to try to form some picture of 
the development and progress of mountaineering as a craft. 

Last year I trod in the footprints of one of your earliest 
Presidents and your future President. I climbed Pix Bernina, 
and withont guides. On nly return I naturally looked with 
interest to the narrative of Kennedy and Hardy's expedition 
in ' Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers.' From an historical point 
of view it seemed to me a very curious and instructive record. 
It shows what unreal terrors the mountains were capable of 
inspiring even at a date subsequent to the foundation of this 
Club. I t  ~hows, also, how slow and gradual was the evolution 
of the craft of climbing among guides, as well as amateurs. 
Let me illustrate in detail these statements. The description 
of the rocks of the ' Gemsens-Freiheit ' clearly refers to the 
identical route now followed. Even when the crags are 
snowy there is nothing to prevent moderate climbers moving 
in the ordinary way over them at  a fair pace, perhaps 
tightening the rope now and then. Yet thirty-five years ago 
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a President of the Alpine Club thought it a feat for a guide 
to climb these rocks and to be able to haul his ' Herrschaft ' 
np separately after him. Again, the rock ridge between the 
highest snow of Piz Bernina and the stone-man seems very 
short and simple to modern ejes. The early mountaineer 
thought Jenni venturesome for crossing it while roped to a 
stationary party, and describes the guide as slipping in the 
transit. Again, on this famous expedition elementary rules 
of the craft were disregarded. A single guide ascended 
alone a really steep enowslope, while a traveller climbed it 
separately roped to another guide. Two of the party returned 
roped together over snows concealing large crevasses. 

These facts are significant. I could add others from my own 
early experiences a few years later. I have seen three narrow 
escapes in one day, all arising from the neglect of a guide to 
use the rope where it was called for. The deduction is surely 
obvious. The art of climbing snowy mountains was not an in- 
heritance from remote generations of Alpine peasants, but a 
new thing, in which the experience, or instinct, as some call it, 
of the peasant was only an ingredient. Guides and amateurs 
-Balmat and De Saussure-were both learners, but the guides 
had the start. They were for long the better men by virtue of 
the aptitude acquired from childhood, and the physical 
force coming of a life of labour. Their aim, and that of the 
amateur, were identical, to do as much as possible with as 
little risk as possible. The great novelty introduced by 
amateurs, climbers for pleasure, mas the recognition of the 
solidarity of ' the party.' That it had its risks and drawbacks 
was obvious, but it was felt that its advantages turned the scale. 
It was felt, further, that the weaker brother, once accepted as 
a companion, must be accepted for Getter or worse, that he 
could no more be left to shift for himself than a comrade in 
the face of the enemy. And, on the whole, despite the terrible 
Matterhorn accident, the safety gained by the proper nse of 
the rope was found in experience to more than counterbalance 
its inconveniences. 

For many years the development of mountaineering, of its 
implements and its methods, went on, and always with the 
same view, that it was a pursuit in which danger was inevit- 
able, but that by skill and care the dangers could be largely 
eliminated and reduced. The attitude of the climber was 
'Attention ! ' As soon as he passed the snow-level he felt 
in  the enemy's country, and was on his guard against sur- 
prises. The first lesson he was taught was that difficulty 
and danger were by no means necessarily connected, that 



the most perilous moments were those when no peril was 
obvious. He found su5cient excitement in the novelties of 
the snow-world, the passage of the hrrgsehnotii, or the cornice, 
or the protracted struggle in the ice-fall. To a younger genera- 
tion eager for novelty these things seemed to grow flat. Ice- 
craft, having been perfected, was neglected while men set 
to work to develop rock-climbing with extraordinary hardi- 
hood and success. The gymnastic side of climbing was 
developed, perhaps with some loss on other sides. Attention 
was paid to the infinitely little. Variations became vexations. 

Then in some independent minds a bold counsel of per- 
fection was broached-to climb without guides. The first 
Englishman to put it in practice succeeded only in proving 
that for some people, including himself, the experiment was 
too rash. The conservatives among us chuckled prematurely 
over the indiscretions Mr. Girdlestone revealed to the world. 
For meantime another party, Mr. Charles Pilkington, Mr. 
Lawrence Pilkington, and Mr. Gardiner, were steadily set- 
ting themselves to be as capable as guides. The attempt, 
in my opinibn, was perfectly legitimate, it has proved success- 
ful, and it has led to a great advance in mountaineering. I t  
may be granted that in the very front rank of mountaineers 
there will always be two guides to every amateur. So much 
may be allowed for the inherited touch, the muscular force, 
the perfect patience of the born mountnineer. But I do not 
see my way to allow much more. I am conscious that thia 
is indeed a change from the time-before 1885-when to 
whisper that an amateur might become nearly as good as a 
guide was held to be the mark of a vain boaster or an ignorant 
person. But, judging from recent experience, there are now 
members of t h i ~  Club with whom I would rather go up a moun- 
tain than with any guide out of the first rank. In the present 
relations of guide and amateur it is not without amusement 
that mountaineere have seen within the last few days that 
typical representative of British middle-class intelligence, the 
' Daily Telegraph,' calling on Sir Alfred Wills to see that no 
traveller be allowed to climb a mountain without a certificate 
from a guide that he is physically capable. If he interfere a t  
all, Sir Alfred Wills will, I trust, secure that none but mem- 
bers of this Club shall be allowed above the snow-line ! 

Far be it from me to offer any encouragement in guideless 
climbing to raw climbers or to the public a t  large. It is in 
my opinion a luxury to be earned by e long and well-spent 
apprenticeship. No amount of athletic ability without moun- 
tain experience qualifies a beginner for it ; athleticism may even 



be a disqualification ! No one, perhaps, is in such danger as the 
gymnast who fancies he can perform the feats of the training 
school under the varying conditions of the mountains. The 
high rate of mortality among German mountaineers is, I fancy, 
in part due to their national craze for gymnastics, though it is 
still more due to the madness of solitary climbing. Travellers 
without guides have at present this advantage, that all are on 
their mettle. I fear there may be occasionally a certain amount 
of false security in the companionship of guides. With the 
Alpine peasant familiarity with the expeditions he frequently 
repeats-and the 'central' guide is forced into frequent 
repetitiona-has bred, in some cases, contempt; he grows 
careless himself and in looking after his party. The accidents 
caused directly or indirectly by guides have not been, and 
never can be, catalogued ; but they have occurred-I can 
speak from personal experience of one or two, happily not 
fatal-and are, I believe, likely to recur. How many chamois- 
hunters and hay-cutters are annually the victims of a moment's 
disregard of familiar risk? And these men are the raw 
material of guides. Yet, if the average guide is not infallible, 
he is still likely in a large majority of cases to be a better 
man than his employer. Few travellers ought to venture to 
do without guides, but all travellers can try to make them- 
selves competent to exercise at times control, to check any 
remissness in the management of an expedition, particularly 
in the use of the rope, to insist on a resolute decision when 
weather or unlooked for diiliculties make a change of plans 
essential, to take their fair share in the day's work and the 
day's responsibilities-in short, to act as part of the crew and 
not as mere passengers or parcels. 

In this retrospective review I have now reached the date 
(only yesterday, as it were) when our craft having been 
developed its rules were laid down in various ha-ndbooks and 
treatises. 

Now, to some minds, eager, inventive, paradoxical, the 
fact of the formulation of a code of rules is an incitement to 
criticism and revolt. Mountaineering without Guides had 
h e n  successfully mastered ; the next stage of progress sought 
was to mountaineer without precautions. It was really a 
retrograde step. The principle hitherto had been to give the 
mountains no spare chances in the game. Now, rules some- 
times found irksome were voted superfluous. The abuse of 
the rope by men who are no climbers at all led to its con- 
temptuous disuse by men of exceptional force. On two 
particular matters raised in Nr. Ilummery's final chapter I 



feel bound to qualify his statements. Mr. llummery writes 
' that it would appear obviorls that it is an  error to assume 
that an steep slopes or CUTS three men are safer then two.' 
The following page, in which he endeavours to prove by illus- 
tration this thesis, is strangely unconvincing, to use no stronger 
expression. To my mind i t  only shows that the writer, 
brilliant climber as  he was, probably because he v i a  so 
brilliant, had failed altogether to understand the co-operative 
force of ' a party.' Two men can, and ought, in places of 
peril, to be able to combine their powers of resistance while the 
third moves, and they have larger opportunities of doing so. 
3'1ro is not a proper number a s  a rule for difficult expeditions. 
As a rule, I say, for on certain rock peaks I agree it may be 
admissible, and on certain exceptionally dangerous expedi- 
tions two may be the less dangerous number, the lesser evil. 
On snowfields it is poesible the adjustment of a double rope 
recommended by Mr. Mummery may diminish the risk. But 
for ordinary men or average ascents less than three is not a 
proper number. I do not speak without some personal experi- 
ence. I have climbed myself with one guide or friend ; I once 
very nearly fell a victim to doing so. As it chanced I just 
fiucceeded in holding up my companion. Had we been three, 
two to join in resistance, there would have been far less risk. 
The third man gives the party as a whole not only a double 
power of resistance wherever a bad place has to be climbed 
or crossed, but also a wider range of holding ground. 

Solitary walking on the Alps is, I admit, an  extraordinary 
temptation to any man of imagination, and the word rr.alh-ittg 
may, in the case of one familiar with the mountains, cover 
much. But the old mouritaineer abuses his privilege-I have 
hnd a personal lesson in this respect also-when he goes 
alone or unroped on snow. I t  cannot be  aid too emphati- 
cally that Mr. biumtxery's belief that old climbers need never 
fall into crevasses is opposed to general experience and to 
innumerable recorded facts. On my first journey to the 
Caucasus we all fell into crevasses. Happily we were always 
roped. I have seen old Franqois and his pipe frequently in 
a crevasse, and the pipe has perished. I have gone in my- 
self when follo~ving in the exact footmarks of far heavier men. 
The matter does not ~ d m i t  of question : the evidence is over- 
whelming that no practice, not even the eye of a chamois, 
will always save a man from falling into a concealed crevasse. 

Another source of danger, I believe, at  the present time is 
carelessness. No one has emphasised this more strongly 
than Mummery. ' The first lesson,' he writes, ' the n o ~ i r e  has 



to learn is to be ever on his guard, and it is one that the 
oldest climber hardly masters.' I t  is, he adds, ' the ridicu- 
lously easy rocks that swell the list of Alpine victims.' These 
sentences furnish a e in~alar  commentary to the subsequent 
statement that his pages are written for parties 'of which 
every member is absolutely certain never to slip.' The 
admission is significant. In  point of fact, our friend was 
amusing himself by writing not for human beings but for 
that ideal climber, equally strong on rock and ice, never off 
his guard, who never was or will be, but to whom Mummery 
himself and *mile Rey were in many respects two of the 
nearest approximations that have yet been seen in the Alps. 

It is nmong guides that carelessness is now chiefly pre- 
valent. We have had two striking instances in a short 
space of time. *mile Rey himself falls after he has un- 
roped ; two of his comrades glissade with their employer into 
a crevasse on Mont Blanc. Last year a well-known Dolomite 
guide escaped by a hairbreadth Rey's fate under exactly 
similar circumstances. Beware of blind faith in guides- 
they are not infallible. As I have said already, we know not 
how many accidents have been due primarily to guides. I 
do know of narrow escapes due-not the escapes, but the 
risks-entirely to their carelessness or even perverseness in 
face of warning. An Engadiner, no longer living, many years 
ago took all my party into a be,:rlscIlrrord. Competent climbers 
without guides have this advantage at any rate, that they 
know their companions' capacities. 

At the risk of being tedious, one more warning for that 
distant exploration which now forms so large a part of the 
Club's work. Let me implore you to remember the absolute 
necessity of being on your guard lest your Alpine experience 
become a snare to you. Under hotter suns, in moister 
climates, you will find the conditions of snow and ice, and 
even rock, very different and often far more dangerous, the 
variations in those conditions far more rapid, the mountains 
as a whole less stable. You must constantly adapt and 
readjust your action and course in view of local facts. You 
must not try to rufih your peaks. Reconnoitre, reconnoitre, 
reconnoitre ! Be discreet, considering that discretion is the 
better part of valour, and that the valour that is without 
it is not the truest kind. 

A new rule or principle may be called for. My own experi- 
ence inclines me to think-and there is an obitrr dirtrinr of 
A. W .  Moore's recorded somewhere to the same effect- that 
among new mountains no Pam should be tried of which the 
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nature of the further side has not been previously ascertained 
-and carefully ascertained. 

I have felt it my duty to ieetify to the faith as I hold it 
after a tolerably long and varied experience. The tradition 
of this Club has been to promulgate the principles and rules 
by which men may climb with a minimum of peril. We do 
not attempt to eliminate danger ; we encourage new explora- 
tions despite their inevitable perils. But our object has been 
that our members may attain the maximum of success and 
enjoyment with the minimum of danger. We believe that a 
comparison of the Alpine death-roll of our own Club with 
that of the climbers of all nations outside it will show that we 
have to a great extent succeeded in this effort. To incur a 
maximum of needless peril for a minimum of results-that is 
the practical outcome of the tendency of the day among the 
common herd of climbers. If anyone thinks I epeak too 
strongly let him read the analysis of this year's accidents in 
the Alps in our Journal and in foreign publications. 

Weary of sermon-writing, I took down a claseic I had not 
looked at  for forty years, and there, opening on the story of 
the Fall of the Diablerets, I found-as by a sors I'ir.qiliatla- 
the conclusion of the whole matter. The book was ' Sandford 
and bferton.' I read as follows :- 

' " Dear heart," said Tommy, when Mr. Barlow had finished 
his narrative, " what a number of accidents people are subject 
to in this world ! " 

' " It is very true," answered Mr. Barlow, " but as that is 
the case it is necessary to improve ourselves in every possible 
manner, so that we may be able to struggle against them." ' 

I am afraid you must have found me very much of a Mr. 
Barlow in this chair ! 

And now nothing is left me but, in bidding you farewell, 
to thank both my colleagues of the committee and the Club 
in general for the very great kindness and forbearance they 
have shown towards me on all occasions during my three 
years of office, and to wisli t,lie Club all prosperity in this 
new departure. If I believe in the Club's .permanence and 
prosperity it is because it seerus to me to be founded on 
two of the most primitive and deep-rooted instincts in man- 
kind. It is connected, if modern philosophers will allow the 
distinctioli, both with the physical and the moral sides of 
human nature. Who can see street children at  play without 
recogpising that to climb, whether a heap of stones or ' the 
highest parts of the dust of the world,' and then tumble down 
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the other side, is one of the earliest and purest forms of 
human pleasure ? Who, again, has ventured far or often 
into the solitudes of the eternal hills without feeling once 
and again that imperfect perception of th ing  not seen which 
is perhaps one of the nearest approaches to direct revelation 
allowed to a generation in which most of us. 

' See all sights from pole to pole, 
And glance and nod and bustle by, 
And never onoe possess our soul 

Before we die ' P 
On the heights, if anywhere, we do possess our souls! ' The great mountains are more than playgrounds; they are 

the cathedrals of nature : under their walls we may lay 
down for a time most of the I~urdens of life, and even find 

. some support or solace in its Borrows. 

BY J. NORMAN COLLIE. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, February 4, 1896.) 

MONGST mountaineers who has not at some time or an- A other looked at the map of India and wished for an 
opportunity to visit that mighty mountain range the Hima. 
layas ? Nany are the books that tell ue of the wonderful snow 
and ioe worlds that lie hidden there. Nearly fifty years ago 
Sir J. Hooker (then Dr. Hooker) wandered through the eastern 
end of the Himalayan range. In  his ' Journals' he gives 
ua a most fawinsting account of Sikkim and the mountainous 
country round Darjeeling, where Khchanja is only second P to the giant Devadhunga. JYhilet Knight, in 1s book ' Where 
Three Empires Meet,' deals with the north-west corner of 
India, where the valleys of the Hindoo Koosh slope southward 
towards the great Indus ; and only recently we have heard 
from Sir W. M. Conway about the inhospitable wilds of the 
Karakorams, and of glaciers larger than any outside the Arctic 
regions which lie hidden amongst stupendous peaks whose 
summits reach an altitude of 28,000 ft. 

But still it is a far cry to the Himalayas, and although one 
msy  wish often and loag that it may be one's luck to start 
on some particularly propitious day for India, armed with 
mountaineering boots, an ice axe, and Alpine rope, neverthe- 
lees the propitious day never dawns, and circumstances over 
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which one has no control usually decide that a much less 
ambitious journey is all that the Fates will allow. 

A visit to India had for many years been with me one 
of those possibilities which may be as a rule classed as 
' most improbable.' If a year ago 1 had been asked, ' Do you 
think you could go for a climbing trip to the Himalayas 3 ' I 
should certainly have had to own that it was most unlikely 
that I could ever find either the time or the money for such an 
expedition. But it is the unexpected that always happens, 
ind  now the dream is accomplished. 

I have seen the great mountains of the Hindoo Koosh, and 
the Karakoram ranges from Tirach Mir over Chitral, to KS at  
the head of the Baltoro glacier ; I have wandered in that waste 
land, the marvellous gorge of the Indus. I have stopped a t  
Chilaa, one of the outposts of civilisation in the wild Shinaki 
country, where only a few years ago no white man could 
venture. I have passed through the defile at Lechre, where, 
in 1841, a landslip from the northern buttress of Nanga Parbat 
dammed -back the whole Indue for six months, until finally 
the pent-up masses of water, breaking suddenly through the 
thousands of feet of debris, burst with irresistible force down 
through that unknown mountain land lying below Chilas for 
many hundreds of miles, till at last the whirling flood, no 
longer hemmed in by the hills, swept out on to the open plains 
near Attock, and in one night annihilation wae the fate of a 
whole Sikh army. Also I have seen the northern side of the 
mighty Nanga Parbat, the greatest mountain face in the world, 
rising without break from the scorching sandsof theBunje plain 
first to the cool pine woods and fertile valleys 5,000 ft. above, 
next to the glaciers, and further back and higher to the ice-clad, 
avalanche-swept precipices which ringround the topmost snows 
of Nanga Parbat itself, whose summit towers 26,620 ft. above 
sea-level and 25,000 ft. above the Indus at its base ; whilst 
further to the northward Rakipushi and Haramosh, both 
25,000 ft. high, seem only to be the outlying sentinels of 
grander and loftier ranges beyond. 

Towards the end of 1894 the late Mr. A. F. Mummery and 
Mr. G. Hastings arranged that, if they could obtain permission 
from the Indian Government to visit that part of Kashmir in 
which Nanga Parbat lies, they would start from England in 
June 1895, and attempt the ascent ; later I mas able to join 
the expedition. We left England on June 20, reached Brin- 
disi on June 25. There we embarked on the P. and 0. steamer 
' Caledonia.' Although we had heard that the Bed Sea in 
June would probably be extremely hot the temperature did 
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not exceed 900, and it was not until after our arrival in India 
that the thermometer marked a maximum of 10SO in the rail- 
way carriages between Umballa and Rawul Pindi. After 
leaving Aden we experienced the full blast of the monsoon, 
but as we were running with the wind we did not feel the 
gale severely, gad arrived at Bombay on July 5 the better 
for our sea voyage. On July 7 we reached Rawul Pindi, and 
saw for the first time the foothills of the Himalayas, rising out 
of the Panjab plains. That. evening we slept in a dllk bungalow 
just short of Murree, having been overtaken by the first b u s t  
of the rains on the hills. From Hawul Pindi to Bitramulir, in 
the vale of Kashmir, there is an excellent road, along which 
one is able to travel in a tonge. These strongly built two- 
wheel conveyances usually complete the journey of about 
170 miles in two to three days. Beyond Bnramulti it 
is necessary to take a flat-bottomed boat or punt, called a 
' dhga. '  For some distance the route lies up the Jhelum 
river, but soon we emerged on to the Woolar lake, and in the 
grey morning light the hills which completely encircle the 
vale of Kashmir could be seen. The lake was perGctly calm 
and reflected on its surface the nearer hills. Soon, however, 
we came to miles of floating water lilies in bloom, whilst on 
the banks quaint mud houses and farms, encircled with poplar, 
walnut. and chenar trees, were visible, and beyond great 
distances of grass land and orchards stretched back to the feet 
of the mountains. But we were not yet across the lake. From 
the westward a rain cloud was approaching, and soon the 
whole face of nature was changed. Small waves arose ; then a 
blast of wind swept down part of the matting which served as 
an awning to our boat, and in a moment we were in danger 
of being swamped by the waves. Several other boats which 
were near at once came towards us and were lashed to ours by 
ropes; meanwhile the women and children in them were 
screaming, crying, and throwing rice on to the troubled waters, 
presumably to propitiate the evil beings who were responsible 
for the state of affairs, and seemingly with marvellous effect, 
for no sooner had the cloud passed than the wind dropped, 
and without further adventure we made land a t  Bandipur, on 
the northern shores of the lake. Here we found ponies, which 
had been obtained for us by the Hon. C. G .  Bruce, of the 5th 
Gurkhas, he having travelled all the from the Khagan 
valley to Kashmir in order to engage for us servants, ponies, 
Scc. As none of us had ever seen him, and he spent about a 
fortnight out of a month's leave in arranging these matters 
for ue (strangers to him), I take this opportunity of thanking 
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him, and also saying that during the whole of our expedition 
the military and political officers and others whom we met 
invariably helped us most kindly in every way. On July 11 
we loaded the ponies with our baggage and started for Nanga 
Parbat. Our route lay over the Tragbal or Raj Diangan pass. 
On the further side we descended to Kanjalwan, in the valley of 
the Ki~hnganga river. Up this valley the road leads for about 
twelve miles to Gurais ; it then turns to the left and follon~s the 
Burzil stream. From this valley two passes exist to the north 
whioh lead to the Nanga Parbat range-the first the Iiamri ; 
the second the Dorikoon, or Burzil, over which the military road 
to Gilgit has I a n  made. Both these passea are between 15,000 
and 14,000 ft. high, and both lead to Astor. We chose the 
former, for we were told that good forage for our ponies could 
be obtained on the further side. On the morning of July 14 
we crossed the pass, finding still Rome of the winter snows 
unmelted on the top. Here we RRW Nanga Parbat for the 
first time, rising over forty miles away in dazzling white far 
above all the intervening ranges. Two days later at Rattu 
we found Lieut. Stewart, l<.A., encamped with his mountain 
battery. He showed us the two gins which he had taken 
through the snows over the Sliandur Pass, when accompany- 
ing Colonel Kelly from Gilgit to the relief of Chitral. They 
weighed over 2 cwt. each, and had been carried over the 
pass on men's backs. The next day, July 16, saw us at 
the baee of Nanga Parbat, where our camp was pitched 
about three miles almve the village of Tushing, in the R~ipal 
nullah, in the midst of a picturesque grove of willows. We 
had taken twenty-seven days from London, travelling con- 
tinuously, but the weather was perfect. We were on the 
threshold of the unknown, and the untrodden nullahs round 
the Nanga Parbat awaited us. 

The next day we rested, discussing plan8 and improving 
our camp. 1 took the height of the barometer (531 milli- 
metres), from which ob~erration our camp TvaR 9,900 It. 
above sea level.' 

All the heights given in this paper, other than those taken 
from the map, are deduced froiii observations m d e  with a novel 
and portable form of mercury barometer, which can be coiled up 
and carried in a small tin box in the pocliet. As I was unable to 
make comparative readings with a second instrument at a known 
height, the barometrical readiligs are in erery case calculated from 
the pressme at sea level being assumed to be .30 in. Tbis makes 
the height as a rule about 800 ft. lower than if 31 in. were taken 
as the llormal sea-level pressure. 



We finally decided that it would be best to obtain a good 
view of the south side of Nanga Parbat before we made up 
our minds whether we should remain in the Rupal nullah. 
So the next day Mummery and I started with a vague 
intention of combining pleasure with business ; in fact, we 
had intentions on a peak marked 20,490 ft. on the map 
(Astor and Gilgit with the surrounding country corrected up 
to 1885). This map is most accurate. All the valleys are 
marked correctly ; a few glaciers, however, have been omitted. 
This is probably due to the fact that they could not have 
been seen from below by the compilers of the map. 

We camped, at 12,150 ft., on the south side of the snout 
of the big Ilupal glacier, which comes down from the Mazeno 
and Thosho passes. Next morning, July 19, we took with 
us two of our Kashmiri servants, both of whom had the 
reputation of being first-rate shikarris and most fearless 
climbers. For some distance our route lay up the glacier, 
but we were in bad condition, and very soon came to the 
conclusion that a smaller summit would be just as useful to 
look a t  Nanga Parbat from as the 20,490-ft. mountain. We 
therefore turned our attention to a spur on our right, which 
ran in a northerly direction from the 20,490-ft. peak. As 
the day wore on even this proved too much, for, after con- 
siderable floundering through much soft snow, we both gave 
in a t  a height of 16,000 ft., and, yielding to m enticing rock 
arkte, began the descent. The climbing on this rock ridge 
was made most interesting, chiefly owing to the peculim 
positions that the fearless shikarris occasionally thought it 
necessary to assume. In many places it mas only by very 
great persuasion that they were induced to proceed, as they 
asaured us with many signs, and Hindustani words which we 
understood but imperfectly, that no self-respecting Kashmiri 
ever would attempt to climb down such places, that even the 
ibex and markhor could not do it. 

nuring the day we had many views of the southern face 
of Nanga Parbat, but nowhere could we see any route that 
looked a t  all promising. Everywhere one precipice rose 
above another, whilst hanging glaciers were placed in all the 
most inconvenient places. There was, however, one way we 
thought might lead us to a break in the ridge, west of the 
summit, but even had we been able to reach this break- 
which was very doubtful-the remainder of the climb, 
along a rocky arkte, with an ascent of a t  least 6,000 ft., ' 

looked still more formidable. Some idea of the average 
angle of this south face 11my be obtained from the map. The 
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height of the glacier directly under the summit is about 
11,000-12,000 ft.-that is to say, in about two miles or 
l e s ~  measured on the map there is a dzerence in height of 
15,000 ft. 

We reached our camp again late in the afternoon, finding 
that Hastings had come up from tlie lower camp. A council 
of waz was then held. Evidently we were not in a fit con- 
dition to storm lofty peaks. In order, therefore, to get 
ourselves into proper training a walk round to the other side 
of the range was considered to be what we wanted. Has- 
tings, as arranged, had brought up plenty of provi~ions with 
him, thm enabling the party to brave the snows and unin- 
habited wilds which we intended to explore. So next morning 
we started in the d ~ r k  for the hiazeno La. Here we had 
onr first experience of the kind of walking that was in store 
for us: everywhere loose stones. The sides of the glaciers, 
the mountain-sides. even the glaciers themselves were buried " 
deep with these ekasperating nuisances. Hour after hour 
span out its weary length, yet the further we went the more 
rocks, stones, and dbljris seemed to lie in wait for us. The 
height of the Mazeno is about 18,000 ft. Here I esperienced 
all the delights of a severe attack of mountain sickness, and 
the last 500 ft. almost proved too much for me. Only with 
the greatest difficulty was I able to stagger up on to the 
summit of the pass. The western face i much more pre- 
cipitous than the one which we had ascended, but by making 
use of an easy rock arete we soon got down to more reamn- 
able altitudes. We were not destined, however, to arrive at 
any comfortable camp, for we were still on the glacier when 
it turned dark, and tlle best we were able to do was to sleep 
on a small plot of g r a s ~  at tlie edge of the side moraine. A t  
daybreak we started down the valley, arriving early at a 
shepherds' encampment. Here we obtained sour and par- 
ticularly dirty goats' milk ; also a sheep, price 4 rulw,s. 
We were now in the wild Chilas country, but the natives 
seemed to be friendly enough, and throughout our espeditions 
we never experienced the least diaculty with them. Our 
destination being the Diamirai nullah we pushed on. Ap- 
parently two small ridges separated us from it. They were 
small only in comparison with their bigger neighl~onrs ; con- 
sequently we did not reach our goal that evening. On 
July 22, at midday, we camped in the Diamirai nullt~h, on 
the southern side of the glacier ; the height of the camp was 
12,450 ft. The view towards the westward mas magnificent. 
Far below us the valley dropped rapidly down to the Indus, 
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nearly 10,000 ft. below. Beyond range after range receded back 
to the horizon, the furthest peaks being probably more than 
a, hundred miles distant. The country we were looking into 
beyond Chilas is practically unknown. There the mountain 
th ie~es  of Dare1 and Tangir live unmolested ; no white man 
has as yet penetrated into their land. But eastwards, a t  the 
head of the valley, towered Nanga Parbat, 14,000 ft. above 
us. Up its precipitous sides a path had to he found. From 
our camp we could see the whole face, and Mummery was 
not long before he pointed out a route by which we hoped 
later to gain the upper snowfields, and from thence the 
topmost pinnacle, which glistened white in the sunlight far 
above against a steel blue sky. 

On the morrow the provisions began to run short; it 
therefore became necessary that we should retram our 
steps to the Rupal nullah. The servants and coolies were 
sent back by the valleys, whilst we made up our minds to 
cross the ridge on the south of the valley, and eufficiently high 
up to bring us down either on to the Mazeno La or, if we were 
fortunate, into the head of the Rupal nullah. That night, s 
little before 12 P.M., we started with lanterns, and slowly climbed 
up a rock arete which led to our pass. We did not seem to 
waste much time, but the Himalayas are constructed on a 
totally different scale fiom either the Alps or the Scotch 
mountains, and although no unnecessary halts mere made 
we only reached the top of our pas8 at about 2 P.M. The 
summit by the barometer was 18,050 ft. Before reaching 
the top we had some splendid climbing on a ridge of rocks 
which were nearly perpendicular, whilst later on a most 
sensational path had to be cut across an excessively steep 
faoe of ice about 250 yards wide. Mummery assured us 
that he had never been over a more ' sporting' pass, and 
we were much delighted with the splendid rocks and varied 
climbing which we h d  experienced. Our enthusiasm was 
soon to be checked; below, on the further side, neither lay 
the wished for Rupal nullah nor w~ the Nazeno La even in 
Bight; but the glacier which lies to the west of the Nazeno 
Pass spread out its interminable length at our feet. With- 
out waiting even for a hurried lunch, which was impossible, 
for the simple reason that we only had about half a dozen 
biscuits and two or three sticks of chocolate amongst 
the whole party, we rapidly descended down easy slopes 
to the glacier. Four miles away on our left Iay the 
Mazeno La, thousands of feet a b o ~ e  us, and all our hopes of 
dinners and sleeping-bags vanished. \Ire had been out 



18 hrs., and it was not improbable that it would be another 
24 hrs. of continuous walking before we could hope to reach 
the Rnpal camp. We had climbed over one pass about 18,000 ft. 
high ; another of the same height lay before us, and last, but 
not least, we had nothing to eat. Fortunately I had plenty 
of tobacco and a pipe ; never shall I forget how splendidly 
they helped me over all the stones and pitfalls of that night's 
march. When at the summit of the Mazeno La, in the dark, 
at 10.30 P.M., Hastings and Mummery rested awhile th& pipe 
ministered to my vacuous interior. During our wild noc- 
turnal wanderings down and down through the intricacies of 
the glacier leading from the Mazeno to the Rupal glacier 
it solaced my weary footsteps. What cared I whether 
Hastings growled-for he, poor fellow, does not smoke-or 
whether Mummery, as he stumbled frantically over the 
wilderness of stones, groaned aloud a t  the disgraceful con- 
dition of the glacier? I was comforted. 

But daylight came at last, and with it vague hopes that 
perhaps, after all, we might find breakfast waiting for us 
a few miles down the glacier. We had told one of our 
Kaahmiri servants to wait for us there-for a week, if necee- 
eary-till we turned up. We were quite uncertain whether 
he would follow out our instructions ; but at 7 A.M., Hasting 
and I found him camped under a huge rock. At once pro- 
visions and a kettleful of hot tea were sent back to Mummery, 
who was resting some miles up the valley, whilst we proceeded 
to eat everything we could lay our hands on. At  10.30 I 
left Hastings and Mummery asleep under the shadow of the 
rock, and set off alone for the lower camp, where I arrived a t  
5 P.X. They, being wiser, rode in two hours later on a couple 
of mountain ponies which had been sent up the valley to 
meet them. 

We found the Hon. C. G. Bruce had arrived, bringing with 
him a couple of Gurkhaa. Over our dinner we all forgot the 
weary tramping of the previous 2-4 hours, and were revived 
and comforted by many bottles of Bass-a priceless treasure 
in those parts. Also when at a late hour we turned into our 
sleeping-bags before the roaring camp fire, whilst overhead 
the glistening stars blazed in a cloudless sky, it was agreed 
to, without any doubt whatever, that climbing in the Hima- 
layas was worth coming all the way from England to expe- 
rience, and that those who lived at home at ease were hugely 
to be pitied. Never would they enjoy the keen mountain air 
of Nanga Parbat; never would they wander homeless and 



supperless over the vile' wastes which surround the Mazeno 
La from 11 o'clock one night till 7 P.M. on the day but one 
following. But our happiness was not quite complete; we 
sadly missed Cecil Slingsby, our friend and former companion 
in many an expedition. Not only on that night but on 
many subsequent occasions we would often sigh; then the 
exclamation which followed was always the same-' By Jove, 
how Slingsby w d  enjoy himself if he were here ! ' 

But I must pass rapidly over some of our subsequent expe- 
ditions. On July 21 Bruce and I went up the Tushing 
glacier with the two Gurkhas, Ragobir and Gaman Singh. 
On July 27, Hastings preferring to remain in camp, 
Bruce, Mummery, and I started for a ridge which runs 
S.E. towards Tushing from the peak marked 22,360 ft. 
We crossed the Tushing glacier and camped at 15,000 ft. 
Next day we spent in an unsuccessful ridge-wander. Our 
intention was to climb a rock-peak overlooking the Chongra 
nullah; but we were all lazy, and stopped at a, point 
somewhat short of the peak in question, in order to smoke 
the pipe of peace and enjoy the superb view of the 
Karakoram ranges. Par away to the N.E. rose one peak out 
of the masses of white mountains ; it was considerably higher 
than its neighbour, and 1 have little doubt that it was KS. 
Haramosh rose superbly into the blue sky, its lower slopes 
being draped here and there with clouds. But the one 
mountain which was really magnificent was the double-headed 
Dichil Peak.' It riees in a series of perfectly impossible 
precipices from the Dichil nullah, and is marked 19,490 on 
the map. I am positive its height has been greatly under- 
estimated. I have seen it from a height of 16,000 ft. whilst 
returning from the Rakiot nullah to Dashkin. I t  then 
apparently towered at least 5,000 ft. above me. Its baae in 
the Dichil nullah cannot be more than 10,000-12,000 ft. 
If the lower two-thirds of it were not hidden behind an 
intervening range the view of it as one descends from Astor 
to Doian would probably far surpass that of Ushba in 
grandeur. 

We returned to our camp by a different route. A sporting 
rock ridge led down to the upper Tushing glacier. On it 
we h d  some delightful scrambling, ultimately reaching the 
upper pasturages lying on the left bank of the glacier, and it 
- - - - -. -- - - 

* There is a picture of this peak on p. 119 of Sir W. M. Conway's 
Climbing in th.e Hiv&ya.s. 



was after dark before we tramped into our camp in the grove 
of willows. 

The 29th waa spent in camp, preparing for our start for 
the Diarnirai nullah. On the 30th we started with a perfeet 
caravan of coolies. Our intention was to send our servants, 
together with the coolies, over the Mazeno La by the route 
we had originally taken, whilst Bruce, hfnmmery, Hastinge, 
one of the Gnrkhaa (Ragobir), and myself should attempt to 
cross directly from the head of the Rupal to the head of the 

W m  FAOH OP NAKQA PARBAT OB T)IAMIB. 26,629 FEET, 
FROM THE DIAHlRAI h'ULLAH. 

Diamirai nullah. This meant a e  should have to climb to at 
least 40,000 ft., probably more, for the route lay directly orer 
the spur which leads westward from Nanga Parbat. That 
night we camped about 4-5 miles short of the Nazeno La. 
The height of the camp was about 13,000 ft. We started 
early next morning in the dark ; all dny we climbed upwards, 
but five o'clock found us still 1,000 ft. or more below tlie 
summit of the pass. From a barometrical reading we were 
at 20,150 ft., on a rocky ridge leading to a peak. At this 



point Bruce and I came to the conclusion that we should 
prefer a night out at a less exalted position ; ao, taking Ragobir 
with us, we proceeded to descend. We selected a new route 
which would take us to the foot of the Mazeno La, but we did 
not make much progress; as the sun was setting we were 
still on a, sharp rock art%. Roughly we were about 
1,000 ft. higher than the top of the Mazeno La and about 
two miles to the eastward of it. Here we had to stop for the 
night, the rocks being too difficult to be attempted by candle 
light. I could say a great deal about the magnificent sunset 
effects we watched as we all three tried to huddle together into a 
small nitch in the arhte, and a description of the woes Bruce and 
I sdered during the night, not to mention Ragobir, although 
i t  would fall far short of the reality, would, I am sure, be most 
harrowing, but I will forbear. Let any one who may be curious 
on the subject of a night out at 19,000 ft. try it ; but let 
him not forget to place himself in such a position that, twist 
and turn as he may, he feels the cold jagged rocks poking 
themselves into him in all directions ; also, though he shelter 
himself never BO wisely, the cool breezes should be able to play 
at hide and seek beneath his clothing. Late in the night we 
heard noises above 11s on the ridge. I t  was hfummery and 
Hastings returning. They bad climbed some considerable 
distance further after we had left them; but the clouds 
did not lift at sunset; the other side of the range was 
unknown ; so after this last heroic effort they were forced to 
return, having reached an altitude of 21,000 ft. Although 
they were within speaking distance of Bruce and myself for 
about an hour, and I had lit a lantern to show them where 
we were, they could not reach us, and finally selected the 
most comfortable or least uncomfortable place they could, 
till the morning light would allow the party once more to be 
united. As soon as we could, next morning, we descended 
to the upper snowfields of the Rupal glacier. As usual we 
were without food ; our camp and provisions were on the other 
side of the range. We had no alternative : over the hxazeno 
La  we bad to trudge. As the sun was setting that day five 
weary people straggled down from the end of the glacier 
to the west of the hfazeno to the shepherds' huts below. 
Bruce, without loss of time, 'persuaded ' the herdsmen that 
a sheep and about five or six gallons of sour goats' milk were 
what we wanted ; and most providentially a sick coolie was 
unearthed, belonging to our caravan, who had been left 
behind. It was not, however, the coolie himself we were so 
glad to find, but his load of 40 lbs. of flour. What more 



did we want? In about half an hour fragments of sheep 
were being toasted on long sticks, whilst Ragobir ministered 
to our empty stomachs with hot chappatties ; the several 
gallons of sour (and eomewhat dirty) goats' milk disappeared 
with marvellous rapidity, and after we had dined we lay 
round the roaring camp fire perfectly content with every- 
thing in this world. 

Next morning only very small portions of that sheep were 
to be found, but we were certain of a good dinner in the 
Dianiirai nullah. We preferred to strike out a new route 
and make for a pass situated at the head of the glacier which 
lay between us and the Diamirai nullah. The height of this 
pass is about 17,000 ft. From it we saw in the afternoon 
light, far away to the westward, a vast snow peak, flat-topped, 
rising several thousands of feet above the surrounding moun- 
tains. It was probably Tirach Mir, above Chitral. Directly 
below the summit of our pass lay our camp, and it waa 
not long before we reached it. 

During August 3 and 4 we stopped in camp, and on the 
5th Bruce left us, going back to Abbottabad ricz the Maaeno 
La, the Kamri, and Iittshmir. The same day hfummery and 
I started for the head of the Diamirai nullah to prospect. 
Haatings, owing to a bad chill, remained in camp. Dnring 
the afternoon several showers fell. Finally we camped at 
the head of the glacier on the north side. 

Mummery and bgobir  started very early in the morning 
for the western face of Nanga Parbat. During the day they 
managed to reach the top of the second rib of rocks lying 
directly under the summit-height about 17,000-18,000 ft. 

I climbed about 4,000 ft. up a rocky ridge which runs 
down in a southerly direction from the peak marked 21,650, 
taking with me Gaman Singh and one Kashmir shikarri. 
Unfortunately the day was cloudy, and I was unable to find 
out what the valley was like which lay between Nanga 
Parbat and the 21,650 ft. peak ; also what chances we should 
have should we try the aecent from that point. However on 
returning in the afternoon I met Mummery on the glacier. 
He was delighted with his route. It was, he said, mngnificent 
climbing, and he had found a good place for a tent on the 
top of the second rib of rocks. 

The next day, August 7, there was heavy rain. This was 
the first bad weather we had experienced. From July 18, 
the day we left the Kishnganga valley, it had been gloriously 
fine. Our plans now were to push supplie~ up the route at 
the head of the Diamirai nullah. Munlniery was confident 



that once on the upper snowfields, with two days' provisions 
and a light silk tent, the peak would Iw ours. Accordingly 
Mummery, Ragobir, a Chilasi shikarri (named Lor Khan), 
and myself spent August 8 and B in carrying a waterproof 
bag of provisions up the second rib of rocks to a height of 
17,150 ft. Here we left it in a safe place on the rocks. We 
also had considerable quantities of fuel taken up by coolies to 
R camp (15,000 ft.) at the bottom of the rocks under Nan@ 
Parbat. We returned that night to our lower camp wet through, 
the weather having been distinctly bad. 

We therefore decided that, as we should not be able to 
make any serious attack on Nanga Parbat for at lenst a week, 
Hastings should go back to Tushing, and thence to Astor, 
bringing back with him sheep (which on the Chiles side of 
Nanga Parbat are scarce and dear) ; a h  we hoped for large 
supplies of jam, biscuits, Kashmir wine, and other luxuries, 
which had been ordered from Srinagar many weeks before. 
During his absence Mummery and I should do our best to 
push camps up Nanga Parbat. 

Just south of our camp rose a snow peak which we had left 
on our right hand on July '24, the day we went over the 
pms from the Diamirai nullah. Mummery thought that this 
peak would give us some good climbing whilst we were waiting 
for the snow to clear off the Nanga Parbat rocks. Hastings 
had deeigns on a pass lying just westward of our peak, as it 
would enable him to save a most unnecessary dktour on his 
way to Mazeno La. Accordingly on August 11 we all 
started together by candle light. Hastings accompanied ue 
for some time, but we soon parted company. He got safely 
over his new pass, and we, in due course, arrived at the top 
of our peak. The height was found to be 19,000 ft. Both 
the Chilssi shikarri and I had headaches at the top, but 
Mummery never felt the least fatigue. He led the whole 
way-sometimes in deep powdery snow ; sometimes he had to 
cut steps for nearly an hour at a time. The pace was quite 
as fast as he ever went in the Alps, and we had climbed 
nearly 7,000 ft. Certainly that day the rarified air had not 
the slightest effect on him. We left the summit at about 
one o'clock, not having been able to get any good views. The 
whole of the mountains were covered by mist. It would hare 
been highly dangerous to attempt to descend by the steep ice 
slopes up which we had come, so, turning westward in the 
mist, we struck a sensational rock arbte, which we hoped 
would lead us down on to the pass that Hastings had 
traversed earlier in the day. Ragobir wns sent to the front, 
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He led us down the most perpendicular walls with tremendous 
rapidity, enjoying it immensely. I t  was all ' good ' according 
to him, and his cheery face down below made me feel that 
there could be no difficulty, till I would h d  myself hanging 
down a slab of rock with only an insufficient handhold to 
keep me up ; or I would come to a bnlging mass of ice, over- 
hanging a steep gully, which would insist on protruding into 
the middle of my stomach, absolutely upsetting my state of 
equilibrium. But we mere still in the clouds and quite 
uncertain where our ridge was leading us to. At laat, when 
the mist did clear for a moment, below us lay the wrong 
glacier, and, alas ! far above us on our right the main ridge. 
We had descended 1,500 feet on the south side of our moun- 
tain, and our camp and dinner were reposing on the other. 
Up these endless dopes we nlust climb; but the top was 
reached at last, and at racing speed we hastened downwards, 
leaving the Chilasi shikarri far behind, and at dusk our camp 
was reached. 

On August 12 our Kashmiri servants and coolies, whom 
we had sent away a week before for provisions, still had 
not returned. Only a little flour and about one day's 
food remained in the camp. We mere, therefore, forced 
to descend the valley ourselves towards the Bunar nuliah in 
search of the necessary provisions. The further we went the 
worse the path grew, till late in the evening we found our- 
selves unable to cross a roaring torrent, which, hemmed 
in by precipitous walls of rock, barred our way. En- 
deavours to place pine trunks across were without avail, 
and, notwithstanding the gallant efforts made by our shikarri, 
Lor Khan, there we should have had to remain ; fortunately, 
however, just as we were beginning to wonder what me should 
do, far above on the crags on the opposite side our servants and 
coolies were seen. When they had descended to the opposite 
side of the stream we threw a rope across to them, and after 
considerable difficulty succeeded in placing a most slippery 
pine trunk across the roaring waters. Then we crossed to 
where me could camp for the night, and soon were feeding on 
all the dainties the Bunar nullah was capable of affording. 

Next day we returned to the Diamirai camp. On the 16th 
we started for the rock ribs on Nanga Parbat. At the foot of 
the rocks I had to stop, owing to a bad headache. Mummery 
therefore, accompanied by Ragobir and Lor Khan, went on, 
ultimately pushing one bag of provisions well up the third 
rib of rock, leading to the upper snow-fields under the summit 
of Nanga Parbat. 1 returned the same night to the lower 
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camp. Mummery did not come in till late the next evening, 
wet through, but well pleased with the climbing. 

On the 17th we stopped in camp, the weather gradually 
growing worse, till late in the evening a veritable blizzard, 
accompanied by lightning and thunder, swept down on to us. 
The wind howled through the few pine trees near us ; the 
snow fell heavily, dragging down all the dwarf rhododendron 
bushes and covering the ground six inches deep. But on the 
morrow a cloudless sky with a northerly mind changed the 
whole aspect of affairs, and about 2 P.M. we started for the 
camp under Nanga Parbat again. The night was spent at 
the camp at the foot of the rocks (height 16,000 ft.). Early 
next morning Mummery and Ragobir left me, for I was by no 
means in a condition to undertake a long and difficult climb. 
The coarse food of the previous three weeks had not agreed 
with my digestion. As there were already two bags of pro- 
visions some distance up the rocks Mummery thought that 
an attempt should be made at once to reach the summit ; for 
the weather was breaking, and every fresh snowfall came 
further down the mountain-side. I went back to the lower 
camp. On the 20th Hastings came back from Astor, bringing 
with him all kinds of provisions. Late that night Mummery 
returned from Nanga Parbat. He had passed the second 
night on the summit of the second rib of rocks. Starting 
from there he had pushed on with Ragobir up the final rock 
rib. He said the climbing was excessively difficult, but not 
impossible. At a height of about 20,000 ft. lhgobir turned 
ill, and, as he was quite unfit to spend another night out 
a t  that altitude, Mummery reluctantly had to return. 
He was fearfully disappointed, for most of the diffi- 
culties had been overcome, and he was confident that had 
he been able to remain another night on the mountain he 
should have reached the summit 011 the following day. Thus 
ended the only attempt he made to reach the top of Nanga 
Parbat. We spent the next two days in discussing what we 
uhould do next. Mummery, owing to the recent snow-falls, 
finally abandoned his route, and it was agreed that we should 
explore the snow-fields at the head of the Rakiot nullah, for 
there perhaps, we thought, the slopes of Nanga Parbat might 
be leas precipitous. 

The bag of provisions that had been left on the top of the 
second rib of rocks by Mummery on his descent had to be 
fetched down, and hlummery, disliking the interminable 
scrambling over loose stones which he would have to endure 
should he accompany the coolies over the intervening spurs 
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to the Rakiot nullah, suggested that the two Gurkhas should 
be sent early on the 2Srd to bring them down to the camp at 
the foot of the rocks, where he would join them later in the 
afternoon. 

From this point he could strike up the valley lying between 
Manga Parbat and the 21,650-ft. peak. A snow paes at the end 
was all that separated him from the Rakiot nullah. 

He left us early on Auguet 23. Next morning he was seen 
for the last time by Lor Khan and our head coolie, who had 
accompanied him as far as the high camp, carrying provisione. 
They turned back and followed in our footsteps. 

Mummery never returned; whether he was overwhelmed 
by an avalanche, or whtit happened, we shall never know. 

But, though he is no longer with us, though to those who 
knew him the loes is irreparable, though he never again call 
lead and cheer us on up the ' gaunt bare slabs, the square pre- 
cipitous steps in the ridge, and the bulging ice of the gully,' 
yet the memory of the man will remain. As a kind, 
thoughtful, and unselfish companion he will not be forgotten. 
The pitiless mountains have at last claimed him. Amongst 
the snow-laden glaciers of the mighty hills he rate.  ' The 
curves of the wind-moulded cornice, the delicate undulations 
of the fissured snow ' cover him, whilst the ' grim precipices, 
the great brown rocks bending down with immeasurable 
space,' and snow peaks he loved so well, they keep watch and 
guard over the spot where he lies. 

PHILIP HENRY LAiVHENCE. 

THE Club has recently lost one of its older members by the death 
in October, at  the age of seventy-three, of Mr. P. H. Lawrence, who 
wae elected in 1862. He gave up active climbing many years ago, 
but always maintained his interest in the Alps, and from time to 
time attended the Club meetings until 1890, after whioh date failing 
health prevented him from appearing at them. He was the trans- 
lator and editor of Bernhard Cotta's book on ' Rocks,' the standard 
work on mineralogy. Rut it is chiefly for his work in connection 
with the preservation for the public of the great commons in and 
around London (such as Wimbledon, Barnes, Wandsworth, Hamp- 
stead, Plumstead, Epping, Blackheatl~, and many others) that he 
deserves to be gratefully remembered by all who love the Alps, and 
wish those who are unable to travel abroecl to share, as far as may 
be, in their pleasure by enjoying the hills and open spaces of our 
own country. He took an active part in forming the Commons 
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Preeervation Society, and for many yeare acted as its solicitor, 
while he was appointed one of the Conservatom of Wimbledon 
Common on the nomination of the Board of Works. 

[One of the original members of the Society has assured us that 
Mr. Lawrence's work during the first period of the agitation wae 
more important, though necessarily more obscure, than that of any 
other person concerned ; and that but for his exertions a great part 
of Wimbledon Common would certainly have been lost to the 
public.--ED. ' A. J.'] 

- - -- 

/ 
JOHN ORMSBY. 

BY the death of John Ormsby (October 30, 1895) the Alpine Club 
loses a member who joined it in the first year of its existence ; and 
the diminishing band of his contemporaries feel that they have lost 
another link of association with early days. As their juniors have 
had little opportunity of knowing anything of Ormsby, I will ven- 
ture to record a few memories which may help to show why, to a 
few of us, the name calls up some specially pleasant pictures. I 
first met Ormsby at Zermatt, in September 1859. He had just 
come from the first ascent (so he supposed it to be) of the Grivola, 
which he described in a very amusing paper in the second series of 
'Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers' (vol. ii. pp. 318-338.) I fear that 
his claim to have reached the highest point was discredited in a 
controversy which followed, though I am very sure that no claim- 
an t  could haye been less annoyed by such a disproof than Ormsby. 
We soon stmck up an acquaintance with the facility of youthful 
comradeship; and on September 13 Ormsby, with his friend Mr. 
Bruce, and I, with my friend Dr. Liveing, started to assail the then 
unconquered Weisshorn. I cannot, at  a distance of over 36 years, 
describe our adventures minutely, nor would they deserve record 
from a mountaineering point of view. But I remember few even 
successful expdtions with more pleasure. We passed the night 
a t  a chalet above Randa. I remember how one of us had to be 
deprived of his boots, because he had been discovered scaling a 
dream Weisshorn in his bedroom on the previous night, and a repeti- 
tion of the performance might involve a contact between his hob 
nails and our noses. I remember too Ormsby's unceasing flow of 
fun, and how Melchior Anderegg was convulsed by the pantomime 
by which our friend, unequal to German, signified his recollection 
of the fleas of the Grivola and his just anticipations of their 
colleagues on the Weisshorn. Whether it was due to the discomfort 
of the night or to the lateness of the season, or, as I rather think, 
to the irresistible propensity of Ormsby to indulge in a boundless 
flow of humorous talk at every pretext for a halt, we certainly failed 
to get very far along the route which was successfully followed by 
Tyndall two years later ; and we were forced to return to Zermatt, 
defeated, but still in the good spirits which in those days were a 
necessary consequence of companionship with Ormsby. He had in 
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particular struck up a dumb friendship with Anderegg ; and a y w  
or two afterwardg spent some time at Anderegg's houeo, above 
Meiringen, with the intention of shooting chamole on the Gerst. 
The chamois, I think, evaded him, and I suspect that he thought 
more of the companionship than of the sport. He left, I know, 
very pleaaent memoriee behind him. 

I happily kept up my acquaintance with Ormsby, and could not 
but appreciate his peculiar qualities. He waa living, during that 
period, in King's Bench Walk, in the Temple. His friends often 
remarked that he would be an excellent representative of \irarrington 
in ' Pendennis.' Like Warrington, he waa nominally a barrister but 
in reality a man of letters. His chambers at  once marked his 
character. One's first distinct impression on entering them waa 
that his laundress must be very well drilled or enjoy something of 
a sinecure. The table was loaded with huge piles of books, sug- 
gesting by their a pearance that they were spoils from second-hand 
bookstalls, which %ad been pitched Bm at intervals aa they were 
bought and had never since been moved from their position. An 
investigation of the various strata would have revealed the course 
of his reading in chronological order. Many books, too, shabby 
and well thumbed, had found nooks of refuge on crowded book- 
shelves. Between them were old engravings from Hogarth, precious 
in themselves, perhaps, but framed anyhow ; and in the intervals 
were the relics-alpenstocks, daggers, and horns, and the like-of 
nliscellaneolis vacation tours. I need hardly add that pipes and 
tobacco jars found plenty of odd corners in which to perch. Ormsby, 
one saw, was a denizen of Bohemia, but of the cultivated and 
scholarlike Bohemia. He was well read in English literature, 
especially in eighteenth-century literature ; lle knew Defoe and 
Fielding and all the Johnsonian circle by heart. One could fancy 
that he had made a third at  the ' Mitre ' to Johnson and Boswell; 
and he would certainly have been u welcome guest at  Charles 
Lamb's supper parties. His mixture of humour and good-nature 
would there have been duly valued. I remember how, at our first 
meetin ,he amazed some of us at  Zermatt by the elaborate knowledge 
which &e displa ed of the topography of the region between Charing 
Cross and St. gad's,  considered especially in its relation to men 
of letters. He not only knew the old haunts of Goldsmith, ,John- 
son, and Lamb, but could explain minutely where were the best 
modern successors to the ' Mitre ; ' where you could most judici- 
ously take your chop and spend your er-enings in good company ; 
and he was intimately acquainted with the contemporary world of 
journalism. He knew who had written the lust brilliant article 
alld what was the true version of any bit of current literary gossip. 
He was himself a valued contributor to the ' Saturday Review ' in 
its early days of brilliancy, though I do not know any details of 
his work. I remember, however -it is the kind of remark that one 
does somehow remember-how a friend of mine once said to me, 
' What a charming article that is of yours in the so and so ; it is 
quite the best thing you have ever done ! ' And so, I have no 



doubt, it would have been had not the author been John Ormsby. 
Besides his ' Autumn Rambles in North Africa ' 1864) he published d B collection of some of his early articles, ca ed ' Stray Papers ' 
(1876) ; and I read them with much pleasure, though the belong 
to the class of literature which is almost of necessity ep h' emeral. 
Ormsby, as I have intimated, was a genuine humourist. His cha- 
racter was written on his quaint and smooth-shaven face, which 
used to remind me of the pied piper :- 

With sharp blue eyes, each like a pin, 
And light loose hair, yet swarthy skin, 
No tuft on cheek, nor beard on chin ; 
But lips where smiles went out and in. 

preparatory to a queer twinkle of the eyes and some odd anecdote told 
with irresistible relish and appreciation of tlie point. He loved 
odd bits of knowledge with a true antiquary's zeal, but always, as is 
not invariably the case with antiquaries, with a zeal tempered by a 
keen sense of humour. 

Therefore-for I must dwell chiefly upon his character as a mem- 
ber of the Club-his taste for the Alps was rather different from 
that of most of us. He cared comparatively little for the glory of 
first ascents and the like. What he enjoyed was especially the 
element in Alpine travelling which is endangered by the growth of 
the tourist world. He liked the guide who was not a professional 
nor a courier, but a genuine peasant with a home-bred love of inonn- 
tain sport ; the old-fashioned village where you had to lodge with 
such a priest as Imaeng, who exchanged legends about avalanchen 
and earthquakes for accounts of that wonder (its fame had just 
reached the Alps) the Themes Tunnel; the hospitable inn, where 
the landlord b e r ~ m e  your friend and brewed a special bowl of 
punch when you departed ; and, as much as anything, the tobacco 
parliaments held on the dwarf wall a t  Zermatt or on the grass slopes 
behind the Aeggischhorn, where four or fire friends in rusty shoot- 
ing coats and dilapidated slippers could chat for hours of easy loaf- 
ing, under pretence that the wenther was too threatening for a long 
expedition. The climbing sharpened one's appetite, physical and 
intellectual, but was hardly essential. I remember how I once sat 
with him in a thick mist somewhere above the Rhone Glacier, 
grumbling at  our inability to proceed, and how he, perclied on a 
stone, smoked his pipe, told quaint stories, and mocked unfeelingly 
at my impatience. And, therefore, as intrllsions of the outside 
world became more common he took to lesn trodden highways. He 
went off one summer to Algiers, as appears froin the title of one of 
the books I have mentioned ; felt himself back in the days of Haroun 
Alraschid ; met Aladdin, as I think he says, exchanging new lamps 
for old ; and, if he did not meet, certainly deserved to meet the 
great Tartarin of Tarascon. Nobody would have enjoyed that hero's 
company better. And then he took to Spain, led, perhaps, by the 
example of George Rorrow, a writer after his own heart, and 
delighted in rambling through La hIancha to trace the steps of 
Don Quixote and Sancho Panza. He learnt the language thoroughly. 
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He published a translation of the ' Cid ' in 1879, and in 1886 a 
translation of Don Quixote. I am told, by those who are able to 
judge, that the last is a very good and scholarlike piece of work ; 
and I can say on my account that it opens with a charming intro- 
duction. 

Ormsby thus ceased to frequent the Alps ; and unfortunately too 
he ceased to be often visible to his friends. He suffered from deafness 
to a degree which made it difficult to carry on conversation with 
him; and he had a painful impression that his comprtny was 
burthensome to others. He came to my house once or twice, and 
was most coui-teous and exceedingly grateful for any friendly atten- 
tion ; but it was difficult to persuade him to return. He wrote an 
article or two for me in the 'Dictionary of National Biograph ' 

'h about authors in whom he happened to be interested. A few monk s 
ago I hed a very affectionate letter from him, which, alas ! was the 
end of our intercourse. If Ormsby was not a leader in the art of 
climbing, hardly any one in the early days of the Club did Inore to 
promote the spirit of good-fellowship by which, I hope I xilay say, 
the members were then (as I hope that they still are) distinguished. 
And perhaps it is pardonable that, as one grows older, one sholild 
dwell with more pleasure upon the intimacies which sprang up so 
rapidly in those days than upon the common pursuit which inci- 
dentally occasioned them. I will only d d  that Ormsby was not only 
a most genial companion, overflowing with kindly humour, but also 
a man of too refined a hate to allow his fun to decline towards 
buffoonery. He was always a thorough gentleman, as free from 
coarseness as from malice. LESLIE STEPHEN. 

EMILE RLSY AS A TRAYELLEH. 

To the Editor of tkc  ALPINE JOUHNAL. 

WITH Emile b y  I made in the Alps but a single ascent, that of 
the Aiguille Verte, in 1881, in company with the Oberland guide, 
Andrew Maurer, m trayelling fellow in the Sikkim Himalayas. 
They are now both dead. both fallen on the ehanrp de  gloirc. Of 
Emile Rey, and of what he has done in the Alps, others have 
written. I wish only to add a few words showing him as a 
traveller. In 1881, in the Alps, on the above-mentioned ascent, 
made after heavy snow storms and under very unfavourable condi- 
tions, I had seen enough of Emile's powers to be desirous, when, in 
18HH, preparing a climbing expedition to the Central Caucasus, to 
invite him to join me. Emile Rey was glad to accept my propo- 
sition I left him the choice of a second guide, and he selected 
young Johann Fischer, of bleiringen, who has made with him 
some very difficult ascents, and spent, I think, the winter at  
Counnayeur in his house. I was at that time about to visit Bosnia 



and Herzegovina on an official (;overnment mission in the early 
summer, and we arranged that Rey should go with me for 
some mountaineering in those far-off and little-known mountain 
chains. At the beginning of July we intended to leave the Bosnian- 
Herzegovinian Alps direct en route for the Caucasus, where Fischer 
was engaged to meet us. Rey came to Budapest, my home ; he was 
happy to trayel and see eomething of the world. Budapest, the 
splendid Hungarian capital, pleased him very much. He also was 
liked by everybody to whom I presented him. There was nothing 
of the heavy behaviour of the Alpine peasant. He moved like a 
well-educated man and with a certain quietness and easiness. 

We came to the uncivilised mountain regions. We had to sleep 
many nights under canvas. The difficulties of the tent life and of 
the commissariat began; he did not understand the language of 
the people. As everywhere in remote oountries, especially in the 
East, there was no idea of tinie; there were eternal delays. But 
Rey was not bewildered, cts most of the Alpine guides may be, 
when transported suddenly from their hospitable homes to wild 
countries. His higher intelligence guided him. He assisted.me to 
overcome those difficulties, and I saw he was the right man for 
distant mountain chains. I told him my satisfaction. He accepted 
it, but he added with a certain pride, that I should see what Emile 
Rey, when once on the spot--once on Koshtantau, Dykhtau, or 
Ushba, names which, through my narratives became familiar to 
him-would be capable of doing. ' You shall see Emile Rey climb 
when a p e a t  peak must be climbed.' His wish was not realised ; 
my official duties retained me longer than I thought, and then I 
received unfortunate news from my family, which compelled me to 
go to Vienna. Rey came with me to Vienna and left for Switzer- 
land. Already, at the request of the regretted hlr. Donkin, I 
had telegraphed that Fischer might join his expedition. On the 
very same mountain where it was proposed that both Rey and 
Fischer should have worked together, Fischer fell a victim to a 
cruel fate. Was the mountain in such a state that in that year it 
was to be the grave of those who had to attack it 3 Rey was 
thus saved through my not going there, but the fate was fulfilled : 
he was taken away in his very home in the Alps, i n ~ t e d  of in the 
Caucasus. I t  fell not to his lot to see the far-off mountain, 
although he desired it very much ; his Bosnian tour was his 
furthest journey. He was pleased with it, as I saw from the letters 
which he wrote to me frequently afterwards. He proved there that 
he was a mountaineer and a traveller, but, above all, a faithful fellow 
and agreeable companion, a man with his heart in the right place, 
beloved of all who met him. 

~ I A U R I C E  DE DGCHY. 



THE ALPS OF NEW ZEALANI). 
To the Editm of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 

College House, Chriatchurch, New Zealand : 
November 22, 1895. 

DEAR SIR,-I have only recently returned to Christchuroh from 
my work on the West Cas t ,  and have only now had the pleasure 
of reading Mr. E. A. FitzGerald's paper in the August number of 
the Journal. 

The work done by Mr. FitzGerald, with his guide, was most suc- 
ceseful, and I was glad to be able to congratulate him pereonally 
when we met. Without intending in' any way to lessen the credit 
due to him, I would wish to correct one statement contained in his 
PaPer. 

On p. 472 the following sentence appears :-' The New Zealand 
Government have long desired to find some feasible col to the West 
Coast. Up till now nobody has ever crossed the Ranges. For the 
last few years survey parties have explored the valleys of the West 
Coast in search of this passage, but up till now without sumem. 
Zurbriggen and 1, therefore, set ourselves the task of finding such 
a pasage.' 

A statement also appears in the 'Contemporary Review ' for 
August .enlarging upon the fact that the ranges have never been 
crossed, and also stating that a route was required to connect 
Christchurch with ' the gold-washing districts of the Vest Coaat,' 
so as to avoid the necessity of going around the island. 

The following facts will, I think, be sufficient to correct the 
impression conveyed by the above statements : - 

Firstly, as to the range never having been crossed, I cannot do 
better than refer you to my paper in t l ~ e  ' Geographic81 Journal ' of 
January 1893, actually quoted on the page next to the statement 
in the ' Contemporary Review' to which I take exception. The 
range has been crossed in at least twenty places between the years 
1H67 and 1898, including three passes above the snow-line-namely, 
by Mr. Roberts at the head of the Rakaia River some fifteen years 
ago, by three parties at the head of the Godley Glacier, and by 
Xlesm. Fyfe and Graham at the head of the Mueller Glacier. A 
coach road, unsurpassed by any I have seen in Switzerland, has for 
nearly thirt years joined Christchnrch with the ' gold-washing ' i districts of t e West Coast, and even allowing it to be possible to 
take a road over FitzGerald's Pass practicable for coaches, the 
present road enables the journey to be done in a day and a half, as 
against four or five days under the most favourable circumstances 
r i a  FitzGerald's Pass. 

Secondly, as to the object of the route desired by the Government 
and the steps taken to find a pass. 

The New Zealand Government wished to find a col feasible for 
a horse track, to enable tourists to go from the Hermitage to the 



West &st direct, instead of having to return to Christchurch and 
go by one of the more northern passes. 

The instmotions were ' to look for a aaddle free of e m  and ica 
for three months in the year,' which would enable a horse track to 
be taken direct from the Hermitage to the West Coaat. 

Mr. C. E. Douglas was sent in 1892 up the Copland River, and 
m i n g  snow and ice all along the range at its head, he reportad 
that no such saddle M required was to be found there. In 1898-94 
I wee engaged with him, and in 1894-96 by myself, and we are the 
only two who have been at this work. 

From my previous work on the East Coest glaciers I at once mid 
it was im sible to find a pees free of snow and ice between the 
Godley &ier in the N. and Mount McKenow in the S., but we 
were told to go up and explore the hitherto unexplored Warho and 
Cook Rivera, and make a reconnaissance survey and repon generally 
on the country. This year I was sent into the Karangarna and 
Landsboro Rivers, to report on the possibility of a track up the former 
and down the latter river to Brodrick's Pass (some 4,600 ft.), and 
so round via Lake Pukaki to the Hermitage. 

This route, though possibly practicable, involved a distance of 
from seventy to ninety miles from Scott's house to the Hermitage, 
instead of twent -five miles or so as the crow flies, so I reported 
against this, stilfmaintaining that the most likely route would be 
u the Copland and over by some saddle into the Hooker Glacier. 

opinion had been freely given by Mr. Bmdriok, mysslf, and 
othera since 1892, eo, in despair of finding a addle 'free of snozo 
and ice for three months in the year,' allowing a direct route from 
the Hermitage, the Westland Survey Department sent me instruc- 
tions in February 1896 to go up the Copland River and over to 
the Hermitage and report. 

I was starting up for this purpose when Mr. FitzGedd came 
down to my camp. 

I do not for one moment begrudge him the first paasage of the 
col, and, in spite of missing this pass by only four dags, I oon- 
gratulated, and still do congratulate, him on his discovery, for 
though such a pass was more or less known to exiat, and probably 
would have been croseed and reported on in 1892 or 1893 had not 
the mndition as to snow and ice been made by the Government, 
yet he heard nothing of it and made his discovery fairly, and was 
the first to cross it. 

My ob'ect in writing is merely in justice to New Zealand enter- 
prise an d to Charlie Douglas, one of the finest explorers I have ever 
met, and to myself; for I do not care to see those who have done 
honest work without advertieement placed in a false position, owing 
to a misoonception of the object for which they were working. 

At high peaks and  cult rocks Douglas and I will gladly take 
any lace assigned to us by others, but being almost the only ones 
who \ ave been exploring in Westland, we oannot consent without 
protest to take even e second place in such work as this pass in- 
volved, and, therefore, I feel bound to correct the obvious impression, 



conveyed by the paper, that we had tried to force a way over the 
ranges and had been unable to do so. 

' In conclusion I must ask FitzGerald to forgive me for writing 
this, and assure him that my views with regard to the excellenceof 
his and Zurbriggen's work here are the same as those expressed by 
that ragged, long-haired, and bearded ruffian who put in such a 
jolly week with him in March 1896. 

Yours faithfully, 
ARTHUR P. HARPER. 

P.S.-I am sorry to say that the Government are not putting a 
track through via FitzGerald's Paas, aa stated on p. 476, nor is 
there any immediate prospect of a road being made, owing to the 
expense (see my report, which I am eending for the Library); which 
will be considerable. 

- -  

THE ALPS OF NEW ZEALAND. 

To the Editor of tile ALPINE .JOIIRNAL. 

2 Green Street, (frosvenor Square, W.: 
January 16, 1896. 

SIR,-I have to thank you for your kindness in forwarding to 
me Mr. Harper's communication to your .Journal. To that portion 
of it which, in my judgment, requires an answer I hasten to wply. 

Firstly, Mr. Harper takes exception to the statement published 
by me in my paper of the August number of the ' Alpine ,Journal,' 
p. 472. 

On p. 472 the following sentence appears :-' The New Z e a h d  
Government have long desired to find some feasible col to the \Vest 
Coast. Up till now nobody llrts ever crossed the ranges. For the 
last few years survey parties have explored the valleys of the West 
Coast in search of this paasage, but up till now without success. 
Zurbriggen and I, therefore, set ourselves the task of finding m~ch 
a passage.' 

And again in the end of the preface to my article in the ' Con- 
temporary Review' for August, which, according to Mr. Harper, 
' enlarges ' upon the fact that ' the ranges never had been crossed,' 
and also states that the ' route was required to connect Christchurch 
with the gold-washing districts of the West Coast, so as toavoid the 
necessity of going round the island.' 

This last editorial preface, I hasten to remark, was, as is inelioeted 
sufficiently, not written by me, but published before my return to 
England, under the care of Sir Martin Conway, to whom I entrusted 
my journal, and the writer went for information to an article of 
Mr. Harper's own writing in the ' Geographical Journal ' of January 
1893, and to an article published in a leading Christchurch journal, 
the 'Daily Press,' while I was still in the mountains, entitled ' A  
New Pass to the West Coast,' in which is to be found the phrase, 
' The Lands and Survey Department . . . recognise the importance 



of a discovery of a practicable route between the Hermitage and 
Southern Wesfland.' ' But,' says Mr. Harper, ' the range has been 
crossed in at least twenty places between the years 1857 and 1898.' 
Of these twenty achievements he then proceeds to enumerate seven, 
which, I presume, are selected as the more brilliant records for 
special mention. Of these I eee that only one refers to the Southern 
Alps of New Zealand, the rest all being on other ranges, and there- 
fore having nothing to do with my statement. Messrs. Fyfe and 
Graham ascended the Mueller Glacier, and went over the Baron's 
SaddIe, some little distance down on the other side, and attempted 
to force their way to the West C w t ,  but, owing to the difficulty of 
the mute and their lack of provisions, they were forced to return to 
the Hermitage, having thus failed to make a practicable path to the 
Weet Coast. This was the fact. To describe merely reaching a 
divide, and, after a very short excursion down the other side, return- 
ing by the same route to the original starting-point, as crossing a 
Tange of mountains, is a new and singular departure from the 
usual language of exploration. 

As to the coach road which joins Christchurch to the western 
coast, it does not in any sense cross the ranges of the Southern 
Alps. And as regards the gold-washing districts, this route does 
indeed form an admirable connection between Christchurch and 
Hokitika, but there it stops short. To descend along the coast to 
either Gellespie's Township or Okarito, a distance of some eighty 
miles, involves considerabls difliculty and danger, owing to the 
sudden floods and heavy tides, there being no practicable route 
and the journey having to be accomplished along the sea beach. 
In any case it is a journey of several days. Owing to the fact that 
there are no bridges, any rainfall in the ranges makes it impossible 
for the traveller to proceed. While, as to the statement that this 
route enables the journey to be done in a day and a half, as against 
four or five days under the most favourable circumstances by 
F'itzGerald's Pass, once a track, even of the simplest sort, cut 
across the latter, it baffles my imagination to discover how Mr. 
Harper expects to spend more than a day in traversing a distance 
which Zurbriggen and I covered in sixty-four hours, though we 
were practically without food and literally fighting for our lives 
through the dense and almost impenetrable barrier of scrub. The 
actual distance is about twenty-five miles. 

Besidea, I notice that Mr. Harper, in his report to the New 
Zealand Government for this year, states that he himself has cut 
a track down the Copland, which would enable a good walker to 
reach the mouth of the Karangarua River in eighteen hours from 
the Hermitage. Some years ago it was usual to accomplish the 
'ourney from Farlie Creek, the nearest railway station, to the 
hermitage in one day by regular mach service. The c o d  cia 
Arthur's Pass from Christohurch to Hokitika takes a day and a half. 

Mr. Harper next deals with his interpretation of the New Zealand 
Government's object in finding a path. 

I here quote from the published reports of the New Zealand 
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Department of Lands and Surveys for 1898, from p. 42. 'If I 
have failed in the main object-namely, to discover a path available 
across from the main range to the Hermitage--yet the Department 
will now have the country mapped out,' &c. This oocura in a 
re rt eigned by Mr. Charles E. Douglas, to whom Mr. Harper 
su %" sequently alludes aa ' one of the finest explorers I have ever 
met.' To Mr. Harper's testimony on this t I gladly subaaribe. 
Had Mr. Douglaa continued up the river WE beus his name at 
the Lead of the Copland Valley, I do not preaume to dispute the 
possibility of his having found the path which, instead, it has been 
my good fortune to discover. But of this I am not competent to 
judge. My attention was concentrated upon the patwage of the 
range from the other side, and I came as a complete stranger to 
what had been the field of blessm. Douglas and Harper's operations 
for several years. 

' Mr. Douglas,' hlr. Harper proceeds to relate, ' was sent in 1899 
up the Copland River, and he saw snow and ice all along the range.' 
Hence his unfavourable report. But, had he looked a little cloaer, 
and gone up the Dough  Valley, he would have eeen no snow or 
ice at the point where I crossed, for none exists just there, on 
the western slope, during the summer months. This ie clearly 
proved, as I crossed the range at the end of February (correspond- 
ing in our northern hemisphere to September), two days after a 
heavy snowfall, and found the \V. side free of snow. This 
sufficiently establishes the fact of that freedom from ice and snow 
of my paas on the W. side during three month8 of the year, which, 
according to Mr. Harper, was the sine ?tra non of the Government'e 
requirements. What little snow or ice is to be met with here 
while crossing is eolely on the eastern side, and could be traversed 
in ahout twenty minutes. 

Mr. Harper proceeds to state that ever since 1892 he and Mr. 
Brodrick had been in the habit of setting forth the probability of 
the required ool being found ' up the Copland and over by some 
saddle into the Hooker Glacier.' But it seems to me strange that 
this loiece of information should have remained unrecorded until a 
dateLsubsequent to my discovery of the rcute in question, and that 
men ca~able of such remarkable work should have held such an 
opinionAfor years, while continuing their exploration in quite con- 
trary directions. We are informed further that Mr. Harper waa 
about starting on this very expedition when I appeared on the 
scene. It  is strange that, in view of the extreme worthlessness of 
my pass, as implied by Mr. Harper's language, and its total failure 
to meet the requirements laid down by the Survey Department, he 
should still feel it necessary to a m r e  your members that not for 
one moment does he begudge me the first passage of this saddle, 
in spite of his having himself missed it by only four days. I am 
sorry that Mr. Harper should have been prevented from putting 
the finishing touch to the valuable work of years by an outsider. 
Yet I am consoled by the magnanimity with which Mr. Harper 
congratulated, and actually still congratulates, me, in spite of the 



fact that such a pass was more or less known to exist, and would 
probably have been c r d  and reported on in 1892 and 1898 had 
not the condition aa to snow and ioe been made by the Government. 

Alas for this latter reason ! The snow and ice existing on my 
pesa could not by these survey explorers have been e\.en seen, as 
from no point in the western valleys is it visible. I am 
nnable to see how those who have, as Mr. Harper says, 'done 
honest work without adverti~ement,' are, by any act or word of 
mine, ' placed in a falae position.' I am glad of this opportunity of 
testifying to the high excellence of the work done by these ex- 
plorera in Westland, which I have never called in question. Mr. 
Harper says that he and Mr. Douglas cannot consent without 
protest to take even a second place in ' suah a work as this pass 
involves.' Beyond all doubt they have done and will do 'such 
work aa this paw involves,' and superior work on other PIbr;lees and 
in other valleys. But, this admitted, the fact remains that I was 
the first to cross the pass. If, by taking the second place, Mr. 
Harper alludes to the circumstance that he followed up my route 
subsequently and, as he states, 'cut good blazed tracks' while 
in the employ of the New Zealand Government, I can only say 
that I highly appreciate this testimony to the validity of my state- 
ment aa to the interest aroused by the discovery of the route. 

In view of the existing financial circumstances of the New 
Zealand Government I well know that time must elapse before 
even the simplest form of permanent road can be hoped for. 

I mmember with pleasure the return journey alluded to by Mr. 
Harper, who accompanied me and my Swiss guide, Zurbriggen, up 
the Fox and Franz Joseph Glaciers, and EO back to the Hermitage. 
I regret that, owing, no doubt, to some misunderstanding, Mr. Harper 
neglected to convey accurately .to the New Zealand Burve Depart- 
ment my precise wishes as to such names of peaks and &miera on 
this route as it was, by inimemorial custom, my right and privilege 
to place upon them. 

I t  is with reluctance that I write this letter, but seeing that Mr. 
Harper's communication might be taken as a disparagement of my 
own account of my work in the Journal of the Club of which I am 
so proud to be a member, I feel that no course is open to me but 
to publish these few words of explanation. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

EDW. A. FITZGERALD. 

THE 'FACSIMILE O F  CHRISTIAN ALMER'S 
I 6  FOHRERBUCH." ' 

To the Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 
Sm,-In the Introduction to the above work there are .several 

lllisstatements relating more or less closely to myself. In the 
intereet of Alpine history I wish to correct 1n thew pages some of 
the more important of these mistakes. 



1. Y. x ,  note.--' Christian 111.' (old Almer's grandson) in 1894 
ascended the Rosenhorn with me, not the Hasli Jungfrau. 

2. Pp. xiii-xiv, xvi.-Almer began to explore Dauphine in 1864, 
four yeare before he first joined me in 1868. With me, between 1870 
and 1884, he explored the whole of the South-Western Alps (save 
the Cogne bit) from the Col de Tenda to the Little St. Bernard- 
i.e. besides the comparatively small district which is usually called 
' Dauphin&,' the Maritime, the Cottian, and the Graian Alps. Mr. 
Cunningham suggests that I kept Almer a prisoner in ' Ilauphinb ' 
during the greater portion of sixteen years (we travelled there in the 
course of fifteen, not sixteen, summers together). Now I find on 
reference to my own entries in his ' Fiiirerbuch ' that in six of these 
fifteen years between 1870 and 1884 we climbed in the Berneee 
Oberland together, while in each of three (1871, 1872, and 1874) of 
those six years we made, indeed, two distinct journeys in that dis- 
trict. During those fifteen summers we climbed ns laell in the Mont 
Blanc, Monte Rosa, Tiidi, Adamello, Brenta, and Dolomite ranges. 
I am far from considering Almer's ~ecen t  (with me) of the Pic 
Central of the Meije (poesibly the writer confounds this summit with 
the higher western peak, first climbed by bi. Boileau de Castelnau) 
his ' greatest achievement ' during our joint climbs. I t  was not 
the loftiest new point we scaled together, and it was a long way 
from being our hardest climb, having been excelled in point of mere 
difficnlty by not a few of our ' new routes.' 
3. PI). xiv-xz9.-In en involved sentence Mr. Cunningham con- 

founds two different transactions as to my dog Tachingel. Mr. 
George in his book published in 1800) records the purcha-qe of \ Tschinge by Almer, in September 1806, for 10 fr. : dle  was given 
to me by Almer in July 1868, under circumstances which I have 
recounted in my ' Life ' of Almer in ' Pioneers of the Alps ' (pub- 
lished in 1887). The writer is mistaken in saying that my dog w a ~  
able to take part in my ' most arduous ascents.' On these, greatly 
to her disgust, she had to be left behind. 
1. P. sri.--The reason why Almer did not travel with me after 

1884 was that (as he assured me) he was no longer capable of 
climbing continuously nearly every dey for three months or so. 
That waa the sole reason wh we no longer went together. As the 
pages of his ' Fiihrerbuch ' sgow, we had pretty well exhausted the 
Oberland mountains in our journeys. Of the taste of the expressions 
used by Mr. Cunningham with reference to the cessation of Almer's 
professional connection with me (by far the longest he has ever had 
with any single amateur) I leave the readers of the Introduction to 
judge. There haa never been a shadow of difference between me 
and my old friend not of one or two, but of many summers and 
winters. 

I have further to call the attention of your readers to a matter of 
very serious importance-the action of the editors in issuing this 
work. I wish to state in the most distinct manner that my per- 
mission was never asked, still less given, for the publication of any 
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of my entries in Almer's 'Fiihrerbuch.' I am also requested by 
Almer to make public the following facts, which he has communicated 
to me for that purpose, and the chief of which he has also embodied 
in a sworn affidavit. He desires it to be known to his friends and 
the English public that his ' Fdrerbuch ' wss originally borrowed 
from him indirectly ; that the book was sent to England without 
his knowledge or consent, and that he has in vain applied for its 
return, and has up to the present moment been unable to recover it. 
He states in the most emphatic manner that he has not in any way 
ilslthorised the reproduction of his book, and he deges  that its 
unauthorised publication haa robbed him of a valuable property. 

I am, Sir, youra truly, 
W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

[A copy of the affidalit mentioned in Mr. Coolidge's letter as 
made by Christian Almer haa been forwarded to the Editora of the 
' Fiihrerbuch,' so as to allow of any statement on the subject they 
might have wished to make appearing in the present number of the 
' Alpine .Journal.'-EDITOR ' A. J.'] 

NEW- EXPEDITIONS IN 1895 (contl,~tred). 

[Contributors of 'New Expeditions ' are requested to observe the following 
rules:-(1) To forward their accounts in the form in which they are to 
appezu. (2) To prefix the name of the peak or paaa from the best map, and 
the altitude both in n~btres and feet in a parenthesis after the name. (3) To 
give the date of the ascent, and the names of the party. (4) To give exact 
references to any previously published descriptions of allied routes to which 
they may have occasion to refer. (5) To write the description with the best 
existing map before them, and to quote the figures of any measured point 
their route may touch. (6) To w, always the points of the compass instead 
of the misleading words ' right nnd 'left.' (7) To record their 'times ' 
exclusive of halts. (8) To make their descriptions as brief as possible con- 
sistently with the above considerations. (9) To write on one side of the paper 
only, leaving n large margin, and to begin a new sheet for each expedition.] 

Belrlese Oberland. 
EBNEFLUH (3,064 m. = 13,006 ft.) FROM THE ROTHTHAL. 

August 2. --Mr. Claude Macdonald, with Christian Jossi, and Peter 
Bernet as porter, traversed this peak. A late start was made, owing 
to the valley being full of fleecy clouds. The party only got away from 
the Roththal hut at 4.30 A.M., and made straight up towards the N.E. 
corner of the bergschrund at the foot of the Ebnefluh. They then 
bore 8.W. and crossed the schrund at 7 A.M. directly under two 
patches of rock, vertically one above the other, and about 60 yards 
apart. The snow was in good condition, though the moimtain here 
is very steep, and tlie top rocks were cleared at 9. The slope then 
got much steeper and the ice liard and blue, and it was 1 P.M. 
before a patch of rock high up on the left was reached. These 
rocks were foulid rotten and very dangerous with fresh snow, and 
extreme care had to be exercised. At 6 P.M. it Was decided to leave 
the rocks and get under a hanging glacier lying E.N.E., where it 
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waa easier going, there being little choice in the way of danger. The 
party worked under this diagonally to the right for an hour, when a 
formidable bergschrund barred the pasmge, bnt was crossed at 
6.15 P.M. Here clouds began to come up, and it became doubtful 
if the weather was going to hold out, but, the angle of the moun- 
tain lessening considerably, the party cut their way up a slope 
bearing away to the N.E. again, and reached the summit at 
7.16 P.M. What between the rottenness of the rocks, the tremendous 
angle of the ice, and weather beginning to break in the afternoon, the 
party had had but little time for halts, and it was 8.80 P.M. before 
they had their first meal. The descent, but for the lateness of the 
hour and the fact of the g l ~ i e r  between the Lotschenliicke and 
the Concardia hut being much crevassed, was easy, and the Con- 
cordia hut was reached at 1 A.M., the traverse having occupied 
209 hrs. Just before getting in a very heavy thunderstorm came 
on, the lightning being fearfully vivid and the effects on hair and 
ice axes most uncanny, and reminding the party of their experienoe 
on the Lyskamm and of Mr. Slingsby's party on the Dent Blanche.* 
Tlie e x w t i o n  proved highly interesting, but more difficult and 
dangerous than had been anticipated, bearing out the opinions of 
the Lauterbrunnen guides, who pronounced that it would not 
go, and of old Christian Almer, who had crossed the Ebnefluh 
Joch with Revs. J. J. Hornby and Philpott and Mr. Morshead in 
1866.t 

ANENORAT. September 2.-This ridge, composed partly of rocks 
and pertly of snow, which runs S.E. from the 6. peak of the Mittag- 
horn (3,895 m.) to the Lotschenliicke, has fire well-marked peaks. 
The northernmost and highest, which baa no number on the Sieg- 
fried map, but must be over 3,700 m., was ascended by T. W. 
Danby and H. V. Reade, with Theodor and Johann Kalbermatten, 
of Ried, the expedition being undertaken in the hope of finding 
some traces of the accident of July 16. From the head of the 
Anenfirn a steep glacier, split into enonnous crevasees, was ascended 
in a N.E. direction to the highest peak in about 28 hrs. From this 
the ridge falls sharply to the AnenjochJ which was reached in 
25 min., then rises steeply again to a snow peak, attained in 20 min. 
more. I t  is not certain whether this, or a little rock-peak reached 
in another 50 min., is the point marked as 8,681 m. As time did 
not allow the party to follow the ridge over the two remaining 
peaks, 3,575 m. (the Anenknubel), and a nameless double-headed 
rock peak, to the Lotschenliicke, a descent was mule S. to the 
Anenfirn in about l a  hr. 

KLEIN RIETSCHHORN (3,348 m. = 10,986 ft.). A i l p u t  9, 1884.- 
Mr. G. Yeld, with Alphonse Payot and Seraphin Henry, ascended 
this point in 4 hrs. from Ried. They went, roughly speaking, 
straight up the face. 
- . - - -- - .- 

Alpine J o u m l ,  vol. xv. p. 415. 
t Bid. vol. ii. p. 410 ; vol. iii. pp. 86-8. 
$ Ibid .  vol. xvi. p. 519. 



SCHIENEORN ( 3 , m  m. = 12,491 ft.) DIRECT FROM THE LANO- 
QLETBCHER. July or Augzut.-We are informed that three Ried 
guides, while searching for the bodies of Mr. Benecke and Mr. 
Cohen, discovered a new route up this peak, direct from the 
Langgletscher at  its N.W. foot. No particular8 of the climb are 
given, save that the party gained by this direct route the S.W. 
art%, 100-160 m. (probably about the point marked 3,670 m. on 
the Siegfried map) below the summit. As there was no object in 
going further, they returned, so that the complete route has not 
been made. The men were Josef Rubin and Johann and Gabriel 
Kalbermatten. 

EIOER (3,975 m. = 13,042 ft.) BY THE KLEIN EIQER. Janztary 7, 
1896.-The Rev. J. Outram and Mr. F. W. Oliver, with Ulrich and 
Hans Almer, and young Vlrich Almer (eldest son of Ulrich Almer), 
ascended the Eiger b a route which is, to a considerable extent, 
new. Starting from t i e  Liltle Scheidegg Hdtel at  2 A.M. the Eiger 
Glacier was reached at 5 only, owing to the deep powdery snow. 
After the lower shacs had been threaded the party took to the 
rocks of the 8. face of the Klein Eiger, which were also deeply 
covered with deep powdery snow. From the top of the Klein Eiger 
the S.W. ridge of the Eiger was followed to the summit of that 
peak, gained at 2.15 P.M. Drhilst the snowy portion of this ridge 
(connecting the Klein Eiger and the Eiger) was in excellent con- 
dition, an awkward traverse round a boss of rock at  its junction 
with the Klein Eiger was unavoidable, and much delay was caused 
by the ice-covered s t a b  of the rocks below the summit. On the 
descent the upper level of the Eiger Glacier was gained by a, 
glissade from the same snowy ridge, and that glacier followed to its 
end, this route from the snowy ridge onwards having been 
previously traversed by Miss Brevoort and Mr. Coolidge July 14, 
1871.. The Little Bcheidegg was regained at G.80 P.M., and 
Grindelwald soon after 9 P.M. For the purposes of winter climbing 
the route here described offers certain advantages. I t  is full of 
variety and interest, while it is on the whole less unsafe than the 
ordinary W. ridge, when the letter has a deep covering of snow. 

Mont Rlaw District. 

COL DE8 FOURCHEB (3,434 m. = 11,267 ft.. I<wz). J u ~ J  14.- 
MM. Louis Kurz and P. Bovet, with Justin Bessart, made the first 
passage of this col in modern times. Starting from the Saleinaz 
Club hut at  8.40 A.M. (for the pass leads to the Saleinaz Glacier, 
not to the Trient platean, as shown on the Siegfried map) they 
gained in 2 hrs. the foot of the great snow couloir which forms the 
E. side of the pass. After a halt of 20 min. they mounted direct 
to the rooks which divide the upper part of the couloir into two 
arms. That to the N., leading straight to the col, seemed too 
steep, so that they kept at  first up the S. arm, then bore slightly 
to the right, and by a very steep little p l l y  and a chimney gained 

dlpk J w d ,  vol. v. p. 277. 



the pass at  10 A.M., which was traversed rather S. of tlle lowest de- 
pression in the ridge. The descent on the other side is perfectly eaey. 
This pass is said to have been crossed in 1HH8 by Principal Forbee' 
guide, Michel Charlet ; but Principal Forbes himself, July a0, 
1850, having gained it from the Tour Glacier, considered the 
deecent to the Saleinaz Glacier impracticable, so went round by the 
Col Blanc to the Trient plateau (see BI. Kurz's ' Guide to the Chain 
of Mont Blanc,' p. 12, note). 

G r a d  Con~bin District. 
AMIANTHE (3,600 m. = 11,811 ft., S. map). - This peak was 

climbed from the E. on August 26, 1896, by Blessrs. H. V. Reade 
and T. H. Dickson, without guides. Starting from the Chanrion 
Club hut, they left the Col de Fen&tre path a few minutes after 
crossing the Drance, and aecended the grass slopes of Mt. Avril, 
olose to t l ~ e  right moraine of the Glacier du Mont Durand, for about 
an hour, up to a point where the grass was cut off from the 
moraine by cliffs. They then followed the moraine for half an hour. 
and, taking to the glacier just above the icefall, kept on the right 
bank at first, then crossed, to avoid crevasses, at  about the line 
2,680 m. to the small medial moraine just below the Tour de 
Boussine, from the end of which they made almost straight for the 
steep snow-slopes of the peak. The number and variety of the 
crevasses made the ascent dsoidedly interesting, but the presence 
of a large stone-man, enclosing a pole, on the summit showed that 
it had been done before. The time was 6% hrs. from the hut, but, 
as the pace was slow throughout, the ascent should not take more 
than 6 hrs. 

BEC D'AOET (2,983 m. = 9,787 ft.) Atqztst 24.- The same 
party, seeing from Mr. Benecke's note in the ' Alpine .Journal ' (vol. 
avii. p. 253) that this little rock peak had not been ascended, climbed 
it by the rock argte running about R.N.l\'. This gave a stiff little 
scramble of half an hour from the glacier. The descent was made 
by rock and grass on the S. face without any difficulty. The route 
from Fionnay is that for the Col de Louvie and Col du hlont Fort, 
but it may be noted that the time quoted in the directions for the 
latter on p. 60 of the ' Central Pennine Guide,' 21 hrs. to the foot 
of the little glacier E. of the Bec d'Aget, seems impossible. From 
k'ionnay to the chalets on the Louvie Alp is a good hour and a half 
(v .  sub Co1 de Louvie), and thence to the glacier at  least as much, 
though there is a path most of the way. 

Arolla District. 

DENTS DES BOUQUETINS (3,848 m.= 12,626 ft.) BY THE 
E. AHETE. September 4.-Mr. E. C. Oppenheim and Mr. Gerald 
Arbnthnot, with Jean hlaitre and Joseph Pollinger, made this new 
route. Leaving the Arolla h6tel a t  2.36 A.M. and following the 
route of the Col des Bouquetins, they crossed the bergschrund on 
the eastern side of the Central peak of the Dents des Bouquetins to 
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the south of the broad couloir of snow and ice (6 hrs.). From here 
an easy scramble southwards over broken rocks took the party on 
to the E. ar6te (10 min.). This was followed until a little gep with 
a cornioe of snow was reached (1 hr. 5 min.). Here they turned on 
to the northern face of the ar6te and climbed over plkques and ice, 
regaining the ar6te a little below the big gendarme (1 hr. 15 min.). 
This was turned on the northern side (25 min.), and following the 
arate over somewhat difficult and loose rooks they reached the 
point where it joins the main ridge (1 hr.). Turning northwards, 
the summit (3,848 m.) was gainedwithont difEculty in 6 min. The 
time from Arolla to the top of the peak (including halts) was 

'%::E DE L'EVBQUE (3,672 m. = 12,048 ft.) BY THE E. AR~TE.  
September 6.-Mr. L. C. F. Oppenheim and Mr. Gerald Arbuth- 
not, with Jean Maltre and Georges Joseph, made this new route. 
Starting from the Arolla hBtel at  4 A.M., the party followed the 
Col de Collon route until they arrived at  the foot of the little glacier 
which descends between L'Echo and hlont Collon from the E. face 
of the Mitre. They ascended this and bore southwards to the 

p between L'Echo and the eastern ar6te of the hlitre. 
Scram ling up over broken rocks and snow, the arhte was gained "tle $ 
(15 min.) and followed to the summit (6 hrs. 10 mh.). The two 
big gendarmes were both turned on the northern side, the second 
one presenting considerable difficulty. The time from Arolla to 
the summit (including halts) was 10 hrs. 50 min. 

AIGUILLE DE LA ZA. August 24.-Messrs. C. Cookson and P. 
Fletcher, with Pierre Maftre and F. Truffer, made a variation in the 
route by the JY. face. On coming round the foot of the rocks into 
the snow couloir S. of the peak, up which it is usual to go some 
distance before taking to the rocks, they were driven back by a 
heavy rock-fall from a high ridge S. of the Za, followed soon after 
by a second fall. 

They then took to the rocks at  the top of a small snow-patch, 
which from Arolla seems exactly under the peak, and climbed nearly 
straight up until turned after nwrly an hour by smooth slabs into 
a gully S. of the central rib, from which they worked back to the 
rib, and followed it pretty closely to a rock platform just below the 
W. point of the shoulder under the big gendarme. Thence by a 
traverse to the S. of the gendarme the usual route was joined and 
followed to the summit. The climb was not easy, and required 
care on account of loom stones, but was safe from rock-falls such 
a8 turned the party in the morning and were repeatedly seen 
during the succeeding three weeks. 

NORWAY. 

Gjegnaluul District. 
B I ~ E  TO GRONDAL. July 24.-hlessrs. Hubert Congreve and 

A. L. Bill, with Peder and Tidemand Rise as guide and porter, 
left Rise at  4.80 A.M., reached the lovely Rise lake at  4.40, rowed 
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over to the head at 6.20, gained top of steep wooded aliff at 6.50. 
Then they turned south-east and climbed Kjeipen from the Rim 
botn over a much-orevassed glaoier and up eome steep rooks. The 
summit was reached in 5 hrs. and 20 min. from Rise, excluding 
halts. From the summit they followed the route taken by Mesera 
Hopkinson and Slingsby in 1885. as far as the Marie Tind t i n  thick 
mist. Leaving the Marie Tind and the Tre Mends Tind (Sagen) on 
their left hand, they proceeded due east over steep crev~laed nhvd, 
and reached rocks in 6 hrs. 50 min. from Riee. Here they unroped. 
They then deecended to the Store Dotn Vand, crossed the streams 
neer the N.E. end of this tarn, and gained a depression in the 
ridge which facad the party. From here, going south, they d e  
mended very rough conglomerate rocks to the top of the waterhll 
above Grondal Sater. They reeched this mter in llf hrs. from 
Riee, and the farm of Griindal 1 hr. 10 min. later. This very 
varied and interesting exped~tion would be improved by omitting 
the ascent of Kjeipen and substituting that of the hlarie Tind. 

THE MUNDAL SKAH (about 7,500 ft.). Jzrly 2.- Herr K.  Bing, 
with Johannes Mundal as guide, made the first recorded paaqp  
of the so-called Jostefond, between Fjr~rland and Grondal.: The 
descent on the western glacier was very steep. From Grondal 
they walked over the low col to Soknesand, which they reached in 
12 hrs. from the hotel. This pass, which haa frequently been 
recommended by the present writer to young climbers anxious for 
new work, is Nature's sole western outlet for the Mundal. The 
only reason why it has been so long neglected probably arises from 
the fact that the upper part of the (friiiidal, which is, in k t ,  any- 
thing rather than what its name betokens-a green valley-is un- 
inhabitated. 

ARCENT OF BHIXDALS  RE.$ July 5. -Herr K. ning, in company 
with Raemus Aabrmkke, attacked this most formidable glacier, 
and, strange though it must appear to wch one of the many hundreds 
of tourists who gaze upon this chaos of ice annually, the plucky 
native wieldem of the ice axe were successful in hewing a way for 
themselves up this huge icefall of hard compressed blue ice. True, 
they were hacking their way without rest from 7.85 A.M. until 
4.N P.M. ; still, they got through, and, provided that the game was 
worth the candle, they are most heartily to be congratulated. At 
6 P.M. a snow storm assailed them. At 8.30 they reached the 
highest part of the Justedals Bra, and at 11 P.M. they were be- 
nighted near tlie head of the K~andals Bm. A view of the 
Brixdals Bra certainly does not suggest a highway. As for that, 
neither does the still more savage Kjendals Bra,ll and has not that 

Alpine Joutnal, vol. xiv. p. 30. 
t Aarboq for Bergen's Turist Forcttiq for 1894-95, p. 70. 
$ Nor. Tur.  For. Aarbog for 1HHl. 
5 Alpine Jv~~rna l ,  POI. xvii. p. 363. Ij Bid. vol. xi. p. 152. 
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too been descended ? I t  is a very pleasing duty to record brilliant 
mountaineering successes gained by Norskmen in Norway. 

W. C. S. 
NY SETEK TO TUNBBEUQSDAL. du! / t i~ t  9.-Messrs. E. V. 

Mather, C. W. Patchell, and Dr. Simpson, with Johannes Vigdal 
as guide, crossed the pea t  south-eastern arm of the Justedals Brle 
and the peak Kvitekol from Ny S~eter in the Langedal to Tvsrdal 
Sster. They descended by the rock buttress which separates 
Tvserdal and the huge glacier, the Tunsbergsdals B r a *  Time 
occupied, 12k hrs. A Norsk party in 1894 crossed the same snow- 
field by a rather different route. 

Horung- Tinder. 

DYRH~JGSTIXD FROM THE SKAGASTOLSTIND'S HUT. August 14. 
-The last-named party, without Mather, climbed the Dyrhougstind 
direct from the hut by a very steep rock rib, which afforded 4 hrs. 
of excellent climbing. The descent to Turtegro was made by the 
narrow northern arete. The whole expedition occupied 14 hrs. 
aotual going. The scenery is superb. 

Sondmiire Dist k t .  

BLAATIND OR KJLERRINQA. September 6.-Mr. C. W .  Patchell 
and Dr. J .  Simpson ascended thls pretty double-peaked mountain 
direct from the farm Kjolaas by a steep and rather awkward gully 
and narrow rock ridge, and returned by the same route. The time 
occupied up and down was 9 hrs. 

VASDALSTIND. September 10.-Dr. Simpson, with Sivert Nupen, 
climbed this pretty aipille from Orstenvik by way of the Nupedal, 
and descended into Vasdal, a most interesting and short expedition 
of 74 hrs., exclusive of halts. Climbers in Cumberland will doubt- 
less recognise the name Wasdale or Wastdale in the Norsk Vasdal, 
which signifiee in Old Norsk a valley in which there is a tarn or 
lake. 

CAUCASUS. 
KARTSH-CHAL (GROUP NEAR FRONTIER O F  SOUTHERN CAUCABIA). 

-Starting-point Batum: follow Artwin road from Batum to 
Bortshka, a Cossack outpost; 7-8 hrs. drive, the road following 
right bank of rapid river Tshorok. Road leads in S.E. direction 
about as far as Maradit village, thence due S. to Bortshka. Here 
a river called Bagini Tskhali, coming from the Kartsh-Chal moun- 
tains, joins the Tshorok. The Kartsh-Chal hills lie E. by N. of 
Bortshka. Follow river joining the Tshorok through various valleys 
to Otingo, which consists of a few huts surrounding a hot spring. 
Otingo lies in the upper part of a, valley leading in a S.W. by N.E. 

- 

* -4lpit1.e Jourrccsl, vol. xi. p. 148. 
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direction to the Kartsh-Chal Peaks. Position of Otingo : latitude, 
41" 18' 24"; longitude, 42" 8'. 

The entire group of mountains forms a curve, but the main ridge 
runs from N. to S. The north-western summit is called Batum 
Peak, and southernmost elevation Artwin Peak. There is a small 
glacier with Bergschrund on the N. side of a small pass between 
Batum Peak and main central ridge. From the latter a number of 
couloirs descend, some filled with snow and ice ; lower down on the 
W. side small snow-fields and old moraine. 

A u r ~ u ~ t  8.-Harry Runge and \V. Rickmer-Rickmers ascended 
Batum Peak, about 11,800 ft. Left Otingo 7.30 A.M., reached sum- 
mit by S.W. arbte at 4.15 p . ~ .  ; returned to wmp at Otingo 10 P.M. 
The Batum Peak is the highest point of the entire group. 

August 11.-Same party started 7.30 A . M ;  asoended N. pillar 
of main central ridge, making use of a series of couloirs and travers- 
ing W. face of rocks ; finally gaining summit by S.E. rock arbte, 
6.25 P.M. Height about 11,650ft. 

Auyltst 15.- Same party, with addition of F. Hacker, of Vienna, 
left canlpon high-lying pastures above Otingo at 4 A.M. ; ascended, 
amongst others, the highest point in the centre of main ridge ; called 
it Central Peak. Height about 11,700 ft. Returned to starting- 
point 9 P.M. 

Excellent views of the entire range of Central Caucasus were 
obtained from these peaks. Their heights are given subject to 
correction. 

ALPINE NOTES. 
NEW EDITION O F  STUDER'R ' UEUER EIR UND SCHNEE.'-\Ye are 

very pleased to be able to announce that a new edition of this 
invaluable history of the Swiss Alps has been undertaken. The 
first bit of vol. i. (the Oberland vol.) was issued last November, 
and the second bit (dungfrau, kc.) appeared early in 1896. 
Part 1 contains a life of Studer (with portrait), a general intro- 
duction, and the history of the Finsteraarhorn and tlie Aletschhorn. 
The old text has been preserved as far as possible, but the editors 
have brought it completely up to date, and have not scrupled to 
make many changes and additions - -wisely, we think. The excel- 
lence of the revision may be ensily judged from the names of the 
editors-Dr. H. Diibi and Herr Wiiber-Lindt, the present and 
former editors of the ' S. A. C. Jahrbuch.' I t  is hoped to complete 
vol. i. in about four parts, the price of the volume to be G francs 
at  the most. I t  is sincerely to be hoped that the editors may 
receive suficient encouragement to take the two other volumes in 
hand, for it would be a pity to have only a portion of the work in 
its new and thoroughly satisfactory form. The publishers are 
Schmid, Francke, Pi C'o., the well-known booksellers of Bern. 

NEW MAPS OF THE ALPS.-We have great pleasure in announc- 
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ing, on the best authority, that h1. Iiurz's map of the Mont Blanc 
group* will be issued to subscribers iu the early spring of 1896, 
perhaps in the course of March. Its publication will fill a great 
gap in Alpine cartography. We shall hope to speak of this fine 
map more in detail after its pnblication. 

I t  may be convenient to point out here that with the issue of 
Part 45 (October 1895) of the great Siegfried map of Switzerhd 
practically all the mountain portion of that great work is now com- 
pleted. There remain only one sheet containing the hills just S. 
of Chiteau d'Oex, several representing those near the head of the 
Lago Maggiore, and one sheet, with two small outlying bits, depicting 
the valley of Samnaun the most easterly valley in Switzerland) and 
the group of the Gross htzner .  some of these missing sheets are, 
we are informed, in the engraver's hands, and will doubtless soon 
make their appearance. We regret much to learn of the death (in 
the early part of .January) of Herr Leuzinger, the most capable 
engraver of the Siegfried map and also of M. Kurz's map. 

Attention may be drawn here to an interesting article by Pro- 
fessor E. Richter, whose name is well known to our readers, on the 
subject of an historical atlas of the Alpine districts now included 
within the empire of Austria. Among other pointa of interest, such 
an atlas would enable a student of the history of the Alps to see 
how the higher valleys were gradually colonised, and also to explain, 
from the names in the original documents, the meaning of those 
still existing, which in some cases have assumed very different 
forms. The essrty may be found at pp. -19-65 of a volume (contain- 
ing seven papers by his pupils) presented to Professor Franz von 
Krones on the occasion of his jubilee, November 19, 1895, and pub- 
lished at Graz by Leuwhner Pi Lubensky. I t  would be a great 
boon if Swiss, French, and Italian historians would start a similar 
atlas for their respective bits of the Alps. Then it would become 
more possible than it is at  present to sketch out an authentic terri- 
torial history, at  least, of those districts. The materials are 
scattered far and wide, and are very abundant, but can only be 
brought together and made available for historians by the combined 
efforts of many workers well acquainted with the local topography, 
and willing to carry out tlieir researches according to a common 
plan devised by some recognised authority on the intricate subject 
of historical geography, such as Professor Richter himself. 

THE FIRST WINTER ASCENT OF THE FINSTEHMRHORN.-T~O~~ 
who have followed the history of the winter ascents of the great 
peaks of the Bernese Oberhnd are well aware that the loftiest 
summit of all, the Finsteraarhorn, hed not hitherto been attacked 
sucoessfully at  that season. Several attempts had been made, but 
the great cold encountered in the couloir leading up to the Agaasiz- 
joch prevented the adventurers from attaining the top of the 
mountain. The feat was, however, a t  last accomplished on Janu- 
ary Y last by Herr Andreas Pischer, one of the teachers st the 

- - - - - - - - - 
* Sea Alpiae Jotrrtml, vol. xvii. p. 275. 
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Seoondary School a t  Grindelwald, and Ulrich Almer. The follow- 
ing details have been very courteous1 communicated to us by Herr 
Fischer, to whom we are much inde i ted :-' On January 2 we left 
(irindelwsld at 9 A.M. and went up the Lower Glacier. The 
snow was very good and hard as far as the Eisnieer, where we left 
the glecier in order to ascend by the new path to the Schwarzegg 
Club hut. Very soon we discovered that the snow could hardly be 
worse ; there was much more fresh snow than we had expected, 
and it was bad and powdery. Fortunately we came across 
numerous rtvalanches which llad fallen during the recent rains, 
otherwise the work would have been too much against the grain. 
\Ve toiled slowly up, each most willingly giving up the "place 
d'honneur" to the other every twenty minutes. I h t ,  notwith- 
standing, we were rewarded for our pains, for ell the walls and 
towers of the Schreckhorn and the Eiger were plastered over wiW 
the whitest of snow, and looked as bright and wintry as I have ever 
seen them. The last three hours of this first day were the worst 
of the whole expedition. The hut was reached s t  5.80 P.M. There 
was no snow in it, and we spent some very pleasant hol~rs by a good 
fire. 

' We started at  1 A.M. on .January 3, and, keeping pretty high up 
on the slopes below the Strahlegg, forced om way up to the 
Finateraarjoch through very deep powdery snow. But it was 
a walk not Boon to be forgotten. There was a brilliant 
moon, and never did mountain scenery look grander in its 
bright light and tlie ever-changing shadows. We got up to the 
Finsteraarjocll at  G.30 A.M. The wall up to the Agassiejoch was 
very good, first good hard snow then nice rocks, but for about an 
hour it was cold there, much colder than in the early morning and 
afternoon. At 9 A.M. we were on the Agassizjoch. There it was 
quite warm again, no wind, and we climbed the rocks sbore the 
pass in less than an hour, and without gloves. But the nest bit, 
ap to the Hugi Sattel, was much harder work, as all the snow had 
been blown away, and for 14 hr. we had to cut steps in ver hard 
ice. The rocks from tlie Sattel to the summit of the pea g were 
much better than we had expected. There was some snow on 
them, but no ice. The cairn was gained at 1.20 P.M., and we spent 
20 min. there in the enjoylllent of the most glorious winter 
scenery. Even the hletterhorn looked quite a snow mountain. I 
had take11 a thermometer with me. , I t  indicated + 14" Rhumur 
(64" Fahr.) in the sun, but on1 - 4" Hkaumur ( -  23" Fahr.) in g the shade, and not the slightest reath of wind wee to be felt. 

We made apretty quick descent down to the Finsteraarjoch, and 
l i d  left the last crevasses behind us when night came on. During 
our absence the wind had been busy there, and our morning's 
tracks had in part disappeared, so that me had to set to work again 
in the snow. The hut wibs gained at H P.M., but we had to wait till 
after 11 for the moon. \Ye went down the left side of the glacier, 
and s t  4 A.X. on January 4 were back in Grindelwald again. Let 
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me tell you that our success was chiefly due to Ulrich's wonderful 
energy and strength.' 

We believe tbat Herr Fiacher and his commie had long planned 
asd even tried this expedition, and we beg to offer them our most 
sincere congratulations on their splendid performanoe described in 
such vivid yet modest language. 

OTHER WINTER ASCENTR.-T~~ winter of 1895-6 seems to have 
been exceptionally favourable for the ascent of the higher peaks. 
Besides the F'insteraarhorn, mentioned in the preceding note, we 
hear of the following climbs round Grindelwald. On January 4, 
the Monch was ascended by the Rev. J. Outram and Mr. F. 1%''. 
Oliver, with Hans and Peter Almer, and young Ulrich Almer 
(Ulrioh Almer's eldest son), who thus made his ddbzct as a climber 
-the ascent being repeated next day by Mr. Clayton, with the two 
Rudolf Kaufmanns, and on January 7, by the Rev. E. H. Kempson 
and Mr. C. E. Ashford, with Hans Bernet and Peter Brawand. 
On January 7, Nessrs. Outram and Oliver, with Ulrich, Hans, and 
young Ulrich Almer, succeeded in making the second winter ascent 
of the Eiger * by a new route, of which particulars are given under 
' New Expeditions.' 

The 'Alpine Post' announces that on January 7 Piz Bernina 
was ascended by Prince Borghese, with Martin Schocher and 
Schnitzler. The night was spent at  the Marinelli hut, the Crast' 
Agiizza Sattel crossed next morning, and then the usual route on 
the Engadine side followed to the summit, the d e w n t  being made 
to Pontresina. This is stated to be the second winter ascent of 
this peak. On February 6 Mrs. Main, with Martin Schocher and 
Schnitzler, made the first winter ascent of the Craat' Agiizza peak. 
Some difficulty was encountered in crossing the bergschrund, and 
on the hard ice-slope just above, but the upper rocks were quite 
free from snow and ice and easier than in summer. The party 
took 8 hrs. 20 mins. in all from the Boval hut, the ascent from the 
foot of the peak to the summit occupying but 1 hr. 60 mins. Even 
the Dolomites have not escaped invasion, for on December 4 Signor 
G.  Garbari, of Trent, made the first winter ascent of the Cimon 
della Pala. The same day an English party, consisting of Mr. and 
Miss Wilberforce, succeedetl in climbing the Zuckerhiitl, the highest 
peak of the Stubai group. Probably other ascents have been made 
this winter of which no account has yet reached us. 

LAUITHOR, AND DESCENT OF THE ~ Z ~ ~ N C H  TO THE M'ENGERN 
ALP.-On August 10,1895, with Christian Jossi, and Peter 13ernet as 
porter, I started from the Roththal hut for the Lauithor at 2.10 A.M. 

We found snow in excellent condition after a very cold night, and 
went straight up the ' stone shoot ' (the southernmost of the two 
couloirs divided by the great rock rib seen from the hut . This we 1 found dangerous, but, with great care, quite feasible. Ye reached 
the summit of the pass a t  6.40, and, having the day before us, decided 
to try the Monch and descend to the Wengern Alp. We reached 
- . - - - - - - -- - - 

* dZpi91r Jo~rrnal, vol. xv. p. 78 
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the top of the Jungfraujoch at 8.45, and climbed the Monch from 
there, reaching the summit at 12. We then descended the m e  
way for SO min. to where three ardtes meet, and took the N. arhte. 
Rocks difficult, but good. The rocks ended at 1.46 P.M., and we 
then cut down a steep ice slope till 3 P.M., when, as the ice became 
steadily worse, we cut westward again and took to the m k a  till 
3.65. At the foot of these rocks (which are somewhat loow and, at 
this time of the afternoon, dangerous from falling stones) we crossed 
the bergschrund, 4 P.M. ; then easy snow for 20 min. Then, the 
' Abfall ' getting steeper and steeper, we bore east, having tried the 
western side and found a drop of some 200 ft. After much step- 
cutting (one man cutting to the full length of the rope, while the 
two others, seated in an enormous ' Stufe,' held him) we got off on 
to the ar6te below, at 8.30. Between the end of the ' Abfall ' and 
the artte, where the old ladder, a rickety affair, was set up, there is 
now a gap of several yards, and the ladder is, in descending, there- 
fore perfectly useless. Once on the lower part of the ar6te, we were 
not long In reaching tlie rocks and the Guggi hut, eventually gettlng 
to our destination at 2 A.M. Times, of course, include halts. 

CLAUDE A. MACDONALD. 
S~~DLENZSPITZE, NADELHORN, AND ULRICHHHORN IN ONE DAY.- 

On August 19, 1895, Mr. E. A. Broome, with Josef M. Biener and a 
Sms porter, crossed these three peaks in one day from Fee for the 
first time. Leaving a poor gite on the Schwarzhorn (between the 
Hohbalen and the foot of the Fall Glaoier), at about 4 A.M., the 
Sudlenzspitze wax climbed by the E. arch and the summit reached 
at 11.15 (6) hrs. actual going). The difficult rocks were iced and the 
whole ascent in anything but good order. From the Sudlenzspitze 
along the snow ardte to the Lenzjoch, and thence up the grand 
S.E. rock-ridge to the Nadelhorn occupied 24 hm., and the easy 
descent by the snow-ridge to the Windjoch and the climb up the 
Ulrichshorn I+ hr. more. The descent to Fee took 3 hrs., the 
village being reached by 7.80, and the whole expedition 13 hrs. 
actual work. This climb can be recommended as certainly afford- 
ing both safer and better rock-climbing than the Dom or Taschhorn 
from that side. The former peak waa traversed from Fee to Randa 
by the aame party a few days later, and found dangerous by reaeon 
of falling stones. 

THE AIOUILLE DE CHAMBEYROS.-In a very interesting article 
by Signor P. Gastaldi in the 1894 'Bollettino' of the Italian 
Alpine Club I find three passages of my paper on the first ascent 
of this fine peak badly translated (no doubt unintentionally), and an 
argument based on them which falls to the ground when my 
phrases are correctly rendered. On p. 202 of the ' Boll.,' lines 
18-19, I am made to say that two couloirs on the N. face of the 
peak 'lead lip respectively to the highest E. and W. summits.' 
What I really wrote wss, ' which led up the N. face to the E. and 
W. of the highest peak respectively.' A few lines below (lines 21 - - -- -- -- - - - - - 

* Alpine Journal, voL x. p. 131, line 18. 
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and 26) the same mistranslations are repeated. The importance of 
these slips is this : Signor Gnstaldi, when preparing his article, 
wroteto ask me certain questions as to the peak. He quotes in a 
note* a sentence of my reply, from which it would appear that I 
had quite forgotten what I wrote in my article (and also in my 
original notes i). This apparent inconsistency entirely disappears 
when the true text of my article is restored. 

In 1879 I distinguished two summits-one, the W., a lower point 
on the W. ridge of tlie Aiguille, and the other (E. summit) the 
culminating peak. Signor Gastaldi now wishes to call my E. peak 
the W. summit, because he has climbed a point, to the E. of my E. 
peak, which is about 20 mdtrea lower, and stands on the ridge 
between the Aiguille and the point at  which the great buttress on 
which rises the Aiguille joins the frontier ridge at the T6te de 
1'Homme. I t  is a mere detail whether different points on the ridge 
should be raised to the dignity of separate summits. I christened 
my W. summit for the sake of topographical clearness. I am quite 
ready to recogniee Signor Gastaldi's E. summit for the same 
reason, and to admit that it is a goodded higher than my W. peak. 
But I still hold to the words of my letter, which he quotes : ' J'avoue 
que votre cime E. me paralt constituer une '' cime " ni plus ni 
moins que ma cime 0. Ces pointes sont des dentelures de la 
crkte.' I t  will be observed that there is no question whatsoever 
as to the supremacy of the point 3,400 m., first reached by me 
in 1879. 

I may be allowed to add that Signor Gastaldi, in his snmmary of 
my climbs in the Chambeyron district,: has accidentally omitted 
three-the highest summit of the Rubren, 8,896 m., in 1879 ; 5 
the Tkte des Toillies, 3,179 m., in 1888 ; 11 and the Dents de Maniglia, 
8,177 m., in 1890. The first-named was a first ascent, the cithers 
(m mentioned in my notes) only ' firat ascents by a traveller.' 

W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 
T m  A L L ~ E  BLANCHE. The two following passages are re- 

printed here from a very interesting article on the ' Passes of the 
Duchy of Aosta in the Seventeenth Century,' by Signor L. Vac- 
carone, which appeared in the ' Bollettino del C. A. I.,' 1881, pp. 
182 n. and 187 n. respectively. The former is specially important, 
from the number of local names it contains (modern equivalents 
given in brackets) and the use of ' ar6te ' a t  an early date. The 
latter gives an authentic account, by an eye-witness, of one of the 
bergfalls, so many of which have happened without any record of 
them having been preserved. 

In a deed of April 16, 1359, granted by Count Amadeus of Savoy 
fo a certain John of Courmayeur the latter is given jurisdiction 
within the following limits :- ' A molendinis de sacza [Sure] prout 

- - - -  
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tendit mons captivus, et gallicd mons cheyty [ X m t  Cut i f ]  per 
A s t a m  seu per crestam dicti montia usque ad somitatem de la lay^ 
Blanchy, et ab illo loco per crestam montium usque ad eommitatem 
montis de ferrace [Perret] prout mons de sac- tendit circuendo 
versus Rommum dicti montis de ferraycz, et etiam prout aquae 
pendunt seu discurrunt et labuntur inter confines prediotos a 
sommitatibus dictorum montium usque ad dicta molendina.' 

The following passrtge occurs in a document preserved among the 
parish archives of Courmayeur : --' D u ~ n  lie ingens ventilabatur de 
modico t e r n  inter possessores montium du Trioley et dlAmeiron, 
mons excelsissixnus et rupes et glac~es dicti Triolley, nocte diei duo 
decimi septembri, anno 1717 . subito cecidit, et aaxa ejus, aqnA et 
glacie simul conjuncta, cum magno impetu irruerunt super dictos 
montes, sive alpes, its ut coperti subtus ipsis abissis, omnia mobillia, 
centum et viginti boves seu vaccae, homines ad numerum septem, 
qui instanti perierunt, et credo quod aves qui ibi nidificltbant non 
efigerint, et nunc videtis illos alpes et illam plnnam in hoc miser- 
rimo statn, et hoc propter scelera nostra . ita attestor quia vidi. 
MichGl Joseph Pennard, notarius et scriba Curiae hlajoris.' The 
name Ameyron has now quite disappeared, t h o ~ ~ g h  the pastures of 
that name are mentioned in P. A. Arnod's attempt to cross the Col 
du GBant in lGH'3. The 1717 bergfall recalls, in many details, the 
Altels catastrophe of 18'36. 

As to the meaning of AllBe Blanche,' and the derivation of the 
name, eee M. A. Favre's ' Recherches Gc'~ologique?i dams la Savoie,' 
iii. pp. 65-6. 

THE MAHWIOLUCKE ASD NEIOHROUHISO I'AAREB.-The late Mr. 
E. F. hI. Benecke took a special interest in these passes, which lie 
over the ridge between the Hockenhorn and the l'etemgrat. In 
1894 he entwsted Mr. Coolidge with his notes on this ridge, and 
a small sketch from the Gasternthal side. On duly 11, 1895, with 
Mr. Cohen, he started from R i d ,  climbed the Hirghorn and the 
Sackhorn, and compiled further notes on the ridge as seen from the 
Lotschthal side, Mr. Cohen making a sketch of the main features 
on it. The following list is made up from these two sets of 
notes, Mr. Beneclie's own words having as far as possible been 
preserved : - 

1. Hockcnholsl, 8,297 m. 
2. E'alse Ntlrli~i!/liicX-e.-Across the N.E. shoulder of No. 1. 

An easy couloir and snow lead up to it on the Ldt.whtha1 side, a 
steep and narrow gully from the Gasternthal aide. This is the 
pass crossed by BIII. Montandon in 18H2,* by Riessrs. (foclley and 
Cannan in 1889,+ and by Mr. Benecke himself in 18'33. 

3. True ,V~ir~ci!/liicke.-This is the lowest point in the ridge 
between the Hockenhorn and the Sackhorn. I t  is difficult of 
access on the Lotschthal side, the rocks being smooth and steep. 
Most probably it has never been crossed. h11trwig is the Lotsch- 
- - - - - - -  

* S.A.C.J. xriii. pp. 89-94. 
t Allrine Joctr~uzl, vol. xiv. pp. ,514-5. 



thal name, and is adopted on the Siegfried map.. Mirrbegg is that 
used at Kandersbeg, and is given in Tschudi's ' Turist ' (p. 89 of 
the last two editions). 

4. After two small humps come throe rock towers on the ridge 
towards the Sackhorn. W. of these three towers the ridge is 
everywhere easy of access on the Latachthal side. Eastwards it is 
difficult of access, generally speaking. 

(a )  The most ~uesterly of these towers has a snow ridge leading 
up to the top on the Lotschthal side (' rocks some years, perhaps, 
e ady  accessible '). 

(b) The gap (which might be called the W. Hohwidenliicke) 
between this tower and the centml tower is accessible on the 
Lotschthal side by a not very easy couloir. 

(c)  The central rock to l~er  looks like a cat on the Lotschthal 
side. Between it and the E. rock tower is the E .  Hohziiidenliicke, 
reached on the Lotechthal side by a couloir, flanked by a rock rib, 
both very easy. 

( d )  Between the E .  tower and the Sackhorn is the true Sack 
Pass. This is the best-looking of all these paRses : on the Lotsch- 
thal side you can get eaeily from the glacier on to the ridge, while 
on the other side there is a long couloir, in 1895 filled with snow. 
(In 1894 Mr. Benecke had proposed the name of Tennbachldcke 
for this pass, but in 1896 preferred that of Sack Pass.) 
6. Sackhorn, 3,218 m. 
6. Tcnnbach1iicke.- This is the pass crossed by Mr. Benecko and 

Mr. Cohen on August 6, 1894,* and called by them Sack I'ass. It 
might take the name of Tennbachliicke. I t  is very bad on the 
Gasternthal side, but easy on the Lotschthal side. 

7 .  Point 3,216 m. of the Sifyfried Map.-This is a snow peak, 
and in 1894 was ascended by the party under the impression that it 
W 8 8  the Bighorn. 

8. True Elwertatsch Pass. -The [Siegfried map is wrong. This 
seems a good pass, probably the best across the ridge. 'The 
Elwertatsch is a long easy glacier, ending in our snow slope of 1894 
and shale. Stones fall everywhere on this ridge.' 

9. Biryhom, 3,283 m. -A  snow peak. 
10. Birg Pus.-' Probably not so bad.' 
11. Pass smahe9.e  71ear Point marked 8,132 m.--'From Ried 

you go over the Tellialp to the N. foot of the Tellispitzen 
(2,925 m.). Then bear N.E. over snow, and join the ordinary route 
over the Tschingel Pass on the moraine of the Alpetli Glacier. 
This is, I believe, the way people usually go when they say they 
come from Kandersteg to Ried over the Petersgrat. Certainly it 
seems a more natural thing to do than to go all the way round by 
the true Petersgrat.' 

THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE COL DU C+fi~~~.--n 'hi le  looking 
through some eighteenth-century topographical works on the 
frontier between France, [Sa~oy, and Piedmont I came across two 

* Allpine Journal, vol. xvii. p. 348. 



passages which are worth noting here, as they do not seem to be 
mentioned by writers who have previously dealt with the hietory of 
the Col du GBant. 

In the ' hfbmoire~ Militaires sur les Fmntikres de la France, du 
Pibmont, et de la Savoie ' (Berlin, lHOl), by M. de Bourcet, who 
lived from 1700 to 1780, there is the following note a t  p. 349 :- 

' Col de Malay. De ,?forges a Chan~unis.-Nota : Quelques cartes 
assez estimhes ayant indiquk ce col, on l'a conservh, par respect pour 
elles, quoiqu'on n'en ait d'ailleurs aucune connaisaance, et que 
les glaciers du Mont-Blanc rendent son existence au nloins trhs 
prohl8matique.' 

Accordingly we find that this col is shown on the map appended 
to the book as leading from Morgex to Chamonix, and passing N. 
of Mont Blanc and S. of the ' biont Malay,' which seems a general 
name for the N. bit of the Mont Blanc chain. This notice of the 
pass is especially interesting when we bear in mind that in 1689 
P. A. Arnod, the bailiff of the duchy of Aosta, had failed to get 
across this traditional pass,* and that about 1737-1740 a letter- 
bearer, named Ribel, was reported to have traversed it , t  the 
first certain anc1 authentic passage being that by Mr. Hill, an Eng- 
lishman, in 1786. 

On the other hand the Col de la Seigne was traversed in very 
remote times, but neither of the names possibly given to it in the 
following extracts seems to be mentioned by Signor Vaccarone $ 
in his history of the pms. The name ' Col Major ' as applied to 
the Seigne is particularly interesting, as it disposes of an argument 
sometimes alleged that the pass so called must be the Col du (fkant, 
whereas no doubt it might (in accordance with a general rule) 
have been used of any pass leading to or from the ' Col Major ' or 
Courmayeur (Curia Major). 

In the work published under the name of Bourcet, but in a sac- 
tion attributed by bi. c1e Rochas (in his edition of Montannel, p. xviii ; 
see below) to another French engineer, La Rlottikre, we read on p. 160, 
' 1)e ChapiGres l'on peut encore entrer dans la vallke d'Aoust en 
passant par Gloenier, 1'Allh-Blanche, le Col hIa'or et " Doulina," 
d'ob l'on va A Morges.' The pass is indicated under the same 
name in a later section of the book (p. 349) as leading from Doulina 
to the Allke Blanche. I t  is marked accordingly on the map, an 
examination of which leavea no doubt on the subject, aa the names 
mentioned above are those now written Les Chapieux, Hameau du 
(+lacier, 1)ollone (opposite Courmayeur), and hlorgex. 

In the ' Topographie hiilitaire de la Frontikre des Alpes, par bL. 
de Montannel,' edited in 1876 at Grenoble by M. de Rochas, we find 
more particulars as to the possible identity of the ' Col Major ' with 
the Col de la Seigne, and also a second name for it. Montannel, a3 
his editor tells us in his preface (pp. xlvi-xlvii), wrote and retouched 

. - .- 

* Vaccarone, LC Vie &lle .4llii Occiderttnlt, p. 57. 
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$ Op. cit. p. 46, n. 4. 
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his MS. between 1755 and 1783. He is here explaining how an 
enemy could turn the Little St. Bernard (p. 188). L'ennemi peut 
aussi venir de la Valdost au Chapuy sans passer par le Petit Saint- 
Bernard. Pour cet effet, il n'a qu'8 passer par l'encboit appeld 
1'Allb-Blanche, et par celui que l'on nomme les Glacidres, et tomber 
de 1 sur le Chapuy ; mais il ne peut faire usage de cette route, it cause 
des neiges, que deux mois de l'ann6e. Enfin, si l'ennemi accommo- 
dait le Col Major, qui est actuellement tout ddgradb et impraticable, 
il pourrait venir par ce col de la Valdost dans la vd6e  de Faus- 
signy ; mais ce chemin serait toujours des plus rudes, et praticable 
seulement deux mois de l'annde, en sorte qu'il n'est gukre i~ craindre 
que cet ennemi passe jamais par le Col Major dans l'objet de venir 
sur le RhBne en corps d'armb.' After speaking of the Great St. 
Bernard he continues a few lines below thus : ' Au reste le chemin 
qui passerait au Col Major tomberait sur Chauminis ; de lib il ~ i e n -  
drait ll la Cluze, B la Roche,' Cc. On p. 360 of the same work, in an 
enumeration of the passes from the duchy of Savoy to the \-alley of 
Aosta, the tracks over all of which meet at Fort Bard, we read of the 
' Col de l'A116e-Blanche ' immediately after the Little St. Bernard. 
A further dlumon of the same nature is to be found on p. 668. 
There is, however, another passage which seems (as does possibly 
the first one quoted above) to distinguish between the two passes. 
This occurs on p. 9 : ' I1 y a encore, au delA de ce dernier col (le 
Petit Saint-Bernard), e t  sur l'arhte meme de la grande chafne des 
Alpes, le Col de Z'AlLde Blanche et le Col Major. Ce dernier n'est 
plus susceptible de passage ; les pluies et la fonte des neiges l'ont 
rompu. Au delll du Col Major est celui du Grand Saint-Bernard.' 
But it matters little as regards the interest attaching to Montannel's 
remarks whether he means to speak of two passes or of the same 
under tmo different names. W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

TRIAL OF A GUIDE FOR NEGLECT OF DUTY.-On p. 566 of the 
November Journal a brief account of the death of Herr bIodl, and 
of the severe injuries sust&ed by his guide, was given. Since that 
time the guide, Zacchteus Gstrein, of Solden, has been put on his 
trial for neglect of duty, and so contributing to the death of his 
employer. He was acquitted, but, as it is said to be the first time 
that such a trial has taken plaoe, it may be well to summarise here 
the official account given in the ' Mittheilungen ' of the German 
and Austrian Alpine Club, 1895, p. 298. The exact charge was 
that Gstrein had accepted an engagement to make a difficult 
expedition, though he was aware that Herr Modl was imperfeotly 
equipped for such climbs and also did not possess sufficient eape- 
rience to justify him in undertaking them. Modl had no ' Steigeisen,' 
and wished to glissade continually, both of which points Gstrein 
should have noticed on their previous ascent of the Wildspitze, while 
the official regulations require two guides for that particular climb. 
Gstrein, who is 32 years old, and has been a guide since 1888, 
makes the following defence through his counsel. Modl, a strongly 
built. young fellow of 23 years of age, had reached Solden over the 
Zuckerhiitl, and though no record-breaker was yet a good ~valker 



and a capable climber ; it is too not the custonl in the Oetzthal to 
take a second guide, perhaps 2 out of 600 tourists adopting this course. 
Gstrein explained that, as there waa ice in a gully on the way down 
from the Gurgler Eisjochl, he chose another route, over grass and 
stones. Modl wss roped, but on a broad shelf sat down, and, against 
the warning given by Gstrein, began to glissade ; before the guide 
could do more but roll the rope round his ice axe, firmly planted in 
the ground, Modl fell over a precipice, and dragged Gstrein with 
him. Modl fractured his skull and died almost at once ; Gstrein waa 
much injured, but in + hr. managed to crawl to a shepherd's hut. 
It  was also urged for the defence that though Gstrein had never 
been over the pass before this W&B not unusual in the case of a 
guide, as Tyrolese guides often went to unknown districts of the 
Alps, and even to the Caucasus ; that this pass waa not a difficult 
one, according to the ' Erschliessung der Ostalpen ; ' and that the 
use of ' Steigeisen ' is not at all customary in the Oetzthal. Gstrein's 
oounsel wound up his speech by declaring that in this case, far from 
the tourist having been sacrificed by his guide, it ww the guide 
who had been nearly killed by the rashness of the tourist. The 
court acquitted Gstrein, as we have stated, and also relieved him 
from the payment of all ooets, meaning thereby, no doubt, to show 
that no blaine at all could be attached to him. 

- -- - - -- ---- 

ItEVIEWS Ah?) XOTICES. 
A Fnclrimi2s of Clrristian Almcr's ' Ffihrerbuch,' 1856-94. Reproduced under 

the superintendence of C. D. Cunningham, and Captain W. de W. Abney, 
C.B., D.C.L., F.R.8. (late R.E.). With an Introduction andaPhotogravure 
of Christian Alruer. (London: Sampson Low, Marston, & Co. 1896. 
Two hundred copies only printed.) 

THIS little volume inspired us at first sight with dire forebodings. 
We 8aw a fearful prospect before the Alpine traveller and reader. 
If the law makes a distinction between oertificates given for pro- 
fessional or particular purposes and ordinary writings, and if the 
authors of such oertificates have no control over their literary use, 
what a future may be in store for some of us ! Every Guide's 
Book, every Hotel Book, every letter of recommendation furnished 
to a candidate for the Alpine Club, even the Cmdidates' Book 
itself-anything, in short, which can find a printer and a purchaser 
may become material for the enterprise of the literary-or illihrary 
Autolycus. All we have-in Mr. Cunningham's words-' hastily 
written oil the evening of victory,' every cssual slip in spelling or 
grammar, every accidental blot, may be reproduced with the terrible 
fidelity of Captain Abney's machine ! 

Such apprehensions are, it appears, unfounded. We have 
received the assurance of a professiond authority that there is 
nothing in the character of such certificates as these to take 
them out of the class of writings over the literary use of which 
their authors have by English law the control. 
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How the law may stand is one thing. l h a t  we have to con- 
sider in these pages is rather the question of conveniency. I t  
seems to us in accordance with common sense and good manners 
that writings should not be used, without their authors' ament, for 
purposea and in a manner other than that for which they were 
intended. In the present instance, doubtless, the temptation to 
break this general rule was considerable, and the writers of the 
certificates have not been seriously injured. Few even of the most 
pedantic critics will think the worse of hfr. W. E. Davidson for 
putting his name under Jungfrau without a G or of Mr. Coolidge 
and two other climbers for leaving out the first C in Mchreckhorn. 
I t  is true that an unhappy Alpine snob, to whom even Almer's 
book was not sacred, has defaced one of its pagee by the superfluous 
gloss, 'the usual spelling amongst Germans is Schreckhorn.' We 
cannot affect any sympathy for this specimen of a class well known 
to all who have ever turned over old hotel books in the punishment 
that has overtaken him. Rut the inclusion of an allonyxnous 
scribble argues either singular carelessness or a curious failure in 
diacretion on the part of the editors. The former alternative may 
be supported by the evident signs afforded by the Introduction that 
ita writer has not atudied very closely the entries which are pro- 
fessedly the subject of hie commentary. 

We have noted several matters of detail where corrections are 
called for. For instance, Mr. Justice Wills's ascent of the Wetterhorn 
was not the first ascent of the peak (as stated on pp. viii and xvii), 
but the first from Grindelwald. The facts are fully given in chap. 
iii. of Mr. W. Longman's Modern Mountaineering.' Almer's 
attempts on the Jung£rau in 1851,t and (with the lady who wrote 
as the Countess Dora d'Istria) on the Monch in 1855, might have 
been referred to, though their records were probably lost in the 
w l y  ' B'iihrerbuch,' which, we believe, was accidentally destroyed 
by Almer's children. The famous Matterhorn accident occurred on 
the 14th, not on tho 15th. of July, 1865 (p. xiii). To write (p. xiii) 
that Almer was 'from 1868 to 1874 ' 'during the greater portion of 
this long period ' engaged in exploring 'the mountains of Dauphine ' 
is misleading, as the entries in his book show. In the first place 
everything south of Mont Blanc is not ' Dauphinb,' and in the next 
h e r  spent much time in other regions besides the S.W. Alps 
during this period. And why should Mr. Stead he quoted (pp. 
xiii-xiv) for information which he apparently conveyed from a note 
in the ' Alpine Journal ' (xiv. . 610) ? The title of Mr. A. W. 
Moore's privately printed journaf is The Alps in 1864,' but on pp. 
xix and xxviii it is quoted as ' hlountaineering in 1864.' 

On pp. xvi-xvii there is further confusion. Here is a passage 
which certainly, on the face of it, calls for a great deal of explana- 
tion :- 
' Christian seized this opportunity of abandoning his explorations 

in Dauphin6 with Mr. Coolidge and retrirned to his dear Oberland, 

' Alpine J o u m l ,  vol. viii. Appendix. t Ibid. vol. xvi. pp 390-40. 
- 
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with whose mountains he inust have had so many pleasant 
recollections. The following year' (the laat date given is banu- 
ary 1886) ' Almer wcepted various engagements at Grindelwald, 
and among other expeditions he ascended the Jungfrau and 
reached the final ardtc of the Hchreckhorn, whence, however, his 
party had to return, owing to bad weather. In  that year (1086) ' 
(should this be 1886 7) ' Almer may be said to have taken a 
new leaae of life and commenced, what from various points of view 
has proved to be a most remarkable period of his career.' 

When we turn to the ' Fiihrerbuch ' we find that it shows no entry 
at all for 1885 ; in 1886 the only first-class ascents recorded-those 
made with bl. le Comte Paul Schouvaloff and his wife-do not 
include either the Jungfrau or the Schreckhorn ; in 1887 there is 
only one entry and no m n t  recorded, and it is not till 1888 that 
we find with ascents of the Wetterhorn and Mont Alanc an ascent 
of the Jungfrau, and one of the Eiger frustrated by bad weather. 

When we carry our researches a little further we find with 
astonishment that Almer, instead of having been between 18GH and 
1804 mostly in Dauphinh, not only had wandered far and wide on 
the Alps, but had very recent ' recollections with ' the great Swim 
and Savoyard peaks and even with those of ' his dear Oberland.' 
In  1876 he had climbed the Matterhorn, Gabelhorn, Rothhorn, 
IVeisshorn, Monch, Eiger and Schreckhorn, Klein Schreckhorn, 
A. de Blaitiere (twice), Mont Rlmc (twice), and A. Verb ; in 1880 
the Wetterhorn (tw~ce), hfittelhorn, Doesenhorn, Gspaltenhorn, 
Jungfrau, Finsteraarhorn, Oberaarhorn, Schreckhorn, and Monch, 
and in 1884 the Finsteraarhorn, Jungfrau, Schreckhorn, Wetter- 
horn (twice), Eiger and Klein Yiescherhorn, and Rlein Schreckhorn. 
In the ueve-ntcm years referred to by hlr. Cunningham we have 
counted up to over two hundred recorded glacier expeditions N. and 
E:. of the Col de la Seigne, besides many more in the Maritime, 
Cottian, and Graian Alps. 

We are reduced to these alternatives : either Almer's ' Fiihrer- 
buch ' for these years is unworthy of credit, or the facts of his 
career have been very carelessly represented by its Editor in the 
I~~trodltction. 

The book, if published at d l ,  should have been indexed. But 
in our opinion ' Fiihrerbi~cher' ought not to be published, and 
we trust that this volume may remain an unique specimen of its 
class. D. W. F. 

Szuiss Jahrbuch. Vol. XXX. 1894-5. (Bern : 1896.) 

This is a handsome octavo volume, richly illustrated. Annexed 
is a case containing a panorama of Mont Blanc and other views, and 
it may with truth be said that no club prevents its members with 
80 handsome a volume at so small a price, the yearly subscription 
being only 7 fr., whilst the volume is issued to outsiders at 12 fr. 
The second sheet of the map of the special district (blbula) is not 
yet forthcoming. The finances of the club are not prosperous, since, 
in spite of an increased number af members (,-1,481), the entrance 



fees and yearly subscriptious amounted only to 25,425 fr. (1,0171.), 
and they were compelled to eel1 capital to the amount of 14,028 fr. 
(6611.) in order to balance income and expenditure. The map is 
responsible for much of this, figuring for nearly WW)l. ,  whilst the 
item ' club huts and paths ' amounts to no less than 6441. 

In the Special District (Albula group) there are separate papers 
from Herren Ludwig, Imhof, and Zwicky, who, however, made 
the tours together along with the guide Peter Mettier, of Bergiin. 
The chief expedition not before made was the traversing of Piz 
Uertsoh and Piz Kesch from the Albula hospice to Bergiin in 
one day. Herr Stokar had hoped to join his friends, but was un- 
able, and followed after with the same guide. On the Piz Uertsch 
(August 22) he was nearly frozen. Herr Heinzelmann, with the 
same guide, made the first ascent of I'iz d'Aela direct from the 
Aela hut, with descent to Bergiin. Professor H. Schiess, with two 
eons and a daughter, and without a guide, effected the firet traverse 
of Piz Uertsch from the Albula hospice to Bergiin. They were out 
from 5 A.M. on July 25 to 1 A.M. on July 20. Herr Reber describes 
many expeditions in the Avers valley, the chief being an ascent of 
the Piz della Palii (8,182 m. = 10,440 ft.), a neighbour of the Pizzo 
Btella. 

Out of the special district Herr R. Helbling describes a number 
of ascents made during a stay a t  Fionnay (1,497 m. = 4,911 ft.), in 
the Val de Bagnes. These peaks aro neglected by climbers, being 
overshedowed by their higher neighbours, the Grand Combin, &c. 
As the Bec Termin (3,052 m. =10,114 ft.) had no stone-man the 
ascent was supposed to be new. Herr August Walker desoribes a 
number of excursions about Adelboden, including the ascent of the 
Tschingellooht~ghorn, a remarkable peak as seen edgewise in the 
illustration in the text. Herr A. Wiiber effected the first ascent of 
the Altels direct from the Gasternthal. Herr Ernst Farner, along 
with Dr. Gessmann and Herr I'aul hiontandon, made a number of 
ascents from the Trift hut (Gadmenthal), finishing up with the 
ascent of the Thieralplistock (8,400 m. = 11,155 ft.). Having 
started very late they were benighted on the descent into the 
Gelmerthal, and, after encountering many difficulties, reached the 
huts at 2 A.M. Herr C. 8eelig describes a number of excursions in 
the district of the Fellithal (Beussthd). In  these he used the 
!Climbers9 Guide to the Range of the Todi,' to which he gives a 
proper meed of praise. The only new ascent was that of the 
Sonnigwichel (2,910 m. = 9,548 ft.), a mountain doubtfully identi- 
fied with Piz Giuf. I t  lies between Piz Ner and the Crispalt, and 
though inferior in height to both of these is far wilder and more 
ilifficult of access. An incident occurred on this ascent which he 
is fortunately able to describe, but which might easily have cost him 
his life. Herr F. W. Bprecher, amongst other excursions f ron  
Vattis, describes an ascent of the Ringelspitz. This charming dis- 
trict is much neglected by English mountaineers. Professor A. 
Schiess, with his son, passed from Cagliari to Sassari over the 
Genargenti~ (1,H70 m. = 6,135 ft.). Leaving Cagliari on E'ebru- 
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ary 28, they slept a t  Arizzo. On March 1 they crossed the moun- 
tain to Fonni ; on hlarch 2 to Nuoro ; and on March 8 reached 
Macomer, the station for Sassan. The opinion gonerally expressed 
was that only the rapidity of their passage srtved them from being 
attacked. The prospects of travelling in comfort in Sardinia seem 
remote. 

Professor Forel aums up the results of tlie glacier observations 
of the last thirteen years. Herr H. Zeller describes tlie geology of 
the Faulhorn group ; Herr P. hlettier the topography, faluia, flora, 
kc,, of the district of Arosa. Herr 1'. Bluu~er-Zweifel discusses tlie 
vexed question of the ' Fdhn,' Herr H. Eblin the degradation of the 
cultivable regions in the upper Alps. Herr Meyer von Knonau 
oontributea an interesting paper on the free comnlunes of Allgiiu, at 
Eglofd, near Immenstadt. They resembled those of Schwyz, and 
maintained their independent institutions for nearly six centuries 
until 1806. Herr R. Studer writes an interesting obituary notice 
of I'farrer Heinrich Ueumgartner, of nrienz, central president of 
the S.A.C., who died on November 12, 1H94, at the early age of 
48. H e  was equally zealous in Alpine and in clerical work. Most of 
the new expeditions have already been recorded in the 'Alpine 
Journal.' J. 8.  

Den h s k c  T u r i a f f m i n g ' s  Anrby  for 1895. 

The well-deserved reputation of the Norsk Alpine Journal is 
thoroughly sustained by our northern friends by this year's issue. 
As usual it contains capital papers, well illustrated, and printed on 
excellent paper. The President of the Forening, Dr. Yngvbr Nielsen, 
who represented hia country a t  the recent International Geographi- 
cal Conference held in London, has contributed a valuable paper on 
the exploration of the anowy uplands which lie between tlie LJ-ster 
Fjord and Skiaker, a district which deserves to be better known than 
i t  is. Our old friend Herr Hall gives another well-nigh exhaustive 
treatise on the Skagastolstind range, enriched by the addition of 
some excellent photogmpha, which, as is the case with. the other 
illustrations which adorn the journal, have been exceedingly well 
reproduced. The glacier picture, where six heroes are battling wlth 
the bergachrund, and the view of the hut under Skagastolstind are 
full of interesting details. 

There are papera on ' Midt hlaradal; ' ' New Peaks in Jotunheim,' 
including the lniddle Thortinstind- which ought to hero been 
climbed a dozen years ag+-' The District of bndane, '  and others. 
The present writer contributed a paper, in E n g l i ~ l ~ ,  on ' Uiiknown 
Corners of the Justedalsbr~, which is well illustrated by reproduc- 
tions of photographs taken by Mr. Cyril Todd. 

Amongst the ' Notiser ' are valuable hints from C. Hall, C. IF'. 
Patchell, and last, but by no means least, are the details of the 
adventures met with by Herr E. Aanensen, on his annual tour of 
inspection of the varioue works of the ' forening,' in progress or com- 
ple~ed, such as Alpine huts, bridges, footpaths, kc. This tour, like 
that  of the previous year, was the work of a modern Hcfcules, 



glaciers and unbridged rivers being about the least of the obstacles 
encountered by this most indefatigable secretary. 

The volume shows throughout that tlie love of mountaineering 
and the knowledge of anow craft are increasir~g year by year in 
Scandinavia, and that the dencendants of the rikirigs are thorough 
sportsmen, and still possess the energy and pluck of ancient days. 

Ticristfore~cing for Bcrgelr'a bv og stiff. Aarbog, 1894-5. 
As most of the finest scenery in Norway is to be found in the pro- 

vince of Bergen, it is not very surprising that the citizens of the 
ancient capital and the inhabitants of thir~ romantic province possess 
a tourist club of their own. The thriving condition of tliis club is 
reflected in its ' Aarbog,' which contains several lnost interesting 
papers relating principally to mountain exploration and adventure. 
There are eight good illustrations and two maps. Amongst the 
papers is a very racy one written by a farmer in his local dialect 
about a new glacier pass. Herr K. Uing, the editor of the journal, 
who is never so happy as when above the snow line, where he 
frequently spends several consecutive days and nights, has con- 
tributed an excellent paper on the Aalfoten &se, where he climbed 
a remarkable aiguille,. and the Austerdals Bre , t  which, oddly 
enough, he explored on the same day as the present writer. 

Another most useful paper is added by Herr Simonnses, an in- 
spector of fisheries, which contains much of general interest. 

Amongst the Notes are a list of new expeditions, a short descrip- 
tion of the Deemmevand-the Norsk bliirjelen See-and a prospec- 
tive notice of the inauguration of reindeer sleighing over the 
E'olgefond. Amongst the many new attractions invented to way- 
lay the unwary traveller in Norway probably none will prove more 
fascinating than that of gaily gliding over the glacier in a sleigh. 
Thk may go on for years without any serious accident, as there are, 
as a rule, no visible crevasses. They are there for all that, and the 
danger is none the less because it is latent. Just before the in- 
auguration, which was to be attended by a large concourse of 
people from Hergen, Christiania, and other parts of Norway, the 
present writer waa rejoiced to hear that the reindeer had run away. 

The ' Aarbog ' is in every way a success, and is a welcome addi- 
tion to contemporary Alpine literature. War. CECIL ~ L I N O S B Y .  

PROCEEDINGS O F  THE ALPINE CLUB. 

THE ANNUAL GENEHAL MEETING was held in the Hall of tlie Club on 
Monday evening, December 16, l l r .  1)ouglas W. Freshfield, I ' r e s i d e ~ ~ t ,  
in the chair. The following candidates were balloted for and elected 
members of the Club : llessrs. 0. lii. Rodington, L. R. E'urneaux, 
Henri HarlB, N. A. Heywood, A. H. W. Kennedy, W. W. King, 
J. 8. Masterman, C. N. Nicholson, H. IV. Rose, and Charles Slater. 

On the motion of the PRESIDENT, seconded by Mr. G. E. FOSTER, 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - 

' d l p i ~ t c  Jo~~riwI,  ~ 0 1 ,  si~. 11. 382. t Ibid. vol. xvii. 11. 3S1. # 



Nr. Charles Pilkington was unanimously eleated Resident in the 
place of Mr. Douglas W. Freshfield, whoae term of office expired. 

On the motion of Mr. C. T. DENT, seconded by Mr. 8. F. STILL, 
Dr. G. H. Savage and Mr. Frederick Ciardiner were unanimously 
eleoted Vice-Presidents in the places of Sir Mrilliam Martin Conway 
and Mr. H. Pasteur, whoae term of office expired. 

On the motion of Mr. C. E .  MATHEWS, seconded by Mr. F. A. 
WALLROTH, Mr. Ellie Cam, Dr. J. Norman Collie, and Mr. T. L. 
Kesteven were unanimously elected new members of the Committee 
in place of Mesars. Alfred Williams and J. A. Luttman-Johnson, 
who retired by rotation, and of Mr. A. F. hiummery. 

On the motion of Mr. F. C. GHOVE, beconded by Mr. F. 0. 
SCHUSTER, the Hon. Secretary (Mr.  J. H. Wiaks) and other membera 
of the Committee who were eligible-viz. Dr. W. A. Wills, Messrs. 
H. Woolley, H. Cockburn, Q. P. Raker, and J. Heelis-were all 
unanimously re-elected. 

The PRESIDENT announced that Sir W. M. Conway had resigned 
the Editorsliip of the ' Alpine Journal,' and stated tohat the Com- 
mittee had appointed Mr. O. Yeld as his suacessnr. 

The PRESIDENT announced that he had mnt, in the name of the 
Club, invitations to the foreign national Alpine Clubs, inviting their 
Presidents (or a delegate representing the President) to attend the 
Annual Meeting and Dinner of the Club, and that hi. Durier, the 
President of the French Club, had accepted the invitation. Letters or 
telegrams expressing regret and congratulations to the Club had been 
received in response from the Swiss, Italian, and Austrian Clubs. 

The PRESIDENT then delivered an &dress, in the course of which 
he announced that nearly 800 members had placed themselves on 
the higher subscription, and that he trusted that a large majority 
of the remaining 250 would do so, nnd thus enable the Club to 
fulfil worthily its purposes, literary as well as social. At the 
termination of the address a vote of thanks for it and for the I'resi- 
dent's services to the Club during his term of office was proposecl 
11y the PRESIDENT ELECT, seconded by Mr. H. WALKER, and 
carried unanimously. 

The proceedings terminated with a vote of t h ~ n k s  to Sir William 
Conwey for his services as Editor of the ' Alpine .Journal,' which 
was proposed by Mr. W. TROTTER, seoonded by Mr. J. CUHTIS- 
LEMAN, and carried unanimously. 

The ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF I'AINTINOS was held in the new Hall 
of the Club, and was open to members and their friends from 
December 17 to 31. 

The WINTER DINNER was held a t  the Whitellall Rooms on Tuee- 
day, December 17, the chair being taken by Mr. Douglas W. 
Fre~hfiold, President of the Club. T'RO hundred and seventy-nine 
members and guests were present, tlie latter including Viscount 
Cobham, General Sir Robert Low, K.C.13., and Sir William Broad- 
.bent. M. Charles Durier, President of the French Alpine Club and 
s n  Honorary Member of the Alpine Club, was also present. 
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BY E. A. FITZ GERALD. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, March 8, 1896.) 

S I am about to read to-night an account of the ascent of A three peaks, I shall be obliged to plunge i mrdias reg 
as soon as possible, for, should I spend too much time on my 
preamble, I should be unable to get you up to the summit of 
the three mountaine, as I hope to do in the course of the next 
three-quarters of an hour. I shall not describe to-night the 
many failures that we had, partly owing to bad weather and 
partly owing to our ignorance of the country. 

I mill at  once begin by stating that we were at  what we 
called the Hochstetter bivouac, in a tent some 7,000 ft. above the 
sea level. The party with me consisted of Mattias Zurbriggen 
and a young fellow named Clark, 19 years old, whom I had 
engaged to act us porter, and who was very keen to accompany 
us on our ascents. It was not the first time that we had 
slept here in our attempts to ascend Mount Tasman, the 
second highest of the New Zealand Alps. On our previous 
attempt we had been driven back from a few feet under the 
sumnlit of the Silberhorn by a howling gale. 

I t  was early on the morning of February 5 that Zurbriggen 
woke us up, saying that it wne already past midnight, and 
that we had better prepare at  once for our departure. The 
weather was fine and the wind blowing gently from the S.W. 
-a favourable quarter in these latitudes. 

K e  placed the few articles me required in one of the riick- 
eacs, thinking that having only one pack to carry we could 
take it by turns, and in this may two at  least of us would 
a lwa~s  be free to move quickly, and, if necessary, help the 
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third. We knew by bitter experience the value of time, 
owing to the uncertainty of the climate, for on previous 
occasions had we been a couple of hours earlier we should, no 
doubt, have succeeded. I t  was not ti11 '2.30 that we set out. 
There was no moon, and a t  first we had to scramble over 
some very rough rocks, which we found unpleasant by the 
dim and uncertain light of our lanterns. We climbed slowly 
up the Hochstetter ridge till we reached a little snow-capped 
mound, called the Glacier Dome, at its head, and here we 
stood upon the brink of a great plateau. Ilount Tasman rose 
up some 4,000 ft. above us, and on the right lay Mounts 
Lendenfeldt and Haast, and to our left Mount Cook, only two 
of its three peaks being visible from here. We cut across 
this snow basin, making straight for the actual peak of Mount 
Tasman. When we reached the foot of the mountain me 
turned to the left and made our wny through some great 
crevasses, in order to gain a small group of rocks situated at 
the base of the south ar6te. The whole ascent of this 
mountain lies across ice and miow, and these few little rocks 
are isolated in the wide expanse of nbve. No actual diffi- 
culty presented itself to prevent our getting through this ice- 
fall, but it required care, more especially as there was not yet 
sufficient light to see clearly, thougll me had extinguished our 
lanterns, finding then1 useless in the dim twilight. Up to 
now we had pressed forward as fast as possible, so as to regain 
some of the time we had wasted before our departure. We 
reached these small rocks at  5.40, and made a short halt to 
adjust our crampons, while Zurbriggen screwed some long 
nails into Clark's boots. From this point a steep and sharp 
ice ar6te rises, with few interruptions, to the very summit of 
the Silberhorn. 

The sun had just risen far out beyond the hills of Canter- 
bury, lighting up with its first glow the crest of Mount Cook, 
which towered above us in the for111 of a sharp snow-cap. 
Little by little the summit of Tasman shone forth in the 
morning light, the dazzling white purity of its snow marking 
it pre-eminently in contrast with the surrounding peaks, 
while all about its sides hung huge glaciers broken into wild 
fantastic shapes by reason of the steep angle at  which they 
were suspended. 

About 6 o'clock me started to scale the mow arirte towards 
the Silberhorn. As the ridge was not very steep just here, 
Zurbriggen found it more expedient to keep to the crest. 
Our crampons mere suEcient to hold us up without the aid 
of step-cutting, and we progressed rapidly. Clark, however, 
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had some difficulty in keeping pace with us, as the nails in 
his boots were far from equal to our crampons, while the 
leather was so bad that he could not for one moment depend 
upon its not splitting. He got on very well, though, taking 
into consideration how handicapped he was ; while Zurbriggen 
and I, thanks to our crampons, were so solidly placed that 
we were able more or less to draw him up behind us when he 
slipped. 

We soon reached a spot where me mere obliged to turn 
some big crevasses that intersect the arcte. We found some 
difficulty here, but after a little time and patience we suc- 
ceeded in threading our way through these, and at last started 
on the final ar6te up the Silberhorn. I t  mas excessively steep 
here and we had to cut steps. Zurbriggen went first and cut 
small notches, which I enlarged as I followed, having in 
view the possibilities of bad weather on the descent, for if 
the wind should rise to a gale we should he very dependent 
on these for firm footholds. 

We were now on the western side of the arGte, with the 
Linda Glacier directly below us. We progressed slowly 
towards the summit, which appeared close to us from here, 
but, as the snow was hard, our ascent was necessarily pro- 
longed. 

At 10.30 we reached the top of the Silberhorn. The 
weather, which had been fine until now, commenced to assume 
a more threatening aspect, and filmy clouds were hurrying 
towards us from the N.W., from which quarter our bad 
weather usually came, and the wind was rapidly increasing 
to a gale ; in fact, it looked so threatening that we seriously 
debated as to whether it would not be more prudent to turn 
back. After a short consultation, however, we decided to con- 
tinue. From here Mount Tasman rises up about a thousand 
feet, a sharp ice arkte leading to it. We started at once and 
soon got to where this ridge starts from the Silberhorn. We 
had some trouble in getting on to it, as it was cut away close 
to the bergschrund. 

Zurbriggen was delayed some 20 min. by this obstacle, as 
he had to cut very deep steps, more especially as the wind 
now commenced to blow with great force. We had put Clark 
in the middle, so that in case he should slip we could hold 
him between us. Zurbriggen was working in magnificent 
style, and rapidly cut his way up the final arkte. We were 
now completely enveloped in mist, so dense that at times I 
could scarcely see him, and I was excessively surprised when 
suddenly I heard him call out that he mas on the summit. 

u 2 



In a few seconds I stood beside him on the peak of Tasman. 
I t  is in the shape of a small plateau some ten yards square, 
where one could have pitched a couple of good tents if one 
had wished to. I was surprised at this, for from the nature 
of the mountain we had expected a conical point of ice. The 
weather was so bad that we were obliged to turn at  once and 
descend as quickly as possible. I came first, Clark follo~ed, 
and Zurbriggen brought up the rear as anchor to the party. 
I so011 found it was necessary to hollow out the steps which 
Zurbriggen had cut, as they were filled with fresh snow, 
which \\.as rapidly drifting into them. We succeeded in 
reaching the Silberhorn without accident, the arkte until now 
having been sheltered from the wind to some extent. 

We saw that the rest of our way would be far more exposed, 
and the weather was getting worse and worse. lye com- 
menced the final deacent at  once, and proceeded without in- 
cident till we rettchecl the first crevasse which intersects the 
arkte. Here it was necessary to cross over to the eastern side, 
where we had come up that morning, and had cut steps round 
this corner. I croswd over, and, made Clark follow as close to 
me as possible, for there was a crevasse to pass, and I wished 
to keep the rope free, rrs I intended to jump. I advanced one 
step, therefore, on the solid ice, t~nd. as the small bridge which 
spannrid the crerasse seenled very frail, though we had 
passed it without accident in the morning, I prepared to jump 
across rather then trust myself to it. A11 went well up to the 
moment I jumped, when Clark unfortunately twitched the 
rope, landing me in the centre of this bridge, and the next 
moment I heard an ominous crack. I t  held for a second, 
but I knew that it must give. I had barely time to shout 
to warn Zurbriggen. who was on the corner of the arete, 
when it gave way beneath me with a trelnendous crash. 
I fell about 10 ft., and the rope tightened around me ; some 
large blocks of ice fell with me, and as I was suddenly jerked 
up by the rope they struck me cjn the head and shoulders, 
and I thought I sliould be suffocnted by the strain of the rope 
round my chest. I managed, however, to keep hold of the 
ice axe, and after a few moments regained my senses end felt 
that the rope was being held tightly from above. I at once 
wedged my back against one side of the ice, and pushed with 
my feet against the ol~posite wall of the crevasse to steady 
myself. I then cut two notches, one on eacli side, so that I 
could stand in them, thus easing the strain on the rope ; 
and, as the crevasse IYRS narrow, I contrived to work my way 
up a little higher to \\.liere there was n ledge. Here I untied 
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myself, for I knew that Zurbriggen and Clark were too badly 
situated to help me out. Noreover, as I had broken down 
the side walls of the crevasse, I knew they must make a 
dt;tour thenlaelves to get round. I extricated myself without 
serious difficulty, and they soon joined me. The weather 
had now grown decidedly worse, and the rest of the descent 
had to be accomplished in the teeth of a howling gale. We 
recrossed the snow plateau and reached our tent at about six in 
the evening. The storm had moderated, and the sun shone 
through the clouds a t  moments. 

We turned in at once, being greatly fatigued, and thus 
ended our ascent of the Silberhorn and Mount Tasman. 

The next day I sent Zurbriggen and Clark down to the 
Ball Hut, a small building conetructed by the Government, 
some way up the Tasman valley, for the use of travellers ex- 
ploring these ranges, with instructions to bring up fresh pro- 
visions next morning. I spent the rest of the day in 
straightening out our effects at the camp and in drying our 
clothea, which had been soaked through on the previous day's 
=cent. With night a terrible thunderstorm came on, and 
raged with such fury that I feared the whole tent mould be 
blown away. I was obliged to go out in the middle of the 
night and secure it with an extra rope. As the storm gradually 
passed away a great fall of rocks occurred in the couloir near 
which the tent waa situated, but, thanks to the overhenging 
rock under which we had pitched our camp, none of these 
stones struck it. 

In the evening of the following day Zurbriggen and Clark 
turned up with fresh provisions. The weather was now fine 
again, though very cold. We turned in early, intending to 
make an attack upon Mount Haidinger next day. Towards 
midnight we again began making preparations for the start. 
We took with us rather more equiplnent than usual, as we 
foresaw the possibility of being obliged to spend the night 
between Haast and Haidinger. About 2.15 we started, 
following the same route as before, up to Glacier Dome. 
This we reached about 3.20. \Ye then turned to the right, 
and skirted along the edge of the plateaa, looking for a good 
couloir to take us up to the arkte leading to Haast. We 
tried one, but wore unsuccessful in gaining the ridge, so were 
obliged to retrace our steps to Glacier Dome, and thence to 
follow the arbte from the beginning. This rufffed Zur- 
briggen very much indeed, and he muttered all along as we 
were turning back that never again would he try a short 
cut. This ridge leading to Hmst  we found in a very bad 



condition, the rocks all crumbling away as we touched 
them. 

At daybreak we made a short halt for breakht .  From 
here we continued on towards the peak of Hartet till we got 
within about 1,000 ft. of the summit. Zurbriggen now 
branched off to the right, and we traversed the face of the 
mountain as quickly as we could, for the sun had already 
risen, and small avalanches of snow were commencing to fall 
down the sides. K e  finally reached a point near the edge of 
the snow whence we could see the arete that leads from the 
head of the Freshfield Glacier to the summit of Haidinger. 
Our mountain looked very far off, and we scarcely hoped that 
vie should be able to reach i t  in time to return that day, but, 
as the weather was all that could be desired, we determined to 
push on. R e  aere now obliged to cross a slope of snow that 
was constantly saept by avalanches. Zurbriggen led, cutting 
a few steps now and again, but for the most part trusting 
himself to the soft snow, while I followed behind and Clark 
brought up the rear. Clark, being unused to this sort of work, 
slipped and fell and dragged on the rope continually. This 
was rather alarming, for I feared lest he should drag me 
down too, as we had no steps to hold on to. But Zurbriggen 
mas so absorbed in watching the dangers from above that he 
did not notice these misadventures behind, but hurried on 
fast. A large stono whizzed past us only a few paces in front 
of me. From time to time he would have to stop and cut a 
few steps across a patch of clear ice that had been laid bare 
by some unusually large boulder sweeping over it. At last, 
after about twenty-fire minutes, we reached the snow slope 
under the col between Haast and Haidinger, and sat down in 
comparative safety to recover from the rapid action that had 
just taken place. We left our riicksac here, taking with us 
only the few provisions we thought absolutely necessary for 
the ascent. 

A great bergschrund here blocks the way, and over this 
we had to pass. Zurbriggen plunged his ice axe into the 
wall horizontally, and then took Clark's and fixed it in a 
similar position higher up;  then, holding the ends of these 
two axes, he intimated that I should find this an excellent 
ladder. I crawled up on to one of them, and steadied myself 
by leaning on Znrbriggen ; then very carefully I managed to 
get on to the top one, and with the little help that I got by 
putting my foot upon Zurbriggen's head, to steady myself, I 
planted 111y oxn axe firmly into the   oft snow above me. 
I now heard several remarks below as to how long I should be in 
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getting up. These were followed by some hasty words inpatois 
that I did not fully comprehend, and then for the first time I 
perceived that Zurbriggen was not happy. The idea flashed 
across my mind that it must be my crampons on his head, 
and at the same time I remembered that he had carefully 
sharpened them a few days previously at the Hermitage. I 
managed at once to draw myself up on to the slope above 
me, while Zurbriggen, as soon as my boot was removed from 
his head, shoved me up from below with his ice axe. I cut 
a few steps, and going up 2 or 3 ft. made myself a platform 
on the snow, and then hauled up young Clark. We next 
embedded our two ice axes deeply in the snow, and attaching 
the rope to them succeeded in helping Zurbriggen up. He 
muttered something to the effect that the next time he climbed 
with me he was going to have an iron helmet. 

From here we soon gained the arkte that leads direct to 
Haidinger. This was really the first opportunity we had 
had of seeing the country that lay out towards the sea, the 
country of Westland, as it is called. After the dull brown 
tracts of snow grass of the Mackenzie country and the rugged 
rocks and glaciers of the Alps of Canterbury, the bright 
green of the West Coast valleys and the fertile plains beyond 
were indeed a refreshing sight. Beyond lay the sea, covered 
with small cumulus clouds, gleaming in the sunlight like 
some vasb desert of sand as far as the horizon. Beneath our 
feet lay the great neve of the Fox Glacier, which flows down 
almost to the very coast, while to our right Haidinger rose 
up majestically, with great ice precipices on every side amd a 
long ice arete leading up to the summit, broken here and there 
with rocks. 

We found this ar6te easier to progress along than we had 
expected, and at 10.30 we stood upon the summit of the 
peak. The day was perfect and the view superb, and I 
secured excellent photographs of the surrounding ridges. We 
spent over 2 hrs. upon this peak, and it was not until about 
1 o'clock that we commenced our descent. 

We reached Glacier Dome that evening a little after 
6 o'clock, but I have not time to-night to describe the 
incidents that occurred in our descent, as I wish to pass on 
to the account of our ascent of hiount Sefton, by far the 
most difficult and important climb that we had in this 
country. I will not enumerate our several failures in this 
undertaking, but merely state that when we left the Hermit- 
age, upon February 13, for the bivouac from which we 
proposed to attack Mount Sefton it was our seventh attempt 
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to scale this mountain, for upon six previous occasions we 
had been driven back by bad weather. 

An overhanging rock near the Footstool constituted the 
bivouac where we had usually spent the night, and we 
reached this shelter at  about 6.30 in the evening. The 
night was fine, and we felt confident that the time must at 
last have come when we should be able to force our way to 
the summit, and that after six weeks of hopeless weather our 
perseverance must meet with its reward. The coming day 
offered a grim prospect. It was after broken sleep and a 
nightmare vision of again and again scaling and slipping 
down the ghastly crags that I awoke about midnight to 
prepare for the start. We spoke little, awed by the stillness 
and the weird moonlight, and the sense of all that lay before 
us. Our blood was chilled, and as we drew on our cold boots 
(there is nothing equal to drawing on cold boots to check 
your ardour and give a general sense of helplessness down 
to the tips of your numb fingers) I am sure that Zurbriggen 
felt the intense excitement of the hour not less than I did 
myself. We made some tea at  12.45, put on our crampons, 
and roped ourselves, for the crevasses commence immedi- 
ately on leaving the bivouac. 

When we started the moon had been up about an hour, and 
Sefton loomed over us in a wild array of pinnacle and preci- 
pice like some fantastic Gothic vision with glittering icefalls 
suspended at unnatural angles in the bright moonlight. Now 
and again the stillness of the night was hroken by a sharp 
rattle of stones from the summit, clear and piercing as the 
reports of musketry, dislodging solid masses of ice and snow 
on their downward path with a rattle as of thunder peals, 
and next with a fearful crash they would lose themselves in 
the Nueller Glacier, 8,000 ft. below, while the crags around 
re-echoed to the roar like the vaults of some vast cathedral. 
Our way lay up towards the face of the Footstool, and we had 
to mount a steep ice slope, while at  every step we heard our 
ice axes and crampons ring on the crixp ice. A dark shadow 
was thrown from the Footxtool, in front of us, acrosu the sheer 
face of Seftnn till the grim peak seemed to frown with sinister 
meaning on us who dared thus to break the eternal silence of 
its primevnl solitude. 

All this time our nerves were kept strung to the highest 
pitch by the ceaseless vigilance that we had to exercise, from 
the fact that there were only two of us on the rope and that 
the glacier was in a frightful condition, owing to the lateness 
of the season, corresponding to the September of the Northern 
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Hemisphere. The weird shadows cast by the dim light of the 
moon seemed to enhance the horror of the tottering skracs 
and perilous crevasses among which we threaded our hazardous 
way. Upon reaching the rocks at the base of the Footstool 
we turned to the left, and, crossing the Huddleston Glacier, 
plunged into the great icefall that comes down from Tuckett's 
Col. At first we had to thread our way through a pile of 
debris from former ice avalanches, glancing anxiously up the 
while in the half-expectancy that some of the pinnacles that 
seemed almost to totter overhead might fall and overwhelm 
us. Zurbriggen here displayed an unerring knowledge of ice- 
craft and glacier work, that enabled him to thread his way 
in the uncertain light of the moon through what appeared, at 
first sight, to be an inextricable maze of crevasses. The greatest 
caution was required in crossing the frail ice bridges that 
spanned crevasses gaping beneath our feet into measureless 
depths, to judge from the echoes of the icicles that fell as we 
passed. 

Finding that we could not force our way up from the 
glacier, on account of the great crevatmes that cut us off com- 
pletely, we were obliged to take to the rocks on the left. We 
had some difficulty in mounting these rocks, as the glacier 
fell away from them, and great chasms had to be crossed 
upon seemingly fragile ice bridges. Once on these rocks we 
thought ourselves better off, but had not progressed more 
than a few feet before we found that they were in such a 
crumbling condition that even the glacier, with its great 
s6racs and blocks of ice, would almost have been preferable. 
The slightest touch would a t  times dislodge masses of loose 
stone, and we had to use the utmost precaution to avoid 
undermining the rocks overhesld by starting such small 
avalanches. We continued or? this arkte as far as a short 
slope of ice situated between the last rocks of the Huddleston 
Glacier and Tuckett's Col. Here we stopped to put on the 
crampons, which we had taken off while mounting the rock 
arkte, and, thanks to their assistance, we succeeded in reach- 
ing the top of this, the last snow arkte, just as the dawn was 
breaking. Without these excellent adjuncts me should in all 
probability hare spent several hours in cutting steps, and 
should undoubtedly have been compelled to pass the night 
out on the mountain in our descent, for, as it was, we only 
just got clear as evening closed in upon us. 

By 6.30 we stood upon the saddle between Sefton and the 
Footstool, which we had named Tuckett's Saddle. Day was 
breaking, and a cold wind had sprung up from the S.W. 
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MTe looked straight down some 5,000 ft. into the wooded 
valley of Copland, leading into the Karamgarua, and out 
beyond to the Pacific Ocean, still veiled by filmy vapours. 
Behind us, across the Hooker Valley, rose the three giant 
peaks of Mount Cook, still shrouded in morning mists, with 
the exception of the topmost ice-cap, which was already 
suffused by the glow of sunrise ; while far off to our left lay 
the barren plains of the Mackenzie country, which presented 
a strange contrast to the green, fertile valleys of the West 
Coast, with their semi-tropical vegetation. 

From this point the great mass of Sefton towered above 
us at  what seemed to us at  that time almost hopelessly steep 
angles. The precipice that leads down from here to the 
Copland is by far steeper than any I have ever seen in 
Switzerland, and, indeed, appears almost perpendicular. We 
paused for a few moments to rest, as we had scarcely stopped 
since we left the bivouac. We left our riickeac, and in fact 
everything that we could dispense with, so that for our final 
struggle we might be in the lightest marching order. Zur- 
briggen insisted upon my carrying in my pouch a bottle of 
claret he had brought from the Hermitage, ' for,' he assured 
me, 'when I have the peak in my pocket we shall wish to 
drink to its health, and at  the same time I will smoke half 
a cigar in honour of the occasion.' These were the fir& 
words that we had uttered since leaving the bivouac, for 
our moonlight journey across the glaciers had not been con- 
ducive to genial conversation. He pointed out to me, more- 
over, that an empty bottle would be necessary to put our 
cards in when we reached the summit, for without this it 
would really be no ascent at  all, nor would it count as re- 
corded in the annals of the Alpine Club. We slightly 
lengthened the rope between us, and Zurbriggcn started, first 
traversing a bit of rock arkte that leads to the face of the 
great cliff we intended scaling. This ridge mas as rotten as 
it could well be, and the stones literally crunlbled away be- 
neath our feet at  each step. Crawling along the very crest, 
we soon discovered that it was so thin as to form a veritable 
' knife-edge,' while it actually seemed to incline over towards 
the Copland side. I could feel the whole mass tremble under 
each of Zurbriggen's steps, and it was an intense relief to us 
both when at  last we exchanged what seemed unconimonly 
like an experiment in tight-rope walking for apparently more 
solid foothold. I use the term ' solid ' comparatively, for I 
have no doubt that reasonable objections may be raised as to 
the actual solidity of any part of this mountai~l. Here the  
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nature of the rock changed, and instead of merely crumbling , 
stones we were confronted by large boulders, which at first 
appeared to be solidly embedded in the mountain-side, but, 
as we soon found, were in reality so delicately poked as £re- 
quently to give way when touched. Soon we were climbing 

cautiously up an almost vertical face of loose rock, to which 
we clung like flies, testing each stone carefully with our hands 
before trusting our weight to it. 

Zurbriggen had the more responsible task, for unavoidably 
my poeition was vertically below him at every ~tep,  and even 
a small stone falling from under his feet would have seriously 
injured me. How he managed this perilous task will always 
be a wonder to me, and tt finer display of mountain craft and 
rock-climbing than he exhibited on this occasion is scarcely 
conceivable. 

After about tm hour of this arduous work on the Copland 
side of the mountain we at Lst came to a place where the 
side of the arkte facing the Hermitage proved to be slightly 
less steep ; crossing over to this, we were able to make some- 
what more rapid progress. 

Directly in front of us now rose what we had always sup- 
peed, when looking at it from the Hermitage, to be the 
worst bit ; from our present position it seemed, if possible, 
even more appalling. The actual rock, indeed, was better in 
some respects, and rather less crumbly than what we had 
just traversed, but, on the other hand, there were many huge 
blocks of stone which would give way if the slightest weight 
came upon them. We kept, as fer as possible, to those rocks 
that seemed most coated with ice, in the hope that they 
would be bound together by the frost, and thus afford s more 
secure foothold, though by so doing the difficulties of climbing 
were doubled. 

After advancing in this way a few steps we found ourselves 
again forced to return to the crest of the arBte, along which 
we proceeded between two precipices, descending to the Cop- 
land and to the Mueller valleys-some 6,000 ft. sheer drop 
on either hand. 

We had next to climb about 300 ft. of almost perpendicular 
cliff. The rocks were peculiarly insecure, and we were obliged 
to move by turns, wherever possible throwing down such 
rocks as seemed most dangerous. At times even this resource 
was denied us, so dangerous was the violent concussion with 
which tbese falling masses would shake the ridge to which 
we clung. I carried both the ice axes, so as to leave Zur- 
briggen both hands free to test each rock as he slowly worked 
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his way upwards, while I did my utmost to avoid being 
in a position vertically beneath him. 

Suddenly, as I was coming up a steep bit, while Zur- 
briggen waited for me a few steps above, a large boulder, 
which I touched with my right hand, gave way with a crash 
and fell, atriking my chest. I had been just on the point o f  
passing up the two ice axes to Zurbriggen, that he might 
place them in a cleft of rock a little higher up, and thus 
leave me both hands free for my climb. He was in the 
act of stooping and stretching out his arms to take them 
from my uplifted left hand, and the slack rope between us lay 
coiled at  hie feet. The falling boulder hurled me down head 
foremost, and I fell about 8 ft., turning a complete somersault 
in the air. Suddenly I felt the rope jerk, and I strnck 
against the side of the mountain with great force. I feared 
I should be stunned and drop the two ice axes, and I knew 
that on these our lives depended. Without them we should 
never have succeeded in getting down the glacier, through dl 
the intricate ice-fall. 

After the rope had jerked me up I felt it again slip and 
give way, and I came down slo\vly for a couple of yards. I 
took this to mean that Zurbriggen was being wrenched from 
his foothold, and I was just contemplating how I should feel 
dashing down the 6,000 ft. below, and wondering vaguely 
how many times I should strike the rocks on the way. I 
saw the block that I had dislodged going down in huge 
bounds ; it struck the side three or four times, and then, 
taking an enormous plunge of about 2,000 ft., embedded 
itself in the glacier now called the Tuckett Glacier. 

I felt the rope >estop and pull me up short. I called out to 
Zurbriggen and asked him if he was solidly placed. I was 
now swinging in the air like a pendulum, with my back to 
the mountain, scarcely touching the rock face. I t  would 
have required a great effort to turn round and grasp the 
rock, and I was afraid the strain which would thus neces- 
sarily be placed on the rope might dislodge Zurbriggen. His 
first fear was that I had been half killed, for he saw the rock 
fall almost on top of me; but, as a matter of fact, after 
striking my chest it had glanced otl to the right and passed 
under my right arm ; it had started from a point so very 
near to me that it had not time to gain sufiicient impetus to 
strike me with great force. Zurbriggen's f i r ~ t  words were, 
' Are you very much hurt 7 ' I answered, ' No,' and again I 
asked him whether he was firmly placed. ' No,' he replied ; 
' I am very badly situated here. Turn round as soon as you 
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can ; I cannot hold you much longer.' I gave a kick at  the 
rocks with one foot, and with a great effort managed to swing 
myself round. 

Luckily there was a ledge near me, and so, getting some 
handhold, I was soon able to ease the strain on the rope. A 
few moments later I struggled a little way up, and at  last 
handed to Zurbriggen the ice axes, which I had managed to 
keep hold of throughout my fall. In fact, my thoughts had 
been centred on them during the whole of the time. We 
were in too bad a place to stop to speak to one another ; but 
Zurbriggen, climbing up a bit further, got himself into a firm 
position, and I scrambled up after him, so that in about 
10 min. we had passed this steep bit. 

We now sat for a moment to recover ourselves, for our 
nerves had been badly shaken by what had so nearly proved 
a fatal accident. At the time everything happened so rapidly 
that we had not thought much of it, more especially as we 
knew that we needed to keep our nerve and take immediate 
action ; but once it n-as all over we both felt the effects, and 
sat for about half an hour before we could even move again. 
I learned that Zurbriggen, the moment I fell, had snatched 
up the coil of rope which lay at his feet, and had luckily snc- 
ceeded in getting hold of the right end first, so that he was 
soon able to bring me nearly to rest ; but the pull upon him 
was so great, and he was so badly placed, that he had to let 
the rope slip through his fingers, removing all the skin, in 
order to ease the fitrain while he braced himeelf in a better 
position, from which he was able finally to stop me. He told 
me that had I not been able to turn and grasp the rocks he 
must inevitably have been dragged from his foothold, as the 
ledge upon which he stood mas literally crumbling away beneath 
his feet. We discovered that two strands of the rope had been 
cut through by the falling rock, so that I had been suspended 
in mid-air by ona single strand. The rope, however, was an  
excellent one, made by Bnckingham, and held through thie 
aevere test. 

I was considerably hurt by the stone, for it made a cut in 
my side, which bled a good deal and did not heal for a couple 
of weeks. We determined nevertheless to finish the ascent. 
There was yet another bad place a few steps further on, but 
this we succeeded in scaling without serious di5cnlty. 

When we got to the top of this we saw that it would be 
possible to cross the face and get on to some rocks on the 
Copland side that led straight to the summit. The face here 
 we^ snow, and we had to cross diagonally to get to the rock. 
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We found this slope in very bad condition, besides which i t  
was raked with falling stones. On reaching the point where 
we intended to take to the rocks again we had some difficulty 
in reaching them. They were quite smooth and went up 
perpendicularly for some distance. I got on to Zurbriggen's 
shoulders (he suggested, by the way, that he should get on 
mine, but I preferred the other method), then taking the ice 
axe he shoved me up as high as he could, and here after a 
good deal of stretching and wriggling I contrived to get hand- 
hold and draw myself up to the ledge. Here I made myself 
firm, and putting the rope round a projecting rock Zurbriggen 
climbed up by it. We gained the arkte from here in about 
20 min. The last bit before reaching the peak is compara- 
tively flat, and I walked along it without any difficulty. On 
the one side we looked down to the Hermitage, and on the 
other straight into the Copland. As I learned afterwards, 
we were plainly visible against the sky-line to those who were 
looking at us through a telescope from the Hermitage. At 
10.25 we stood upon the actual summit, which is in the form 
of an ice cone. Here I planted my ice axe. They say that 
they saw this from below. I tied to it a red rag which we 
had brought with us for the purpose-a bit of the inside of an 
old macintosh lined with red. We then went down a -little 
way on the Copland side, to escape the cutting wind, and 
drank our bottle of claret, while Zurbriggen smoked his 
accustomed half-cigar. 

At 11.40 we commenced the descent. I came first and 
Zurbriggen brought up the rear. We proceeded without 
incident to the place where the first dip commences. Here 
we drove one of the iron staples firmly into the rock ; then 
taking the thin rope and tying it round myself, I came down 
the whole length of it, about 150 feet. I then untied myself 
and got out of the probable line of descent of such stones as 
Zurbriggen might dislodqe when he came. He passed the 
rope through the ring, and came down holding it double in his 
hand. When he came to the end of it he let go one end of 
the rope and drew it all down after him. We repeated this 
operation at the steep place where we had had our accident 
coming up. This time we got down quite safely, and at 2.20 
we again stood on the col between Sefton and the Footstool. 
Here we ate a few biscuits, and after I had taken some photo- 
g r a p h ~  we put on our crampons and came down the snow 
arkte. We were now in great difficulty, for the snow that 
covered the ice was quite soft. All the way down I had to cut 
steps through this soft snow well into the hard ice underneath. 



Our crampons were of very little use, for snowballs formed in 
them, wbich we had to cut out with the points of our ice axes. 
By 5 o'clock we at  last reached the rocks, down which we 
hastened, as there was very little light left, and crossed them 
without incident as far as the glacier; the sun had heated the 
snow during the day, and it was extremely soft, so that the 
ice bridgee we had come over safely in the morning now proved 
rr, serious danger and obstacle. We had to make innumerable 
detours among the seracs. 

We were at  last able to get out of this labyrinth and into a 
clear part of the glacier, which was comparatively safe but 
for the danger of hidden crevasses in such soft snow. One 
very large crevasse ran almost the whole length of the glacier, 
crossed apparently by one ice bridge only. In the morning 
we had come over it safely, but now that everything had been 
melting and dripping fast all day it looked rather unstable. 
We had to approach it down a very steep slope of soft snow, 
and I did not like the look of it at  all. Zurbriggen led, as he 
had done since we had come upon the glacier, and he was just 
in the act of putting his foot upon the bridge when down it 
went with a thundering crash, the sound reverbernting under 
our feet till the actual bit we stood on seemed to tremble. 
Zurbriggen had only just time to leap back and to call to me 
to draw in the rope. Before he had stepped on to the ice 
bridge I had planted my axe firmly into the deep snow, but 
now the sudden idea that the very slope that we were on was 
about to yield entered both our minds simultaneously, and we 
turned and hurried back, never once stopping till we had put 
a safe distance between us and the brink. TVe were barely 
clear when, with a loud booming sound, a second piece of ice 
detached itself and fell headlong into the abyss beneath. 

We now walked along the glacier a few steps, so as to get a 
good view of the small remains of what we had supposed to be 
the last bridge left across this crevasse. Both lips of the 
chasm overhung greatly, and there was just a small bit of 
snow across it which looked ready to give way under the least 
weight. Zurbriggen was very keen to try this at  once, but I 
refused until I bad quite made up my mind that it was 
absolutely our last resort, and even then I pointed out to him 
that we sbould stand a better chance by waiting till the cold 
night air had frozen the soft snow together, and thus bound 
the fragile thing into a more compact mass. We walked 
along the edge of the crevasse for a long distance-in fact, 
nearly as far as the Tuckett Glacier. The shades of evening 
were now fast falling, and the prospect of a night on the 
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glacier stared us in the face. At some little distance from 
where we stood there seemed to be another sort of bridge, 
which Zurbriggen, in his eagerness to get away before night 
overtook us, wished to try ; this time I yielded, trusting to his 
great knowledge and experience of ice work. I planted mjself 
in a firm position, and, burying my ice axe in the snow, 
made ready to do my best to hold him up should an  accident 
occur. He crawled as lightly as a cat over the frail ice that 
joined the two sides of the chasm, when suddenly, to my 
alarm, I found that the rope between us had come to an end, 
making i t  necessary for me to follow him a t  once, so that he 
should not be obliged to pause one single instant in the 
perilous position in which he was now placed. I went quickly 
after him, and thus we both found ourselves upon this bridge 
a t  once. In  an instant, however, Z~irbriggen had gained the 
opposite bank, plunged his axe into the snow, and calling out 
to me to be careful, drew in the rope, assuring me that he could 
holdmeupshouldtheice give. Luckily I was not obliged to make 
trial of his strength, and a few minutes later we were hurry- 
ing through the last crevasses and skracs of the Huddleston 
Glacier. 

I could already hear the voice of young Clark calling to us 
from the bivouac, and in about three-quarters of an hour we 
had joined him and were partaking of some hot tea which he 
had prepared for us. I decided to go down to the Hermitage 
that night, but Zurbriggen said he was too tired to move a 
step further end lay down in the rock bivouac to sleep. I left 
him ensconced in both sleeping-bags and started down with 
Clark to find my way to the Hermitage with the help of 
a lantern. Shortly after midnight I arrived, having been 
nearly 24 hours on the march. 

MONT HERBETET A N D  ITS S O ~ T H E R N  RIDGE. 
BY F. I\'. OLIYEH. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, April 14, 1896.) 

THINK it must have been in 1893, from the summit of I Lea Ecrins, that I first cast longing eyes on the moun- 
tains of Cogne. Their white peaks and blue recesses, seen 
through a gauzy veil of mist in the hot August sunshine, 
formed a picture of rare beauty, and i t  aroused in me the 
determination to visit and explore the district at  the earliest 
possible opportunity; nnd, as this frame of mind endured 
through tlie winter, it va s  with much satisfaction that I 
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received word from Hiatt Baker early the following spring 
that he could meet me at Cogpe in August, and that he was 
bringing Alexander Burgener with him. 

Arrived at Cogne we began at once to revel in the glorious 
Italian scenery and to climb the mountains. Nor had we been 
a week in the country before chance led us to the Herbetet. 
As yet it was to us but 8 geographical expreseion ; in neither 
of our preceding expeditions had we caught a glimpse of it. 
But we wiehed for something of moderate dimensions which 
we might combine with passage to Valstsvaranche, and then 
to return to Cogne over the Grivolts. And for this Mont 
Herbetet seemed admirably adtspted, standing as it does 
between the Cole Bonney and Herbetet, the two chief 
mountaineering passes between the valleys of Cogne and 
Vahavaranche. Accordingly a hot and sunny afternoon 
saw us trudging up the King's Hunting Path to the Herbetet 
hut, conveniently plaoed on the western slopes of the Val- 
nontey. Its tenants, two of the King's keepers, entertained 
us with much hospitality, and insisted that we should occupy 
their beds, whilst they wooed Norpheus on the floor. 

By daybreak we were already on the Herbetet Glacier, 
with the northern and ea~tern  ridges of the mountain well 
in view. Our intention was to gain first the S. Col de 
l'Herbetet, there leave the impedimenta, and climb the peak 
by its northern ridge. But the eastern ar6te lay invitingly 
to our left; and had not Ulrich Almer compared it to the 
Zermatt ridge of the Rothhorn? And besides, the north 
arGte, being partly of snow, meant steps to cut, for the 'snow ' 
of the ' Climbers' Guide ' is always ice in Italy. No wonder, 
then, when Baker suggested we should take the eastern 
ridge, on account of its superior attractions from a gymnastic 
point of view, the guides concurred with enthusiasm. Nor 
were we disappointed. Throughout its whole length the 
rocks are good, whilst the precipices to the south, overlooking 
the Dzasset Glacier, are exceedingly wild and imposing. At 
one point, near the big rock-tower below the summit, is a 
remarkable and tortuous chimney, which alone would make 
this ridge an attractive and interesting climb. A trickle of 
water runs through this chimney, so that if you are the first 
visitor of the season large quantities of ice have to be cleared 
away. On this occasion, and again in the following year, 
Fate has dictated that I should stand as a target at the lower 
mouth of this chaem whilst chips and blocks of ice of varied 
size, but uniform velocity, beat down upon my unprotected 
person in an intermittent cannonade. Nor is it possible to 
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avoid these projectiles, as they come into view quite suddenly 
and at the most various angles, and obey no obvious general 
law save that of gravitation. 

But what left the most enduring impression on the minde 
of both Baker and myself waa the woilderful southern arch, 
which we saw for the first time as we climbed this ridge. 
Starting from the Col Bonney, it runs up to the summit in 
one continuous series of rock towers, pinnacles, and weathered 
splinters. At the sight our young enthusiasm kindled, and 
for days we continually recurred to it. I t  soon transpired 
that the ridge was as yet unconquered, though it was vaguely 
rumoured that more than one party of climbers had looked 
at it and gone away. The guides, whilst quite willing to give 
it a trial, were far from sanguine as to our success. Several 
of the rock teeth are so very sharp and smooth that they 
appear to be impregnable, whilst the steep eastern face of 
the ridge, which falls in sheer precipices to the Dzasset 
Glacier, raises but slender hopes of the feasibility of tra- 
versing. 

Save from a distance we s a a  no more of the Herbetet that 
year. A trip to Ceresole delayed us longer than had been 
anticipated, and when the time came for us to leave Cogne 
we could take with us nothing more substantial than the 
resolution that the Herbetet S. ridge should be placed in 
the forefront of the next season's programme. And though 
last August, when Albert Supersaxo and his young brother 
Benedict met me at Aosta, Baker was no longer of the party, 
his special message was that a vigorous and aggressive policy 
should be pursued in the matter of the Herbetet. 

At Cogne I was joined by friends who reinforced the party, 
and many pleasant climbs resulted in their company. But 
the Herbetet ridge was not forgotten, and before their time 
was up I persuaded them to repeat our last year's ascent of 
the eastern ridge. One of the factors which inclined me to 
this plan was the admirable opportuility it offered of critically 
reconnoitring the details of the S. arete. Owing to the size 
of the caravan and the limited accommodation of the keepers' 
hut we made the ascent direct from Cogne, and as we gained 
the summit in an easy 8+ hrs. I should say that sleeping 
out is a needless preliminary to this particular climb. A s  
we fed and chattered and tried to identify the distant petska 
from the summit of the Herbetet, Albert suddeilly disap- 
peared, and in a little while called to me from below to come 
and join him. This I did. We were standing some way 
down the southern ridge on a little projecting boss of rock, 
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with a low natural wall of rock surrounding us on three 
sides. As I looked over the wall down on to the ridge 
beneath I saw that the portion on which we stood overhung, 
and that the pitch below would be a very difficult nut ta 
crack. Albert gave it as his opinion that we could never 
climb up here, even if we were successful in overcoming the 
other obstacles which lay betwixt us and the Col Bonney. 
Of the gendarmes, and there were many, it was apparent to 
the meanest intelligence that several could not be climbed ; 
and altogether we were quite baffled in our attempt to trace 
a promising route in the rather brief space of time at our 
disposal; for already the heavens were collecting their 
previouslj scattered forces, and an ominous darkness to the 
south threw up the Roccia Viva in bold relief. During our 
descent the storm broke with modified violence, but later 
in the afternoon it returned and raged unchecked. The Val- 
nontey we found in full sunshine, and at the hamlet of that 
name we indulged in libtstions of new milk from a huge bowl 
quite 2 ft. in diameter. To drink from this, brim-full, in a 
decorous manner we found quite beyond our powers; so 
disastrous a failure was i t  that the sedate Albert had to be 
requisitioned to first reduce the level a little, an operation 
which he performed with some distinction. 

Next day I was left alone with the guides, and we at once 
exiled ourselves from C o p e  for a week's climbing at  the 
head of the Piantonetto valley. But, although our doings 
there hare no place in this narrative, it may be permitted 
me to call the attention of climbers to the facilities offered by 
the very advantageously placed Piantonetto club hut. Situ- 
ated at the foot of the Tour Grand St. Pierre, and at a height 
of over 9,000 ft., it affords ready access to quite a remarkable 
series of interesting rock-climbs. During our tenancy we 
were undisturbed, and it is my belief that the hut is lees 
frequented than the attractiveness of the neighbouring moun- 
tains might lead one to expect. 

On our return to C o p e  I at  once arranged for the taking 
of our belongings round to Valsavaranche by road, whilst we 
walked thither over the Col Bonney. This route was selected 
as it would give us the opportunity of a detailed examination 
of both sides of our Herbetet ridge from quite near a t  hand, 
and in particular we hoped by a close scrutiny of the two 
sides in rapid succession to obtain sufficient encouragement 
for a direct assault. But, quite apart from our special 
purpose, t h i ~  expedition will always repay the climber. The 
views all around the Dzasset Glacier are exceedingly grand ; 

n 2 
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the Col itself ie a quaint spot, a narrow gateway hacked out 
of the ridge for no obvious reason save that Xature had 
determined to make a col here a t  all coets ; then, ss the 
descent ie made on the western side, that triplet of graceful 
peaks, the Charforon, hloncaiar, and Punts del Broglio, are 
conspicuous in the near distance. 

As we traversed the Dzaeset Glacier in huge zigzags we 
were from time to time forced right under the crags of the 
Herbetet ; but even this close inspection did not satisfy ue, 
and we eagerly pressed on to scan the western face. A steep 
ice couloir leads down on to the Montandeyne Gltlcier, mtl 

when we had advanced to a convenient distance a council of 
war was held. 

This is a suitable opportunity for introducing a brief 
description of the structure of the Herbetet. I t  is an es- 
ample of that rather rare type of nlountain a true pyramid. 
This is one of the reasons why the Herbetet-like the Weiss- 
horn-forms such an effective feature in the landscape from 
whatever side it is viewed. At tile sunlmit three ridges join, 
from the north, east, and soutli respectively. The northern 
ridge, after giving off a spur to the north-west (which dies out in 
the Gran Neiron Glacier), runs down to the south Col de 1'Herbe- 
tet. The eastern ridge runs down to thc Valnontey and sepa- 
rates the Herbetet and Dzasset Glaciers. The southern ridge, 
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distinguished by its pinnacles, runs down to the Col Bonney. 
It receives midway a spur on the west, which comes up 
steeply from the east Col Gran Neiron. Hitherto the moun- 
tain has been climbed by the west and east ridgea only. The 
first ascent (by Signor Barale in 1873) was made by the ridge 
from the south Col de 1'Herbetet and by the north-west face. 
In 1888 Mr. Coolidge improved on this route by keeping to the 
north ridge the whole way, whilst in 1891 Messrs. Stallard 
and Ormerod made a useful variation by abandoning the 
ridge early for the north-east face, but joining it again above. 
When there is much ice on the north side of the mountain 
this laet route is the one which involves the minimum of 
step-cutting. The eastern ridge provides a more interesting 
climb than any of the fore-named. It was first made by 
Messrs. Yeld and Baker in 1882. 

But the southern ridge was now engaging our undivided 
attention. The first section from the Col Bonney runs almost 
horizontal and bewe,a few teeth ; then, after a steep incline, 
there follow in close' succession a small rock-tooth, two large 
and sharply-pointed aiguilles, two small ones joined by a 
little saddle, then a great square tower with two summits. 
Thia tower-the Groeeer Thurm, as Albert called it-is a 
very conspicuous feature from the Montandeyne Glacier. Its 
northern summit mark8 also the point a t  which the ridge 
from the Col Gran Neiron joins the southern ar&te. The 
Thurm is followed by a splintered needle or two, and theee 
by another great tower which overhangs the ridge towards 
the Col Bonney-a feature which had impressed itself upon 
ue earlier in the day, when we were crossing the Dzasset 
Glacier. Then follow two more pinnacles, and a steep pitch 
leads up to a bulky-looking protuberance with three distinct 
summits. Then come two flattened aiguilles of fantastic 
appearance, and the ridge leads in four great steps to the 
summit. Though we thought we might possibly round the 
Grosser Thurm by a traverse on the east face, our observa- 
tions on that side had given us no confidence about the over- 
hanging tower. It was now patent that the western face 
could lend no assistance in this matter, as ths rocks fell in 
uncompromising precipices from the supporting buttresses of 
the towers. 

Albert, who had been consistently pe~simistic about this 
climb, now volunteered the opinion that with luck we might 
reach the Grosser Thurm, but that beyond this point it was 
impossible to go. ' Bei diesem Grnt,' he said, ' kommt kein 
Mensch aufm Herbetet, niemals.' I asked him if he were 
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disposed to back his opinion. Eventually he offered to b6t 
a level 100 fr. that the Herbetet was not climbed by this 
ridge during the present century, but before all the formalities 
had been concluded a large herd of hrrytretins created a 
diversion and we tore wildly down the glacier. 

Albert, notwithutanding the pious opinion which I have 
recorded, was as eager as the rest of us to try conclusions 
with the Herbetet. We contempbted making this our first 
expedition from Valsavaranche, but when the day came there 
was some doubt as to the stability of the weather, and it was 
decided to postpone the Herbetet till our return from a 
ramble in the Val d'0rco and Haute Maurienne. The decision 
was a prudent one, for on the day when we should have been 
on the Herbetet (September 11) we were overtaken on the 
Punta del Broglio aboiit midday by a thunderstorm of un- 
usual violence and grandeur. 

A week later, as we were returning from the llsurienne, 
the way led us by the head of3the E'a! Rhkmes and over 
a col to the west of the King's Hunting I% ge, and so to the 
Col de Nivolet route. The whole of a cloudless afternoon the 
line of mountains from the Paradis to the Grivola was pro- 
filed against the sky in front of us, and we agreed with 
enthusiasm that the Herbetet must now be assailed. It was 
in exuberant spirits, therefore, that we raced down to Pont 
from the Aroletta cross and refreshed ourselves with great 
bowls of milk. Whilst Albert and I smoked, Benedict (who ie a 
linguist) was sent to negotiate for the key of a certain solidly- 
built stone hut situate some little distance above the un- 
inviting cow chilets of NontandeynC. But it seemed, after 
much palaver, that the owner was not readily accessible, nor 
was it certain that its interior would quite answer our purpose 
as a resting-place. We consequently dismissed from our 
minds all idea of sleeping out, and determined to make the 
climb direct from Valsavaranche. 

On the morning of September 20, then, it was with unusual 
alacrity that we responded to the early call, and by 2.45 A.M. 
we were already on the rokd. The night was starlight, and 
the autumn air bit keenly, but there was no incident to delay 
us on our way. By 9.30 we had gained the bottom of the 
ice couloir which leads up to the Col Bonney from the Mon- 
tandeynk Glacier. Here we took to the rocks of the S. 
mete of our mountain, aiming for the point where the nearly 
level bit from the col joins the more steeply rising portion. 
As the crest was approached we bore sharply N., following 
an easy ledge past the first three rock towers. We were now 
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approaching the Grosser Thurm, but as there mas no possi- 
bility either of climbing it direct or turning it on the western 
face, which is very precipitous, we climbed up to the square- 
cut notch immediately S. of the two joined needles which 
lie below the tower. So far no dificulty of any sort had 
been encountered, and the ascent from the glacier had occu- 
pied us only half an hour. Our immediate objective was the 
Grosser Thurm, and with this in view we crosaed over on to 
the eastern face. The rocks were warm, and, so far as we 
could see, quite free from snow,'but our route was hidden 
from view by a smooth buttress which runs down from the 
Thurm some way to the Dzasset Glacier. Working horizon- 
tally at first, we turned the two little teeth, and then 
descended a smooth and miniature gully lying just 8. of 
the buttress. The gully 114 us on to some slabs, and it was 
by these we hoped to circumvent the buttress, and reach the . 

ridge again by some couloir on the other side. The portion 
of the gully which gives on to the slabs has not much to 
help the climber, and the last man had to be assisted down 
by those in front. A return from this point by the way we 
had come would not be easy, and the knowledge of this fact 
was not without its uses. Above ua the rocks of the buttress 
formed a sheer precipice, whilst below a steep couloir-formed 
by the confluence of the two gullies on either side of the 
buttress-ran down to the glacier. Crossing the base of the 
buttress-at the place where it died out, so to speak-was a 
narrow ledge, which, if we could only reach it, must lead us 
into the other gully. But between us and the ledge was a 
considerable interval, so that a very long step is necessary to 
bring you on to it. When I explain that the extremity of the 
ledge towards us was in a distinctly shaky condition, whilst 
hmdhold there is none, it will be realised that the corner is 
an awkward one. One after another we jumped, and each 
dislodged some stones, thus widening the gap for our suc- 
cessors ; and unless eome compensating natural process 
restores the damage this corner must in time become a 
veritable maztvais pas. Nor do I believe that any other 
traveree can be found. The ledge mas as good as could be 
desired, and brought us, now ascending slightly round the 
buttress, into a broad and open couloir. This we climbed, 
always hugging the buttress on our left; then, going straight 
up the very steep rocks of the Thurm, we stepped on to 
its comparatively level plateau midway between its two 
summits. 

From this point we had hoped to see the nature of the 
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work before us, but the great overhanging tower, separated 
from us only by a few fragmentary splinters, blocked the 
view. No alternatives of route were open to us. The tower 
was unclimbable, and must be turned on the eastern face. 

Whilst Albert and I occupied ourselves with the construc- 
tion of a great cairn, Benedict climbed down into the couloir 
from which we had just ascended. And in a little while we 
heard the loud strokes of an axe, as of one trying to hew 
footsteps in the solid rock. The explanation of this curions 
proceeding waa aa follows: On the way up Benedict had 
seen something glistening in the gully ; and, as most climbers 
know, crystals have a remarkable attraction for the fraternity 
of guides. Indeed, only a fortnight previously Albert had 
brought down with him from the summit of Monte Nero, 
unknown to me, a huge chunk of rock, fully twelve pounds in 
weight, for the sake of the numerous prisms of quartz which 
lay embedded in its surface. When Benedict rejoined us he 
gleefully showed me, lying side by side in the hollow of his 
palm, two tiny crystals, pink in colour and altogether desti- 
tute of value. Having wrapped them up in several pieces of 
newspaper, he t d e d  them into the pocket of the riicksack. 
They were, it transpired, destined for the J7~r~cl i i iner~o~g of 
his newly-married wife, who was now disconsolately awaiting 
his return to the Saas-Thal. 

And now we approached the next great tower, the one 
which overhangs both to the 5. and E. in such uncompro- 
mising faahion. We passed the intervening splinters, and 
walked right under the bulge of the tower, letting onrselves 
down into a steep little gully on the right. This gave access 
to a traverse-as pretty as it was unexpected-and by its aid 
we rounded the supporting buttress of our tower much as we 
had rounded the previous one. Then followed a broad, steep 
couloir, up the northern side of which we climbed ; finally, we 
regained the ridge a t  11.30 by the aid of a narrow tributary 
gully, having turned not only the overhanging tower, but 
two little aiguilles as well. This traverse, which had occu- 
pied us a full hour, was full of surprises. Before we had yet 
rounded the buttress, and there was no continuous view, we 
were in high trepidation lest it should run out, for without 
its friendly assistance we could never have regained the 
ridge. The rocks also, which led us to the ridge again, were 
always interesting, whilst the precipices below were magnifi- 
cent. 

In  front of us the arkte now sloped up steeply, this portion 
culminating in three obscure summits. Without diffioulty we 
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clambered over first one and then another,and finding that from 
the highest we obtained an uninterrupted view of the final peak 
of the Herbetet, we paused to take stock of the situation and 
to snatch a hasty meal. In the intervals of these two im- 
portant operations Albert and Benedict, giving full indulgence 
to what had with them become an uncontrollable passion, 
built a large and solid cairn. 

The ridge, at first running level from our feet, is broken 
by two oddly curved, fantastic aiguilles ; but, owing to their 
thinness, the view of the remaining portion of the climb was 
not obstructed. Beyond them the final peak, going up in 
four pitches to the top, was well in view. The platform above 
the second pitch I recognised at once as the spot from which 
Albert and I had reconnoitred the ridge on the occasion of 
our last ascent, and where we had been so unfavourably im- 
pressed with the rocks below. It was evident that to climb 
the peak a e  should have to go right up the nose, as the faces to 
right and left are quite smooth and vertical and offer no sort 
of assistance whatsoever. In the event of being turned at 
the second pitch we saw that by a long traverse across the 
south-astern face of the mountain we might gain the eastern 
ridge, but this was merely a sort of emergency route by which 
to extricate ourselves after we had failed. Passing to the eaat 
of the two aiguilles, we soon reached the firat of the pitches. 
This we climbed by a chimney on the eastern face. We were 
now confronted by the second pitch, the only obstacle between 
ua and our goal. It presented itself to us as an angle con- 
tained by two smooth faces, the lower portion of which had 
been removed. Thus it bulged out over our heads. On the 
western side was a slab sloping downwards at an angle of 60" 
and then ending abruptly. This was well above our heads, but 
it was the only possible line of attack. Pressing my right 
shoulder against the rock and standing as firmly as possible, 
Albert was able to get a fair start by impressing his hob- 
nailed boots upon various portions of my body in turn. 
Meanwhile Benedict flourished his axe and applied it to 
that part of his brother at which the maximum of leverage 
could be obtained. In  this way Albert was able to get part 
of his body on to the slab, but he could wriggle up no further 
and abandoned the attempt. I then had a try, and with 
plenty of prodding from behind got my chest on to the slab. 
Reaching up with my left hand, I found a slight depression 
on its surface, and in this depreasion were sundry obscure 
convexities. Pressing the palm of my hand into the depres- 
sion, I tried to work my way up, but the hold was too far 
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above to be effective, and, the direction of my progression being 
outwards instead of upwards, I slid down ingloriously into the 
arms of those below. 

Albert was now ready for a final effort, and, as he repeated 
his former tactics, we devoted all our energies to pinning him 
upon the slab; and, standing upon my back, Benedict was 
able to follow him a little way and aid him just a t  the critical 
moment when the inclination of the shelf tended to push 
him over the edge. Having to view these proceedings with 
my head screwed under my left arm like a contortionist, I am 
unable to explain how Albert passed from a position of un- 
stable to one of stable equilibrium. His left leg gradually 
ascended, the knee reached the slab, his whole body glided 
upwards-at first slowly and hesitatingly, then with a con- 
fident rapidity. In  a moment he was sitting on the low wall 
which part-surrounds the little plateau, and with an uncouth 
but triumphant shout he summoned me to follow. This I 
did with more enthusiasm thsn finished mountaineering 
skill ; nor was the portion of rope betwixt me and the l d e r  
free from appreciable tension during the operation. On 
Benedict, who is seen at his best in places of this sort, we 
had no mercy, but, when the axes had been duly delivered, we 
hauled him up like a bale of goods. 

The climb was now virtually over, and we paused to build 
yet another cairn to mark our satisfaction. It was no 
monument to our achievement, for the spot we had now 
reached is, as I have already shown, readily accessible from 
the summit. This point (12,396 ft.) we reached in any easy 
scramble at 1 P.M., S h  hrs. after taking to the rocks to the N. 
of the Col Bonney. But here a surprise was in store for us. 
The familiar details seemed strangely altered, and the topmost 
tapering rocks did not overhang the south ar6te quite as of 
wont. The cairn also was missing. Could some Philistine 
have done this deed ? A further inspection led us to the true 
explanation of this apparent outrage on our favourite Italian 
mountain. The summit had been destroyed by lightning. 
And then I was glad we had not lingered here on the occasion 
of our last ascent, and that we had postponed our projected 
attempt of the 11th. We now sat down on what remained 
of the Herbetet, and opened the riicksacks and lighted our 
pipes. And whilst I spread great spoonfuls of Madame 
Prayet's corzjitlire de frantbises upon biscuits Albert and 
Benedict took the summit in hand. Here also it was evident 
a very comprehensive restoration was necessary, and as far 
as possible it was carried out along the original lines, so much 
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so that I think the next visitor will admit that we have suc- 
cessfully effaced the ravages of Nature. 

And now a word or two on the climb as a whole. From 
the first this ridge had obtained a high place in our esteem 
as being desirable beyond any other of the things as yet un- 
trodden in the district. And, having traversed it, we had no 
cause to modify our opinion. The route may be recommended 
in the first place for its immunity from falling stones. 
The rocks are strong and firm (in some respects recalling the 
fine south ridge of the Aiguilles Rouges d'Arolla), and you 
may manaxme amongst the gullies and ledges of the eteep 
eastern face in abeolute security. Those who have climbed 
amongst the Roccia Viva group or on the Grivola or Grand 
St. Pierre will know h o ~  to estimate thia freedom from 
bombardment. And then there is the extreme grandeur of 
these savage crags and pinnacles, unrivalled in the Alps. No 
sense of monotony is ever felt, for the continual return to 
the ridge as the towers are turned or climbed gives an 
endless variety to the setting of them distances. But an 
especial and pre-eminent charm of the climb to me lay in 
the unexpectedness of the details of the route. We could 
never tell what was going to happen next, or that a particular 
traverse mould lead us round the base of a given tower in the 
most beautiful manner conceivable. No doubt this particular 
charm is only to be experienced to the full on climbs as yet 
untrodden, and its pursuit in the European Alps must become 
more difficult from day to day : the return to the beaten 
track is like cider after champagne. 

That the expedition had attained its object mas due 
primarily to the good leading of Albert. Once on the 
mountain, he never hesitated in the selection of a route and 
his judgment never erred. That he is a guide of great ability 
those whom he serves know well, whilst his honest counte- 
nance and pleasant personality find him hosts of friends in 
every valley. The rocks also were in magnificent condition. 
For quite eight weeks no snow had fallen on the mountain, 
so that everything favoured the climber. How soon this 
ridge would recover after bad weather I cannot say, for I have 
never experienced a snow-storm in the Graians. 

It was already half-past two when me turned to descend, and 
I was glad to take the opportunity of following the northern 
ridge, which leads direct to the Col de 1'Herbetet. Having 
negotiated the rocks below the summit, me made a dktour on 
to the north-east face, so as to avoid a long spell of step-cutting; 
but, as it was, the little ice slope delayed us a full hour before 
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we could work left and join the ridge below. Without stopping 
we raced down on to the Col and so to the Gran Neiron 
Glacier. 

I t  is fiom a point above the right bank of thie glacier 
that the photogravure of the west side of Mont Herbetet 
which accompanies thie paper waa taken. This picture (from 
the original negative kindly lent by Mr. G. P. Baker) shows our 
mountain on the left, whilst to the right are seen the Punta 
Budden, k c c a  di Montandeyne, and the Piccolo Paradiso. 
The Col Bonney and the first part of the southern ridge of 
Mont Herbetet are hidden by the buttress running up 
from the snowy eastern Col Gran Neiron. Projecting from 
behind this buttrees, and nearly on a level with the Punta 
Budden, is the rock tower which overlooks the Col Bonney 
-the firat tower on the ridge shown in Mr. Compton's 
drawing (cf. p. 88). The squarely built tower at the top of 
the Neiron buttress is the ' overhanging tower' of the narra- 
tive (hardly distinguishable in Mr. Compton's figure) ; it may 
be readily recognised, as from its base runs a snow gully 
right down to the Gran Neiron Glacier. The ' three obscure 
summits ' (cf. p. 92) are mrseked by a second buttress ; then 
follow the 'fantastic aiguillee' and the four great steps 
leading to the summit. 

After a brief halt by the snout of this glacier we trod once 
more on springy turf; and as we descended into the Leviona 
glen Nont Herbetet, now illumined by the soft evening 
light, sank below the horizon and we saw it no more. 

MOUNTAINEERING IN THE CANADIAN ROCKIES. 

BY 5. E. S. ALLEN. 

THIS summary of four eummera in the Canadian Rockiee aims to 
indicate, to tbose interested in mountaineering, the almoat inexhaus- 
tible material which these mountains afford. While the latter portions, 
dealing with expeditions of the past two season8 among hitherto 
partially or totally untrodden peaks and valleys, hove to do with that 
main chain of the Rockies which is crossed by the Canadian Pacific 
Railway some 6 miles W. of Lsggsn station, the earlier part, some- 
what introductory, deals also with a few climbs in that western 
parallel range of the Selkirks in the region explored by Rev. Mr. 
Green, and so delightfully described in his work ' Smong Selkirk 
Glaciers.' 

Banff, on the eastern Field, on the western slope of the main chain, 
and Lake Louise, near Laggan, s t  the crest, together with Glacier 
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House, in the Selkirkn, are natural and comfortable centres for 
radiating climbs and explorations. With the exception of those 
rrgions adjacent to the railroad, the mowy Selkirks to N. and S. 
of Glacier House stretch for hundreds of miles, moatly unexplored 
and entirely nnaacended. At  Field those subordinate Van Borne and 
Ottertail rangea are entirely nntrodden by the climber. From 
Laggan northward tho great rocky crest offers ite countlem peake and 
hundreds of  mile^ of mow field and n8v6. South of Lake Louise 
the superb Temple Lefroy group offers, with the exception of Mount 
Aminiboine, S.W. of Banff. the loftiest and most difficult summits ; 
while from Banff not only the Aaainiboine p u p  but the whole eastern 
dope of the chain is more or l e a  acceaaible by a great ngmber of 
beautiful Indian hunting traila 

To Mr. Perley, manager of Glacier House, my  thank^ are dne for 
his kind assistance in hie Selkirk climbs of 1891 and 1893, aa also 
to Mr. Astley, manager of the chalet a t  Lake Louise, for h i i i -  
tating his explorations of the watershed faatneaees 8. of the lake in 
1894, and finvlly to Mr. T. E. Wilson, outfitter, of Banff, for his 
friendly aid and valuable information regarding routes through the 
mountains S. of Banff in the summer of 1895. 

For my friends and companions of divere excnraiona, MM. Lewis 
F. Friasell, Yandel Henderson, Rev. Harry P. Nichols, Charlea S. 
Thompson, Howard Franklin Smith, George Warrington, and W. D. 
Wilcox, I hope that portions of this account may recall some pleasant 
memories. 

In August 1891, as 1 journeyed eaetward from a month of 
climbing in the Sierras of California, attracted by the splendoura of 
the Selkirka, I stopped a t  Glacier House on the Canadian Pacific 
Railway, and without loes of time climbed from Marion Lake to that 
long rocky ridge aince called Mount Abbott, whose panorama, not 
unlike that from the Piz Languard, and m well summed up by Mr. 
Green in the words 'as fine as could be desired,' hae now become 
deservedly familiar to many. And if anything further were necessary 
to seal an admiration for the Selkirks it waa the scene from the 
eouth side of Mount Sir Donald, to which I had awnded by the east 
side of the Great Glacier, when for miles before me lay the shining 
plain of the Ille-cille-waet n8v6, guarded by the black and rugged 
Mount Macoun and the glistening Mount Pox, Mount Daweon, and 
Nohnt Donkin. 

At Field I climbed to the foasil bed, and penetrated to the en- 
circling walls of the snowy amphitheatre behind Mount Stephen. 
My friend Dr. S., who was with me here, ceased not to grieve for 
the Field of the '80'8, a luxuriant garden, a bower of ferns and moss. 
The forest fire had claimed a fearful tribute and caat a blemish upon 
an unsurp~esed scene. 

But even so the place waa moat attractive, and as the young pines 
come up to heal the old  cars will doubtless again resume its pristine 
love line^. 

The fire had not succeeded in crossing the Kicking Horse River, 
whose northern bank is still heavily timbered. Across the valley up 
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a steep ravine, through a labyrinth of willows, ascending with a 
friend, and then by eteep ledges and slopes of broken date, I soon 
found myself upon a pinnacle of Mount Burgess, barred From the 
highest point by  a serrated ridge. Our surrounding8 were qu i te  
unique. The  sun, vainly t y i n g  to penetrate the thin mist, whicb 
hovered everywhere and concealed the distant peaks, suffused it 
with a mellow plow, through which acroas the narmw valley loomed 
the yellow battletllenta of Mount Stephen, dotted with the snow of 
innumerable hollows, while far below us lay Emerald Lake, the bottom 
of a pit 3,000 ft. deep, whose aides were banks of lurid fog. 

Emerald Lake was a t  that time unknown to the majority o f  
hvel lere .  Field itself was a buay rendezvous for prospectors, at- 
tracted by  wild rumours of m i n e d  wealth in  the Ottertail range. 
One of these prospectors accompanied me next day on a trip to t h e  
lake by the way of the ' Katural Bridge.' Crosaing a t  this wild c d o n  
the Kicking Horse, we ascended the heavy timber of a west spur of 
Mount Burgess until meeting the trail, which further E. turned from 
the river bank. Throughout its entire length of some 10 miles i t  
n~aintains nearly a constant level, crowing Emerald Creek and reaching 
the wooded bank of the lake, wherein lay mirrored the p e a t  rock peak 
upon whose ridge I bad so lately stood. Upon the north-esst bank 
Mount Field offered an easy and attractive climb. This entire region, 
being still unharmed by  firea, possesses a charm which is not even 
exceeded by the more wowy Selkirks. 

The 18 miles of increasing grandeur which I covered afoot from 
Field acrocs the summit to L q g m  culminated in  the fitting climax 
of Lake Louise. 

Cathedral Mount. a series of superb aiguilles E. of Mount Stephen, 
is only the fimt of that aucceasion of peaks which all the way to 
Hector are seen to the S., their valleys leading off to  alpine fiaheeses. 
Some distance E. of Field there opens N. a valley, deep, heavily 
wooded, and leading to the rocky peaks and immense glaciera of the 
Waputtehk group, and all the icy crest upon the N., while from 
Hector rune S. the broad valley of which 1 shall speak again, to the 
south side of the Temple-Lefroy group. I t  was S.E. from Laegsn 
station, whence its grandeur is so manifest, that I first saw Mount 
Temple, that eplendid ice-crowned peak whom summit, nearly 
7,000 ft. above Bow Valley, overtops all others on the C. P. R. 
T h e  present road to Lake Louise, which follows the creek from the 
lake, was aa yet unfinished, and the way led through the burnt 
timber, for even here the fire haa done its hideous work. Most 
fortunate is  i t  that this defect has not marred the immediate vicinity 
of Lake Louise, whose beauty, with the foreground of green foreat 
and lower peaks framing the majestic ridge behind, is as  exquisite 
now as when first described by Nr. Green, the calm tbat pervades the 
amphitheatre being broken only by the roar of the avalanches from 
the overhanging ice cliffs of the great white peak,* as  with the crash 
of thunder they pour down its enormous walla. 
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I closed my climbing for the summer by an excursion to Lake 
A p e s ,  to which through the forest Mr. Astley had cut a trail. At  
the outlet of' the lake the view northward over the broad Bow Valley 
is a pleasing contrast to the dark wall of Goat Mountain, acroRs the 
valley of Lake Louise, or that of Mount Wbyte, behind the lake. I 
noticed at the left extremity of the latter a towering aiguille, abso- 
lutely vertical from the lake. In the hope of turning it in flank or 
rear I ascended the ledge of that peculiar mountain locally known 
as the ' Beehive ' to the top of the latter, whence I was able, by 
following the narrow ledges, to turn a corner and reach a wider 
gorge, choked by a vast boulder, upon which the remainder of its 
accompanying avalanche had come to rest. I could reach a portion 
of it, but, not knowing how securely it was wedged, hesitated to 
experiment with it. I finally pawed the place and made the pinnacle. 
The view over the surrounding group was perfectly superb, embracing 
the summit n6vd of Mount Temple, the beautiful glacial face of 
Hazel Peak, and the wonderful hanging glacier that crowns the north 
aide of the helmetrsbapd Mount Lefroy, whose silvery folds and 
cr~rrses sparkling in the sunlight against the background of the sombre 
walls seem, instead of being sculptured in solid ice, to be of the froth 
of beaten egg or snowy sea foam, or some light and shining cumulum of 
cloud, just hovering there. 

It was not until the summer of 1893 that I again found myself a t  
Banff, on the east s lop  of the Rockies. The peaks at Banff, while not 
of great height, are eomewhnt deceptive, and no better preparation 
for the heavy ' work of the crest or Selkirka can be imagined than 
they. Such, at any rate, I found the Rundle Ridge, that bare rock 
maw E. of the falle of the Bow whom north-west end is known as 
Twin Peak, while its south-east portion is called Razor Back. My 
ignorance of a path on the north side of the Spray greatly increased 
the toil. After a long struggle in the woo& I climbed a rib of the 
Rundle range and halted, not on the highest point of the ridge, to be 
sure, but at a point about 8,000 ft. above the sea, whence to the N. 
and S. the main chain of the Rockiee, rising tier on tier, was seen 
to culminate in the great peake of the crest To the S.E. a very 
conspicuous mountain, rising from n sea of peaks, attracted my atten- 
tion, which I afterwards learned was Mount Assiniboine. 

Being joined by a friend at Banff, who waa indifferent as to destina- 
tion, I decided to proceed at once to Lake Louiw. Accordingly, 
procuring certain outfit from Mr. T. E. Wilson, we went down to 
Laggan by train. The chalet nt Lake Louise had been destroyed by 
fire, and our quarters were in a tent a t  the water's edge. I was not 
long in procuring an Indian and pony to convey our tent and pro- 
visions up the valley to the base of the great white ridge,* upon which 
I wished to make the first attack. We camped on an eminence in 
the last grove of trees above the long glacier of the valley. At day- 
break, mcending the stream on the west side of the long glacier to a 
point almo3t benenth the overhanging cliffs of ice upon the right, we 

* Mount Green. 
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gained by a torrent's bed the nkvb plateau abovo, where we were 
a p p e d  by an intricate maze of crevaeses so subtly bridged and 
concealed that ' the golden hour ' was lorrt and we were obliged to 
return. 

As outlined from the lake my plan was to gain from the nkvC 
plateau on the right a notch or depression in r subordinate northern 
ridge. Thence the wmmit of the Dome, ss I called it, the W. 
extremity of the main ridge, could doubtleu be reached hy the snowy 
dopes of the Dome iteelf. Thia notch, by the way, is a poeeible psas 
over to Hector, could one only make it. From the top of the Dome 
to the actual eummit of the peak (further E.) the ridge was in a very 
aerrated condition. I believe that by keeping cloae to the top of the 
north Bide it could be done, however, for the angle of the north face, 
M I moon sew, was much lesa than it appeared from Lake Ilouiae. 

The north face was vertically streaked and scarred with avalanche 
tracks, aa could be seen from the lake ; but the condition of the dopes 
npon the right, which could only be seen in profile, was uncertain. 

It being unlikely that the rock peaks * above these dopee would 
fnrnish the quantity of material for snow-slips abounding on the broad 
north face of the white crest, and the plateau being manifestly im- 
practicable, we tried these elopes to the right in our second attempt 
upon our peak, aecending diagonally toward the notch. Unfortunately 
for UE the whole slope was willoped and furrowed into ridgea and 
hollowa by snow avalanchea from the gullies above, whose aonrce w a ~  
further e n  in considerable areaa of snow on the ledgea and an over- 
hanging cornice on the suulmit of the ridge. As the sun arose the 
slopes became somewhat animated, particularly the great white face 
of the main ridge, and the air was shaken with the noise of thousands 
of snow-slips from above, and ice avalanches from the great ice walls 
crowning the cliffs below us, most of which would be entirely unheard 
and unaeen at Lake Louiee. In order to avoid danger from above we 
kept close to a aeries of projecting cliffi to which I had directed our 
course. As there was a berphrund of indefinite dimensions in this 
vicinity, and the mow-slope was continually becoming steeper and 
softer, I wan not eorry to be able to work over to a ledge in the cliffi 
npon which we rested, taking photographs. We were not f i r  from 
the Notch, nor many feet below it, and our height was considerably 
over 10,000 ft. Though a somewhat precarious, it was yet an in- 
spiriting situation. The sun being now high the peaks were echoing 
an almost continuous roar of ice avalanches below, while the wind 
brought us in its capricions puffi the hine of the anowdips, as it often 
to- the eleepy sound of distant waterfalls, now rising, now filling, 
now sustained, or varied by the occasional crack and clash of falling 
rocks. From the top of the long white riige of the creet the super- 
incumbent areas of wow or pieces of an overhanging cornice started 
on their downward course, darting over ' hot plates' on the way, 
and coming to rrst in the crevasses of the hanging glaciers of the 
cliffs. Acrom the narrow valley was Mount Lefroy, its weet arGte 
- - - -  

Mounts Nichols and D'Espine. 
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seen almost in profile. I noticed a couloir reaching from the glacier 
below almost to the snow plateau above the west buttress, and thought 
then, aa now, that early in the season the plateau could be reached, 
whence the arCte is apparently not difficult. I was constrained, from 
the frequency with which avalanches fell into it from the crest, to call 
the narrow valley S. of Mount Lefroy, and the col connecting it 
with the crest, hy the name of Death Trap. I t  is not impossible, 
however, that a safe ascent could be made to the top of the col by 
keeping close to Mount Lefroy. I subsequently had no trouble in 
reaching it from the S. in an expedition from Hector. 

To the left or N. of Mount Lefroy was another narrow valley, a t  
whose head was a truly remarkable aiguille*-- a etudy for climbers. I t  
would furnish work of the rarest sort. Over the top of this towered, 
in the distance, Mount Temple, showing the long S. nrete, though at 
the time the state of my knowledge did not permit me to identify this 
peak. While still upon the ledge an interesting avalanche of snow 
dacended close upon our right. I have never been nearer to an 
avalanche of this character, and while gratified that we had not 
started along the dope in that direction was glad to make its acquaint- 
ance. It was descending steadily and irreeistibly, but I thought rather 
elowly, conformed by its weight and the shape of the gully to the 
appearance of an immense serpent, hiLing as it went. 

We had already been about as long upon these elopes as prudence 
could warrant, and so retraced our atepe under the lee of the cliffs 
until the state of the snow forced us to descend. On leaving their 
protecting ~heiter we were exposed to avalrrnches from above, and as 
the slope was rather too steep to warrant a eafe standing gliseade (there 
being also an open crevasse below ua near the plateau, necessitating a 
diagonal course to the bridge-the making of steps in the steep soft 
snow seeming aleo altogether too slow a process, exposed as we were to 
the snow-dips), we did about the only thing possible under the cir- 
cumstances, and deacended by the overlap,' the lower man anchoring 
firmly with feet and axe, digging the handle of the latter slmoat to the 
head in the snow, and bracing himself against it, while the upper man 
pased him, making the length of our rope below 30 ft., nnd anchoring 
while the other repeated the procees, which required very little time 
ti, execute, and was absolutely safe, checking, indeed, several ugly 
dip. 

The p h h u  below was torn and rent by the snow-slips from the 
slopes like the nurface of a sea. We halted a moment for photographs, 
and then descended to the stream, whence the appearance of the blue 
overhanging dracs of the ice walls, with their immenae transverse 
crevmes and crown of pure white snow, the blackness of the cliffs, 
and the green banks of the Alpine brook, running smoothly beaide the 
long glacier of the ralley, formed a scene of great beauty and grandeur. 
Our good Indian William was waiting for us with his pony at the small 
tent, and soon me were back at our large tent by the shore of lovely 
Lake Louise. 

The Mitre, as subsequently named by us. 
VOL. XYII1.-NO. CXXXII. I 



My friend being now anxious to move on to the Selkirke, and not 
caring to renew the attack upon the white ridge,* we finally com- 
promised by planning an exploration of Mount Temple. Our Indian 
William, being otherwise employed, thought his cousin Enoch Wildman 
would agree to go; and to see Enoch I vieited their teepea, E. of 
Laggan, by the side of the swift Bow. After a host of savage dogs 
had been called off I was introduced to Enoch, a fine L u p  Stoney, 
who looked twice his age, which was but nineteen yeara He agreed 
to appear next day at the lake with a pony.? 

Mount Temple, the highest mountain seen along the line-and, in 
my opinion, slightly higher than Mount Lefroy-towere, an I have 
said, in vertical walls S.E. of Laggan, an immense glacial platean 
above sweeping down fmm the summit, a full 7,000 ft. above the 
shining Bow. The we& and north sides, with the possible exception of 
a remarkable couloir, narrow and very steep, from 2,000 R. to 3,000R 
high, offered abnolutely no poesibilitiee of ascent. 

T o  explore the eastern face we followed from Laggan the eon& bank 
of the winding Bow, gradually turning southward and upward as the 
great maps of Mount Temple drew nearer and nearer on the right. 
Much of the forest was still green, and, though i t  kept UE busy to clear 
a path for the pony and blaze our route, it  was delightfully cool, and 
the air waa f r d  and sweet. 

A fierce thunderatom delayed ns on the open, above the timber 
line, which we weathered crouching beneath our tent, while the dark 
sky wm lit with blinding flaahes and the mountain-aide aeemed to shake 
with the deafening peals whoee echoes played a chromatic scale in bam 
from cliff to cliff. But a t  length i t  was clear again, and we continued 
around the rough eaet slopes, searching for Bome brook whereby to 
camp, for it waa growing late. As none appeared, and the way beyond 
led over slopes of broken rock, impaeeeble for the pony, the others 
counselled camping by a bank of anow above, which would f u r n i  
water. As I have an aversion to melted mow, for no hygienic reaaona, 
but becauae it generally taetes of smoke, I continued on some distance, 
and was delighted to discover, behind high piles of large bloche, un- 
suspected until actually seen, a circular basin at the very base of the 
vertical cliffs of Mount Temple, wherein was a ma l l  lake whom banka 
were very steep and lined with heather and scattered tamarack& The 
others soon came up, and, fastening the pony in a grassy glade above, 
we set up the tent on tbe steep bank, at the water's edge. Fortunately 
the lake waa ahallow, and allowed us to build a foot-board or emall 

* Mount Green. 
t.These Indians, Gtoneye from the Iforley Reservation, were on a nunmeis 

outlng. They narrated to  me stories of famous hunters among them who 
had rescued themselves from broken crevasses by cutting their way up the 
sides with their hunting knives. Considering also that i t  is to  them we owe 
the beautiful trails that  follow the rivers or cross the divides of the Rockies. 
we may well believe that if trained they would show a capability of truly 
Swiss development in the higher artu of climbing. I t  is, howecer, tme tha t  
the Stoney is intensely domestic, and on his hunting trips generally takes, if 
po~sible, hie entire family, without which he is liable to home-sickness. 
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wharf of stones and logs, which kept us from sliding into the water. 
It was a very cold  pot, the playground of fierce gusts which scattered 
in spray a waterfall from the clifFs above, hurling the water in all 
directions, so that but little reached the lake, and sometimes even 
tossing it upward and supporting it for some little time. The surface 
of the lake, dotted with floating msaeee of congealed mow from a large 
bank at its head, waa never still, and yet in the morning the margin 
was lined with ice. Enoch declared it was too cold, and he must 
return to Laggan for more blankets. He was allowed to depart with 
the promise to return in two days. Next morning encircling the 
E. base of the cliffe 1 came upon a gorge, the steep walls rieirig 
4,000 ft. above, crowned by ~innacles between which sparkled the 
wmmit cornices. The view eatward was over the broad valley below, 
with ita chain of tiny lakes and winding stream, the northern continua- 
tion of what in 1894 I named Wenkchemna, the valley of tan peaks. 
The first of these, Mount Heejee, grew continually grander aa I 
advanced, forming as it does the turning-point for the c m t  at which 
it bends from its most northerly to an easterly direction. Further on 
a clear stream wound through a soft Alpine meadow at the base of a 
large amphitheatre before plunging to the valley below. Thence I 
climbed a steep ridge and had an uninterrupted view of the valley 
opening eastward, containing two beautiful lake8 at the foot of the 
crest, whose stream flows into the Wenkchemna creek at the N. end 
of Mount Heejee. After deciding to try Mount Temple next day by a 
long ar6te beyond, I returned along the steep slopes to the lake. 

Starting before daylight next morning, we had reached a height of 
about 10,000 ft. upon this ridge when we encountered a stratification 
of steep hard rocks, which, though not impossible, we preferred to turn 
in flank by some gully if we could contrive to do so. In the hope of 
finding some such means of ascent we started to the left, around the 
corner, following the ledge, which soon became narrow, sloping, and 
covered with unstable rock. On one aide were the literally overhang- 
ing walls of Itfount Temple, while on the other was a sheer descent of 
2,000 ft. to a magnificent snowy valley, in which two lakes appeared, 
st i l l  filled with floating b!ocks of blue winter's ice. The region to the 
S., with mountains wonderfully sharp and of great height, and quite 
nnlocated upon Dr. Dawaon's Reconnaissance Map, and with .which I 
have since become well acquainted, was still an unnamed, unmapped, 
untrodden fairy land, a bewildering and seemjngly endlees range 
of rocky peaks and shining glaciers. 1 can still recall the thrill from 
the splendours of this then ideal scene, for while a sense of the individual 
grandeur of these gianta of the crest has grown and deepened with 
intimacy, yet this has been gained at the expense of that more subtle 
and nai've enchantment-a mingled bewilderment and delight. My 
photographs have since told rue that our view embraced about 150' 
along the watershed from Mount Lefroy on tbe W. to Mount Heejee 
on the E. The overhanging cliffs a t  either extremity of our ledge 
formed a striking margin. 
, Although a steep gully was discovered, leading upward, yet the icy 
condition of its rocks, and the possibly fatal resulta of a s l ~ p  forbade 

I 2  
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the undertaking. I t  was growing bitterly cold, and a storm of wind 
and snow, which had been hitherto confined to the h i ~ h e r  portions of 
the mountain, began to fill the air with driving snow-flakes. Creep- 
ing back along the ledge to the arste, we hastened to lower and warmer 
regions. 

Our last climb a t  Lake Louise was Goat Mountain, E. oE the lake, 
which we made by ascending a n  avalanche-slide from the lake shore, 
skirting the cliffs, and making the summit from a rocky 'saddle' 
further E. Of the superb panorama from this peak I shall speak at  
another time.. 

The  first ascent which I made in the Selkirks, whither we now de- 
parted, was that of Eagle Peak. This rocky peak, upon the Selkirk 
watershed, is the second N. of Mount Sir Donald, than which it  is 
about 1,000 ft. lower, or 9,600 ft. above the sea, and it rises 
immediately N. of Glacier House. I had always supposed that 
M. Huber had m e n d e d  it  in his pioneering of Sioant Sir Donald, 
but learned from Mr. Perley that his ' Eagle Peak ' was to the right, 
or S., the first to the N. of Mount Sir Donald. Mr. Perley auured 
me that it was unascended, and, au the view from the summit promised 
to be fine, W. and I set out one morning to attempt it. 

The easiest way of reaching the W. base of the peak was, of course, 
by following the wail to Mount Avalanche. I was not attracted by 
any part of the W. face for climbing purposes, nor, indeed, by the 
northern or the lower portions of the west arere, and eo had planned to 
try the S.W. portions-that is, S. of the west arete-which were 
quite invisible from Glacier Houee. 

To reach this we followed the path which leads to the great glacier, 
to the puint where an avalanche has spread confusion in the valley, 
and, crossing the Ille-cille-waet on a long log, we tiwended the S. 
~ i d e  of that torrent,, which descended the gorge above from the glacier 
basin S.W. of Eagle Peak. The  timber was rough and the slope 
steep. Amending, now, the broken rocks to the toe of a glacier above, 
we gained the ~~teepening snow slopes on the S.W. side of our  
peak a t  the left margin of this glacier, and over a more or 1- mixed 
faca climbed to the western arcte, which we made at  a point some 
400 ft. below the summit. There was a steep snow gully further 
to our right, alm leading u p  to the arete. The  rest of the distance 
was a pleaant scramble, and soon we were upon the summit. 

Eastward, like some phantom range, mnle fair creature of tile ima- 
gination, soared through banks of cloud the distant Rockies, aa from 

- 

* From this point we witnessed an interesting phenomenon. The N. 
side of Bow Valley was being swept by a forest fire, and the smoke, collect- 
ing, wan ascending in a broad dark column to a heigl~t about twice that of 
3Iou11t Temple, where the state of the atmosphere prodr~ced a condensation 
of moisture, and its top was covered with a vast cap of silvery white oloud- 
the whole a colossal toadstool, with snowy cap and jet black stem, 16,000 ft.  
tall l It  retained its general form, with slight modifications, for nearly a 
whole (lay. The appearance of these fire3 at night was grand in the extreme, 
as the great bed of flame, licking the hill-sides across the valley, twisted from 
grove to grove to the very base IJE the cliffs. We were for a time quite dis- 
turhed lest it should cross the Uo\v and invade the Lake Louise region 
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the summit of the Dom at Randa stretch the countless summits of the 
Oberland. Nor iu the view northward, beyond Mount Avalanche, of 
the transverse Hermit range, along the gleaming crest and far beyond, 
less inspiring in its endless Slpine variety than the as,pect from that 
aame point in Switzerland of the sweeping glaciers of that snowy chain 
beyond the Tiischhorn. But if there we see a distant Matterhorn below 
us, here the great pyramid of Mount Sir Donald almost casta ita shadow 
upon ue. Instead of a sharp Weisshorn we have a c~~rv ing  glacier-clad 
Mount Bonney, while beyond the vast Ille-cille-waet ndvk and Asulkan 
Paas the distant Dawson group, so graceful, so beautiful, add a magic 
finish to this incomparable view. I cannot better describe the valley 
of the Ille-cille-waet, between Mount Bonney and the bold Mount 
Cheope, than to liken it to the valley of the Visp, as from the summit 
of the Matterhorn I have seen it lying dark between the Weisehorn 
and the Dom. Surely the similarity of such scenes in beauty and 
genuine Alpine characteristics is independent of paltry height above 
the am. 

The aun was already low when we started down, for we had 
lingered too long in admiration ot' the superb panorama. After 
g l i d i n g  down the snow slopes and reaching the basin the light 
had nearly failed, and, knowing that in the thick timber it would be 
already dark, we had the alternative of either descending the bed of 
the stream or staying where we were. The thought of anxious 
friends at Glacier House turned the scale, and we started down the 
gorge. 

I should not care to repeat in daylight the descent of this stream. 
The approach of darknew kept pace with the increasing steepnesa and 
chaotic condition of the banks. For over three hours we rolled, slid, 
crawled, fell-anything but climbed--down that frightful place, 
soaked by constant hlle into the stream below, bruised and cut with 
the h r p  rocke, or making progress by c!inging to alder boughe, 
suspended over uncertain depths of black~~era On one occasion 
hearing calls from W., I found him hanging head downward, with 
feet caught in an alder tangle, and doubly unahle, from his heavy 
camera, which he was carrying over his back, to extricate himself. 
How our cameras escaped being entirely demolished I cannot under- 
stand. Later on W. returned the compliment when, having reached 
the logs piled high in the valley, I dipped from one upon which I was 
walking in blind faith, and should be still wedged in that deep dark 
hole but for his friendly assistance. Finally, we found a log by which 
we cautiously crowd the Ille-cille-waet, a vast white, roaring, surging 
abyss below, and reached Glacier House at about 11 P.M. Our excur- 
eion had taken 12 hours. 

Our next peak was Cheops, the rocky pyramid at the W. end of 
the Hermit range, acrovl the Ille-cille-waet valley from Mount 
Bonney. We went down to the Loop, crossed the river on the long 
trestle, and struck diagonally upward from the first snow ehed 
through the heavy underbrush and fallen timber of Mount Cheops'e 
lower S.W. slopes. This was the dry side oE the mountain, 
and ere we reached a ~t ream on the W. side we had reason to see 
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that a water-bottle should be taken on this climb. Upon reaching this 
stream we bore to the left, or W., continually, and meeting the W. 
ar6te of Cheops, where a remarknble snow cornice* curved over to the 
N., ascended the ridge to the summit. 

The E. face of Cheope, as indeed the E. and S.E. faces of 
the entire Hermit range, carria snow and glaciers. The panorama 
is very fine, although, being a leee elevated point, it is less exten- 
sive than that from Eagle Peak. Eastward lay Rogers Pass, with 
the great rock peaks the Hermit and Mount Jiacdonald on either 
side; from the latter southward the watershed peak$ Mount 
Avalanche and Eagle Peak, Uto Peak and Sir Donald, the Ille-cille- 
waet nkvi and Asulkan Pass ; Mount Bonney across the valley to the 
S., with ita beautiful glaciers and difficult N. face, upon which 
Mr. Green made his brilliant ascent ; Rose Peak and the broad Ille- 
cille-waet valley to the weatward, while the region W.N.W. and 
N.W. of Cheop waa most attractive. Of ita peaks and valleys none 
are named or mapped. They constitute, of course, a portion of the 
'West Slope' of the Selkirks, the watershed being further E., and, 
though lower than Mount Bonney and Sir Donald or the Dawson 
group, they are rock peaks of strange finteatic ahapes, whose snow- 
fields, very numerous and of all sizes, give a decidedly novel and 
unusual aspect to this group, which is worthy of the best efforts of a 
climber and explorer. The entire trip occupied 84 hours from Glacier 
Houee. 

I finiehed the season with an e x e t i o n  to Mount Fox. My friends 
N. and T. turned up unexpectedly at  Glacier Houae, and, as they were 
ready for anything, I suggested an excursion across the Asulkan Pass 
to the Dawson group. 

Who can adequately praibe the mingled beauties of a Selkirk 
woodland trail, an by foaming torrents or quiet watem it winds 
through the tall foreet, whose arching boughs and tangles of vine and 
creeper siR the quivering sunbeame and freeco with swaying shadows 
the banks of cool deep mom, or the beds of fern, waiat high, tmd 
cast a spell more subtle than moonlight over their moiat and fiagMnt 
luxuriance ? Surely even the memoriea of more exalted experiencaa, 
the rocky cliffs or snowy create of a frozen upper world-an Alpine 
sea-would be at bent but h a d  and incomplete without thew added 
charms. Not even the toil of our heavy packs could blind us to 
such delighta, nor to those of the gay pastures, aa amid widening 
vietae of peaks and waterfalls we climbed the paw upon its eaatem 
side, crossed its crevassed n6v8, and camped in aome prospector's 
demolished hut upon a shelf in that exceedingly eteep slope above the 
Geikie Glacier, where Mr. Green had to excavate hia bivouac with 
ice axes. 

N. has so delightfully described our ascent of Mount Fox, which 
we made next morning, in a '9.1 No. of ' Appalachia,' that I should be 
rash to attempt to improve upon it. This ~uperb  Dawson group has 
been too often praised to require any further recommendations. The 

- - 
* Showing a strange facial profile. 
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surprising part of i t  is that its amazing Alpine grandeur should 
attract so few mountaineers from year to year. 

We made the peak, as suggested by Mr. Green, from the top of the 
Dawvon Glacier, turning the sharp west end of the shoulder ' by the 
snow dopa  and gullies on the south side, and coming up upon the 
long west ar6te at a higher point. The view S. along the water- 
shed, with ita countless unexplored peaks and ridges, the long white 
face of Nount Purity, so like that of the Konigspitze from the summit 
of the Ortler, and seen across the interesting Dawson Pass, crowd 
by N. Huber, to eay nothing of the Ille-cille-waet nCv6 and the 
huge form of Mount Sir Donald-all this wonderful panorama 
makes Mount Fox a point which must eventually be famous among 
climbers. - - - ~  - . -- .. 

Not the leest of the glories of this ecene was the vertical, rugged, 
icy north face of Mount Dawson, highest of the group, across the 
narrow ice-filled valley which echoes the crash of its tons of falling 
rock. 

The 2,000 ft. of steep dope from the Geikie Glacier to the cabin 
was made in a pouring rain, in twilight, and finally in total darkness. 
We determined the height of the peak as baing l(i,200 ft. above the 
sea. Ours was the second wen t ,  the first having been, as I under- 
stand, made from the Ille-cille-waet nCvC. 

I hesitate to include a 'crevasse incident' which recurs, perhaps too 
vividly, to my memory. I t  occurred as we were returning next day 
over the bu lkan  n8vd. The warm sun had obliterated our tracks, 
and save for occssional evidences of our route the latter had to be again 
evolved. I had crossed in safety a long, bridged, transverse crevasse, 
but on reaching the other side a larger one was Been a few feet beyond, 
aa evidenced by a wide deprension and by probing. I t  became neces- 
xary to make a right angle along the n6v6-capped ice-rib whereon I 
stood, carefully feeling for intercepting crevasses. The one in the rear 
widened in this direction, and as our party waa but three in number, 
with conventional length of rope, the others had to come over to the 
'rib ' before I had gone far. In feeling for a bridge to cross the wide 
crevasse to my right, ita edge, upon which I stood, though having felt 
esfe to the probe, gave way. It did not yield vertically, however, but 
diagonally, towards the crevasse. I was fortunately able by a back- 
ward epring to sustain myself on back and elbows, my feet hanging 
in space. When I wriggled upon the rib again I could not help 
admiring the exquisite variety of colour of that small round aperture, 
from the dazzling whiteness of the snow through all the gradations 
of bluea into subterranean darkness. Further on we succeeded in 
finding a bridge. The affiir called up at the time the whole question 
of the relation, in such critical positions, of ' team work' to indi- 
vidual responsibility, and of the necessity on such occasions, par- 
ticularly for the one who is leading on a crevassed plateau, of 
supplementing by a personal alertness that 'aid and comfort' from 
companions which from their own inopportune positions they may 
be totally unable to render. The same thing was first impressed 
upon my mind by a similar situation in a descent from the 



Weisakugel by the Hintereis Glacier behind Josef Syectenhauaer, 
when by a forward spring he arrested himself upon the further edge 
of a broken crevseee.* 

I n  the summer of 1894, npon arriving a t  Lageen (Thursday, 
J u l y  26), I w~le met with the account of what might have been a htd 
accident to one of my friends who had preceded me. A party of three 
had made an attempt to ascend hfount Lefroy by the coi~loir upon its 
N.W. buttreas. As I understand it, they had exchanged the couloir, 
which was growing uncomfortably steep, for the adjacent ledgea. Here 
the centre mall had in some way dislodged a large boulder, which bowled 
over the end man to a ledge some feet below, injuring a hip muecle and 
rendering him quite helpless. H e  was wit11 difficulty lowered from ledge 
to ledge, and finally down the couloir to the glacier, whence a t  a later 
hour he waa removed to the chalet, and waa still upon crutches when I 
arrived.? 

Our first w e n t  was a small peak W. of Lake Louiae, a uaeful 
surveying point, which we named Mount Piran. A cornfortable.new 
chalet had been erected on the site of the old one, burned in 1893. 

T h e  day following (Saturday), the valley to the W. waa explored, 
whow stream had been observed to flow from a little lake a t  tbe 
western foot of Mount Piran. W e  skirted the N. base of the ' Little 
Beehive,' where the forest struggles for supremacy with quartzite cliffs 
and ledgea, clothed with moss and atunted pine. After 2 hra. of slow 
progress, during which we were continually forced to descend, we 
emerged about noon upon a sloping meadow fringed with painters' 
bruah. A mow-bank above furninhed us with a drink, and, hurrying 
on through thick foreet, we a t  length came upon our desired stream in 
a little hollow hung with mom and ferns, with two gmceEul waterfalls 
behind. W e  followed its eastern bank, clinging to roots and boughs 
and mom, for the stream was a succession of waterfalls, and we gave it 
the Indian name of Minewakun, or cascade. 

In  about an hour we stood upon the bank of Lnke Minewakun, 
- - - - - . - - - - - - . . - ~ 

* I desire to call attention to an interesting account in the Dqrartr~cent of 
tL I?ttrriw Annilnl Rrpvrt for 1892, p. 70, by W, H. Drew-ry, D.L.X., of 
certain explorations in the Selkirk Range 9. and W. of the region mu- 
veyed by Mr. Green, which may be of assistance to climbers and explorers of 
the Southern Selkirks. The same volume also oontains an article and sketch- 
map, by Messrs. Drewry and MacArthur, of portions of the Rocky Mountains, 
to which reference will be made elsewhere. 

t As Nr. Wilcox barely mentions the accident in an article upon Lake 
Louise in t,he (~sographwal Jnumal for February, I desire, ns historian of the 
mountaineering anpecte of the affair, to state that the highest praise is doe to 
all concerned-to himself and to hIr. Hendenron for their skill, to Mr. Frissell 
for his pluck. The combined efforts of the two held F. when the tug came, 
and probably prevented the necessity of recording the first fatality in the 
annals of Canadian mountaineering. If it  was W. wllo retraced the entire 
distance to the chalet for assistnnce, it  was H. who spread his coat npon the 
Green glacier for F. to lie upon, ancl remained with h in~  through the cold 
night until the assistance came. We note with pleasure a skilful emergence 
from such crises, which are fortunately rare, but ocr.nsionnlly unavoidable, 
and with admiration the exhibition of true sportsmirnship to which they 
conduce. 
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about the size. of Lake Agnea, and lying between Mount Piran and 
Mount Niblock, whose great columna~. summit 2,000 R. above was re- 
flected in ita surface of transparent green. I t  was just at timber-line, 
6,900 ft. above the eea. Behind us lay the broad Bow Valley, with its 
winding river. 

After a halt for bearings and photographs, we followed tho mft, wet 
meadow to the base of the snow-dopes leading up to the pa% to the 
E., at right angles to the valley. This gave us no diaculty, though 
just below the summit of the col a little step cutting wae helpful in 
tile frozen cruet. The height of the Minewakun Pass waa 7,900 ft. 

I t  waa blowing quite a gale on the aummit, so we were glad to hurry 
down the eaay slopa of rock and scree to the valley of Lake Agnes, 
and thence by the trail to Lake Louise. 

Spending Sunday aa a day of rest, four of us started on Monday to 
explore the eastern tributary of the great glacier S. of Lake Louiae. 
This latter glacier I have called upon my map by the name of the 
great peak from whose base it flowe, and the naming of which I shall 
diwum at eotne length in another place. 

The erratern tributary glaaier which we planned to explore occupies 
a narrow valley between the enormous wall of Mount Lefioy on the S., 
from whose hanging glacier 3,000 R. above drop frequent avalanchee, 
and the steep cliffs of Hazel Peak on the N. From the ridge at the 
head of this valley connecting tllerre two peaks mae a sharp aiguille, 
which we named tho Mitre. To either shoulder led steep couloirs, 
the southern one inaccessible, filled with ice-falls and continuoue 
schrunda, aud the left or northern one broader, and forming the main 
nCvC of the Mitre Glacier. It contained several long but not con- 
tinuous crevaaeee, and wae less steep than the other. As it waa ntill 
early in the day, we determined to ascend this pssa 

There was a brief delay on the lower dopea caused by the third 
man breaking through the crust of a crevasse, which the eoundinge 
had failed to indicate. Proceeding upward, we c r n d  the h t  
echrund, which was nicely bridged. The second neceeeitated a long 
dbtour, and, owing to the presence of emaller intermediate crevasses, 
it was necessary to hug the lower lip ot' the schrund, whose leaning 
wall we could at times touch with our hands. Here, with the ~ teep  
cxevaeaed slope to the left and the gaping schrund to the right, could 

-be klt  the exhilaration that comes tiom genuine climbing. Judging, 
however, from the running commente of my friend in the rear, lately 
pulled from the crevaaae, it was not for him unalloyed blisa. 

After the bridge wae crossed the dope steepened, and frequent step- 
cutting wtu, neceaeary. Our progress was slow, as every ntep was 
made large to ensure safety on our return. This continuous chopping 
~ a a  rather wearing on one not yet in training, and my back and arms 
seemed to lose all feeling and to work almost automatically. Never 
did any rest seem more delioious than our half-hour on a rock upon 
the left, to which we ascended diagonally, and partook of lunch ; nor 
wae ever avalanche grander or more impressive than the one which at 
this time we eaw, dashing like a vast shining cataract from the summit 
glacier of Mount Lefroy, and eprmding in spray aa it darted from the f l  
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dazzling splendours of the upper peak into the shadows of the Mitre 
valley. 

The remainder of the ascent to the w l  was leas steep, and the mow 
was good. Aa we stepped upon the narrow ridge 9,000 i t .  above the 
sea, the view beyond was indeed beautiful, which, by the Indian 
equivalent, Wastach, I entitled it. From our feet descended a steep 
snow couloir between the clSs of Hazel Peak and the Mitre, which 
formed the frame for a picture of a broad valley two miles in width, 
coloured with the varying greens of forest and meadow, drained by 
a sinuous river, and bounded upon the opposite side by a range of 
sharp dolomitic peaka bearing mow and glacier in the depreeeions, and 
a fine snow pass beyond which other summita roe. The afternoon 
sun lit up the soens with brilliant light, and as we turned to nurvey 
the valley whence we had come, already darkened with lengthening 
shadowe from the gloomy walls, ite ice and rock and mow relieved by 
no contrast of vegetation, doubtlean the aesthetic suggestions of the two 
prospects made us the more loth to incur the danger of a deacent 
down the slopes of ice and nbvb, and more willing, even at the rhk of 
being benighted, to deaoend into thin attraotive valley. 

The mow in the gully waa good, and we started to g l i d e .  As 
two of the party were entirely unfamiliar with thin method of deacent, 
we again roped. I waa the laet man. I had used the rope glissade 
with great advantage on former occasions, but a moderate and uniform 
rate is absolutely neceeaary. The pace set hy our friend in the van 
might have answered very well for an individual, but was a little 
too rapid for the party aa a whole, the amusing consequence being 
that we a11 exchanged the standing for the recumbent position. 
Being furthest removed from the centre of force, I wan fortunately 
enabled, on this occasion, to add to my experiences that of the nature 
of the diverse strains and tenaions acting upon a particle at the end of 
a whip when it is whirled and snapped, and I regret that approaching 
dusk prevented more than a cursory study of my tracks in the anow. 

Descending finally the rock ledges and dopes of scrubby spruce to 
the stream below, we diecovered that this flowed from the weet end 
of a magnificent semicircular glacier which I called the Half-moon 
Glacier. It lies at the base of the bounding range at the head of the 
Wastach Valley, and is the product of the avalanches which sweep the 
steep ice couloirs, or fall from the eastern aide of Mount Lefroy. 
Lower down the stream united with another branch flowing from the 
eaatern horn of this glacial crescent. 

We followed the stream down a great netural shircaae of quartzite 
blocks between walls of green and beneath a dome of blue. Behind 
us to the S. towered the great rock peak which I have named 
Hungabee or the Chieftain. At its feet, high above the foreat trees, 
hone the great blue glacier. 

Bfter joining the other stream, the Wastach River lek ita stately, 
almost artificial, pleasure-ground to fight i h  way through debris and 
thick foresta to the Bow River. When the going became rough, G., 
one of my friends, began to show signs of lameness. The others, who 
gained upon ue, left a note attached to a stake, announcing their direc- 
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tion-an ascent of aeveral hundred feet through foreat to skirt the cliffs 
of Goat Mountain. Such an w e n t  was for my friend impossible, and 
we were benighted in a wretched place upon a steep bank strewn with 
fallen timber. Sleep was imposeible, and a amall fire only partially 
relieved the chill of the night wind that swept down the valley. My 
poor friend waa soon unable to move his limbe, and I waa obliged to 
turn him as upon a pivot, with his feet for a fulcrum, whenever he 
desired a change of poetore. After an exhaustive review of our 
eventful day, and a lamentable failure to get up a philosophical dis- 
cuegion (for G. is above all things a philosopher), we awaited the dawn 
in silent mieery. 

Carefully extinguishing the fire at daybreak, we left the river and 
kept a straight line through the rough timber for eix miles to Laggan. 
Though, as he afterwards confewed, it caused- him great suffering, G. 
gave a superb exhibition of pluck, refusing all assistance, and main- 
taining a steady pace. Both of ua were affected with sore eyes from 
sleepleemess and the smoke of the fire. 

Thurada and Friday were rainy, but on Saturdny, August 4, two 
of ua 1eA l?ake Louise with camping outfit and provisions to establish 
a camp in Wastach Valley,aa near as possible to the foot of Mount 
Temple, which forms the northern extremity of the range upon the 
eastern side of this valley. This peak, upon which I had been un- 
successful the preceding summer in an attempt upon ite eastern hce, 
waa evidently impoesible from the N. and W., and the only hope 
was from the S.E. or S.W., which I planned to reconnoitre. Leaving 
one Indian and pony to bring some provisions then being prepared, H. 
and I started eaatward through the !or& from the Louise stream. 

Keeping as nearly ae possible the elevation of 6,500 ft., we followed 
a line of m d e a g h s  or peat swamps, which lay at this level, and 
afforded much better going than the dense forest. We ate our lunch 
upon reaching the Wantach River, not far from the smne of my uncom- 
fortable bivouac three days before. From this point the view up the 
valley waa superb, pet gloomy. Ahead, to the S., stood the h q ,  sharp 
peak, guarding the entrance, which we named Mount Sheol, with Hazel 
Peak and Goat Mountain to the right. To the E., Mount Temple shut 
in the valley, with its fesrful cliffs and shining cap of ice. The pony 
grazing contentedly in the long grass, the river gliding quietly l~etween 
low bank4 aa if renting from it8 recent conflict in the defile between 
Mounte Temple and Sheol before it should take its final plunge to the 
Bow Valley, and the Indian in his picturesque garb of skins, together 
with suitable additions of forest, cloud and sky, completed this charac- 
teriatic ecene. 

Where the stream was crowded between Mounts Temple and Sheol 
the W. bank became almost impamable from tirllen timber and dense 
underbrush. The l o p  were piled high above our heads in m y  
places, and long dCtours were necessary. In a later trip we discovered ' 
the eastern bank to be much better. 

Just below the junction of the streams we forded the river, and 
camped in a heather meadow. The other Indian joined ua soon, and 
we set up the tent upon the ice-axes, with the roof low for additional 
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warmth. We were quite close to the western wall of Mount Temple, 
and could watch the inding colounr p over ita glistening cap till night 
called us to rest and sleep. 

Deserted next morning by the fickle Indians, we proceeded up the 
left or eaetern branch of the Wastach River, each leading a horse. The 
packs gave us great trouble, and on one occaeion a home rolled 30 ft 
down a bank, and narrowly escaped a plunge into the torrent. 

In  about 2 hra  we established our permanent camp on the edge of 
a swampy meadow, just below the paan connecting Mount Temple with 
the next peak to the S., which we called the Sentinel, and the pa= 
Sentinel Paas. Thue we had a full view of the whole S.W. side of 
Mount Temple, and it was far from attractive. Slopes of broken rock 
led up to the base of gigantic cliffs, mrried with numerous unattrao 
tive guliiea To the N. of Sentinel Pam roae a perpendicular cliff 
or 'step,' and above this another, and, could the top of this second 
etep by any means be reached, nn easy slope of rock led to the 
summit. 

South of the Sentinel was a sharp peak, which we called the Ctrthe- 
dral, and then came the broad snow pase we had eeen from Mitre Col. 
This p, which we crowd on the following day, we named from the 
valley-Wastach-since it was the main entrance to the next valley to 
the E. Then came the EIungabee circular range, bounding the valley 
to the S., with the Half-moon Glacier at ita i'eet ; then to the S.W. 
the walls of Mount Lefroy capped with ice, and the cliffs of the Mitre 
and Hazel Peak shutting in the valley on the W. The Mitre Pam 
was only partially visible. Such wm the panorama as seen from tile 
river bank, 100 yards from our tent; the altitude was G,YOO ft. above 
the w. 

Ascending the Sentinel Para next morning, we were etruck with the 
g l a d  appearance of the Sentinel. A vaat dome of rock, it bears upon 
its lower slopes great ice-fields, whence rise in solitary grandeur alender 
columns or pinnacles several hundred feet in height. We travereed 
the lower enow-slopes of the Sentinel Pass, which were succeeded by 
a short ice-dope, and this in turn by a most dangerous dope of un- 
stable rock, every step upon which caused a prodigious slipping all 
around us, and threatened to dielodge great boulders above. There 
was no secure handhold, and the weight had to be carefully distri- 
buted upon all four members. From the top, which we finally reached, 
8,950 ft. above the sea, two small green lakes* were visible just beneath 
US, fed by the enow-fields on this side of the 1,ass. These I named 
Minneatimma, or sleeping water. The valley bcyond was the one into 
which I had looked iiom Mount Temple in the summer of 1898. I 
afterwards saw that it was bounded on the E. by a superb range of 
ten sharp peaks, to which I applied the Indian numerals from one to 
ten. Upon descending the pass I saw a t  the base of No. 1 Mount 
Heejee a grand and gloomy iake, reflecting in it8 dark surface the 
walls and hanging glaciers of Mount Heejee. This lake, which I 

* Those seen in 18!)3 from our highest point on Mount Temple, but now 
free from floating ice, because it was later in t h e  season. 
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named Heejee, I had photographed the previous summer from near our  
camp a t  the baae of Mount Temple. I t  is about three-quarters of a 
mile in length, and. like the other peaks and lakes of this region, 
hitherto unmapped.* 

The summit glaciers of Mount Heejee are the most extensive of 
the kind I have seen in this region. The summit of the mountnin 
consiata of a long ridge rising from a great plateau of glacier and 
nlvk. This ridge runs about N. and S., and its appearance from 
the W. is not unlike that of the northern face of Mount Dawson i n  
the Selkirka Mount Heejee should be one of the chief attractions t o  
future climbers on the watershed. Its height is about the =me a i ~  
Mount Temple-perhaps slightly less, though, indeed, a co~siderable  
number of these watershed giants have yet to be assigned their rela- 
tive positions as to altitude. There uhould certainly not be a 
difference of many feet between Mounts Temple and Heejee, Lefroy, 
Neptuak, Hungabee, Ringrose, Green, Huber, Biddle, k c .  

The above-mentioned range of ten peaks lying upon the actual 
watershed runs S. and W. from Mount Heejee. Between the peaks 
are slender precipitous couloirs of ice, the largest of which is upon 
No. 8, Saknowr, curving in its descent like a bended bow set on end, 
and having f, vertical height of over 4,000 ft. None of the couloirs 
upon this western side are suitable to ascend. 

Mount Neptuak, the ninth peak, as  sub~equently seen from the 
Wenkchemna Psss, from the E. side of which i t  riees, strongly 
mgge~ta the Matterhorn, and is about 1,000 ft. higher than Mount 
Sir Donald in the Selkirke. At the base of the range runs a glacier, 
largely hidden by debris, with large lateral moraine. 

I have described this Wenkchemna range (named, like the valley 
and river and paaa a t  ite head, after the tenth peak, Mount Wenkchemna) 
aa a whole, though not all of i t  was visible from the foot of Sentinel 
Paes. Upon looking back a t  the latter from the Minnestimma lakes, 
I obsewed that it  would be poesible, by continuing along the right of 
the a d t e  which ran N. from Sentinel Paes to the top of' Mount 
Temple and below it, to avoid the two perpendicular cliffs or steps 
of hard stratification s e n  in profile from the camp. There was some 
doubt about surmount in^ the level of the aeconll or higher of the two, 
but, could this be pawed, I felt sure that the easy limestone slope on 
the western side could be reached and the summit gained. This, as  i t  
afterwards proved, it  was possible to do. 

Skirting the upper alopes on the western side of Wenkchemna 
Valley, with the Sentinel and Cathedral upon our right, we finally 
reached the level of the valley a t  its head, where two small lakes ap- 

J. J. MacArthur, D.L.S., mentions, ill Ann. Rep. 1)ept. Ivbt., 1882, p. 76, 
having 'remained a week at  I'aggan. and occupied four camera stations, 
taking in the summit range of the Rocki- 5. of Lake Louise and Mount 
Temple.' Two of these were probably Mount Piran and Goat Mountain, upon 
which I found -irns. Mr. Green iiientions, as early as 1889, that Mr. 
blacdrthur was engaged in this vicinity. I am unaware how much of the 
range he coreretl, and it  is to be regretted that the results have never been 
reduced. 
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peared. Thaee, though small, hecome, from the wonderful beauty of 
their surroundings, the peere of any lakes in the Rooky Mountains. 
The whole Wenkchemna range is reflected in their black water, 
though, of course, only a section is men at any one point, since they 
are m small. 

A broad snow-pam led into a valley beyond to the S., between 
Mount Neptuak and Mount Wenkchemna, of which I have already 
spoken as the Wenkchemna Pasa. As it waa too late to think of 
ascending this, we began to climb the steep rock-elope which we 
believed led up to that snowy paaa eeen from Mitre Col, which I 
have already mentioned as Waetach Pass, but which was aa yet un- 
crowd, and by which we hoped to regain the Wastach Valley and 
our tent. 

The aecent proved difficult in places, as the rocke were loose 
and there was lack of handhold. The bed of the stream proved 
much better than the ledpa. When we reached a broad, sloping 
plateau of broken rock, just below the summit, it began to haid, 
and from the summit, 8,700 ft. above the sea, we discerned 
through the driving deet a very steep deecent, unfit for g l k d -  
ing. We descended upon the right aide of the snow-field, where 
the janction of snow and rock formed a miniature gully, less steep 
than the main slope and offering handhold. The elopee below were 
lees ~ p ,  and we were soon traversing a seriea of quartzite plateaux 
to the right. Upon leaving the mow-elopes we unroped, and H., 
carrying the rope, walked in advance. Observing that the easiest 
way of deecent to a plateau of lower level was by a short, eaay dope 
of aoft mow, we were only too glad to use it. The field was com- 
preesed between two buttressee of rock some distance ahead of us, and 
I asked H., who was a little in advance, to test it for us for ice ; but 
he, understanding me to mean crevasses, and seeing none, etepped 
upon i t  without more ado. Instantly his feet ehot from under him, 
and he disappeared over the curving elope, which became suddenly 
steep at this place. The melting of the field above had, of course, 
made thie narrow portion icy. He stopped himself further down, 
where the mow became aoft again, but, ae he dramatically described 
it, with his feet dangling over a bergechrund, and just in the nick of 
time. I did not investigate the bergechrund, aa it took me 15 min. 
to cut eteps down the shining path of his dacent. Not even in his 
pursuit of the Rocky Mountain goat, in which, being a h e  hot ,  he 
was the most successful member of the party, did H. succeed in getting 
into a more exciting situation. 

The others arrived that night from Lske Louiae, but the weather 
continued rrtormy for three days, and it was not until Friday that we 
again crossed the Wastsch Pas, and awnded the mow-fields of the 
Wenkchemna Pass, 8,800 ft. above the eea The retrospect of the 
bleak Wenkchemna Valley behind us and of its rocky peaks increased 
in grandeur as we advanced, particularly Mount Neptuak, E. of the 
col, but it was not until the top was reached that its imposing appear- 
ance and resemblance to the BIatterhorn was m a t  distinctly seen. 
Here is indeed a pnzzle for some climber to solve! I rempined a 
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considerable time on the summit, taking photographs and bearinp. 
The view down the Wenkchemna Valley was very fine, and the 
resemblance to the Matterhorn of Mount Neptuak, E. of the col, hae 
already been noticed. From this pass also I obtained my on1 dintant 
view of Mount Temple from the S., seen over the tops of the athedral 
and the Sentinel. 

d 
H. and F. returned after lunch to the camp, while W. descended to 

the level of the valley beyond to gain information concerning the pasa 
at ita head. He reported a glacier and nCv6 at the head of the valley, 
but could give no definite information about it. As time was peseing 
rapidly, and much remained to be done, I desired to explore this pass 
on the following day, but wes unable to persuade any of the others to 
consider the project, except H., who, in the hope of seeing goata, pro- 
m i d  to join me if mre feet would permit, but next morning he 
deemed it w i a  not to go. The othera were, quite naturally, weary 
of camp fare, and deaired to spend Sunday at Lake Louise. 

Thue, while not relishing the idea of exploring alone, I felt that this 
waa perhaps the only opportunity which might offer of eettling the 
open question about the valleys back of Mount Lefroy. And, indeed, 
this proved to be the case, for the information acquired on this expe- 
dition, combined with that obtained on my expeditions from Hector, 
turniehed the directions and number of the ranges in this vicinity. Nor 
wae there any other chance of making this trip, eince our subquen t  
visit to the Wastach Valley was a ahort one, and occupied solely with 
the ascents of Mount Temple and Hazel Peak. 

Cmesing the W-h and Wenkchemna Passes, I reached the level 
of the rocky, desolate, treeleas valley beyond. This I have called 
Opabin, or rocky. I t  runs nearly E. and W., and the stream which 
flows from its glacier may be, aa I shall suggest later, the head waters 
of the Vermilion River. The deecent from the Wenkchemna Pass into 
the Opabin Valley waa aver broken rock and scree. Immadiately 
below the pass stood a tall limestone pillar, serving rre a good landmark 
where to turn upward on my return ; for from this aide the peaks of 
the watershed are merely a succession of tremendous walh, all looking 
about dike, RO that it would not be difficult to confuse them. 

As I advanced up the snow troughs by the side of the glacier's right 
b r a 1  moraine, it wes necessary to keep a continual look-out for 
' shooting ' gullies in the cliffs which covered the vicinity with debris.. 
At lmt I gained the glacier, and it proved quite free from crevasses. 

It was only 9.30, and the sun'a rays had not yet reached this part of 
the valley, m vast were the walls on either side. The nkvC was, 
therefore, coated with the morning crust, and as the slope was not 
ateep, except near the top, I had no difficulty in reaching the summit 
of Opabin Col at 10 o'clock, 9,000 ft. above the sea. 

Before me I saw a broad valley, destitute of vegetation, and walled 
on either aide by lofty, precipitoux cliffs, the glaciers at the feet of 

The largest rock-fall I saw in the whole region wan upon the wevtern side 
of Mount Neptuak, in the Wenkchemna Valley, near the bottom of tho 
Wenkchemna Pass. 
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which resembled the danhing waves of a stormy sea. From my feet 
downward swept the nkvd, terminating in R fice glacier below, while 
two lakes appeared in the mcky valley, which, for the sake of 
uniforniity, I hnve known a9 the Opabin lakes. 

To  the left of the col rose a gigantic peak, or, more properly, 
a 'peaked ' wall, which bids fair to occupy a prominent place a s  
regards altitude among the other mountains of the r q i o n ,  and when 
regarded from a climber's point of view ia impmmble from the N. 
side, unless it  be possible to climb a wall. This peak, which I 
photographed from the top of Opabin Peak, a bit of stiff rock-work to 
the right of Opabin Col, and 9,400 ft. above the sea, I estimate to be 
ahout 11,700 ft., and I have called it  Mount Biddle, after Mr. A. J. D. 
Biddle, of Philadelphia, an extensive and enthusiastic traveller. 

I could obtain no definite information a t  this time concerning a 
p o b b l e  pass into the Louise Valley, which I had hoped would be in  
evidence. The  peak north of Opabin Peak I have named Mount 
Ringrose, after Mr. A. E. 1,. Itingrow, of London, nn extensive traveller, 
and of great fsmiliarity with the Rockies. I t  is the axia or pivot for 
two subordinate wings or rangw. TO the west of the pass beyond 
the valley above mentioned was a range, topped by two handsome 
glacier-bearing peaks. Though a t  first I applied the names of 
Topham and Schaffer to these, yet, aa being outside my immediate 
field of work, I have preferred to leave them unnamed, and have 
instead applied the names to high mountain# near Mount Aesiniboine 
in the summer of 1895. Through a depression in the ridge to the 
right were seen two great rock peake of about equal height, bne upon 
the watershed and the other connected therewith, being separated from 
the first by a notch or depression. The first of theae I subsequently 
found to be Mount Green, the long white ridge a t  the head of Lake 
Louise, ita precipitous walls on this, its southern i d e ,  containing 
practically no snow nor glacier, so abundant upon the northern h e .  
T h e  second or southern one I have named Mount Huber, after M. 
Emil Huber, of Zdrich, who made the necent of Mount Sir Donald, in 
the Selkirks. 

And here I may as well say a word concerning the Temple-Lefroy 
question, which, no doubt, every visitor to Lake I~ouise has had 
occasion to discuss. Neither the railroad map nor Dr. Dawwn's 
map places Mount Lefroy directly a t  the head of Lake Louiee, but a 
little further to the E., and Mount Temple still further to the E. 
Those who read, in his delightful work, 'Among Selkirk Glncien,' 
Mr. Green's account of his hurried visit to Lake Louise, aud notice the 
cut  of Lake Louise and Mount Lefroy,' are likely to regard the long 
white ridge which formn the background aa being Mount L e h y .  Aa 
a matter of fact, one eeea from the lake, slightly in  the foreground, a 
fine, helmet-shaped peak, upon the left, whoae western arete from the 
N. end of the lake is just seen outlined against the long ridge. Thia I 
had always known as Glacier Peak, the name given it  by Mr. Astley, 
manager of the Louise Chalet, who always maintained that Mount 
Lefroy was the great helmebrrhaped, ice-capped peak so well peen 
from Laggan to the S.E. The final solution of this question I 
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believe to be  as follows :-A photograph in Dr. Dawmn's ' Repart' 
ehows the galera1 range of the Rockies from a ridge N.E. of 

bggan. The  peak in the centre of this, which he cays he himself 
named ' Mount Temple,' ia the ice-capped peak to the S.E. seen 
from Laggan, which I w e n d e d  from Wmtach Valley. The  ' conical ' 
p& further to the right he says is Mount Lefroy. Now, by a close 
examination of the mountains in  the foreground, I have identified 
Goat Mountain and the twin aummita of Hazel Peak b their K peculiar shapes. Immediately back of this rises the peak w ich he  
calls Lefroy. The  appearance of this peak is exactly that of the peak 
moth of Hazel Peak, and indeed, as the picture nhows, i t  can be no 
other. This is the peak which Mr. Astley calls Glacier Peak. I t  is in 
reality Mount Lefroy. I have photographed i t  from the top of Haze1 
Peak and from the great n6v6 plateau on the right and below the long 
white ridge seen from Lake Louise. There ought to be no further 
confusion between Mounte Temple and Lefroy. 

The bearing of this upon the peak Mount Green in as follows :- 
The identification of them two mountains left the long white ridge* 
back of Lake Louise without a name. Several were suggested, but  I 
-- 

* My friend W. D. W., in a contour map of the Louise basin, has further 
complicated the affair by seemingly calling this ridge ' Mount Lefroy,' though 
adopting Dr. Dawson's ' Mount Temple.' The latter peak, others have 
informed me, was to them known, ' in the days before map,' as ' Mount 
Lefroy! Another still, one of the extensive travellers in the Rockies, believes 
that Mount Lefroy ' is across the watershed,. possibly identifying it with my 
' Mount Biddle' or 'Mount Huber ;' whlle, from certain passages in 
Mr. Green's work, which, on the authority of Mr. MacArthur, seem to indicate 
the PewniCion Pass as the way of approach to ita easy eastern side, my 
'Mount Heejee,' or 'Monnt Fay,' or any one of the ' ten peaks' might be 
interred to be Mount Lefroy-a total of fifteen possible 'Mount Lefmys.' 
Mr. Green himself evidently indicates the white ridge S. of the lake as 
' Mount Lefroy,' although, indeed, when he says. ' The great precipice of 
lount  Lefroy stood up in noble h ~ d e u r ;  a glacier meoping round i t r  
foot came right down to the head of the lake,' he could aa easily he regarded 
as referring to the real ' Lefroy ' round the corner-that is, to the left, in the 
foreground. While agreeing with Mr. Green that Mount Lefroy is a t  the 
' head of the lake,' we must remember that the latter gentleman is speaking 
only in general terms, and was at  the time of his brief and stormy visit 
unaware of the narrow Death Trap Talley and Col, which separate those two 
distinct peaks ' at  the head of the lake,' of whose general mass he spoke as 
' Monnt Lefroy.' While not wishing to dogmatise when high authorities seem to 
differ, i t  seems to me that Dr. Dawson's map, being the first general one of 
the chain, and his nomenclature having been doubtless adopted in the light 
of aU available information, should, as in all other cases, be regarded as 
decisive, particularly as one of the peaks in question was given its name by 
him. Since Mr. Green was the first to describe it, it is eminently fitting that 
that white ridge 8. of the lake (and eeparated from Mount Lefroy by the 
narrow Death Trap Valley, and connected with it  by the col of the same 
name) should bear his name, to say nothing of the obligations due to him as 
the 'pioneer' of the Selkirks. The chief reason for the continuance of the 
misunderstanding is the constancy with which Mr. Astley, manager of the 
chalet, in opposition to Dr. Dawson, applies the name of ' Lefroy ' to 'Temple ' 
and of ' Qlacier Peak ' to ' Lefroy.' A ' fixed ' terminology is desirable princi- 
pally to avoid coufuuion. 

VOL. XVIII.-NO. CXXXII. K 
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have known it  as Mount Green, in  honour of the one to whom we are 
indebted for introducing ue to the Selkirks. And the twin peak to 
the S. I mentioned on the other side of the watershed, separated 
from Mount Green by a notch or  depreaeion, I have, as mentioned 
above, called Mount Huber after M. Emil Huber, of Ziirich, who 
succeeded in climbing Mount Sir Donald at  Glacier. The  heights of 
Mounts Green and Huber I estimate at  11,700 ft. 

I photographed the surroundingn, descended tbtt peak, ndvb, and 
glacier leisurely, and waq travelling nlong one of the snow-gullies by 
the old moraine. On reaching the top ot'a rise of rock, I looked down 
upon a herd of eleven goats lying or standing upon the wow not 20 ft. 
away. They did not remain long, but  the narrative made H. wish 
he had wen them. 

I watched the goats as they climhed the snow-elopes, waiting their 
turn to get upon the cliffa, and making ample allowance for &nee 
dislodged by their brethren, until the last had disappeared over the 
Wenkchemna P m .  Then I began to ascend slowly, as  the sun was 
hot, and there WRR no water upon this side of the pa=. I had oom- 
pleted about three-fourths of the ascent, and was resting among some 
l n p e  bouldern, when, attracted hy fall in^ stonen, I espied two yellow 
objects circling the ledgee to Iny left. M y  glass revealed two silver- 
tip bear*, who, scenting me, stopped to inventigate. I did not move, 
and, finally, perhaps alarmed, they turned around and were soon out 
of sight around the corner.' I then lost no time in crossing the 
Wenkchemna and Wantach Passes to the tent, and next day (Sunday, 
Augunt 12)  returned to Lake Louine. 

nfonday we ascended Mount Piran, and on Tuesday F., W., and I 
made an expedition u p  the Bath Creek. This stream flows from the 
N.W. into the Bow River, from that large glacier with the fan-shaped 
ice-fall seen in  the distance from h g g a n .  This  glacier is upon one 
of the Waputtehk group of nlountains, which are an yet unexplored 
in detail. My ohject was merely to inve~tignte the group from one of 
the nearer peaks. 

W e  were taken up as far as the Bath Creek on a hand-car, which 
was to meet us  at six in the afternoon, and followed an old logging 
trail for a mile or so, and when it failed we took to t,he river flats 
and then to the thick timber. Ahout 4 lnilcs above the railway 
the streani forked, and following the right branch me then aacended 
for an hour through the thick forest. Emerging thence, we climbed 
slope8 of sharp broken limestone, requiring the use of gloves. A t  a 
point 200 ft. below the summit, W. and I set u p  our cameras; but  F., 
freed from such encumbrance, proceeded to the top. 

The  view to the E. was obstructed by our peak, but the whole 
Lefroy grbup was seen from top to bottom. Mount Temple was 
furthest to the E., while further to the W. the ice-capped summit of 

* Thereis, however, apossibility that they were unr~s~~nlly large goats, whose 
resemblance a t  a distance to bears in appearance and movement is well 
known. 
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Mount Lefroy, and Mount Green with ita great ridge here seen in 
profile, rose like a needle, while around them clustered the lesser peaks. 
This was my first, and indeed my only, view of t h i ~  group from an 
outside point of any elevation. The whole scene was softened and 
mellowed by the blue haze. 

Nearer to us, just across the Bath Creek Valley, was the long, flat 
peak with its fan-shaped ice-fall, seen from Laggan. This fall 
cleacends from a long, flat glacier above to a similar parallel one below. 
The latter wee very long and disappeared through a depreesion to the 
N.W., where it  formed the sky-line. Further to the N. the distant 
peaks of the Waputtehk group appeared, inviting exploration. The 
foreground of the group, a n  artistic contrast of valley and glacier 
and rock, relieved by nearer snowfields, was singularly attractive. 
The point on which we stood wae 8,600 ft. above the sea. 

We eaved several miles of forest by  descending to the S., and 
arrived ahead of time at  the appointed place. A rapid ride on the 
hand-car to Laggan, during which I was in great fear of meeting a 
freight train, closed this pleasant day. 

Devoting next day to rest, writing, and needed repairs, we left on 
Thursday, August 16, with horse and provisions for a m p .  W e  tried 
the E. bank of the Wastach River, but the pack was loosened a t  least 
a dozen times in the dense woods, while the horse, sinking through the 
moss into concealed holes, became aln~ost unmanageable, and we 
barely reached the tent by nightfall. 

I called W. and F. at  5 o'clock next morning (Friday), for we were 
to try the ascent of Hazel Peak, reserving Mount Temple for Saturday. 
Crossing the two streams on logs, we a~cended the bed nf a small 
stream between two great buttresses of quartzite. Above these, a t  an 
elevation of about 8,200 ft. above the  sea, came slopes of broken 
limestone. Our reaching the top of Hazel Peak depended upon our 
ability to connect with a slope on the other side, extending to 
the top, but inaccessible finom the Louise Valley. The  existence of a 
'step' or perpendicular cliff a t  the top and to the right of the long 
limestone slope above us  rendered such oonnection a matter of con- 
jecture. 

Nrar the base of this slope W. found some scattered trilobites, and 
noon I picked up some more. No bed, however, could be discerned, 
though we searched for it  a t  the time and upon our return. Upon 
reaching the top of the long slope, a steady pull of over 2,000 ft. from 
the valley, a superb view greeted us. T o  the W. lay the Louise 
Valley, beyond w-hich Mounts Whyte,* Despine,? lVicholsl$ and 
Green loomed weirdly through the hazy atmosphere. T h e  upper 
portion of Mount Lefroy with  it^ glacier walls seemed very near, 
----- - - 

Named previously after Superintendent Whyte, of Winnipeg. 
f Named after my friend and former companion on the hIatterhorn, M. E. 

d'Espine, of Geneva 
$ Mount Nichols, N. of the notch, which I named after my friend and 

companion on Mount Fox in the summer of 1893, Rev. H. P. Nichols, of 
Minneapolis. 

K 2 
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acrose the narrow valley of the Mitre Glacier. The slope we desired 
waa easily attained by continuing to tbe right on the W. side of the 
ar&te, and we eaaily reached the summit, 10,400 ft. above the ma. 

Here we remained I hr. The haze rendered photography uselesa 
for the distant peaks, many of which were faintly visible. On a clear 
day this point would, in my judgment, he t,he finest scenic point in the 
whole group, not excepting Mount Temple, which is iteelf such a 
magnificent feature in the panorama. The northern slopes of Hazel 
Peak bear a large glacier, well seen from Goat Mountain, which 
descends from the two peaks forming the eummit. We were upon the 
aouthern peak, the higher of the two, and the cairn which we built 
waa well seen from the trail to Lake Agoee. We accompliehed our 
descent to camp without difficulty, amving at 4 o'clock, a total time of 
9 hrs. The time could eaaily be shortened to six. 

(To be. c o n f i n d . )  

THE DESCENT OF GAPING GHYLL (YORKSHIRE). 

A STORY OF MOUKTAIXEERING REVERSED. 

BY E. A. MARTEL. 

THOUGH I have been acquainted with the glaciers of Chamonix 
ever since 1864 (when I was only five years old), though I have 
travelled more than twelve times through the Alps ' from end to 
end ' between Vienna and Nice, and though I am passionately fond 
of this most magnificent 'playground of Europe,' yet it has been 
my midortune to be able to make but a few important mountain 
ascente, none of which were more difficult than the Aiguille d u  
Godter and the Aiguille d'ArgentiAre, both in the chain of Mont 
Blanc.* Further, when in 1887 I was able, as I had long desired. 
to climb high peaks, it happened that I had already been fascinated 
(since 1883) by a region in rily own country which was full of 
mysteries and unknown beauties. The caiions of the Causses i n  
Southern France led me to real discoveries, and I found such 
great enjoyment in their hidden and beautiful scenery, that I waa 
led to believe that, tlie Alps themselves had been too much explored. 
Moreover, after 1888, when I first began to look into the interior 
of the earth, through the dark mouths of tremendously deep chasms 
and abysses, or through the untrodden vaults of caves, as immeneo 
in point of size and as richly ornamented as those in Austria, such 
a wide field of scientific investigation opened out before my eyes 
that I could not resist the temptation of exploring it as thoroughly 
as possible. Thus for seven years (1888-1894) my time was fully 
. - -- - - - - - - -. - - - - 

* See my article6 in the Annuaire of the French Alpine Club for 1882,1887, 
and 1894, and also Lc Massif dc la Bentinn, by A. Lorria and E. A, Martel. 
Ziiricb : 1895. 
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occupied by these underground researches in France, in Belgium, 
in Austria, in Dalmatia, and in Greece. The results of my explora- 
tions, as well as an account of the scientific problems that I had 
sucoeeded in solving, and of the unexpected natural curiosities that 
I had discovered, have been fully described in my large books, ' Les 
Ckvennes ' (Paris, 1890) and ' Les Abimes ' (Paris, 1895). 

On the occasion of the sixth International Geographical Congress 
in London last summer I delivered a lecture, in which I pointed 
out the way in which the science of cave-hunting, or ' speleology,' 
might be further developed. I explained how the methob of 
cave-hunting could be greatly improved and extended, so as to be 
the means of bringing about many more curious discoveries, par- 
ticularly by the systematic examination of ' swallow holes ' and 
abysses, and I pointed out that cave-hunting might become, like 
limnology ' and ' oceanography,' a distinct and independent science, 

by reason of its special objects and the great number of questions 
which it helps to answer. 

I therefore profited by my presence a t  this Congress to carry out 
my eighth annual underground exploration in Great Britain itself. 
Having received a mission from the French MinistAre de llInstruction 
Publique, and having had much information courteously supplied to 
me by Professor Boyd Dawkins, Mr. Mark Stirrup (of Manchester), 
Dr. ScharfTand Mr. Jameson (of Dublin), and Mr. Plunkett (of Ennis- 
killen), I was fortunate enough to make some real discoveries and 
many new observations in the caves, swallow holes, chasms, and 
eubterranbnean rivers of Ireland, Derbyshire, and Yorkshire. A de- 
tailed account of my doings and a comparison of their results with 
those of my former explorations will appear in the course of the 
present year in a new book which I am engaged in preparing. It 
will prove that the important researches and daring deeds of 
Messrs. Lloyd (1770, in Eldon Hole), Birkbeck and Metcalfe (1847, 
in the Yorkshire pot-holes), and Boyd Dawkins (1860 and later, in 
the Mendip Hills) need to be repeated and carried out on a wider 
scale. I have made it clear that Underground England and Ire- 
land are still far from being thoroughly known, and that future 
cave-hunting, with all the improvements that I have introduced 
(telephones, long rope ladders, folding canvas boats, kc. ), will be 
the means of bringing to light many novelties, whether from the 
scientific or the picturesque point of view. In the present paper 
I will merely endeavour to show that speleology, though played 
on a darker scene, is as rich as mountaineering in dificulties, perils, 
and romance. 

I cannot help wondering why so many active, enterprising, and 
brave young Englishmen have hitherto refrained from exploring 
these unseen depths, which appeal so mysteriously to the imagina- 
tion, and specially to the desire to increase the sum total of human 
knowledge. Many persons complrtin that European mountains are 
exhausted, so far as exercise and sport are concerned. But let them 
change this wish to ascend into a wish to descend, and many yeam 



will elapse before they have exhausted their own ' dark playground 
of Great Britain.' 

The most interesting descent I made in the course of my 
journey last summer was that of Gaping Ghyll (Yorkshire in b Ingleborough Hill, and it is that which I shall select as the est 
example of 'mountaineering reversed.' Allum Pot had been 
already descended in 1847, 1848, 1870, t y  Mr. J. Birkbeck, Mr. 
Metcrtlfe, and Professor Boyd Dawkins,* and its mouth is larger 
than that of Gaping Ghyll, though the latter is deeper, for in 1872 
Professor Hughes measured it and found the depth to be 330 ft. 
For many generations this awful pit was feared by man. It  m a  
thought that the Fell Beck (which flows into it) ran- 

Through oaverns measureless to man, 
Down to a sunless sea. 

Mr. J. Birkbeck, having long heard the roar of this cataract, tried 
about forty years ago to find out what Gaping Ghyll concealed. 
He descended it only in part, to the depth of 190 ft., at which 
point his further progress was arrested by the rushing water and 
his insufficient apparatus. Since that time no one has ventured to 
plunge again into this gulf. Professor Hughes's plummet alone 
revealed its depth, and the fact that it was full of water.t 

On August 1, 1895, I arrived on the spot armed with all my 
apparatus. I cast down the hole my long rope ladder, and 
fastened it very strongly to an oaken post at the edge of the pit, 
driven into the grassy bog on the slope of Ingleborough. Mr. 
J. Farrer, the lord of the manor of Ingleborough, had been kind 
enough to cause, during the three previous days, the course of Fell 
Beck to be diverted as much as possible. Very heavy rains at the 
end of July had made the stream very strong, and without Mr. 
Farrer's most valuable assistance neither Mr. Uirkbeck nor myself 
could have carried out our project. The whole of the beck was not 
done away with, but it seemed quite possible to stand what still 
remained of it. My wife stood at the mouth of the pit, in charge 
of the upper end of the telephone, while I was to take down with 
me the rest of the machine. No windlass was employed (I only 
used such things in 1888 and 1H89, on my early descents), for I 
always descend by the ladders, having first secured round my body 
(in a peculiar may, so as not to run the risk of being squeezed 1: a rope which is held (in order to be lowered or pulled up as t e 
case may be) by five or six men stationed above ground. In this way 
I enjoy greater liberty, and can rest when I like on any part of the 
ladder. This plan is also the safest, for at any time an aooident 
might happen to the windlass. As none of my usual com- 
panions were with me, and there was 110 one present who WIU 

familiar with such explorations, I had to prepare everything myeelf, 
-- - -- 

See the latter gentleman'g Cave-Hunting. London : 1874. Pp. 46 q q .  
t Or. Caves. Proceedings of the Victoria Institute. London : 1887. 
1 See Lcs Abfnles, p. 17. 
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leaving not a single detail to others. In particular, I tested every 
rope and knot most carefully (not Manila Alpine rope, which is far 
too thin, but my own hemp rope, two-thirds of an inch thick). 

As I had brought with me from France a rope ladder of only 270 ft. 
in length, I had to go down a b u t  60 ft. of doubled rope before I 
gained my ladder. I t  was necessary to arrange thus, so that if I 
was tired near the bottom of the pit I might rest on my ladder. 
Otherwise, if I had used the rope when far down I should have had 
to trust to my arms and legs, and my strength would by that time 
have been more or less exhausted. 

My preparations lasted about three hours. Then, with about 
eighty spectators to watch my disappearance, I started on my descent 
at 1.22 P.M. This did not prove as difficult as I had feared, for the 
rope and the ladder rested against the sheer rock, and did not 
awing s t  all. I had only to dislodge with my hands and ladder s 
few loose stones, which might later have fallen on my head. I did 
not require any candle, for daylight penetrated quite to the bottom. 
This was most fortunate, as no lantern or electric lamp would have 
resisted the half-suffocating whirls of air and water which rushed 
and dashed through the pit, here from 10 to 16 ft. wide. This 
was the only inconvenience I experienced during my whole uuder- 
taking, but it was most disagreeable, and much disturbed my con- 
versation through the telephone. I was wet through and half 
crushed by the waterfall, which came down perljendicularly upon 
me, so that I was gbd enough to land, and to find some shelter on 
a ledge (12 ft. long, and 6 ft. wide) at a depth of about 190 ft. 
This is certainly the spot at which Mr. Birkbeck was stopped. In 
the case of future explorers unprovided with telephones, the best 
way of communicating with the surface will be to station s, 
companion on this ledge, as he will act as ' voice bearer,' being 
pretty well h a r d  both from below and from above. Beneath this 
ledge the pit contracts to a width of 7 or 8 ft. On the ledge 
I found the bottom part of my ladder (140 ft.) coiled up in 
one huge heap. A few minutes sufficed to unroll it, and to throw 
it down into the yawning and narrow gulf. Then I resumed this 
amazing descent, with the thin veil of a cascade falling perpendi- 
cularly from a height of 200 ft. above. Such things I have never 
admired in the Alps. 

After a further descent of about 50 ft. I and the ladder began to 
swing in the air and in the water, and the rocky walls around seemed 
to retreat, for I was just emerging from the roof of a gigantic cave. 
After a long and tedious halt and dangling in the midst of this 
waterfall in order to allow my rope to be lengthened by another 
~cpstairs, I reached (at 1.45 P.M.) the end of the remaining 100 ft. 
of the rope ladder. The last rung was within half a foot of the 
ground, so precise and accurate had been Professor Hughes's 
plummet and my own. 

I despair of giving my readers any idea of the view on which I 
gazed as I stood at the foot of my ladder, and at a respectful 
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distance from the waterfall. There were no ~talactites or sparkling 
diamonds of carbonate of lime to be seen (the cave is too frequently 
filled with water for that), but an immense cathedral, unsupported 
by a single pillar. There was one vast hall, 500 ft. long, 80 to 100 ft. 
high, 66 to 116 ft. broad. Thus it is one of the five or six largest 
caves known at present to exist in the whole world, and the scene 
ranks among the most impressive that I ever expected to come 
across in my underground wanderings, particularly by reason of the 
fantastic dropping of water, and the darting of the daylight through 
the funnel in the gigantic vault. No sound from the surface of the 
earth can penetrate to this spot, for the :oar of the waters is too great 
to allow of that. The floor, covered with sand and pebbles, is almost 
level. The two ends of the cave are unfortunately blocked by 
boulders (15 to 20 yards long and high-they are included in the 
estimate of the total length at  500 ft.) which have fallen from the 
roof. Through the sand and tiny crevices the water percolates in 
the direction of the well-known Ingleborough Cave, which is only 
a mile distant and 160 ft. lower, and whence issues Beck Head, the 
source of the Clapham Beck, and certainly the outlet of Fell Beck. 
which descends through Gaping Ghyll. 1 ascended the S.E. slope 
d boulders, and, at  its summit, through the joints of great stones, 
I heard the roar of a stream on its way to Ingleborough Cave. 
There was a draught of air, but I cannot say whether it came from 
beyond the boulders or from the large cave, because of the air 
whirling round the waterfall. By clearing out these boulders (a 
good piece of engineering work) it might be possible to discover 
other large caves connected with tlie one I discovered and with 
Ingleborollgh Cave itself. Being quite alone in this damp dungeon 
I could of course make no attempt of the sort, and, as I was wet 
to the bone, I did not care to mount the N.\il. slope of boulders ; 
but that too seemed to be blocked right 11p to the roof, though on 
its left is a small passage, choked with sand. So I contented myself 
during my stay of 1$ h., with lllappixlg the cave, and with taking 
geological and ~lleteorological notes (published in the " Comptes 
Hendus de l'Acad4mie des Sciences de l'uris," January 6 and 13,1896). 

At 3.5 P.M., filled with regret at leaving so majestic a scene 
which I had been able to admire for so short a time, 1 began the 
ascent, which took 28 min.-a little longer than the desoent- 
and was far more laborious. hly telephone was filled with water, 
SO that I could hear nothing from above, though my wife, on the 
contrary, heard through it my orders and my shouts. In  the 
middle of tlie pit the telephone wire broke into two parts, having 
coiled round a sharp point of rock or got entangled with the ladder, 
as the men above pulled it too hard. Luckily I was then within 
reach of the voice, and col~ld talk in the free air. \Then I issued 
forth Iron1 the pit I was quite sallow, and breathless from cold and 
wet. 

On the whole my escursion down Gaping Ghy11 would have been 
quite easy had it been possible to divert the whole of Fell Beck. 
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The hole itself is one of the finest (though not one of the deepest) 
that I have ever visited, and daylight penetrates to the very 
bottom. The large cathedral cave acts as a reservoir to Clapham 
Beck, and so is very interesting Bnd important. 

I dare not hope that I shall ever have another chance of going 
down grwd Gaping (ihyll, but I hope most sincerely that the 
Leeds gentlemen (Messrs. Calvert, Booth, Gray, Green, Bellhouse, 
kc.), who since my descent have been twice hindered by rain from 
repeating it, may succeed as soon as possible, not merely in order to 
.confirm my report, but also to remove the boulders which stopped 
me, and so to discover the other caves which certainly exist there. 
To accomplish this a large party must be lowered down. 
All round Ingleborough, and in many other parts of England 

and Ireland, there are many such pot-holes, well worthy to excite 
the curiosity and stimulate the boldness of the most capable and 
hardy Alpine climbers. To these I would venture to say, ' Try 
mountaineering reversed for once.' 

'THE RIDGE CONNECTING THE hl. VELAN AND THE 
GRAND COMBIN. 

BY ALFRED (3. TOPHAM. 

BOTH the Italian Government map and the more recent sheet 
532 bis of the Swiss map are terribly mixed in the nomenclature 
of this frontier ridge. In the scheme below I have endeavoured to 
put matters straight. The ridge, which is mostly very jagged, is 
very conspicuous from the south side of the Col de Fen6tre. I t  is 
also seen, though much dwarfed by its big neighbours, from Aosta, 
and from the Lac de Champex, and I have distinguished the Lake of 
Geneva from one of the summits. On the west side the cliff which 
euts in two the Sonadon Glacier is carried right across the face of 
all the aiguilles, and it is only after gaining the Col de Valsorey, 
and from the upper nCv6 of the Sonadon Glacier, that any approach 
can be made to the frontier. Several years since I attempted an 
ascent from this side, but the formidable lines of precipices one 
above another turned us back, and drove us another year to the 
.east side. From the V6lan to the Col de Valsorey this side is com- 
posed of steep though broken-up rocks, but on touching the Trois 
Frkres this is altered. On the lower slopes most uncompromising 
plaques are encountered, surmounted by the tall, thin aiguilles; 
but from nlont Per& onwards a narrow, easily gained snow-field 
lies high up at their feet. 

In the following list the first column contains the recognised 
names of the summits and cols, in proper order ; the second column 
the inadequate and often wrong nomenclature of the Swiss map ; 
the third that of the Italian map, and the fourth details of 
ascents. P 
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Table of Summits, dc., from M. Vdan to tlu Col d u Sondon. 
- - --- -- - 

Correct Nema 

TBte dJAriondet . . - -- C. G. Monro and 
0. G. Jones 

' ' A. J.' xv. 645 
I 

1 M. Capucin . . . 3,467 m. 3,406 rn. 

I 
1 Col des Chamois . . - - 
I M. Cordino, or TBte de - - 
I Cordon (1) . . 
1 

Col de Valsorey . . Col des 3,087 m. 
Chamois 
ou de 
Vnlsorey 

A. J.' Ivi. 361 
C. G. Monro and 
0. G. Jones 
' A. J.' xv. 545 

- 
Walter L e d  and 1 

ti. W. Prothero 
' A. J.' xv. 544 

C. E. Mathews and 
A. Reilly 1 
' A. J.' ii. 964 

Boll.' v. 52 1 
(3,113 m.) 

Les Trois Prbres . . ~ M. Capucin Y. Cordina A. O. Topham I 
I (3.270m.) (3,2M m.) & A .  J.' xvi. 515 1 

' A. J.' xvi. 36!) 
Aiguilles de Valsorey (2) i - - - l 
Gran Carre (3) . . Les Trois - - 

Prhres , 
(3,248 m.) 

Moot h r c b  (4) . . L e  Tunuel , M. Percb A. G. Topham 
(3,262 n ~ . )  ' A. J.' xvi.' 515 

Aiguilles de Luisettes(6) Aiguille de hi. Tre E. Carr 
I Luisettes Fratelli ' A. J.' xv. 261,301, 

(3,418 m.) . 302 
Col de Luisettes . . - - 1 E. Corr 

; ' A. J.' xv. 261,301, 
302 

\Vest Aignille Verb  de Ai~uil les  1 - - 
Valsorey . . . Vertes 1 

Col Vert de Valsorey . - W. M. Conway and 
F. M. Davies 

A. J.' rv. 261, sol, 

East  Aiguille Verta de 3,503 m. 3,467 m. 1 E. Colomb and L. I 

Valsorey . . . Kurz 
Echo deo Alpes.' 

1887, 197-212 
Col d'Amianthe (6) . ~ - - Echo des Alps, '  1 

1887, 206 
Amianthe . . . Amianthe Ornn Testa H. V. Reade and 

andGran  di By T. H. Diokson (7) 
Testa di , ( 8  m.) ' A. J.' xviii. 48 
By Ratti and Casa- 

1 (3,600 m.) nova, 257 
I D.u.0e.A.Z.' 461 

- ~ - - - - - -- 

(1 That  the  first climbers of the  Capucin and Cordina were much confused 
by tbe  existing information is seen by the two entries in the a Journal ' and the 
accompanying note. Both parties give to the summit immediately 8.W. of the true 



Col des Chamois the height of 3,467 m. or 3,406 m. These heights on the 9. 
and I. maps are rather in the position of where the Ariondet is situated, but i t  
is probable that the cartographers meant these heights to apply to the more 
conspicuous Capucin. 

(2) A three-headed peak. The whole ridge used to be known by this name, 
but it is best restricted to this group. 

(3) This summit is really the flat-topped extreme N. end of the Trois- 
FrAres Lgs. de Valsorey group. I t  is hardly worthy of a name, but is known 
to the guide Balley as M. Carr6. 

(4) The position assigned to M. Per06 by the Italian map is correct. I t  is 
immediately N.E. of a snowy deprc~sion, and not where placed on the latest 
edition of the 8. sheet. On the latter it should be exactly over the L. of 
the wrongly placed Les Trois FrBres. The older edition gives a height 2,827 m. 
as the correct position for the Perd, but these figures are probably meant for 
the height of the snowy depression. M. Perck is also sometimes called the 
Fenbtre de Valsorey. 

(5) This being also a three-headed peak will account for the wrong name on 
the I. map, and the position of the name on the map points to the most 
easterly of the three. All three summits were ascended. 

(6) This paae is wrongly called the Col de 1'Aiguille Verte de Valsorey in the 
'C.P.G.' The col was resched from the N. by E. Colomb and L. Kurz, but 
they did not descend the Ollomont by it. 

(7) There seems to be no recorded ascent previous to the one here given, 
which was made on August 26, 1895, a large cairn being then found on the 
summit. I t  is a snowy summit rising out of the great Durand Glacier 
immediately 8. of the Col de Sonadon, and is also sometimes known as the 
M. Sonadon. 

If the above scheme is not perfect it will serve as a a point de 
dbpart.' 

ALPINE NOTES. 
TEE BIRRENHORN, BIRRE, OR BIERENSTOCK. September 13.- 

A direct route up the S. face of this little peak (2,611 m.), differing 
somewhat from that described by Mr. Wherry in the last number 
of the Journal,' was found by Messrs. H. V. Reade, T. H. Dickson, 
and C. S. Aacheraon (without guides), who were ignorant of the details 
of the former ascent. The foot of the rocks at  the W. end of the 
6. face, which are about 660 m. in height, was reached in 2 hrs. 
from the HBtel Victoria at Kandersteg by zigzagging up the grass 
slopes above the chalets of Hubeln ; then hlr. Wherry's couloir was 
taken to, but, instead of quitting it by the traver~e ' to the W.S.W. 
as far ss some little pine trees,' the party followed it to the top. 
It  is broken by pitclles of varying steepness and difficulty, and ends 
in a fine vertical chimney about 60 feet high, blocked at the top by 
a large boulder, forming a cave, from which a difficult and, for the 
leader, somewhat risky exit is made by working through a narrow 
rift and climbing the left wall of the chimney. The top of the 
ridge is then reached some way to the E. of Mr. Wherry's 
' Fenster.' 

* Alpine Journal, vol. xvii. p. 600. 



This climb is well worth doing on a day when weather is doubtful, 
as it can be found even in clouds. H. V. READE. 

[We are informed by Herr A. Bernouilli (of Bern), that he made 
the ascent of the Birre by the S. face on June 17, 1894, u-ith Jamb 
Reichen, and that, as far as he is aware, the climb had been but 
once previously made-viz., by the guides Jacob Reichen and 
Fritz Ogi, of Kandersteg.-Editor A. J.] 

AVALANCHES I N  THE 1 - i ~ ~  CENTUHY.-T~~ following vivid and 
curious detailed descriptions of avalanches in formal documents of 
April 18 and 25,  l.SO2, are worth reprinting here, as such full 
accounts are very scarce in medieval times. They are taken 
from vol. i. (Lucerne, 1836) of J. E. Kopp's ' Urkunden zur 
Geschichte der eidgenossischen Biinde,' pp. 54-6. In the first. 
Bishop Henry of Constance, agrees to erect the village of 
hlorschach, above Brunnen, on the Lake of Lucerne, into a distinct 
parish, as avalanches frequently cut the inhabitants off from their 
mother church at  Schwyz. In  the second, King Albert, of Habsburg, 
graciously confirms this creation of a new parish. 

1. 'Horridam et execrabilem cladem Lowinarum cacumina 
montium et profunditates vallium quando veniunt conmoventium 
quis poterit eharrare ? Ipsae, fragore iulrnineo a summo descendentes 
et quaeque obstantia funditus evertentes, etiam concutiunt montium 
fundaments, et crinis furiis non solum quaeqae viventia perimunt, 
sed, terram profu~idius sulcantes, etiaxii post ipsarum transitum 
lowinarum itinerantibus inviam terram rcddunt.' 

2. ' Qnod cum venerabilis Heinricus CJonstantiensis Ecclesiae 
episcopus, Princeps noster dilectus, boni more Pastoris, pru- 
denter considerans et attendens pericula, quae ex vehementi et 
furioso impetu Lowinarum, in profunda ronvallium, a praeruptie 
montium cacuminorumque horrendorum declivitatibus, inter eccle- 
~ i u n  parrochialeni in Switze et capellam in hlorsach, tempestate 
suraente. vel gravitate nivium resolutli, improvise irruere fre- 
qu&tins' consuherunt, mole suti obstantia p k l i b e t  opprimendo, 
viarum obruendo resti& et nonnunquan ibidem transeuntibus 
subite interitionis anguitias miserabiliier inferendo, homines illos 
quos in transitu suo ad ipsam ecclesiam eadein turbare possent 
pericula, cum eorum terminis infrascriptis, a subjectione praedictaa 
parrochialis ecclesiae in Switze, auctoritnte ordinariti, de consilio 
provido et salnbri, pro securitatis opportune commodo, duverit 
exiinendos ; Indulto eisdem, ut deinceps in capella Morshach, 
tamquam in ecclesiti parrochiali et per se stante, sub certis reddi- 
tibus, proprium habelint sa-cerdotem.' 

COMBIN DE C'OHHASSIEHE.-TWO of the ordinary routes up this 
nlountain (3,729 m.) do not appear in the ' Central Pennine Guide.' 
Tlie first differs froin route (2) of the ' Guide ' in that the S. face 
is climbed from the glacier N. of 3,437 m., instead of the 8.E. ar6te. 
The face seelns practicable anywhere, but the rocks are too broken 
and easy to be interesting. Tlie second route avoids the rocks alto- 
gether, except for the last little bit. Ascend the strip of glacier 
between the two rock ridges ending in 3,168 m. and 3,437 m. re- 
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spectively ; then turn W. and N.W., circling round the rocks, on 
easy glacier, until the ascent can be made from the W. up snow- 
slopes just N. of the rocks, under tlie word Combin on the Sieg- 
fried map. H. V. READE. 

TOURNELON BLANC.-On an ascent of this peak (3.712 m.), vi& 
the Mulets de la Liaz,* a way was made through the sbracs some- 
what S. of the route taken on the first ascent, as the snow slopes 
there described had given place to hard ice. The snow hump 
(3,695 m.) was skirted on the E., as there seemed to be no object in 
going over it. The ascent of the Tournelon Blanc seems to be 
made very rarely; but it is strongly recommended as far more in- 
teresting than the stock climb from the PanossiAre hut, the Combin 
de Corbassikre. Time, about 4 hrs. from the Panossikre hut. 

H. V. READE. 
MAUVOISIN NOTES.-The path from Mauvoisin to the head of the 

valley now keeps on the left bank of the river the whole way until 
the last bridge (for Chanrion), and one cannot cross and recross, 
as shown on the S. map, since the bridge marked just N. of point 
9,002 m. no longer exists. A mistake here is serious, for if one 
has gone ovet to the right bank it is impossible to cross the stream 
coming from the Glacier de Breney without weding. To reach the 
Zessetta Alp one does not, as stated on p. 17 of the 'Central 
Pennine Guide,' go h n  the valley from Mauvoisin, but up it, by 
the ordinary path, for about twenty minutes. The Zessetta path 
diverges to the right at the first of three enormous boulders. 

H. V. READE. 
THE COL DES FOURCHES.-On p. 48 of the last 'Journal' it 

was stated in error that Michel Charlet is said to have crossed this 
pass in 1838 ; but, as is expressly noted in both editions of 
hl. Kurz's ' Guide,' Charlet in 1838 probably followed precisely the 
route of Forbes in 1850-i.e. did not cross this col. Hence the 
1895 traverse is the first known to have ever taken place. 

WINTER ASCENTS.-We have received from Mrs. Main the 
following interesting details of her recent splendid winter climbs :- 

'On February 16 Mrs. Main, with Martin Schocher and 
Christian Schnitzler, having gained the Forno hut in 3$ hrs. from 
lialoja the day before, started for the Monte della Dzsgrazia a t  
3.15 A.M., and got to the top of Monte Sissone at  5.40 by lantern 
light. The tracks thus far had been made on the previous day by 
a couple of porters. The weather was windy and cloudy, but not 
cold. After a wearisome descent of 2,000 ft. on the Italian ~ ide ,  
during much of which step-cutting was necessary, the party skirted 
on good snow the various peaks between the Si~sone and Disgrazia. 
Reaching the upper plateau of the Sasso Bissolo glacier, it became 
evident that the strong wind on the arr6te and the ice rendered that 
route an unfavourable one. They therefore ascended straight up 
the rocky S.W. face, finding good snow and dry rocks, direct to the 
hut near the summit. From here, in the teeth of a gale and 

- - -  - - - 

See Cmtral Pmni~w Guide, pp. 16, 17. 
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driving mow, the top of the Monte della Disgrazia was reached a t  
10.35 A.M. The E'orno hut was regained the same evening a t  
6.N. This is the first time the Disgrazia has been ascended in 
winter. 

On February 19 the same party, with the addition of Mr. A. 
Dod, made the first winter ascent of PLZ Z I L ~ O  in 5 hrs. 16 min. 
from the Boval hut. They were much assisted both by their own 
tracks on their ascent of the Crast' Agiizza and by those of a  arty 
who had attempted Piz Zupo the week before, but had been turned 
back by the cold. 

' On the 22nd the same party and Miss Pennington Legh made 
the first \:.inter ascent of the Drei B ~ I L I I M ~ .  On this occasion they 
were more inconvenienced by the presence of some winter snow 
than had been the case on any of the higher mountains.' 

The .Jungfrau was traversed on February 19-20 by Herr Charles 
E'lacli and hlr. Steane Price, with Christian .Jossi and his son. 
Starting from the (fuggi hut a t  8.30 A.M., i t  was not till 2.10 P.M. 
(in a snow storm) thet the party succeetlecl in gaining the Silber- 
lucke. The upper glacier was attained a t  7 i ' . ~ . ,  and it became 
necessary for the adventurers to spend nearly 12 liours under the 
overhanging edge of a crevasse, 40 min. below the summit of the 
.Jungfrau. That peak was reached nest ~norning, but the usual 
route down (over 7 hours having been consunled in cutting down 
to the Roththal Sattel) was in so bad a state that the Rergli hut 
was not attained till H P.M. that evening. Herr Flnch has published 
a full account of his expedition in the number of the ' Volksbote ' 
(the new weekly paper printed a t  (frindelwald) for February 26, 
1896. This expedition is far too long for a winter climb, and while 
admiring the pluck of the cliinbers which carried them through 
rnrtny unpleasttnt experiences, we may be allowed to hope that they 
will find but few followers on a route which even in the height of 
summer is long and arduous. 

THE FLORA OF COGSE.-The 'Rivista blensile del C.A.I.' for 
March 18!)6, pp. 88-90, contains sorne notes on tlie C o p e  flora, by 
Sig. F. Senti, which will be found very interesting to plant-lovers 
visiting the district. 

THI.: EXPLORATION OF THE CAUCASUH.'--~I~. D. W. Freshfield's 
book under this title has been delayed by technical difficulties, but 
is now in the press, and will be published very shortly. I t  con- 
tains 74 photogravures, 3 panoramas, about 140 illustrations in the 
text, and 4 maps. Chapters are contributed by Mr. H. Woolley, 
Mr. Cockin, Mr. Holder, M. de DQchy, and Professor Bonney. 

- - - - - - - - - - -- .- 

RETTEWS AND NOTICES. 
Zritschrift des Det~tsche?~  ~ l l t d  O c ~ s f o r r c i c l ~ k h n  Alpnvcreins. Vol. xxvi. 

THIS volume (perhaps to celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary 
of the club's existence) has blossomed out into a larger size, almost 
a quarto. At this rate after the next fifty years it will become a 
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folio. Beginning in 1862 with a couple of modest duodecimoe, it 
grew in 1864 to an octavo, and so remained until now. The present 
enlarged size is not nearly so convenient to hold. It contains, 
however, much interesting reading. Herr L. Purtscheller and Dr. 
Blodig contribute a number of interesting excursions without 
guides in the Maurienne and Tarentaise. On July 23, 1893, they 
succeeded in climbing the Southern Aiguille d'Arves, where Herr 
Purtscheller, with Herr Schulz and Herr Kellerbauer, had failed in 
1885. The frontispiece, from a painting by E. W. Compton, gives 
a vivid representation of the ' Mauvais Pas.' Mr. Norman Neruda 
gives an interesting account of the different routes up the well- 
known Fiinffingerspitze. All of tliese he has traversed on one 
occasion, alone. The climb, by all the routes, is one of exceptional 
difficulty, and for this very reason he thinks it will become a 
Modeberg,' which mountaineers sufficiently active, but not ex- 

perienced, will ascend with good guides, to get the credit of having 
been up, though they were hauled up like sacks over the bad places, 
or told at  every step how to move in order to reach the hand- and 
foot-holds. Herr Ernst Platz has devoted much time to the portion 
of the Karwendel group, immediately N. of the Vomperloch, near 
Schwaz. The ascents are not new, but there are many interesting 
traverses. The climbing resembles that in the Dolomites, but the 
scenery is not so attractive. Herr M. von Prielmayer describes the 
topography of the Granatspitze group. This lies to the W. of the 
Gmss Glockner, from which it is separated by the Kelser Tauern. 
The article is, in fact, a ' climber's guide ' to the group. Herr 
Frido Kordon, with various friends, made a number of excursions 
in the Mdteinthal. Of these the ascents of the Zauberernock 
(2,941 m. = 9,648 ft.) on tlie S.W. side, and of the Schmarze 
Schneide (3,083 m. = 10,115 ft.), a neighbour of the Hochalm- 
spitze, were new. On this last peak, the highest of the group, he 
spent a very uncomfortable night in an improvised bivouac, with a 
friend who was anxious to complete a panorama from the summit. 
Herr Hans Wodl adds a fifth and concluding chapter on the 
mountains of the Lesser Tauern, thus bringing his account to their 
eaatern boundary, where the railway between Admont and S. 
Michael passes along the Palten and Liesing valleys. Dr. Carl 
Diener takes us to the Central Himalayas of Kumaon and Gurwal. 
The expedition was made more in the interest of geology than of 
mountaineering. On the Utadhura Pass (17,590 ft.) he felt the 
effects of the rarefied air so severely that lie had to stop every three 
or four minutes to take breath. One of his companions (Herr 
Griesbach) had to be supported by two coolies up the last 300 ft., 
whilst the third (Mr. C. S. hliddlemiss) felt only a slight headache. 
After some practice these sensations are no longer felt, for Dr. 
Diener a few days later ascended Kungribingri (10,170 ft.) from 
the camp (over 17,000 ft.) without feeling any inconvenience, 
though having to struggle through fresh snow and against a 
high wind. In  1883 Mr. W. W. Graham reached, on Kabru, a 
height of nearly 24,000 ft. without suiTering. Sir IV. M. Conway, 
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however, doubts the accuracy of this measurement. Herr Willy 
Rickmers describes an ascent of Ararat on September 4, 1894, with 
the Cossack Posharski, who had made the ascent alone a few days 
before. There are two articles on glaciers, one by Drs. Ad. Bliimeke 
and H. Heas on the Hochjoch Ferner in 1893, and one by Dr. H. 
Hess on a survey of the changes in the Alpeiner Ferner (Stubai~ 
between 1886 and 1892. Each article is accompanied by a map. 
Herr Albrecht Penck describes the river Adige, with specid refer- 
ence to the reaurrence of its floods. Herr Carl Pfund describes the 
attempts at  mining in the Isar basin and the Werdenfels district 
in the fifteenth century. There is an amusing article by Herr Carl 
Wolf on the Volksschauspiel a t  Meran, and the efforts which he 
made to induce the peasants Lo take part in it. Herr J. C. Platter 
gives an interesting description (with plates) of the chief castles 
in Tyrol. The volume is adorned with thirteen full-page illuetra- 
tions and more then forty lesser ones. Attaohed to it, beside the 
maps above mentioned, are a panorama from the Ahornspitze 
(Zillerthal), by J. R. Sigl (Innsbmck), and the first eheet of the 
special map of the Oetzthal and Stubai (1 = 60,000), by S. Simon 
(Interlaken). J. S. 

Report of thc Department of Lands and Surwry, New ZcciEand, for the Year 
1894-96. By Stephenson I'ercy Smith, Esq., F.R.G.S., Surveyor-General. 

Some sections of this report will prove of special interest to many 
of our members. Of them sections that by Mr. A. P. Harper, A.C., 
on 'The Karangaroa River and Passes to Canterbury' deserves 
firat attention. 

I n  i t  Mr. Harper describes the explorations which he carried out 
in company with Mr. C. Douglas in that network of valleys to the 
south-westward of Mount Cook. These deep valleys, with their 
steep sides clad in luxuriant vegetation, present great difficulties to 
the explorer. For some distance he may have made his way with 
comparative eaee over flats where wandering glacier streams form 
a network of channels, and then suddenly be brought to a stand by 
a precipitous gorge through which the concentrated strength of 
the torrent rushes with fury, and to force a pasage he is compelled 
to ascend the mountain-sides, where difficult crags with treacherous 
crevices are marked by dense vegetation. All the rivers in these 
gorges have sources in the glaciers which fonn a background of 
snowy splendour to every scene. 

Mr. Harper, being possessed of a keen appreciation of the beautiful 
in nature, is adnlirably fitted for that particular work of the survey 
which aims at  opening up the wealth of beauty to the general 
public. One of the tributary valleys-that of the Copeland-included 
in the excellent map accompanying Mr. Harper's report is of special 
interest at  present, owing to its leading to the pass recently crossed 
for the first time by Mr. Fitz Gerald, and connecting by what in 
the future may be an easy horse-track that portion of the west 
coast with the Tasman valley and civilisation. 

The paper by Mr. W. H. Dunnage on 'An Ascent of Mount 



Ruapehu ' and a first descent eyer snow and ice to its crateral lake, 
is also of much interest, and, like Mr. Harper's paper, is illustrated 
by reproductions of photographs. W. S. GBEEN. 

Un Angola Di7nenticato &l& Pennine : la Val& di St. Bartk&my. 
(Turin : 1896.) 

&n interesting and valuable monograph on the mountains round 
thus valley, lying between the Valpelline and the Valtournanche, 
has been issued by SS. Canzio and Mondini. I t  is reprinted 
from the pages of the ' Bollettino ' for 1894, and will be in- 
valuable to travellers who may have the good fortune to visit that 
beautiful district. We understand that the cur6 of the valley 
intends to make an arrangement whereby, on payment of a small 
fee, climbers will be enabled to occupy rooms at the sanctuary 
of Cunei. At St. Barthelemy itself the inn is being greatly im- 
proved, and next summer it will probably afford comfortable 
quarters, so that climbers who are making their plans for 1896 will 
do well to consider the claims of this Little-visited but easily acces- 
sible corner of the mountains. 
- - -- 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
NANGA PARBBT. 

To the Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 
SIB,-Referring to the subject of mountain sickness, which was 

mentioned in Dr. Collie's very interesting paper on Nanga Parbat, 
I may mention that I have climbed mountains in Europe, Asia, 
Africa, and America, and have always found that I suffered from it  
at great heights, especially when a little out of health or condition ; 
also that the symptoms disappeared altogether when at rest or 
descending, and were worse in a dry than in a moist climate. I 
never felt them so much as I once did in the Rockies, at  a height 
of only 14,000 ft. 

I may add that the name 'Nanga Parbat' is derived from the 
Sanscrit, and means ' Naked Mountain.' The natives pronounce 
it ' Nunga Purbut,' the 26 being sounded m in ' sun '  and the r 
rolled. The sound of n in ' bat ' is, as far as I am aware, unknown 
in Indian languages. 

Your obedient servant, 
J. R. OLIVER, Maj.-General. 

Army and Navy Club : February 19,1896. 
--- 

S. A. C. HUTS. 

To the Editor o j  the ALPINE JOURNAL. 
DEAR SIR,-As no one else appears as yet to have sounded the 

alarm, I venture to ask whether you think that through the columns 
VOL. XVII1.-NO. CXXXII. L 
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of the 'Alpine Journal ' the attention of the authorities of the 
8. A. C. might be drawn to the danger that seems to be threatening 
the huts they have eo nobly provided for the comfort of climbers. 

Many of these huts are quite new, and almost every year eees 
fresh additions with improvements. But each year is also adding 
to the heaps of ddbris which are growing in front of the doors, 
heaps which must in time aasume alarming proportions, unl& 
some fresh regulation be added to the existing ones for the preser- 
vation of cleanliness. 

Last year I had the privilege of making use of several of these 
huts, both in the O b e r h d  and in the Valais. For these comforts 
I am very grateful to the 5. A. C., and my indebtedness to them is 
in no way diminished by the circumstances I am about to allude to, 
which ~ - are due entirely to the thoughtlessness of climbers and their 
guides. 

In  the case of all these huts the heaps of empty tins, egg-shells, 
tea-leaves, coffee-grounds, kc. kc.- not to mention anything mow 
objectionable-formed, to say the least, an eye-sore. And the state 
of one was indescribably foul externally. 

Would it not be possible for the S. A. C. to direct that no rubbish 
be left within a certain distance of the hut, or in some cases, 
perhaps, to mark out a spot for the purpose ? The suggestion may 
seem hddy ' to some ; but, if the future of the huts is fairly con- 
sidered, I think most will agree that it is time something were done. 

Yours obediently, 
W. C. COXPTON. 

April 8, 1896. -- -- 

SODLENZ-SPITZE, NADELHORN, AND ULRICHSHORN 
I N  ONE DAY. 

To the Editor of the A L ~ I N E  .JOURNAL. 

101 Mount Street, W. : April 4, 1896. 

DEAR SIR, -In the February number of the ' Alpine Journal,' 
p. 66,  it is stated that these three peaks were crossed in one day 

for the first time ' last year. This is incorrect. All three peaks 
were ascended in one day (whether for the first time or not we 
cannot say) in 1889 by hlr. Walter Cosser and his guides, who 
started from a bivouac on rocks above Saas-Fee and followed the 
route described in the 'Journal.' 

Tours truly, 
a. A. LUTTMAN-JOHNSON. 

THE ICE AXE IN SCOTLAND. 

To t h  Editor of t i l e  ALPINE JOURNAL. 

DEAR 8m,-In these days of happily well-pronounced patriotism 
and general inclination to encourage 13ritish industries and British 



sports, it is, perhaps, not amiss to draw attention to the spring 
snow-climbing in Scotland. This sport is now thoroughly well 
established, and is followed principally by members of ' the Scottish 
Mountaineering Club,' who are most enthusiastic and able moun- 
taineers. During this last Eastertide over thirty members of the 
B.M.C., as well as twelve members of the Alpine Club, some of 
whom are also members of the former, met at  Fort IVilliam, each 
armed with an ice axe. At one time or other all were engaged in 
climbing the icy buttresses or narrow rock ridges, or in forcing 
their way up the steep gullies on the north face of Ben Nevis, and, 
though the weather was damp, foggy, and more or less rainy, each 
one considered that he had enjoyed a rare good time, and those 
who knew the Alps readily acknowledged that the climbing they 
had met with 011 the big Ben and neighbouring mountains was 
first-rate, from a Swiss, as well as from a Scotch point of view. 

This is the golden age for climbing on the mainland in Scotland. 
I t  is the equivalent of what was the case a dozen years ago in 
Skye, Cumberland, and Wales. Victory awaits the bold moun- 
taineer in scores of gruesome gullies headed by huge, uncanny 
cornices, on hundreds of rugged, frost-rent ridges and faces, and, 
on dozens of weird pinnacles. I myself saw on one day three good 
new expeditions being made a t  once, and had the good fortune to 
take part in one of them. The character of the climbing is so good 
that on one ice-clad ridge of 1,500 ft. a party were hard a t  work 
for nine hours consecutively. 

Rock-climbs of 1,500 to 2,000 ft. abound in Scotland, also snow 
gullies of a similar height, and glissades were made last year on 
Ben Nevis of fully 2,000 ft., and this year of over 1,500 ft. The 
show of ice axes in the umbrella stands in the two principal hotels 
at Fort William during Eastertide. will not soon be forgotten by 
those who saw them. 

I am, Sir, very faithfully yours, 
Rx. CECIL SLINGSBY. 

April 21, 1896. 

THE GERMAN-AU5TRIAN A L P I N E  CLUB A S D  THE 
U S E  OF THE ROPE. 

To the Editor of the ALP~NE JOURNAL. 

SIR,-When travelling in Tyrol last summer we were much sur- 
prised by the cuztom which prevails in the Ortler district of roping 
travellers and guides together two and two. bIy husband and I started 
tc, climb the Ktinigspitze; at the foot of the steep slope leading to the 
'joch ' the guides halted to put on the rap?. In:,tet~d of one rope, 
however, two were produced, and we were each roped separately to a 
guide, the men declaring that, as this was the rule ot' the German- 
Auatrian Alpine Club for that district, they were bound to obey it. 
This arrangement was persisted in on the clesce~~t over the Cedeh 
Glacier, where a quantity of new snow ol)hcared the numerous crevasses. 

I, 2 



The  two guides usually walked quite apart, each with his tourist 
attached, except that occasionally, when guide No. 1 was doubtful 
whether he waa on the brink of a crevawe, guide No. 2 would come up  
to the same spot to aid in the investigation. The danger of this waa 
so obvious that we refused to continue it. 

Shortly afterwards we met two German climbera, who told us the 
guides' statement was quite correct ; the rule had been made by the 
D.Oe.A.V., in consequence of a fatal accident on the Kiinigspitze, in 
which the slip of one member of a party of' four had dragged down all 
the others. 

Surely this is abandoning a safer method for one which is more 
dangerous, simply because the safer fails occasionally, and therefore 
cannot be good mountaineering. In the Badminton volume on 
' hlountaineering ' Mr. C. T. Dent speaks ~trongly of the small amount 
of security atiorded by the rope to a party of two, stating that ' i t  would 
require superhuman strength for one man to pull another out of a 
nCv6 crevasse of any depth ;' and Sir Frederick Pollock, alluding to 
the practice of roping a party two and two, eays ' the Alpine rule of 
three should be aa inexorable as  the rules of arithmetic when the way 
lies over crevaseed snow fields.' In the Ortler Alps, where the 
majority of the expeditions are over snow, the arguments that might 
be used in favour of roping two and two in such districte as the 
Dolomites are clearly inapplicable. It is mid that more serioua 
accidents occur on the mountains under the jurisdiction of the 
D.0e.A.V. than in any other Alpine region. I s  it  not possible that 
the practice of climbing two on a rope may have eomething to do 
with this undesirable preeminence ? 

I am, L ~ c . ,  
F. MAT DICKINSON BERRY. 

Our correspondent does good service by  calling attention to a 
practice the existence of which is probably not generally known to 
English mountaineers. I t  is difficult to believe that so influential a 
body as the D. und 0e.A.V. could have made the mistake of founding 
on a particular instance a general regulation with regard to the use 
of the rope, binding on all guides within their jurisdiction. W h a t  
ever may be the reason for the ordinance, and whatever i b  wording, 
there eeems to be no doubt that it is liable to be interpreted by the 
guides in a manner prejudicial to the interest8 and the safety of moun- 
taineering. W e  have not the regulation before us, and thet-e may be 
very possibly some restrictions with regard to its application. Some 
mountaineers, we are aware, advocate that on rocks, under certain 
conditions, the system of roping in pairs is preferable. Even with 
these limitations the view is not one that we can endorse. Such con- 
ditions must be of very rare occurrence, and the practice, if permis- 
sible at  all, should be followed an exception, not us a rule, and then 
only on rocks. I t  appears incredible that a leading Alpine Club 
should not only mnction, but actually lay down as n rule, that a party 
crossing crevassed snow fields (and all nEvd is presumably crevassed) 
should be roped two and two. Posjibly time and trouble may be 



eaved, but these are matters supremely unimportant as compared with 
the safety of a party, and in our opinion, in whicl we shall probahly 
be backed by the great bulk of mountaineers who can speak fro111 
authority, the metl~od of roping in pairs is improper, simply becaube 
it  is dangerous. The  safety of a party might be best ensured, if 
there were one weak member, by detaching him altogether and 
letting him shift for himself; but such an actiog would universally 
be considered so monstrous that there is no need for us  to con- 
demn it. Yet to rope the weak man to one other, however skilful, 
merely doubles the extent of the disaster that would be likely to 
happen. Places there are, no doubt, in the Alps where the slip of 
one may possibly lead to the fall of the whole party : but this depends 
very greatly indeed on the composition of the party, on its arrangement, 
and on the individual proficiency and steadiness of the members. I f  
there are places where no amount of skill could save a whole party 
from being dragged down if one were to slip, such places ought not to 
be climbed a t  all. In  the case of rock mountains, not omitting the 
Dolomites, we are convinced that the majority would endorse the 
views we have expressed. There may be, aa we have eaid, some few 
who will dissent. But  in the case of nkvk and snow mountains 
there should be no difference of opinion, and the rule is absolute that 
the party should consist of not less than three, all to be on the same 
rope. And here it  will not be out of place to point out that if a party 
conaiste of five all should be on one rope. A traveller and guide 
roped together alone are running just as much risk when a party of 
the proper number is near them as when they are alone. If the party 
consists of six it  is often more convenient to use two ropes, three on 
each, and this method is safe. In the long chapter of Alpine accidents 
very few instances can be cited of loss of life from the dragging down 
of a whole party by the slip of one. W e  do not forget the accidents 
on the Matterhorn in 1865, that on the Jungfrau in 1887, or the most 
recent one on the Rothhorn during the last season. In  all probability, 
if the party had on the two first-named occasions been roper1 two and 
two lives would have been eaved, and possibly in the last-named 
instance Biner's life might have been spared. On the other hand, 
instances innumerable might be cited where, on rock and on snow 
alike, a slip or fall has been checked, and no misfortune whatever has 
occurred, because there were more than two on the rope. I t  is to be 
hoped that the D. und 0e.A.V. will reconsider the matter, and bring 
their instructions to guides rnore into harmony with the pener:tl 
opinion on the subject. If the regulation to which our correspondent 
calls attention is persisted in, English mountaineers will do well either 
to avoid Tyrol as a field for mountaineering or to take their own 
guides with them.-[ED.] 



T H E  FACHIBIILE: O F  CHRI8TIAN ALbIER'S 
E'CHRERBLCH.' 

To the Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 
Grindelwald : 

April 15, 1896. 

GEEHHTEH HERR REDAKTEUR,-Ich habe dem H e m  Sekretiir 
des ' Alpine Club ' einen vollen Bericht der Verhandlungen zwischen 
meinem Advoknten in London und jeiien des Herrn Cunningham 
der Reproduction xneines E'iihrerbuches wejien geschickt. E s  hat 
mir sehr leid gethan, dass die Zeugnisse, welche mir von meinen 
Freuilden in meillem I3uche eiiigeschriebeil worden sind, auf solche 
Art uild \Veise benutzt worden sind, da weder meine noch meiner 
Freunden Erlaubniss gegeben worden ist, und weil auch in der 
Einleitung meill Leben als k'iilirer gniiz unrichtig dargestellt ist. 

So habe icli mein miiglichstes gethit.11, um dieses in Zukunft zu 
verhindern. M'ie Sie aus dem llericht seheli werden, ist es ~ u i r  
gelungen ein Versprecllen zu erlnngen, dass keine 1:seniplare mehr 
dieser Reproduction sollen verkauft oder sonst vertlieilt werden. 
Ich habe gar kein Geld erhalten wegen der Eseuiplareli der 
Reproduction, welche verkauft worden slnd. 

Ich hoffe nur, dass nleirie Englische E'reunde verstehen werden, 
dass ich niemals die Idee gehabt habe, cine solche Beniitzun:: von 
meinern 13uche zu maclien: oder dasselbe 211 verkaufen, und wenn 
Herr Cunniilgham sich einbiltlete, dass ich ill111 meine Einwilligung 
gegeben lintte, so war er giinzlich im Irrthum. 

Auf der I3itte des Herrn C'npitiin Abiley wiuilsche icll beizufiigen, 
dass er nleinem Advokrttrn in Lont1011 gesl~gt hat, dass die Repro- 
duction, ob mit seinein Knmen veriiffentlicht, nicht seine Speku- 
lation war : er liat nur d ~ e  photograpl~ische Arbeit iiberwacllt und 
seine huslngen wurden illnl voii Herr C'lunningham wieder gegeben. 
1.h freut micli desswegen sage11 zu liiinnen, \vie er micll bittet, dass 
der Herr Capitiin hat cs mir jetzt ~ L L I I Z  klar ge~naclit,dass er durchaus 
geglaubt hat, ~vnllrlicl~ und ehrlich, dass ich nleine I<inailligung 
gegebei~ habe. llesswegen beeile i c l ~  mich alles widersprechendes 
zuriickzuziehen, dass i c l ~  gegen den Herrn Capitiin gesagt oder zu 
verstel~el~ gegcben Iii~be, ill dell llriefen ~ m d  tler Erliliirung das i c l ~  
dell1 Herr11 Coolidge geschickt l ~ i ~ b e  unl in1 Alpine Journal' 
be~iutzt zu sein. 

Nit  nller 1Ioch;ichtung untl Gruss, 
CHKISTIA~ ALJIEII. 

(Trai ls lut io~l . )  
Grindel\mld : 

April 15, 1896. 

HOKOVI:~:D JIIL I.:DITOII,-I liilve sent to the Secretary of the 
A111ine Club a full accorlnt of the negotiations betweell my lawyer in 
London and those of Jlr. C'1111ninglian1 relatilip to the reproduction 
of my ' Fiihrerbucli.' It 11;~s ceusetl me 11ilic1l distress t!iat the 
entries which have been niatlc by my friends in my book sllould 
hi~ve been illnde use of in sue11 n ninnner ttnd fashion, since neither 



my permission nor that of my friends was given, and also bemuse 
in the Introduction my life as a guide has been quite inaccurately 
described. 

So I have done my utmost to prevent thie for the future. As you 
will see from the aocount sent to the Searetary, I have succeeded in 
obtaining a promise that no more copiee of thie reproduction shall 
be either sold or otherwise put into circulation. I have received no 
money whatsoever for the copiee of the reproduction that have been 
sold. 

I only hope that my English friends will understand that I never 
have had the idea of making such a use of my book, or of selling 
the same, and that if Mr. Cunningham thought I gave him my con- 
sent he was entirely mistaken. 

At Captain Abney's request I wish to add that he has told my 
lewyer in London that the ' Facsimile,' though published with his 
name, was not his speculation : he only superintended the photo- 
gra hic part, and was repaid by Mr. Cunningham the [actual out of f: poc et] expenses incurred. I am pleased, therefore, to be able to 
say, as he asks me to do, that the Captain has now made it perfectly 
clear to me that he throughout believed genuinely and honestly 
that I had given my consent. Hence I hasten to withdraw any- 
thing to the contrary that I may have said or implied against the 
Captain in the letters and declaration that I sent to Mr. Coolidge 
for use in the ' Alpine Journal.' 

With respectful greetings, 
CHRIBTIAN ALMIR. 

[The explanatory words in brackets are added at Captain Abney's 
suggestion and on our own responsibility.-EDITOR ' A. J.'] 

To the Editor o f  the ALPINE JOURNAL. 
Grindelwald : 

April 20, 1896. 

SIR,-As I was the means of first communicating Christian 
Almer's complaint to your readers, I think it right and proper to 
add here that he has shown me his letter of April 15, and that I 
concur in all he has said in it. 

I- am, yours faithfully, 
- . -. - - - - 

W. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

We have received the following letter through Messre. Paines 
& Co., Mr. C. D. Cunningham's solicitors :- 

To the Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 
The Oriental Club, Hanover Square, W.: 

April 10, 1896. 

SIB,--I was g-reatly surprised to find that you had, without any 
previous notice to either Captain Abney or myself, published a 
letter in the February number of the ' Alpine Journal ' from the 
Rev. W. A. B. Coolidge, as well as an editorial note which was 
oalculated to lead to a misconception as to our attitude. 



I received from you 011 Wednesday, February 12, a letter enclosing 
a copy of a declaration made by Aln~er in the German language, with 
an intimation that you had received it froxn him for publication, 
and that any reply I wished to make must be in your hands by the 
following Saturday (February 15), when the ' Alpine Journal ' went 
to press. At the same time you wrote to Captain Abney informing 
him of the purport of your letter to me. 

I replied on February 12 that if and when Almer made any com- 
plaint to either Captain Abney or myself directly we should be 
prepared to deal with it, and that anything you might, in the 
exercise of your editorial discretion, think fit to insert in the ' Alpine 
dournel ' would be entirely on your own responsibility. Notwith- 
standing this, you published in the ' .Journal ' not Almer's decla- 
ration, but a lotter from Mr. Coolidge which had not been 
communicated to us, and of which we hed never previously heard, 
as well as an editorial note which, to say the least of it, is not quite 
consistent with the facts. 

No reply dealing with the merits of the case was sent to your 
letters in the first place, because the time you gave for the purpose 
was insufficient, but more especially because I do not think the 
' Alpine Journal ' a suitable or proper medium for the discussion 
of the personal and private affairs either of guides or of members 
of the Alpine Club, and I am confident that the majority of my 
fellow-members will share my regret that you should, from what- 
ever reason, have been induced to allow the pages of the ' Journal ' 
to be made use of for such a purpose. 

I am, Sir, your olsdient servant, 
C. 1). C~SNINQHAM. 

We have further received the following letter from hlessrs. 
Pltines & Co. :- 

To tile Editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 
April 27, 1896. 

 SIR,--\^'^ have heard indirectly, but have no reason to doubt the 
accuracy of our information, that both the Rev. \Ir. A. H. Coolidge 
~ n ( 1  Herr Christian Alxner intend sellding to you for publication in 
the forthcoming nunlber of the ' Alpine Journal ' further communi- 
cations dealing with the merits of the recent dispute between them 
and Captain Abney and Mr. Cunningham. We scarcely think that, 
in view of the letter from hlr. Cunningham we sent to you on the 
10th inst., you will continue to open the columns of the ' Journal ' to 
matter of so contentious and inappropriate a nature ; but we deem 
it advist~ble to remind you that anything affecting our client you 
may in your discretion insert in the ' Alpine Journal,' at  the 
instance of those gentlemen or otherwise, will be published entirely 
on your own responsibility and at your own risk. 

We are, Sir, your obedient servants, 
PAINES & Co. 

[In the exercise of our editorial discretion we printed in our last 
number Mr. Coolidge's summary in place of Christian Almer's 



affidavit and covering letter. We did so because the former is more 
concise, and on the whole less forcible in expression. The statements 
made on Almer's behalf in hlr. Coolidgg's letter are substantially 
identical with those in the affidavit which Mr. Cunningham saw. 
No inaccuracy whatever has been pointed out in our editorial note. 

With regard to the limits between public and private matters, we 
altogether differ from Mr. Cunningham. We consider the literary 
ownership in writings such as the entries in guides' ' Fuhrerbucher,' 
giveq for use in a particular place and for a special purpose only, to 
be a matter of interest to all mountaineers ; and we hold that Almer 
had a perfect right to ask a plitce in our pages for his disclaimer of 
having given authority for, or approved, the use made of his book 
and his friends' entries as a literary speculation, and to assert the 
unquestioned fact that he has received no payrnent or compensation 
whatever in respect of that use. 

If hlr. Cunningham is of opinion that the members of the Alpine 
Club are likely to think differently, his obvious course is to lay the 
whole matter before the Committee. To avoid any possible com- 
plaint we have printed here all the letters sent to us on the subject 
since our last issue, and the correspondence must now, as far as 
these pages are concerned, cease. The subjoined notes refer to 
another point arising on our review.-EDITOR '-1. J.] 

P'o the Editor of the ALPINE JOURN.~L. 

SIR,-My attention has been called to a communication, signed 
' D. W. F.,' in the February number of the ' Alpine Journal,' in 
which (at p. 63) the following passage occurs : ' Few even of the 
most pedantic critics will think the worse of Mr. W. E. Davidson 
for putting his name under Jungfrau without a G, or of Mr. Cool- 
idge and two other climbers for leaving out the first C in Schreck- 
horn.' 

Whether critics, pedantic or otherwise, will think the worse of the 
Hev. Mr. Coolidge (or of the other climbers whose names, while 
publishing to the Alpine world that of their colleague in cacography, 
' D. W. F.' more mercifully withholds) for his inaccurate spelling of 
the word ' Schreckhorn ' is a matter to me personally of indiffer- 
ence. 

As, however, the earlier portion of the paragraph above quoted 
is clearly calculated, and presumably designed, to induce those of 
your readers who have not seen Christian Almer's ' Fiihrerbuch ' to 
believe that I have somewhere therein written Jungfrao without a 
(i, I shall be obliged if you will allow me, on my own behalf, to 
state that this is not the case. I have not written the word in 
question either with a G, without a ( f ,  or in any other way, from 
one end of the ' Fuhrerbuch ' to the other. 

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 
\V. E. Davr~sox. 

Brooks's : April 9, 1896. 
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[Our reviewer's language was, as Mr. Davidson's quotation shows, 
in exact accordance witli the facts. The slip of the pen referred to 
occurs in an entry in Almer's ' Fiihrerbuch ' describing the joint climbs 
of &IT. Davidson and a friend, and the first signature under it is 

W. E .  Davidson.' hir. Uavidson can hardly need to be reminded 
that both in law and literature we are all responsible for what we 
sign. The reviewer made no researches into handwritings in this 
or in any other instance ; nor would they have been material to 
his object, which hlr. Davidson has probably misunderstood. It 
never entered into his mind to set up an order of colleagues in 
cacography,' in which it appears from the autograph at the begin- 
ning of the volume all who spell Allmer with one I would have to 
be included I To attach the slightest importance to slips of the 
pen in documents not meant for reproduction or publication would 
seem to the reviewer foolisli, if not worse. His intention was to 
emphasise the absurdity of this kind of criticism by pointing out an 
instance in which such a slip had escaped even the microscopic eye 
of an accomplished ex-secretary of the Alpine Club.-EDITOH 8. J.; 

-- - 

PR0CEEDINC;S OF THE ALPIXE CLUB. 

A GENERAL MEETING was held in the Hall of the Club on Tuesday, 
February 4, at 8.30 P.M., hir. Charles Pilkington, President, in tlie 
chair. 

The following candidates were balloted for and elected members 
of the Club : hiessrs. (f. A. Arbuthnot, A. M. Bartleet, Capt. L. S. 
Blackden, R. L. Uowles, El. H. Clarke, C. S. Kiiig, Rev. H. Martin, 
E. H. Spender, Rev. P. S. LVhelan. 

The HONORZ-RY SECHETARY A N D  TREASURER presented tlie ac- 
counts for 1H!15 ; he explained that he had divided the expenditure 
into two headings, viz. ordinary and extraordinary. Notwithstanding 
the fact that the former included 8 montlis' rent for the old rooms 
in St. Martin's Place and 6 months' rent for the new premises, or an 
increase of 12Hl. 11s. 4tl. over the previous annual cliarge for rent, and 
that wages, light, and firing (costing 271. more tlian in 1894) were 
all considered as ordinary expenditure, there was a small excess of 
31. 10s. 7ii. In the illcome over the ordinary expenditure. The only 
other item under the latter Leading which called for any remark 
was the cost of the 'Alpine Journal,' viz. 1121. 6s. M., against 
621. 12s. l l d .  in 1891. In case members should go a little further 
back and compare the cost of Yol. XVII., 1741., with the previous 
vol., XVI., which wus but 671., he pointed out that the former was 
larger, i.e. it contained more pages. The illustrations liad been more 
numerous, but left much to be desired, and lie trusted tliat in future 
they would be fewer in number and better in quality. The number 
of copies printed had been increased, and the sale of back numbers 
had diminished, owing to so many being out of print. Nos. 107 and 
116 were no longer to be obtained from tlie publishers, but the 
Assistant Secretary had two or three bound copies of Vols. XV. and 
SVI., which members could obtain from him. Turning to the 
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extraordinary expenditure, he thought it was hardly necessary to 
refer to any particular item ; the total amount was large, but every 
member who had seen the new premises seemed pleased with them, 
and he was sure the money had been well spent. The Treasurer's 
cash account showed that i t  had been necessary to sell out tlle 
investment in Coneols,and that the total deficiencywas 6581.2s. lor!., 
of which 3501. had been borrowed at Consols rate of interest and tlic 
remainder had been paid out of 1896 income. With the increased 
subscriptions which had been promised he thought that tlie total 
deficiency might be paid off in three years, provided that the Club 
was strictly economical. 

Mr. HORACE WALKER hoped that something would be done to 
improve the illustrations in the ' Journal.' 

Sir W. M. CONWAY explained that the illustrations were good in 
themselves, but the paper used was unsuitable for their reproduction. 
Illustrations were specially important in an ' Alpine Journal,' and lip 
hoped that with the new paper which had been chosen a great 
improvement would be obtained. 

Mr. F. 0. SCHUSTER said he would like to have a budget for tlie 
coming year, and to know liow many members had increased their 
subscriptions. Many had come forward wlien the circular was 
first issued and had agreed to pay two guineas in future, but many 
had held back. There were a few who offered to pay a t  the in- 
creased rate for a fixed number of years, but the Committee did not 
see their way to accept such individual offers. I t  would be advi- 
sable, in his opinion, to clear off the debt by an increase of ordinary 
income, i.e. by an increase in the number of members paying two 
guineas. 

The HONORARY SECRETARY said it was di5cult to form a correct 
estimate of future expenditure yet. He considered that he was 
near the mark in saying, as he had, that the deficiency might be 
wiped out in three years. Excltiding the members elected since 
April last, when the alteration to Rule XV. was carried, the 
number of members was 552, of whom 21 were honorary members 
or paid no subscription under Rule XVII., so that there were 531 
who were invited to pay the increased subscription. Of these, 288 
had formally promised; 11 had paid the two guineas without pro- 
mising, which meant that they would have to continue to do so ; 9.') 
had definitely refused, tlius leaving 139 who had not in any way 
intimated their intention. Some of these, he hoped, were only waiting 
to see whether, in their opinion, the new premises justified the 
increased subscription, and would send their assent as soon as they 
had aatisfied themselves as to this. At present he calculated that 
the increase in income of this year would be !3401., and the increase 
in ordinary expenditure over 1895 he put down as lwl., but much 
depended on the actual cost of the ' Alpine Journal ' and of exhibi- 
tions, &c. 

The PRESIDENT thought that as much as was possible had been 
done in regard to asking members to increase their subscriptions, 
but that no doubt there were still a certain number out of those who 
had not replied who would consent to do so. 



On the motion of the Hoilorary Secretary, seconded by Mr. 
HORACE WALKER, the accounts were unanimously passed. 

1)r. J. NORMAN COLLIE read a paper entitled ' Climbing on the 
Nanga Parbat Range,' which was illustrated by lantern slides. A 
short discussion ensued, in which hlr. Horace Walker, hlr. D. W. 
Freshfield, and Sir W. hi. Conway tcok part. The PHEAIDENT again 
expressed the sorrow all the members of the Club felt at the fatal 
accident to Mr. hlummery, who had found his grare amidst the 
finest mountains in the world. The proceedings terminated with a 
vote of thanks to Dr. Collie for l i i ~  extremely interes~ing paper. 

A GENERAL ~IEETISO of the Club was held in the Hall on Tuesday, 
?larch 3, at 8.30 P.M. ; Mr. Cliarles l'ilkington, P~.es ide~~t ,  in the 
chair. 

The following candidates were balloted for and elected members ot 
the Club : hlessrs. H. W. C. Bowdoin, P. ( i .  W. Eckford, E. S. 
Grogan, G. hlacartney, W. I). hlonro, C. E.  Shea, Rev. C. H. 
Thompson. 

Mr. E:. A. FITZGERALD read a paper entitled 'First  Ascents of 
Mounts Sefton, Tasman, and Haidinger,' which was illustrated by 
lantern slides and by an exhibition of enlarged photographs and 
sketches of the New Zealand Alps, which remained on view in the 
Hall for a fortnight. In the discussion wl~icli ensued blessrs. 
Stogdon, Grove, a i d  Harrow took part. Mr. E'itzGerald in reply 
mid that he had found crampolls to be very useful, and, although 
when in New Zealand he climbed a good deal with Zurbriggen 
alone, he was sure it was a bad plan to have two men ~ n l y  on 
a rope, and that it should be avoided in all cases where it was 
lwssible to do so. The President congrt~tulated Mr. E'itzGerald 
on the difficult and dangerous ascents which he had success- 
fully made. He also congratulated tlie menibers of the New 
Zealand Alpine Club upon the clinlbs and tlie explorations they had 
effected ill their formidable range of mountains without professional 
teaching or assistance, and in spite of the absence of trained 
porters for establishing efficient bases from which to work. He 
proposed a hearty rote of thanks to Mr. FitzGerald for his paper 
and for the very interesting collection of photographs which he had 
brought together. Tliis was unaninlously carried, and the pro- 
ceedings terminated. 

A GENEHAL ~IEETINU was held in the Hall of tbe Club on 
Tuesday, April 14, a t  8.30 P.M. ; 1)r. Savage, Licc-l'residcnt, in the 
chair. 

Mr. F. W. OLIVER read a paper entitled ' hlont Herbetet and its 
Southern Ridge,' which was illustrated by lantern slides. A short 
discussion ensued, in which hlessrs. Yeld, Carr, Solly, Wilson, and 
Sir W. &I. C'onway took part. Mr. Oliver in replying stated that a 
large number of the views whicli he had shown were lent by Signor 
l'ittorio Sella, who wished it to be known tliat lie wotild be glad a t  
all times to lend meinbers any of his photographs or lantern slides 
for the purpose of illustrating any paper nhicli was read to the Club. 

The proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to hlr. Oliver 
for his interesting paper, and to Signor Sella for his kind offer. 
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THE WEISSHORN FRO31 THE SCH.~LLIJOCH. 
BY EDWARD A. BROOME. 

(Rend before the Alpine Club, May 5 ,  1896.) 

A S Y  of our craft, including such high authorities as 
Trndall and IYhymper, hare considered the Weisshorll 

to be the noblest peak in the Alps, and it is a mountain that 
has a l ~ a y s  had a peculiar fascination for me. Its very shape 
is most impressive and almost faultless : the massive base 
rising from the great glaciers, gradually narrowing away into 
the three-sided pyramid (of all mountain forms surely the 
uost perfect), with the three shnrp arktes dividing the huge 
faces, and tapering ofi into tlle spire-like pinnacle of snow, nll 
form a grt~nd, harmonious picture ; though i t  is a picture on 
such a large scale that it is only a t  a considerable distance 
it can be seen to the fullest advantage. 

I am proud to have been tlie first to ascend the peak by one of 
these three great arktes, viz., the south-western, and consider it 
to be one of the best rock-climbs I have done. ' Pride goetli 
beforedestruction ' however, and my happiness, perchnnce,~vould 
have not been quite so complete had I foreseen this paper to- 
night. As I climb solely for the love of the thing, being 
neither an observant nor scientific mountaineer, and (low be it 
spoken here) even neglect the first duty of taking anything 
beyond the barest ' s h i r t - c d '  notes, I have found it somc- 
 hat diflicnlt to put this paper together. Still, I 'm too old a 
soldier not to know the d u e  of discipline in a regiment like 
ours, and the regimental orders of my very good friend our 
adjutant (and secrtlti~ry) had to be obeyed, and here it IS : 
so I trust you will excuse its sl~ortcomings. Tlle paper shnll 
at any rate have one merit, thitt of brevity. 

VOL. XVII1.-NO. CXXXIII .  N 
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As we all know, the Weisshorn was first ascended by the 
late Professor Tyndall in 1861 up the great east snow-nr6te. 
His description in the 'Hours of Escrcise ' and Leslie 
Stephen's beautiful paper in the first volume of the Journal 
fully describe this route and nre most fascinating reading. 
This ascent has been the one usually followed, and as probably 
most of our members have made it, I need not at  present 
further enlarge thereon. Other notable ascents were Mr. 
Kitson's in 1871 by the north arkte, which I should imagine 
from his paper and my own observations to have been a long, 
tedioua affair, mostly snom and ice, and with an immense 
deal of step-cutting ; and three different routes up the western 
face, taken respectively by Mr. Passingham in 18i!), Mr. 
Percy Fnrrar in 1883, nnd Mr. Cornish in 1889. All tlicse 
are undoubtedly very long, estremely difficult, and very dan- 
gerous from falling stones. I mas much impressed wit11 tliese 
points in Mr. Cornish's paper, when I hcnrd it in 18!)0, and 
believe no further ascents from that side 11;ive since bechn 
made. One other route remnins to be noticed, and this was 
the one taken from the Scha1lil)erg Glacier and up the soutli- 
easterri face by Messrs. Davidson, Houre, and Hnrtley in 
1877, and graphically described in the latter gentleman's 
]laper read here (or rather in St. hiartin's Place) in 187U. 
To this I propose, with your permission, to recur later on. 

I lnyself had a very difficult climb up Tyndnll's ar4tc on a 
most unplensnnt day in 1889, and came to the conclusion 
thnt this nscent, like most others, was easy or diflicult, short 
or long, enjoyable or unpleasant, according to the state of the 
weather and the mountnin. I believe mine was the first ascent 
of that season ; the snow slopes were in bad order, t l ~ e  rocks 
below the ridge glazed, and those on it were all covered with 
fresh snom. There was also a bitterly cold, strong north 
wind, which from a distance made the snow blowing off the 
sumlnit look quite like a volcano in full blast, and this ren- 
dered progress difficult, besides making my two guides and 
myself resemble exaggerated editions of Father Christmas. I 
remember also that it wts impossible, when at  length we llatl 
surmounted the difficulties, to remain more than a f t ~  

seconds on the top. I recollect too, that my ' form' was 
severely criticised by friends a t  the Riffelalp telescope, 
through which I was being watched all day ; but as a set-off 
against this, I gladly recall that 11ly kind backers, who hnd 
accepted longish odds against my ultimate success, had the 
best of i t !  But the whole thing had left an undeservedly 
unpleasing impression of my favourite mountain on my mind, 
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and I felt that when next I went up I must have a better time, 
malie more satisfactory arrangements with the weather ofice, 
tund cross the peak, if possible by a new route. To my mind 
a mountaineering walk is in this respect much lilre a good 
English country scramble ; and though both are deliglitful, 
there is not quite the same fun in going and returning from 
either the same way ! 

The problem therefore that had to be solved was how to 
cross the Weisshorn, making a new ascent if possible ; and 
the only new ascent that remainetl was l)y the south-enstern 
arkte from the Schaliijoch. True, on looking t l ~ e  matter up, 
I discovered that such authorities as  Tgndall, Leslie Stephen, 
Hiirtley, and Kitson, twenty years ago, and in later days 
Cornish and others, who had carefully prospected the peak all 
round, liad condemned this ridge (1 quote Mr. Hartley) as 
'absolutely impossible, or at  all events mould have taken the 
hest part of a week to circumvent' ; but I reflected that 
' Fools rush in where angels fear to tread,' and solnetinles not 
altogether without success ! 

I had been having a week or two's good climbing from 
Saas-Fee, which, by the way, deserves to be much better 
patronised by our ' centrists ' than it is : and wishing to cr03s 
the Dorn. as well as trv the Weisshorn. came round to Zermatt 
to find another first-&te guide to itccompnny my old friend 
Josef Marie Biner. Ambrose Imboden, of St. Nicholas, mas 
at liberty, and I cannot speak too highly of the enterprise and 
companionable qualities of both men. 

The ascent of the Don1 by the eastern face is not however 
to be recommended ; always considered dangerous, it proved 
far more so even than I had antici~ated. Some of the couloirs 
which seam the face must be crossed, nnd they all appeared 
to be raked without cessation by stones of all sizes, both by 
day and night. During the whole climb our eyes and ears 
were always on the alert and aloft, our feet ]-lad to take care 
of themselves, and our rapidity in ticklish places mas great : 
still with all precautions we had some near shaves, and once 
my new rope was cut in two by a sharp stone ! 1 w~l l  only 
add that I should feel really unhappy if I knew that any 
friend of mine thought of undertaking this Balaclava affair- 
unless indeed I happened to be quite sure that the said friend 
had previously executed his will in my favour ! 

The Weisshorn expedition is quite another matter, and one 
thnt can be slronglp recommended to lovers of a maxirnum of 
hard work combined with a minimum of danger. From the 
Dom summit we thought we were able to trace our route 
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pretty clearly, and the rock-arcte looked blacker and freer 
from snow and ice than I had ever before seen it. To moun- 
taineers ' old friends with new faces are always welcome, but 
mountains, like ladies, are doubly welcome, and indeed ever 
so much nicer, when the objectionable powder and paint on 
their ' faces ' and ' cols ' have disappeared ! 

11-e started from the Iianda Inn at  10 o'clock on Sunday 
morning, September 1st ; personally I mould have preferred 
8 o'clock, but religious considerations had very properly to be 
taken into account. Mounting the slopes of the Schalliberg 
was about the hottest bufiiness the oldest inhabitant could 
remember. I pitied the two poor porters who were toiling 
under the burden of our couvertures, casseroles, canteen, and 
coinestiblcs ; and was glad to rest, and of course admire the 
view, whenever-wliich was not often-a little shade, such as 
a 1)i~nk or stumpy fir-tree, could be found. We kept nluch to 
the left of the usual route to the old Weisshorn Club-hutte, 
n,nd above the left bank of first the Schsllib~ch stream, and 
later the Hohliclit Glncicr, and took the opportunity afforded 
by the shadow of tlie last sign of civilisation, in the shape of a 
low wall, to stop for an hour between one and two o'clock. 

Hence we struck up the moraine on the eastern bnnk of the 
Schnlliberg Glacier, intending to cross the ice and find a gite 
soinen-here under the Schallihorn rocks. tTnfortunately 
however this was not found feasible ; tlie ice was too steeply 
inclined, and to get on it would have involved ~nuch  cutting, 
added to which the stones \yere rolling off too freely to be 
quite plensant. '\lye therefore tlioufiht it iniglit be quicker, 
and certainly would be wiser, to descend again down the 
moraine for p e r l ~ ~ ~ p s  800 to 1,000 feet, t r a~e r se  under the 
various snouts of the Schalliberg Glacier, nnd then work onr 
way up its riglit, or west, bank. (Future parties should 
nvoid this mistake and consequent loss of titrie, estimated 
a t  n couple of hours, and go direct from the Hohlicht 
chitl~t to tlie foot of the glacier.) Froni this point we toiled 
up the moraine again for a few hnndred feet, and crossed 
to that rocli-rib descending fro111 the Sclinlliliorn which divides 
the two glaciers. 

By this time one's thoughts turned longingly to a nice 
comfortable birounc, and some distance up the rib I was 
delighted to hit on the very spot: a smooth little grass-patch 
(about the highest risible) protcc-ted from N. and E., sheltered 
by a big overhanging rock, close to water, and overlooking 
the whole length of the fine Hohlirht Glacier, with the pretty 
peeks of the RLettelhorn and Plnttenhorn as a background. 
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This proved an ideal gite, and reminded me strongly of the 
one poor Emil Rey invented and introduced to his patrons a t  
the foot of his favourite Aiguille Noir de Pbtbret. We soon 
made ourselves at  home, and while Biner and I, so to speak, 
'laid the cloth' and did the cooking, Imboden prospected a 
little ; and then, after the usual meal and tobacco, we all 
turned in early ' far from the madding crowd' and noisy 
hotels, and passed a very comfortable night, with little or no 
wind, and the stars twinkling brightly overhead, in pleasant 
contrast to the new-fangled electric lights below. 

Kext morning I insisted on an early start, for no one quite 
knew what difficulties were before us, but as it turned out 
afterwards, needn't have been in such a hurry. By three 
o'clock we had eaten the usual apology for breakfast, settled 
ai th the porters, and were under weigh by lantern light. 
We ascended immediately, viii a horrible shale-slope, and 
crossed the rib under which we had slept, at,  I believe, the 
point marked 3222 in the map, and so on to the right bank of 
the Schalliberg Glacier in about 20 min. from the start. 
Here we roped, and went steadily on by the melancholy gleam8 
of the lanterns (I always like two on these occnsions, the 
strength of the language being in inverse ratio to that of the 
light), closely hugging the Schallihorn rocks, and finding a11 
plain sailing till half an hour or so before daybreak, when it 
evidently became necessary to leave the rocks and take to the 
ice. 

The upper part of the glacier is steep, much crevassed, and 
was demrihd by Rlr. Hornby, in his note on the pass, as  
' almost a continuous icefall ' ; it looked much too complicated 
to negociate with artificial light ; so t h ~ r e  was nothing for i t  
but to sit down on a cold rock, shiver, wait for daylight, and 
wish we had lingered longer in ' the arms of Morpheus.' When 
day broke, however, the route was sin~ple enough, and I took 
the lead for a bit, and we zig-zagged through the schrund~ 
and upper nevb, reaching the beautiful snow-col of the 8chal- 
lijoch a t  6.45. 

This is a fine pass for a view, and from where me sat and 
demolisbed our breakfast we could form a very good idea of 
the Weisshorn glaciers on both sides of the col; though 
naturally the view that interested us most was our own ridge 
overhead. We had now got up 12,300 feet; but the arkte, 
apparently entirely composed of formidable gendarmes and 
big rock-towers, stretched away to the summit 2,500 feet 
higher, and looked a, sufficiently ' large order.' We could, 
however, see our way as far as  the first three of the gen- 
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rfsrmes, and were also pretty sure that (unlike my last Weiss- 
horn experience) we had nothing to fenr from the weather, 
always the first consideration on long ridges; so at  7.15, 
having taken in surficient fuel to get the stearn up, we made a 
start. 

Tlie two first of the towers offered no special difficulties, 
and if 1112. Inernory serves me, both were turned on the right : 
the third also wns easy enough, and was climbed over, and 
then the fun begttn. The fourth proved to be a really good 
npsti~nding aflair ; perpendicular sides, slabby, and w1la.t holds 
there werc, placed by some oversight of nature the wrong may 

up. It  had to be surmounted hotvever, circumventing the 
thing cecmcd quite an impossibility, so tackling it up the 
right-hand corner, we climbed on to the top and right over. 
'She fifth in order looked very difficult nlso, but a somewhat 
awkward traverse round to the right, or eastern, side fortn- 
 lately saved the necessity of attempting it, or wasting time, 
1)esidcs learing us a little more wind in reserve for the sisth. 
'Phis we fondly hoped to turn too, but after conlmencing the 
traverse, fourid it must be clinlbed nfter all, and this conld only 
1)e done 1b.v means of a nnsty sinuous upward craclr ~vinding 
rigllt up  the tooth, wllirh was the nearest thing 1 ever cnnie 
ncross in renl life to W'illink's well-known fancy-picture 
'Crarl< Cli~nbers' in the Badminton series, and I hereby 
npologise to him for having till that moment doubted the 
veritcit~ of llis fertile pen-il ! 

The nest gendarnle, the seventh I think, also had to be 
surmounted, and ngaill touched a chord of memory. Thougli 
certainly neither as long nor as  sensntionnl as  the never-to- 
I)e-forgotten ascent from the BrCche Zsigmondy on the Neije 
traverse, it reminded two of us strongly of the scramble up 
that slab from which you seen1 to see La Grave right under 
j7ollr feet. After this one it lvas impossible to keep count of 
their inill-dualities, and I think they must have been easier: 
hut every tooth had its own little peculiarities, and looking 
up at  each in turn, one couldn't help thinliing of Dent's para- 
graph, ' Such towers look very inoffensive from n distance, 
but a jagged, splintered crest of rock often presents very great 
difficulties in detail, and n single uncompro~nising pinnacle, 
though small, may bar all progress.' 

This arkte is all towers, there cannot be less than about 
two and a half dozen, and most of them must be climbed 
over ; those that can be turned, for son~e renson or other, are 
always passed round on the right, and I do not remember 
traversing to the left (or RT.) of a single one. The beauty of 
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the climb, however, is that you practically never leave the 
ridge. After clambering over one tower you generally find 
a nice pretty little knife-edge snow-col to cross; and then 
' da capo,' at it you go again orer another similar tower, but 
with the little variety about each that gives chal-m. As every- 
vne knows, it is very difficult to remember all the details of a 
rock-climb; but we worked steadily upwards, occasionally 
varying the monotony of climbing the rocks by climbing up 
over each other, getting on, if anything, faster than expected, 
and wondering greatly that some of the numerous rock- 
lovers frequenting Zermatt had not forestalled us. The 
difficulties were fairly continuous, but the perfect condition 
of the mountain and almost entire absence of ' verglas' on 
the slabs were much in our favour ; and only once (besides 
on the Meije bit named above) do I recall the necessity for 
using what the guide, who fancied his English-as-she-is- 
spoke, re-christened the abonlittable muscles, in addition to 
the more frequently used ones of the arms and legs. 

After 4 hrs. of continuous work success seemed certain, 
and I began again to count ; but this time, not how many 
towers were passed, but how many remained. And  hen a 
huge, conspicuous light red rock, the biggest on the ridge, 
and the sixth from the summit was reached, a short and well- 
earned halt (not entirely unconnected with champagne) was 
allowed. The aforesaid big obstacle looked so decidedly un- 
compromising that with one consent we agreed to shirk it, 
and again traverse just under it to the right, and in doing 
this I am satisfied we chose the best route ; but after passing 
it and crossing the large couloir beyond, we made, I think, 
the sole mistake of the day. 

What should have been done now was to follow this couloir, 
the big one, up to its head and finish the climb on the arite, 
over the last five remaining pinnacles. What we did do, was 
to continue the traverse some distance further at  about the 
same, or poseibly rather lower level, missing two more of 
the gendarmes (or three in all), then work back to the ridge 
by a further smaller couloir, and the ribs on its right and 
left, thus leaving only the three last teeth to climb over to the 
summit. This slight error probably made little or no difYer- 
ence in time, but it introduced I think the one and only 
little element of risk in the whole expedition. The first 
couloir close beyond the big red tower was crossed a t  a point 
too near the summit ridge for stones to do much harm, and 
we should have ascended it ; but after traversing some 
distance further along the face, we naturally struck the next 
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couloir much further from the ridge, and as in addition to 
this it was the steeper and narrower of the two, more stones 
came down. Indeed, in scaling the couloir, which by the way 
was not easy, we had to dodge a few, and in consequence none 
of us fancied quite the same route up. I have therefore thought 
it best to record this little deviation from the strict paths of 
virtue for the sake of future parties. As the poet says, 

' Be warned in time by others' harnl, 
And you shall do full well ! ' 

But we tlid11't come to any hnrm, and regaining the ridge 
none the worse, clambered over two more gendarmes that 
both took a bit of doing, up an interesting chimney, then 
over the very last tower, and stood, with glances of gratitude 
gleaming through our goggles, on the grand and glittering 
~ u m m i t  at  12.45, just 5 $  hrs. from the col, including the one 
short halt, and without having left the ridge for more 
than half an hour in all. 

Of all mountain tops that I know, that of the Weisshorn 
is, I think, the most beautifnl. ( f h e n  I had thus far 
written, 1 found I had all unconsciously stolen, alniost 
verbatim, a sentence from the ttiitl~or whose Alpine writings 
I admire perhaps more than any other-I mean Leslie 
Stephen-so shall ask you to excuse me if I quote from him 
another paragraph or two, as  up to a certain point they 
exactly convey my thoughts, and are in 11 is graphic language.) 
' It is none of the great round domes of snow where you 
might erect a tent to sleep in. I t  is formed by three of 
those firm and delicate edges which can only be modelled in 
the mountain snow, uniting to meet in a mathematical 
point. The three faces of the solid angle correspond to the 
three sides of the mountain. Curiously enough, a crevasse 
crossed the neve within a few inches of the top. I flattened 
down the little cone with ~ u y  foot, and felt in its highesc 
degree the exquisite pleasure of standing in the thin, clear, 
and most exhilarating nlountnin air, with all the Alpine 
world lying a t  my feet, from the Monte Viso to the Jura, 
and from the Bsrnina to Nont Blanc. I t  was warm, and 
absolutely calm, and only one deficiency occurred to my 
imagination-need I mention a glass of British beer 2 ' But 
no, Nr. Stephen ; here nle must part company ! Our aspira- 
tions besowed beyond British beer, and it was only after some 
time that rebel nature re-asserted itself, with the result that 
the rucksacks (which had all along been quite innocent of 
beer) were considerably lightened. 
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One or two of my own reflections on the summit may 
interest you ; but first, perhaps, I ought to apologise for not 
having had any special excitement, accidents, or hairbreadth 
escapes to offer-this I know being a lamentable oversight 
in a paper of this ltind. My excuse for this must be twofold. 
First, there were none; and second, the Weisshorn has 
always had a remarkable immunity from casuhlties, and, 
indeed, as far as 1 know, has only been responsible for one 
death-that of the Bavarian climber, Herr Winkler, in 1888, 
who started to climb it alone up the western face from Zinal, 
and, as might have been expected, has never since even been 
traced-one more victim of that craze which has done to 
death so many of his countrymen. I think I may venture 
to prophesy that, as long acr climbers keep to the aretes, 
eroid the faces, and, of course climb together, a further 
freedom from accidents may be anticipated. 

Our time may be considered fairly good ; but for this, as  
mentioned above, we had to thank the almost perfect condi- 
tion of the rocks and the absence of wind. If the former 
had been glazed, the ascent must hare taken much longer, if 
indeed it could have been done a t  all. Another great pull 
in climbing the Weisshorn is, that owing to the entire absence 
of fixed ropes, rods, or any kind of artificial aid, it is still 
such a good natural climb. I suppose we could hardly have 
expected to find any on our new route, but the eastern ridge is 
equally free from these bannister-like abominations, and no wag 
can fairly stick up such n warning as I am credibly informed 
mas placarded t h i ~  year on the top of the Matterhorn-- 

' Notice.-This Hill is Dangerous for Bicycles ' ! 
While still aloft, where the hour spent seemed all too short, 

I ehould like to redeem my promise of referring more 
particularly to the one previous ascent of this side of the 
mountain-I mean, of course, Messrs. Davidson, Hoare, and 
Hartley'sroute up the south-eastern face, finishing by the arkte. 
This is the more desirable as, owing doubtless to a misprint, 
or little mistake somewhere, the illustratioi~ in the November 
number of the Journal, though it shows my track all along 
the ridge correctly enough, cannot have got theirs quite 
right, but makes it strike the south-western ar6te too low down 
-i.e., too much to the S.JiT. When on the peak, I studied the 
point very carefully, and having previously read, marked, 
learned, and inwardly digested the note of the climb,' also 

* Alpine Journal, vol. viii. p. 340. 
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Mr. Hartley's interesting paper of February 5, 1878, I found 
no difficulty in tracing the whole of their ascent. 

Their original intention was to climb from the Schallijoch ; 
but having abandoned this, they determined to go right up the 
south-eastern face from the glacier, and the only moderately 
safe route they could see up that face was by a ridge to the left 
(ascending) of the great couloir which descends right down to 
the glacier from near the summit of the mountain. This couloir 
had to be crossed at  its foot more than once, and both i t  and 
the ridge on its left (up which they went) are unmistakable. 
They had a lively time of it, being exposed the whole may to 
stones which came down the couloir in volleys, bounded fro111 
side to side, and frequently ricochetted on and off their path. 
(This great couloir is the same big one to which I alluded in 
describing my own route, and up which, just for the last 
few jards, I tliought I should have done better to have gone 
and followed in their footsteps.) At its head they struck the 
arkte, and then towers beca~lle the order of the day ; Nr. 
Hartley names that they turned three with much dificultg- 
some on the Zinal, sonle on the Schalliberg side-and then 
had to climb an  apparently unsurmountable one, the last on 
the ridge, and within a few feet of the summit ; scrambling 
over wh~ch, with msny objurgations, and much damage to 
skin and knickerbockers, they found themselves on the top. 
This ilccordingly makes just four towers they had to go over 
after reaching the arkte, though I think it may poesibly have 
been five ; for we counted the big red one to be the sixth 
from the top, and the head of the big couloir being between 
that and the next, the 1.ktter would naturally be the fifth. 

Anyhow, their description, which I have quoted, is so exact 
that the number of towers on the summit-ridge and the 
position of the couloir locate the route exactly; it can also 
be followed on any good photograph. I should not have 
gone over the ground so carefully but for the little printer's 
error above mentioned, and for the desirability of showing 
that the 1878 climb was more on the face and less on the 
ridge than shown on the recent sketch. The expedition must 
have been an exceedingly fine one, and probably much more 
diflicult then mine, but unfortunately at  the same time so  
dangerous that no one has attempted to repeat i t ;  while I 
hope and believe that mine will be frequently followed, and 
give as great delight to others as  it did to me. 

After this long digression you might think I was going to 
treat you in the tragic way attributed to Mark Twain's wicked 

. telescope man, .who took his travellers safely up to the toy of 
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Rlont Blanc, but then, owing to some dispute as to the terms for 
the return jpurney, ' left them there to rot.' This, however, 
being neither desirable nor feasible, I will hasten to bring you 
donn in much quicker time than ours. Leaving a t  1.45, 
we soon found that we should have all our own work to do, 
for there were no traces of any recent party, and no bucket- 
like steps ready cut. The upper snow arete was, however, 
soft enough to dispense with these ; and though below the 
well-known single gendarme the ridge took longer, there was 
much hard ice, and the axes had to be freely used, my men 
knew every inch of the way, and the whole descent seemed a 
great contrnst both to the other side and to my former 
experience of this one. Still I hate hurrying down-hill after 
a big climb, and being also somewhat tired, suppose that with 
frequent rests and many pipes, we were nearly four hours 
getting down to where the Club-hutte used to be, and about 
two more down the endless dusty zig-zag paths to Randa. 
Some may down thc slopes, in taking a short cut, I almost 
trod upon a large and very fat marmot (and naturally in- 
dulged in the pleasures of the chase), and later on, when it 
was getting dusk, we watched with interest a thunderstornl 
playing and producing some weird effects over the distant 
Oberland peaks, and wondered if we should get home dry ;  
but these were the only little incidents I recall before reaching 
the inn at  7.45. 

By nay of conclusion, I can only say that, in my humble 
opinion, this is the finest route on the Weisshorn, and it 
must certninly be the best way to cross the peak. There is 
no climbing half so enjoyable as  that on good sound rock- 
ridges ; and this particular expedition, especially taking into 
consideration the lengih of the a r k t e ~  on both sides, is equal 
to any ridge-climb in the Alps, and is well worthy to rank 
with such splendid ones as the crossing of the Scerscen, 
Bernina, and Pizzo Bianco; or the Meije traverse from La  
Bkrarde to La Grave. 



Br THE EDITOR. 

What's new to speak, what new to register ? 
Slmkesparc, Sosmer 108. 

is the question I expect most of my readers will be 
ready to ask. And what is the answer? The Tour VCH 

St. Pierre hy the west ridge, and the first fiscei~t of the 
western peak of the Jumeaux de la Roccia Yiva-or, to 
appease the precisian, I Gemelli della Roccia Virn. I hardly 
know with what face to appear once again as the narrator of 
new ascents in the Eastern Graians. But if the fact that 

Love is love for evermore 
be any escuse for an undying passion I may plead it as  m i n ~ .  
Even the far greater glories of higher groups leave me still 
a worshipper of the Grand Paradis and his brethren. Not 
that I have not had passing passions for other mountains. 
'Tis true that this year I sought a comparatively new love; 
but 

If she be not fair for me, 
\Vhas care I how fair she be ? 

We went to the Oberland-my friend P. E. Lord and myself, 
with Franyois and Sylvain Pession, of Val Tournanche-but 
wind and sleet prevented us from completing the ascent of 
one of the hitherto unclimbed peaks of the Fusshiirner after 
we had surmounted a inagnificent chimney. Our rope was 
100 feet, and was just long enough to enable Pession, after he  
had climbed the chimney in faultless style, to haul us up one 
by-one. Then came a strong wind, allied with eye-searching 
sleet, which nearly blew Pesuion off the ridge. The sleet 
changed to snow, the snow to rain, and we returned wet 
through to the Be1 Alp. 

The next day was sunless and sad. We could wait no  
more; we went to Zermatt. I had not till that evening a 
very clear idea of what the ' Vulgarisation of the Alps ' meant. 
The truth was, as truth has a way of being, so unpleasant 
that we left Zermatt the next morning at  three, and crossed 
the Thkodule on a perfect day. 

It was a very pleasant change from the noisy, crowded, 
brazen-band-tongued street of Zermatt to the pastoral sim- 
plicity of the Val Tournanche. Pession invited us to take a 
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glass of wine with some of his near relatives-very good 
wine too, made, so we understood, at  Chitillon, in the 
vineyard of one of his wealthier kinsfolk. We were glad to 
gratify him. I t  was a pleasure to both sides, and not, like 
greater meetings, unattended by the interchange of compli- 
ments-pleasant also. 

From Val Tournanche, ~vith Sylrain's mule harnessed 
to Sylvain's chariot, and with Sylvain himself for coachman, 
me raced downwards. On the may we learnt many things of 
the rural economy of the valley, and beheld the telegraph 
posts which Franyois and Sylvain had hewn 

While on the steep 
Tlie woods were in their winter sleep. 

So we sped to Chdtillon-at times, perhaps, a trifle nearer 
the edge of the road than the fastidious ~vould desire. But  
then, of course, Sylvain knew to an inch the wobble of the 
wheel. Tliere we had the pleasure of meeting Dr. F. J17. 
Oliver, who was, like ourselves, on his way to Cogne. The 
crowd had vanished, and the true spirit of mountain com- 
panionship had taken its place. 

So by the night train to Xosta. Thunder and lightning 
preluded our departure, and pouring rain attended our 
arrival. I was much grieved to find that my old friend 
11. Vernet, of the Hotel du Mont-Blanc, was no more. On 
how many occasions had he ~velcomed me to that historic 
hostelry ! Never shall I forget the day when the Courmayeur 
diligence arrived, crowded with passengers. ' Gentlemen, do 
not get down ; I have not a room left,' was 11. Yernet's prayer 
as the diligence drew up before his door. D i s m a ~  was 
general, and no one descended but I ; touching my old friend 
and host on the shoulder I said simply, ' I  have arrived.' 
'Ah, ;\I. Yeld, it is you? You shall have my oxn room.' 

Ji'e found the Blont Blanc as excellent as  eyer. Though 
'non omnia possunus omnes,' Carlo, the waiter, made a 
gallant effort to reacli that ideal. The nest day we were 
detained by weather, but on the morrow repeated the old 
programme-drove to Agmaville and walked to Cogne. 11-e 
arrived in the early evening, and, looking back, saw Mont 
Blanc unclouded at  the end of the valley. 

Bladame Gkrard welcomed us with effusion, and was good 
enough to say that I alwajs brought ' bonheur '-a statement 
which, as sixteen people sat down to dinner on more than 
one evening after our arrival Ceemed a t  any rate temporarily 
true. I t  was a greater satisfaction t3 see that almost every 
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visitor-not the English only-was provided with the 
Climbers' Guide.' To Cogne, at  any rate, knowledge comes, 

even if wisdom lingers. 
On the afternoon of August 18, taking with us Joseph 

Jantet, of Epinel, as  porter, we stnrted for the chalets of 
hIonei, which we reached in normal time. Hospitality we 
found as a matter of course. I thought the cows seemed 
fewer in number than usual, and lenrnt on inquiry that, 
owing to the dry summer, not only were there ten cows l e s ~  
tlian usual, but that the herdsmen intended to descend 011 
August 26. I cannot with any face talk of the view, or, 
indeed, of anything else connected with these chalets, after so 
many visits to them. 

But one fact I must not forget. Amos was not the only 
llerdsman prophet, for when I talked to our host of the 
weather he said, ' Oh, it will be fine, but the wind will be 
strong.' 

Though, good traveller, thou nrt not expected to ' h o ~ e l  
thee with swine,' yet this summer the mountnineer's bed was 
whcre goats had coucl~ed. Sor were we \vithout a share in 
the troubles which the dry season had inflicted 011 the herds- 
men, for the wild hay was very s~llnll in qunn t i t~ ,  though its 
piercing qualities had not suflered in the least ; indeed, what 
was wanting in bulk was made up in piquancy. I almost 
doubt whether one or two bits are not in my legs still. 
During the night there was the us11a1 i.tr~errfc amongat the 
cows, whereby sleep was slaughteretl. But then the climber, 
of course, 

Must make content with his fortunes fit. 

At 1.48 the next morning, August 10, we aere off, with a 
glorious nloon to light us. After t~vo hours' work up the 
nloraine we halted to put on the rope ; passed a little nbove 
ths foot of the Cresta Paganini, where Pession did consider- 
able step-cutting ; and in 3 hrs. 55 min., without any hurry, 
reached the Col de XIonei at  6.10. 

As we breakfasted the wind lvas so shnrp that Pession 
stamped up and down most of the time as he was entilig 
his breakfast. The sun had little power, though we went UD 

some feet out of our wag to get the benefit of his rnys. At 
6.50 we started for the Tour St. Pierre by the I\-. ridge, and 
so closely did we stick to our work that the watcli was never 
looked at  till we were close under t l ~ e  summit. Pession's 
climbing as leader was perfect, and Sylvaiil was not inferior 
in his work as rearguard, the order being Pession, I, Lord, 
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Sylvain. Jantet had descended to the Bifugio. How shall 
I characterise our work ? There is-to the credit of moun- 
taineers very rarely-the ascent taciturn, when, owing to 
circumstances of course beyond their control, such as rain 
or snow or wind, the climbers are in a state of active or 
passive bad temper. There is the progress jocund, ahen  the 
way is not too difficult, the weather perfect, success certain, 
and a helpless porter furnishes the cause of n-it in others. 
Then there is the climb hortative or interrogatory, according 
as Venez seulement,' ' Avancez seulemen t,' or ' Etes-vous 
bien place ? ' ' Avez-vous encore de la corde ? ' may be said to 
be the watchwords. 

To-day's work fell most naturally under the third heading. 
Xie scrambled over some towers and turned others ; be- 

t ~ e e n  them were patchee of anow and ice, some of consider- 
able size. At least two of these were so steep as to require 
care, and in one place Lord and I found ourselves astride on 
the beautifully curving ridge. Our enjoyment would hnve 
been perfect if the north wind had been less keen ; but 
after all it did us one good turn, as it drove away all 
cloud curtains and gave us unforgetable views of the great 
peaks in the distance north and west. And, though ' la bella 
Italia' had discarded her Coan robe for a less diaphanous 
vesture, the Viso asserted himself majestically and fully 
justified Tergil's choice of him for immortality. 

In one place between two towers there seemed to be a gulf 
that would take a fearful time, but there tvas lucliily a sort of 
narrow isthmus between them, a t  first unseen. At last me 
arrived on the Pic de Retour, so pluckily reached by Dr. 
Baretti' and his companions in 1865. This I had always 
anticipated to be the crisis of the expedition. We did not 
actually-though very nearly-ascend to the top of the Pic, 
but turned it on the Monei side by a by no means easy bit of 
snow work. In  the earlier days of mountaineering the pnssnge 
would undoubtedly have been considered difficult, and failure 
to pass it no slur upon a climber. The Pic du Retour once 
behind us, I began to think success assured, but still we were 
a considerable tiwe before we reached the top. In our anxiety 
not to get too much to the left (that is to say, to avoid Nr.  
Pendlebury's route) we kept too much to the right, and 
finally reached the summit from the S. rather than from 
the W. About three minute3 from the top, as  it turned out 
afterwards, we came to a very difficult rock face, and were 
treated to a splendid piece of climbing by Pession. 

- - - -. - - ~ ~- 

Climbers' Guidc to the Mountains of C o g ~ ,  pp. 71-8. 
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Before we started from C o p e  Pession had with much 
mystery exhibited to us certain wedges of wood which he pro- 
posed to take. It was something new in my esperience, and 
I assented, little thinking that they would ever be of use. 
My good friend Pession, like most good men, has his harmless 
foibles, an affection for a certain air of mystary being one of 
them. Well, once again tlle unexpected accomplished itself. 
Two of the wedges were carefully inserted in crevices of the 
rock by Pession, and then taking off his sack, and assisted by 
Sylvain with shoulders, ice ase, and exhortation, in nine 
minutes he had by a strong effort disposed of the difficulty. 
We were then hauled up one at  a time, making pretence to 
climb, and struggling with might and main. Personally I 
enjoyed it, though I did leave behind on the last rock n good 
deal of the skin of my knuckles. 

JYe found the time on renching tlie summit to be 
12.6 p.31.-that is to say, we had taken 5 hrs. l t i  min. from 
the col, wit11 no halts worth speaking of. Say, 5 hrs. actual 
climbing. JYe had been too busy to think of taking times on 
the way up ; in fact, as I said before, the watch n-as never 
looked at  till we got to the ditticult places three minutes from 
the top. The wind was keen, and did its best to molest 
our mclal ; but we protected ourselves as well ns we could 
behind the cnirn, and rnther crowed over our success, though 
I much desired the genial warmth which Coolidge and I had 
been favoured with in oar ascent of 188.5. 

At one o'clock we left, having decided to descend by the 
usnnl route, the north ridge. A very few minutes showed us 
tlint n serious task wns l~efore us. The mind was bitterly 
cold, and plenty of snow mas plastered in the rocks. On a fine 
warm day this route is enjoyable. To-day-well, I liked i t  so 
little thnt I persunded the guides [S.ylvain was now lending, I 
next him, Lord nest me, nrlct E'ranqois in the place of honour] 
to leave tlle ridge and try to our right. Here we were a 
little, though not much, better off. Sy1v;~in went back to the 
ridge at  the point where tlie snow or ice slope abuts on the 
roclts. He cut one step, ancl then n renewed debate resulted 
in his ag:~in climbing down to the right. I thonght of whnt 
tlie couloirs on the Valeille side would be like this year, and 
resolved to fight against that route at  any rate, bnt I did not 
like the prospect of cuttirig across to the ridge of the slope in 
the teeth of the wind. Pession afterwards owned that he had 
had serious fears that we should be benighted. 

After a clPtom Sylvain returned to the snow about one-third 
of the way down tho snow ridge. By this time the wind was 
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much fiercer, and the chances of our getting to any sleeping 
quarters for the night were rapidly growing less. It did not 
seem safe to try any of the couloirs below us, and the quan- 
tities of stones below the usual route to the Valeille Glacier 
were a plain warning ; so it was decided, on my earnest 
advocacy, to make a traverse to the usual snow ridge, and 
descend to the Monei Glacier by the rocks on the further side 
of the col between the St. Pierre and the Tour St. Andre. 

I t  was bitterly cold, and the wind, now almost a gale, Idem 
the dry snow about with a pitiless perseverance. Sylvain, 
who had to cut the steps, had a very uneriviable task. His 
I)eard was soon full of ice, I ,  as I moved slowly, a a s  nearly 
frozen, while Lord was little better off behind a big rock. 
Patois here nrns fast and furious as  the wind itself, and what 
great,er sign of difficulty can be looked for 1 The dry snow. 
which seemed at  times to be illuminated, cut like hail, and 
filled our eyes and ears. At last Sylvain reached the snow- 
ridge, I joined him and was untied, and Lord and Pession 
hastened across. The descent to the col was child's play. 

I now discoverecl one thunlb to be partially frost-bitten, but 
hard beating and rubbing restored it. My companion had 
only saved his hands by cont(inun1 beatilig. Once on the col 
we were in peace, for the gale was only local. We then went 
doan the easy rocks R-. of the Tour St. Andrb to the Monei 
Glacier. At the foot of the rocks we came upon a big 
bergschrund, and much time was spent in finding a route 
across i t ;  but of this \ye recked little, as  here the wind ceascd 
to torment us, while the sun warmed us comfortably. llihile 
Sylvain was at  work I dozed off severnl times ; the last time 
I was roused by the rattle of the huge icicles he was demo- 
lishing. A big stone or two came down, but only in a half- 
hearted sort of way. 

Once across the bergschrund we made for the Col Monei, and 
rejoining our tracks of the morning, just before 8 o'clock 
reached the Rifugio after a day of 18 hrs., about 16 of which 
mere devoted to work. At the Rifugio me had the pl~asnre of 
meeting SS. Vigna and his conlpanions, who were carrying 
out a l n o ~ t  successful campaign without guides. 

This route by the rocks is distinctly the easiest in descenrl- 
ing from the St. Pierre, and was again followed by Messrs. Oliver 
and Hiatt Baker with Alex. Burgener a few days later on their 
way over the mountain from Val Piantonetto to Cogne. 

Let me here reply to an objection ~vhich I hare heart1 made 
by some who have climbed the Tour St. Pierre : ' Yes, the 
St. Pierre is a fine mountain-what there is of him ; we 
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would there were more.' Well, let his detractors make the 
ascent by the W. ridge, and they will find that there is more 
of him. 

l\londay was a day of rest. The morning we devoted to 
the torrent, the afternoou to laziness. In  the evening Jantet 
returned from Locana. He had been writ for wine and 
meat ; he brought us vinegar and lard. But then he appre- 
ciated the vinegar ; and a8 for the lard, 'twas all his fancy 
painted it, and even the strongest expressions of public 
opinion troubled him little. 

On Tuesday, August 21, I'ession, Sglvain, and I left the 
Rifugio a t  4.45 A.N. to try the western and higher point of 
the Genlelli della Hoccia Viva, which we hnd been forced by a 
thunder storm to leave un~tttempted, after ascending the 
enstern point in 1898. At starting the men wished to 
follow the Bocclietta di Monte Nero, but I, recollecting how 
steep it was, begged them to take the route round the 
Monte Kero himself, a bit of fnresight on which I afterwards 
heartily congratulated myself. We found the Roccia Viva 
glacier much more troublesonle than last year. It seemed 
to me to have shrunk considerably. If the mountains were 
abnormal in 1893, in 1894 they were still more nbnormal ; 
and when we got near the foot of Coolidge and Gnrdiner's 
couloir, on the E. of the lkxcin Viva, it wits a perfect ol).ject 
lesson in teaching the truth that no two ~rlountaills differ 
more than tho same mountain in different season3. The 
snow had shrunk mlicli; instead of spotless white it was a 
dirty grey, and its centre apparently a stone shoot in full 
\vorliing order. That we might be under no mistake M to 
the state of things, a good round missile whizzed well out of 
i t  as we gazed. 

Then we scrambled hnstily for shelter, and went up s 
steepish ice-slope in unusui~lly quick time. Once under a 
big rock, I believe the very one under which we sheltered 
from the thunderstorrn of 1893, we halted to see how many 
stones were likely to fall, nnd seized the opportunity to take 
a med.  While we fed me saw S. Vigna and his party, without 
guides, arrive on the glacier by the Bocchetta di Nonte Nero. 
They, like ourselves, soon found that the ice was by no 
means complaisant. We had before this seen a chamois, 
who at  our shouts, 

Stretching forward free and far, 

songht the wild heights of the Monte Nero. 
Our meal finished, we started upwards, and, though I 



don't like being hurried, I here made no objection, but went 
as hard as I could. We crossed several places, more or less 
dangerous, at  times at  any rate, from falling stones, 'and then 
found ourselves on the steepest part of the mountain. 

One hard place still comes back to me at  intervals, for 
here Pessiun, having himself got up with a great effort and 
with all tlie help Sylvain could lend him, when I called out 
to him-he was then above me, waiting to help me up - 
' Est-ce que je puis me fier it la corde?' replied 'Un peu.' 
As he is an absolutely truthful man I made what effdrt I 
could to put as  little trust in the rope as possible, but 
once certainly I hung by it and a bad handhold. I should 
explain that the ascent was not directly upwards, but slant- 
wise. 

After this bit, when n7e were standing togther, Sylvain rc- 
marked, ' NOIIR faisons tout ce qu'il y a de plus dificile.' Pession 
tnice mounted 011 8ylvain's shoulder, and, to illustrate ho\r 
absorbed he was in his work, I may relate that in one placc, 
when I mas standing close to him on a narrow ledge, and h r  
was helping Sylvain up with tlie rope, he t001i a small 
handful out of my beard, which he had unawares included 
in his erin. 

At i6.k me mere on the top, i.cl. in six hours from the 
Refuge, of which probably something over an hour had been 
spent in halts. 1Yhen we arrived I laid my hand on tlie 
topmost rock, then Sylvain climbed it to pllt a few stones 
together, and then I mounted it in haste by \ray of Syli-ain'~ 
back. The view was marvellons, but, pile on adjectives as 
one will, a true description is still unattainable. To the plants 
which I found on the eastern peak I must add Litlaria all~inrr, 
,Yuxifragcl opposi!it;)litz, IIrrtc~lrit~sia all)i~sa, f ; e ~ ~ i i ~  r~ytatzs. 

But we had little time for the view, as  the men were 
nnsious to be off. The wind was bone-searching, and the 
descent by our upward route distinctly not desirable. Thus 
we only spent fifteen minutes on the top. Before I moved 
Pession had let Sglvain down on the Roccia Vira side, and 
received back the satisfzctory news, ' Nous sommes snuvbs.' 
It was so, fortunately ; but the descent was not easy. The 
rocks were snow-plastered, and the inclination somewhat 
steeper, I should say, than the north ridge of the St. Pierre. 
Hands suffered, but in twenty minutes we roached the top of 
the snow col between our twin and the Roccia 1'iva. Helom 
the col in the warm sunshine 

Salubrious draughts tl:e warrior's thirst allay, 
And pleasing conference beguiles the day. 
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Ah ! yes, the meat was potted l~ubbl?rjock, and the wine 
lloschato ; but then success tempered alike the over-meet- 
ness of the one and t l ~ e  over-spiciness of the other. The men 
talked, to my delight, of ' la bella Italia,' ' la bella vista.' 

TYe left this spot a t  12. To briefly describe our route I 
may say that we descended on the edge of the great couloir, 
very close to  the rocks of the peak we had climbed ; and we 
wasted no time, but \vent a t  full speed. In one place I was 
struck I)y n stone on the arm, but without any serious result, 
though we quickened our pace and, rejoining our morning's 
route above tlle big rock, scampered along the ice-steps and 
out on to the glacier nt a run down a s1011e that on ordinary 
occasions I should have treated with comparative respect. 
On the way we crosscd two berjischrunds. At a quarter t o  
one we were well out on the glacler- i .c .  in three-quarters of 
an  hour from our lunch place. There were no dificulties 
worth mentioning, a t  any rate in the firdt part of tlle 
descent. 

JVhen we got near tlle Bocchettn di Monte Nero I carefully 
examined Co~npton's panorama, and can pronounce it abso- 
lutely correct. Every pinnacle of rock was in its place, every 
curve of sky-line sno\v accurately indicnted. Pession had said 
on the suninlit, ' If we are on the glncier 1)g 4 o'clock I shall 
be content.' And content we were long before 4 o'clocli. 

The weather was splendid. Indeed, Pession exclnimed, ' I 
have newr  seen so fine a dny.' On the col we remarked on 
tlle changes in the glacier since 1H!)2, and leaving a t  1.15 
reached the liifugio a t  2.5, keeping up something of the pace 
we had now grown accustomed to. As we made a halt of a 
few minutes to tnlie off tlir rope-we had with us two long 
ones, one of 100 and another of 120 ft.-Pession delivered 
himself of t l ~ e  remnrk, ' There are who mock a t  having two 
ropcs. They are dix mille fois bktes.' liemembering what 
the rope had done for us this summer, I fully agreed with 
him. 

The nest day we \vent down the Piantonetto valley to 
Locana, and found the flowers as conspicuou~ly plentiful and 
beautiful as ever. Near Locana we met S. liatti, the editor 
of the ' Bollettino ' of the C.A.I., with whom we had a very 
pleasant chat. 

We returned to C o p e  by way of Ronco, where the accommo- 
dation agreeably surprised us, and the Col de l'hrietta, 
halting a t  Brouillot to see the splendid sight of a sudden 
storm passing over the Grirola. Our last day-was spent on 
the Pousset ridge and the Pointe dn Pousset, where, with the 
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famous view in all its perfection before us, me made our  adieux 
to the great peaks. 

I will conclude by saying that ,  though nothing is more  to 
be deprecated than the  arrival  of t h e  tourist multi tude at 
C o p e ,  I was delighted to see there so m a n y  and  so friendly 
mountaineers. Who knows of how many clinlbers h i d o r y  
will in future summers have to relate- 

Though Zermatt's glories did his youth engage, 
He sought the Graians in his riper age ? 

THE FIRST ASCEKT O F  T H E  CENTRAL AIC;UILLI.3 
D'ARVES. 

BY BESO~T SICOLBS bIAGSIN. 

p h i s  interesting ascent, though made in 1839, remained unknown to students 
of Alpine history till 1878. In  that year the following n a r r t i v e  was read by 
the author at  the Congress of the Learned Societies of Savoy, which was held 
on A u y s t  12-13 at  St. dean dc Maurienne. Nr. Coolidge tirst heard of this 
aficent at  Valloires on July 23, 1878, and on August 13 rcceivecl Iron] the 
author-then a notary at  St. Niche1 de Jlaurienne-the original MS., \vliich 
is still in his possession. I t  was printed in a l i r~~i ted  number of copies for the 
Congress, and is  here reprinted-the readingli of the MS. being alwujs preferretl 
to those of the printed edition -as a n  important tlocument relating to h lp i~ ie  
hietory. There are certain detnils in the narrative-e.9. the cities seen fro111 
the summit- which are due to the fancy of tlie spectators, but tlie fact of the 
&went is established by a curious bit of evidence. In 1876 Signor L. Vaccarone 
discovered at  the foot of tlie last rocks o. Sardinian coin, which l a d  escapetl 
the notice of Nr. Coolidge in 1874, but (ay stirted below) had been left jubt in 
that spot, with another coin, by the 1889 partg. Mr. Coolitlge found a ct1il.n 
on the sumniit, which he attributed to a le~endary  Savoie, a hunter, who no 
doubt really was one of the Alhl. Jlagnin. But siricc 187s Mr. Coolltlge has 
publicly and frequently maintained the reality of the ascent of lS:l!), his own 
climb in 1874 having been only the first by a traveller. For full detnils as to 
the whole story me 'Annuaire de la Sociht; des Touristes du l)auphini..' 
voL r\.i 1890, pp. 119-122. The original MS. is adorned with a quaint pen 
and ink sketch of the three Aiguilles d'Arves, which we regret we ci~nnot ro- 
produce to illustrate the present reprint.] 

LE 2 septembre IS30 Ctnit une de ces belles journ6cs au  ciel pur 
et sans nuages. 1);s la veille nous [sc. les frires Pierre Alexis 
et Benoit Xicolas Blagnin] avions fait nos prkparatifs pour une 
excursion de chasse du ~ 8 t h  des Aiguilles dlArves. Partis vers une 
lleure du matin, passant par la montagne du Vallon, nous arrivons 
aux premiers lueurs de l'aurore sur les l~auteurs au-dessns des 
Carrelets. Nous y avons fait uns halte pour observer le lever du 
soleil sur les plus hautes cimes. 13ientht nous avons vu des 
rayons illuminer les neiges Cternelles du sonlmet du Jlont-Blanc, et 
au mGme instant il colcrait de ses rayons rouges la cime de 
l'higuille d'Arves du milieu, et pel1 d'instants aprirs le sommet de 
deux pic8 du massif de inontagnes des Hautes-Alpes au delrl du 
Lautaret. I)e lir nous avotls traverse C o m h  Mianne, soit Combe 
Gelke, au milieu de laquelle serpente sur un pavb de pierres un 

' 
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petit ruisseau, dont les eaux etaient congelks ; jamais nous n'alions 
r u  de va1li.e aussi dCnutl4e et aussi sauvage. De lh, on n'aperqoit 
aucune trace de v6gCtntion : on y est si isold qu'on se sent pris par 
un sentiment indicible de tristesse, mEl6e d'adlniration, par la 
coutemplation des horrenrs de la Nature. Ensuite nous avol~s 
escalad6 la uiontagne nu-dessos de Bardes, recoriverte de blocs do 
rocllers cyclopi.ens, et arrives au revers, nous nous sommcs troul-Ps 
en face des Aiguilles d'Arves. Alors nous avons apercu un 
troupeau de chamois coucllCs sur le glacier entre l'aigullle du 
111ilieu et celle i~ droite. Nous sonlrnes partis dans I'cbspCrance de 
les surprendre en arrivant it la butte infkrieure du glacier. Apr&s 
aroir franclii lit butte nous d8couvrons, la carabine il la main, la 
surface du glacier, mais nons n'y voyons plus aucun chamois. 

L'ain6 des fr6res remonk le glacier prcs de l'uiguille it droite, 
et lo passe sans incident. Le  second, qui suivait de cjoeltlues pas * 
cn arriilre, enfoncc tle la j a m b  droite, qu'il balance dans le vide. 
sans recontrer aucune paroi : sentant qu'il dtait sur une cmvassc?, il 
se jette en arri6re (si~ns oser aller voir i~ l'orifice du trou dont il 
venait de d6gager sa jalnbe), puiv fait un detour pour passer le 
glacier snr un t ~ n k e  point, en sondant la neige avec la pointe de 
son b a t  ;L on. 

ArrivGs cntre Ips deux aiguilles, nous nous nrrbtons un instant, et 
nous v o y o ~ s  la troupe tle cllarnois tlni remontt~it 01)liqnement 
l'i~iguille tlu ~nilieu, et de telnps en temps nous en voyons dis- 
ptlluitre, d ' o i~  nous avons conclu qn'il y avait un passage, soit ulie 
:infractuositP, dims le roc, qni psrnissait presque perpendiculaire et 
luii conlme line muraille : sans cette i11dic:ttion fournie par les 
chamois nous n'anrions jamais pens6 clu'il soit possible d'y passer. 

(Juel(1ue ten~ps  aprCs nous voyons bouger an somlnet de l'aiguille : 
arec nos longoes-vues nous avons prfaitement distinguO que 
~ ' ~ t s i e i l t  les chnmois tlui y Btsient al~ivds. 

Nous nous achen~inons vers le passage qu'ils nous araient 
indiclu4, et nous nrrivons assez facilement juscjues vers 1'arCte dn 
111ilieu de l'aiguille, et A peu p r h  L moitik de sa l~auteur, et nous 
11011s trauvons ii cOt6 d'un couloir reconvert de glace sur une 
Inrgeur de  deus iuittres environ. Nous taillons, avec nos pics, 
chaclue pns dans la glace pour atteindre un banc de roc recouvert 
de cailloux calcin6s clue nons arons dkblayb sur une largeur de 
trois quatre n~i!tres. 

Aprk aroir franclli ce passage nous nous trourons t i  la  face 
S.IS. de l'aiguille, qni, i l  notre grande snrprise, prksente un  
gifantesqne escalicr, dont chaque rnarche a une largeur, B peu prits 
regulikre, d'un n~t:tre, sur une hauteur d'un mktre et  qnellues 
centimhtres, et qui s'ctend prhs du somlnet de l'aiguille. 

Par l'nne de ces l a r g ~ s  assises nous trarersons jusqa'ti 1'arGte r i s  
11 \.is de l 'aiguill~ gauche, et aranqons sur la face qui donne du cBt15 
des Arl-es. L)e 111 il dtait impossible de monter. 

Nous retournons rers l'escalier des gkants, dont nous a\-ons 
escnladC les hauts degrks, en nous aidant des bras et des genoux, 
et nous arrivons ir environ qnatre ou cinq nlktres de la fine p in te ,  
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qui prbsente la forme d'un vaste fauteuil dont le dossier est tourn6 
du cBtB des Arves. Arrivds h ce point, notre premier soin fut do 
rechercher si nous y dQcouvrions trace d'homme, et nous n'en avons 
point aperqu. 

Nous avons aplati une balle de carabine, oil nous avons grave 
notre nom, avec la date de notre ascension (' hlagnin, 2 septembre 
1839'), et l'avons dBposh dans une cavite dans le roc, formBe 
probablement par la dkcomposition d'un caillou de matiere fnalde 
(car la massc des aiguilles est composke d'un poudding, soit 
melange de sables p6trifiBes, renfermant des cailloux roulks dans 
lee eaux de diffkrentes natures, les uns quartzeux, les autres 
schisteux, etc.) Nous y avons dbposd en m h e  temps une piice de 
monnaie sarde de trois centimes, une pihce de monnaie autrichienne 
et une poignde de chevrotines. 

Aprks avoir un peu mange et pris un peu d'eau de vie, dont 
nous ne sentions pas la force A cette altitude, nous tentons d'arriver 
an fauteuil, soit il la fine pointe. Nous traversons un petit benc 
de roc d'environ quarante centimitres de largeur, situQ sur la face 
du ~ 6 t h  de blontrond, puis nous franchissons un degrB de plus d'un 
mitre de hauteur, en nous hissant avec les bras. Nous a ~ i v o n s  
au fauteuil, et posons nos mains sur son dossier. 

Une inexprimable emotion s'empare de nous : jamais nous 
n1aVions suppose qu'un spectacle aussi grandiose puisse s'offrir il 
nos yeux. Kous domirlions toutes les montagnes environnantes, et 
par une illusion d'optique il nous paraissait que nous Btions aussi 
Qlevks que le Mont-Ulanc, qui nous paraismit tr&s rapprochk, et que 
nous voyons t i  dbcouvert au N.E., et au  deli^ le Alont-Rose, et la 
chaine des Alpes s'abaisaant dans le Tyrol. 

Au N.O., par-dessus les montagnes des Villards et le massif de 
la Grande-Chartreuse, on voit distinctement la basilique de 
Fourvihres et le faubourg de In Croix-Rousse ; l'emplacement de 
Lyon Qtait recouvert d'une Bpaisse fumke, qui dkrobait la vue des 
edifices. Avec les lunettes on distinguait tous les vitraus de 
Fourvikres et les bitime~lts Btayks de la Croix-Rousse, et au delh 
de ravtes plaines. 

Au levant, et sur une ligne passant au-dessus dn hfont-Thabor 
et de Roche-Melon, on voit les plaines du Pikmont et de la 
Lombardie, B perte de vue ; mais la premidre chose qui frappe la 
vue c'est la basilique qui domine la colliue de Superge, et le chemin 
qui y conduit, et qu'on distingue jusqu'au faubourg de PB, dans 
toutes ses sinuosiGs, puis la ville de Novare, et au delil du Tessin 
la ville de Milan, dont nous n'avons pu distinguer que le boulevard, 
avec une rangbe d'arbres, et la  faqade des premiers btitiments, le 
surplu~ de la ville Qtant dCrobB h la vue par une vuste fumBe. 

Au S.E. on voyait le Mont-Viso, la Tournette, et la chaine des 
Alpes Maritimes qui s'abaissait du cat6 de Nice, et au delh une 
vaste plaine blene que nous avons pris pour la hlhditerranbe, et 
qui se confondait avec l'horizon. 

An S.E. et B 1'0., seulement la vue fut bon18e par les montagnes. 
Apris sroir exmint! d m s  tous les sens, Qtendus sur le fauteuil, 
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noU8 tournons nos regards vers le zbnith, et nous voyons une 
couronne toute noire au-dessus de nos Gbs ,  et pr&s de la couronne 
un bleu tris  clair qui devenait plus fonce h mesure que le regard 
s'approchait de l'horizon. 

Eblouis par ca merveilleux panorama, nous n'avons pas pend  it 
consulter l'heure, d'autant que le soleil dtait encore blevt5 A 
l'horizon, lorsque, regardant nos montres, nous voyons qu'il Qtait 
cinq heures. Pronlptement nous faisons quelques pas de descente 
jusques prAs du degre du cdti! de blontrond, en face d'une profondeur 
perpendiculaire et vertigineuse. Nous disons simultan6rnent qu'il 
faut nous tourner la face contre le roc, et nous nous laissons 
glisser doucament, en tenant les mains auu as+riti.s du roc jusqu'8 
ce que nos pieds recontrent le petit banc de roc que nous traversons. 
Nous effectuons sans dificulti? la descente par le passage suivi en 
montant, et arrivons au pied du glacier tl la tombde de la nuit, e t  
continuant notre marche, nous arrivons chez nous une heure du 
matin. 

NII~~.-DQs que nous avons approchi! du sommet de l'aiguille 
chaque quart d'heure nous sentiolls un pressant bemin de manger, 
et quelques bouchi!es sutfisaient pour callner l'appktit, et nous 
sentions l'un et l'autre un gonfiement au front, et en m h c  te~nps 
une forte dkmangeaison aur  narines, snns doutc effets de la rare- 
faction de l'air. 

Conc1luion.-Avea peu de travail et de dhpense on pourrait 
rendre le passage facile et sans danger, et qui sait si, a p r k  
l'accomplissement de ce trayail, les Aiguilles d'Arves ne de- 
viendraient pas, apres le ltont-Blanc, le lieu le plus frdquentk par 
les touristes des diflbrentes nations, clni J seraient attirds par le 
magnifique panorama qui s'y prdsonte ? (n'y attirera pas de nom- 
breur touristes des ditT6rentes nations ?) 

Toutefois avant l'erbcution de qnelque travail on ne pourrait 
conseiller l'escalade du fauteuil, qui (en l'dtat actael) est clangereuse, 
car le plus jeune des frbreu Ilugnin, qui avait ~ l o r s  24 aus, plus 
impressionnable, rl cause de son tige, pendant le  noi is qui a suivi cette 
ascension a rGv6 plusiours fois Gtre A la descente de ce passage, 
mesurant de l 'eil la profondeur vertigineuse de lfabime, et se 
reveillait en sursaut, en sentant bouillonner le sang dans ses veines, 
sans, cependant, avoir bprouvk ce sentiment lorsqu'il l'a rkellement 
f ranchi. 

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO I N  VAL FOKMAZZX. 

Ox September 19, 1878, I looked down from the southern summit 
of the S m d i n o  * on the long reach of Val Formazza., conjecturing 
the position of the hotel at Tosa Falls, to which I was bound. The 
district was then unknown to me ; I had merely taken the route in 

I found a uairn near the top. 
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returning from Italy to Switzerland on the advice of friends, and 
=as unprepared with maps or information. Ascending the Antab- 
bia glen by mistake, I had scramblecl on till timo and en obscured 
view checked my upward course 9,000 ft. above Eignasco, my start- 
ing place. Unaware that the hotel nestled at  my feet, and picturing 
it some way down the valley, I marked out for my descent a more 
direct course than that indicated by the cattle tracks, which made 
for the upper end of the valley. Brought up, however, by mist and 
growing darkness on a dangerous declivity, I had to pick my way 
back to them, having in reality been before prompted by conscience 
to avail myself of their more certain guidance. I t  has been no un- 
common experience with me to be benighted, but never more help- 
lessly than now. The darkness of a misty night grew as complete 
as it well could be in tlie open air. Yet I once remember it 
greater. My friend Cawood and I were descending from the Be1 
Alp with our baggage on a mule, yet for some reason or other 
~ i t h o u t  a lantern. In  the wood literally nothing in the immediate 
proximity was discernible. The mule was thereupoc put in front ; 
the driver, holding by its tail, gave a hand back to Cawood, who in 
turn extended an ice axe to myself. The invisible aninial went 
steadily down the zigzags without a pause. To return to the 
present occasion, I contrived, under difficulties, to adliere to tlle 
path, and after resisting tlie temptation to remain for the night in 
the dry recess under an  overhanging rock, and failing to find 
entrance to a shed to which I came, a t  length renched the level 
ground. Just as the path then nearly lost itself a strange moving 
light somewhere across the flat expanse attracted my notice. 
Hailing without effect, I committed mjself to the unknown inter- 
vening space, and found a group of men, whom I followed, expecting 
to shelter in a hut or village. I n  two or three minutes the lt~ntern 
lit up the wall of a substantial building, and, before I had realisecl 
the meaning of the confused noise of water that liad begun to make 
itself heard, to my agreeable surprise I found myself a t  the inn. 

Remaining at  Tosa Falls the next day, I was recommended to 
proceed by the Binn valley, and studied tlie route from the Italian 
Government map which I found. Understanding that my course 
would be past the Obersee (Lago Sruer), which on the map was set 
in a curious sort of side recess above the main enclosing rock wall 
of.the Hohsand Glacier, after some hesitation, and hurried by the 
coming on of mists, I surmounted that wall, only to find the ascent 
a mistaken one. ' To get fun out of the position,' as my original 
notes have it, I cont~nued to the glacier, meaning to descend 
further on, first gaining a rocky eminence that rose near to make 
a cairn and deposit my empty wine bottle.* A gap at  the far head 
of the glacier meanwhile prolnising a more direct and agreeable 
course to the valley J wished to reach, I went on to it (the 
Hohsand Joch, as I afterwards learnt); but on the other side could 
-- - - - - - - . -- - - - -. - - - - - - 

The summit of ridge 2.926, but S. of that point as placed on the map. 
The glacier I first reached was really the Ban Glacier, close to point '2,973. 
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only see down another glacier and a bit of rock below, all the lower 
region, whatever it was, being concealed by mists. The general 
aspect, l~owever, seeming favourable, and my compass, which 
formed my sole connection with the outside world, making the 
direction right, I descended. &lists came on, with scantily falling 
snow, and it was not till I was clear of the ice that a brief lift of 
cloud disclosed tlie valley. 

I hit off tlie diligence road by a village, which I afterwards 
thought to be Lax. The 15 kilometres now to 13rieg seemed eud- 
less, though I solaced myself with the thought that after all a 
kilorn6tre was not a mile. Soon after I sighted the lights of 
Brieg a conveyance overtook me, wliicli proved to be occupied 
by young Seiler, and I was heartily glad of the ride which he 
gave me. 

In  returning the following year (1879), near the end of Septem- 
ber, to Val Formazza, for the purpse  of exploration, I foolishly 
persevered, in spite of a lieavy fall of snow, in the passage, new as 
it was to me, of the Uistenen Pass to the Simplon. Reaching tlie 
first of the two passes included in tlie route about noon, a t  nightfall 
J was only in the intermediate Nanzerthal (a distancn of some two 
miles, with a dip of about 1,000 feet), vainly seeking entrance to 
one of tlie deserted huts. With a brilliant moon I set off about 
sis  for the remaining pass, but it proved a still more serious 
busiiiess ; the deep, toilsome snow had now a thin frozen surface, 
which detaiiied the weary foot, only to let it abruptly down. I t  is 
difficult to suppose anything more tiring and disheartening, wbila, 
at the same time, it precluded active motion, and I availed myself of 
occasionally obtruding stones to stamp off frostbites. But 'it's 
dogged tllnt does it,' and, gaining tlie top in three hours, by mid- 

'nht, in 1 7 i  hours from Visp, I was at the hospice. 
ni'l'ha typical leader-writer woald have depicted a solit,ary belated 
traveller nearly perishing. But solitude is a safeguard to a person 
acquainted with liis own endurance, as, a single individual re- 
quiring all his inanagement to see to himself when almost at 
danger poiut, the riak is increased if companions have to wait for 
or attend to each other. 

I had never been at the hospice before, and making no one hear, 
though I believe I ventured to ring a large bell in the open 
entrance, I wandered disconsolately through the unlighted passages. 
Bleanwhile noisy voices and laughter from the other end of the 
building seemed to indicate that the inmates were engrossed in 
jollification. At length I went to tlie source of the noiee, and 
found a large room full of Italiaii workmen, who were the reversp 
of sleeping. I felt timid as to attempting rest amid so rough- 
looking a se t ;  however I lay down in a corner, placing my sac 
and boots under nly head for safety. Later on there was a sound 
of a vehicle driving up, and the still noisy gang were whirled off 
into tlie night ; and, left to myself, by further exploration of the 
deserted passages and aid of the moonlight etreaming in th rou~h  
the windows, I obtained more fitting accommodation. 
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On descending to Crevola I found an inn in the tower-like 
structure at  the corner of the bridge which many travellers may 
have wonderingly noticed. At bed time I was taken doun the 
staircase of this quaint structure, storey after storey, my conductress 
key in hand, as if to some dungeon, till part way down it the 
door was opened for me of a small bedroom." 

On this and subsequent occasions I found headquarters at  Ander- 
matten,t in Formazza, or Pommat. Returning in successive years 
I was led on to the endeavour to construct map-at first from 
sketches, afterwards by aid of a prismatic compass-of n glacier 
region then practically unmapped-a work, to my grief, iuterrupted 
when it seemed to require only one more visit to complete it, along 
with my Alpine projects in general, and since rendered superfluous 
by the new Italian map. 

The discomforts I endured at  so humble a hostelry (Osteria 
Imboden), with all tlie friendliness of the hostess, as well as in 
facing the inclement condition of the Alps when closing in for 
-.inter, are a curious lneasure of tlie enthusiasm produced by sucli 
explorations. I became accustomed to village el~tertainment in 
lily ' rambles in Ticino,' and in some ways felt more at  ease than 
among tourists and waiters; it was a lonely existence, but brougl~t 
me into contact with the people of the country. The dismal part, 
however, here mas tlie early morning start-the turning out to a 
cold dressing on the rude boards of a large, scantily-furnished bed- 
room, followed by tl scanty meal, being a Mark Tapley sort of busi- 
ness. Then came the weary sameness of tlie toil up the steep woods 
of the Lebenduner Tobel,: with the prospect, perhaps, of lily pro- 
jects being cut short by baffling fresh snow and insl~flicient daylight. 

In  this now deserted valley-head I spent the day in complete 
~olitude ; but on one occasion, when I had made lilyself comfortable 
for the night in the hayloft of a large barn in the lower set of 

- - -- - - - - . - - - - -  - 

* My bill at A1 Torrc ' is worth recording ; it was duly made out in items, 
and amounted tofr. 1.95 for supper (including soup, good meat and beans, fruit, 
half a bottle of wine), bed, and breakfsst I 8ince then, I believe, the little 
hostelry closed, and in my subsequent visits I found more luxurious quarters 
and a friendly, intelligent landlord at  tlie * Stella.' over the way. At Baceno 
(' Agnello '), my nzxt halting-place, at  which spot the interest of Val Antigorio, 
whether for scenery or excursion centres, the gorge of Foppiano, singled out 
for praise in a valley of surpassing beauty, seeming to me overrated, my bill 
was fr. 2.40 for supper (with soup, egg pudding, half a bottle of wine), bed. 
and breakfast (with cheese). On one occasion I stayed at  the inn at  St. Rocco 
(Soleil), and was well satisfied. 

t Alla Chiesa, I. map ; see Ball's Central Alps, p. W9. My immediate aim 
was to explore the route from the Lebendun (Vnnnino. I. map) valley to that of 
Binn, but I was disappointed in the expectation, to which I had unfortunately 
given premature expression in Frmer, June 1879, of finding a direct passage. 

$ The more level upper part of this side valley is rather pleasing, with the 
Ofenhorn terminating the vista of the higher gorge. The Italim map banishes 
the word Lebendun, stream, huts, and lake bearing the name Vannino. In 
this bilingual district there must be some curious dialectic local names-e.q. 
Mincjo Kriipfe, I was told, was merely equivalent in meaning to Monte 
Bocchetta. 
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Lebendun huts, I heard pewons outside, who tried the door and 
found it fastened (with my ice axe). I must confess to an uneasy 
feeling, and it was with decided relief that, after they had again 
tried ~t and called out, I lieard them go away mitliout noticing 
my reply. I n  the morning I found it was a party of hunters or 
poachers, who had gone on to tlie upper huts. I now fraternised. 
and as I remained in the hut with one of them, after the others had 
gone out, he praised my wine bag, and at  length asked me to give 
~t him, a request which I naturally refused, as it was of use to me. 
He repeated the request in the tone of a man who did not want to 
be refused, and I more firmly declined, though a little uncomfort- 
able in siglit of his gun. However he said no more. I t  looked 
like an attempt a t  virtual robbery, and I hope tlle experience of 
' coveting ' is unique in Alpine travel. 

Another time when I passed the night a t  these huts it was 
earlier in the season, and the herdsmen had not gone down. They 
were friendly-disposed, and gave me of what they took themselves, 
but that seemed mighty little. The first proceeding on inviting me 
indoors was to hand me a small spoon ; the others had each one 
and were standing round a large caldron of slightly-warmed milk 
coated at  the top. Into this we dipped and took ad l~b. ,  though 
tlie others mostly took little or none, only one keeping me company. 
When I desisted the caldron was swung over tlie fire, and 
incessantly stirred with a wooden ladle, or rather pronged stirrer. 
Access was gained by a ladder to the upper storey, in which wi? 
were t a  sleep. The first to mount was (I small dog, which being 
placed on t l ~ e  steps nlanaged to get slowly up. The inen meantime 
beguiled the time with singing. A bed was prepared for me, tlie 
rest followed a t  various intervals, and soon we were all lying side by 
side on the hay, three herilslnen, a young woman, and the dog 
iorming the relliaintler of tlie party. I hnd, however, a rug and 
a sheepskin to myself, though a knock of my neighbour's elbow 
into niy ribs reinintled me occnsionally of his proximity. The 
young woniun was safely wedged in between two of the herdsmen ; 
\vllat became of the little dog I did not know, but I attributed the 
movements of sonietlling in the dark in tlie neighbourllood of my 
face to a roving propensity on its part. Smaller animals were, of 
conrse, numerous, but I managed by this time to sleep tllrough 
them, having become reconciled to them, espccitilly for the sensible 
habit I had notlced of retiring to their own rooms at  an  early 
hour after dinner. Soine of tliein certninly appear to make a 
breakfast also, but they too withdraw before daylight, and so do 
not accompany your travels. Before retiring tlie men brought up 
to the loft t~ hot bow1 as tlie result of the stirring. I was handed a 
ladle and ogtiin was left alone with one rival in relish for a repast 
which I was not sorry for. But it was little for hardy men to sup 
on. I cannot speak to their morning meal, as I went before it. 

Before me on this occasion (September 7, 1880) lay a mucl: 
-. thought of project of crossing a small glacier on tlie southern flanks 

of the Ofenhonl (now Arbola Glacier), over which seemed to lie 
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the only direct pass to be found to the Binnen Thal. Ascending the 
glacier between the Ofenhorn and the Punte del Forno (now Forno 
Glacier), which I had explored the previous year,* I took to a snow 
gully in its western wall, which, as  i t  grew steeper, I left wliere 
practicable for the side on my right. At one such spot, high up 
where the snow was very steep, the thought occurred to me, ' Now 
this is just the place one might go backwards, and so headforelnost 
down the gully.' The next moment the little knob of rock to wllicli 
I was holding with my upper hand came off, and I swung back to 
near, but not quite, the balancing point. hly other holds were 
sufficient to preserve the balance, which, in fact, a very sliglit hold 
will do. I now crossed to t l ~ e  rocks on the other bank, by which I 
found easy access to the top (in about 4 Iirs. in a11 from the huts). 

The glacier (.4rbo:a Glacier), a t  whose edge, as I had hoped, I now 
found myself, seemed to offer no difficulty, and proceeding to the 
terminal summit of the mount,ain spur (in direction S.8.W.t) on which 
I was, overlooking its lower end, I saw that I could easily reach a 
low gap in the rock-ridge beyond it at the head of the Rinnen Thal. 
Unfortunately the day was clouding over, and a bitter wind robbed 
me of tlie pleasure which the elevated position combined with 
the prospect of success should have brought. After some harried 
observations I returned to the pass (Ofenjoch), and set off for the 
summit of the Ofenhorn, it being freezingly cold on the way. 

In crossing from the ridge on my right, which I had kept near, 
towards the final ridge of the niountain a t  the head of the glacier, 
I suddenly beca~ne conscious that I had one foot in a crevasse, 
which means worse than ' one foot in the grave.' I have often 
thought since that of all deaths, short of physical torture, the 
worst would be one of the nicntal torture which a solitary man 
would undergo, aroused to a sense of his foolhardiness on finding 
himself resting in the minor discomfort perchance of cold and 
trickling water and cramped spme on a ledge of ice, part way 
down a crevasse, with the brilliant blue sky through the opening 
above, in a cruel, l~opeless silence, till the blue faded from the sky 
and the stars slowly crossed tlie opening, looking down with 
unpitying eye. He might console hin~self with wondering whether 
if he wrote a page or two of diary it would come out in a hundred 
years or so a t  the foot of the glacier, and then calculate tlie distance 
and time it would tnke till he counted himself to sleep. Thus twice 
that day did I nearly see Cerberus and the dusky realm of Pluto. 
- . - - - - - - -- - -~ - - -  - 

I then reached the gnp at its hend (Forno Pass), but could not crosn it till 
the autumn of 1881, when I went over it Iron1 Unceno to Lebendun. To reach 
this p u s  from Binnen Thal ascend an easy grass gully to the first gap seen left 
of the Albrun and not much higher than it ; then on the other side follow 
ascending paths scrags the side ridge to the left, and, skirtirlg the base of the 
rocky point 2.582 (9. map), continue without inter~~lediate descent along 
terraced ground to the plateau at the foot of the final dbbris gully leading to 
the pass. 

t The account (Alpine J w m a l ,  vol. x. p. 99) is incorrect here. The 1855 
I. map clears up all this region. 
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Reaching the top in less than half an  hour from the col, I com- 
menced taking observations in a sheltered place behind the cairn, 
but the cold was excessive, the weather more and more threatening, 
and not caring to be caught in a snow storm, I ruthlessly cut short 
n ~ y  angles, to be continued on a niore propitious occasion, and in 
some ten minutes was back on t l ~ e  pass. 
h quarter of an hour brought lne across the glacier and down to 

the gap I had marked. I t  was a quaint little gap choked wit11 
Luge pieces of rock, which, having been warmed by the earlier 
morning sun, gave nie back a grateful heat. Looking over the 
other side, I saw that there only reliiained easy ~lopes, so, the pass 
mine, I promptly returned, well contented, to the warm racks, to 
select a cornfortable spot for a meal. 

Tlle snow slopes below the g t ~ p  led liie to a tiny glacier, the 
sniallest I have seen, though containing, 1 believe, a crevasse.* 
My return way to Tosa Falls was now by tlie wearisome ordinary 
route of the Albrun, hlinojo, and Neufelgiu Passes, which being 
new to me I wished to esplore, the toil up the latter seeming 
endless, but once on the top I set of7 to race the daylight, it being 
now about six, and in an hour was at tlic hotel.+ A short way below 
tlie summit I sr~rprisetl three cllatnois within a stone's throw. Two 
went off; the tllird stood and lookctl at me and its companions in a 
puzzled way, a t  last making off in anotlier direction. 

I had noticed near the foot of tbo Forno Glacier a s n ~ ~ i l l  side- 
glacier descending into tlie lleatl of the Lebendun (Yannino) 
valley from the ritlge of the Ofenhorn, an overflow, in fact, of the 
icefieltl above, which promised the easiest access to the mountain 
on tliis side, alld on Septelnber 2, lHH2, tried the route with Pierre 
Zertanna, liis brother, the acting lancllord of t.he jointly-owned 
hotel, volunteering to accomptiny us. Passing the Obersee or Lago 
Sruer and crossing tlie low ridge beyond it to the S.\\-., after brief 
trial of the glacier, we ascended its left bank and came out high 
up on the n6v6 that covers the niountain slope, by which we had 
easy access to the final ridge. 

.-  . . -  

From Stutler's description it was in 1864 evidently larger, and, indeed, 
apparently unite11 with the upper  lacier in R~gerofen. 

1:or this little notch (' Einscllnitt ') in tlie ridge, whence, Studer writes, ' in a 
couple of paces we fo~lnd  our.selvee on the upper firn,' the name riggerofen 
Thor might be preferable to Arbola Glacier I'ass; but I see in ' Climbers' 
Guides' Eggerscharte given a s  a n  alternative. Thin rock-ridge bounds the 
Arboln Glacier, fortuing the international fruntier, as  shown on the I. map, and 
t l ~ c  S. Map (lHX!)) is quite wrong in removing it and making the  glacier partly 
fall into the Uinnen Thal. 

t In  1 hrs. going from the Alhrun Pass. 
f This buttress slioul~l be ascended directly on the side away from the 

glacier. I believe this way \vill be found preferable to that by the lower and 
larger outlet fro111 the satlie icefielcl leading to the Lebendun Pass. I t  was not 
known to my conlpenions, \vlio. ho~revrr ,  seemed unaware of any routes up the 
Ofenhorn except on the Hinnen TIlal side. Our times were: ntart, 6.53; 
Neufelgiu Pass. 7.47 ; rocks al)ove side ~ l a c i e r ,  !).17 to 10.12 ; fiurnn~it, 11.30 
to 3.45 ; foot of Hohsand Glacier. 5.7 ; hote!, 7. I n  passing the Xeufelgiohorn 
Pierre told us that  he Itad ascended it. 
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On the summit, where tlie landlord took a willing and intelligent 
part in recording my observations, we were favoured with one of 
the most beautiful mountain effects I have seen. Fine as tlie day 
was, a mass of clouds l~ersistently clung to the Italian side of the 
main ridge of the Alps, to tlie south-west of us, lwre peculiarly 
wild and jagged, rising just up to the top, and there contrasting in its 
myst~rious cloudland beauty with the ruggad pez~ks showing them- 
selves on the Swiss side. From our sliperior heiglit me looked 
down on the scene, the whole being in full sunshine-a delightful 
sight, felt even, I think, by the impervions sons of tlie soil. Wlien 
at  length they propoeed to descend, I mustered sufficient German to 
say, ' Wir sind in Himmel; warten wir,' and they did not dispute 
either clause of the suggestion. 

In  descending we retraced our steps till me approached tlle rocky 
ridge falling north-east from the summit, when wa crossed i t  to 
the snow-slopes on its further sile. By this time mists covered 
the lower part of the mountain and glacier below, in which we 
were soon enveloped. The way was new to all of us, but my 
previous observations of th? locality made me confident that we 
should socaeed in emerging on to the lowar glacier. , S o  wz felt our 
way down and among the crevasses on the glacier. F r x n  timo to 
time 1 pulled o ~ i t  my compass, which had an  effect on th3 con- 
fidence of my cxnpanions, wli9 proceeded not without ninny an 
exclamation, tliougli, RS it pointed in a different direction from 
ahat I espected, I left its  admonition^ unheeded. We came out 
of the clouds, to our mutual satisfaction, exactly where we wanted 
to be, some way down the main ice stream of the gl~~cier.  I gave 
them the ramains of my brandy flesk, and they ware happy men 
for the rest of the day. 

For exploring the lofty region at  the head of t l ~ c  Gries Glacier I 
discovered a convenient highway in a side glacier  low Sieclel Roth- 
horn Glacier), descending thence into the Hohsand ravine. At its 
foot, without being traver~ed by its stream, lies a curious, long, 
and very lerel plain, floored with fine debris, with occasionally 
islend-like mounds of grass, and a bounding ridge of the same on 
the side of the ravine. Here I fell in with a herd of chamois, 
who, instead of running away, remained, a4 if accustomed to me 
or knowing the difference between a gun and an  ice ase.* 

By this route I reached the Siedel Rothhorn t ant1 Blindenhorn ill 
the autumn of 1881, returning in each case tlie saiiie way. On the 
latter mountain I remained from 1.45 to 6.30, which at  that time 
of the year must have been close on sunset. I t  has two lower 
summits on the north, so distinct in appearance as seen froni the 

-- ~. .- - --- . - -~ - -- - .~ . . 

The neighbouring hut is appropriately culled Gemsland on the new I. 
map. The shorte~t way from Tona Falls is by a brief and easy anccnt to the 
p la~n fron: the vicinity of the Zum Sand hut. A pleasant alternative entry to 
the Hohsand ravine ma.7 be made bv crossing the bridge at hlornst and tnkinq 
a track above the rock6 on the left bunk of the gorge, reaching the Zum Stock 
hot by a slight descent. 

t I found, if I remember right, no trace of a cairn here. 
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highest p i n t  that, being unnoticed on the map, I took them for 
the Merzenbachschien, the next mountain marked down the Gries 
Glacier. Afterwards discovering that they were intermediate 
summits, I ascended both on August 81, 1882, accompanied by 
Pierre Zertanna, going by the Siedel Rotl~horn Glacier and return- 
ing by the Gries Glacier. On neither was there trace of 8 cairn. * 

IS JIE3IORIXIl. 
/APTAIN MARSHALL-HALL, 1831-1896. 

CAPTAIS ~IARSHALL-HALL, born in London, February G, 1831, was 
the only child of Dr. hlarshall-Hall, the eminent'physician and 
physiologist ; he was educated a t  Eton, and a t  Caius College, 
Cambridge. 

Fro111 his youth he was a passionate Alpinist, inheriting this 
ennobling taste from his mother, who was an  enthusiastic moun- 
taineer until she was over eighty years of age. He accompanied 
his parents on their annual visits to Switzerland, and in 1849, when 
only eighteen years old, he was the first to make the passage of 
the Kew \\'eissthor from Zern1att.t In  1867, with hlr. I\'. Leighton 
Jortlan, and wit11 Jean Couttet as chief guide, he made the second 
traverse of the Aiguille cle l 'Ebou len~en t .~  Later on, from 1878 
to 18H4, he resided with his farnil! six years in Switzerland, passing 
the winters at  hlontreur, the summers in high strqtions of the 
Ynlais-always interested in every aspect of Nature, and specially 
in glacier observations. He then often contributed original notes 
to the reports on glacier variations issued by the writer of these 
lines; and later, in 1891, when living at  Parkstone, Dorset, he 
continued to follow up this subject with great eagerness, and 
obtained fro111 the Alpiile C!ub the formation of a committee (Sir 
Rtartin Conway, Profeceor T. G.  I%oimeg, Captain hlarshall-Hall) 
charged with the care of studying the oscillations of the glaciers in 
different parts of the British Empire. He  wrote many reports on 
the subject, 4 and obtained the official co-operation of the Colonial 
Administration for t11e study of this important phenomenon. At 
last, in 1895, at the sixth International Geological Congress, a t  
Biirich, he initiated the formation of a committee for studying the 
variations of glaciers in the whole world (Commission Inter- 
nationnle des Glaciers). He was himself elected as representative 

- - - - - --  -~ - - - -- - - -~ -- . 

* They are shown on the IHH!) map with height 3,334 m. for the southern 
and sliphtly higher of the two. The short ridge, rocky except at its north-east 
end, of w l ~ i c l ~  they form the ends, presents a separate appearance on the Gries 
Glacier side, the upper snow of which extends to the uneven brim of the 
depression parting it from the highest point (3,334 m.), the more so from their 
not being in line with the lntter, but really forms part of the precipitous 
frontage of the mountain over the Blinden Volley (see Imfeld's panorama from 
the Eggisl~orn). 

t .41pinr Jotonal, February 1879, p. 176. $ Ibid. 1894, p. 6.5. 
9 Ibid. 1891, 'On Glacier Observations,' kc. 



of Great Britain and the Colonies in the Commission, and worked 
with yonthful entliusiasm and activity.+ He was, ~t may be added, 
a member of the English, Swiss, French, and New Zealand Alpine 
Clubs. 

The activity of Marshall-Hall was not by any means exclusively 
devoted to Alpine studies, but showed itself in inany different 
directions. He had studied law, and was called to the Bar, but an 
always discouragiug deafness prevented liis practising 8s a barrister ; 
hence tlie greater part of his life mny be said to have been spent in 
the ardent pursuit 3f scieutific stud~es. A Fellon- of the Cllemical 
Society, and of the Geological Society ; n inen~ber of tlie Geologists' 
Association, of the Royal AIicroucopical Society, of the Agricultural 
Society, of the 13ritish Association, and of the I-nited S e r ~ i c e  
Institution, also of the Dorset Natural History and Field Club, 
he maintained a life-long interest in the ailils and work of all. 
Possessed of great mental elasticity, he was no mere dilettante in 
the various brnnclies of science to which he mas attracted, their 
nu~nber, indeed, being rather tlie index to the l<eeniiitss and 
thoroughness with which he entered lnto all nuttera of scientific 
interest. 

He was moreover an el~thusiastic yaclitsnlan; in 1870, shortly 
after the fruitful espedition of H.V.Ss. ' Lightning ' and ' Porcu- 
pine,' he undertook a dredginy crnise in his yacht ' Sorna ' to the 
coasts of Spain and Portuqr~l, accompanie~l by hlr. Edward 
Fielding, and by Mr. Savile l i e l~ t ,  of the British Jluseum. The 
Royal Society contributed 501. towards the costs of this expedition, 
the lnost i~nportant results of whicli were n~ade  pnblic by the Inst- 
named gentleman. t. 

JIarshall-Hall was a magistrate for Wilts, in ~vhich county he 
had property; in his youth he took great interest in the militia, and 
joined tlle Royal East Jliddleses, ikom which lie retlred with the 
rank of captain in 1872, owins to liis increasing deafness. 

The numeroua friends of the deceased will long remember liis 
unifornl kindness and cordiality, the ardour and activity with whicll 
he threw himself into all the old and new questions which excite 
the intellectual curiosity of man. A Christian by conviction, often 
has he said how the more he knew of science and it3 marvels the 
stronger grew his faith in God and His revelation. His death 
took place suddenly a t  his home a t  Parkstone, April 14, 1808. 

F. A. FOHEL, A.C., S.A.C. 
bforges, Switzerland : June 1896. 

- - - - - -  

KE regret to have to record the recent deaths of hlr. CHARLES 
PACKE, forinerly Hon. Secretary of the Club, an enthusiastic 
botanist, and author of the Guide Book to the Pyrenees,' and of 
hlr. C. D. CUNNINGHAM, w110 was connected with Captain Abney in 
bringingout ' The Pioneers of the Alps,' and with the late Sir F. 0. 
Adams in preparing ' A History of tlie Swiss Confederation.' 
- -  - - - -- 

'The Stuiy of Existing Glaciers,' Nutural Sczence, January 1895. 
t Nature, iv. 456, 1871. 
VOL. XVII1.-NO. CXXXIII. P 



ESHIBITIOSS. 
I. PHOTOGRAPHS. 

THE experiment, rendered possible for the first tiire by the new 
rooms of the Club, of dissociating the photographs from the annual 
exhibition of paintings and drawings as a whole pro\ed successful. 
The photographers unquestionably had no cause for complaint, 
while there can be no question that the work of the artists was 
seen to much greater advantage when there were no photo,gmphs 
to distract the attention of visitors. In the matter of paintings 
oil and water mix effectively enough, but the addition of photographs 
also always seemed out of place, and even at  the nineteenth- 
century Art Galleries last year produced an effect of incongruity. 
I t  appears hardly fair, however, to have the photographic exhibi- 
t i ~ n  in the summer months, when the light is a t  its best, thus 
relegating the paintings to the darkness or the artificial light of the 
winter months, and in future years we hope to see the dates 
altered. Perhaps a still better arrangement would be to have the 
picLure exhibition in some mont l~  such as April, and the photo- 
graphic exhibition a few weeks later. 

The great majority of the photographs contributed were the work 
of members, though the eshibitioli was not contined to them. 
The list of exhibitors was fairly represenhtlve, though there were 
some notable absentees. Captain Abney sent only a fern studies of 
the 'clinlbing foot,' taken for the purpo:es of book illustrotion; 
we lookeci in vain for any of his superlative minter photographs. 
The ladies either were not made aware of the Exhibition or 
forkmre to cross the austere portals of the Club. \Ye would haye 
welcomed work from photographers such as Miss Moysey, and we 
were sorry to miss any examples of Mrs. Main's admirable skill. 

At the present moment, at  any rate as regards esliibitions, 
there would seem to be two schools of photography, one of which 
aims chiefly at  technical excellence and purity of method on the 
lines encouraged by tlie Photographic Society, while the other, 
which seeks after new departures and employs any kind of n~ethod 
calculated to give a pictorial effect, fincis its home, where it illustrates 
its principles and its vagaries, in the Exhibition of the Photographic 
Salon. 

Judging by the late exhibition, the views promulgated by the  
new photographic school either do not lend thel~lselvee much to  
il~ountain pl~otograpliy or do not find much favour. Some of S i r  
Martin Conway's enlargements, however, are such as might have 
been seen at  any exhibition in the Dudley Gallery. Photograpl~s of 
distant mountain panoramas with much sltg, and dealing with early 
dawn or sunset effects, are estremely difficult subjects; and even 
n,lien the resulting picture is attractive i t  is difficult to be sure tha t  
it is in the least like the photographer expected. But at  least 
Sir hlartin Conway's photographs were not in any hackneyed style, 
and aimed honestly at  reproducing the effects which attracted him 



as beautiful. His views were not very well treated by the hanging 
committee, and were very much spoilt by having large white labels 
stuck on to the glass, but some of them were very effective. 

Photographs of mountain scenery labour under the great dis- 
advantage of having very little human interest. I t  is s very rare 
tLing to find any figures or life of any sort suggested without 
spoiling the picture. Of climbing photographs we noticed but 
two esamples--one an interesting portrait group of Dr. \\.'ills's, ant1 
the other a snap-shot of a clinlber negotiating the famous 'jammed- 
stone ' couloir on the Iileine Zinne, by hlr. P. A. L. Pryor. 
Whether this was intended to h a w  any reference to a remarkable 
illustration that appeared in a recent Alpine work we know not. 
If such was the case the print suggested that descriptions of 
Dolomite cli~nbs, characterised more by fervour than prosalc 
accuracy, need rather to be illustrated by Alpine artists in their 
more emotional moods than by the photographer. 

The tele-photographs by hlr. Hoddinott were rather disrtppint- 
ing, and it seems that nlucli further work is required before this 
form of lens can be made of much use practically in the mountains. 
blr. Dallmeyer, when he first described his tele-photographic lens 
at the Society of Arts, gare it as his opinion, in the course of tllc 
discussion, that tlie lens was unlikely to fulfil the espectations 
that had been formed of it in sonie quarters with regard to 
mountain pliotograplly. He belie~ed that there was always liliely 
to be considerable blurring of the picture, owing to the long 
exposure required and the refraction produced by the variations of 
teliiperature in mountain landscapes made up of alternate sno\v 
and rock, valleys an3 heights. Such blurring, while comnionly 
present, does not apparently succeed in g i ~ i n g  softness to the picture. 
lluch, evidently, depends on the choice of an appropriate subject. 
Thus a view of the Ilatterhori~ froill the Ziiiutt Bridge, taken witli 
one of these lenses, mas surprisiiigly successful in destroying all 
sense of atmosphere and distorting the mountain, producing the 
same effect as a photograph talien wit11 a short-focus lens from t l ~ c  
Hdrnli. Far more eflective, because a more suitable subject, was a 
view of the illoming Rothhorn taltcn froin the RiKelalp. Mr. 
Lamond Howie contributed nn interesting view of Ben Neris in 
winter time. This was taken as n panorama, and required a good 
deal of retouching at  the joins of the seleral prints. Geologically, 
however, it was a rery valuable photograph. 
OF the direct photographic work in which Mr. Donkin excelled 

EO greatly Mr. \\'oolley's ' Ailama ' was one of the best esariiples - 
a very fine photograpli indeed of an escellent subject, in which the 
modelling of the snow, the massi\-eness of the hanging glaciers, and 
the  solidity of the mountain mere brought out to perfectioli. hlost 
of Mr. It'oolley's examples were of Caucasian subjects, chosen 
deliberately from tlie topographical point of view. All were market1 
by the high degree of technical escellence we are accustonled to 
Eee in his work. 

Of good technical work therc were few pliotographs in tlio 



exhihition better than Mr. Spencer's. His sinall views iiicluded a 
very adillirable panorama froin tlie Aiguille Yerte and soiiie es- 
cellent studies of sun and shadow and ~ilodelling of snow taken in 
winter time a t  Chamonis. Aillong the best, to our mind, were two 
views of the Aiguille Yerte and tlie Aiguille cles Cliarmoz. In 
anotlier frame was one of the best pliotograpl~s of the dirt-bands on 
the hler de (ilace that we can reineniber to ha\-e seen. bIr. Sliea 
sliowcd a striking enlargeillent of a study of 1)olomite rocks on tlie 
Pelmo, but his views were rather spoilt by over-enlargement. 
Among much good work froin Mr. Holnles Ire noticed especially 
the ' 1)ent des 13oucluetins,' a pllotograpli \vhich combiiied admir- 
ably a really pictorial effect with a direct reproduction of a high 
Alp' ~ n e  scene. 

Signor Sella contributed too little, unfortunately, but the few 
exaniples n-hich lie had showed ofl' his ad~iiirable skill to advantage. 
The ef-frct of a hot day in producing a vivid sense of atii~osphere 
was well sho~vii in his pllotograph of the ' I'unta (inifetti.' Too 
great accuracy in focussing, or the einployiient of lenses of too 
g r e ~ t  depth of focus, iii such a inanner as to sliow oft' their cnpn- 
bilities to the utmost, often spoils Alpine pl~otograplis. Tlie 
pictures become hard, and fail altogether to 'iiiake a hole ill the 
wall.' The atinospliere, the sense of tlistai~ce and scale, disappear 
entirely. Slight veiling, as pliotograpliers tern1 a resu!t of over- 
c!sposure, is often very eficacious in correcting these defects. 01 
tliis fact Signor Selln shows that lie is fully aware and occa-- 
sionally utilises it with great skill. Signor Srlla seeins almost the 
only inan wlio is able to introduce figures eflbctively into his pictures. 
Some trailspareiicies of Caucusiali and Alpine sub.jects from the 
ssiile hand were taking, but hardly iinproved by being tinted. In  
one of these, a view taken above Gressoney, tlie cloutls were superb 
and recluirrd no colour to lieiglitrn tlie effc.ct. We would gladly 
have ~velcomed more sky and cloud studies, sr~cli as M. Loppti has 
so often esliibitcd. Several photograpliii slio\vcd tlie faiiiiliur scene 
of a sea of cloutls, as seen fro~ii above, lying over t l ~ e  Italian valleys 
or orer the Swiss lalies ; in fact, this effect was repeated so often 
as to bec3me quite nioiiotonous. The most successful, to our mind, 
was one of Mr. I.;ccles's characteristic studies ; but by far the best 
co~itrib~ition of RIr. Eccles was it winter view taken near Rosenlaui. 
It was almost impossible to exceed tlie delicacy of the snow model- 
ling and the transparency of tlie winter shadows exhibited in this 
photograph. Tliere still seems a coilsiderable tendency among 
Alpine pl~otographers to choose oiily sul)jects to which distinctive 
titles can be given, t~iid it was quite refreshing to meet with Dr. 
Pastcur's autotype prints of villitge scenes. Escellent as pictures, 
they avoided tllost discreetly the fault, so common, of endeavouring 
to include too mncli in Llie photogr2tpli. Good work was also con- 
tributed by Mr. E. J. Garwood and Mr. Brushfield. Nor must we 
omit to mention a striking little view, by blr. J. Walker, of the 
Dent Blanche a t  sunset as seen froin the bfountet Hut. 
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Photography, as much as pictorial art, exhibits personal idio- 
syncrasies : we can often recogxiise at  a glaiice the work of different 
men. There is the portrait photographer, wlio takes a great peak 
in its best aspect ; there is the topographer who gives us a whole 
range, careless of its picturesque capabilities ; there is the sporting 
climber, who depicts only what the Germans call ' detail pieces,' 
with a view mostly to the illustration of his own or his friends' 
exploits; there is, lastly, the lnountain impressionist, the man 
nyho recognises beauty and aims a t  reproducing it. 

Two frames of photographs contributed by hir. Clinton Dent are 
remarkable as proofs of the advance made in converting topo- 
graphical representations-such as we were all (except, perhaps, 
\V. F. Donkin) content with a few years ago-into pictures. 111 
one sense this tendency is hostile to topography, for to avoid &is- 
tortion it often limits its field, it is ready to sacrifice detail in 
order to secure passing effects of mist or sunshine. Two or 
three of the Calicasian views of Mr. Dent are eminent examples of 
happy selection of time and place. Ti'e prefer Ushba above tlie 
birch-tops, the white horn of Tetnuld lifted between earth and sky, 
the shadowy vale of the Laila, the glaciers fall in avalanches 
into a garden of lily and rose. Hardly less novel or less beautiful 
are the winter studies of snow and storm and low sunshine from 
the familiar, and in summer monotonous, valley that lies under the 
shadow of hlont Blanc. 

11. .\IR A. D. >IcCORMICK'S CAUChSISN SKETCHES. 

The new Hall of the Alpine Club, with its abuildant wall-space 
and excellent lighting, is admirably fitted for a picture gallery. \Vc 
may look forward to periodical esliibitions, in which the work of 
the artist members of the Club will be more frequently than in the 
past brought under the notice of climbers. Will this be for the benefit 
of Alpine art ? An affirmative answer may seen1 obvious ; but a 
psradosical person might, we think, find a good den1 to urge on tho 
other side. 

In  so far as our criticism tends to recognise and condemn un- 
realities, to put an end to t l ~ e  muddled memories of Alpine scenery 
which used to pass muster ~ t h  a public no better instructed than 
its painters, it will do good service. But, on the other hand, it 
might be plausibly argued, the artistic perceptions of the averago 
Alpine Clubman are exceedingly limited. He looks on mountains 
primarily as climbs ; he estimates views by quantity, by the miles 
he  can sweep over with his ' circumambient eye,' and cares only 
for ' the  blue, uncloucled weather,' most favourable to his pursuit. 
His ideal is a photograph ~vhich sho~vs the crack up which ho 
wriggled, or the chimney in which he cut steps. He finds relief 
froin the too oppressive grandeur of Nature by asserting his own 
place in the foreground, and that in attitudes which might make 
a n  angel, or any winged creature, weep. For such clients are 
painted the canvases that send the artist away sorrowful ; for them 



are made tlie drawings which are in reality diagrams-drawings 
which, carricd to their highest excellency, can only represent the 
intricacies of a great peak, as 1)enner represented an old woman's 
wrinkles ; for tllem are prepared the book illustrations, which are, 
in fact and intention, rducetl posters. 

'Do not,' our Advocatus Diaboli might continue, ' let the Alpine 
climber think that he is a serviceable Art-critic. IYhat gain there 
is must bc all on the other side. The test of genius is to widen tlie 
scope of huinnn sensibilities. I t  is a work of time, for which 
reason the genius, if an  artist, frequently starves; if a religious 
reformer, is stoned or otherwise put out of the way.' 

Modern painters have lesrnetl and taught the beauties of the sea. 
The glories of tlie great mountains offer them n field t r  further 
successes. Hut it is not the aspect whicli strikes the average climber 
that will most attract t l~en l ;  they will hardly notice the details 
that are all-importa~it to the nlan who has ' to do '  a peak. I t  is 
not the moments of call11 weather tlint will fascinate the m o d ~ r n  
painter. ' See the mountains, their infinite movement ! ' cries tbe 
poet. It is the movement, the atmospheric gradations, the alterna- 
tions of colour and light and shade, the framed visions of peaks, tlie 
encliantments of whirling sunlit mists, upon which the itnpressionist 
naturally seizes. He listens to his climbing friend's criticism, and 
Inurniurs, perhaps, under his breath the familiar lines from the 
' hlikatlo '- 

His tnste cxnct 
For fnultless fact 

Amounted to a disesse I 

IVe are not ai all di~posed t o  adopt this pessimistic view of 
the C!lul>'s relation to Art. Eut it niay be open to doubt 
wlietlier hir. 3Ic('orniick's Caucasian sketches will satisfy the  
average climber, or even the travelled mountaineer. Our first 
feeling. we confess, was one of disappointment. \There were the 
great peaks we had seen or read of, the cathedral cowers of 
lishba, the spire of Tetnuld, the sky-cleaving p~rainids  of Dykhtau 
and Iioshtaiitau? Mr. JlcCormick has turned his back on the  
obvious. He lias been most impressed by the peculiar colouring 
and atn~osphere of tlie Claucasus-the purples of the hill-sides, tlle 
orange splendour of the rainy sunsets. He has emphasised the 
brolren weather, whicli often, though not always, meets the traveller. 
His collection might have bee11 called ' Notes and Studies of 
('aucasian Atmosphere.' ].:lijah Walton would have delighted in  
tlie mountain forms and the snow and ice draperies-far more 
ample than those of Stvitzerland-that corer them. Mr. hlcCornlick 
cares more for the ralleys-for effects, for movement. He uses 
details, whether of flowera or architectnre, sparingly, and mostly 
when they serve in his sclieme of colour. Tlle inhabitants he lias 
left out-reserved, we are glad to hear, for a fnrthsr Exhihition of 
13lack and White Studiee. 

Going round the walls we noticed (2) A storm gathering on 



Tetnuld, with a window of clear sky beyond, very characteristio 
of Suanetia ; (4) ' A Corner of the Yillage : Teeb,' the best archi- 
tectural drawing shown; (10) 'Driving Home the Flocks,' a very 
successful and harmonious composition ; (40) ' Tlle Shreds of the 
Storm : Karaul,' a vigorous and accurate study ; (57) 'Icefall of 
the Tintiun Glacier,' which, perhaps, needs more detail in the 
glacier ; and (61) ' Giulchi from the Dykhsu Gorge,' a capital sketch 
of a peak that can inspire even the most unskilled hand. Ushba 
appeared only in a single sketch, which was shown in a somewhat 
rudimentary condition. 

Mr. McCorlnick is, we are convinced, an artist of much feeling 
and sincerity. R e  take what he has given us with gratitude, and 
hope for something more in the future. Let him go on seeing 
Nature in his own way ; but let him try to be less content with 
first impressions, and to become more intimate with his subjects. 

[Contributors of ' New Expeditions ' are requested to observe the following 
rules:-(1) To forward their accounts in the fonu in which they are to 
appear. (2) To pretix the name of the peak or pass from the best map, and 
the altitude both in mhtres and feet in a parenthesis after the name. (3) To 
give the date of the ascent, and the names of the party. (4) To give exact 
references to any previously published descriptions of allied routes to which 
they may have occasion to refer. (5) To write the description with the best 
existing map before them, and to quote the figures of any measured point 
thoir route may touch. (6) To use always the points of the co~npass instead 
of the misleading words ' right ' and ' left.' (7) To record their ' times ' 
exclusive of halts. (8) To make their descriptions as brief as possible con- 
sistently with the above considerations. 19) To write on one side of the paper 
only, leaving a large margin, and to begin a new gheet for each expedition.] 

NORWAY. 

STORHORN, about 5,200 feet. A u g ~ ~ s t  2.-Jlessrs. R. Mrareing, 
J.  E. Sunderland, and J. S. New, with Sirert J. Bjerke as guide, 
ascended this mountain direct from the foot of the upper lake on 
the Kalvatn road by steep wooded slopes to a broad ar6te N.E. 
of the Lauedal and the little aiguilles which bear the strange 
name of Kjoerringkjoefter, or Sweet Hearts-lips, and gained the 
summit 6 hrs. after leaving Bjerke. The view over the Hjorund 
fjord, whose glassy waters reflected the many serrated ridges and 
sharp peaks which overlook this, the most beautiful of all the Norsk 
fjords, and of the glistening snowfields of the Jnstedals bre. was 
superb. The descant was varied by a dQtour to the Lauedal.* 

TBOLD HORN AND KVITHOVD, each about 5,000 feet. Augzlst 6. 
-The same party, without Sivert, left Bjerke at 2.60 with the 
object of exploring the unknown recesees on the north and east sides 
-- - -- 

* Rander's SUndmllre, p. 46. 



of the Storhorn range, which contain several steep glaciers and 
rugged peaks which rise with shoreless precipices out of the icy 
w a t m  of the Tysse vand, and which face Horningdalsrokken (the 
Spinning-wheel of Horningdal), first ascended by C'apt. .J. R. 
Campbell,* and Kviteggen,t. the cullilinating point of Sondmcire. 
'This programme was very fascinating, snd its execution most 
successfol. The party followed the path by the Tysse fos, and after 
passing through the wild gorge a t  the head of the waterfall m d  
rording the river isstling from the Tysse vand, they turned S. 
up some grass slopes to a tarn headed by a large glmier, the Tysse 
vand b r ~ .  They stepped on the ice at  H.7, and for some time 
followed a small medial moraine, and then an almost unbmken 
slope of ice a t  a constantly increasing angle, where they put on the 
rope. Then tliey were confronted I,y an ice-fall and great crevasses, 
which extended nearly across the glacier, where much time was lost 
i n  threading their may. At last tlley came to a creyasse which was 
bridgeless and could not be jumped. On the west bank a mck 
spur protruded through the ice, and where it dipped into the schrund 
a ledge narrowed the gulf, and by this means the party got across 
to the rocke. After cllnibing about 150 feet their way was barred 
by a hanging glacier. Two courses alone were open, either to 
ascend a snow couloir, down which both ice and stones occasionally 
fell, or to abandon the expedition. The former course was chosen, 
and I\ 'arein~ led the party very cleverly close to the left-hand wall, 
with about 60 feet of rope out. Then they took to the rocks a q i n  
for 400 feet, and were forced to cross the couloir by an awkward 
ledge partly under the ice. The rocks tlien becauie easier, and tliey 
tur~ied S.E. towards the scracs of the main glacier above its 
great icefall. Sunderland here took the reins, and at  3.45 they 
reaclied a little col. North-east were throe fine peaks, the middle 
one, the Trold Horn, the most tempting of the three. After some 
interesting rocli-climbing they reaclied the top of the latter at  4.16. 
The Trold Horn almost overllangs the weird waters of the Tysse 
vand, and afforded a glorious view. After the inevitable cairn 
was bullt they returned to the col, and seeing a snow dome IV. 
they i~nagined it to be their old friend the Storllonl, and climbed 
it, but then found that the Storliorn lay further n'. over a n  
undulating snowfield. They built a cairn, and the mountain now 
ROeR by the name of Iivithnrd. As clouds began to form, they 
decided to cross ovnr to their old rsutg up the Storhorn, and by 
this means they sped along quickly downwarlls to within 2,000 feet 
of the Iialdvatn road, when, by bnd luck, the leader took them to 
the top of an  impracticable rock face. Ijy trying to e ~ a d o  a direct 
return they got more and inore astray, and much time was lost and 
desperate scrambling wns resorted to before the error was repairel. 
Finally they reached their liotel at  1.30 A.M., after an absence of 

* d l l ~ i ~ ~ c  Jotrrnal, vol. i v .  p. 28, ~ l s o  Tl~e  17car Book of the h'orucgiait C I d ,  
18'36, p. 29. 

t ~ i ~ i l l e  Journal, vol. xiv. p. 509.- .' 
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22 hrs., of which barely two hours were devoted to halts. The 
Hjorund fjord district is a most fascinating one for the mountaineer ; 
and since clean beds and good food have taken the place of tlie 
dirt and starvation which fell to the lot of earlier climbers, 
mountain exploration is now proceeding very rapidly. The 
mountains themselves, which are composed of gneiss, wliose beds 
dip down from N. to S. at  an angle of about 4G0, remind the 
writer very much of the Ccolins, in Skye, only the corries hold 
glaciers, and in place of valleys, generally there are fjords and tams. 
True it is also that the inhabitants, who are the descendants of twa 
canny Scots who married Korsk girls and repeopled this district 
after its complete depopulation hy the 'Black Death'  in the 
fourteenth century, can testify that they know what rain is. 

WM. CECIL SLINGGBY. 

GAPISG GHPLL (YORKSHIRE).--On May 9 Mr. E. Calvert, and 
on hlay 10 llessrs. E. Calvert, T. Gray, T. S. Booth, J. A. Green, 
S. It'. Cuttriss, and Lewis Moore, made the descent of this well- 
known chasm by means of ropes and windlass. Tlle esploration of 
the main cavern at  the bottonl led to the discovery of passages 
leading from the two estreme ends, and at  the tops of the great 
slopes of fallen rooks. Another cavern was found along the N.W. 
passage, and a branch of the S.E. passage followed for some 
distance, but tlle limited time a t  the tlisposal of the party did not 
permit of very extensive esplorations. 

On May 93 to 26 llessrs. Calvert, F. Ellet, Booth, Green, 
Cuttriss, J. W. Firth, and W. Cecil Slingsby conducted explorations 
along the main S.E. passage, and discovered another great cavern 
about 150 ft. deep, which was descended. Tlle passage continued 
beyond the cave and was followed as far as possible, the distance 
from the main cavern being about 560 yds. Other members of 
this party were Jlessrs. A. Hnrran, G. T. Lowe, L. hloore, Ii. Smith, 
W. hmsden ,  F. Holtzmwn, C. Scriren, and I3. Mason, several of 
whom descended to the main carern while the explorers were a t  
work in the passages. 

The descents mere made from the end of n small cave a few yards 
N. of the main hole (referred to in the Memoir of tlie (;eological 
Survey of Ingleborough,' p. 37). 31. Jlartel's descent and all 
previously recorded attempts were made down the main hole. 

A GOLDEN ~ V E D D I S O  IN THE ALPS.-Our readers know well 
that Christian Almer, of Cfrindelmald, has made a great number of 
'new expeditions ' in tlie Alps, but probably none of them was so 
original, and yet so appropriate, as that planned and carried out by 
him on the occasion of his goldell wedding-an ascent of the 
Wetterhorn by himself (aged 70) and his wife (aged 72). Even 
more remarkable is the fact that Frau Almer had never before 
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climbed a great snow mountain. The energetic old couple were 
acconlpanied by their eldest daughter and two of their younger 
sons, Hans and Peter, as well as by Dr. Huber, one of the m d c a l  
men of Grindelmald. The party also included a photographer 
and his two porters. Starting from Grindelwald on Saturday, 
June 20. they spent thc night at the Gleckstein Club hut, as well 
as the whole of the Sunday. Soon after midnight on the 22nd the 
actual ascent was begun, and so pluckily did Frau Almer climb on 
this her first gra?lcle course tliat at 6.20 A.M. the whole party 
attained the summit. Unfortullstely wind and great cold prevented 
a long stay there, but the golden wedding party was well see11 by 
their friends below, and was successfully photograplied on the 
highest snowy crest by the artist who had acconlpanied them. 
The descent was safely effected and Grindelwald regained the same 
evening, other photographs of the party having been taken in the 
Club hut. 

I t  will be remembered that Almer was a nieiuber of the first 
party which, in 1854, made the first ascent of the \Vetterhonl from 
the Grindelwald side. He was then a young married nian, but 
even lie could scarcely have anticipated that forty-two years were 
to elapse before his better lialf stood with llim on that summit. 
\Yhile oifering our lieartiest congratulations to both Lini and his 
wife, it is ilnpossible to refrain fro111 a special expression of admira- 
tion for tlie energy of Frau Almer, who by this expedition showed 
that she liad lost none of the trust slie had placed fifty years ago 
in the faithful husband wllolll slie then took 'for better, for worse.' 

AN EXPEDITION TO THE HIMALAYAS.--\Ye understand that Dr. 
M. tiiinther, of Berlin, is going to the Siklirn Himalayas next year. 
The aims of tlie expedition will be much the same as those of Si r  
Martin Conway in the Karakorams. Dr. tiiinther would, we 
believe, be glad to hear from ally English mountaineers who would 
like to join him. 

L I B R A R Y . - T ~ ~  following additions have been made since 
August 1895 :- 

C.A.I. Milan. Annunrio, 1882-4. 
Le Valle di Saint-Barthhlemy. E. Canzio et F. hlondini. C.A.I. Turin, 1896. 
Hev. Joseoh NcCormick. A Sad Holiday. The Matterhorn Accident. 8vo. 

l'amp'hlet. 3rd edition. London, n.d. 
Climbing in the British Isles. 11. \Vales. (W. P. Haskett-Smith.) Ireland. 

(H. C. Hart.) 8vo. London, 1896. 
Wglement des Guides de Charnonix. Hvo. Pamphlet. Bonneville, 1889. 
Mrs. Bray. The Mountnins and Lakes of Switzerland. 3 vols. 8vo. 

London, 1841. 
Bollettino C.A.I., No. 61. 1894. 
Guide de la Ville d'Aoste. lfmo. Aoste, 1894. 
Guida di Pr t  Saint-Didier. 12mo. Aosta, 169.5. 
Guida di Cournlayeur. l2mo. Aosta, 1895. 
Itintraire du C.S.A., 1871. 1876-7. (Presented by M. Montandon, Berne.) 
Bourrit (hi. T.). h'ouvelle Description des Glaciers, Valltea de Glaces et 

Glncihres. Nouvelle Cdition. 3 vols. 8vo. Geneva. 1787. 
Chaix (Emile). La  Topographic du D>se~-t de Plat& Hsute.Savoie. 8vo. 

Pamphlet. Geneva, 1895. 
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Gonella (F.). Ascensioni del Duca degli Abmzzi, 1894. Avo. Pamphlet. 
Turin, 1895. 

hicCormick (A. D.). An Artist in the Himalayas. 8vo. London. 1896. 
l'arsons (Alfred). Notes in Japan. 8vo. London, l80G. 
Guides Joanne. Suisse, 1 et 2. Paris, 1895. 
Wundt (Th.). Wanderungen in die Ampezzaner Dolomiten. 2nd edition. 

Stuttgart, &c., 1895. 
Viollet-le-Duc (E.). blont Blanc (Geological). Trans. U. Bucknall. 8vo. 

London, 1877. 
G. C., Esq. A Picturesque Tour by the New Road from Chiavenna over the 

Splugen. London, 1&26. 
Hering (ti. E.). bIountains and Lakes of Switzerland, Bc. Folio. London, 

1847. 
Roscoe ('rhos.). The Tourist in Switzerland nnd Italy. 8vo. London, 1830. 
Narsh (H.). Two Seasons in Switzerland. Hvo. London, 1895. 
Ball's Guide, in parts. London, 1873-5. 
Jahrbuch des Ungnrischen Karpathenverein. 1895. 
IVordsworth (\Villiani). A Guide through the District of the Lakes in the 

Xorth of England. 6th edition. Hvo. Kendal, 1835. 
Dixon (W. H.). The Slvitxers. Berlin, 1872. 
Dumas (Alex.). Swiss Travel. London, 1890. 
L'Oberland Bernois. h'ouvelle description h l'usage des Voyageurs. 8vo. 

Berne, 1838. 
Annoar~o. Sardinian Club. 1805. 
Tyndall (J.). The Glaciera of the Alps. 2nd edition. London, 189G. 
Lunn (H. S.). How to Visit Switzerland. London, 1895. 
Collornb (Ed.). Les Glaciers actuels. 8vo. Pan~phlet. Paris, l8S7. 
Uesor (E.). L'Orogmphie des Alpes. 8vo. Pamphlet. NeuchQtel, l8G2. 
hlichiels (Alf.). Lev Chasseurs des Chamois. 8vo. Paris, 1HGO. 
Azrline. Par Monts et Vaux. 8vo. Paris, 1879. 
Azaline. REcits d'un Montagnard. 8vo. Ntruchiltel, 1887. 
Desbarrolles (A.). Voyage d'un Artiste en Suisse. 2nd edition. 8vo. Paris, 

186'2. 
Dargaod (J. Y.). Voyage aux Alpes. 8vo. Paris, 1857. 
Tyndall (J.). Les Glaciers et les Transformations d'Enu. 8 ~ 0 .  Paris, 1893. 
Uonney (Prof. T. G.). Ice Work, Past and Present. 8vo. London, 1896. 
Gore (F. St. J.). Lights and Shadcs of Hill Life in the Afghan and Hindu 

Highlnnds of the Punjab. 8vo. London. 1895. 
Headley (J. T.). The Alps and the Rhine. 8vo. London, l84G. 
Richardson (W. R.). From London Bridge to Lombardy. 8vo. London, 1369. 
Voyages de S.N. Caroline, Reine d'Angleterre. (Trad. J. Uubar.) 8vo. 

3 vols. Ostende, 1825. 
Haller (A. von). Ode sur les Alpes. Berne, 1773. (French and German after 

the 10th-1678-edition.) 
Voyage dans les Alpes par un Parisien. 8vo. Paris, 1830. 
Manuel du Voyageur en Suisse. Trad. de 1'Allemand. 4th edition. Zurich, 

1819. 
Falsan (h.). Les Alpes francaises. 8vo. Paris, 1893. 
Heer (0.). Arnold Escher von der Linth. 8vo. Zurich, 3873. 
Uesson (Monsieur). bianuel pour les Savans et les Curieux qui voyagent en 

Suifise. 8vo. Lausanne, l7HG. 
Ebel. Promenades du Voyageur en Suisse. 8vo. Paris, 1829-30. 
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Tilly (H. deb Ascension A la Cime du Yont-Blanc. 'La MusPe Suisse,' 
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Bennett (A. W.). The Flora of the Alps. 2 vols. 6vo. London, 1896. 
Knlender ~ l e s  D. u. Oe. Alpenvereins, 1M'.l6. 
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A set of the .Journal' in covers, as originally issued, is being 
formed a t  the Club. and the Honorary Librarinn mould be Yery 
grateful to any n~embers ~vlio would assist in its formation either 
by presenting the parts required or letting him know where they 
are for  ale. The parts still lacking are 1, 2, 6, 17-21, 21, 28, 31- 
37, -18, 68, 69, 63-(iH, 78 81, 83, 84, 04, !)8-101. 

I,E .lfossi/ (7c la Ber11iitn. Par Alijiu~t Lorria et E. A. Martel. 
(Zurich : Ast. Institut Orell, Fiinsli. 1894.) 

THIS excellent norb, in the production of which tlie authors have 
had the assistance of the Rev. I\'. -4. 13. Coolidge and .J. Caviezel, 
is designed, as the preface informs us, to be, if successful, the first 
of a series on t l ~ e  High Alps, from Nice to Vienna. I t  is illustrated 
11y fifty h4liogravares apart from the test and 160 engravings froill 
pl~otographs dispersed through the test. 

The authors appeal to the Alpine public as to this work 
shail remain as the descriptioil of a single group, or whether, hy 
its being freely subscribed for, they nlay be enabled to carry out 
their full scheme. The object of tlie present work, as \\.ell as of 
those which nlny follow, is to gather togetber the results of more 
than thirty years' exploration in the Alps by t4e members of the 
nulnerous Alpine clubs, with an abridged account of all the most 



interesting episodes, together with cliapters devoted to topography, 
~eology, zoology, botany, kc., and especially to illustrate freely, 
truly and durably. I t  1s intended, therefore, that the work should 
be not a mere record of first ascents, but should show the present 
state of our knowledge of the Alps-thanks to Alpine esplorers. 
It will, therefore, include accounts, given sometinles in full, a t  
others by r i s z l ~ ~ ~ d s ,  not only of first ascents, but of new routes, and 
of original expeditions (alnter ascents, ascents by night, ascents 
without guides), accidents, kc. 

The authors realise how difficult it must be to fully carry out 
such a programme as this, witliout missilig a single espedition in 
searching tllrongli such a vast mass of literature. That they have 
succeeded as well as they have in the present ro lu~ne shows great 
patience and care, though in spite of this there are still a few 
omissions, as well as several mistakes in names, kc. 

If we inight be allowed to make a suggestion for a future volume, 
we think it would be well to conlmunicate wit11 tlie author of the 
account of each espedition, where this is practicable, so ns to 
ensure correctness In detail. The illustrntions with a l l ic l~  this 
work abounds are to forin a standqrd of the present conctition of 
glaciers, moantains, kc., by wllicll cl~anges may be detected in the 
future. And in order that they nlav be permanent tlle ilrocess of 
ht5liogravure has been employed, resulti& in pictures ;vhicli are 
~racticallv indestructible. 'Fhese pictures, which are of areat 
beauty, a;e token from p1iotograpllsAby various well-known ~ i ~ i n e  
photographers, and are exceedingly well chosen, so that collectively 
they present to the reader all the most lovely and grandest views 
of this fine range. 

The book itself is full of interest, and the method, followed as 
often as practicable, of giving the account of expeditions in tlie 
author's ow11 words imparts a vividness and reality which greatly 
add to this. If regarded simply as a scientitic collectioii of facts 
relating to t.his region, the book would be of the highest value. 
Uut it is not only interesting from this point of view, but even 
Inore RO to tlie general Alpine public, and especially to those who 
know tlie district intimately. The pictures are a very great feature 
in the book, some of them being taken at a great height, and 
others showing the mountains as seen from the lower part of tlle 
glaciers or from the valley, whilst there are several very beautiful 
views of the valleys themselves. Others show the appearance of 
the  different villages in summer and winter, and there are very 
interesting portraits of climbers and guides. 

Altogether this work is a magnificent one, and in congratulating 
the  authors we sincerely hope that, in spite of the somewhat liigh 
price, necessitated by such elaborate illustration, and of the fact 
that  the book is written in French, it may meet with such liberal 
support in this country as may encourage them to bring out the 
other volumes, and thus complete one of the finest works ever pro- 
duced on any mountain range. 



Rerielcs and Sol icee .  

Climbs in the S e w  Zenlund Alps, being a n  Acco~itrt o f  T~ .are l  an.2 Discccery. 
By E. A. FitzGe~ald, F.R.G.S. (London : T. Fi~her  Unwin.) 

Mr. FitzGerald is, I think, to be congratulated on his book, as 
well as on his climbs. His descriptions are graphic, and tlie 
geneml impression left on tlie mind, after reading his story, is 
highly cliaracteristic of New Zealand travel. The extreme fickle- 
ness of tlie weather in the Southern Alps ; the violent and sudden 
storms n.liicli these ice-clad peaks, placed as they are in the midst 
of a huge area of ocean atmosphere, bring into esistence; the 
difficulties of transport, the shakiness of those waggons \vliich. 
after having served their day and generation in tilore civilised 
regions, are sent up to end their days in the mountains-anything 
being good enough to get lost in a glacier stream-all cs-rrp niy 
mind back to illally an anxious hour of fourteen years ago. IVliile 
tliese things have not varied much, great advances have taken place 
in other matters ; the ' Hermitage ' has been built, the roads and 
bridle-patl~s estended, the 13all Hut erected at  wliut was our fifth 
camp, so that Mr. FitzGerald speaks of sending a pack-horse up to 
i t  in four hours, a journey which took us four days of weary 

swagging,' the journey being estended to a week by bad weather, 
nhicli stopped all progress. 

Mr. FitzGerald's tour was n7ell conceived, includinf, as it did, 
the scnling of several first-class virgin peaks, and a long and most 
difficult journey through the west cowt valleys, wit11 their almost 
impenetrable vegetation and foaming torrents, and then returning 
over high Alpine passes, involving great hardship and severely 
testing the endurance of all the party. Iiis pict~ire of the Central 
So~itliern Alps is thus rendered complete, for he saw it from all 
points. Soine of Mr. Fitz(;erald's difiicultles arose, no doubt, from 
his disregard of the necessity of taking a sufficient supply of food. 
To start, for instance, on n lourney across the ranges into trackless 
valleys, \vhose dense vegetution had often beeti described, with no 
more than ' half a day's provisions,' appears to have been rather o 
reckless proceetling. Of tlie Inany Ntw Zealanders whom the author 
callle across, and who seem to Lave taken a kindly interest in his 
proceedings, young Clark deserves special mention. He acted as 
porter, and was, after Zurbriggen, Mr. FitzCierald's cliief helper. 
It is evident that lie is a plucky, good-humoured, athletic, and self- 
confident young colonial. 

I t  would be easy to quote paasages which touch on tlie peculiar 
charnls of New Zealancl niountaineerinp. One or two must 
suffice. Theauthor has gained the virgin summit of JIt. Sefton, and 
looks down on tlie wonclrous panorama at  his feet. ' I t  was now 
nearly 11, and tlie sky was blue and cloudless. The Soutli Pacific 
Ocean lay cnltn elid sparkling in tho sunlight, with its long, white, 
intermittent streaks of surf beating upon tlie fimooth beach of the 
west comt. Around and behind us the Alps arose, range behind 
range, their vast glaciers and fields of everlasting snow shining 
briglit in the clear morning air.' This entrancing view was tht, 
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reward of a desperate struggle with difficulties, of repeated failure, 
and after one serious slip which very nearly brought the author's 
climbs to an untimely end. Again, the New Zealand ice world of 
the west coast is presented to us thus :- 

I The rocky precipices here descended to the very edge of the Fox 
(;lacier, and were covered with a mass of fern, shrub, ~ n d  semi- 
tropical creepers, forming a brilliant wall of intense green down to 
the very lip of the dazzling white ice. 

&The lnists had by this time lifted, and the sun was already 
making its appearance and investing this strange and new spectacle 
with all its splendour.' 

The scenes passed through on the day following were still more 
imposing. Having threaded their way over glaciers nnd rock 
ridges, they at last gained a ridge overlooking the great Franz 
Joseph Glacier. which, with its tributary glaciers, for~ns an espanse 
of ice-'one which, I imagine, can scarcely be equalled except in 
the Himalayas, or, perhaps, in the Polar regions.' 

When hfr. FitzGernld's climbs were finished, Zurbriggen 
returned to fetch down the tent, kc., with Adamson, of the 
Hermitage. 

I t  had been left at  our old bivouac on the Hochstetter ridge. 
The weather being fine wlien they were a t  tlie bivouac, Zurbriggen 
and Bdernson started for an  ascent of )It. Cook. Adamson stopped 
about 2,000 feet below the summit, while Zurbriggen finished the 
ascent alone, reaching the top in  fourteen hours from the bivouac. 
He says in his account, which RIr. FitzGerald has translated : From 
10.40 till 1.50 we pursued Green's route-namely, along the arGte.' 
Here he is quite in error, ns RIr. FitzGerald suggests, and his 
remarks about the bergsclirund go with this. HIS route did not 
coincide with ours until close to the summit. The two routes are 
very easily seen in the anthor's beautiful photograph of IIt. Cook, 
which faces p. 142. 

Zurbriggen followed the arbte which rises from the bottom of the 
left-hand side of the picture ; whereas we followed the Linda Glacier 
(to the right of the picture) to its very head, and thence, by rocks 
and ice, climbed to the ar$te by wliich Zurbriggen ascended, and 
the crest of which we followed for about half an honr, i.c. until 
6.20 in the evening. Zurbriggen's route is, I feel sure, tlie best and 
esfest, but we had not the advantage, which he had, of inspecting 
it from the summit of hlount Tasman ; and, therefore, did not 
trust it, although we fully discussed its merits. 

The illustrations form such an important feature in Mr. 
FitzGerald's book that they call for special attention-some of the 
photographs suggest the difference between the glacier world of 
New Zeeland and that of Switzerland. The piling up of heavy 
masses of ice on tlie elopes of Htlidinger (as shown in the plate 
facing p. 168) is indicative of the heavy precipitation which takes 
place in the Southern Alps. 

His photographs have been well selected, and are splendidly 
reproduced. His assistant artists have been in sufficient sympathy 
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witli his story to portray soine of t h e  incidents h e  has  described 
with spirit, but,  escept i n  the case of the  landscape views, i t  is  hard 
to  think that  they h a r e  done tlieir best. Talking of spirits, I do 
not think tllat tlie frontispiece has  been happily selected ; i t  is far  
too suggestive of a ' full-dress rehearsal ' on the  Hrocken : whereas 
the  picture of tlie crevasse, by the  same artist (facing p. l ' i O ) ,  is 
much better. 

The  nlap is a nlodel of clearness, and  the  wllole ' get up  ' of the  
book reflects great credit on tho publishers; without, however. 
ilesiring to  be over critical, we cannot hut think that  i n  presence of 
Cook and Taslnan, whose n~elnories a re  constantly being brought to 
our minds, ' Discovery ' on the title page of a mountaineering book 
is too big a word. IV. S. GHEEN. 

Tlrc Esl~lorol io~l  of  the Coztms~rs. By Dou~las \V. Freshfield. Illt~strated by 
Yittorio h c l l ~ ~ .  (London and Sew Torli : Edwin Arnold. 1896.) 

T h e  first thing to strike us  in  titking up  ' T h e  Exploration of 
the  Caucns~ls ' is the great contrast I~etween it  and Mr. Freshfield's 
previous book on  the sanie nlonntnins, and tlie circumstances of 
tlieir ushering into the world. \\'hen tlie latter appeared it  was a s  
thong11 

Is'ar off a solitary tr~itnpet blew, 

and i t  WILS six years before a n  echo was heard in  Mr. Crauturd 
Grove's ' Frosty C ' R I I C ~ S I ~ S . '  13ut now through the pages of the mag-  
nificent work before us  we know not how ruaiiy trunlpets sound 

\Ye heartily congratulate Mr. Freslifield, Signor Sella, and al l  
who llnve coiitributed to  these noble volurnes--appropriately 
dedicated to tlie incmory of \Y. E'. Ilonkin. \Ye shall not a t tempt 
to  criticise tllein. hpprc>ciation, not criticism, seems to us  to  be t h e  
natural  attitude of all  inountain-lovers toward8 the  treasures here 
offered them. Coillparisons a re  not called for, but we think every 
reader of them will allow these voluines a very high place of 
liononr, not only for the beauty and  variety of the  pictures, t h e  
e~ce l lence  of the maps, the  graphic accounts of ascents a n d  
adventures, hut also for the solid and  well-arranged information 
contained in Appentlis B -to mountaineers one of the most in-  
teresting portioils of tlie work. 

Perllaps no better iden can be given of t h ~  growth of knowledge 
with regard to tlie C I L I I ~ ~ S I I S  t h a n  that  supplied by the two following 
quotations from JIr .  Freshfield's pages :- 

The lHG0 edition of Keith .Tohnfiton's '1)ictionay of Geography ' 
contained these very remarhable assertions, the first of which was re- 
peated in lHi7 : - 

'The mountains of the C~alicasris are either hat or cup-shaped ; the 
esivtence of glaciers is uncertain.' 



Contrast with the above-- 
The really mountainous part of the chain, from Fish Dagh on the 

west to Hasardjusi on the east, is over 400 miles long-a distance about 
equal to that between Monte V i ~ o  and the Serllmering in the Alps. 

Its skirts stretch out for another 150 and 100 miles respectively to the 
neighbourhoods of Baku, on the Caspian, and of Sovorossisk, the new 
Black Sea corn-port of Ciscaucasia. I t  runs from \V.K.\V. to E.S.E., 
between latitudes 45' and 40' K., its centre being in the same parallel 
with the Pyrenees. The snowy range-' the frosty Caucasus '-which 
begins north of Pitzunda on the Black Sea, stretches without interrupt1011 
to the eastern source of tho Rion, the ancient Phaais. 

Between the Klukhor and Xakhar Passes and the Mamison Pass- 
that is, for 100 miles, a distance as great as from the Col de la Seigne to 
the St. Gotthard-there is no gap under 10,000 ft.; no pass that does not 
traverse glaciers. Continuous no longer, but broken by gorges, one of 
which 1s the famous Darinl, the snow\- central crest stretches eastward, 
culminating in the glacier groups of Kafibek (16,546 ft.) and Tebulos 
(14,781 ft.). East of the historleal pass of the Caucasus-commonly 
knonn as the Darial, but more correctly as the Krestovaga Gom, or 
hIountaln of the Cross-the mountain ridges diverge, enclos~ng between 
them the barren limestone plateaus and yawning ravines of Daghestan 
-' the Highlands,' as the name implies. 

The valleys round Tebulos have been described by Dr. Radde in his 
work on the Chevsurs. Its glaciers, as well aa those of Bogos, hnve been 
recently explored, climbed, and photographed by a German ~nountaineer, 
Herr Yerzbacher. Judging from his views, the forrns of the peaks nre 
lesq bold, and the scenery as a whole is less varied, than in the Centrnl 
Caucasus. The range that fornls the southern boluldarg of Dnghestan, 
arc1 shelters the rich forests and orchards of Kakhetia, is tame in outline 
though high in general elevation, and only becomes picturesque and 
interesting In the neighbourhood of the broad basaltic cliffs of Basardjusi 
(14,633 ft.), a mountain which has lately been climbed and described by 
Mr. Yeltl and Mr. Baker.' 

The evolution of the book is interesting. \Ye believe it was 
first talked of as a sort of Caucasian Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers. 
\\'hen that proposal fell through, Mr. Freshfield took in hand a 
Caucasian Climbers' Guide, but finally reverted to the first schenle 
in a modified form. He has summarised for us the work of 
~i~ountaineers in the Caucasus for the past eighteen Fears, and has 
get given us in Appendix H what is, practically, the foundation of rs 
climbers' guide. 

The Alps mere first esplored by travellers, the Caucasus by 
~nountaineers ; hence the work before us is sometlling between 
Brockedon's ' Passes of the Alps ' and 'Peaks, Passes, and 
Glaciers.' Mr. Fresllfield has combined the geographer's and the 
climber's standpoint. He has treated the chain above and below 
the snow-level as a whole, and he has not stopped ~ l lo r t  on either 
side of that line. \Ve have here, in fact, a record of trl~vel as well 
as of mountain adventure. 

The distinctive mark of the Look, its first purpose, is to describe 
not the author's or any one else's feats, but the ~nountains them- 
- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - 
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sel\-es. I n  these pages nature does not serve as a background 
to figures in an  heroic or quasi-heroic attitude, the travellers are 
tlie~nselves figures in a landscape. The scheme of the work is tlie 
logical outcome of this intention. Jlr. Freshfield, after giving in  
t l ~ e  first cllapters an outline of Caucasian exploration and its 
results, abandons clironological sequence and arranges his matter 
In topographical order. In  this way, if 11e sacrifices something, 11e 
secures his object of impressing on the reader as lie goes on the 
distinctive features of the various groups and districts and their 
inhahitants, and particularly in bringing into pro~ninence the 
strange story of the Lost \'alley of the Caucasus, Sual~etia. If the 
whole book ' takes n good deal of reatling,' tts the phrase goes, each 
cl~npter is more or less cornplete in it5ell and can be studiei 
separately. 

To sunimarise the contents in any detail would tnlie too long. -4 
proniine~~t place is given to the story of the seurch undertaken in  
l X X 9  for traces of the fate wliicli overtook Jlr .  I )o l lk i~~,  Mr. Fos, 
n l ~ d  tlleir guides in the precetli~lg yettr. Tlle mountaineer will find 
full descriptio~is of the ascents of t,he most pronlinrnt peaks. J lr .  
Freshfield describes his own adventures on I<lbruz, Iiasbek, Tetnuld, 
I-liiu, the Laila, ant1 Shodn. 

Jlr. IIolder narrates his ascents of 1)ykhtau (wllose change of 
nalile we greatly regret, while agreeing wit11 Mr. Freshfield that i n  
this r i m  the tlecision of t l ~ e  Iinssinn surveyors must be accepted) and 
Iiatui11t;~n. Mr. Cockin tells tlie tale of Sllkara, .Tangs, ancl 17shba. 
JLr. \\'oolley contributes his col~clr~est of lioshtalitau. \Ye a re  
glntl to see passes once nlorc resume their old in~portance. Mr. 
Freshfield describes no less than six ' grnnds cols ' over tlie grcnt 
cll~lin, and two splendid pnssnps of its spars. I!y advice-and 
even by taunts-he essays to urge his successors to develop the  
' High-Lt~vel Routes of t l ~ e  Caucusus,' and not to confine tl~emselves 
to pri~k-11unti:lg. I n  wh~tt  limy be called tlle lower branch of travel 
we have 11. de 1)Jchy's chapter on the IiuLan sources (illustrated 
by an escellent special inup) and the autlior's account of the  
vtrllrjs of tlie southern slope from tlie Jlaniison P:~ss to S~tklium 
Ii i~lr ,  the tangled forests of t l ~ e  Skenes Skali, and the ptltliless and 
lonely \vilderness of t l ~ r  liodor. 

1,c.t 11s talie, as a speci~urn of Mr. Freshficld's s t ~ l e ,  his descrip- 
tion of the view from Ukiu : - -  

I lingered long over the r i e l ~ ;  the sunlit snows were so berrutif~ll. the 
~no~ in t>~ in  fornl~ so sullinle, thnt it WKR llartl to leave tl~eul. Far Leneatli 
t l~e  ri\.ers sprnng from their icy crac.llcs, flnsl~ed ill the deptl~s of the 
forest-fringed rnvines, or shone, thin lines of silver, ns they wandered out 
l)eyond t l~e  green foot-hills into the 111111inous distances of ~ h o  northern 
steppe. Close at hand. nnd fnr ns the eye could reach, the great peaks 
of the Caucnsus rose like ' whiter islmltls' out of the untraversed sen of 
air.* 



We ma,y also qnote specimens of the author's power of briefly 
summing up the characteristics of a peak or panorama :- 

Knsbek is a solitary classical mountain, not a Gothic pinnacled ridge.' 

Or, of the valley of the Kodor- 
I t  ~ L L . ,  not so much any individual peak tha t  fixed the eye as  the g1or.y 

of the whole lendscape-the rolling leagues of forest, tile broad hills 
briglit in the early sunbeams, the flashes of light in the dep t l~s :  here a 
clitf, there a sinuous reach of river, nowhere any  sign of 11uma11 
habibti0n.t 

h'or is there wanting a lighter touch, as i n  the description of the 
traveller's relations with the folk of Uezingi or with the Suanetians,: 
who have ' curried out Church disestablishnlent and. disendo~vrnent 
with curious thoroughness,' have ' realised the new ideal of a society 
where the freewill of the individual overrides all d h e r  considera- 
tions, and the only check to crime is the reciprocaf estinction of 
criminals,' and yet, inasmuch as they keep three Sabbaths in the 
week, are, nccording to Carlyle's test, ' even more virtuous than the 
Scotch.' 

Of the flowers, who can read without enthusiasm? Hear Mr. 
Freshlieltl himself :- 

The slopes above the great Lcksur Glacier, from !),000 to  10,000 it., 
were green in July, and the pnKs wna enlivened with poppies, B , L C I I I ~ ~ I C  
nnrciasi$orcc, gentinns, ranunculns, cnnipnnnlns, ~nyosotis,  veronicns, 
geraninnis, frnrlled by the dnrlier foliage nnd great crenm-coloured bloa- 
sorils of the Kl~otlodenrlro~c Cnctcrrrricri111.§ 

TuIl, yellow lilies were common ; of wild roses I noticed severtil 
varietier ; a white rose delicately flushed with pink was the cornx~louest.jl 

But tlie beauty of the  foreground is beyond all possible nnticipatiol,. 
Level lawns of snlooth, lately mown turf a re  surrounded or brolieli Iry 
tluckets of laurels, rl~odotle~idruns, nntl nealeas. Yellow lilies, 111piii(.s, 
and mallows flower amongst tliem ; bluebells anti cnmpannlns clirlret the 
gr0und.q 

Hear, again, 31. Levier. 
I t  was a garden (some i$,000 ft. tibore Cholnr), but a gnrden of the 

gods. I n  a vast clenring, a n  amlrhithentre, of which the \valla were rocks 
slid pines, myriads of n~onkshootls, snrl)nssing the  height of n l n t ~ u  on 
horsel~ack, displayed their blue n l ~ d  wllite flowers. Haised onu aboje  
the other, nnd nrtisticnlly gror~prtl ns if k y the I~rrnd of a skilful lnntl- 
wnpe gnrtlencr, they ntlornetl a loll:: l~illsitlo. .-\crowd of other plnritn of 
the most diverse kinds disputed tlie soil with t l~en l ,  pushing between the 
atmight stalks of their rivnls, ant1 prolongil~:: their own blossolns ns f i ~ r  
8s possible towards the light. I t  seemed a stluggle ns to \vhic11 shoultl 
clinib above tlie hends of its neighbours and exhibit the most brillinnt 
colours. The firework of flowers rec~llled tlie artificinl bouquets of 
colonred sears  thrown up against the sky a t  some city festival..' A 

*I .p .H7 .  t I I . p . 2 0 2 .  S I . p . 3 1 8 .  g I . p . 4 3 .  11I.p.44. 
I. p. 240. 

'* K c  have heard a countr!man remnrk cf a laburnum in full flower, ' Talk 
about f ire~orks;  there's n finer fireuork than any they can shbw in the g11111 
field I ' 



densc mass of verdure, composed principnlly of the great leaves of n 
grou~i(lsel and of tlie Alpine sorrel. covered ntiotlier pnrt of the  glad^, 
l~enotrntitlg uniler the pints, nut1 co~npletely lliditi:: rhe 1):rth. The enor- 
lrtour pntlicles of nn nsl~y-blue can~pnnula rose oltt of this confusion, and 
loftier still, the rival of tile n~o~ikslioo(ls, a senl)io~~s balnnced its v e n t  
velloa~ tlowerfi some six to eight fert nl~ove t l ~ c  ~rout1(1. A little ftlrther 
illere was n display of wltite utubelliferoas blossoti~s. fine grasses, poten- 
tillas with bl~~e-green leaves. In  the ro laces ~rliere the f owers reachetl 
(lnly to our knees we picked linndfulu of azure colruubi~ies with white 
c,cntrrs, rnnnnculus of several species, nn .ixlruitli~i wit11 pink stars deli- 
cately veined in etl~erirld greeti.' 

Ant1 a s  to t l ~ e  fruits of t l ~ e  Caucasus, we think most travellers 
will modify their regret tha t  ' JYine is unkno~vn in tlie northern 
valleys, and all escel~tioiial luxury i n  the sootl~ern, 'f  when they 
read- 

Strawl)crries, rnsjlllerries. nnd currants nbound on the south side. 
pnrticuliuly in the ~lc .11  of iltc Skenis Sknli. l'lums tinil penrs nlt~lost 
tlrop into tlle nloutli of tllc trn~c1lc.r as Ile ritlcs ~ l o n n  the valley of tho 
1iotlor.f 

Of tlte C'a~~casiaii  forests, w11icl1 have alrcatly gained themsclvcs 
name nnd fanle, ~\.lltlther they arts tangled Ilkti tllosc of tlre Iiodor 
or the Laila, or intersperset1 \\-it11 glatlcs like tllosc of Suluirtia, where 
intliridual t r w s  a t t r~ in  to snperl) l)roportions, \re l~avcl not rootti to 
r;l)ealc. \Ye r c ~ n c n ~ l ~ e r  rel~tling with grt.tlt intcbrrst Mr. Phillipl>s- 
\\'alley's accoutlt, ~ u n i ~ ~ l y  f r o ~ n  n S ~ I O ~ ~ P I I I ~ ~ I I ' S  puint of view, of 
the Ilirtls mil brn>ts of the C'aucasus. 111.. Fr~sllfielil  does not  
forget t l~eln.  

l lot l~ S i~nr ) r  Selln nntl 11. Jukoff foluirl t l l ~  I I ~ ~ I P I .  rc- ion of tlie glacier 
fitrrwt~ wit11 tllr l~udiesot'birds of ~)iisst\~e. n . l ~ i c l ~ l ~ i ~ ~ l  lrerislietl ill the attctnlrt 
to cross tlie clluin. 111 .Tnly t l ~ c  tral-cllers cn~t~c.up(,n tl~c&eletons of (lucks, 
larks. ant1 tl~luils. besides miiny t l~n t  nrcrr not rrcogninnble ; in Septetnber, 
S ~ g t ~ o r  Selln ]net with (ll~ails, t~live, b t ~ t  too fiw~l~le to escnpe from the 
f'ntnl prison in lvllich tiley fi~ltnd thetl~selvrs. Tllese observaliolls 
~stnblisli tile fnct tllat tlie 1n i~rn tor~-  l~irlls do not. as hntl been s~ipposeci, 
riiake thc circuit of the rnnKc. but boldly. nntl e1c.n blinclly, face the 
snowy bnrricr nt its lof~icbst point. 

Notices of the  trrr or bouquetin are  few, t!~ose of bears are  more 
frequent. T h e  maize-loving beasts can on11 be restrained from 
their favourite food by a wltole arsenal of terrors- chants, drums, 
and torclies. 

On scientific matters 1:nglish mountaineers in the Caucnsus linl-e 
for years been esposcd to tlie g i l~es  of the foreign specialist. Mr. 
Frealifield carries tlie war illto the enemy's camp. H e  defines t h e  
scieriti~t a s  ' a pcrson who bears the same relation to  a man of 
science that  :L poetaster does to  a poet,' and he  then proceeds to  lay 
on 'correction' with the zest of tlle schoolboys on n fanlous occa- 
sion a t  1)otheboys HA1. 'Pretentlrrs who misr~se the name of 
science ' are  rernindcd tliut ' a statenlent which is neither accurate 
- - -- - . -~ - 
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nor intelligible cannot be made scientific by any initials attached 
to the name of its author.' But the best vindication of the Alpine 
Club is the fact that tlie complete and accurate description of the 
physical features of the Caucasus and the physical maps which 
specialists have failed to produce here lie before us. Rlr. Freshfield 
not only gives facts and figures, he often suggests the inferences to bo 
drawn from them. For instance. after observing that remarkable -.. -- 

feature in Caucasian scenery the lack of lakes and Gaterfalls, hc adds 
tlle following noteworthy and, we think, original remarks :- 

I disbelieve. for rensons I hare set out fully clse\rhere, in the excava- 
tion by   no ring ice of rock bnsins. But that glaciers lteep them scoured 
and leave them ernpt? is obrioufi, I suppose, to every mountain trnvellcr 
who uses his eyes. I cannot doubt that glaciers preserve bnfiins formed 
by other agencies, and that when the protection of ice is removed such 
basins are slowly drained (by the erosive action of torrents) or 
obl~terated. The aLsenco of water-filled hollows in the Caucasus . . . 
ulay prove that the period (111rilig which the glaciers have not greatly 
ssceeded their present di~uensions has been a longer one in the Caucasus 
than in the Alps.' 

As to geology, Professor Bonney, in Appendis A, gives a very 
interestiug and, as  far as the information at  present attainable will 
allow, an esl~austire account of the ' Physical IIistory of the 
Caucasus,' Co which specialists will turn. It is accompanied by 2% 

geological map, based on the recent geological maps of the Russian 
Empire, and corrected in certain details by the author's and Signor 
Sclla's observations. 

In  his account of the various races met with in tlie central 
mountains-Ossetes, Turks, Imeretians, Suanetians, Abkliasians, 
BIountain .Jews-Mr. Freshfield 11,w been successful in hitting off 
their characteristics, while the photographs reproduce for us their 
dress and general appearalice. Folk-lore and kindred ~ubjects arp 
treated of as far as is possible in a volume not devoted to suc.11 
subj~xts, end references are given to the spacial works recently 
published. Some very curious facts are given as to the ancient 
churches of Suanetia, disused for centuries, and the treasures i n ~ d  
curiosities concealed within thern. 

Whatever the ultinlate verdict may be on the question raised by 
Mr. Freshfield in his Preface as to the comparative n~erits  of photo- 
graphs and artists' drawings as material for book illustratioi~, 
there can be no doubt that his own purpose has been fulfilled by 
the photograpl~s supplied llinl by Signor Selllr, Mr. Woolley, and 
;\I. de DQchy. The seventy-six beautiful photogravures and 140 
plates in the test serve t~ illustrate the letterpress and fill in tlre 
author's description with an ncc~~mulation of topographical ant1 
characteristic detail such as only the skilled photographer ctm 
obtain. Here is one example : Mr. Cockin as he climbs the ridge of 
Shkara notes. ' Across the Ilykhsu Glacier Ailanla looked most i111- 
posing, its slopes within our view hung with tier upon tier of glacier, 



like the north side of the Lyskamm, but in ileavier masses.' The 
tlescription is terse and graphic ; but l ~ o w  lnucl~ is it einphasjsed 
iuld d d e d  to by t l ~ e  noble view supplied by Mr. IVoolley on the 

opposite page ! The glades of Brobdingnagian blossoms, the gloolu 
of the p!ne forests, the grace of the birches that fringe the  
high pastures and f r a ~ l ~ e  the suowy peaks, the peaks themselves 
wit11 their hanging glacier!: rlnd aval~iche.flutcd slopes-in two 
~vords, tlie flowery ant1 the frosty C~ucasus---are in succession 
1)rougllt under tlie reader's eyes. 

' r l~e  three large ptmoramas, the first of the size, we believe, 
executed in photogravure. are successful and extraordinarily 
instructive. A tour might be planned from then1 in conjunction 
with the map. Signor Sello here takes the nlountaineer up ' ex- 
c.treding high morintilins,' into a region to wllicl~ the grey clouds that  
roof the untlerworld serve as a silver floor, and shows him as in 
vision the kingctolns that awnit liini. Sonlc of the initial letters 
t r )  the chapters deserve a passing won\ of recognition ; they are 
c.[lrio~~sly typical of Caucasian travel and people, and very clelicntely 
rc.r)roduced. 

'The map -the first authentic map of the whole Central Caucasus 
--wid be to future travellers in the Caucasus what the Alpine Club 
luap was to travellers in the Soutli-western Alps, and much more. 
llow many espeditior~u will the  entl~usiit.stic c1iml)er be able to 
tlrhvise from stutlyin:: it, especially when Appendix 13 supplies hi111 
with a C1il1ibi.r~' (knide in addition ? \Ye have had some esperience 
in sue11 work, aud can appreciate the cnre and trouble that the 
4ppendix nlust hare cost. If climl)ers make the u w  of it they 
o ~ ~ g l ~ t  to do, RIr. Freshfield will be \\.ell re~valrltd for his pains. 
r 1 1 i ~ e  only slip we hnve noted is t h ~ t  a foot note referring appar- 
cn~~tly to tllc enstern peak of I.:lbr~~z lias got appended to the western. 

\Ye cannot ndniire too much the perseverance under difficulties 
nncl t l ~ e  tecl~nical skill which distinguish the Russian (iovern- 
111f.nt surreyors ; u-l~ile the courtesy and generosity of General 
Kulberg, the head of the survey, and his able ofticers, hlJ1. .Jukof 
and I%og(lttnofY, show tliat chivalry has not disappeared from the 
world. They have given Mr. Freslifield all the assistarlce in their 
power, and we ure sure they will be bmtified wit11 the maps which 
the core and  kill of hIr. lieeyes and t l ~ e  intelligent staff of Blr. 
Stanford have produced from tile materials so liberally supplied. 

\Ye would that we con111 follow Rlr. Freshfield into the 'general 
c:haracter of travel alnong t l ~ e  mountains ; the difficulties to be 
overcome, the l~ardships to be encountered, the pleasures to be 
won.' * He gives a full account of all this, and adds an interesting 
con~parisun between tho Alps atid the Caucasus, from which aye 
take the following : - 

The landricnps of the Cauerrsus are less pictiiresqne but more 
romantic. Tile scenery l~ppenls more to the i~~mgination ; even \vl~en 

I. p. 65 toll. 
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ugly, it is rarely commonplace. I t  is 8s Shelley's poetry to Scott's. 
The scale is larger, mankind is less conspicuous.' 

I n  1n-j judgment, then, the supremacy of Caucnsian scenery lies in 
the heart of the c h i n  ; it consists in the forms of the peaks, their lavisli 
glaciation, and the richness of the flowers and forests that clothe ninny 
of the upper vallegs. I ts  inferiority, compared to Alpine scenery, will be 
found in the outskirts of the niountains. 'l'lie strength hus to be sought; 
the weaknesses, oil the contrary, are obvious at first sight. The CAII- 
c a n s  has no lakes. I t  offers nothing to compare to the highly decorated 
loveliness of Como, tho etately charm of Garda arid Biaggiore, or the 
pastoral romance of Lucerne arid Thun. i 

Alr. Freshfield gives much excellent advice to travellers intending 
tovisit the Caucasus, from which we make the following extracts :- 

To all who intend to wander among the peaks and glaciers of the 
Csucasus, or other partially explored mollntain regions, I \vonld offer 
this advice. Do not grudge time spent in reconnoitring. Carefully es- 
amine your mountains from solne outstanding, and, i f  posfiil~le, fairly 
high station before you attempt any novel espedition. . . . I t  is also 
essential, in my opinion, that the guides selected to take part in distnnt 
expeditions should br nien who have gained experience in parts of the 
Alps far from their ow11 homes, where the mountains have been new to 
them. 1 

Add to this tlie joint exhortation of two ex-Presidents, for part of 
which we must make roo111 :- 

We have found at the other end of Europe e strange country, where 
giant peulis wait for you-reniote, sul l in~e,  iriacressible to all brlt their 
most patient lovers. If go11 \vorfiliip the mountains for their own sake, 
if you like to stand fnce to fnce wit11 Suture where she mingles the h n -  
tastic and the sliblime wit11 tile sylvan and the idyllic-~nows, crn:s. 
and mists, flowers and forests--in perfect harniony, where she enhances 
the effect of her pictures by the most startling contrasts, and enlivens 
their foregrounds with some of the luost varied and picturesque speci- 
mens of the human race-go to the Caucasus ! 9: 

Will our younger members tun1 a deaf e a r ?  Will they not 
rather, 

By bare iningination of a feast 

such as this, offered them by the Frosty Caucasus, be driven a t  
once to emulate the triumphs and to share the pleasures of their 
elders ? 

bir. Freebfield will have it that the niountains may serve as a 
N'orksliop for the physical student, or a Cathedral for those ~vlio 
find Churches inadequate. But liere, if we may say so, is the 
conclusion of the whole matter : ' The Caucasus is an admirable 
playground.' 

C l p r  T a d a l e ,  Past a~td Present. By Janles Backhouse, F.L.S., F.Z.S. 
London : 1891;. 

This unpretentious little book can be recommended with con- 
fidence to snyone who thinks of visiting Upper Teesdale. ' The area 
- - - -~ - -- -- - 
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of country covered in these chapters is extensive. . . . From the 
source of the Tees on Cros3 Fell to Jliddleton in-Teesdale, as the 
greatest distance E. and IY., and from Harthope Head to Higli 
Cup Gill H e d ,  from S.E. to S.IY., represents an area of close 
upon ninety square miles. . . . Not a single point upon the total 
:IWL lies less than 700 ft. above sea level, and on Cross Fell an  
elevation of 2,890 ft. is reached.' For those \vho take an interest 
in Alpine flowers this district has a special attmction. \Ye quote 
froin the chapter on tlie Tecsdale Flora. 'Roughly speaking, 
I-pper Teesdale must rank as about the ricl~est district in the 
liingdom, ill proportion to its size ; for whilst adjacent valleys (i .c.  
\\'eardale, Lunedale, Swalednle, kc.) can boast a large and varied 
flora, Teesdale has the adilitional advantage of possessing a larger 
nunlber of geological formations witl~in its limits ; consequently 
a greater variety of soils. This ncivaiitage is also increased by a 
greater range of elevation. Thas. upon limestone, occurs C:~v~tinncz 
rcrrln, upon the basalt IJo/ei~til1ri frllticosci, Pyrolri seclc~tdn, 
.I r.br(tz~s Uvn-7irsi ; upon the sugar llniestoiie (granular), .llsiiic 
strictci, T7ioln ( ire~~(irz t i ,  Hcl~alz thcn~r~rn c t r n ~ o , ~  ; on the Fell Top 
limestone, -Ifyosotis ~.r/l,rc.oln ; in high mountain bogs-probably 
never less than at  2,000 fc. elevat~on --the scarce Sns(frt~gic 
H L T C I ~ ~ I ( S ,  and so on. I n  certain places there are pastures in wliich 
l'ro/Lirrs c l i ~ o l ~ n ~ r t s  reigns supreme ; in others, again, a pink sllade 
over several acres is caused by myriacls of Pritiirlla j t zr i~ros:~ ; 
whilst, higher still, on limestone platennu, C;cntitrrrn z.e~-ncz lusurintes 
in celestiitl beauty.' The author, who is an authority on ornitho- 
logy, gives an hri-Fauna of Vpper Teesdale. \Ye wish tlie little 
book the success it deserves. 

The issue of this, the first year book of the nergen hlpine Club, 
is one of inany signs of the steady g r o ~ ~ t l i  of the sport of moun- 
taineering ~mongs t  the desceiidax~ts of the vikings. Bergen already 
numbers several doughty wielders of tlie ice-ase, soine of whom a re  
itlso ready writers and good sketchers ; hence we  nay reasonably 
ehpect g r ~ a t  deeds to be enacted i s  the future, as well as good 
sporting papers by members of the club. 

The principal features of the book are a laudable attempt t o  
tabulate the principal deeds of daring achieved on the snowy 
.Justednls Urz  fro111 die year 1820 to the present time, a list of 
passes over this snowfieltl, both ancient and modern, an amplifica- 
tion of one compiled a few years ago by the present writer, a 
wluable glossary of technical mountaineering terms,* a few short 
papers and an  excellent coloured panoramic view of tlie Jotun Fjelde 
from a slietch by the late Emnnuel JIohn. W. C. S. 

- - - -  - 

* b y ~ .  Tur .  Ebr. Aarbogfor 1890, p. 38. 



CORRESPOSDESCE. 
S. A. C. HUTS. 

T o  tlic Edi tor  of the ALPISE JOURSAL. 
SeuchAtel : 18 juillet 18'56. 

TREE ~ 0 x 0 ~ 6  JIONBIEUR,-L~ Comit6 Central du Club Alpin 
Suisse a pris connaissance de la lettre de JX. I\.'. C. Compton, dans 
le numbro de hlai de votre estimable revue. I1 a immbdistement 
pris des mesures pour rembclier, dans la mesure du possible, aux 
~nconvbnients signales par votre honorable correspondant, et fera 
tous ses efforts pour qne les abords des cabanes du Club Alpin 
Suisse soient k l'al-enir cl'unc parfaite propretk. 

Recevez, trks honor6 monsieur, l'assurance de notre haute con- 
sideration. 

I Au nom du Comitk Central. 
LE SECR~TAIRE, 

- - 
DR. B~ECKENSTOCK. 

THE GERMAN-AT-STRIAN ALPINE CLIYB ASD T H E  
USE O F  T H E  ROPE. 

T o  the Edi tor  of the ALPINE JOURNAL. 
SIR,-There is an  obvious slip in your correspondent's letter with 

regard to Tyrolese guides. The accident referred to, which hap- 
pened more than twenty years ago, was not on tbe lioiligupitze but 
on Monte Ceredale. I t  could not hare happened had the rope been 
properly used. I once walked up the slope on which the fall 
occurred, and it is nosliere steep. Indeed, on the spot the cata- 
strophe seems hardly credible. 

The issue by the L). und Oe. Alpenverein of any Circular or 
Rules such as your correspondent suggests is improbable; but 
there is no doubt that their instructions hare not been universally 
understood by guides or tourists, that the pernicious habit of going 
two on a rope is of old standing in Tyrol, has been constantly 
practised on the Gross Glockner,* and, though condemned by some 
of the best Gerinan and Austrian mountaineers, has not been effec- 
tively put down in the Lastern Alps. I suspect that the origin of the 
story told by your correspondent's guides was a misunderstanding oil 
their part of the instructions given at  one of the Fiihrerlir~rs which 
are often held in tlie Eastern Alps. Three years ago a Trentino 
guide transmitted to Jlr. Clinton Dent and nlyself some very c u r i o ~ ~ s  
instructions as to niountaineering precautioas, which he professed 
tohave derived from a lecture a t  a Kzirs at  Botzen. It was only on 
our offering to sign our names as past and present Presidents of the 
Alpine Club that he became reconciled to crossing a small snowless 
glacier without rope or crampons. 

I am, yours obediently, 
DOUGLAS W. FREBHFIELD. 

- pp 

Bee Mr. Comjns Tucker's note, -4lptne Journul, vol. vi. p. 151. 



[\Ye arc sorry that, owing to a misapprehension, arising in the 
t r  insfer of the Editorship, our editorial note on hlrs. nickinson 
13erry's letter was not otherwise worded. Besides Mr. Freshfield's 
letter, printed above, we have received corn~nuilications from several 
of our own n~einbers. I t  appears that we have involuntarily done an 
injustice to our Austrian colleagues. \Ve therefore take the earliest 
opportunity of expressing to them our regret. Editm A. J.] 

TIIE ALl'S O F  KE\Y ZEALAKD. 

To thc E'tlitor of the ALPINE JOURSAL. 

College House, Christchurch, New Zealand : 
Aprll 'LO, 1896. 

SIR,-Mr. FitzC;erald must not think that I wish in any way to 
u i ~ t l e r m t c  his work out here, for, honestly, such is riot the case ; 
illy poilit is that I fear lie is oc.erratirl!l tlie value of liis expedition, 
from a gcr,!~rtrplrical nnrl tol,oyrccplrical point of view. By so doing 
lle causes the bard work of years by many inen here to be under- 
rated, arid in justice to your nletnbers in this remote corner and to 
the Kew Zealand Alpine Club I illr~st ask you to permit me to reply 
on this sul)jec~. 

I wrote before in the full expectation that when Mr. FitzGerald 
saw the facts he would correct, or at  least modify, his claims. 
lnsteaci, lio\~ever, of doing so he tried to substantiate them and made 
rather an ullnecessary attack on my good faith, \\,llicll I shall deal 
with later. 

\\'ith regard to his claitn to be tlie first man to find and crossa pass 
over the houtliern Alps, I pointed out that nunibers of passes had 
been found during tlie last thirty-five years, and he meets this by 
saying, ' Only one (pass) refers to tlie Southern Alps of New Zealand, 
tlie rest all being on other ranges,' and again, ' The coach road which 
joins Cliristchurch to tlie \Vestern Coast does not in any sense cross 
t l ~ e  Southern Alps.' 

In reply to these two stateinents I can only say that nerer have 
I heard such an astonishing idea put forward. If bir. FitzGerald 
really believes what he says he is labouring under a grave mistake, 
whwl~ goes to the whole root of the controversy. The Southern Alps 
of Kew Zealand liave always been considered to estend froin Harper's 
Pass, at  the head of the liurunui Hirer, down to Haast's Pass, in the 
far south. hlr. Green understood this.. 

The Soutllern -4lps include at  least eight distinct districts, and of 
these Air. F~tzCIerald was working in the best known. Concerning 
the others far less is recorded than in the Tasman district. 
Should it be allowed that a inan may reduce the limits of a 
recognised chain of mountains, every one could so define those limits 
a s  to exclude all pre~ious passes and raise a ?tezo pass to the rank 
of a first pass. 

* See The High Alps of New Zealand, p. 69. 
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Kow, sir, I wish to distinctly state that I ,  in common with others, 
have a great admiration for the ascents made here by hlr. Fitz- 
Gerald and h1s guide, for they did in one season the same number 
of good peaks as we have done in four or five season? without guides. 
And the New Zealand Alpine Club was the first to acknowledge 
the good record, and liave, I trust, learnt valuable lessons in peak- 
clr7i~bi1ry froin Zurbriggen's mode of work. So do not let any one 
suppose that I wish to underrate Mr. FitzGerald's work. 

\Vlien I say that he overrates the value of his results I mean 
that lie claims (unintentionally, I believe) exploration and discovery 
in a district already explored ; and I must protest agaii~st his work 
being admicted as exl~loratio,~. 

The Tasman, &fueller, and Hoolter Glaciers have been so overrun 
by visltors that he cannot possibly claim any topographical discovery 
concerning which we are ignorant, or which one of us has not 
already recorded or discovered before he came out. This, therefore, 
reduces his claims of exploration and discovery to the route ria 
FitzGerald's Pass or the return journey rta the Fox Glacier. 

With reference to the first, when I stated that he had not referred 
to those who had esplored the district before his arrival I was not 
aware that he had been shown by, and discussed with a member of 
the Club ( a )  Hrodrick's inap of the Hooker valley, ( b )  Fyfe's photo- 
grapli fro111 the Footstool, taken in January 1894 (just above the pass), 
showing the Douglas and Copland valleys. These two ftlcts, combined 
aith the fact that he took u ~ t h  him over the pass tc nlnp nlnrle b!l 
Do~iglas of the whole Copland and Douylas rtrlleys, which lie handed 
to me afterwards, in my opinion do away with any clann of 
esploration or discovery. 1 grant every credit of haling pi.st crossed 
tlie pass, but that is only valuable as an Alpine record, but from a 
topographical standpoint the passage was valueless, for anyone 
seeing these two maps and Fyfe's photograph could see the details 
of the whole route at a glance. 

As to his having found ' for the colonists the easy and direct pass 
they have so much wanted ' (to quote the President, p. 9), 1 
submit he has not done so. 

That the range had perpetual snow on the eastern side we knew 
for years, and is shown in photographs from the Ball Pass, and 
that condemns it as not meeting the Government requirements. 

Douglas in his report,t after returning from the L)ouglas valley- 
for he did go some way up it-mentlons this pass as being ' free 
of snow when I saw it first; but in ordinary seasons the usual 
winter fall might not melt, and this pass may be considered to be 
covered with perpetual snow.' But it made no difierence what the 
western side was if the eastern side failed in its conditions, and 
those who had worked on tlie Canterbury side had stated for years 
that it tailed to do so. Douglas's exploration was under the West- 
land Survey Department, and was really unnecessary so far as the 
-- --- - - - -. - - 

* See New Zealand Survey Reports. 1889-90 and 1892-3. 
t Xew Zealaid Srcney Reprt, 18'32-3, p. 46. 



col was concerned. The fact is that no such pass as they require 
exists, and we have proved it by our work, so the (4overnment must 
make the best of thls pass. Had they know11 that no other was 
available this would have had to be adopted in 18'312. Surely when 
the route lias been exl~lored O J L  botlt sides by independent parties 
it 1s rather hard tllat because a third person, using their maps, 
crosses lie may take the credit of esploration and discovery. Hc 
would hold an Alpine record, but no more. 

As far as the return journey is concerned I submit no capital 
can be made out of it for exploration or discovery, though by this 
route there was a little more ground actually untrodden ; and 
tliough Mr. I"itz(iera1d and 1 were the first to cross the range by 
this route both slcles of the pass had been previously esplored. 1 
had during the year 1891 esplored the Fos  and Victoria Glaciers.. 
I llad reached arid explored the head of tlie Francis Joseph,t and 
Fyfe and Cirahaxn had ascended the col from the Tasman,$ while 
I also llad been within SO minutes of it on that side in 1890. It 
was my duty and interest, when with Mr. FitzGerald, to note new 
topographical discoveries, but I do not hesitate to say, as a 
prnctlcal explorer, that tliis pass added nothing to our former 
knowledge. This, again, is only valuable as an Alpine record. 

I feel sure that had Mr. Fitz(;erald enquired and read about 
previous work in and knowledge of tliis district he would never have 
made such claims to explorntlon and discovery as we have seen at  
the A. C. and It. (+. S. His notiol~s concerning the extent of the 
Southern Alps alone sllows great want of enquiry. 

He 1 1 1 1 ~ ~  !lave found mnny errors ill existing maps, but we also 
have found tliese and lnnny others, and have also recorded them. 
I t  is only owing to there b ~ ~ n g  no new issue that the maps continue 
as before. There is an iilinlrnse amount of information in the 
Hokltika Survey Oftice of dt.talls large and small, as yet not trans- 
ferred to tlle standard nlap ; but it is there, and was recorded before 
18!16. A few minor details only need correction. So far a s  I 
myself am concernetl I am sorry that Mr. FitzGerald should suspect 
lily veracity concerning hlr. I%rodrick's and others' idens of a pass 
2 i l l  the Copland, and 1 could ensily convince him were he here. 

As to h ~ s  charge that I neglected to record certain names, I can 
only sny that the only three nalncs we gave I duly recorded in 
Hokitika. I t  is rather far-fetched to talk of ' right and privilege ' 
i11 this instance, for I had been on the ground tlie previous season, 
and named every fe~itrire in illy opinion worth nanling. This route 
is dett~iled in my diary on date April 7, 1894. 

I do not consltler that ally attempt at  ' splitting straws ' or 
argulnent mill be a11 answer to tliese stntelnents. I have made for 
six or seven years a close study of the work in the Southern Alps, 
and this district in particular. I know every glacier in this locality 
intimately, and my facts cannot be disputed. I t  is not a case for 
- - - - - - .- - - - - 

c i l p i ~ ~ e  JO~LTJUL~,  801. xvii. PI). Y'LG, 327. t Ibid. vol. xvii. p. 659. 
$ Ibul. vol. xvii. p 200. 



dispute, because the records will speak for themeeh-es, and I am 
only stating facts with no object of belittling Mr. FitzGerald's 
work, but merely to show that we are not so behindhiind in our 
topographical knowledge that he can have inade nll the discoveries 
he claims. Had not the President showed in 11is address how 
erroneous an impression had been conveyed I should possibly hare 
said no more. And, sir, I think you and Rlr. Fitz(iera1d--when lie 
sees these plain ft~cts - will be ready to admit that his grand climbs 
and first ascents in an  already explored district can liardly be 
admitted on ths broader b u i s  o j  e.rl)lorrctior~ nlrtl t l isco~:oil .  To 
send additional proof at tliis distance is difficult, but I shall be 
glad to furnish it should it be required. 

I am, Sir, yours faitlifully, 
AIITHLTH 1'. I~ARPER. 

PROCEEDINGS O F  THE ALPINE CLUI3. 

A GESER~L ~IEETISO of the Club was held in tlie Hall on Tuesday 
evening, May 5 ,  at  8.30 r . x ,  Jlr. Charles Pilkington, l'tcsitlerlt, in 
the chair. 

JIr. H. J. J~OHICH was balloted for and elected a ~nember of the 
Cluh. 

The PRESIDEST regretted to liare to annonnce that a very old 
member of tlie Club, Captain Jlarshall-Hall, had died suddenly oil 
April 14. 1:p to the last he had talien a very active interest in the 
objects of the Club, liaving tlevoted hi~nself specially to the study 
of glacier movements. He endeavoured to obtain information on 
the subject from every quarter of the globe, and a few days before 
his death was engaged in writing an article for tlie ' Alpine Journal,' 
which unfortunately he left unfinisl~ed. 

bfr. S ~ H U S T E ~  was sure that, in espressing liis regret, he mas 
only echoing tlie feelings of all illen~bers of the ('lub. Captain 
hfarsllall-Hall was one of those who considered that the duty of 
members was not only to climb, but to collect inforination as far 
as possible in all departments of mountain science. His esanlple 
mlgllt well be followed by others, especially the younger members. 

Mr. E. A. BROOMI.: read a paper on ' The IYeisshorn from tlie 
Schallijoch.' 

hlr. SCHUSTER thought it was inany years since a paper had 
been read on any of the familiar mountains visible from the RiRel, 
and tliis paper had brought back the old spirit of tlie Club. He 
considered it very credilable tliat Mr. Uroo~ne had found a new 
route up an old mountain, and one so full of cli~nbiiig interest. 

The PRESIDENT said that eighteen years ago he l i ~ d  set out for 
the expedition just descrlbed by Mr. Broolne ; but he had given it 
up, as his two guides thought it was not possible. He proposed a 
very hearty vote of tlieukv to hlr. Uroome for his paper, ~ v h ~ c h  was 
cordially given. 

The PRESIDENT then drew the attention of members to the new 
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electric lantern, stating that  t h e  thanks of the  Club were due, in  
the  first place, to  Professor Kennedy, who had not only given 
extremely useful advice, but liad also presented the  lamp and 
resistance coil. The  thanks of the  Club were also due to  Captnin 
Abney and 31r. \Yoolley, who had each presented 61. towards t l ~ b  
cost of procuring a thoroughly good lens, and to JIr.  Ellis Carr, 
who had not only ilesiqnrd the stage and bracket. but 111ade a 
present of them to the Club. A nunlber of views were t1ie11 shown, 
and  tlle lantern was pronounced to be not only a valuable accluisi- 
tion but a great success. 

A ( ~ E S E I ~ A L  ~ I E E T I S G  of the Club npns held i n  the Hall on Tnes-  
d a y  evening, .June 2, at 8.30 P.M., Dr. ti. H. Savage, Vim-L'rcsi- 
( I c I L ~ ,  in  the  chair. 

hIr. (;. II. h i o ~ s ~ :  read n paper entitletl ' In tlie Clinnionir 
1)istrict.' and a nulllber of lantern slides illustrating the paper 
were esl~ibited. 

Mr. C'. E. ~ I . ~ T H E ~ s  thought there was a char111 about JIont  
I3lanc that  \voiil(l last for ever, and \vliicli nritller tlie ('ancnsns nor  
the  Hin~alnyus coultl ever possrss. I Ie  hnd himself made t h e  
ascent ten timrs, and cort~idered that no espeditio~l on  the  molrntain 
coultl be lilore beautiful tlian the one follolved I)! Mr. Morse, 
ilscending hy the  ordinary ronte and f l~sce i~ding  over 3Iont 31n~1dit, 
l lorit  llliinc dl1 Tilcul, n ~ ~ d  tliro~igh t l ~ e  seracs of tlie Gi.ant to the  
3Iontenvers. I Ie  proposed a hearty vote of tllniiks to Mr. JIorse 
for liis paper. , .  

l l r .  I ) o r . t ; ~ . ~ s  \\'. FHEFHFIF:LD coilsidered it  would be interesting 
for sonic one to follow the l o ~ v r r  portion of I)e Saussi~re 's  route, 
~vliich, a s  far ns lie knew, had not bcbcn followed since De Saossore's 
tinie ; the nscc~it be i~ lg  uinile by the 3lnntagne tle l a  Cote would 
 void tlie risk of stones falling from tlie iliguille du  Midi, a n d  
possibly somc! trace of 1)e S a ~ ~ s s u r e ' s  encampment might be found. 
Flirther. if the I)i ,n~e du  Cioi~ter were then ascended. 1111 risk of 
avalanches on tlie I'etit I'lnteau \vould be nvoided. H e  had moch 
pltxasurc in secontling tho vote of thanks to Mr. Morse. 

After a f e ~ v  xvortls f i n ~ n  the Rev. li. T3. (;I.:OI~(;E: a11(1 tllc VICE- 
T'HI:SII)I.:ST. .\IT. ;\Ic)I{sI: rvplie[l t l ~ a t  the  dtinjirr of ;~valnnchr.s on  
the  Petit  l'latcau was very 1nnc11 iiiinimised by keeping s~itficiently 
fin- t o  the  I:., nut1 that  although stonps ~iildoul)tedly tlitl fall from 
t h e  slopes of the Aignille du  Midi across the  path a little a b o ~ e  
Pierre ii 1'F:cllelle, by keeping a look-out they could always be 
avoided. 

THE S r - a r a ~ m  I)ISSF:I~ was heltl a t  the Mitre Hotel, EIn~npton 
Cor~rt ,  on I ' l i~~r,d;iy, .Tune 4, hIr. ( ' l~arles P i l l i in~ ton ,  IJrc.s ir1c~i~t ,  i n  
t h e  c l~n i r .  Tliirty-eight ~ l ~ o ~ i l b e r s  ;ind guests were present. 

A N  E X H I I ~ I T I O N  OF SKI:TCHES, matle by hIr. -4. I).  ,lIcCormick 
~ v l i ~ l e  on a journey in t l ~ e  ('ancasus last year, was held in the Hull 
of the  Club, and was open from J u n e  11 to Ju ly  4. 











A L P I N E  J O U R N A L .  

NOVEMBER 1896. 

BY GEORGE H. MORSE. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, .June 2, 1896.) 

To business that we lore \re rise betime, 
And go to't with delight. 

THE Immortal Bard is said to have foreshadowed most 1 things, but surely he could not have better alluded to 
the mountaineering mania, even if the Matterhorn itself had 
been in the vicinity of the Avon, than by the words I have 
just quoted. \Ire all love the business, and go to it with 
delight ; and possibly Shakespeare himtielf may often have 
risen betimes, when starting to perform in some distant town 
the high art, not of climbing, but of play-acting. But I am 
wandering, and feel some explanation is needed for my paper 
to-night, and can think of no reasonable excuse. Kature 
abhors a vacuum; the Alpine Club must have its paper. I 
propose, therefore, to record a new route up an  old peak ; to 
mention in short detail a mountain not previously described 
in our Journal, excepting in a note ; and to recall a walk 
with Emile Rey, taken only three days before his death. If 
there is nothing exciting in my narrative, i t  may perhaps 
help to fill a gap; and a plain unvarnished tale about our 
old friends near Chamonis may still be interesting, in spite 
of the many new ranges now in process of being conquered. 

A greet deal of interest attaches to the higuille d'Argen- 
tiGre, for in all the old maps, previous to that of Mr. Adams- 
%illy, there figured a fictitious mountain, called the Pointe 
des Plinea, a mile and a half distant ; and Adams-Reilly was 
the first to prove, in 1863, that the so-called Pointe des Plines 
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was none other than the Aiguille d'iirgentitre itself. A brief 
description of the topography of this mountain will, I think, 
be usefnl, more especially as  the watershed which divides 
France and Svitzerland is very vaguely shown on all the 
maps hitherto published, with the exception of the Siegfried 
map.* This, however, depicts the Swiss side only, and is not 
drawn in sufficient detail to indicate that the Aiguille has 
three distinct points on its summit ridge, a fact of some im- 
portance to anTone wishing to understand the various routes 
which have been follo~ed. 

The central and highest of the three points consists of a 
snow ridge, while those a t  the two ends are rock. That 
nearest to the Col du Chardonnet, and on which the cairn is 
built, is N.W. of the central snow summit, the other rock 
point being to its S. For convenience I shall refer to them 
in this paper as the northern, central, and southern sumnlits 
respectively, hut it rnust be understood the points of the 
compass are only approximate. Starting from the Col du 
Tour Noir, the watershed runs almost due W. up to the 
S. point, when it takes a northerly direction, and just after 
passing the central point runs N.W. to the Col du Cbar- 
donnet. hIy so-called N. point is a little to the W. of the 
true wateruhcd. There is a decided dip hetween the southern 
and central points, the ridge remaining nearly level between 
the central l ~ n d  northern. Frorn both the N. and S. points 
ridges run in a S.W. direction to the Glacier d'Argentitre, 
while from the central summit 11, great buttress runs N.E. 
far out into the Glacier de Sa1einaz.t These, with the N.W. 
nrkte and the one by which we ascended, form the main 
supp01.t~ to the peak. 

The ~nountniil has been clirnbed by several routes, the first 
ascent being rntide by llessrs. Adams-Reilly and Whymper in 
1H64, froin the upper or southern branch of the Glacier du 
Chardonnet. They mounted by rocks and a snow couloir to 
the N.11'. arete, which descends from the summit ridge to the 
Col du Chardonnet. Then, passing over to the Swiss face, 
they cut up a steel) ice-slope, and emerged between the 
northern and central points. I t  is more usual now to quit 
the ice-slope as soon as possible, and to attack the rocks lead- 
ing to the northern end of the summit ridge, and to pass 
along it to the actual top. 

I t  was not till 1885 that the N.W. arcte was climbed in its 
-- - - -- .- -- - 

* 11. Albert Barbey's map has since been published. 
t See plate, d. J. vol. i. p. 280. 
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entire length, M. Paul Perret following, as  far as  possible, the 
ridge from the Col du Chardonnet to the top. Prior to our 
visit in 1893 three other routes had been made. I11 1881 
11. Charlet Straton, with two companions, ascended by the 
S.W. arete, leading to the northern point ; in 1880, the pre- 
vious year, Messrs. DLcle and Hutchison descended direct from 
the central summit, ' by steep rocks and a steep ice-slope,' to 
the Glacier d'brgentikre ; and in 1884 11. Barbey succeeded 
in reaching the top from the Glacier de Saleinaz, striking the 
great N.E. buttress, fro111 the S., about 100 yards below the 
summit. 

The climb which I am about to describe differs from those 
just mentioned in that it was undertaken from quite a 
different side, and, as far as we can gather, had never been 
previously attempted. Starting from the Col du Tour Noir 
we traversed the peak, and descended by the ordinary route- 
that is, the one I:&? the Glacier du Chardonnet. 

Wicks, Wilson, and I had commenced our holiday this year 
(1893) in the Graians, and had come from Courmayeur over ' 

the Col du G6ant to the JLontenvers. On August 2, a cloud- 
less day, we accompanied a large party to the Jardin, the 
finest. snow view, perhaps, in all the Alps for so easy an 
excursion. Returning to the hotel in good time, we 
despatched a porter with our sacks and rope to the Chalet 
Lognan, and followed leisurely in his make. At 7.30 we 
were sitting down to an  excellent repast, such as only a 
mountain inn can offer and a inountnin appetite enjoy. 

Next morning a t  3 A.M., with daylight jutlt breaking. we 
filed out of the chalet, and were soon on the upper level of the 
ArgentiGre Glacier. The sun was just tinging the tops of 
the higuilles Verte and Triolet, while the wonderful cirque of 
the glacier basin was still in shadow, the whole prospect 
making one feel that a fine sunrise in the Alps is worth 
getting up for. Proceeding up the moraine on the true right 
of the Amethystes Glacier, we halted near its top at  5.40 for 
breakfast. This glacier leads to the Col du Tour Noir, and 
is, a9 far as I can remember, exceedingly simple. When 
within about 'LO min. of the Col we turned to our left up 
some easy rocks, ending in a small snow arete, which we 
followed to the main ridge, and at  8 A.X. were looking down 
on the great Saleinaz Glacier. The place where we struck 
the main ridge is easily recognisable, as  being the nearest 
gap on the W. of the Col du Tour Noir, a minor peak 
studded with pinnacles dividing the two. The ridge, a fine 
rock arete with great teeth here and there, was then followed 
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almost due W. The first tooth gave us some trouble, but 
was passed on the Saleinaz side, the slope down to that 
glacier being of extraordinary steepness. All the charm of 
a good scramble up a rock ridge is to be found on this arGte, 
sometimes on the crest itself, sometimes on a little traverse 
round some knol) ; but it is worth mentioning that, with the 
exception of the first tooth, it was generally easier to move on 
the side of the Glacier des AmCthystes. 

We halted again a t  9.15 to refresh the inner man, having 
been forced a t  this point to pass an enormous rock pinnacle 
by a traverse round an awkward corner on the French side. 
We then found it easier to keep below the crest, and presently 
struck a broadish snow couloir, which lies just under the 
S. peak. The couloir was followed to its top, and once more 
we found ourselves on the arete. which now beean to rise < 7 

rapidly, and n small false snow col was gained at  11 A.M. 
Here we took to the Swiss face to pass the S. peak, and cut 
steps in ice of the hardest description. The hot summer, 
after a heavy winter snowfall, had turned the slope into 
genuine blue ice, and for 2 hrs. 'LO min. we were cutting 
across the Saleir~az face, to again strike the main arrte 
between t h i ~  point and the true summit. The distance was 
not more than four ropes' length, and n future party may 
easily find the slope in better condition, and possibly much 
more free from ice. Probably, under the circumstances, we 
should have found it easier to traverse the S. peak itself, for 
a tempting little ice gully, which we might easily have 
reached fro111 a point a little I~lonr the false col, led well up 
to it, and the rocks above did nor, look impossible; but we 
were on fresh ground, and were not at  all sure whether, if 
we got to the summit, me should be able to descend the other 
side on to the main arcte-a moot point we afterwards 
settled in the affirmative-ttt any rate, if the rocks were free 
from ice. Others following in our footsteps might well try 
this,way, and if they take with them a little extra rope, in 
case of the descent proving awkward, they will avoid a 
ntuttz.nis quart d'hertrr of over 2 hrs. duration on a slope at  an  
exceedingly steep angle, with the Glacier de Saleinaz some 
3,000 ft. below as the nest possible resting-place. 

We had unpleasant reminders of this possibility as  the ice 
was hacked out of the steps, for it went whizzing down the 
slope, apparently to eternity; and again, when nearing the 
arkte, by the leader, who put his hand on a big rock which 
seemed to be part of the mountain, but which immediately 
began to move. Luckily he was just beyond it, and managed 
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to hold it in its place as he shouted to the others to hurry, 
being afraid lest io  its descent it ehould catch the rope and 
convey us with it to the Glacier. We quickly closed up, and 
holding the rope well out of the way, the grmt stone wab 
permitted to proceed down the mountain side, and it wasted 
no time in its descent. 

A short dip and an easy ascent up the snow arete brought 
us to the real top at  2 P.JI., and presently we went on to the 
northern rock pcint, making our halt by the cairn a t  2.520. 
On starting the descent towards the Col du Chardonnet we 
followed the arkte for a few minutes, and then turned on to 
the N. face, but soon found the ice here was no softer than 
that which had given us so much trouble in the morning, 
and it was not till 5.30, after endless step-cutting, that we 
were down on the shoulder overlooking the Col du Chardonnet. 
To reach the higher arm of the Chardonnet Glacier two 
couloirs are available, and we started by keeping to the rock 
ridge between them, until driven into the one on our left. 
The enow here was good enough to kick steps face inwards 
until the schrund was passed, and, hurrying over the glacier, 
the route from the Col du Chardonnet was soon joined. We 
unroped on the left moraine immediately above the Argentiere 
Glacier, and marched into the Chalet Lognan at  8.15, just as  
it was getting dark. A dinner was quickly served, and w9 
left a t  9.15 for the hlontenvers, the landlord kindly coming 
down the Argentikre mule-track to make sure that we did not 
miss the path, which turns oiT some five minutes below the 
chalet. And a difticult path it is to follow by lantern-light, 
sometime8 through rhododendrons, sometimes over pastures, 
sometimes through dark pine woods, uphill and downhill and 
round corners, until a t  last the steep descent to the Chapeau 
is reached. We passed thgti familiar landmark at  11.15 P.M., 
and it took us If hr. more to make the hlontenvers, for we 
were tired and carried heavy sacks. 

Two years later (1895) I was again on the ArgentiPre 
Glacier, this time with C. H. Pasteur and Emile Rey, and we 
turned our attention to the Aiguille du Tour Noir. The 
description of the ascent of this peak, as  g i ~ e n  in the ' climbers' 
guides,' is to follow the routs to the Col d18rgentiere as  far 
aa the Col, and then to turn northwards, keeping near the 
arete until the final perpendicular rocks are reached. Thence 
one is told to traverse n ledge on the S.E. face, with an  
awkward projecting rock on it, and presently to climb up the 
steep rocks direct to the summit. These instructions we 
most carefully followed, none of uu having been on the moun- 
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tain before ; the only difficulty we experienced being that we 
could not distinguish the ledge on the S.E. face, possibly 
owing to the fact that a great deal'of snow had fallen during 
the previous fortnight. and it iiiay have been covered so as to 
be unrecognisable. Still, we traversed the face, and certainly 
found a t~iaiivais pas. A shelf we were crossing became 
smaller and smaller, gradually thinning out into nothing, and 
the nest step was soriie S ft. or so further on, rather below us. 
There was no handhold, nothing but sn~ooth rock above, 
and the long stride, taking off fro111 about one bootnail, 
appeared rather awkward. Rey stepped over easily enough ; 
but it was our first ~ a l k  this season, and we had not jet  got 
our mountaineering feet. On remarking that the handhold 
was scanty, Rey reassured us, with a siiiiling face, saying, 
' Oui, rnais c'est tr6s bon pour les pieds.' This no doubt was 
true, so we stepped over too. We turned up a secondary rib, 
and soon reached a yerv unstable snow-~atch. which teriiii- 
nated in the gap betwee; the two sumrr;its of the peak. A 
few minutes then hrought us to the highest point, about 6 hrs.' 
walking from the Clhalet Lognan. 

The weather was bad, and as it was thundering and snowing, 
we mere not telnpted to remain long on the top, but from the 
positio~i of the peak the view must be very fine. On leaving 
the suilimit we were loth to venture on the snow-~atch.  
which was certainly unsafe, so tried a new route on the 
opposite or French side. r\ large rock couloir, filled with 
loose stones, descends from the gap, and we decided it would 
be far preferable to risk a falling stone than to trust our- 
selves to the bad mrow on the other side. By keeping as 
much as possible to the true right we avoided the stones, 
though, when neur the bottom of the couloir, we found it 
neceisary to cross over, in order to strike the northern arm 
of the Tour Noir Glacier. Steps were necessary till past 
the schrund, and then, by keeping to the extreme right, we 
passed the icefall in a valley between the glacier and the 
rocks, and rejoined our morning's route near the juiiction of 
the glaciers d'ArgentiGre and Tour Noir. It is perhape worth 
recording that Mr. Scliintz, with Pollinger, father and son, 
about a week later ascended this peak. They too failed to 
discover the ledge on the S.E. face, which I am told is usually 
very noticeable, so they turned on to the Glacier d'Argenti6re 
side, and, cutting down a snow gully, crossed into the bottom 
of the rock couloir by which we had descended, thus making 
what is probably the first ascent from that side. There is no 
real difficulty in the climb, and the traveller ~vlio has never 
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crossed the Col d'Argenti6re gnins additional interest by 
traversing one-half of that fine pass, and seeing also the other 
half from the Col itself; while the view of Mont Dolent, as we 
saw it from the Col, white with snow, was a vision not easily 
to be forgotten. 

Four days afterwazds (August 15) the same trio started for 
the Grands Mulets, across that region of stones which lies 
between the Montenvers and Pierre Pointue. Having passed 
that way on several occasions, I should be sorry to have to 
decide whether it is easier to keep up over the glaciers them- 
selves close to the Chamonix Aiguilles, to skirt the tops of the 
woods, or to take the middle course a t  the foot of the glaciers, 
over interminable moraines. The views of the said Aiguilles 
are very fine either way, and there I let the matter rest. In 
due time we arrived at the Grands Mulets, and were lucky 
enough to find only two other travellers. Next morning we 
reached the hut on the Bosses at 3.20, and found it stuffy 
beyond worde, being cramnled full of people. All, however, 
were disappointed, for though the porters who were carrying 
up the large telescope to the Observatory reached the top later 
on by way of the Corridor, no one crossed the Bosses that 
day on account of the furious wind, which, for some reason or 
other, seems peculiar to those excrescences. Some five or six 
par tie^ were disappointed, and Rey, I think, most of all, for 
it was his fiftieth birthday, and he was keen to spend it on 
the summit of Mont Blanc. 

On August 20, Pasteur having returned to England, Rey 
and I started again for the same expedition, and as the 
weather was magnificent and the mountain in unusually good 
condition, all the crevasses being firmly covered or well 
bridged with snow in first-class order, we decided on a step 
which, I fear, even this does not justify-we went without a 
third man. Again we were in luck's way. About twenty 
people had rested at  the Grands Mulets on the previous 
night, while we had the whole cabane to our two selves. We 
left at 1.30 A.M., and reached the Bosses hut at 5 o'clock, find- 
ing it untenanted, wholesome, and fresh. Here 1 made a 
small meal ; but Rey, who had a great respect for Mont Blanc, 
and on principle ate nothing, ' because of the rarefied air,' 
was anxious to proceed, as sundry whisks of wind were blow- 
ing the snow off the Bosses, and he was fearful lest we should 
again miss our opportunity. Rey's respect for the mountain 
showed itself in more ways than one, for he always put on two 
flannel shirts and two pairs of stockings, precautions which I 
understood him to say he rarely took for any other peak. 
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I t  is curious to note the difference of dress worn at different 
periods ; extremes meet, even on the summit of Mont Blmc. 
Colonel Beaufoy, who ascended in 1787, a few days after de 
Saussure, says, ' Ny dress was a white flannel jacket, without 
any shirt beneath, and white linen trousers without drawers ' 
-a costume more appropriately described nowadays as a suit 
of pyjamas. Probably the Colonel was cold a t  times during 
his ascent, and he certainly erred according to our present 
ideas ; but he had no doubt heard Lombard Meunier's account 
of the scorching power of the sun, who affirmed, after his 
attempt in 1783, that, if he ever tried again, he ' should only 
take with him a parasol and a bottle of scent.' t Let me 
turn to the other extreme. Mr. Floyd, one of Albert Smith's 
companions in 1851, says, 'Gaiters, fur gloves, and every 
conceivable protection against the cold, were resorted to. 
And so we proceeded on our way, swollen by the reduplica- 
tions of our dress to most unnatural proportions.' f And 
Mr. J. H. Bulwer, who reached the top the following year, 
thus describes his costume at  the Grands Mulets-and he 
appears to have started in it the next morning : ' My clothing 
consisted of three pairs of worsted stockings, thick shoes 
hobnailed and well greased, a pair of woollen drawers, two 
pairs of tweed trousers, and woollen gaiters. My trunk was 
enveloped in a flannel waistcoat, two shirts, a double-breasted 
holland waistcoat, and thin blue coat. Round my neck, in 
addition to a collar and silk handkerchief, I wore a shawl 
brought round over my chest, and a red-and-green " com- 
fortable," tt gorgeous affair, the property of the waiter at the 
Hotel de Londres. On my head I had a double woollen 
nightcap, pulled over my ears and down to my eyebrows, 
and over that a broad-brimmed felt hat was tied down by a 
pocket-handkerchief under my chin ; my plaid was fastened 
over my chest and shoulders Scotch fashion ; and, lastly, 
my hands were snugly encased in two pairs of worsted and a 
pair of chamois-leather gloves covered with fur.' 4 

All the old ascents of Mont Blanc are interesting reading, 
and many are illustrated with the most grotesque engravings ; 
but time will not allow me to trespass further to-night. 

To return; 80 min. sufficed for our halt, and, passing 
the Bosses after all without difficulty, we reached the top 

- 

* Alznals of Pl~ilosophy, February 1817. 
t Sby of Mont Blanc, Albert Smith, 1853. 

Fmser's Maycczirze, .July 1865. 
$ Extracts ~ T O I I L  *Uy Jofirttal, privately printed, 1863. 
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at 6.45-successful at last, for it was my fourth attempt. 
We spent Q hr. there, enjoying the view in a cloudless sky, 
the Obyjrvatory being the only blot in the panorama. By 8 
we were on the Corridor, and here Rsy, having descended 
from the rarefied air of the summit, condescended to break 
hiR fast. From this point we were only hr. reaching the 
top of Mont RIaudit, although it looks so much longer; but 
the snow last August was in such excellent condition that we 
had only one short piece of ice to negotiate. The view from 
here of the E. face of Mont Blanc, with the Brenva Glacier 
immediately below, is well worth going to see. We descended 
the N.W. arete for some 20 min. to a sort of col, whence Rey 
cut dovn a very steep slope to the unnamed glacier which 
lies to the N. of Mont Naudit. 

Poor Rey ! it n9as on such places as these that he was 
happiest-places requiring care, and taxing his energy and 
skill, and where his perfect icemanship gave confidence to 
the whole party. In the de~cent of this slope I was taking 
ordinary precautions, paying out the rope as Rey cut the 
steps, and, having tightened it a little too much at one 
period, he looked up, and said, ' Ce n'est pns nbcessaire, 
monsieur; moi je ne glisse jamais.' Three days later a 
fateful slip on some easy rocks brought his career to an 
untimely end, and one of the most brilliant of modern 
guides, one of the keenest for new expeditions, and one of 
the best companions on the mountain side, met his daath 
almost in sight of his own home, and on a peak which belongs 
peculiarly to his own village. 

We went quickly down over the first half of the glacier, 
and then the snow turned to ice, and it was not till 11.50 
that we were near the col between Mont hIaudit and hlont 
Blanc du Tacul. Another short halt, and at 12.50 we were 
shaking hands with Nons. Vallot on the top of hlont Blanc 
du Tacul. His party hnd seen us on hlont Maudit, and were 
astonished to hear we had traversed the Monarch hirnself 
before arriving there. Favoured by their tracks towirrds the 
Col du Midi for the first part of our descent, and by the 
steps, through the seracs of the Glacier du Geant, of an army 
of porters who had come up the day before to repair the Midi 
hut, we reached the Montenvers about 6 P.M., after a snow- 
climb of almost matchless grandeur. 

Such was my last walk with Emile Rey, and it is sad to 
think that he mill never again lead a party up the snowy 
Ups. I had not climbed much with him, but our friendship 
extended over several years, and he had by chance now and 
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again joined us in isolated expeditions. It is unnecessary 
for me to dwell upon his qualities as  guide, his genial manner, 
his courteous cure, and constnnt thoughtfulness ; but it was 
ordi~ined that his time should come, and those who called him 
friend will miss his face for rnany ti year. There is a sad side 
sometimes to mountaineering, but we niay be thankful it is a 
comparntively rare one ; still, it is questionable if it is not a 
necessary adjunct to all true sport. 

No game was ever get worth n rap, 
For a rational man to play, 

Into which no accident, no mishap, 
Could possibly find its way; 

and mountaineering, pursued according to known rules, is as  
fine a school for skill, endurance, and pluck as any other 
sport or pastime, and in these days of great enterprise is a 
fitting recreation for i~ctive and energetic men, no matter 
what l~ation they belolig to. 

M y  paper is finished, and possibly I have detailed a t  too 
great length expeditions of an ordinary character. Nont 
Blanc is itscended with ease by numerous parties every 
summer, arid the aiguilles d'ArgentiGre and Tour Koire are of 
comparatively small importarlc.e. Still, I think many a mem- 
1)cr of this Club, in recalling his various climbs, will agree 
that it wits not nlwajs the highest point nor the most difficult 
peak which afforded him the greatest pleasure, and, in re- 
membering many happy days in the Alps, mill echo with me 
the old adage : Sometimes little f i ~ h  are sweetest.' 

HAD long been interestetl in volcanoes. The SkaptBr I lokull was mrntiolied in all books on the subject as  having 
in 1783 erupted two great lava streams, 40 or 50 miles long, 
and supposed to eqnttl Ilont Bli~nc in cubic contents. All 
the books agreed in stating thnt the eruption, and the famine 
and pestilence which followed, llnd caused the death of 
!),836 llumnn beings, 28,000 horses, 11,461 head of cattle. 
iind 190,488 sheell-these figures being evidently copied from 
one nnother, and traceable to Henderson, a missionary who 
visited Iceland in 1814 and 1815, while the events were still 
a matter of living memory. Beyond t h e ~ e  statements there 
was a general constansus of ' no information,' so d3ar to Alpine 
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aspirants, and when I came on Lord Dufferin's description, I 
determined at all hazards to try and reach the crater. 

He states *:-' Over the area occupied by the Skaptli Jokul, 
amid its mountain-cradled fields of snow and icy ridges, no 
human foot has ever wandered, yet it is from the bosom of 
this desert. district that has descended the most frightful visi- 
tation ever known to have desolated the island. . . . Whether 
the two streams issued from the same crater it is impossible. 
to say, as the sources of both were far away within the heart 
of the unapproachable desert, and even the extent of the 

lava flow can only be measured from the spot where it entered- 
the inhabited districts.' 

Accordingly, on July 16, 1890, I landed at Reykjacik, 
accompanied by Dr. Lavis, of Naples. The well-known guide, 
Zocga, had been written to on the advice of Mr. Coles, an 
old Icelandic traveller, and his nephew, Thorda Zocga, met us, 
and provided the somewhat formidable caravan necessary for 
euch an expedition. Icelandic custom prescribes two horses. 
for each load, so that each horse should only run loaded 
. - - -- 

Letters from High Latitudes, pp. 110 and 112. 
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half the day. The two travellers and guide thus required six 
horses; a tent, the cemeraa and provisions, and two small 
pack boxes of personal luggage, furnished three l o d e  for 
six more, making twelve ; and 8s it waa obvious that twelve 
horses turned loose to graze at  night would be liable to atray, 
two youths were taken to look after them, each of whom re- 
quired two more, which, with a spare horse, in case of a 
sore back, made seventeen. I soon found, moreover, that 
beyond a moderate distance from Reykjavik a local guide or 
guides was generally required to show the others the way, 
each of whom provided himself with two more horses, so 
that my caravan often reached the respectable total of 
nineteen or twenty horses. 

Zotign is a contlcientious man, and his idea of giving good 
value for the money was to ride helterslielter across the 
country, a plan which might have commended itself to a 
circus-rider, but not to a, pedestrian by nature and habit, 
who is fond of stopping to examine and photograph. 

Ten days of hard riding along the south coast, including 
the fording of innumerable rivers, brought us in view of the 
SkaptA lava. The valley of the Sliaptti river down which it 
descended was formerly narrow and deep (600 ft. in places), 
but was filled brimfull of the lava, and the river, here called 
Eld Tatu (fire river), now flows on its surface. 

The lava is of the scoriaceous type (' Aa ' of Dana), with 
its surface fornleil of huge blocks of irregular shape', and 
with jagged edges. The river is very large and rapid, and 
in most places impossible to ford ; but by taking advantage 
of a place where it is divided into many branches by inequali- 
ties of the lava, we were able to get across, though each 
1)rnnch was a consideritble stream. 'l'he inhabitants of the 
Skaptidalr, being cut off from the rest of the world b~ these 
numerous itnd dangerous rivers, have retained their primeval 
manners and custonls more than tliosr of any place I have 
risited, and are, in fact, still ill the Stone Age. At one farm 
where wc slept I found in use a wheelbarrow with 8 stone 
wheel (see illustration), a stone hammer, u steelyard with a 
stone weight, nets.\vith bone sinkers, a quern or stone hand- 
mill, harness with bone fastenings, stirrups made of horn, dice 
formed of the astragali of sheep, and id an adjacent one a 
bowl of the concave surface of a joint of basalt, which had 
only recently ceased to l)e used. They, like almost all Ice- 
landers I have met, were honest, hospitable, m d  obliging. 
TVould that we could say the same of all the fraternity who 
prey 011 travellers elsewhere. 
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As we got towards the head of the valley, our excitement 
increased. Should we be able to get to the crater or craters, 
and what. would they be like 3 Should we find s single big 
mountain like Vesuvius or Etna, or a number of small ones P 
RTould it or they be covered up under a glacier like the crater 
of liotlugih, which we had failed to see, and which, when it 
erupts, vomits out a mixture of boiling water, icebergs, vol- 
canic ashes, mud, and lava 3 

The old farmer a t  the last farm had lived there all his life. 

A Fna~r IS THE ~ K A P T , ~ I I . & R .  
, 

He remembered more than one party of travellers going up 
and returning without having reached the crater,* and was 
confident no one had ever been there. He was, however, 
willing to go with us. 

We went up the valley and ascended a mountain he called 
Sandfell, apparently 4,000 to 5,000 ft. high, much like Vesuvius 
in shape, with a central crater and an outer ring like Somma 
partly encircling it. We had a magnificent view, including 

f I have since discovered that Herr Helland, a Norwegian 
traveller, has visited and described these waters under the name of 
Lakis Krntere og Inca strQln~nc nf Anu~nd Holland. Krietiania, 
1886. 
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many jagged toothed peaks far out in the wilderness, which 
we longed to be at, but the mountain itself was evidently not 
the source of the lava, but much older. 

Before this we came to a field of very jagged lava, which we 
had some difficulty in getting the horses to cross, but they 
are really wonderful animals, and eventually the passage was 
accomplished. Some of the blocks were 10 ft. or more high. 

Going further on to the very edge of the desert we camped 
a t  the last patch of grass, where also we luckily had a stream 
of water. After a sharp frosty night we started early, leaving 
the camp and baggage train to wait our return. Fortunately 
the weather was favourable, and we enjoyed the only really 
fine day for many days. The country did not prove inac- 
cessible. We traversed chiefly scoria and blown volcanic 
sand, which, though lieavy going, was not difficult, and here 
and there exposed lava of the non-scoriaceous type, mostly 
smooth, or slightly corded, and this continued for probably 
10 miles from our camp till we reached the craters. Here a 
truly marvellous spectacle presented itself; a vast fissure had 
opened out, many miles long, and varying from nothing at  
the end we saw first up to perhaps 1.0 ft. ns its widest part. 
Its direction was roughly S.W. to N.E. At the lower narrow 
end were first a few baby craters a few feet high, then larger 
ones mostly breached a t  one side where the chief flow of lava 
had taken place, and where the enormous masses of lava had 
solidified just as  they came out in billows of fire a century 
ago. Further on and higher up the fissure we came to larger 
cri~ters, rising to tlie size of respectable hills, perhaps 200 or 
300 ft. above the lava field. These are perfect on all sides, 
roundish or oval, and the great fissure can still be seen of a 
width of perhaps 6 to 10 ft. running along the bottom of 
several. Traces of it are also visible going under tlie great 
heaps of scori~e which separate adjacent craters and form their 
walls at  these parts. The outer slopes of the cones are gentle, 
the inner walls of their crtiters nearly precipitous ; this con- 
formation being apparently due to the scorire having been 
ejected in a pi~sty condition, so that tliey stuck where they 
fell ; and thus while those which fell directly into the fissure 
were blown out again, those which fell out of the direct line 
attached themselves, and did not roll back to fill up the vent, 
as we so often see in ash cones. 

These cones and craters also illustrate most strikingly the 
fact that water, except as running streams, has scarcely any 
eroding power. Though they have been erupted over 100 
years, their edges are as sharp and perfect as the day they 



were formed; the explanation being, that the scoria are so 
porous, that the rain as  i t  falls, and the snow as it melts, 
instantly soak in, and never appear on the surface as  a 
stream. The lava near the craters is nearly all of the corded 
or ' pahoehoe' type, while lower down the valley immense 
fields of scoriaceous lava or ' Aa ' of the rnost bristling 
character are seen. The most probable explanation is, that 
the lava at the commencement of the eruption contained 
much imprisoned steam and vapour, which escaped in fiery 
froth, and solidified into the rough ' Aa,' and was carried down 
the valley on the surface of the molten lava underneath. 

The eruption was a prolonged one, and consequently the 
later lava had a prolonged simmering in the chimney or 
fissure, during which it parted with most of its vapour ; and 
\\.hen it finally flowed out it had little left, not sufficient to 
form a layer of froth, but only a few ' Giant's Children,' or 
spiracles, of which some very fine examples occur on the lava 
near the craters. This sequence of events does not appear 
always to obtain. I have seen near Hecla the higher part of 
a lava stream scoriaceous, the lower corded. 

After going as far as we had time for, we rejoined our 
horses, got back to camp, and to the farm the same evening. 
Xext day we started for the Fjallabaksvegr (Fell-back-way), 
which we hoped woulcl lead us among the pointed peaks. The 
weather prored abominable, the desert to be crossed was 90 
miles from house to house, and there wns only one patch of 
grass for the horses about half way across. This being eaten 
bare in one night, we could not stop to try ascents. However, 
we saw many fine peaks, a genuine ice-sheet (the north edge 
of the Nyrdals Jokull) resting on almost level loose sand 
(moraine profonde 3, some curious hot springs, and sollle of 
the most wonderful river terraces and other effects of denuda- 
tion on a large scale that it is possible to imagine-to say 
nothing of cloud effects when i t  occnsiorially stopped raining 
and cleared a little. 

As I was riding along I saw some bones which seemed 
larger than the sheep bones so often met with in deserts, and 
I asked ZoGga what they were. He said, as nearly as  I can 
remember, 'Those are the bones of horses of four men who 
were lost in snow here ten years ago. You ask what time of 
Fear 'l In September, not much later than this. I t  looks 
like snow to-day ; we had better push gn.' 

So we returned to comparative civilisation. I t  was a rnost 
interesting expedition, but I shall always regret that we had 
no opportunity of assaulting the pointed peaks. The illus- 
trations are from photographs which I took on the journey. 
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NEXT morning I called W. and F. a t  4.30, and in an hour we 
were ready to start for u trial upon Mount Temple. I n  ancending 
Sentinel Pass we kept to the left, as before, and, after cutting e t e p  
u p  the ice-slope, reached the bad rock-dope of which I have spoken. 
W e  were longer upon this than upon any other portion of equal 
length upon the whole mountain, and when we reached the top of 
the pass the possibility of three or four thousand feet more of m c i ~  
slopes was far from reawuring. 

After a rest of a few momenta we began a gradual ascent from the 
col on the E. side of the arete, and, proceeding up  a wide gully set 
with a series of ledges, we were soon upon the sloping mountain Ride, 
among a great number of low buttresses or columns, obstructing the  
view while near and all looking alike at  a distance. I t  was extremely 
difficult, therefore, to follow the route that I had outlined from the  
Minnestimn~a lakes. At  length, however, we canle upon a level with 
the top of the first or !ower of the two cliff8 or 'steps' wen in protile 
from the camp. Leaving now the steeper ledges by which we had 
turned thi8 cliff, we ascended dingonally upward to the right along an 
easy slope of smooth rock partially covered by a stratum of slippery 
scree, reaching the foot of the hard quartzite cliff8 or stratification, 
which forms a continuation of the second or higher of the two ' steps ' 
above mentioned. The  eurn~ounting of this stratification was the  
doubtful point of the ascent, for the cliffa were steep and the ledges 
fsw, and it  would be necessary to  try one of the watercourses o r  
steep gullirs. After skirting the base of these cliffs for a coneider- 
able distance, and finding no gully sufficiently attractive, we finally 
chose one that led us  to within about 20 ft. of the desired level. W e  
left i t  here, and by a serirs of manmuvres along the ledges to the right 
succeeded in gaining the easy slope above. 

At this point a suggeation was made by F. that we continue up  the 
E .  side of the arete, which looked about as good as the W. side had 
done ttom camp. W. was in favour of the W. side, in which view 
I finally concurred, and we immediately ascended a small snowfield 
and crossed the sharp ridge, marking the spot in order to recognim 
it  on our returning. And now for the first time since leaving Sentinel 
Paaa we looked down upon our camp and the Wastach Valley. 

The  remainder of the ascent to the summit was along the W. side 
of the arete up  an easy slope of limeatone. The  cliffs to the E. 
steepened as we advanced, and had we adopted the suggestion of 
F. we would probably have been beaten. Some of the gorges upon 
this side were very grand as seen from the arete, the contrast of 
the yellow limestone cliffi and white snow in the hollo\vs being very 
beautiful. 

At  noon we reached the summit, where we built a cairn in a con- 
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spicnous place against the snow. A curving cornice, rising and over- 
hanging the N. face, shut off our view of Bow Valley and of Laggan. 
All the peaks of the group appeared like spectres through the haze, 
and only the summit itself could be photographed. There were a 
number of cornices on the E. side of the ar8te, which made fair 
photographs* 

The western, southern, and eastern ridges of Mount Temple meet 
in a summit of broken rock, corniced to the N. Our camp was 
viible, a dash of white by the river, 4,800 ft. below us. The  Sentinel 
and Cathedral looked insignificant beneath us, and the Wastach and 
Wenkchemna Valleys t with their peaks and glaciers lay mapped ou: 
for our inspection. When we iooked down upon the beautiful W a s k c t  
Valley, shining with its green meadows, its darkor forests, its sapphire 
glaciers, its gracefill peaks and silver stream, we seemed translated t u  
some fair scene in the Italian Tyrol. The  other valley was all ico and 
rock and snow, swept with avalanches from and guarded by the dark 
walls of the stately Crest, and seemed like some frowning recess of 
the Oberland. On a clear day the view should be indeed wonderful. 

We descended to the place where we had come u p  upon the arcte, 
and crosaing here retraced our steps to the easy slope of scree. Missing 
our point of ascent up  the cliffs by  some mischance, we were obliged 
to descend by a steep gorge, near the bottom of which W. was lowered 
by F. to a ledge below, and F. in turn by  me, I descending with their 
assistance in safety. The rest of the descent to Sentinel Pass was 
made without difficulty. W e  descended from tho pass on the southern 
side to avoid the ice-slope and loose rocks. For  a time we were 
almost directly under a 'rock-shoot' on the Sentinel, and this side 
should never be used in 'ascending. -4 descent, however, can be made 
more quickly, and the rocks are better than upon the northern side of 
the elope. 

I paused upon the grass-slopes to admire the sunset slow upon 
Mount Temple, lighting i h  summit with crimson and silver. The ice- 
elopes of the Sentinel glowed like molten metal, mve where the great 
black aiguilles, rising like watch-towers from the shining surface, cast 
long shadows on the ice. One could almost fancy he heard the tink- 
ling bells of herds upon the meadows, and the peace and eerenity of 
the Alpine evening was restful and delicious to the three tired climbers, 
a was the welcome supper prepared by H., who had seen us with 
telescope upon the summit. 

I cannot leave the narrative of this climb without commenting upon 
the unusual-even for him-energy and precision shown by  W., who. 
at his own request, took the lead upon the most difficult portion of 
the mountain, and instantaneously discerned the proper route a t  the 
most critical point. Tmly  superb was the work of F., who, but  a few 
short weeks before, had been crippled by  his distressing accident on 

- - - - - - - - -- -- - 

The peak has been triilng~lated at 11,658 ft.  Our aneroid reading 
approximated somewhat closely to this. 

t I now consider more convenient the English names 'Paradise' and 
'Desolation,'r~ctively applied by W. to there valleys, but to avoid con- 
fusion will retain these Indian names in the remainder of this account. 

VOL. XVII1.-NO. C X S S I V .  S 
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Mount Lefroy. Considering the almost equally arduous day preceding 
on Hazel Peak, it  was only prudent for him to forego any further 
severe sscenta W. had scientific work den~anding his attention on 
our return to  Lake Louise, and since H. wished to do Rome further 
shooting-(a description of his route would be a thrilling narrative ; 
the calm nonchalance with which he croased treacherous slopes and 
cola wns admirable) -and G. was already planning his departure, I 
decided upon a reconnaissance of the S. side of Mount Green. 

I went up to Hector on the morning train nnd started up  the valley 
a t  8 A.M., followingthe &?st bank of the stream. After an hour among 
fallen and burnt timber I reached the N a m  Lakee in the centre of a 
broad valley. T o  my right was an irregular peak with numerous small 
glaciers. T o  my leEt, further on, a glacial amphithaatre, in the fore- 
ground of which stood a vast solitary column, many hundred feet high, 
guarding the entrance. Ita fine sjmmetry was enhanced by the back- 
ground of blue and white and the foreground of forest green. 

This  amphitheatre I did not explore. I then believed ita eky-line to 
be the notch upon Mount Green, but am now quite suro that it  is the  
western side of hIount D'Espine. 

There are omsional  evidences of tlre old trail to Ottertail River. 
I t  starta off from Hector through the burnt tiunber boldly enough. b u t  
eoon loses itself, reappearing again on the E. aide of the valley above 
the Narao Lakes, where for sonle distance it is excellent. Various 
spring avalanches have buried it  in places. I t  should be put in order, 
as i t  leads to one of the grandest section8 of the Rockies. t 

Continuing along the river bank through very rough timber, I came 
upon a beautiful cataract. Further up, I followed a stream flowing 
from the left to the gorge whence it  issued. Here a furious blast of 
wind nearly knocked me over, ant1 I have known this as  the Gorge of 
the Winds. A waterfall descended from 8 hanging glacier above, bu t  
was scattered in spray by gusta before reaching the bottom. The peak 
a t  the head of this gorge containing the hanging glacier is Mount 
Huber. No ascent need be attempted from the Gorge of the Winds. 

A s  it  was getting latc I returned to Jlector. I t  was evidently 
impossible to do anythirg without making a n  extended expedition. $ 

- - -  - -- 

As I have known them for convenience of reference. I am not aware 
whether they have names or not. 

t The region has been repeatedly visited by Co!onel O'Hara, who, I under- 
stand, speaks most highly in its praise. 

$ These valleys have been delineated upon a small-scale sketch-map of 
certain portions of the ' Itocky and &kirk Mountains,' by Messrs. Drewry 
and MacArthur, in A I I ~ .  Rep. Dl?. I n t .  18!l2, p. 71, the same containing the 
article (p. 76) by J. J. MacArthur, D.L.S. His description (p. 75) seem to 
indicate Lake Oeesa, which he hns located on the sketch map. From his 
dewription the views from the more westerly divides fully equal in grandeur 
those nearer the Crest. ' From one statio~~, '  he says. ' I  counted sixteen 
alpine lakes, one of which is more strikingly benatiful than any other I have 
ever aecn. It  is about mile in length. and lies between two high spurs to 
the E. of the pass, nt an altitude of about 8.00~ ft. A steep pl.vier comea in 
at the E. end, and the water, undermining the ice, causes bodies to fall off, 
Ic:iving a clcar blue face, and tlie s~irface of the lake is, in  collsequence of tho 
falling ice, dutted with miniature icebergs.' 
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Accordingly, I made arrangements with Yule Carrier, an Indian of 
considerable education, employed by the railroad near Field, to accom- 
pany me the following Thursday. He had never been to the region I 
intended visiting, and was ve;.y glad to join me. 

On Tuesday, the following day, G. and I ascended Goat Mountain. 
This  peak on the E. bank of Lake Louise is necond only to Hazel 
Peak as a scenic point. The  panorama extends from Mou~lt  Temple 
on  the E. to Mount Whyte on the W., embracing the fine glaciers of 
Hazel Peak, Mount Lefroy, ant1 Mount Green. I had ascended Goat 
Mountain in the summer of 1893, before the trail to the Saddle wee 
made, and the ease of this pre~erit ascent was a great contrast to the 
ather. 

After an unsuccmful plan on Thursday to get n horse acroas the 
swollen Bow River and Bath Creek to carry provisions for my Hector 
expedition, I took them down by train on Friday, and started with 
Gavryer up  the h e a m ,  each carrying 20 lb. packs. 

Keeping high above the valley, w e  passed the first amphitheatre 
below the great column. In  order to explore the next we deposited 
o u r  packs upon a rock and followed the gorge to its head, where a 
m a l l  hanging glacier several hundred feet above barred further 
advance. Heturning to our packs we proceeded up  the valley just a t  
tree-line, watching the unbroken walls for gullies or other poRaibilities 
of ascent. A t  length I recognised ahead of us  the Gorge of the Winds 
and the ~ubordinate ridge E. of it  that I named Wiwaxy. Stopping a t  
4 o'clock by a pretty wuterfull just before reaching the gorge, we ex- 
plored the rock-slope above, easily accesoible from this point. This 
we followed round until we looked down into the Gorge of the Winds, 
but returned without observing any way of ascent up  the wlosssl walla 
rising to our left, and made a resting-place in  a liollow of the heather 
slope, whence a t  a glance we could survey the valley beneath, with ita 
lakes and river and peaks and glaciers beyond, while the wind i n  the 
tamarack boughs made harmony with the music of the waterfall. 

Conlinuing u p  the valley next morning we were gradually forced to 
descend aa we rounded the Wiwaxy ridge, reaching the river bed 
near a small lake, which I have known as Trout Lake. 

Soon we came upon the western end of as beautiful a lake as I have 
ever seen. While showing neither glaciers nor snow upon the im- 
mediate peaks, the immense walls to the left and the cliffs and ideally 
pyramidal peak to the right formed n foreground of wonderful 
grandeur. The N.W. end on which we stood fringed the emerald 
water with a growth of pine. The S.E. end facing us was encircled 
with cliffs 500 ft. in height, from whose summit, piled high with the 
rocks of an old moraine, three slender waterfalls leaped into the lake. 
Above these, as foreground, glistened far behind the distant snow, 
nuggesting an amphitheatre of alpine splendour. This lake, about 
a mile in length and slightly less in widch, I have known a~ Lake 
O'Hara. 

Ascending the cliffs upon our left by a gully we reached the glacial 
dam. The bed of the irncient glacier behind this is occupied by a 

s 2 
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very small lake, a t  the base of the nharp peak of which I spoke, and 
which I called by the Indian equivalent, Yuknese. 

The stream a t  the head of this lake haa cut  a sinuoua c o u m  
resembling a rough letter S in a series of exquisite cascades down 
t h e  hard stratification that lies behind, above which are a number 
of tiny lakes; surmounting another cliff, a scene of great beauty 
awaited ua. 

The  grey quartzite lay in slabs before us, level as a floor and polished 
by ancient ice. From the grooven and cracks of this ancient pavement 
grew long g r a ~ s ,  ns in the streets of some deserted city. A s  we  
stepped upon its surface our hot faces were cooled by a whiff from the  
ice-fields, and hefore us, the grey pavement gently sloping to meet it, 
lay a placid lake, a dark blue circle of about 5 mile in diameter. The 
glaciers clustered around ita further end, whence flotrting blocks of ice 
dotted with white the sapphire surface, while behind and above rose 
the slopea of a grand atnphitl~eatre, their ice-fieldsglowing like Pentelic 
marble in the mellow light of the afternoon sun, like a vast Dionyiac 
theatre, the upper tier of Bents outlined against a Grecian sky. 

De~oeiting our packs not far from the ahore of the lake, we crossed 
the ntream and gained the top of the lower glacier on the right. Front 
this point we had a complete view of the gorge rising a t  right angles 
above the lake on the far left, and already partially seen from the end. 
I t  was of broken rock, and looked possible, providing the lower slopes 
of cliff and glacier could be ascended. Deciding upon the best route 
for the ascent, we returned to our packs, and passed a very cold night. 

Awakened next morning by the loud cries of a flock of ptarmigan, 
we started around the rock-slopes on the left bank .and connected 
with the ledges above. Hardly 200 ft. above the lake Carryer 
was attacked with mountain-sickness, and ~ecmed unable to proceed. 
A s  he was quite coinfortable when not moving, I determined to ascend 
without him a little distance, in order to investigate the femibility of 
reachinglthe gorge, and reached tlie dry glacier above. When t h i s  
began to slope upward I took to the moraine on the left, and reached 
the bottom of the gorge. Owing to the instability, I hesitated to pro- 
ceed alone. At this juncture I saw Carl-yer below me, on the glacier, 
ascending rapidly, and con~pletely recovered from his attack. H e  was 
ascending the rocks upon the right, having crossed the dry glacier, and  
seemed to be making better progress than I. T o  crols over a t  this 
point, however, was troublesome, owing to a sharp ice arGte that 
divided the slope. So I kept along th~! margin of this, getting all the  
while into steeper and more unstable stuff, until I reached the b e  of 
IL great cliff, whose right side was encircled by the ice arFte, and whose 
left side was altogether impassable. To  cross the arete would be loss 
of valuable time, so I kept up the narrow gully between the ice and 
cliff. Soon I was obliged to take to the ledges of the cliff. There 
was not far to climb. A foothold, a couple of handholde, a wriggle, a 
moment of doubt, and I lay poised upon a fine ledge, whence ascent to 
the col was less difficult. Carryer had found easier work on the right 
side, and was awaiting me on the summit. 
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W e  were s t a n d i c ~  on top of the ' Death-trap,' 10,000 ft.* nbove the 
sea, the col connecting Mount Green to the left and Mount Lefroy to the 
right, which W. and I had Been from below the Notch in 1893, and had 
then given its name from the frequency with which avalanches from 
Mount Green poured into the narrow valley leading up to it. Down into 
this, in  curving folds, swept the ulopes of ice, breaking, as the angle in- 
creased, into ice-falls and crevaruses. F a r  below was the Green Glacier, 
partially seen between the walls on either side. T h e  summit of Mount 
Green was not Been until we hud ascended the lower slopes of Mount 
Lefroy, but the great ice-walls crowning its gigantic clifs had never 
looked so near. 

But the further assent of Mount Green from this point was impos- 
sible, or, more properly, impracticable for two men. The cliffs rose 
on the left in a series of outward-sloping ledges, covered with uristable 
limestone clibris, such an I had j u ~ t  encountered, and npparently much 
worse. In addition to tho instability of the footholds, a slip might 
incur a drop upon the sloping glacier helow, au3 a descent of nearly 
3,000 ft. to the bottom of the Death-trap. Fortbern~ore, to gain the 
first ledge necessitated an ascent over a pile of rock sloping off on the 
left to the cliffs, and cn the right to the glacier. 

Mount Lefroy rose from the right of the col t in stteep, almost un- 
broken, slopes of grey glistening ice, interspersed wit11 ~ igu i l l es  and 
towers, and, as 1,500 ft. of step-cutting presented no particular attrac- 
dons to me at that time, I made no attempt to ascend it. $ 
' The view backward nnd downward was very fine. The gorge 

whence we had come looked unearthly, and Lake Oeesa (or ice, as I 
had named it), a t  10 o'clock, still dark green in the morning ~hadows, 
aremed infinitely far below. A roar upon Mount Ringrose opposite, a 
cloud of yellow dust concealing half the side of that great pyramid, 
and a sea of rolling stones upon the glacier below announced a fall of 
rock down the only visible couloir upon that peak. Thus  do the 
giant Rockies of the watershed sweep with artillery their avenues of 
approach. Mount Hungabee seen in profile also pre~ented a very grand 

- - 

* The party led by Mr. P. S. Abbt t  during the past summer obtained, I 
believe, an aneroid reading of 9.800 f t .  for this col. It  is doubtless more 
correct than mine, which was, like a very large number of my heights and 
distances, only an estimated one. 

t A proposition has been made, in which I heartily concur, to name this 
pass in memory of Mr. Philip S. Ahbott, who, in the past summer, in an ascent 
btraight up from the col, lobt hie life through an c~ccident when the summit 
of Mount Lefroy was almost within his grasp. That it was a pass and not 
merely a ool he demonstrated by reaching it from the Lake Louise side. I 
believe his sad death is the first fatality in the ' mountc~ineering ' records of 
the Rocky mountains of Canada. Mr. Abbott's death is a great loss to 
mountaineering, for apart from his record on the Alps, he had already 
conquered Mounts Hector, Stephen, and others. 

$ While there is a possibility of a traverse around the W. slopes from the 
col to the snow plateau above the W. buttress (which would be best made 
early in the season, as at  this time this \V. face was almost an unbroken sheet 
of grey ice), yet the couloir from the Green Glacier on the Lake Louise side 
has always szemed more attractive to me. 
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appearance. While I was taking photographs and bearing Carryer 
wae building a cnirn. 

After lunching by a little glircial p o l ,  whose rills ran on either side 
to  the Atlantic and tlie Pacific, we descended the gorge by the side 
u p  which Carryer had come, reaching our ' camp ' at  4 o'clock. 

Returning to Lake Yuknesa we camped for the night, ~ n d  next 
morning ascended the Wiwasy Pass, in older to further study the cliffs 
of Mounts IIuber and Green. Bfter a hard pull up  the watercourse 
above Lake Yukness we finally p i n e d  the top, 8,500 ft. above the sea, 
aud beheld tlie most consummate view, from an artistic standpoint, 
that I have seen in the Rockies." 

Froni N. to N.E. the walls of Mount Huber shut off all view, but  
t h e  valley of Lake Oeesa to the E.N.E. waa a delight to the eye. 
T h e  whole course of the winding stream flowing from the blue lake 
i n  the icy amphitheatre was mapped out as on a chart, together with 
ita chain of tiny  lake^, as far ns the superb Lake O'Mara. The eye 
swept from Glacier Dome (ns I calletl that portion of the Lefroy wall 
above Lake Oeeea) over the wries of wonderful pymmide, past 
Mounts ltingrose, Hungaher, and Pukness, nearer, to the S. Then 
further to the right, in the distance, Mount Biddle towered like a 
giant, and a portion of thc Opabin Pas and the greater part of that  
valley upon the N.W. side were visihle. Then other distant p n k s  
with Mount Odaray (cone ~nountain) bearing numerous small glaciers, 
in the foreground, nnd the other peaks previously seen from 
Opabin Pass;  while below, beautiful as ever, the emerald Lake 
O'Hara, the cataracts a t  i ts  head ~eeci ing but slender threads of white- 
Smaller lakea clustered around the clitfs heyond its southern shore, 
and from the top of these cliffa mn the level of the broad Opabirt 
Valley, nt about the altitude of the valley of Lake Oeesa. Mount 
Wiwaxy hid the n~ountains to the W., and turning round we saw to 
the N.W. the peaks beyond Hector and the Narao Lnkee. Tlie eorge 
below, with hanging glacier above, wm part of the Gorge of the 
Winds. Picture the colours of morning darting from pyramid to 
pyramid, then slowly creeping down into the valleys, as sunlight puts  
a crown upon the summite, while still wrnpt in the purple gloom sleep 
the circling glacier.., the winding stream, and the emerald water of 
Lake Oeesa. Here was a harmonised chaos, a stable union of warring 
elements-the pourtrayal under forms of the most entrancing symmetry 
of that majesty which terrifies and that vastness which overwhelms- 
of the spatially sublime. 

The  air was clear and the sun warm, nnd I remained 2 hra. upon 
this superb point. These wide valleys and enormous walls give to 
the peaks an ind~viduality and symmetry impossible in more chaotic 
masses like the Selkirks, though unrelieved to eo great a n  extent by 
the contrast and softening lines of snow-field and nCvd. Each of there 
tall, precipito~~s, ideally sharp forms was a rest and pleasure to the 
eye, and revealed an aln~ost personal grace. 

As no way of ascent in  the walls of 3iounta Green m d  Huber  
- - - - 

* 'Illis I wrote bcfore vikiting the Assiniboine group. 
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appeared, we returned to our ' camp ' in time for lunch. A suheequent 
examination of the cliffs from the glacial dam a t  Lake Yukness showed 
a gorge about 400 ft. above us, probably containing a glacier with a 
visible moraine perched high upon a ledge. This moraine, practically 
inaccessible from this place, 1 knew could be reached from Lake Oeesa, 
and connected with a long slope of reddish limestone to the right, 
which extended upward some 800 ft. further to the base ot' a large 
rock, remotely resembling a crouching lion seen in profile. 11 water- 
course had made a small gully from the top of the wall above, which 
passed qnite near the lion's nose. To climb the lion's back and gain 
the gully beyond his nose was an undertaking the success of which 
depends1 ou the existence of small ledges, nnd could only be decided 
by actual trial, which I determined to make the following morning. 

But even while I was looking, a vast cloud of white mist came 
rolling up from the lake and hid Mount O d ~ r a y  from view. Soon 
mist poured out of the Death-trap col an from some fabled entrance to 
Avernuq and all the tops of the peaks were hidden. The winda blew 
in every direction, wliirling the mist through the depressions in the 
walls, until we were enveloped in cloud and only the nearest trees 
were visible. Then came flakes of snow, few a t  first, but rapidly 
increaoing till the air war full of the driving etorrn. So hastily had 
this come upon us that we had no time for preparations, and eo, 
crouching under the boughs of a small spruce, we p w e d  a sleepless 
night, keeping a roaring fire going, and watching the ground whiten 
and deepen with snow around us. 

I n  the morning it  was several inches in depth, and we began a hmty 
return to Hector. Great care was necessary in skirting the slopes of 
heather and small spruce above the cliffs of Lake O'Hara, as  a alip 
would be fatal, and we carefully prepared handholds by bru~hing  away 
the new snow and grasping the heather and spruce boughs below. W e  
descended by a gorge near the end of Lake O'tisra, and making a cu t  
off from the stream were anon a t  the foot of the Wiwaxy ridge. 

Tben for two hours we struggled in the thick foreut before meeting 
the stream again, quite near the cataract. A t  4 o'clock we reached 
Hector, after a six days' absence. 

After an absence of five days on a trip to the coast, I returned to 
h g g m  the following Tueadi~y tb make an expedition to Mount 
Ansiniboine. This peak, 50 miles S.W. of Banff, I had seen from 
the Twin Peak a t  Banff in the summer of 1893, and had ever since 
desired to visit. A glance a t  Dr. Dawuon's map will show that the 
region E. of this mountain, lying between it  and the Whiteman's 
Pane, is unmapped and unexplol-ed. From the W. the peak was 
represented as accessible by the Simpson Pam from Caswde (there 
called by ita old name, ' Castle Mountain '). This pass or trail followed 
the Heely Creek to the summit of the watershed, descending on the 
other aide by the S i m p n  River and Vermilion River to the Kootenie 
country. A stream was represented as flowing into the Simpson River 
from the E. and rising a t  the base of Mount Aasiniboine. Intending, 
therefore, to follow the Simpson Pass as far as this stream, I arranged 
to meet Carryer a t  Castle Mountain (on the map called by its old name 
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Silver City), he  taking provisione down from Field by tnrin, and I 
riding a pony down the old Tote road from L a p .  

I had previouely written to a famous prospector,* who I had heard 
wae living a t  CBetle Mountain, and had acquired a large knowledge of 
the traila to the S., requesting information concerning the best route 
to Mount Aesiniboine, but he had been unable to tell me  more than I 
already knew. 

Jus t  as I was leaving the chalet a t  Lake Louise with my pony, Colonel 
R. O'Hara, one of the most experienced travellers and mountaineers of the  
Rockies, came in from an attempt to penetrate, by the White Nan's Paas, 
into the region that I was about to try from the Simpron Paas. H e  had 
been stopped, as I underetand, by forest fires then raging south of 
Banff, and filling the atmosphere with haze. H e  had made a number 
of journeys back from Hector, and, I believe, was one of the first to 
see tlie beautiful lake which I have called by hie name. Colonel 
O'Hara had also an idea of trying to reach the Simpeon Pars from the 
Vern~ilion Pass (which ran south fiom Castle Mountain, the old Silver 
City), his plan being to cut across from the summit by way of the 
Twin Lakes. t I had no idea a t  that time of going anywhere near the 
Vermilion Paw, though suhqequent events made me very familiar 
with it. 

I followed the old Tote road, indistinct a t  best and in places 
obliterated. The broad Bow Valley, flanked with peaks, their sumrllits 
white with new snow or wrapped in fleecy clouds, opened before m e  
like a great highway. Of the several &reams which I forded, the  
Pipe Stone only gave me any difficulty. A s  I was late in leaving 
Laggan, I was obliged to stop for the night a t  Eldon, a small log h u t  
for the railway h a ~ ~ d s .  

After n sleepless night upon a narrow bench, I hurried on to Castle 
Itlountain, where Cnrryer was awaiting me in the prospector's house. 
I expected to proceed a t  once to Cascade, in order to start over tlie 
Simpson Pass, but was led to change my plan through eome informa- 
tion given by the prosl.ector, who assured me of' the existence of an 
Indian trail running from the lake near the summit of the Vermilion 
Pass down to the Simp9011 Pnes. This  was the idea suggested by Col. 
O'Hara, though I an1 not aware that he had known of a trail. This would 
be shorter for me than to go to Oascade, and would bring us to the 
Simpson Pass a t  a point quite near the stream we desired to ascend. 
Further, our outfit could be ferried over the Bow in a skiff owned by 
the prospector. Carryer thought the Vermilion Pass much preferable, 
therefore, and I finally decided to cross the Bow at  once. 

Ferried over in  safety, we followed the S. bank for several miles 
toward Laggan until we came to the Vermilion trail. Unfortunately 
for travellers, the railroad has cut  numerous roads for hauling t i a  
from the forest, and it  was difficult to follow the main trnil. T o  add 
to our t roubla,  i t  soon began to pour, and rained steadily all the 
afternoon as we toiled through the woods in dripping mackintoshes. 

'Joe ' Smith, who111 Mr. Green conuoltetl in  regard to the Vermilion Pass. 
t This, I understand, he accomplished in tbe summer of 1895. 
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The pase became almost a flowing stream, and with uncertainty a s  
to where me should spend the night, our situation w w  far tiom 
reaasi~ring.* 

We reacbed an old logging camp a t  5 o'clock, and a t  6 came to 
another, where we paseed a comfortable night in one of the huts. T h e  
rain had stopped by morning, but we lozt nearly three houm in getting 
the right trail. Again a t  noon the tiail failed, and we searched in the 
dense woods for two hours before finding a tentative trail which we 
followed for two hours to a lake. Here I waited while Carryer 
returned for the horse, which we had left behind, and as i t  was late 
when he arrived, we camped for the night. 

The lake on which we camped was undoubtedly the one mentioned 
by the prospector, but a hunt for the trail of which he spoke was 
fruitless, and I am inclined to think it  had been obliterated by time. 
The lake was small, but the image of Castle Mountain to the N., 
mirrored in its surface, made, with the foreground of green, a 
charming picture. To the S. a snowy dome (Mount Ball) and lower 
peaks appeared. W e  had been obliged to collie without a tent, as we 
had but one pony; but heavy gleeping-bags and rubber blankets 
answered every purpose. 

Next morning we followed the Vermilion trail over the summit, 
across flowering meadows nnd thin woods, and descended the Ver- 
milion Creek on the other side, hnving decided to continue on to the 
Simpson River by way of the Vermilion-a roundabout way, but  
unnvoidable, as  we had failed to discover the prospector's trail. 

For the rest of the day, and every day until we reached the Simpson 
River, i t  was a succession of trail hunts and l o w s  of time. T h e  
trail was well-nigh extinguished from r f ib~is  and freshets, and the 
forest mas very thick. That  night we mr~de our camp upon a 
spar~ely-wooded island. The  ground was damp, and rain fell during 
the night. 

Next morning we threaded our way alorlg the river flats, having 
reached the main stream of the Vermilion, which joins the other from 
the N.E. This stream may be found to rise a t  the head of the 
Opabin Valley ; its source has not been definitely determined. It is  
doubtless named from the peculiar characteristic colour that coats the 
s t o n ~ s  and marsh g r w  of the river flate. t 

After making the bend to the E. the Vermilion Valley lay before 
us, broad, and bounded by low hills to tlie S., with higher peaks to 
the N., topped hy the snows of Mount Ball. Iluring the course of a trail- 
hunt, soon afwr, we encountered the ' falls ' of'the Vermilion-n beautiful 
cataract of some 50 ft., resembling the cataract of the Wapta Creek, 

As I shall later explain, Banff is a much preferable centre from which to 
start for extended expeditions. Mr. T. E. \Vilbon, of that place, has started 
a most excellent bureau of outfit. pro\idinp packers, l~orses, guides for traile, 
kc., though not as yet trained guitlcs for climbing. They, of course, are not 
yet in suficient demand. For a certain class of climbers, however, the 
veatest pleasure consists in dispensing with puidcs on the mountain, par- 
ticularly upon those that are entlrely unasce~dcd. 

t Ochre, aa n~entionecl by Dr. Dawson. 
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back of Hector. W e  camped that night a t  Snow River-a cold apot, 
swept by  winds from the glaciere on Efount Ball. 

T h e  following morning-Saturday, September 9-after toiling for  
five hours through a pathless forest, we emerged, tired, hot, and 
generally uncomfortable, upon a circular opening in the woods, through 
whose long, waving grass waj lieard the ripple of a brook. Ferns, 
waist-high, fringed the edges; strenmem of mosa waved from the 
boughs; while many-coloured pailrter's brnsh, pink and white spireas, 
and the graceful columbine grew in proEusion around, together with 
yellow buttercupe, pink and white pyrola?, and the ever-present daisy. 
Blue lupins and larkspur were contrasted with curious yellow and 
red and white fungi, and the air \van sweet with the scent of wild roses. 

Unable to reach the Simpeon River before nightfall, we camped in 
a swamp on the edge of a thick forest. As the sun sink lower and 
lower behind Mount Ball, its snowfields glowed with crimson against 
the sky, fading into violet and purple till they shone like silver in 
the light of the rising moon. A single aiguille of prodigious steepness 
towered black above the other nlountains upon the S. side of' the 
valley. 

W e  reached the Simpson a t  noon next day, September 10. T h e  
frequency and great size of the bear t n c k s  on the river flats, together 
with tracks of cariboo, elk, and bighorn, indicated nn abundance of 
game. There ought to be p o d  hunting in this ralley, for it connected 
directly with the celebrated Kootenie country, eo famous for its game. 

Leaving the Vermilion, which here bends to the S.E., we ascended 
the W. bank of the Simpson Iiiver by the S ~ m p m n  trail, and camped 
a t  6 o'clock. Tlie following noon we had reached the stream desired, 
the third from the Vermilion, flowing from the E. A s  the only 
stream flowing into the Simpson from the W. waa represented on 
Dr. Dawmn's map as about a mile further on, we made certain 
of our stream by continuing until we met tliis stream from the W. 
Returning thence, we forded the Simpson, and began to ascend the  
stream from the E., which from subsequent developments I called 
Walandoo Creek. After slow progress among the stones and boulders, 
we discovered an ancient Indian trail upon our left, by which we  
ascended some 1,500 ft, above the Simpmn River. Here our stream 
~ a d e  a sharp turn 10 the right, and as i t  was nearly night we camped 
in a grove of spruce. 

In  the morning the ground was rapidly whitening with snow, and 
we continued our ascent of the valley, unable to EW any distance 
ahead. The  esposure had caused in mo an enlargement of the palate, 
preventii~g clear speaking and causing me much alarm. This was 
completely cured in 4 hr. by the application of a few drops of sap 
queezed from the blisters of the bark of a balsam tree, an Indian 
remedy suggested by Carry er. 

The Indian trail had long since disappeared. About 1 o'clock we 
reached a small lake and further on a larger one, over ) mile ia 

Meaning ' deception ' in Carryer's native tongue, so called on account of 
onr being deceived by the storm. 
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length, mrrounded by great black walls, bu t  the storm shut off all '  
view. Standing in the meadow a t  the head of the lake we ate a 
cheerleas lunch, and then began to ascend the steepening slopes of 
heather, past scattered groups of spruce and tamarack, toward the grea t  
misty walls ahead, which I then believed must be a portion of Mount 
h in ibo ine .  

I t  was nearly G o'clock when we reached the last group of pines an& 
saw before ua a ridge whose summit, hidden in cloud, was evidently 
the end of the valley. Judging from Dr. Dawmn's map, it seemed 
to be a spur of Mount Assintboine, and we camped in the group 
of pines, believing that we were under the shadow of our long-desired, 
though as yet invisible, mountain. 

Making arough shed of boughr, we covered it with rubber blankets; 
a little runnel in a hollow to the right supplied us  with water, and 
there was good grass for the pony. Thus  closed Thursday, Septem- 
ber 13. 

The snow 1511 with brief intermission until the night of Saturday, 
the l j t h ,  when for a brief hour the moon shone forth, burnishing the 
white landscape with its golden light. Doubtful of obtaining any 
other photographs, I expolled a quick plate for & hr., pointed directly 
at  the moon, which shone through a depression in the ridge. T h e  
result, printable though faint, ellows a string of moons, owing to the  
moon's motion while nnder occarional clouds. The skyline of the 
ridge ahead was hardly 500 ft. ahove us, though on either side t h e  
walls rose from 1,000 to 2.000 ft. Thus  there was an evident paw 
into a valley beyond. Nothing was seen of Mount Assiniboine, and 
in the ntorning, starting at  5 o'clock, we trudged through snow from 
1 to 2 ft. in depth u p  the long slope on the right to the top of the 
ridge. In places the snow had frozen and was as compact as old nkvk. 

On reaching the top a valley was seen on the other side, broader 
than thut whence we had ascended, and filled with writhing mists. 
These, touched with the faint colours of sunrise and tossed by the 
morning winds, swept hy me and about me, showing snatches of 
superb vistas through their damp grey openings, till I felt like some 
aerial navigator sailing over peaks and vallejs. 

When I finally had an opportunity to observe the other side of the 
valley, the first object I eaw was a beautiful lake lying ;L little belo~v 
tree-line at  the base of a grent glacier-crowned wall. Above this lake, 
encircled by glaciers a t  the foot oi'ths walls, which row 3,000 ft. above 
it, was a smaller lake. The top of the wall wan hidden by ~noving 
cloude, and I believed i t  to be Mount Llssinihoine a t  last. After taking 
a few photographs I returned to camp for lunch, and in the afterno011 
we c r o w d  the divide to the right of the ridge in order to visit and 
name the lake. 

Our viait w& partly for purpoees of fishing. T h e  extension of our  
trip had wdly dimininbed our larder, and only two days' provi~ione 
remained. Thir  fact, together with our unfamiliarity with the Simp- 
son Pam tO the Bow River-a distance requiring a t  least 3 days, 
an we estimated-caused us considerable foreboding. 

Having crossed the divide and descended the burnt timber on the 
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other side, we faun* the va!ley free from snow. Roaching the bed of 
the stream, we followed it to tile small creek obrerved from the ridge 
to flow from the lake. Ascending this creek, we stood upon the bank 
of the lake a t  3 o'clock. 

This  beautiful lake, than which I have seen none finer in  the 
Rockies, and which I named Assiniboine, is about 1 nlile in length and 
slightly l e a  in width. I t  colour wan a dark green and it  was fringed 
with grnss and shrubs and slopes of pine.* The great walls rising 
behind it  with their fine blue hanging glaciers and the white snow 
below made it  a scene never to be forgotten by one who has seen it. 

Carryer's luck at  fishing was nil, and he decided to fish down the 
creek and meet me at  the junction of ' t l~e strean1.t 

I had followed the left bank of' the lake to get a few more photographs, 
and was about to leave when, llappening to glance up a t  tlle rapidly 
moving clouds that hid the top of the wnll, I observed through a 
sudden opening a single needle-like point glittering against the blue 
sky behind like a bit of black obsidian beneath a silver veil. I t  was 
indeed Mount Assiniboine; tor, though the apparition lasted but  a 
second, I obtained other sectional views of the gigantic pyramid. T h e  
walls above the lake reem but a support for tlle baae on which i t  reeta, 
and the summit must be at  least 2,000 and pasibly 3,000 ft. above 
the ~urnmit  of tlle wall. The altitude of the lake was 6,800 ft., and 
calling the wall 8,000 k. and the pyramid from 2,000 to 3,000 ft., 
more, the altitude of the summit becomes about 12,000 ft. ahove the 
aea. Dr. Dawnon estimates the height a t  about Z 1,500 ft., which is, I 
think, too low. Perhaps $ 12,000 ft. would be a cautious e~ t imate  
which would make the lsnlc 1li;ller than either Mount Lefroy or Mount 
Temltle. The  N.E. and N.W. arEtes seemed fro= these sides inncces- 
aible, and attempted ascents ~ h o u l d  he made from the S.E. or S.W. 
side. Carryer, when I joined h i ~ n ,  had also seen the peak, and was 
much impressed by what lie considered the most awful mountain he 
bad ever seen. 

On our return we killcd R large porcupine and eome ptarmigan, 
which eolved the vexed question of provisions, nnd a t  i o'clock we 
closed a n  eventlul day with a delicious ptarmigan stew. 

IIo\v to cook the porcupine was :L subject ot debate. The following 
metllod gave entire satisfiction. All night he was roasted on stakes, 
afterxards he was parboiled and then stewed. 

The valley in which we were camped, with its creek and lake and 
ridge, I named Walandoo, or deception. The river $ and valley beyond 
the ridge I ~laiiiecl Assiniboinr, like the lake. 
- - - - -- -- 

* The burnt tirn0er in this valley \vns glossed over xitli the recent snows. 
I t  is a cad defect, as I sllz~ll 111entiu11 later. The sliores of the lake, howcver. 
are in placrs l)cautifully wo~>tletl. 

t 1)oubtless becausc of .  the burnt timllcr below. Walandoo Lake, as was 
afterwards fountl, contains nltrnerocs sliinll trout. 
. $ Acquaintance xvith the N.and S .  sides hay led me to increase this eeti~nate 
by several I~undred feet. 
' $ As I found in 18!l;i, it is tile uppcr portion of the main North Fork of the 
Cruss River; I have therefore res~ricted the name Asbiniboine Creek to the 
rmall tributary from Lake Assiniboine. 
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I t  was now necesnary to hasten back to civilisstion. Accordingly, 
we broke camp next morning, and on reaching Take Walandoo I 
photographed it, and likewise the amphitheatre to the north. Most 
of my plates on this expedition were scratched or light-struck, an 1 
had had only my sleeping bag to change them in. 

We descended on the left side of the stream until we had rounded 
the corner, then joining the old Indian trail on the right side and 
reaching Simpaon at 5 o'dock. By 6.30 we were camped by the 
banks of the clear stream flowing from the W. A chinook wind 
swept up the valley and the air wae warm and springlike. 

Next morning we followed the Simpaon River until the trail 
turned off to crow the divide. We were wet to the k i n  nearly all 
day with continual fording of the stream, acceaional showers and 
soaking underbrush. As we neared the summit of the paea we 
obtained a beautiful retrospect over the Simpson Valley. Upon the 
summit, which is, of course, the watershed, we encountered a heavy 
mow-storm, and a night in the open wemed imminent, but we found 
the Heely Creek trail on the other side, and descending by i t  we 
camped in the woode by a little stream at 6.30. 

Making rapid time next morning, favoured by an ideal day, we 
were noon descending the beautifill valley of Heely Creek. A 

MOUNT HEEJEE AND LAKE HEEJEE.~ 

pretty peak to the W. was in eight nearly all the morning. The 
mountains reminded me of the limestone peaks of Salzkammergut, 
their summits white and lower slopes of varying shades of green. 
Many of the peaks were very sharp. 

At 4 o'clock we reached tho broad valley of the Bow. Fording 
without difficulty on horseback, we spent n comfortable night in the 
clean section house at Cascade siding, about a mile up the track toward 

- -  - 

* Its upper portions must have been worn by Indian hunters. BIT. T. E. 
Wilson has infornld me that the lower portions were opened by himself. 

t See p. 113. 
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Lqggan. I must mention the beauty of 'the ford of Simpmn P a s  
where we crossed the Bow. The river formed a foreground for the 
graceful range of distant peaks to the S., whence we had come.* 
Onr circuit by the Vermilion had taken 13 days from Castle Mountain 
round to Cascade, and we had travelled nearly 150 miles. 

I flagged tlie train next niorning nnd was soon at Laggan, where I 
wan joined in t w o  days by Carryer, who rode the horse up the Tote 
road, arranging, however, not to stop at Eldon. Further explorations 
being impossible, owing to continued snows, I left sbortly for the =st. 

I N  R.IEh1ORIAXI. 
/ CllAHLBS PACKE ASD THE PYRENEES. 

I. 
AH an intimate friend of the late Charles Packe, and his fellow- 
mountaineer in tlie early explorations of the highest regions of the 
Pyrenees, thirty-three years ago, perhaps I may claim the melan- 
choly privilege of reviewing his long Pyrenean career, dating from 
the year 1868 (or 1859). 

In those distant times, whatever may have been the case in the 
Alps, mountaineering was, in the Pyrenees, quite in its infancy, 
and climbing entailed all sorts of privations, hardshipe, and even 
risks, unknown to the present generation. Ice-axes had never been 
heard of, and when we crossed or scaled steep slopes of blue ice or 
frozen snow, we had to cut our steps either with a microscopic 
pocket-axe, which was often dropped and lost, or with sharp stones 
and slates. Speed was impossible. The rope had only just made 
i ts  appearance : it was scarcely ever used, and in crevassed glaciers 
we trusted almost entirely to sounding with alpenstocks. As for 
guides, there mere barely half a dozen good ones in the whole 
range of the Pyrenees, and even those only knew their own dis- 
trict. They were useless elsewhere, and we had to guide them 
ourselves, with the help of a compass and of the most rudimentary 
maps, full of mistakes. 

On the Spanish aide things were still worse, for there were 
neither maps llor guides; ct fortiori, no guide-books. And yet it 
WLS just there, behind the frontier, that the proudest Pyrenean 
summits solemnly stood in unknown and snowy solitudes. Indeed, 
to a mountaineer, their mystery made them as attractive as the 
North Pole or the peaks of the moon. The Ndthou (3,404 m.) had 
been climbed about a dozen times, but the Posets (3,367 m.) only 
.once or twice, and the hlaladetta (3,312 m.) never. As for their 

~ - - - - ~ -- 

* The Verrnilio~~ range, so beautifully seen from the bridge spanning the 
Bow at. Itanlf. That 1)eculiar flat.-topl~etl pc?;ik, furthcst E. of those seen from 
the  Inttcr point, mhilc bcaring, as do thc others, glaciers of considerable size 
apon tile N. slopes, sliould offer easy rock clirllbil~g frotn the S. 



numberless satellices exceeding 3,000 m., they had not yet even a 
name ! Even the great frontier peaks were little known in thoso 
distant times (1860), and very few of them had been conquered. 

Such was the shte  of things when Packe first made his appear- 
ance in the Central Pyrenees, where, with only two esceptions 
(llont Perdu and Cylindre), are grouped all the Spanish summits 
exceeding 3,300 m. This was thirty-six gears ago (1860). I n  
that year Packe first explored the now famous valley of Arras (or, 
rather, Ordesa), which runs E. and W. on the Spanish side of the 
Cirque de Gavarnie, and very much resembles the great American 
caiions. I t  is the haunt of the bouquetin. Although Ramond 
had had a glimpse of its wonders in the beginning of the century, 
they had so utterly been neglected and forgotten for sixty years 
that Packe's exploration xas  a second discovery. Following, east- 
ward, the southern or Spanish side of the chain for about 50 kilo- 
mdtres, through Fanlo, Escelona, and Renasque, he finally re- 
entered France by the Port d'Oo (3,001 m.). 

In the same year (1860) we find him on the summit of the 
NQthou, the highest peak in the Pyrenees, and then very seldom 
climbed (3,404 m.). He then passed into Catalonia, explored the 
Montarto, and scaled one of its many peaks, or rather ' teeth ' (over 
3,000 m.). 

In the following year (1861) he accomplished the third ascent of 
the mighty Posets (3,367 m.), which he reascended by another 
route in 1863; and about the same time he made the first ascent 
of the Maladetta (3,312 m.) and of the Malibierne (3,067 m.). 

In 1864 he, with his friend Mr. hlathews, crossing the anowy Col 
de la Salenques, east of the NQthou, went all round the immense 
and chaotic mass of the Monts I\Iaudits--a long and thoroughly 
'Alpine' tour of four or five days in the most intricate, loftiest, 
and most mysterious regions in the Pyrenees. 

The Spanish slopes of the Port d'Oo (3,001 m.), a majestio 
defiert of huge boulders, eternal snow, and frozen ponds, often 
became his home for days together: he loved to explore them, 
sleeping no matter where or how; and another district which he 
also seemed to cherish was the Lac Glace du Portillon (in France) 
-a sort of polar lake, always studded with ghastly icebergs. But 
Charles Packe's most memorable feat in the Spanish Pyrenees, and 
his greateat service to the geography of the loftiest part of Aragon, 
was his admirable map of the hlonts hlaudits, of which the whole 
credit is due to him alone, for no one could help him ; he had 
neither predecessors nor even books to guide him, and the wild and 
vast regions he so conscientiously explored and mapped in 1866 
covered no less than 1,000 square kilomdtres, where none but 
chamois hunters had trodden before him. 

Of course there are many unavoidable errors and gaps in such 
an immense work-the very first of its kind, where all was new, 
and done by one man, whose sole guides, practically spealiing, were 
his compass and his instinct. However, even now, when more 
perfect, though smaller, maps have completed our knowledge of 
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those bewildering masses of snowy peaks, Packe's map of thirty 
years ago is very useful, and its author has muck simplified the 
task of those who followed him on that particular ground. 

When rest became necessary, fishing was a relief to him, and 
consoled him for inaction. Many a romantic night have I spent 
with him on the desolate shores of the Rio Bueno lakes, buried in 
sheepskin bags, under the stars and moon, and happier than 
children or monarchs. And yet it was terribly cold. When the 
sun rose, we shook hands and parted for the day, but always met 
in the evening, the very best of friends, though we had not the 
same pursuits or tastes. Whilst I indulged in eccentric, solitary 
ascents of untrodden and snowy peaks, which swarmed in those 
times in Aragon, and where I never met a human being, Packe did 
more useful things. He mapped those peaks, he measured and 
named them, botanised in their valleys, and read their history in  
their rocks and fossils. For he was a mountaineer in the best and 
noblest sense of the word ; he was the Tyndall of the Pyrenees. 
Although he lived to see the deplorable transformation of 'Alpinism ' 
(which, to him, was a sort of religion) into mere athletics and 
gymnastics, he could neither condone nor understand acrobatic 
performances in the mountains, unless they could not be avoided. 
He did nothing for ' show,' never cared for ' effect ' ; everything 
theatrical' shocked him, and he never tried to excite wonder. 

Indeed, he was the most modest of men, and never spoke of his  
own achie~ements or merits. Even in his splendid ' Guide to the  
Pyrenees,' where almost all the ascents described were accomplished 
by himself, his personality scarcely ever appears. 

He had a marvellous constitution. He enjoyed nothing so much 
as sleeping in the open air, even above the snow-line, in a bag of 
sheepskins, and taught me to do so. A sleeping-bag is the best 
friend of a Pyrenean mountaineer ; he cannot do without it. We 
never had a tent. Hundreds of nights have I spent in my bag, 
and in the open air, at all heights, even on the very summits of 
the loftiest l'yrenean pealid : on the NGthou (3,404 m.), on the 
frozen and stormy Rlont-I'erdu (3,352 m.), on the Vignemale 
(3,208 m.), kc., and, except in snowstorms, I generally slept well, 
even with the thermometer below freezing point ; so I could not 
help saying a word in favour of the bag. 

And now, to sum up Packe's labours in the Spanish Pyrenees, 
and without ignoring or trying to minimise in any way the very 
great merits or the splendid discoveries and achievements of his 
many disciples and successors-hill. Schrader, Wallon, Lequeutre, 
Gourdon, Trutat, Comte de Saint-Saud, Emile Belloc, and others- 
I think I may fairly and safely say that he was our master, model, 
and leader, and that we all owe him admiration and gratitude. 

On the great frontier peaks of the Central and Western Pyrenees, . 
Packe also distinguished himself by scaling the Perdighero 
(3,220 m.), where it is probahle no one had ever gone before him 
(in 1860 or lBGlj, by the first ascent of the biunia (3,160 m.), 



near Hdas, and above all, by his qemorable ascent of the Balaitous 
(3,146 m.) in 1864, after a fruitless attempt in 1862. 

This threatening and proud pmk, which w B ~  unquestionably *the 
most dangarous in the Pyrenees before the dimovery of new and 
easier routes leading to its summit, had, it is true, been onm 
conquered before ; but it was in 1825 by the officers of the Etat- 
Major. I t  had never been climbed since, and after the lapse of 
almost forty years, no one even knew in the least how ,they had 
reached it. I may add that our lamented and illustrious colleague,, 
John Bell, made an attack on the Balaitous in 1863, but .witbpt 
wccess. Packe's triumph over this noble peak therefore had all* 
the merits of a discovery and of a first ascent. As for .the ; diffi- 
culties he encountered, they may be measured by the fact that he 
wandered for seven days on and almost all round the mountain 
before setting his foot at  last on its real summit, although he wm 
a t  that time young, experienced, an& rash. I t  was by the-=stern 
art.te he s u ~ e d e d ~  I climbed the peak myself ten days later by 
the same route, and after five journeys up or down this terrible 
arcte, and thirty-seven years of Pyrenean ascents, I still think it 
is the most perilous mauvais pas of the whole chain. But .it -has 
long ago been given up for easier couloirs on the north-western, 
side of the formidable precipices which surround the whole of this 
Pyrenean ' Cervin,' and the perils of the Balaitous are a thing of 
the past. Ladies have climbed it, although neither cables nor 
chains have as yet profaned it. I t  has never been dishonoured ! 

Packe'e favourite guide was the celebrated Henri Passet, of 
Gavarnie, whose first cousin, CQleatin, was mine. These two, 
splendid guides, the beet the -Pyrenees have ever produced, have 
also won laurels in the Alps on the MAje, the Ecrins; the Cervin, 
and the Dm, kc., and Mr. Whymper had such a high opinion of 
them, that he offered them the honour of escorting him to the 
Andes ; an honour which, I much regret to say, sentimental reasons 
induced them to decline. ' Exile ' will never be popular in Frapce! 
However, Henri Passet once went as far as the Sierra Nevada with 
Packe, some thirty years ago, and they both slept on the summit 
of the Mulahacen (3,665 m.). 

Before ending this imperfect review of my friend's Pyrenean, 
career, perhaps I may add, without trespassing on sacred ground, 
dhet Packe was the model of friends. He was sincerity itself, he 
Was a h s t  too transparent, for he could no more disguise hie 
antipathies than his sympathies, or indeed any of his feelings. One 
read through him at once, he flattered nobody, and would have been 
a bad diplomatist. Indeed,.if plain-speaking can ever be called a 
failing, it was the only one he had. His death has thrown the 
Pyrenees into mourning, and I am sure I have not over-praised 
him in any wlry, for if love is blind, friendship is seldom so, aqd 
certainly not in this case. HENRY RUSSEQL 
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Mr. Packe's connection with the Pyrenees has been so fully and 
picturesquely sketched by his old friend Count Ruesell that it only 
remains for me to add the dry faots of his aareer and a few r e m b -  
acences of him which may enable the younger members of the Club 
to realiee a character which was surely unique. 

Charles Packe was the eldest son of Captain Edmund Packe, 
of the Royal Horse Guards, and was born in 1826. He went up 
from Eton te Christ Church, Oxford, in May 1846, and took his 
degree in 1818. He had already been entered of the Inner Temple 
in 1R47, and in 1852 he was called to the Bar. He never practised 
seriously, and the attraction of the mountains soon made itself 
felt. ' The Spirit of Travel,' now a somewhat mre book, which he 
published in 1857, shows that though not yet a thorough moun- 
taineer, he had already become familiar with the hills of our own 
islands and the mountains of Central and Southern France and of 
Switzerland. I t  is clear from this that the date assigned by Count 
Russell for his firet acquaintance with the Pyreneee is some two or  
three years too late. In  1862 he brought out his well known 
a Guide to the Pyrenees,' of whicli new editions appeared in 1864 
and 1867. In his zeal for the task he actually paseed a winter 
in the Arctic climate of Gavarnie, when wood was so ecanw that 
the kitchen fire was the only one in the house. So thorough 
mas his work, and (it must be added) so slow is the development of 
the Pyrenees, that after thirty years it still remains the best work - - 
on the subject. 
. In 1867 his uncle, Mr. Charles William Packe, M.P., of 
Prestwold, died and left him the owner of Stretton Hall, Great 
Glen, and of the Brankeome Tower Estate at Bournemouth. He 
wuld not keep both, and he chose the former as having .been 
longer in the family. A different choice would have made him i n  
the end a millionaire, but he was not the man to regret it. His 
means were ample for all he wanted, and he could indulge without 
stint in all his favourite tastes-boob of all kinds, costly scientific 
instruments, travelling, and, last but not least, lavish but half- 
surreptitious support of deserving charities. 

The attrition of our modern life has a tendency to produoe some 
monotony of character. Thew are numerous types, but within 
their classes men resemble each other as much as houaea in s 
street. Mr. Packe Was more like a rambling old mansion full of all 
kinds of unexpected and inconsistent nooks and corners. Such e 
house lacks many modern conveniences. The ceilings may be low, 
the rooms dark, the floors uneven, the roof eccentric, the psesageiz 
draughty. At first you cannot find your way about i t ;  you bump 
your head against beams, you fall down unsuepected steps, you 
wonder how any one could ever live in such a place, and in the end 
what happens? You get to know it, and you learn to love it. The 
convenient modern residence begins and ends as ' a brick box with 
a slate lid,' but the other is a real home for which you n feel a 
personal affection. There is an element of romance about it. It 



is endeared to you by its very incongruities ; so it was with him. 
His character was one of the strangest complexity, full of the most 
striking contradictions. I t  is not common for the same man to 
pursue experimental science with zeal and to maintain to an 
advanced age familiarity with the literature of Greece and Rome ; 
but it is still rarer to find a country squire living in Leicestershire, 
and owning one of the most hmous fox-covers in the county, who, 
nevertheless, detests hunting. His political views again, though 
decided enough, defied classification. His frame was feeble, yet 
capable of enormous exertion. Lastly, under a manner which was 
often, as he termed it, ' brutale,' and modes of speach steeped in 
prejudice, he concealed one of the tenderest hearts that ever beat 
and an unusuall open mind. 

The love of agstract truth and justice which most people find 
no difficulty in controlling amounted in his case to an over- 
mastering passion. Harmless social hypocrisies and conventions 
were regarded by him as so many breaches of the truth, and 
compromise of every kind as a deliberate and venal sacrifice of 
principle. Once convinced that a given course was right, he was 
ready to maintain it and enforce it against all odds and at  any 
cost of inconvenience to himself or others. In his nature, and 
even in his appearance, there was something of Don Quixote, and 
something also of his own tough old Puritan ancestor, Sir Chris- 
topher, Lord Mayor of London in 1665, who was such a resolute 
supporter of Cromwell, and in 1657 so nearly succeeded in changing 
him from a Protector to a King. He had all the independence of 
the Puritan, all his contempt for such social accomplishments a s  
tact, diplomacy, and grace of manner, and he had also his rugged 
sincerity and his thoroughness in work. He showed this in hia 
walking. He was past fifty when I first walked with him, but he 
went wonderfully well. I t  was our custom in the Pyrenees to rise 
at  daybreak after a night on the hard ground, take a cup of tea 
and a nibble of dry bread, and thereupon walk for five, six, o r  
seven hours before breakfast; after that there was no more eating 
till we made our bivouac a little before sunset, and no rest, except 
perhaps an hour's siesta in the hottest part of the day. Exertion 
of this sort maintained for a week on end with scanty food and 
regardless of weather demands a strong constitution and consider- 
able staying-power. On a good road his whole-day pace was 
moderate-1 kilometre in 10 min. (i.e. 1 mile in 16 mm.)-but h e  
could do much more when he chose, and must in his youth have 
been an exceptional walker. We walked together a good deal in 
the ' eighties ' among the English, French, and Spanish mountains, 
to the extent of at least 3,000 miles, so I can answer for his 
endurance. 

It  ie not necessary to dwell upon the position which he enjoyed 
in the Pyrenees, and the honour in which he was there held. It 
wes a great privilege to visit them in the company of such a man. 
I recollect the Prince de Joinville, who went there a good deal, 
saying one day, ' Mr. Packe is the king of the Pyrenees ; he 
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invented them ' ; and he made a point of paying him a a l l  of 
ceremony. The French Alpine Club recognised the value of his 
work by making him an honorary memberi'a distinction whioh 
very few Englishmen enjoy, but by the netires he waa absolutely 
venerated from end to end of the Pyrenees. They would do any- 
thing for him, even to the length of endeavouring to take an intereat 
in his botanical reeearches. In many of his wanderings he was 
accompanied by one or more of his great white Pyrenean wolf-dogs, 
and he had an ingenious plan for utilising them, believing that a tra: 
veller on glacier, duly roped between two of these powerful animals, 
would be secure against the danger of concealed crevasses. But he 
waa ever an enthusiast on the subject of dogs, and he considered 
their comfort far more than his own. I believe he began with the 
idea that dogs were an oppressed race, and that was at  all times a 
passport to his sympathy. There never was H man more ready to 
fight the battles of the weak against the strong, or to champion the 
cause of the absent, and he was the staunchest and most loyal of 
friends. W. P. B. S. 

ROMAN IMBODEN. 

ROMAK IYBODEN was .born in 1870. As the eldest son of a famous 
guide he had early opportunities for learning his profession on 
the occasions when he accolnpanied his father, as well as excellent 
training in what one may call the more intellectual, as apart fro111 
the mere physical, qualities essential in a first-class guide. 

As far back as 1886 Roman was engaged for most of the summer 
by Mr. G .  S. Barnes, who employed fiim as porter on the various 
guideless ex~editions xhich he and his friends made. The folloftrine: 
k n t e r   oma an spent with me in Switzerland. The first testimonia? 
I find in Roman's ' Fiihrerbuch ' is signed Frank Littledale. and 
dated 1888. I t  refer8 to ascents of the Ober Gabelhorn, Weisshorn, 
Rothhorn, and other first-class Zermatt and Oberland peaks, and 
describes him as ' 8 first-rate climber.' That winter Roman spent 
in England, and his employer wrote in 1889 : ' I know of no youth 
who has the same prospective future,' adding a little later that 
Roman had saved the lives of his party on Mont Blanc when 
they were overtaken by a terrible snow-storm, and his keen sight 
enabled him three times to regain the track. I t  was a fearf+ 
half-hour,' he wrote,' ' and but for the boy's intelligence we might 
never have come down alive.' I t  is signed S. Aitken. 

In  1891 he was for the first time leading guide, and in 1892 1 
took him with me as my leading guide to Dauphinb, where amongst 
other espeditions we crossed the Ecrins and ascended the Meije 
and the Pointe des Etages. In the following year he made a fine 
series of ascents with Mr. E. Garwood, who has written a notice 
in his book which any guide would be proud to possess. 

I n  1894 he led me up the Monte di Scerscen, though he h d  no 
knowledge whatever of the Engadine Mountains. The peak had 
not been ascended for a couple of years previously, nor has it been 
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done sinde that season, and we were handicapped by S ft. of fresh 
snow. Three days later he went up with me again, crossing on 
this occasion to the Bernina, and choosing his way along the arete 
so skilfully that we never met with one really hard step, and mere 
back at St. Moritz b-efore dark. The same year Roman made with 
Mr. Garwood the fi'rst ascent of the Tiischhorn from the Dom, as 
well as many difficult ascents in the Dolomites. He subsequently 
repeated his Dolomite climbs with Mr. B. Wainewright, and in- ' 
variably led and came down last. 

Last autumn, with his father and me, he crossed the Rothhorn 
twice in one day. He also led us up the Scl~allihorn by a new 
route up the central south ridge. On September 25 his father and 
I made the last ascent either of us ever accomplished with Roman, 
and strangely enough it was of the Lyskamm. As we stood 
together on the summit we looked at that fatal ridge from the 
Lysjoch, of which Roman often said, ' I  don't like it, you never 
know wheth'er you are on the cornice or not,' and then we retraced 
our steps down the Italian side of the mountain. This is not the 
place to discuss the catastrophe of September 10. Full details will 
be found elsewhere. But Roman's friends, a d  they are many, 
know well that a better guide never lived, and feel a sharper palig 
of regret for his loss as liaving occurred on a place where no skill 
could ha-ie availed. 

Roman lies in the little churchyard at St. Nicholas close to the 
graves of the three Knubels who perished on the same mountain. 
The value we, who knew him well, attach to his memory, mill be 
borne witness to by the stone which his English friends are placing 
over his last resting place as a mark of our appreciation of his 
many noble qualities, and of his ability as a first-class guide. - .. 

NEW EXPEDITIONS I N  1896. 
[Contributors of 'New Expeditions ' are requested to observe the following 

rules :-(1) To forward their accounts in the forni in which they are to 
2) To prefix the name of the peak or pass from the best map, and appear: 6 

the alhtu e both in metres and feet in a parenthesis after the name. (3) To 
give the date of the ascent, and the names of the party. (4) To give exact 
references to any previously published descriptions of allied routes to which 
they may have occasion to refer. (6) To write the description with the best 
existing map before them, and to quote the figures of any measured point 
their route may touch. (6) To use always the points of the co~npass instead 
of the misleading words ' right ' and ' left.' (7) To record their 'times ' 
exclusive of halts. (8) To make their descriptions as brief as possible con- 
sistently with the above considerations. (9) To write on one side of the pnper 
only, leaving n large margin, and to begin a new sheet for each expedition.] 

Dauphind District. 

LES BANS (3,651 m.=11,079 ft.) BY THE SOUTH ARCTE. Jiily 25. 
-Jihf. A. Regnier and C. Verne, with Maximin Oaspard, Joseph 
Turc, and Casimir Turc, made this new route, which enables a 
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r y to take t h k  fine peak on the wa from Ville Vallonim to La K Brarde. Towards the south end of t e great east rocky wall of 
Les Bans there is a spur of rock, projecting into the Bans Glacier. 
Rounding this spur on its north side, its crest waa attained in 
21 hm. from the starting point, a, bivouac ) hr. below the foot of 
the Bans Glacier. The crest of this spur was followed to the 
main south wall of the peak, which was climbed, mainly by rocky 
couloirs, to its crest (2 hrs. 40 min.), the rocks being very steep and 
rotten. An hour along the ridge, first on its west, finally on ita 
east flank, brought them to the south summit of Les Bane. The 
party was of opinion (a single observation with a level not having 
been satisfactory) that the difference between the north and south 
summits is very slight. This diEers from the result obtained in 
1896.. The descent to La  BQrarde was made by the ordinary route. 

PIC D'ARSINE (3,240 m.=10,630 ft.). June 24.-M. Re nier i made the first ascent of this point, in 25 min. from the Co des 
Agneaux, by a snow slope and easy rocks. Three hours had been 
taken from the Col dlArsine to the Col des Agneaux, the fresh 
snow being very soft and deep. 

PIC DU DRAGON (3,188 m.=10,460 ft.). April 27.-M. P. 
d'Aiguebelle, with Louis Faure, made the first ascent of this 
summit. Following from Alpe the route up the west side of the 
Brbche du Dragon, or Brbche Gaspard, they climbed along the 
ridge separating the glen leading up to that pass from the Agneaux 
glen to its junction with the main ridge, a few minutes along 
which led to the peak (5 hr. slow walking from Alpe). The ascent 
is very easy and the view very fine. 

PIC DE NEIGE CORDIEH (3,616 m.=11,831 ft.) BY THE NORTH 
A R ~ T E .  July 6.-The last-named party made this new route. 
Starting from Alpe, they went up towards the Col d'hrsine, and 
mounted the left bank of the Arsine Glacier to the foot of the 
couloir coming down from the gap between the Pic de Neige 
Cordier and the Pic d'Arsine. The rocks on the left bank of this 
couloir were climbed to that gap, whence in about 1 b  hr. more by 
the snowy north ar&te (then in excellent condition) the Pic de Neige 
was attained. Six Lours walking from the inn et A1pe.t 

ROCHER DE L'ENCOULA (3,538 m.=ll,G08 ft.) ny THE NORTH 
AR~TE.  Jlcly 23.-blcssrs. H .  A. I3eechiug and P. A. L. Pryor, 
with Roman Imboden, made this new route. Leaving La BQrarde 
a t  3.50 A.M., the party reached at 6 a.mi. a huge boulder in the flat 
part of the Etages valley, a little beyond the Foiltaille torrent of M. 
Duhamel's map. They thence mounted in an eastern direction to the 
foot of a long enow couloir (estimated length over 2,000 ft.), which 
led them (at 10.10 A.M. )  to the foot of the north arOte of the desired - - - - - - - - - . -- - - 

* Alpine Journal, tol. xvii. p. 573. 
t The notes of theee four expeditions are taken from the Revue Alpine, 

lROG, pp. 233-6, 291-2. JIountaineers interested in the hfaurienne and 
Tarentaise will find some very useful notes in the same periodical (pp. 236, 
264, 292) relating to certain new routes niade in those districts by M. Paillon 
and some friends. 
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peak, sgrne9at higher than the lowest point on the ridge between 
' 

the PtUk!E d the Grande Aiguille. This north ar&te was then as- 
cended4 'efly on its west side, the three rock towers being thus 
turopd) to the summit of the peak, which was gained in 64 hre. 
a F a l  walking from La BBrarde. The return was made by the 
ordinary route down the east face. For the benefit of those who 
have no local knowledge it is suggested that in the ' Dauphiny 
Climbers' Guide,' p. 110, line 12, after the word ' circle ' some 
such words as the following might be inserted : ' crosaing the head 
of a deep ravine by a narrow grass ridge, and following the ill- 
defined sheep tracks.' 

Cogne Distrzct. 

COL DE PILA (c. 10,050 ft.). duywrt 10.-Mr. G. Yeld, with 
Fmqois and Silvain Pession, of Val Tournanche, crossed this 
pass, which lies just S.W. of the Pointe d'Arpisson (3,252 m.). 
They reached it from Cogne ciR the Arpisson chalets in a snow- 
atorm, but before this the clouds had lifted, so that they saw the 
exact position of the peak and the pass. Times have unfortunately 
been lost, but they would hardly have been average ones if they 
had beell preserved, as tlie party went slowly from the chalets to 
the col, whereas from the col to Cogne they raced two-thirds of 
the may. The name was suggested by the Pila huts in the Val de 
Grauson. 

Mont Blanc District. 

POINTE DU PIOLET (3,670 m. = 12,071 ft.) Azlgwt 14.--The 
same party made the first ascent of this peak, starting from the 
Triolet Club hut. Progress in the deep allow was excessively 
laborious, so that the party took nearly 6 hrs. up, the return being 
made in 34 hrs. actual walking. The mountain has four poii~ts ; 
the lowest is that nearest to the Col du Piolet (from which the 
name suggested above was taken). Had the snow been less 
troublesome the party mould have ascended t l ~ e  other three points ; 
as it was, they climbed what seemed to them the highest-namely, 
&he third counting W. from the Col du Piolet. On tlie ascent they 
went nearly straight up, while on the descent they kept more 
towards the E. 

AIGUILLE DE TRORCHEY (3,500 m. = 11,483 ft.). August 10.- 
The same party made the first ascent of tliis beautiful peak, which 
is the highest on the ridge between the Grandes dorasses and the 
Aig. de 1'EvCque. Leaving the chalet of La Yachey at 2.40 A.M., 
ithey attained the suii~mit at 12.4 P.M.---actual walking, 6) hrs. 
They did not toucll the Tronchey Glacier (from which the name of 
the peak is taken), but kept to its E. On the way down they 
descended to the grass as fast as possible, 3 lirs. 13 min. walking ; 
after that they went very slowly. The mliole party were of 
opinion that the mouiltain is considerably higher than the height 
of 3,500 m. assigned to it on Aiieulet's map. (So height given on 
Kurz's map.) 
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I ; , Ghamonic District. 
Aroumt$ DEB PI~VITR CHARUOZ (2,868 m. = 9,410 ft., h'nrz's 

&p).-On Jnly 6 Mes~rs. J. H. Wiclrs and C. Wilson, and Miss 
3faty.Pasteur acended the Petitrr Char~noz by the S. ardte. The 
dor between the Charmoz and the Little Charmoz was reached by a 
rbck scramble from the l ier  de Glace side, whence the at8te was 
followed pretty closely to the top, though in two or three places 
a emall d&our had to be made on to one or other face. The ascent 
a;fforded 8 hrs. of -good rock-climbing, and, as far as can be ascer- 
tained, it had not been pre~iously made, though ths  a01 has been 
reached from the Nantillons side, and the ascent completed by 
s,kirtjng along-the W. face, somewhat below the ridge. . 

DENT DU REQUIN. JzL~?/ 9.-XTessra. J. H. Wicks and 6. Wilson, 
with Alfred Simond, made the second ascent of this penk, by a 
route part of which is new. They ascended a steep little glacier 
which runs up into the S. face, and at  its head attacked the rocks 
most to the W., near the foot of the S.W. arbte. Profiting by 
experience gained on previous attempts,' they then kept well to the 
left (practically on the S.\V. arbte) till within 200 ft.' of the point 
nlarked I. on the diagram given in 'Alpine Journal,' svii. p. 16. 
Thcy next worked diagonally upwards tolrards the right, by some 
difficult climbing joined the 1893 route at  the point marked 2, and 
followed it, with little, if any, variation, to tlie summit. 

ilrolln arid Vull~ellittc District. 
PETITE DEST DE VEI~IVI  (3,189 m. = 10,403 ft.) BY THE S.E. 

AR~TE.  Azq11.9t 17.-hlessrs. F. Aston-Binns and 0. K. William- 
son, with Jelln XIaftre and a porter, clirnbetl in 2 hrs. from the Col 
de Zarmine to the top of this peak, keeping throughout on the 
crest of the S.E. ar&te, and traversing all the ' gendarmes ' (some 
five in number), instead of passing below them, as had been done 
by previous parties. A large red pinnacle, about the middle of the 
ndge, and conspicuous from Arolla, could only be climbed by 
squeezing through a cnrious ' window ' behind it, and then stepping 
across a striking chasiu on to this pinnacle from a sharp splinter of 
rock which runs up to its \V. The descent from the peak was 
made by the usual route by the W. arete. 
POINT 3,676 N C T R E ~  (11,733 ft.) OF THE ~ ~ O N T  B R U L ~  ; AIGLE 

DE L'ANCIEN (3,411 m. = 11,191 ft.) ; AIGLE DE LENAIE (8,146 m. 
= 10,322 ft.). J111!/ 16.-Xi. Julien Gallet, with Antoine Bovier, 
senior and junior, made the firfit ascent of these three peaks, all 
indicated and named on the Italian map. Starting from Arolla, 
they reached in 6 hrs. 40 min. the summit of the Xiont Brul6 
(3,621 m.). Thence, nithout meeting any great dificulties, they 
followed tlie S. ar6te to the point  3,676 711. (25 mill.), and, continuing 
in the same direction, reached the d~qle de l'.-lricicn in 40 min. 
----- - - - - 

* .4/lli7te Journal, vol. xvii. p. 87. 



mom; thongh:. bher' rjdge w.ia mtber   ore‘ diiffedtithere: u0 Wo 
dkpressidns in it,. and a tower on1 must ' be turned by an b e  

' daaloiran-the W. ' R descent of,,25'mitr. morealed.bbe pentg. b the 
Aigle. de hen&. Hence. 2-hikt 61 mh. were employed in .  the 
cYescent (towards the end m~ thb bed: of. a torrent) uf .the very &eep 
rock W& gm the E. to the Prdray6 glen, Praraye itself being gained 
in,,li $hr. mate. . , ':,' . . . , . 

. BE- VANNETTA (8 , tW an: - 10,940 ft.). Jirly 16.-Thd. same 
*.:made .the first ascent - of.this peak. Starting fmm PrdrayB, 
they mounted the. Comb dY*en, but instead of making,for the  
Col'de Collon climbed the .rocks to the W. of the Col' de l'Aurier 
Noi~, in. oider. to gsin' the -ridge. But bad weather and clouds 
forced them to the N., so that by snow-fields they gained the Col 
de31'Aurier Noir itself ili 4 hrs. 4O.mh 'from Pwrayb; After wait- 
ing there sn hour the. mists, cleared..away; and the party. mounted 
quickly in 10 min. to the oint nlarked 3,379 m. on the Italian 
map. Thence they f d l o w d  the ri*e in a 8. direction, but found 
after passing the point marked , 3367  m. that the arhte became 
more difficult, there being gendatlnes and o, gully to be crossed, 
After 50min. work they attained the summit of the Becctr Vannetta, 
whence they saw a great cairn on the Monte Chavante (3,323 m.), 
more to the S. The weather did not permit of any further ex- 
plorations. The party therefore returned in 1 hr. 6 min. by the 
same route to the Col de 1'Aurier Noir, and thence reached the. Col 
de Collon (55 min.), and Arolla in 2$ hrs. more. 

MONT BLANC DE SEILON (3,871 In. = 12,701 ft.) BY THE N. 
ARETE. July 20.--The same party effected this difficult new route. 
The foot of the peak was gained in 3 hrs. 5u min. from Arolla by 
way of the Pas de Chkvres. A quarter of an hour took them up a 
slope of snow to the gap between the main peak and the rocky spur, 
3,222 m. (known as the ' TBte tl Cust '). The N. ar6te was then 
attacked. The first third was fairly easy. Then enormous and very 
steep slabs of rock (which seen from below form a reddish pyramid) 
were encountered. I t  was found difficult to cross these, and the 
slope of hard ice on the E. had to be mounted for a few steps. 
Then came a series of towers and gullies, so that it was only after 
a struggle of 5 hrs. from the gap that the summit of the peak ( t o  
which the N. arEte leads direct) was gained. The Col de Seilon 
was reached by the W. arBte in 1 hr., and Arolla in 2& hrs. more by 
the usual route. 
.bl. CLAPIER (3,367 m. = 11,011 ft.). Jrtl?j 21.-Mr. Alfred 

Topham, with Jean Maitre and Pierre Maurice, made the first 
ascent of this peak. The shortest way from Bionaz round the S. 
base of the buttress marked 2,887 m. on the Italian map is to go  
past the C. Primo, and thence. by a nearly level cow-path into the 
Faudery glen. This glen is then mounted for about $ hr. by a path 
on the crest of an old grass-grown moraine, which letids up the 
middle of the glen. Then they went W., up very steep grass slopes, 
and struck a steep ' ghyll ' with a stone wedged into it, this being the 
only means of rounding the buttress, escept at  a much lower level. 

f- 
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The stone can be peaaed outaide or by climbing behind it. From 
the top of the ' ghyll ' it waa necessary to descend about 60 ft., in 
order to reach the foot of the Clapier-Morion ridge over grass aud 
d6bris. The ascent straight up the fece of this ridge presented no 
great dificulty, the crest being gamed at a point immediately next 
to the deep depression S.W. of M. Morion. The ridge was then 
followed in a S.W. direction, five cairns being built on the points 
orossed, the last one, although not the highest, being the summit of 
the M. Clapier as placed on the Italian map. The descent wae made 
direct from the summit wross the steep face by many gullies and 
chimneys, the originel route being rejoined at  the foot of the 
rocks. When descending to Bionaz it is not easy to find the top of 
the ' ghyll.' 

Times : Bionaz to foot of peak, 3) hrs. : to crest of ridge, 3 hrs.; 
to the M. Clapier, 1 hr. Descent to dbbris, 2 hrs. ; to Biomz, 
2 hrs. 

RECCA BOVET (3,404 m. = ll,lG9 ft.). July 23.-'fhe same 
party made the first ascent of this summit, as well as of the two 
points marked 3,283 m. and 3,319 m. on the Italian map, all three 
rising in the centre of a long line of numbered peaks on the fine 
ridge separating the Val Sassa from the Valpelline. The name 
Becca Bovet was given to the culminating point in honour of the 
cart! of Bionaz. Pantaleone Bovet, who has the shooting over this 
range. From the Valpeliine the party ascended the Val Sassa to the 
glacier at its head. Thoy then moulited diagonally in a S.W. direc- 
tion up red rocks to point 3,283, and crossed over point 3,319 to the 
summit of the Becca Uovet, the ar6te being very interesting. A big 
cairn, with a staff in it, could be seen on the Becca Chatelnin, 
3,208 n ~ .  to the S.W., tliis peak being accessible from all sides. 
Tlie view from the Becca Bovet of the Otemma range, about the 
nomenclature of the peaks and passes on which there has been some 
discussion, was most instructive. After building a cairn on the 
summit the party descended by bad rocks in an E. direction, and 
finally went down by a stone-bombarded couloir to the Lac Mort. 
Prarayk was gained by way of the Lac Long and the Bas Oren Alp. 

Times : Bionaz to C. 13oetta, 2 hrs. ; to Sassa Glacier, 1 hr. ; to 
3,283, 1 hr. ; to the Becca Iiovet, 14 hr. Down to the Lac Long, 
I &  hr., and l b  Iir. more to I'rarayb. 

illorzte Rosrr District. 
VAI~I.\TIOS O F  THE ~ ~ I S C H . ~ H E I , J O C H .  .~111/71~t 9 1895.-Messr~. 

Alfred Holmes, Eric (;recnwood, J .  J. Isrigg, and I\': A. Brigg, when 
descending froin tliis puss down the \Veingarten (ilacier, followed 
the route of tlie first party,* till forced by the icefall on to the 
rock ridge which terminates in the point marked 3,234 m. on the 
Siegfried map. Insteild of leaving the rocks for the icefall they 
rei~ched this ridge 1)y easy rocks, and descended by easy, though 

* Alpiitc J o l t r o l ,  vol. i. p. 129. 
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somewhat rotten, rocks on to the N. branch of the Weingarten 
Glacier, which lies between the above-mentioned ridge and the 
S.W. ardte of the Tiischhorn. This branch was then followed down 
hy the main Weingarten Glaoier. I n  this way the icefall is 
avoided, while a near view is gained of the S.W. ar6te (or ' Teufels- 
grat ') of the Tiischhorn. 

Bernese Oberland. 
KLEIN BBEITHORN (c. 9,500 m. = 11,484 ft.) AND FEENKINDL- 

~ P I T Z  (c. 9,400 m. = 11,166 ft.). July 26.-These names are sug- 
gested for two peaks on the ridge running nearly due 8. from the 
Leuterbrumen Breithorn to the Burstspitzen. They were first 
climbed by Mr. H. V. Reade, with Theodor and Johann Kalber- 
matten, of Ried, on the chance that Messrs. Benecke and Cohen 
might have been attempting to climb them when they lost their 
lives on July 16, 1895. No traces, however, of any previous 
ascent were found. The ridge seems to have been known to Mr. 
Benecke as the Feenkindl ; hence the name proposed for the lower 
peak, which is conspicuous from the Inner Fafierthal, and, indeed, 
seems to be the top of the Breithorn itself. The second and higher 
summit is separated from the Breithorn by a big gap, up to which 
a, very steep couloir runs from the W. By this couloir and the 
8. face (a steep ice-slope) the Breithorn has occasionally been 
ascended. The Klein Breithorn is well seen from the Petersgrat. 

The 1896 party reached the summit of this ridge from the Inner 
Thalgletscher on the W. by a tolerably direct ascent up easy 
rock and patches of snow. I t  was much too broken to follow at 
first, so that the W. face was traversed for about an hour. Then 
the crest of the ridge was regained, and both peaks traversed, the 
lower being attained in an hour, and the higher in an hour more. 
It was a fine rock climb throughout, especially for the last two 
hours, when several towers had to be surmounted. The tatsl h e s  
(actual walking) from Ried were 7 hrs. 60 mia. up and 5 hrs. down. 

JXGIHORN (3,610 m. = 11,516 ft.). July 28.-M. Julien Gallet, 
with Joseph and Gabriel Kalbermatten, made the first ascent of 
this peak, which had defied several previous attacks. Starting from 
Ried, they went up the Lotschthal as far as Eisten, then mounted 
b the right by a fatiguing goats' path, climbed up the rocks between 
the Inner Standbach and Augstkummen Glaciers, and by a very 
sbep snow slope gained the Breitlauijoch in 6 hrs. 10 min. from 
Ried. This variant is thus much shorter than the route taken in 
1896 by the late Messrs. Benecke and Cohen on the only previous 
passage of this col.* They thence crossed the glacier in a straight 
line towards the foot of the peak, traversing several grwt crevasses 
by good snow bridges (40 min.). They then climbed up granite 
slabs and an ice slope to the gap between the two peaks of the 
mountain. After going along the ridge in a N. direction for a 
short distance they traversed the W. flank of the peak, and by a 
- - pppp 

* Alpine Jorcrnal, vol. xvii, p. 684. 



clarhber up excellent granite rocks attained its summit in 2 hrs. 
6,nzin. from its foot. The descent took 2 hrs. 20 min., as the party 
was caught in a great snowstorm, which prevented them for a long 
time from finding the,Baltschiederjoch. Ried was regained after 
1 6  hrs. out, llardly- m y  halts having been made. 

L.~UTERBRUNNEN BREITHORN (8,779 m.= 12,398 ft.) . BY THE 
N.E. A R ~ T E .  Az~gwt 2.-The same party, reinforced by Joseph 
Rubin, made this new route. Ried was left soon after midnight, 
thcFafler-and Gdggen Alps were traversed, and the J&gi Glacier 
ascended. The usual route to the Schmadrijoch was here left, the 
party, bearing to the left in order to reach the great rock .wall 
leading up to point 8,887 m. on the N.E. ardte of the peak. Owing 
to the enormous quantity of fresh snow on this wall (which would 
probably be not very difficult under ordinary circumstances), and 
the crossing of two dangerous couloirs, the ascent required a very 
long time. Above the rock wall a very steep snow and ice slope 
finally led to the ardte at 10 A.M. This ardte was then followed 
throughout its entire length. For the first 11, hr. it was not very 
difficult, though laborious, and in this way the tower which stopped 
biessrs. Benecke and Reada in 1898 was gained. During the next 
2& hrs., however, serious difficulties were encountered ; it was 
necessary to traverse seven towers, separated from each other by 
very delicate 'corniches,' to move very carefully, and to use two 
ropes. At 2 P.M. the summit of the Breithorn was at  length 
attained. 

The descent was made hy the IV. arkte to the Wetterliicke, t h e  
snow being very soft, and Ried regained at 8 P.M. after 18 hrs. 
actual walking. On the way up the dt~gi Glacier, the party studied 
the chain between the Breithorn and the Burstspitzen. Its highest 
sulnlnit rises very boldly, and is very distinctly rnarked off from the  
Breithorn as well as frorn the Burstspitzen, though the Siegfried 
map does not indicate it. The guides called this peak ' Feenkindl.' 
I t  is that named ' Klein Ijreithorn ' by Mr. Reade, who made i t s  
first ascent on July 25, 1896 (see above). 

I'NTERRACHJOCH (c. 8,596 m.= 11,798 ft.). September 16.- 
hlr. F. A. Satow, with Joseph Gentinetta and Alois Eyer, effected 
this new pass over the ridge connecting the Nesthorn with the  
ITnterblichhorn. Starting from the Oberaletsch Club hut, the party 
crossed the Oberaletsch (;lacier, and kept at first well to the S. of 
the bittress which runs down to the rocks marked 2,804 m. on the  
Siegfried map. They then worked up through the crevasses of the 
glacier flowing from the Unterbnchhorn, until they were able t o  
take to that buttress near its junction with the main ridge. The 
face of tlie main ridge wits gained by means of a steep snow slope, 
and then the party, striking straight up the rocks, reached the crest 
of that ridge, just below and to the S. of the point marked 3,617 m. 
(1 hrs. from the Club hut). They then descended the steep S.W. 
face of the ridge, keeping straight down the rocks until about 
two-thirds of the way down the wall. Then they bore to the 
S., crossed a rock couloir, and descended to Auf den Gandern, 



reaching the waterfall in 2) hm. from the n0w ~ W B .  Thence Mund 
wss gained in 14 hr. more through the Gredetsch valley. 

I ) 

Albula District. 
PIZ VADRET (3,226 m. = 10,585 ft. BY THE N.W. h k ? ~ ! .  

September 16.-Mr. W. Wilson Greg, wit h Johann Engi (of Davos), 
effected this new route. StaGing from 'Davos at  4.60 A.M., the 
party reached, at 7.30, Diirrboden, at the head of the Dischma valley. 
After an hour's rest for breakfast the ascent was commenced, 
the W. side of the Gross Grialetsch Glacier being followed till 
(at 11.40) the snow saddle between the Vadret and the Piz 
Grialetsch was attained. After a halt for lunch the N.W. ridge 
of the Vadret was attacked at 12.50. I t  was followed con- 
scientiously over a11 the towers and a great deal of rotten roc%, 
large flakes detaching themselves on the slightest provocation, so 
thatsthe greatest care was required. The snow was in fairly good 
condition, and the rocks warm. The summit was reached in 
23 hrs. from the snow saddle. The return was made by the N. 
couloir to the Gross Grialetsch Glacier, Diirrboden being gained in 
2b hrs. from the top, and Davos at  1 0  P.M. the same evening. , 

Dolomites. 
FIRST TRAVERSE O F  THE PALA DI SAN MARTINO (2,996 m. = 

9,790 ft.). August 24._This was effected by the Rev. A. 9. S. 
R a p o r  and Mr. J. S. Phillimore, with Antonio Dimai (of Cortina) 
and Lggi Rizzi (of Campitello). Leaving Ban Martino a t  3 . 4 5 ' ~ . ~ ,  
the Passo di Ball was reached at 6.80. At 8 the party entered the 
great couloir which divides the Pala from the Cima Immink on the 
S. After following the snow for some time they took to the rock 
edge of the Pala and coasted up slabby and rotten rocks covered 
with grit. . T h i ~  edge grew more and more difficult and precipitous, 
the couloir narrowing rapidly. Several exposed traverses of grmt 
diEicnlty round s projecting shoulder led to the first great blook- 
stone. Froni hhis.point the couloir may fairly be called a great 
chimney. This chimney breast, similar to that in the Schmitt 
Kamin, and not less difficult, was passed a t  11.16. Hence the 
snow WBB agein followed, and the seoond block stone (about 100 ft. 
higher) attained. I t  proved impossible to turn this by c ) b b i ~ g  
out 4 round, so that it was necessary to force (with diEculty) a 
p a s e e  through a small hole in tbe upper corner of the cave below 
the $tolie--the whole of this cave being deeply glazed. ,A short 
scramble over iced rocks and screes led to the head of the couloir, a 
point named Forcella Dimai. The ascent of the couloir had taken 
44 hm.,. while. the ,danger from stonea wes extreme and continuous, 
partly from the great amount of ice and water on the upper walls 
of the Psla, pertly -from s, high wind. But the couloir must 
apparently be raked by stones in all weathers, and the conditions 
of climbing make escape difficult, 

Frpm tbe Fprcella Dimai a ooqrepponding couloir falls &Kay ,W. 
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towards the Paseo della W e t t e ,  and seemed far more inaoamible 
than the E. couloir. But an easy route leads up a chimney 
directly to the summit of the Cima Immink, suggesting a more 
attractive future traverse, which would include that peak as well as 
the Pala. 

From the Forcella Dimai, left at 1.36 P.M., the party struck 
slightly W. of the line of it. The rocks at first were very wet and 
of considerable difficulty, but later were good and easier. The 
general trend was still very slightly W. of N., and the route lay up 
chimneys of great length. The summit of the Pala was reached at, 
4.6 P.M. I t  was left at 4.60, and the rocks on the ordinary route 
cleared at 6.30. Many steps had to be cut in the ice couloir, and 
the rest of the way was made by the light of a lantern, San Martin0 
being repined at 10.46 P.M. 

This expedition, which is difficult, very dangerous for the firat, 
part, and continuously interesting, will be fully described in the 
Mittheilungen dee D. und Oe. A. V.' 
CATENACCIO FROX THE E. (9,744 ft.). Augmt 28.-The same 

party made this expedition in the Rosengarten group. Lea\-ing the 
Sojal hut (above Perra di Fessa) at 6.30 A.M., they took to the rocks 
at 6.60, choosing the most prominent of the projections at the foot. 
The route was at first up wet and very steeply-pitched slabs, then 
up an easier shallow chimney and ridges, but the whole slope was 
so vey  sheer that after several hours' climbing it was still easy to 
throw a stone olear on to the screes below. The general direotion 
was dightly N.; the face of the mountain as seen from Sojal is 
divided perpendicularly from the foot to the upper beein by a black 
line of watermark, and the route taken lay always S. of this. After 
a halt from 8.35 to 9 the above-mentioned line wee touched at 10. 
The party then turned southwards under a great projecting plate 
of yellow rock. Some 120 ft. below this, a short chimney and a 
stretch of much exposed face-work brought them to the chief 
difficulty of the entlre climb-a chimney 400 ft. long and only 
really broken at one point SO ft. up. But for this point it was 
almost perpendioular and extraordinarily uniform, the breadth being 
2-3 ft., and the depth often no greater. The clamber up this 
chimney took from 10.46 A.M. to 1.15 P.M. Then the difficulties 
ended and the upper baain was reached, whence 1 hr.'s easy climb 
led to the summit. 

The top was left at 2.40, Gartl reached at 3.26, and Sojal ab 
4.28. Starting again at 6.20, Perra was gained at 6.12. 

This climb is free from the danger of stone-falls, the rocks being 
sound and remarkable for the profusion of flowers, even within a 
few hundred feet of the summit. Dimai declared that the chimney 
was without equal in his experience for length and difficulty 
combined. 

CWDA DA LAOO (8,806 ft.) FROM THE W. At(g t l~ t  &-The 
m e  party, with the substitution of Giovanni Siorpaee for Luigi 
Rizzi, made this ascent, following a line which probably differs 
from that taken by Signor Sinigaglis, on occasion of the first ascent 
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in 1895.. The olimb is interesting, and'indudes one ohimney and 
trav- of oonspicuous difficulty, while it gives double ee much 
rock as the other side. I t  joins the 1895 route (the m n d  route 
up from the E.) at the ' &hark ' on the ridge. The rooks were 
attacked at 10.30, the ' Scharte ' gained at 12.50, left s t  1, and the 
summit reached at 1.35. Top left at 1.45, foot gained at 2.85. 
Totel time out from Cortina, 10 hre. 52 min. 

FIQLIO DELLA ROBETTA (2,468 m. = 8,081 ft.). August 28.- 
The party of August 24 and 28 found a new route up this point by 
striking up the right-hand of the two divisions in the big chimney 
on the FV. side. This gives 1i hr.'e interesting rook work, and 
makes a pretty little afternoon's expedition. Total time out from 
San Martino. 5 hre. 

TOPANA DI MEZZO (3,241 m. = 10,634 ft.) PROM THE S.E. 
Augllst 21.-Messre. J. Stewart Mackintosh and N. Arthur Hey- 
wood, with Angelo Zangiacomi and Giuseppe Menardi, made this 
new route. Having gained the summit by the usual way, they 
started down at 11.25 A.M., and followed the S.E. ar6te for about 
100 yardq. Here they came upon a deep notch 12 ft. high, the near 
side of which overhung, so that they had to retrace their steps by a 
lower level towards the N.E., and back to the apex of the notoh. 
From here they followed the generml trend of the S.E. ar&te, 
descending easily over broad shelves thickly sprinkled with shale 
and boulders. About 20 min. after leaving the summit they 
reached a point where the ar6te became too steep. The then 
took a N.E. direction along a broad ledge for about 50 y d s., de- 
scendin~ at this point by an easy chimney curving in a S.E. direc- 
tion, and so regained the S.E. ar&te. Descending once more over 
bltoed ledges they came to the first difficulty in the shape of a 
perpendicular descent, about 15 ft. deep, on which any little hand- 
hold or foothold there might be was rotten. At it8 base they 
followed another ledge, running in a N.E. direction across the face, 
and found, about 100 yards further on, a perpendicular groove full  
of ice, leading to some rough footholds 12 ft. below. Another SO ft. 
below this we8 a, ledge, the cliff overhanging it in such a way as to 
compel the last member of the party to rely entirely on the assist- 
ance afforded by an extra rope hitched round a staple fixed in the 
rock at the top of the groove. Immediately below this ledge the 
party descended a chimney some 100 ft. in depth, and running in a. 
S.E. direction. This presented consider~ble difliculties, and was 
rendered somewhat unpleasant by an intermittent fall of icicles 
from the cliff above. (At the top of this chimney there is a con- 
venient, jutting rock round which the laet guide could hitch the 
rope.) Still following a S.E. direction, they descended in about 
) hr. through fairly steep gullies to a snowfield on the S.E. side of 
the mountain, and thence to the moraine, reached at 8.35 P.M. 

To sum up, the general trend of this route follows the S.E. 
- . - - - -- 

See Mittheilungrn, 1896, pp. 265, 276; 1896, pp. 124, 137, and Rivkta 
Mrnide, 1895, p. 356. 

f-- 
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arbte and i t s  E.  face. The majority of the party we& 6f -the 
opinion that it would be impossible to force au a a e n t  by this 
mute. The times4 taken were very slow, .owing ts the gram 
indisposition of one of the guides, by reason of bed meat supplied 
by a local hbtel on a previous expedition. 

CENTRAL RQCX OF THE CINQUE TO-. A q w t  28.-Thia 
ascent was made by Mr. N. Arthur Heywood, with Tobias Menardi. 
The local guides declaw that this point had m t  been climbed 
before, but this statement may very possibly be inaccurate, IM the 
rock stan& in a tempting position for any climber who finds him- 
self in the neighbourhood of the Cinque Torri. 

Starting at 11 A.M. from the base of the S.W. corner of the rock 
opposite the Nuvolau (alto), and after about 10 min. fairly difficult 
climbing on the face of the rock (bearing all the time in a N. 
direction), they made a short traverse towards the N. This w&a 
followed by a chimney some 15 ft. in height, (whioh. bas a stone 
wedged on the top of it. Another traverse of 8 to 10 y.ds. to the 
N., another chimney, and some perpendicular rocks about 14 it. 
in height hought thom to the N. end of the summit.at 11.87. 
The descent was made on the E. side over very easy shelves and 
rocks in about 9 min. 

The climbing on the S.W. face is mord interesting than the 
route up the main rock, and the climb (although not so long) is 
very similar to that on the roube usually taken up the Crode da 
L w .  

NORWAY. 

Jotulthein~ District. 
TRE S K A ~ A ~ T ~ L S T I N D  R I D ~ E . - O ~  August 8, c. m. Patchell, 

and H. C. Bowen, with John Vigdal, made the Srst traverse of this 
ridge from the N. [Herr Carl Hall and another member of his 
large! party in 1894 were lowered by the rest down the unclimbable 
vertical face of the curtain of rock which crosses the argte between 
Vesle and hIellemste Skagastolstind. They then completed the 
traverse from the S., the remainder of their party returning vii  the 
S!ingslsybrre.*] The Mellemste Skagastolstind was ascended by 
Hall's route from Turtegro. The impossible rock face below 
Vesle Skagastolstind was turned by s very difficnlt chimney which 
starts about 6 ft. above a small platform on the E. side of the ridge, 
and narrows into a crack a little hi,oher up. At the top is a large 
jammed stone. After this the ciimblng became easier, though the 
rocks leading to the summit of Vesle Skagastolstind are steep. 
From this top the descent was made by Hall's route t to Mohn '~  
sksr, and Slingsby's way followed to the top of Store Skagsstol- 
stind, which was thus crossed, the party descending by Heftye's 
chimney to the Skagastblshytte and Turtegrri. 'Time, exclusib of 
halts, 16 hrs. ; weather wet and foggy. There is one very difficult 
-- - - -- 

, . * Den n'orskc Furistforemings Aarbog, 1896, p. 61 seqq. 
t Bid. 188G, p. 64. . . 
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place on Mellemste Skagastdlstind. The inclusion of Nordre 
Skagastolstind in this tra~erse would prohablp add little to the 
time. I t  would improve the symmetry but diminish the interest 
of the expedition. 

Rornsdul District. 
M J ~ ~ L S I R  * sr THE S. AR&TE.-C. W. Patcbell and H. C. Bowen, 

on August 91, ascended this peak by the above route, which is 
believed to be new. Leaving Dale at 8, tho skar at  the hend of 
the I<vandalsbrtz was reached in 4 hrs. From this the arste was 
followed closely until the foot of the great tower, so conspicuous an 
object from Dale, was reached. This tower was turned by s 
traverse on to the \Ir. side of the mountain, and the ardte was 
regained at the foot of the final peaks. The actual climbing from 
the skar to the summit of the mountain took 2 hrs. 10 min., and 
the descent about the same time. This is, perhaps, the finest rock 
climb in Norway ; the ar6te throughout is most interesting, and the 
rocks estr~mely steep and good. 

- THE AACOTTIND (5,215 ft.).-On September 6, the same party 
made the first ascent of this Eikisdal peak. They went from Vike 
sreter directly up the shoulder; leaving the shore of the lake at  
8.15, the first top, on which there is a cairn, mas reached at 12.30. 
Here the real climbing begins, and there is most interesting work 
for 13 hr. along the ar6te to the highest point. Part of the ridge 
had already been climbed-by blessrs. 13. Goodfellow and E. J. 
TVoolley in 1890,t and they had built a cairn on one of the lower 
summits, having ascended to it from the botn, or cirqiic, on the E. 
side of the mountain. The highest point, however, appeared to be 
untrodden, and it is certain that the complete traverse of the ridge 
is new. The descent was made by the same way to the N. cairn in 
I+  hr., and Vike sreter was reached in 2 hrs. 40 min. more. This 
is fast time and exclusive of halts. 

CENTRAL CAUCASUS. 

hlesara J. G. Cockin, H. W. Holder, and H. Woolley having 
travelled to Urusbieh by way of Piatigorsk and the I3aksan valley, 
pitched their camp on August 17 near the shepherd's kosh about 
a mile below the end of the Adyr-su Glacier. 

In order to gain acquaintance with the surrounding mountains 
they ascended (August 19) a snowy summit of about 12,500 ft. on 
the W. side of the valley, commanding a good view of the near 
peaks from Sullukol in the N.E. to Dongusorun in the S.W. The 
point reached is the last eminence to the S.13. of the I<urmuichi 
ridge. Time from the camp, 4: hrs., exclusive of halts. 

ADTR-su BASHI (14,273 ft.). =izcr/zut 22.- Leaving the camp 
a t  9-90 A.X. on August 21, the party crossed the grass slopes above 
- -  - - A  - 

Vide Alpine Journal, vol. xi~. p. 3YO seqq., \ol. xlii. p. 196. 
t Dm Norshe T r ~ r a ~ t f o t c ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ l s  .4(1tboy. 1H91. p 28. 
$ This is the peak so named on Freshfield's innp in The E ~ l d o r n t i o ? ~  of tlw 

Cartcnszrs. 
VOL. SVIJ.1.-NO. CSSXIV.  U 



the right bank of the Adyr-su Glacier, and gaining the right letersl 
moraine of its eastern arm, followed it as far as the junction of 
the side glacier, which descends from the W. faca of Adyr-su 
Bashi. 

Asaending first by the right moraine of this side glacier and 
later by the rocks on its N. side, they gained at 6 P.M. the depression 
(about 12,500 ft.) at  the foot of the N.W. ridge of tbe mountain 
and bivouacked there. Next morning, at  6 A.M., they began the 
ascent of the N.\V. ridge. Granite rocks, steep, but not seriously 
difficult, were succeeded by a short, but steep, ridge of snow in 
good condition. More rocks followed, and then the final wow 
ridge. The lower part of this ridge was very steep, covered with 
ice, and corniced on the N. side; but it gradually became less 
precipitous, and the ice gave place to'snow. The summit-a short 
ridge crowned with rocks-was gained at 9.10, and afforded an 
extensive view, of which L ~ t s g a ,  Svetgar, and Ushba were the 
most striking features. 

Doubtful as to the condition of the snow-slopes, and wishing to 
avoid falling stones encountered during the ascent, the party began 
at 11 A.M. to descend by the S. ridge, but soon met with a check. 
Returning to the summit they eventually descended by a rock gully 
running down the \V. face of the mountain. 

At first good progress was made, but lower, as other gullies 
converged, tedious detours were necessary to avoid falling stones. 
so that it was not till 6 I>.M. that the glacier was reached and the 
line of ascent regained. 

The party arrived at  the camp at 5.16 P.M. 
ATTEMPT TO A ~ C E N D  JAILIK BABHI. A U ~ I I S ~  25.-Having passed 

the night at  a height of about 11,500 ft. on a rock ridge to the N. 
of Freshfield's ' nameless ' glacier, the same party started at  5 A.M., 
traversed slopes of nCv6 to the N.11'. towards Jailik, and reached 
Donkin's pass at  6.46: Ilescending-with some difficulty-about 
200 ft. on the E. side, they turned N.E., and by means of a snow 
couloir gained the eastern ridge of Jailik at noon. 

After ascending the ridge for half an hour further progress was 
stopped by steep smooth rocks coated with ice. 

In  returning to the bivouac Donkin's pass was avoided, and time 
was saved by crossing a gap in the ridge higher and nearer to 
Jailik. 

GUMACHI (13,482 ft.). A7~qust 28.-The same party set out a t  
4 A.M., crossed the grassy shoulder S.W. of the camp, and descended 
 lightly on its 8. side to the left lateral moraine of the western 
arm of the Adyr-su Glacier. (This glacier might be distinguished 
as the Gumachi Glacier.) Having ascended the moraine as far as  
pos~ible, they crossed the glacier and steered southward up the 
ndvd towards the depression at  the \V. end of the Gurnachi ar6te. 
Long detours were necessitated by several crevasses extending 
almost quite across the slopes. The last schrund was ,crossed at  

* Freshfield's map and Ezploration of th Catccasus, ~ ~ ~ e d i x  B, p. 20. 
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10.30. An honr was tbeii spent in cutting steps up a very steep 
slope of hard snow, and hr. more in cutting a gap through the 
cornice, and at  12.30 the t oot of the W. ridge of the mountain was 
reached. This point appeared to be easily accessible from the 
Leksur Glacier on tlie 8. side of the watershed. The western 
a6te  of Gumachi is a somewhat serrated snow ridge, generally 
corniced on the N. side, but fringed on the S. side with rocks. 

The ascent of the ridge was begun at 1 P.M., and after mreral 
projecting points had been surmounted, the summit-a roomy 
shelf of snow-was gained at  8 P.M. Time from the camp, 7b hrs., 
exclusive of halts. The descent was begun at 3.30, and the camp 
regained at 9 P.M. 
ATTEMPTS TO ASCEND BSHEDUKH AND ULLUKARA.-Somewhat 

broken weather ensued, during which the camp was moved to the 
Shikildi glen, two or three hundred yards below the snout of the 
glacier. 

On September 3 the same party ascended tho Shikildi glacier 
for an hour ; then turned eastward and went up the glacier which 
descends from the northern slopes of Bshedukh. After consider- 
able delay in passing the upper ice-fall, they reached and bivouacked 
at a ridge of roclts which separates the head of the glacier from a 
long, straight ice-stream flowing northward to the Adyl-su valley. 

During the night bad weather set in. Nest morning an un- 
succeseful attempt mas made to climb to the N. slopes of Bshedukh 
by a continuation of the rock ridge, and further oparations were 
stopped by a series of snowstorms. 

On September 7, Mr. Holder having left, hiessrs. Cockin and 
Woolley went to the head of the Shikildi Glacier, and passed the 
night on rocks on its right bank. Starting nest morning at  5 A.M., 
they ascended northward, first by rocks and then by glacier and 
snow slopes. 

The head of the Shikildi Glacier is represented in Freshfield's 
map as extending northward to the foot of the W. ridge of 
Bshedukh ; but at 8 the party reached the crest of a much lower 
snow-ridge .branching westward from the maill watershed, and 
separated from the Bshedukh range by a glacier which falls west- 
ward, from a depression in the watershed, towards the Shikildi 
Glacier. By following the snow-ridge eastward for half an honr the 
highest point on the main watershed between Freshfield's Chatuin- 
tau (Shikildi-tau) and Behedukh was gained. 

Although probably not more than 13,000 ft. in height, this 
summit was found to command a magnificent view of Chatuin-tau, 
both peaks of Vshba, and the rock towers of Little ITshba, as well 
as of the Leksur and Chdaat basins. 

On Freshfield's map a pass is marked as connecting the Shikildi 
and Chaleat Glaciers: but this year there is no practicable pass 
directly across the intervening ridge. Probably the pass used 
occasionally by the natives is tlle above-mentioned depression in tllr 
main chain, lying between Ushedukh and the point gained by 

v 3 
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Messrs. Cockin and \T'oolley. I t  had every appearance of being a 
practicable pass to the Clialazt Glacier. 

Scptembcr 19.-After ten days of bad weather, during which the 
Dongusorun pass was crossed, hlessrs. Cockin and Ii'oolley left their 
camp (about an hour below the end of the Leksur Glacier) and 
making their way up the western arm of the Leksur (;lacier found a 
good bivouac (about 8,600 ft.) on tlie right bank, and just opposite 
to Gadil. 

Next day they etarted a t  4 A.M., crossecl the glacier to the N. 
side, and attacked the ice-fall which descends from the main water- 
shed along the western flank of (;adil.* 

The ice-fall presenting great difticulty, and the slopes above it 
being greatly crevassed and covered with 12 in. or so of fresh snow, 
it was not till 1.30 P.N. that the main ridge was gained at a point 
to hlio E. of Ullukara. The weather then became hopelessly bad, 
and further progress was impracticable. 

The bivouac was regained a t  8 P.M., and the camp at  9 A.M. on 
the 21st. 

These expeditions were made without guides. On the longer 
expeditions native porters mere taken about half-way to the sleeping 
places, bat never on slow or ice. 

SIGSOR \.'. SELLA'S ~ X P E D I T I O S S . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~  Vitt0ri0 Sells, %CCOIU- 
panied by a friend, Signor Enlilio Gallo, and some of his Biellese 
fnrm servants as porters, again visited the Caucasus last summer, 
and made an extensive journey on tlle N. side of tlie range. Start- 
ing from Vladikavkaz lie crossed the Kolota Pass and climbed the 
second summit of Tepli. The highest peak appeared very formidable. 
He explored the Songuta Glacier in the Adai Khokh group, and 
reached a lofty peak on one of the spurs that enclose it. He then 
crossed from the Urukh to Balkar by the passes W. of the Bogkho- 
baslii group, climbing on tlie way Sugan (14,730 ft.), its highest 
peak. This proved a long and difficult ascent. He crossed from 
Cheghem to the great Lcksur Glacier by the Bashil Pass. The 
existence of this pass was long ago ascertained by inquiry from the 
('heghem people by A. \V. lloore. hlr. Mummery got into great 
difficulties on its N. 8ide.t The proper native route Signor Sello 
fol~ilrl quite easy. As usual, Signor Sella has brought home a large 
stock of photographs. Two of his cases of photographic material 
were stolen at St. Nikolai, but happily returned undamaged after 
forty-eight hours, the thieves being appare~itly disappointed by the 
nature of their contents. 

SP1TSBERC;EN IX 1806. 

MOUNT S T ~ U ~ A S H C H I S  (c. 3,500 fl.). This peak forms the south 
door-post to the entrance to Ice Fjort1.-On June 18 hlr. E. J .  
Garwood landed alone about 1 P.M., and walked due S. across the 
- - - - - 

* This ice-fall is partly seen on the extreme left of the illubtrntion facing 
p. 14U, vol. i i .  Freshtieltl'\ I . :r l~lo~ct tzo~t  c!t tire Cn~rccrsus. 

t ; i l l ~ ~ ~ c J ~ o r ~ ~ n l ,  \ol. xiv. p. 8:). 
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flat, swampy shore over deep patches of snow and soft bog for about 
4 miles past the north end of the narrow mountain mass of verti- 
ally-bedded Hecla Hook schistose rocks. Turned E. up steep 
screes, followed by steep loose rocks, and then up rottenest paper 
shales to the arbte. Cut through small cornice. The arhte was at 
first of hard red conglomerate and overhung to the W. He fol- 
lowed the narrow ari.te (alternate rock and snow), and then a very 
narrow and steep snow ardte to the first peak. A corniced snow 
ar6te led to the second and highest peak. Splendid and clear 
view. Descended, returning over the lower peak to a knob, then 
IV. doma a rib of steep rotten rock, the couloirs being impracticable 
(frequent avalanches). Bore right, crossing couloirs and dodging 
avalanches. Lost time in returning a considerable distance over 
the worst part of the mountain to retrieve an object dropped. Re. 
turned over the flat to the ship. Total time, (i hrs. No halts 
except for photographing. 

Fox PEAK (c; Q,W ft.). This peak lies S. of Advent Bay, on the 
watershed between Ice Fjord and Van Xlijen's Bay.-On June 25, 
6.30 P.M., Sir Martin Conway and hlr. E. J. Garwood left Cairn 
Camp, in Advent Vale, went S. up a side valley (Fox Valley), over 
two big gullies, then turned W. and climbed an easy ridge of ~ t e e p  
dkbris. This narrowed to the rottenest kind of rock arbte, with holes 
right through it, and led to the top of Bunting Bluff (c. 2,600 ft.), 
which was reached at 11 P.M. Hence a wide, undulating snow-field 
led 5. Tramped across it (snow being in good condition), and thus 
reached a snow ar&te which narrowed to the top of the peak, where 
they arrived about 1 A.M. (26th), preceded by a fox. Brilliantly 
clear view, escept into valleys, which were filled with cloud. Bright 
sunshine. Descended to Bunting Bluff, and groped another way 
down through dense fog. 

Fox PASS (c. 2,800 ft.), E. of Fox Peak.-About 4 P.M., June 27, 
Sir Martin Conway and hir. Garwood left Cairn Camp and advanced 
up Fox Valley to the foot of the glacier at  its head. They bore to 
their right up the glacier, in which were many hidden crevassee, 
then over a bergschrund and up a snow slope to the col (7.45 P.M.). 
On the other side they descended Plough Glacier (whose direction 
is about S.W.) with great difficulty, owing to the depth and aoftness 
of the winter snow, which gave almost no support. Thus they 
gained the head of Dreary Valley, which leads ultimately to Van 
Mijen's Bay. 

BOLTEB PASS (c. 2,300 ft.), W. of Fox Peak.-The same party 
being at the head of Dreary Valley about noon (June 28), instead 
of turning E. to return by Fox Pass, advanced straight N. up 
another branch valley, and so reached the col at 1.45 P.M. Descent 
N. down a glacier and round a great lake and snow swamp on the 
ice, and then over a long ice-foot below the glacier, the whole 
deeply enveloped in soft and utterly rotten snow. Reached Cairn 
Camp about 8 P.M. 

STICKY KEEP (c. 8,500 ft.), on the west side of the Sassendal, 
between the second and third side valleye, counting from Sassen Bay. 
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July 4.-The ascent is very easy, and was made by the Bame 
party. 

GRIT RIDGE (c. 3,000 ft.), part of the mountain mess N. of 
Sticky Keep.-On July 6, 7 P.M., the same party, leaving Waterfall 
Camp, walked down the Sassendal past Sticky Keep, then turned up 
next side valley (Delta Valley), and with difficulty crossed two flooded 
torrents flowing between overhanging ice banks. In the second 
Mr. Garwood had a very narrow escutpe. Reached a glacier at  the 
head of the north side valley, and crossed a col in Grit Ridge 
beyond it, thus gaining a w s s  to the head of a large g h i e r  which, 
draining N., empties down the Saasendal's first aide valley. Tried 
to cross the great basin at  the head of this, but became involved 
in a maze of hidden crevasses, from which, being without a rope, 
they with difficulty disentangled themselves. Making a wide circuit 
in the soft snow, they wturned and climbed a summit on Grit Ridge 
commanding a splendid view. Returned to Waterfall Cemp by way 
of Delta Valley. 

THE TRIDENT (c. 3,400 ft.), the mountain mass next to and 
8.E. of Sticky Keep. It pushes forward three prongs or bluffs 
towards the Sassendel.-On July 10 hlr. Garwood climbed the 
west prong from the S.W., descending by the N.W. On July 11 
Sir Martin Conway and Mr. C~arwood climbed the central prong 
from the col between it and the west prong. No difficulty. 

PROSPECT RIDGE (c. 3,300 ft.), forming the right side of gorge of 
the Ivory Glacier before it opens out above Agardh's Bay.-When, 
at 2 A.M., July 16, tlie caravan with great difficulty, and chiefly 
owing to Mr. Garwood's exertions, had reached the foot of the Ivory 
Glacier, at  the head of the long valley, from the west coast, Sir 
Martin Conway went at  once to find the way eastward. Crossing 
with difficulty the wide, many-channelled ice-foot below the glacier, 
he climbed tlie end of a ridge overlooking its right bank, and then 
followed for about three miles along the crest of this ridge, in the 
teeth of a furious gale, to its highest point, whence there was a clear 
view over a vast field of inland ice, and over Agardh's Bay and Stor 
Fjord, to the distant Edge's Land. Heached camp about 6 A.M. 

IVORY (I+ATE.-T~~ same day Sir Martin Conway, Dr. 6ragoq-, 
and Rlr. Garwood left camp about 11 P.M. and crossed the wide 
domed foot of the Ivory Glacier to Agardh's Bay. The only 
difficulty was in finding a way down the great ice-cliff at  the east 
side. 

FLOWER PASS (c. 2,500 ft.) AXD PEAK (c. 8,000 ft.), apparently 
the nest point S. of Mount Lusitania.. The pass is W. of the 
peak.-July 22 Sir Martin Conway and Dr. Gregory left De Geer 
Camp, on the shore of Ice Fjord, at 11 A.M., and mounted the Flower 
Valley S. behind camp to the glacier a t  its head, and up this to 
the col, thence up a d6bris ridge to the peak (4 P.M.). Fine view, 
but freezing wind. Descended straight down face of peak to the 
glacier, again becoming entangled without a rope amongst concealed 

- - - - - - -. - - - 
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crevasses, into which they broke through more than once. Went 
down glacier and valley to camp. 

BOOMING PEAK (c. 3,500 ft.), overlooking Booming Glacier, near 
Brent Pass, the col between Advent Vale and the 8assendal.-This 
was ascended on July 28 by Mr. Garwood. The route lay up a, 

long snpw ar&te, running 8. between Rooming and Baldhead 
giaciers. 

BORN SUNDB TIND (4,56Oft.),overlooking Horn 8ound,the highest 
measured peak in 8pitsbergen.-This was climbed by Mr. Garwood, 
Mr. Trevor-Battye, and Ice-master Bottolfsen on August 18. The 
ascent was somewhat misleadingly described in the ' Times ' by Mr. 
Trevor-Battye. Mr. Garwood led over several miles of crevassed 
glacier, and found the peak, which he had never ueen, through a 
dense fog. They camped for some days a t  the foot, and finally 
made the ascent in bad weather. Mr. Garwood led the whole way 
and cut all the steps. He reached the long summit ridge, but 
could not climb the final rock-tooth, being inadequately supported 
by his companions. A full account of this, the most important 
climb of the expedition, will be published in the ' Alpine Journal.' 

W. M. C. 

ALPIKE ACCIDENTS I N  1896. 
THE past summer, though not rivalling the phenomenal season 
which preceded it, has, nevertheless, been far too prolific in the 
matter of Alpine accidents. I t  might have been expected that the 
very bad weather which prevailed in the Alps this year would hme 
reduced tha number of fatal accidents, as it certainly reduced the 
number of expeditions made. I t  is true, no doubt, that while there 
were in the High Alps during the fine summer of 1896 fifteen 
accidents, costing twenty lives (including, in addition to those 
tabulated by us at  the time, the death of Herr Franellich, noted at  
the end of this article), in the bad season of 1896 we record but 
eight accidents.(eleven lives lost). Pet even this number is far too 
large, and is due in part to the increasing custom of attacking 
peaks even when they are in bad condition. In 1896, as in 1895, 
there were also many fatal accidonts on minor summits (Dent du 
Jaman, Croix de Javernaz, and many in the Eastern Alps), while 
among the narrow escapes nono is, perhaps, more remarkable than 
that of a young Oxford man, who, while climbing (with guides) 
the Aiguilles Rouges d' Arolla, was so frightfully injured by a falling 
stone in a gully that at  one moment the doctors gave him but 
twenty-four hours to live-ra prophecy fortunately falsified. 

Dismissing at  once the Oedkarspitze accident (which happened 
very early in the season, and at  a spot where there is usually no snow), 
and that on the Upper Grindelwald Glacier (which took place on 
what may almod be called a beaten track), the six others were due, 
arc will be seen from the table subjoined, to one or other of two 
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cauees-a slip on rock, or a fall through a snow corniche. Both 
causes were, in part, at  least, due to the bad weather, which rendered 
the season of 1896 so wretched. Yet this bad weather should have 
impressed on the minds of climbers the necessity of extra caution, 
above all in the case of corniches. We have commented on each 
accident separatsly, and need only say here that it must alwajs 
remain a profound mystery that so esperienced a party as that 
on the Lyskamm should have, we must say, deliberately attacked a 
dangerous peak when in a most dangerous condition. 

TABLE OF ACCIDENTS I N  1896. 

F '  Gum 1 
I 

I June 22 ' Otto Fellner ... Oedkarspitze ... I 1 
I I 

August 11 ' R. Majoni ... ZaQferspihe ... 
,, 15 1 C. H. Funk ... Predigtstuhl ... 
, 20 { :&'::' Meije ... 

I ... I 
( 

I ,, 26 a. Coma ... ... I I'etite Sassidre 1 
I 

I I 
September 5 F. Drasch Gross Morchner I 1 

,, 9 G. H. Betjemann Upper Grindel- I 1 
"' 1 vald Glacier I 

Max Gllnther .. 10 / Xomnnlmboden I 1 Iysknmm ... 3 
P. J. Ruppen J 1 

I I I 
I 

Slip on hard 
snow ; un- 
roped. 

Slip on rock. 
Slip on rock. 

Fy;o$rou$ / 
niche. 

Probable slip 
on rock, per- 
haps nva- 
lanche. 

Fall Lhrough 
snow cor- 
niche. 

Slip on rock. 
Collapse of 

snow-bridge. 

ACCIDENT ON THE OEDBARSPITZE. 

' 

, 

: 

ON June 22 Herren Georg and Otto Fellner, of Munich (the 
former an experienced climber), started a t  5.30 A.M. from the 
Angeralm, and ascended, by way of the Marxenkar, the three 
peaks (highest 9,003 ft.) of the Oedkartipitze, in the Karwendek 
group, N. of Innsbruck. They had intended to climb also the- 
adjacent and rather higher Rirkkarspitze, but, abandoning this 
idea on account of a dangeroue corniche on the ridge, proceeded 
down the Schlauchkar (then filled with snow) on their ' atageisen.!' 
They were following the tracks of a previous party when Otto 
slipped, flashed past his brother, and fell over a cliff about 160 ft, 
in height. His brother rejoined him in + hr., and managed tcr 
convey him off the snowfield ; but Otto soon after died from 
internal injuries. The two brothera were alone and without a 
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guide, while at the time of the accident they were not roped, 
From Purtscheller a ~ d  Hess's Hochtourist in den Ostalpen,' i, 
p. 88, it appears that usually the Schlauchkar is a rock gorge filled 
with huge boulders, there being ~ n l y  a few patches of old snow 
near the opening between the Oedkarspitze and the Birkkarspitze. 

- - - - - - - - - 

ACCIDENT ON THE ZWOLFERSPITZE. 

ON August 11 Dr. Rudolf Majoni, a young man of 22, and son of a 
high official at In~lsbruck, lost his life on the summit (8,353 ft.), 
which rises above Neustift in the Stubaithal, and is the end of t h e  
ridge coming from the Habicht. With his sister and another lady, 
but without a guide, he made the ascent, and on the descent had 
reached the last difficulty. This is a chimney, leading the way 
down which the unfortunate man slipped, turned over several 
times, and was found dead at  the base. He seems to have struck 
his head almost immediately against a rock, and to have lost his. 
consciousness at  once. 

- - 

ACCIDENT ON THE PREDIGTSTITHL. 

ON August 15 Herr C. H. Funk, of Munich, the Secretary of the  
Bayerland Section of the German and Austrian Alpine Club, and 
a rock climber of great experience, was killed an the Predigtstuhl 
(8,860 ft.), in the Niedere Tauern range. Accompanied only by a 
friend, he had reached the most difficult part of the ascent, a rock- 
step at the upper end of a steep rock chimney about 100 ft. below 
the summit. His friend, who was leading, could not manage t a  
get up this bit, whereupon Herr Funk tried a way to the right 
which seemed to him easier ; but he had hardly got up 10 ft. when 
he lost his hold, and was precipitated some 650 ft. through t h e  
chimney to the Grieeenerkar below. I t  was only after four days' 
strenuous labour that the body was recovered and brought down. 
The two friends were not roped on this ascent, which is described 
by Purtscheller and Hess, ' Hochtourist in den Ostalpen,' ii. p. 156, 
as not a difficult chmb. 

ACCIDENT ON THE MEIJE. 

ON August 20 two French climbers, 1111. E. Thorant and A, 
Payeme, of Grenoble, perished near the foot of this peak. The 
following account is abndged from a v e q  detailed narrative, which 
has been courteously placed at our disposal by Mr. Stutfield, who 
took a prominent part in organising the rescue party :-On the  
night of August 18 four parties found themselvee at  the Chittelleret 
Club hut. Of these Mesers. Stutfield and Spencer had that day 
climbed the Meije, and two otlier English parties proposed to do 
the same on the morrow, while the two French climbers had 
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arrived (accompanied by their wives, Madame Thorant being, we 
believe, the first lady who ever ascended the Meije) from Le Grave 
over the Brkhe  de la Meije. Next morning the French ladies 
returned.to La Grave by the Col du Clot des Cavales, while the 
two English and one French caravan8 set out for the Meije, thc 
French climbers being without guides. They were passed on 
the ' Promontoire ' by the English parties, and again on the 
descent, the French gentlemen then stating tbat they proposed to 
pass the night on the rocks near the foot of the Glacier C m e .  
They were seen from La Grave on the summit s t  about 2.30 P.M., 
and later in the evening from the S. side on or near the Glacier 
CarrB. The weather had been fine during the day, though it grew 
dull and threatening towards evening ; but rain was falling (no 
doubt snow above) on the morning of the 20th. As the French 
climbers had not arrived, hlessrs. Stutfield and Spencer, with a 
number of Swiss and Dauphine guides, set out in order to render 
aid if required. Two of the Dauphine men went ahead and found 
the bodies at the foot of the ' Grand Couloir ' descending IY. from 
the ' Pyramide nuhamel,' and returned with the news to the pest. 
Mr. Spencer, however, thought it better to go up himself in case 
the Frenchmen were not dead, but found the bodiiw ~ l r e a d y  stiff 
and cold. hir. Stutfield meanwhile descended to La BQrarde, and 
gave the alarm. Next day, after some d e l ~ ~ ,  owing to opposi- 
tion by the local authorities on formal p u n d s ,  a large party of 
gentlemen and guides went up and, with the aid of a party of 
villagers which arrived later, brought the bodies down to L a  
Bbrarde. We give here Mr. Stutfield's exact words :--' The body 
of If. Payerne was lying fece downwards in the snow; that of 
M. Thorant hung on the rope, which was unbroken, in the crevasse 
between the rock and the ice, and we had some di5culty in extri- 
c&g it. Their hats, gloves, one boot torn from M. Payerne's 
foot, a crampon, and other articles littered the snow, but the ares 
were not to be found. Uoth had sustained severe injuries on the 
head, and it is satisfactory to know that death must have been 
instantaneous. Cnriously enough, 11. Payerne's watch mas still 
goiug ; that of M. Thorant had stopped at 7.45. I t  went on again, 
however, on being shaken, and I do not think this can have been the 
hour of the accident, as there was no snow on either of the bodies 
when they were found.' 

Assuming that the %o unfortunate climbers carried out their 
expressed intention of gleeping near the foot of the Glacier C a d ,  
they must, on tlie morning of the 20th, have descended the great 
rock mall which constitutes the chief difficulty of this expedition. 
Thence the way is much easier, and it would seem that they were 
within a few yards of safety (namely, the Etanqons Glacier) when 
the mishap took place. How precisely this occurred will never be 
known wit11 certainty. Perhaps one of them was exhausted by the 
long descent in bad weather and slipped ; perhaps a small snow 
avalanche in the couloir carried them off their feet. But when it 
is asserted (as has been the case) that their undertaking waa a aery 
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rash one, it ought, in fairness to tllose who can no longer speak for 
themselves, to be remembered that they had alone practically 
accomplished the ascent and descent (under unfavoiirable circum- 
stances) of one of the most difficult mountains in the Alps, and 
perished just as their climb was about to be crowned by success. 

M. Thorant was buried (without any religious ceremony) by his 
own formal desire, sereral times espressed, in the corilmztne wherein 
he met his end, and now rests by the side of another victim of the 
Jleije, Dr. Elnil Zsigmondy, c!ose to the little churchyard of 
St. Christophe. He was only 40 years of age, and a bold and es- 
perienced climber, though he preferred to go alone. Witness his 
solitary ascent of the S. Aiguille dlArves, and his traverse in very 
fast time of the three peaks of Belledonne. He was the founder 
(in 1895) and President of the ' Rocher Club,' of Grenoble, formed 
to eneonrage the guideless climbing of rock peaks. M. Payerne 
was rather older, and a professor at the LycBe, of Grenoble. Con- 
trary to what has been stated he was a good and experienced 
climber, and had done nluch good work for the ' Soci8t6 des 
Touristes du Dauphinb,' first as assistant secretary, then as librarian. 
He was buried at  Grenoble, over 6,000 persons being present at  the 
funeral, as we learn from one who was there. I t  is pleasant to 
read in the French papers the warm espression of thanlts to 
Mr. Stutfield, Mr. Spencer, and all other foreign gentlemen and 
guides, who exerted themselves with true courtesy to do their 
utmost for their unfortunate comrades in arms. 

11'. A. B. C. 
- 

ACCIDENT ON THE PETITE BASSIERE. 
ON August 26, Signor G. Corra, one of the most active members of 
the Italian Alpine Club, lost his life on or near this very easy peak 
(12,051 ft.), which rises just to the N. of the Aiguille de la Grande 
Sassihre in the Tarentaise. Accompanied by (i. B. Pellissier and 
Cssar Meynet, both of Val Tournanche, he had started early that 
morning from the hamlet of Fornet at  the head of the Val Grisanche, 
and had effected (it is said very quickly) the ascent of Uw Grande 
Sassidre apparently by the S-E. arete, a route discovered in 
1878 by Messrs. Coolidge and Yeld.. The party then descended 
by the N. arite, but it is not quite clear from the published 
mounts  in the 'Rivista Mensile ' whether they had got much 
beyond the depression between the two peaks, or had actually 
gained the summit of the Petite Sassidre itself, though the latter 
seems most probab1e.t Somewhere on this ridge a snow corniche 
broke under their feet, and all three fell down the Italian 
- - - - -. - P P -- - - 

* Alpine Journal, rol. i x .  pp. 101-2. 
f The traverse from one peak to the other offers not the slightest diffi- 

culty, and was drat effected in 1889 by Signor (3. Bobbs, who took only 
60 min. Bolkttino del C. A.  I., 1890, pp. 79, 80. Alpine Jotcmal, vol. xiv. 
pp. 493-4. 
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slope. The rope soon broke, and Meynet was left behind, his two 
comrades being carried some SO0 ft. lower. Both guides were 
injured, but Signor Corra had sustained such wounds in his head 
that in about 10 mins. after the fall was checked he had ceased to 
live. The guides went down to the highest hamlet in the Val 
Grisanche and reported this sad accident. That night a searcli 
party was sent out, which nest day discovered the body, ' almost 
covered with snow and frozen, about 650 ft. below, or to the E. 
of, the summit of the Petite Sassidre, in other words, just opposite 
the Col de Bassac d6r6.' I t  was transported down to the ~alIey, 
and later to Turin, where Signor Corra resided. 

The surviving guides declare that the snow was in very bad con- 
dition, while the weather was bad, the clouds thick (so that they 
could scarcely see each other, though tied close together, as the rope 
was too short), and the wind very strong. These t h i n p  being so, 
it is most likely that the party kept too much on the crest of the 
ridge. instead of on the easier French s lo~e.  and not being able to 
seethe corniche fell,' as might be expectedrwhen they trod Lpon it.t 

w. A. B. C. 

ACCIDENT ON THE GROSS MORCHNER. 

ON September 5 Dr. Fritz Llrasch, of Graz, one of the best and 
most experienced of the present generation of Austrian moun- 
taineers, perished in rather a singular fashion on this peak (10,785 
feet), one of the Zillerthal group. We summarise here the very 
detailed account by his companion, Herr Sirk, which is printed in 
No. 18, 1896, pp. 221-2, of t l ~ e  ' Mittlleilungen ' of the German and 
Austrian Alpine Club, while we avoid any expression of opinion as 
to the heated controversy which has arisen with regard to the acts 
of a Cierman climber and his guide, who climbed the peak the same 
day. For a long time Dr. Ilrasch had entertained the idea of 
ascending the Gross Morchner from the N.E., starting from the 
Greizer Club hut at  the head of the Floitenthal. A steep ice-gully 
descends from the summit, and is limited on either side by a rock 
ridge, the right-hand one of which (looking from the Club hut) was 
that up which Dr. Drasch proposed to clamber. With his friend, 
Herr Sirk, he slept with this intention a t  the hut on the night 
of September 4. A Cierman climber and his guide were also there, 
and started next morning half an hour before Dr. Drasch and Herr 
Sirk. Mrhen the latter reached the foot of the mountain they found 
that the others had ascended by the right-hand ridge, and therefore, 
to avoid the stones dislodged from above b them, attacked, but with 
a certain hesitation, the left-hand ridge, ngich was known to be the 

* Hivista ~Vmi le ,  Sept. 1896, p. 392. 
t For further details see the official and authorised accounts published in 

the August and September numbers of the liivistu, pp. 350, 391. The poor 
illustration at p. 75 of the 18!l0 Bollcttino shows the slope down which the fa11 ' 
took p!ace. 
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more difficult of the two. The ascent proved as difficult as was 
feared. 

The two friends had reached the upper third of the mountain, 
when it hecame necessary for Dr. Drasch to climb over a great 
boulder, Herr Sirk remaining behind this rock and wedging the 
rope in between the boulder and the rock. Dr. Drasch had his end 
of the rope securely fastened round his body, while he carried three 
or four lengths of the rope across his chest and one shoulder. 
Herr Sirk could now see nothing of what his friend was doing, but 
felt the rope tighten then slacken, according as Dr. Drasch advanced 
or retreated. Suddenly, however, without hearing any cry or 
other noise, Herr Sirk felt a terrific jerk of tlie rope, which forced 
his left hznd against the rock and injured it. As he received no 
answer to liis repeated shouts, he managed to get on to the top of 
the boulder, and there saw his unfortunate friend hanging at the 
end of the rope. Herr Sirk, with a whistle, gaye the ' Alpine Dis- 
tress Signal,' in hopes that the other party, then on the summit, 
might hear it, but in vain. With great difficulty he succeeded in 
descending to Dr. Drasch. He tried to revire him by rubbing 
with cognac and snow, but efforts were fruitless. He then managed 
to get down the dangerous ice gully somehow (as his injured hand 
did not allow him to climb rocks), and reached Ginzling that night, 
but owing to the weather it was only two days later that a strong 
party of guides succeeded in bringing down Dr. Drasch's body. 
Herr Sirk (who is a member of the medical profession) states that 
when he reached Dr. Drasch both his heart and pulse had ceased 
to beat. He had fallen twice the length of the free rope, or 
between 80 and 95 ft. Death was due to the terrific jerk, whioh 
caused internal injuries, and 7wt (as was at  first believed) to one of 
the coils of the rope having got round his neck and throttled him. 
This latter point was made clear when it was later discovered on 
carefully examining the body that the rope across his chest had 
only bent his head on one side. Dr. Drasch was but thirty-nine 
years of age, but had been a climber for eighteen years, having 
often been with Herr Purtscheller, who has written a touching 
notice of his lost comrade. 

Most probably a slip on the rock was the cause of this sad 
accident, but possibly the handhold may have suddenly given way. 
As Herr Sirk heard no cry, it is pretty certain that the mishap 
proved fatal at once. I t  is a180 said that the mountain was in 
bad condition that day, while Dr. Drasch was rather excited by 
the fact of another party having taken his intended route, and so 
was inclined to hurry and to forcd bad bits, whicli he might have 
hesitated to try when in a calmer frame of mind. 

- - - 

ACCIDENT ON THE UPPER GRINDELWALD 
GLACIEE. 

Ox September 9 Mr. Gilbert Richard Betjemann (a young man of 
thirty-one, who was a ~iolinist at  the Opera in London, his father 



bein lender of the orchestra there) was killed on this glacier. He 
left brindelwald in the morning with Rudolf Bernet (said to be a 
young and inexperienced guide) to make the exoursion to the  
Gleckstein Club hut and back. They took the ordinary route by 
the Milchbach chalet, and had reached the right edge of the glacier 
when the accident took p l m .  The following account is mainly 
taken from that published in the ' Revue Alpine ' (of Lyons), 1896, 
p. 302, by Mr. Andreas Fischer, one of the teachers a t  the 
Grindelwald Secondary School, who was one of the first persons 
on the spot after tlie accident occurred. In order to gain the rocks 
on the right bank of the glacier it was necessary to cross a snow- 
bridge of avalanche snow, which had been used d l  the summer 
and safely traversed that very morning by another party. Bernet, 
however, seems to have had his doubts as ti, its solidity, and 
bidding hlr. Uetjemann remain on the ice, proceeded himself 
cautiously on to the bridge. But it gave way under his weight, 
and he fell some distance into the chasm thus caused. He was 
hurt considerably, but after recovering himself was able with some 
difficulty to climb out on to the ice. To his surprise Mr. Betje- 
inann was not there, and getting no response to his repeated 
shouhs he concluded that his enlployer had probably run back in 
search of help. (Most likely he had been stunned by his fall, and 
imagined that a longer time llad elapsed since the accident than 
was really the case.) He therefore started back, but at  the chalet 
ascertained that JIr. netjemanil 11ad not arrived there. Joined by 
Mr. Fischer, who happened to be on the spot, and by two other 
guides, who were on their way down tlie IVetterhorn, he returned 
to the scene of the accident. ('rossing the snow-bridge further to 
the left, the party soon caught sight of the unfortunate traveller, 
who was lying on the roclis after a fall of 15 to 20 ft. He wss 
still breathing, but after he had with some difficulty been taken 
out of tlle chasm soon passed away, despite all efforts to preserve 
his life. The body was carried down to Grindelwald that night. 
We are informed that the local doctor who was called in to certify 
the cause of death was of opinion that the gentleman was far less 
hurt than liis guide, but that he perished through suffocation, 
owing to the inass of snow and ice which had fallen on his face 
and chest. I t  is obvious that this accident belongs to the class of 
those which will happen despite all care, and was the purest 
mishap. The two were not roped together, but the glacier at that  
point is so easy that it is not at all usual to rope while crossing it. 

XCCIDEST ON THE LI'SIiAblhl. 

THE most terrible nccident of the past season was that in which 
Dr. Mas Gunther (to wliose projected journey to the Sikhim 
Ilimalayns in 1H97 allusion was made in our last number), with his 
guides, Roman Iinboden and Peter Joseph Ruppen, perished by a 
fall through a co:.iiiche on the E. arCte of the Lyekamm. The 
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~rinted accounts state that the spot was precisely the sama as that 
on which two English climbers, with the three brothers Knubel, 
lost their lives in 1877. But we are informed in a letter from 
Joseph Imboden (father of Roman) that the accident took place 
not on the 'grande corniche,' but on a minor one, presumably 
nearer the Lysjoch. 

On September 8, Dr. Giinther's party slept in the new BAtemps 
Club hut, at the foot of Monte Rosa. Here they met Herr Spinner, 
of Aarau, and his guide, Zuber, who were contemplating the ascent 
of Monte Rosa. The weather on the 9th was thoroughly bad. 
During the day Dr. Giinther invited Herr Spinner to join his own 
party, at  any rate aa far as the Lysjoch, whence they could con- 
tinue the ascent or not as they felt inclined. The united parties 
accordingly lefi the hut at  4 A.M. on the morning of the 10th. 
Though the sky was quite clear, a warm S. wind was blowing, and 
the snow was so soft as to make the ascent exceedingly laborious. 
They reached the Lysjoch at 9 A.M., and as Herr Spinner did not 
wish (according to his statement in the November ' Alpina,' p. 138) 
to continue the ascent, he niade a rendezvous at  that spot for 
3 or 4 hrs. later with Dr. Giinther's party, and proceeded with his 
guide towards the Ludwigshohe, which he had some idea of climb- 
ing. He could thus watch the other party on its way up the 
Lyskamm, which would have been impossible from the Lysjoch 
itself (ibid.). At 10.30 Zuber, who had been watching the progress 
of the others (rendered slow by the state of the snow), heard the 
roar of an avalanche, and saw a cloud of snow blowing from the E. 
ridge of the Lyskamm. He at once feared that an accident had 
happened, and being joined by the caretakers of the Capanna 
Margherita on the Signal Kuppe (who had also seen this cloud 
and the fall), the four proceeded to a point whence the three bodies 
could be seen lying on the snow at the base of a precipice of about 
1,500 ft. in height. Zuber and his employer at  once descended to 
the Riffelalp, one or both of the Italians going down on the Italian 
side to give the alarm. Search parties at  once set out from either 
side. The Swiss found by the bodies a party of ten Italians, who 
had come up earlier, and who helped to convey the bodies as far a s  
the Lysjoch, whence they were brought down to Zermatt on the 
evening of the 11th. Each of the victims had received injuries 
which must have been instantly fatal; but, while it is satisfac- 
tory to know that none of them died a lingering death, there is 
considerable reason for supposing that they did not fall simul- 
taneously. The hole in the corniche, which was clearly visible 
from below, was singularly small and well defined, thus n e e -  
thing the supposition that they all three fell together. The 
bodies of the two guides lay prostrate on the snow, but that 
of Dr. Giinther occupied a sitting posture, and presented the 
following peculiarities: The coat was turned up firmly over the 
head, while the right arm was stretched upwards, the shoulder 
being dislocated, and the hand firmly clenched. From these and 
sundry minor indications it has been argued that Imboden, who 
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was leading, must have suddenly disappeared through the corniche, 
that Dr. Cfiinther must have struck his axe into the snow, and held 
on to it firmly with one hand while he was being pulled feet first 
through the rotten eave of snow, and that Huppen must hare 
been jerked from whatever position he was in by the fall c.f the 
second man. The rope was broken between each of the bodies, 
while of. the three ice axes only the iron head of one was fonnd. 
The ' Alpina ' November number, p. 129, announces that neither 
guide had insured his lifo according to the sclieme arranged by the 
Swiss Alpine Club, while we are informed that Ruppen leares a 
young widow and ~lix children in great poverty. \Yhen dealing 
with the Lyskamm accident of 1877 me wrote :-' Eve11 the best 
guides hare a tendency to li~lderestimate an invisible danger on 
well-known ground. Moreover, a leader arid step-cutter has special 
temptations to keep near the crest of tlie mountains, wliere lie 
finds the slope less steep than a yard or two lower down, and t b  
foothold often snow in place of hard ice.' These words need only 
to be eupplemented by tlie fact that in 189G the S. wind had made 
the snow and ice so rotten that even in the forenoon the party did 
not dare to skirt on the N. face for fear of starting avalanches, to 
esplnin why D r .  tiiinther's party lost tlieir lives. \Ye are com- 
pelled, taking all these points into considoration, to express our 
utter amazement that a party of experienced mountaineers should 
have even thought of trying under sucll conditions a lliountain so 
notorious for its dangerous corniclles as the Lyskamm. 

ACCIDENT IN THE CHI BOTHSTOCIi GROUP. 

IT seems best to chronicle here an accident which occurre3 towards 
the end of November 1896, though but little is known about it. 
On November 23, Herr Julius Franellich, of Trieste, a young man 
of twenty-four years of age, and a student at the Federal Poly- 
technic School in Ziirich, left Ziirich, slept that night at  the 
l<riinttl Club hut, at the head of the Erstfeld valley, and next day, 
alone, effected t l ~ e  ascent of the Gross Spannort. He descended 
that afternoon to Engelberg, where he arrived between 3 and 
4 P.M., but made no stay, inquiring the way to the Plankenalp Club 
hut, for wliich lie started alone at  once, as lie proposed to cross 
the Vri Rotllstock the nest day to Isenthal. Since that time no 
traces have been found of the unfortunate traveller. As he did 
not return to Ziiricli by tllc 27tl1, his friends searched nearly the 
whole range of the I-ii liothstock, but in vain. There was no 
certain trace of liis having been in tho Club hut, or on the summit 
of tlie Uri Rothstoclr, or in any of the chalets in the Grossthal and 
Kleinthal, which descend from the peak to the hamlet of Isenthal. 
His fate, therefore, must reinain a matter of conjecture. Some 
think that he fell over tlie steep rocks at the head of the Horbisthal, 
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as darkness would have overtaken him before reaching the Club 
hut;  others are or' opinion that he fell into a crevasse on the 
Bliimliealpfirn, below, the peak. A full account of the search is 
given in No. 8, 1896, pp. 81-3 of the ' Alpina,' the organ of the 
Swim Alpine Club. In the January number of the same paper 
(p. 10) it is stated that Herr Franellich had climbed Mont Blanc, 
the Matterhorn, &o., without guides. But that is quite a di!Terent 
thing from venturing to climb alone in the early winter, perhaps on 
glaciers which are not in themselves difficult, but at  that season 
very treacherous. Solitary climbing has thus claimed yat another 
victim. 

AT the beginning of last October it was stated in the Austrian . 
Parliament by one of the members that since 1889 there have 
taken place on the Raxalp no fewer than thirty-seven fatal acci- 
dents, while eleven persons were severely hurt ; of this number of 
accidents twenty-seven and three respectively took place in 1896. 
The Raxalp (highest point 6,691 ft.) is a favourite resort of 
holiday-makers from Vienna. Bladeker describes it as a plateau 
(whereon ore many hay huts and an inn) with steeply-sloping 
sides, up which tracks have been made. It would thus appear 
that it is not the High Alps only which ore the scene of fatal 
accidents among the mountains, and newspaper writers would do 
well to bear this in mind when penning sensational articles for 
popolar conaumption. 

&PIKE NOTES. 

NOTES FROM COQNE.--It would seem that the Herbetet is often 
struck by lightning, for when I climbed this attractive peak, on 
July 25 this year, my guides, Albert and Benedikt Supersaxo, of 
Seas, who, with Mr. F. W. Oliver, made the first ascent by the 
S. ardte on September 20, 1895, were surprised to find that nothing 
was left of the cairn that they had on that occasion rebuilt upon the 
summit.* Perhaps the disappearance of the pinnacle which played 
a prominent part in the first ascent of the Grivola in 1869 + may be 
due to the same cause. I have often thought it would be interest- 
ing if a record of some prominent and familiar summit could be 
kept, and the changes in its shape noted from year to year. I n  
default of a sketch or photograph a sllort verbal description might 
suffice ; and I hereby make my contribution to the subject. ' On 
July 18, 1896, the summit of the Grivola was a delicate crest of 
snow, some 10 yards long, highest at  the E. end, where it culmi- 
nated in a fine three-sided point. This crest of snow was about 
4 ft. high on the S.E. side, resting on rock.' Perhaps some one 

- -  
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who visited the summit later in the season will record what he 
observed. 

Visitors to Cogne often complain of the discomforts of the 
Pousmt and Herbetet huts, but there is surely no need to sleep 
out either for the Grivda or Herbetet. Leaving Cogne a t  2.15 A.M. 
in brilliant moonlight, and crossing the E. ar6te low down in pass- 
ing from the Horbetet Glacier to the Dzasset Glacier, we easily 
reached the Col Bonney at  8.30, in 10 min. less than 6 hrs. of 
actual going. From Col Bonney to the summit, by the S. adte, 
took us just 24 hrs., of which 15 min. were spent by the guides in 
pulling down the cairn they had built last year on the ' Grosser 
Thurm,' and rebuilding i t  a few feet further south, in a position 
where it is better seen froin the summit, for it appears that the 
local guides and gardes-clm.~.se are disiliclined to believe that this 
arCte has ever been climbed. The weather wns perfect, and we 
basked on the summit for more than an  hour, and then came down 
the eastern arCte. (Time from the summit to Herbetet Glacier, 
1 hr. 40 min.) I must confess thnt, with the exception of the 
traverse on the E. side of the 'Grosser Tliurm '--along which a 
bouquetin or chamois had preceded us-and the short pitch near 
the summit, so graphically described in tlic paper above referred 
to,* I thought the S. arcte distinctly easier tllan the eastern. The 
two together form n delightful expedition. (Time, excluding halts, 
from Cogne to the sumrriit by Col 1301lney and S. arGte, 
7 hrs. 50 niin. ; arid from summit to Cogne by eastern arhte, 
4 hrs. 55 min.) The guides assured me that on the S. ar&te we 
followed precisely the route that they llad discovered wit11 Mr. F. W. 
Oliver it1 September 1805. 

On a less perfect day we aecended Punta Lavina by the N. arcte, 
n~hicli seems the obvious course to take from Cogne, descending by 
the Mr. face and Lavint~ (;lacier. I counted seven species of flowering 
plants in bloom on the rocks just below tlic N. suintnit (10,739 ft.). 
A few days earlier 1 had noticed Sa.rifrm,a ol~l~ositifidia growing 
luxuriantly on tlie rocks quite half-way up the S.E. face of the  
Grivola, and therefor0 not less than 12,000 ft. nbove sea level. I 
never found it at  such a height before ; and a passage in Mr. 
Freshfield's ' Ksploration of tlie Caucasus ' t makes me think that  
the fact may be worth recording. Tliere is certainly no need to 
sleep out for tlie I'lunta Lavina, for, though we only left Cogne a t  
fi . \ . ~ r . ,  being doubtful of the weather, we easily reached the S. (and 
highest) sli~llillit before 12.30, liaring spent fully an  hour in halts 
and watching n great herd of chanlois. At the King's hunting 
lodge in Cogne I saw five skulls of boucjuetins, with skin and hair 
attacllrd, that had bcen found this year atnong avalanche tlch5ris. 
The inortitlitj from this cause mnst be considerable, for the Cogne 
valley, where tliese heads were found, is only a part of the district 
they inliabit. Sor  can I understand wliy bouquetins should sufl'er 
more froin tliis cause t h i ~ i  chnillois. J .  S. RIASTEHMAN. 

-- 

* .11]1~?tr , T I I I I I ~ I ( ~ ~ ,  vol. x \ i ~ i .  pp. !l.$-4. 
? > A ~ ~ ~ ~ l v ~ ~ ~ t ~ u ~ ~  t l ~ c  C ' ( ~ I ~ C ( L ~ ~ Q ,  101. i. p. 43. 
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7 A'PRESENT M' CHIUSTIAN ALMEB;-We are asked to' stbte- that - 
it is proposed by some of his friends to make a present of a sum of 
money ko old Christain Almer on hia golden wedding. A certain 
sum has already been subscribed, and any further contributions. 
w:ll be received by the Assistant-Secretary, at  the Club Rooms, and 
acknowledged in these columns. The list will be closed at  
Christmas. 

LIBRARY.--T~~ Honorary Librarian has to thank those members 
who have sent him for the Club set copies of the 'Journal,' in 
covers as issued, in response to the notice in the last number. The, 
parts still wanting are, 21. 32, 33, 35-87, 63, 64, 67, 78, 79. 

\\'IMSTRUBEL DISTRICT.-THE DAUBENJOCH.--T~~S p&SS (about 
2,900 m.) affords the most direct communication between. Montana 
and the Gemmi. From the HBtel du Parc, Montana, proceed N.E. 
through pastures and forest, and cross the Sinihse torrent a t  a .  
point a little N.W. of the chalets of Plumagy, where it receives a 
' bisse ' (shown by a blue line on the Swiss map) which, deriving 
its water from the Raspille torrent near the chalets of Nousey, 
winds round the slopes of the Petit Mont Bonvin, just below the 
Plateau de Mont Tubang. Follow the course of the ' bisse ' to near 
Nousey, where cross the Raspille by a bridge and take a herdsman's 
track, ascending E. to the opening of the Varneralp. Skirt this N. 
to where the stream is~ues  from the Varnerkumme ; follow the 
stream, and afterwards climb easy shale slopes to the ridge (about 
2,600 m.) between the Trubelnstock and Zayettazhorn. An easy 
descent down snow and shale slopes leads to the Trubeh~, a curious 
circular basin well worth visiting, lying between the Zayettazhorn, 
Trubelnstock, Schwartzhorn, Daubenhorn, and Loshorner. Ascend 
shale slopes N.E. to the joch (about 2,900 m.) between the 
Daubenhorn and the slightly higher, but unnamed, point marked 
2,981 on the Swiss map. Descend N. by easy slopes of snow and 
shale to the Liimmernboden, whence follow the S. bank of the 
stream to the Gemmi (H. Wildstrubel). 

Time about 8 hrs.* 
THE LAHSCHITRITT.-T~~S pass (about 2,600 m.) is the most 

direct route between Montana and Leukerbad. From the HBtel dn 
Parc, Montana, proceed as in previous route to the Trubeln, whence 
descend S.E. by steep p a s s  slopes, upon which in the summer 
months a few goats obtain a precarious subsistence. Tliese slopes 
terminate in rocks of the usual Gemmi type, near the falls of a 
torrent which descends S.E. from the point marked 2,486 on the 
Swiss map. At t l ~ e  lowest edge of the grass slopes a rock 
' traverse,' and two or three steps cut by the goatherds in the face 
of the rock, give access to some steep slopes and easy rocks, by 

* The Daubenjoch can be con\.eniently taken from the C;eninli to Sierre by 
quitting the Montana route a little S. of Nousey, and thence following the path 
lending 8. through Ni6ge. Time about 7 hrs. If it  is desired to reach Souste 
or Salgesoh, the Varnernlp should be traversed S.E. to the chalets of Keller, 
and the path thence taken to Vnrcn, ncnr Leuk. 

x 2 
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means of which the apparently impracticable cia is turned. The 
route then doubles N.E. under the foot of the cliff, and aoon after- 
wards descends a second cliff by a very steep but short p s  couloir, 
about 100 yards S. of the torrent descending from the Daubenjoch. 
Cross the torrent m d  strike herdsman's tracks leading by a series 
of grass terraces to Fiiss, and thence into the old Gemmi mule 
road. 

Time between Montana and Leukerbad from 7 to 8 hrs. 
The Larschitritt route is easier to find if taken from Leukerbad, 

and can be traced with the help of a field-glass from the road 
between Leukerbad and ' the ladders.' Taken from above, it might 
be difficult to strike the two points where, only, the cliffs can be 
descended. 

The pass offers a convenient variation of the ordinary route 
between Leukerbad and Sierre. 

On August 81, 1896, Mr. F. Corbett and Mr. W. H. C. Salmon 
visited the Trubeln from Montana; and on September 15, 1896. 
they, accompanied by A. Vocat, of Sierre, ascended the Larschitritt 
from Leukerbad to the Trubeln, and thence crossed the Daubenjoch 
to the Gemmi. Neither of the routes above described appeared to 
be known to the guides of Sierre or Leukerbad. 

These passes, in combination with the Col des Audannes * front 
Montana to Zanfleuron, and the route thence by Cleuson, la 
Passidre, and the Pas de Cheville, afford a convenient route 
between the Gemmi district and Bps, with good resting-places at 
Montana, Zanfleuron, and Gryon. FREDERICK CORRETT. 

CHANTON FUND.-We are requested to state that a fund is being 
collected for the guide Joseph Marie Chanton (or Schanton), of 
Mattsand, near St. Niklaus. Chanton was very badly hurt last. 
winter while hauling wood from the forest. At present he can 
only walk slowly with a limp. He is forty years of age, and has 
a wife and sir cl~ildren dependent on him. Subscriptions (cheques 
and money orders to be crossed ' hlessrs. Woodbridge b Co., 
Chanton Fnnd ') will be gladly received and acknowledged by the  
Rev. Francis .J. Tuck, Eton College, Windsor. 

MR. FITZGEH.\LD'~ EXI'EDITION TO THE CHILIAN AN DEB.-\^^ 
b o l ~ o ~  the following note from the ' Geographical Journal : '-' Mr. 
E. A. FitzGerald, who recently returned to England from his espe- 
dition in the Sew Zealand Alps, has started on a fresh journey, the  
main object of which is the ascent of Aconcagua, the highest sum- 
mit of the Andes. The espedition consists of ten persons in all- - 
Mr. Vine, geologist ; hlr. de Trafford, survexor ; Rlr. Philip Gosse, 
naturalist ; and Mr. FitzGerald, with guides [Mattias Zurbriggen , 
and servants. From Buenos Ayres the party will proceed by rail- 
way to hlendoza. Here they mill commence the ascent of the 
mountains, making direct for Aconcagua, and afterwards for the 
side valleys of the Andes. T l ~ e  objects of the expedition are 
scientific, and the ascent of the mountain will be made in a leisurely 
- -- - - - - - - - - - - -- 

* -4lpinc Jotrriwl, vol. xvii. p. 699. 
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manner. Mr. FitzGerald's object is to watch the effect of the various 
altitudes on the system, and from this to see whether it is possible 
ia climb higher peaks in the Himalayas.' 

REFIEFS AXD SOTICES. 
Ice-work, Present and Past, by T. G. Bonney, D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A., 

F.G.S., Professor of Oeology at University College, London, Fellow of 
St. John's College. Cambridge, and Hon. Canon of Manchester. London : 
Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co. (Limited), 1896. (295 pp. 21 illus- 
1rations.j 

PROFE~SOR BONNEY'S latest work is peculiarly valuable as pre- 
senting in clear and not needlessly technical language the ripe 
judgment of one specially qualified, both as an eminent geologist 
and an accomplished mountaineer, to pronounce an opinion on 
the subjects dealt with. If, indeed, the trumpet at  times gives 
a n  uncertain sound cn some of the numerous vexed questions con- 
nected with the formstion of the Boulder Clays, the causes of 
Glacial Eras, &c., this is more than compensated for by a caution, 
and fairness, and confession of inability to speak the last word on 
many points, which add to the value of the author's judgment 
when-as in dealing with the subject of the agency of glaciers-he 
distinctly ranges himself in the ranks of those who, whilst admitting 
their abrasive power, deny their erosive action as a main factor in 
valley formation. 

Beginning wlth Existing Evidences of Ice-work ' we have two 
full and maeterly chapters on Alpine Glaciers, Past and Present,' 
and ' Arctic and Antarctic Ice-sheets,' which will probably appeal 
specially to those familiar with the facts, and, therefore, to the 
readers of the Alpine Journal,' giving as they do a very interesting 
summary of the data, interspersed with allusions which relieve 
the mass of details from dryness. Commenting, for instance, on 
' blocs perch& ' he says ' most invaders set up monuments to 
commemorate their advance ; the ice-king makes them memoriala 
of his retreat.' Speaking of the valley of the Aar, he writes (p. 16), 
' The dominant outlines of the valley are those indicative of the 
action of water, for it is V-shaped in section. I t  has been filled 
with ice, it has been modified by ice, but it has been blocked out 
by running water and the ordinary atn~ospheric forces. No one 
accustomed to travel in non-glaciated, as well as in glaciated regions 
can fail to decipl~er the familiar characters of ordinary rain and 
river action, though these are sometimes blurred by the palimpsest 
writing of the ice-acribe.' He subsequently (p. 21) quotes (from 
Heim) a calculation by Professor Helland, that all the glaciers of the 
Juskdal only remove annually a layer 0.008 inch in thicknsss from 
$he entire surface beneath the ice, and from this a considerable part 
must be deducted as being derived ' from the stones which help in 
the work, or washed down by glacier streams from the surface of 
the ice, or swept beneath it as debris by lateral torrents.' 



The follo\oing suinmary (p. 25) embodies the results- of-the 
observations on glaciers-(1) ' That, in glaciers of moderate size, 
such as those of the Alps, the amount of ground moraine is small, 
not only in lnnnpnrison with that transported on the surfme, but 
also absolutely ; (2) that the ice, even under apparently favourable 
circumstances, though it may act as an abrasice agent, has practi- 
cally no power to excavate; and (3) that its movements, whatever 
,be the explanation, resemble those of an imperfect fluid.' 

The succeeding chapter on ' Arctic and Antarctic Ice-sheeta ' 
opens with the remark (p. 38) that 'Land-ice has left its marks on 
the alpine region, but in Greenland it is st111 in possession. The 
Glacial Epoch belongs to the past in the one, to the present in the 
other. Every process which has sculptured the surface and formed 
the glacial deposits of lands wherein a milder climate now prevails. 
should be found at work in Greenland and the adjacent parts of the 
arctic region. Here the results which, in more southern countries, 
are subjects for conjecture, should be actual matters of fact.' Then 
followa a very clear and interesting resum6 of the most recent and 
accurate information on the conditions accompanying glaciation in 
high latitudes, from which Professor Bonney draws conclusions 
(p. 66), of which it may suffice to quote the tirst-' Certain condi- 
tions must e x i ~ t  before an ice-sheet can be formed. These are (a) 
a climate so severe that the mean annual temperature is below 
82" ; ( h )  a fair, if not a considerable amount of precipitation, chiefly 
in the form of snow ; and (c) a large land area to act as a gathering 
ground.' I t  is pointed out (p. GS) that ' a  great accumulation of ice 
map be the result of moderate precipitation with a very low 
temperatnre, or of a large snowfall with a somewhat milder climate.' 
The chapter concludes with an account by Mr. Russell of the huge 
Malnspina glacier in tlie Iiount St. Elias group in Alaska, covering 
an area of 1,600 square miles. In one part of this vast accumula- 
tion of ice ' the forest covering the greater portion @. 73) of the 
lowlands extends up over the moraine-covered bluff of ice, rmd thence 
inland on tlie surface of the glacier for four or five miles. The face 
of the ice-bluff is so covered with boulders, earth, and vegetation+ 
that it is seldom one has so much as a glimpse of the ice beneath.' 

Part 11. is entitled ' Traces of the Glacial Epoch,' and its first 
chapter deals with the much disputed question of ' Lake-basins and 
their connection with glaciers,' the ' Parallel roads of Glen Roy,' 
kc. The arguments on the part played by glaciers in the excava- 
tion of rock-basins are very fairly and fully stated, and the case for 
the opponents of this view, based on the non-erosive character of 
existing ice-streams, is strengthened by a reference to the factthat ' of 
two important valleys in the Alps, oue has a lake and the other has 
not;  in one mountain-chain lakes are comparatively frequent, in 
another very rare, if not altogether wanting-as, for instance, in 
the Himalayas, the Cancasus, and the Pyrenees.' Those who do 
not accept what may be called Professor Ramsay's theory hold that 
the phenomena of lakes may be satisfactorily explained \by attribut- 
ing the larger lake basins to differential movements of the earth1# 
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crudt, a view ybich reoeivee valuable confirmation from wme 
remarkable.fwts wnneoted with the p a t  flakes of North America 
(p. 92), wllefe various elevated beaches are found, and, as in the 
case of Ontario, vary in height at different points from 368 ft. at  the 
W. end to 972 ft. to the N.E., thus showing differential ' uplifts ' or 
' warpings ' of a very extensive character which would account for 
.the barrier requisite to constitute tho water basin. Professor 
Bonney admits (p. 94) that ' the controversy is far from being 
decided,' but perhaps its present state may be not unfairly summed 
up as follows :-' The fre~uent  coincidence of lake-basins and 
glaciated r e ~ o n s  is favourable to the one hypothesis, while the 
direct evidence generally is adverse to the excavatory action of ice, 
except under very special circumstances, and in some cases it 
accords better with the other hypothesis.' 

Next follows (p. 94) a very interesting description of the various 
theories on the formation of the parallel roads of Glen Roy, none 
of which seem to avoid all the difficulties of the problem ' which 
(p. 107) is like!y to remain, for the present, among the contro- 
versial questions of geology.' 

In the second chapter of Part 11. the subject of the origin and 
distribution of the English boulder clays and ' streams ' of erratics 
is discussed in considerable detail ; but (p. 168), though ' there i s  
general agreement as to the majority of the facts stated, the 
greatest discord exists as to their interpretation.' One ~ c h o o l  of 
geologists ~ttributes them to the action of land ice at a time when 
the land stood at a somewhat higher level than at  present during 
the Ice Age, whilsl the other (p. 1G8) 'believes in much greater 
changes of level, in consequence of which the land at first was 
rather higher than it is at the present time; then it slowly sank 
until the submergence on the western side of England amounted to 
not less that 1,400 ft., but on the eastern it probably was not more 
than half as  much. By this school the boulder clays in the main, 
and the mid-glacial sands and gravels, are supposed to have been 
deposited under water, being diverse in date and composite in 
origin,' The arguments on both sides seem to be stated with great 
impartiality, but to refer to them in detail would be to exceed the 
limits of such a notice as this. Professor Ban~iey admits (p. 186) 
that ' in the present state of our knowledge a choice has to be made 
between hypotheses each of which involves serious dificulties.' 

A chapter on 'Ice Work in Europe and Other Parts of the 
World ' completes Part II., and it soon becomes apparent that the 
problems presented by glacial phenomena in North America offer 
no less difficulty, and produce no less division of opinion, than they 
do in this country. 

Part 111.-'Theoretical Questions' commences with a very 
valuable and carefully worked out chapter on Temperature in the 
Glacial Epoch,' in which it is shown that a very moderate reduc- 
tion of temperature would suffice for the production of a condition 
of glaciation d e q w t e  to account for the facts, especially as (p. 231) 
' i t  musf be remembered that the size of an ice-sheet . depends . -  
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upon the amount of precipitation quite as much as upon the low- 
ness of the temperature.' By a series of simple calculations (p. 2!B) 
seemingly based on reasonable premises, it is concluded that the 
conditions of the problem would be satisfied by a reduction of the 
mean annual temperature to the extent of 20" in the Welsh, Cum- 
brian, and West Highland regions, of 18" in the Alps, and of 16" 
on the north side of the Pyrenees, in the Schwarzwald, Grandee 
Vosges, Sierra Guadamma, Sierra Nevada, Corsica, the group of 
the Gran Sasso d'Italia, the Atlas Mountains, and the Caucasus ; 
whilst a drop of 6" to HO might suffice for New Zealand. So that 
(p. 288) ' a reduction of 16", or at most of lUO, ought to bring back 
a large area of Europe and the district around the Mediterranean 
to the condition which prevailed in the Glacial Epoch, though 
perhaps it would be hardly sufficient for the British Isles.' 

I n  the next chapter ' The Possible Causes of a Glacial Epoch' 
are dealt with, and reasons are given for the conclusion that ~ 
(p. 249) 'no hypotllesis in explanation of the Glacial Epoch is 
admissible if it involves any very serious alteration in the distribu- 
tion of sea and Innd.' The influence of the Gulf Stream, elevation 
of the land, changes in the ellipticity of the earth's orbit, the 
precessional movement of its axis of rotation, and irregularity of 
heat emitted bp the sun are all passed in review, and in turn dis- 
missed (p. 260) as ' inadequate, or attended by grave difficulties. 
I t  is, therefore, probable that some factor which is essential for the 
complete solution of the problem is as yet undiscovered ; or, at any 
rate, the importance of one wliich is already known has not been 
duly recognised.' 

The succeeding chapter, on ' The Number of Glacial Epochs,' may I 
be briefly eu~n~narised in the concluding sentence (p. 269) : 'So 
far, then, as the existing evidence a t  present goes, a Glacial Epoch 

I 
appears to have been a very rare, perhaps an almost unique, episode I 

in the history of the earth.' 
Chapter IV., completing the work, deals with ' Glacial Deposits 

and General Principles of Interpretation.' I t  is there (p. 270) 
argued that ' evaporation must precede precipitation . . . ' and 
' hence alterations in the magnitude and distribution of the oceanic 
areas will cause some variation in the rainfall of the globe. These, I 

however, in late geological times are not likely to have been large 
enough to affect seriously the total precipitation, though they may 
have materially influenced that of particular regions. But if the 
Glacial Epoch resulted from a diminution of the sun's heat, and a 
consequent general lowering of the temperature all over the globe, 
evaporation and precipitation would be alike affected. In  such 
case, assuming the Gulf Stream to follow its present course, the 
rainfall (or snowfall) on the British and Scandinavian coasts would 
be less than it is at present. . . . Thus (p. 271), the vast polar 
ice-caps of glacial ages imagined by some geologists seem hardly 
better than " the baseless fabric of a vision," for they would require 
conditions mutually antagonistic-that is to say, a large precipita- 
tion and a much lower temperature.' 
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The chapter concludes (p. 276) with an application ' of the 
knowledge obtained by a study of the Alps and Greenland to 
determining the physicel geography of Britain during the Glacial 
Epoch. T h t  its hill regions have been occupied, in some cases 
almost buried, by glaciers, that it retains in many districts lndica- 
tions of the action of ice, all are agreed ; but the form which this 
ice assumed is the question in dispute.' For the 'ice-sheet ' we 
must postulate (1) a, non-insular condition, and a g e n e d  ' uplift ' of 
mme 600 feet; and (2) a fall of 18" to 20" in the mean annual tempera- 
ture. ' The alternative hypothesis (p. 283) that floating ico was the 
chief agent of distribution of boulder c l a p  and erratics in the low- 
land districts ' is, in Professer Bonney's opinion, ' associated with 
serious difficulties,' such as the assumption of ' a greater mobility 
in the earth's crust than a majority of geologists at  the present 
time would be willing to admit. For not only the necemary up- 
heaval, but a movement quite as great in the opposite direction, 
must be crowded into the Glacial Epoch, for tlle ground at the 
beginning of it is generally admitted to have stood rather above its 
present level.' After an enumeration of other and more special 
difficulties, Professor Bonney concludes thus (p. 283) : ' Probably, 
however, the final verdict in this difficult trial in the Court of 
Science will not be pronounced till more information has been 
obbined, and Polar regions have been more thoroughly studied, 
with a view of learning the effects, habits, and physical propertiee 
of large masses of ice. Still, we may, perhaps, say that enough 
has already been ascertained to enable the student to distinguish 
how far on hypothesis is an induction from facts, and how far it is 
an offspring of the imagination.' 

In endeavouring to give a general idea of the contents of this very 
valuable and interesting contribution to a fascinating subject, I have 
been compelled to omit many facts and arguments in support of the 
conclusions arrived at, but I trust that I have said enough to show 
that the volume is the outcome of wide and well-digested knowledge, 
combined with a happy literary facility for making the numerous 
difficult questions involved intelligible not only to the class of 
readers for whom ' The International Scientific Series ' is especially 
designed, but also to tlle general public. To mountaineers in 
general, or, indeed, to anyone desirous of an intelligent preparation 
for a visit to Alpine regions, Professor Bonney's ' Ice-work,' and Sil 
J. Lubbock's ' Scenery of Switzerland,' are warmly to be recom- 
mended. The volume is printed with exceptional accuracy, and 
about the only error which has caught my eye is that, in the map 
(p.. 69) of the great Rlalaspina glacier, the height of Mount St. 
Ehas is given as 15,350 feet, whilst in the preceding page it is 
accurately enough put at  ' about 18,100 feet,' the exact figure being, 
I believe, 18.015. In  conclusion, I would put in a plea for the 
eubetitution for 'Glacial Epoch ' of some such expression as 
Glacial Era, or Ice Age, as ' epoch ' clearly denotes a point from 
which a, computation begins, or a fixed date when one period closes 
and another commences. F. F. TUCKETT. 
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~pori' ii the A l p :  an Accotint .of the Chdse oj  the Chumoir, ' ~ c d  &, 
Bbuquctin, Roc h e r ,  Capcrcaallie, and Blaekeock, with Personal Adventnrer 
and H t s h - i e d  Notes, and scnrzc Sporting RrminMcencer o H.R.H. thc Lata 

A. m d  C. Black. 1896.) 
i U r  of Saxe-Coburg Gotiu. By W .  A. Baillie-Gro man. (London: 

Mr. Baillie-Grohmaa is fortunate in finding a comparatively open 
field in the subject-matter of hid latest volume. As he remarks in 
hi# preface to the work under review, the literature of Alpine sport 
is singularly scanty. While of the making of books upon moun- 
taineering there is seemingly no end, I know of only one in the 
English language-and that is nearly forty years old-which deal8 
exclusively with chamois-hunting and the kindred branches of 
Alpine venery. I t  is to the task of filling this void in the litera- 
ture of the subject that Mr. Baillie-Grohman has addressed him- 
self. Few men could be better qualified than he for the undertaking, 
and he is much to be congratulated upon the book which ki the 
result of his labours. 

The firttt chapter deals with ' Chamois-Hunting in the Old Days,' 
and the author apologises, quite unnecessarily, for what he fears 
may prove dry reading, but which is, in my opinion, among the 
most entertaining portions of the book. It is a delightful mis- 
cellany of ancient Alpine hunting lore, and much more interesting 
than, for example, his somewhat lengthy descriptions of the 
shooting-boxes and parties of royalties and German excellencies. 
Mr. Beillie-Grohman has had access to many sources of informa- 
tion which are beyond the roach of most writers upon the subject. 
and he has succeeded in unearthing much quaint and readable 
material. The weapons employed in mediwval mountain venery 
appear to have been singularly varied, ranging from javelins and 
cross-bows to fire-tubes and matchlocks. In later and more 
degenerate days even cannon were employed, and a certain noble 
duke appears to have once endeavoured to ' brown ' a large herd of 
chamois with howitzers from the foot of the mountain ! 

Thera are many people in this country who seem to think that 
the chamois is a practically extinct animal, and that the chase of 
the nimble mountain antelope is nowadays a mere make-believe. I 
commend to their notice hlr. Ilaillie-Grohman's interesting chapter 
on the number af chamois in the Alps. He quotes figures pub- 
lished by the Austribn Government, and tells us that them are in 
the Salzburg mountains alone more than 22,000 head. He 
calculates that about 11,000 chamois are shot annually in the 
Alps. Of course the vast majority of these are killed in pre- 
served shoots, and it is lamentably true that the game is rapidly 
decreasing in Switzerland and other unpreserved ground. Every 
other peasant one meets is a hunter now, and the introduction of 
breechloaders and repeating rifles has decimated the herds to such 
an estent that good sport is quite unobtainable in chasm open to 
the public. 

On the fertile topic of the difficulties and perils of chamois-hunting 
the author naturally has somewhat to say. AE a good sportsman 
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he of co&& prefers stalkiog td drivi'ng ; end' he brings out'very 
clearly the immense diffbence between shooting'over preserved and 
unpresented ground. ' In  the big drives -of royal Lor archducal 
personages chamois may be bowled over as easily as roe deer in 
Scotland, whereas the stalker in peasant shoots finds the game both 
scarce and wary, the ground probably difficult, and himself pitted 
against the best native talent. A further distinction may be drawn 
between hunting among the snow- and glacier-covered peaks of the 
High Alps and the same sport as practised in the lower mountains 
of the Tyrol and Bavaria. In  the former, leaving climbing diffi- 
culties out of the question, the distances are much greater, and 
fatigue is apt to tell upon the hunter's shooting, while, the game 
being often pursued above the extreme limits of ~egetation, it i s  
more difficult to move noiselessly. To sum up, chamois-driving in 
a well-stocked presen-e and stalking on, let us say, the crags of the 
Wetterhorn or Mettenberg, where many a too adventurous Ober- 
land JQer has lost his life, may be regasded as at the opposite poles 
of danger and difficulty. 

The portions of the book devoted to the Alpine stag and stag- 
hunting contain, like those dealing with the chamois, much 
quaintly illustrated antiquarian lore and many interesting facts of 
natural history. Mr. Baillie-Grohman's comparison of Continental 
with Scotch deer is much to the disadvantage of the latter, and his 
remarks on the causes of the sad deterioration which has taken place 
in the heads and the weights of Highland stags are well worthy of 
attention. The dimensions lie gives us of some Hungarian antlers, 
almost rivalling those of wapiti, and the size of the stags that bore 
them, nppear truly astonishing. His hunting-grounds in the 
Alpine and Hungarian woodlands are admirably pourtwyed, and 
the following picturesque descriptioil of a forest scene in the Car- 
pathians is worth quoting :- 

Around, below, nnd also partially above me grent green billows of 
forest stretched away, broken here by n patch of Inurenness, where 
rocke of fantnstio shapes rose far beyond the surrounding ooean of tree- 
tops, there by sylvan glades that seemed to penetrate into the very heart 
of the forest. Right at my feet, a quarter of a mile off, lay a bigger 
glade, its peculiar bright green colour betraying the mershy nature of 
the ground. Thereabouts, or a little beyond, I concluded the stag was 
cnlling. 

The stags are hunted in the rutting season, when ' the lusty 
champions of the forest, whose virile passions, to the utmost in- 
flamed, cause them to battle with a sturdy vehemence betrayed by 
no other wlld creature in the wild realm of nature.' Their where- 
abouts in the wood is betrayed by their roaring to the stalker, 
whose practised ear enables him to gauge the size of the animal by 
the volume of sound which he emits. I t  is no easy matter, however, 
to ascertain his exact locality amid the dense foliago, and one 
shoots, in nine cases out of ten, 'not a t  stags, but at  brown patches 
momentarily vieible between trees that hide the rest of the mimal's 
body.' 



The chapter on the bouquetin and the chase thereof displays, as 
might, perhaps, be expected, a less intimate acquaintance with the 
subject than characterises the remainder of the volume. I t  con- 
tains, nevertheless, some interesting information. Mr. Baillie- 
Grohman pays a just tribuh to the memory of the late King of 
Italy by reminding us of the debt which sportsmen and naturalists 
owe him for preserving in the mountains of Cogne the race, else- 
whers extinct, of Alpine ibex. By a curious slip the author speaks, 
in another part of the book, of ' the practically extinct bouquetin ; ' 
but happily there is no fear at present of this most interesting 
beast ceasing to exist. He mentions that there were five hundred 
to a thousand of them in 1877, when Victor Emanuel last visited 
his beloved Alpine retreat. There are two or three times as many 
now, and I think he is wrong in supposing that they are less 
jealously guarded than formerly. I t  is true that the punishment 
he mentions of nine years' imprisonment for killing one of the 
King's bouquetin is not, as he seems to imagine, still enforced. 
This barbarous penalty, savouring of those dark ages when a 
aporting prelate caused a wretched peasant, who had killed a stag 
that ravaged his crops, to be torn in pieces by the archiepiscopal 
hounds, was reduced a few years ago to two years' imprisonment ; 
and now only a moderate fine, coupled with the confiscation of the 
poacher's weapon, is inflicted. A visitor to the Icing's magnificent 
preserves will hardly confirm hlr. Ilaillie-Grohman's statement 
that the bouquetin is the rarest big game in the world. He is also 
mistaken in saying tliat tlle Iiing has not hunted ibex since 1894. 
a s  he had a grand brtttue in the summers of both this and last year. 
Various efforts Lave been made to introduce the bouquetin from 
the Italian Alps into Austria, but for climatic and other reasons the 
experiments appear to have met with but partial success. 

The description of the roebuck and its chase is less interesting 
from a sporting than a natural history point of view, though it 
l~llnost makes one hold one's breath to hear that the annual bag of 
roe in Austria-Hungary alone certainly exceeds 100,000 head. 
There are several interesting illustrations of large and curious 
roebuck horns and lnonstrosities of heads. To the general reader 
this chapter, as well as tliat upon capercaillic and blackcock shooting, 
will probably prove less interzsting than those on the larger game. 

Concerning marksmanship and the clloice of ritles Mr. Baillie- 
Groh~nan's remarks are worthy of study, though of course on such 
vexed questions there must always be much difference of opinion. 
He avows a preference for t11e 400 or '450 Express over the new 
small-bores, though he admits that the latter have the advantage in 
their smokelessness and comparative noiselessness. I can thoroughly 
endorse his observations on tlie injury done to chamois hunting- 
grounds by magazine or repeating rifles. The ' pyrotechnically 
inclined ' sportsman armed with a repeater who, after missing his 
first shot, ' pumps lead ' at the game as long as it is in sight, does 
an  infinity of mischief by scaring the herds. The author suggests 
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that a good way of schooling oneself to shoot carefully is to limit 
one's supply of cartridges. 

Mr. Baillie-Grohman is at variance with me on the subject of 
the difficulty of hitting chamois. He thinks they are decidedly 
eaay : in my humble opinion they are distinctly difficult, and I am 
content to know that the majority of stalkers are on my side, 
inoluding such a veteran sportsman as Mr. E. N. Buxton in his 
excellent work 'Short Stalks.' I should like to explain that  
when I spoke of ' failures ranking with successes in the proportion 
of about four to one ' I was speaking, not of shots, but of stalks, 
and those in unpreserved ground in the High Alps. Mr. Baillie- 
Grohman is careful to explain that some of his shooting has been 
done on easy ground, and at  elevations not esceeding 4,000 ft. 
None the less it is evident that his aim is very deadly; and I 
cannot help thinking that, as he tells us that in his early muzzle- 
loading days he ' rarely missed,' and that his average ' was for 
whole seasons but little above the number of shots fired,' h s  
strains modexty somewhat in describing himself as only a mode- 
rately good rifle shot. 

These and the like, however, are mere critical details which in 
no way mar the merits of the work as a whole. The volume is  
admirably got up, the test and illustrations, which are very 
numerous, being both excellent ; and the style is eminently bright 
and readable. It should appeal alike to the sportsman, the 
naturalist, and the mountaineer, and as a fellow votary with the 
author at the shrine of the Gemsjagd I can only conclude by 
cordially wishing him the success that his book deserves. 

HUGH E. M. STUTFIELD. 

L'Homtmfdcoant les Alpes. Par Charles LenthCric, IngCnieur en chef des 
Ponts et Chaussbes. Librairie Plon. (Paris, 1896.) 

M. Lenthkric is favourably known to some of us by several books 
dealing ~ i t h  the antiquities of the coast of Provence. Their 
success-one of them has been ' crowned by the French Acadeniy ' 
and another recently translated into English-has, unfortunately, 
encouraged him to a larger literary venture. ' I'nfortunately,' we 
must say, for this work on the origins, physical and historical, of 
the Alpine region is, as a whole, unequal and imperfect, and is  
defaced by a crop of errors in matters of elementary detail so 
abundant as to impair our confidence in the author when higher 
matters come under consideration. The schelne of the work de- 
manded almost encyclopmdic knowledge in its compiler. Beginning 
before the world was, hI. Lenthhric sets himself to deal in turn 
with all the most disputed problelns in geological and anthropo- 
logical science and primitive history. He stops on the way with a. 
light heart to prove ' that it is possible to make the story of Genesis 
and its summary account of the different periods in the creation 
of the world agree with all the hypotheses, all the doctrines, and 
all the discoveries of science, soundly and honestly interpreted.' 
He is ready to define the difference between ' revealed religions, 
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Judaism, Chrietianity, Malomdenism,' and 'tnythol6giea'; and 
he  finds it in the divinisation by the latter of a crowd of natural 
objects, amongst others sources and mountains. He  fails, how- 
ever, to produce any respectable local gods for the Alpine summits; 
and is oonsequently reduced to such shifts as are exhibited in the 
following passage :- 

' Pen wes essentially the genius of the great mountains. He 
gave his name to the whole section of the Alps that extends from 
the Little St. Bernard to the St. Gothard-the Penninse Alpes, the 
Pennine Alps-and includes in its mighty frame the highest, 
summits of Europe, Monte Rosa, the Cervin, the Simplon, Mt, 
Blanc.' This sentence-we pass over ics slips in detail-shows 
surely a strong tendency to put the cart before the horse. Pen  in 
its various forms-in Scotland, Italy, Spain : Ben, Pania, Peiia--is 
a Keltic word for t h e  head of anything, hence for mountains. 
dore, a s  the protector of travellers, was hailed as Penninus on the 
Alps, just as Apollo was hailed a s  ' Delius et Patareus ' by Greek 
sailors. One might as well write of the got-- -Pat ! The Pennilncus 
of the Peutinger Tables has nothing to do with tho tarn on the 
(;reat St. Bernard. I t  was the station at  the head of the Lake of 
Geneva. 

M. Lenthbric is colitent to give the popular derivation of Alps from 
the root nlb ( ~ o h i t e ) .  He has not noted the fact that it is the part 
of the Alps which is not white, but green, which is known distinc- 
tively and locally as ' the Alps ; ' that several minor chains, seldom 
or  never snolvy, I~car a similar appellation ; and that the one dis- 
tinctive liiark of the regions known as Alps in Keltic lands is that 
they are regions of pasturage. I n  dealing with the classical passes 
he boldly states (p. 8H8) that Polybius says that Hannibul crossed 
the hft. Genkvre. Ilow ~nucli  ~vetiri~iess ~vould the world have 
been spared had this been esact ! He quotes Varro frequently, but 
not on tlic question of the IYcstern Passes. 

I t  is, however, in the sinlplest matters that 11. Lenthi-ric's care- 
lessness is most conspicuous. In  his orographical chapters lie 
indulges in a series of statements ~v l~ ich  nlust make even the 
ordinary tourist ask, ' \\'hat nest ? ' 

To take no note of ordinary misprints, wr are told that ' Bluuis-  
halp ' (sic) may be translated ' l'hlpe des Fleurs ' ; that the ' nom 
cari~ct&ristique ' of tllc Monte della 1)isjirazia ' rappelle les phnibles 
efforts nCccssaires pour le gravir ' ! The 1.1:~me is probably due to 
the illrindntions caused by one of the torrents flowing from its 
Hanks. From t l ~ e  Superga above Turin, 11. Lelithbric assures us 
tllat t,he exes can ernbrace the plains of the 1'0 alid tile senlicircle 
of tlie Alps ' froin tlic Xpcirniiics to G\vitzerlarld, to tlie lagoons of 
Venice, and the proinontory of [stria.' One of iiis compatriots, it 
is true, long ago thougl~t lie saw from 1Iont l%lanc ' Venice floating 
lilte a llnlcyon oil tlir waves of the Adriatic.' Iiut our author, in 
his scorn of the lnws of nature, has hera surpassed every one- 
unless Thackerny's Litt'lc I3illee ! 

The Col dc Ilerninn, we arc iuformed, leads from ' Sanladen and . 
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St.  Moritz, the last towns of Gwitzerlahd, to Bormio 'and Sofidriq 
the first of Italy, between glaciers and frozen lakes, and ' 9, travers 
d'immenses champs de n6vhs.' Poschiavo and Tirano me for- 
gotten, and this description of e pass crossed by a camage.  road 
fined with hospices, and traversed in  summer by thousands of 
tourists and in winter by hundreds of wine-carts, is, to say the least; 
picturesque. 

The road of the Julier, d e  learn, is ' ;1 rigueur carrossable,' that 
of tbe hialoya 'ti peu prds carrossable,' the Fluela a mulepath! 
Needless to add, the new road over the Grimsel i s  ignored. The 
final chapter deals with Alpine railways, and here M. Lenthhric is 
more a t  Lome and furnishes o m e  interesting facts and figures. 

M. Lenthkric, doubtless, is an authority in matters connected 
with his own profession. He has read widely. He  writes elegantly, 
,though with an occasional tendency to superabundant ornament. 
But his subject has been too vast for him, and he has not 
approached it in the proper spirit. There is an  ample field for 
students who are reedy by careful investigation of local nomencla- 
ture, of dialects, of cuitoms and of types, to throw light on the 
distribution of the various primitive races-Iberian, Etruscan, Keltic 
-which have colonised the Alps. A writer versed in the old chro- 
nicles or even in current German literature might glean much 
valuable information on the story of the Alpine passes. There are 
records of Saracenic incursions and Teutonic migrations to be 
worked out. But these tasks require a less discursive m d  more 
accurate treatment than that of hX. LenthBric's latest volume- 
which, despite its numerous references, cannot be considered as s 
work of any real scientific value. 

La Chalne du Mmt-Bhnc.  Cnlte au ,2me dressbe sur l'ordre de Albert 
Barbey par X. Imfeld. Ing6nic?or, d'aprAs les relevbs, les mensurations et la 
nomenclature de Louis Kurz et d'aprhs les documents existants. Kiirnmerly 
FrCres. (Berne, 1896.) 

The Chain of Mont Blanc has, since Forbes mapped the hler 
de Glace, and hlr. Adams Reilly led the way in correcting and 
improving the early French surreys, been a favourite field for the 
private mapmaker. Colonel hlieulet and 11. Viollet le Duc both 
produced sheets which in execution were of unusual pretensions. 
11. Imfeld, who is responsible for the technical work of the map 
now before us, is one of the Federal staff and familiar with its 
exquisite methods, which have carried colour-printing to a pitch 
of perfection unattempted, and even undreamt of, in our om1 
Government establishment at  Southampton. I n  their latest sheet the 
Swiss cartographers hare succeeded, by the combination of the lnost 
delicate hill-shading with contour lines, in uniting scientific accuracy 
and graphic delineation. In  the new map of Mont Hlanc now 
before us no contour lines have been attempted. The omission 
was, we learn, deliberate. No doubt thcre are arguments in favour 
of the course adopted, particularly in a map the prinlarg object of 
which is not scientific. I n  all other respects the new map is B 
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worthy rival to the offioial Swiss survey. The snow region L 
depicted with much, and generally, s s  far as we can test it, accu- 
rate detail. There is not, however, enough rock shown on the 
N.W. face of the Aiguille du Goiiter;and the buttresses of 'La 
Tour Ronde' have not, we think, been quite accurately depicted. 
The selection of paths is generally judicious, the nomenclature has 
been carefully considered, the colour-printing is clear and accurate. 
I n  short, a better map for its purpose-for the use of mountaineers 
--could hardly be produced. The only technical criticism we are 
inclined to make is that, in the absence of contour lines, the rela- 
tive steepness of the snows is somewhat confused by the system of 
lateral illumination employed. 

B o l k t t i ~  de1 C.A.I., vol. xxviii., or No. 61. (Torino: 1895.) 

The ' Rollettino ' opens with an ' In  Memoriaul ' notice of Fsther 
Denza. The graphic and full account of the Valle di Saint- 
RarthClemy,* by SS. Canzio and Mondini, has already had attention 
called to it in these pages. S. R. Gerla writes s description of 
his praiseworthy explorations in the mountains of DBvero (Lepontine 
Alps). H. A. von Rydzeasky narrates his ascent of the Cengalo from 
the N., and gives an illustration which will make everyone who looks 
at  it long to try the peak himself. This is followed by an ex- 
haustive monograph on the Adamello group, by 6. P. Prudenzini, for 
which all visitors to and writers on that district will be grateful. 
S. P. Gastaldi takes us to the little-visited Chambeyron group in the 
Cottians. S. (f. Bobba revisits the Grand Paradis District, for 
which he has already done so much. He gives charming pictures of 
the Becchi della Tribulazione, from photographs by S. Vittorio Sella. 
We heartily congratulate liim and 6. 0. de Falkner on their con- 
quest of the central and northern peaks of the Becchi respectively. 
Want of space prevents us doing justice to S. Bobbs's paper. 
8. L. Cibrario writes of the Bessanese, ' le Cervin du Val d'Ala,' a s  
an  enthusiastic French climber dubbed it. S. Gonella tells the 
story of the Duke of tlle Abruzzi's energetic and successful cam- 
paign. The narrative, which is lavishly adorned with excellent 
~llustrations, contains a letter from Mr. IIumnlery, who climbed 
the Matterhorn by the %mutt ridge with the Duke. Science is 
represented by S. A. Galassiiii, and La ~ilort de Tartarin,' by 
S. Gnido Rey, concludes a volulne which quite reaches the high 
standard of its predtcessors. 

L-cber Eis ztnd Schtur. Ry Gottlieb Studer. Sew edition prepared by 
A. Wiiber and H. Diibi. Vol. I. (Bern : Schniitl, Francke & Co. 1896.) 

Attention was drawn in these pages t to the issue of the earlier 
parts of the new edition of Vol. I. of this classical work. This 

- - - - - - -- pp 

* Alpiiv Journal, vol. xviii. p. 133. In King's Ilaliai~ Tbllqs of the A l p  
(London : l H . i X ) ,  c. viii., will be found nn interesting description of this valley 
and an amusing nccount of the author's adventures there. 

t Alpine Jour,~nl, vol. xvii. p. 52. 
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volume has now been completed by the issue (in October last) of 
Part IV. I t  contains what are called the ' Northern Alps,' that is, 
roughly speaking, the high ranges north of the Rhone and Rhine 
valleys, from Martign to Coire. The editors have done their 
very difficult work of %ringing an old book up to date very well. 
Instesd of the 900 pages of the first edition, we have now 528 
(including 16 devoted to a short sketch of the life of the author). 
The old scheme is followed with a few modifications, so that this 
first volume describes the Bernese, Titlis, Damma, Todi, and Glarus 
Alps. Of course, in a collection of so many names, dates, kc., a 
few slips were inevitable, but many of them have been corrected 
in a list of ' errata ' at the end. We miss, however, any mention 
of the Uri Rothstock, which appears all right in the old edition. I t  
seems, too, a pity that neither edition describes the Dent de Morcles, 
Grand Moeveran group, which certainly merited a brief mention. 
An odd slip occurs at  p. 883, in the account of the famous race up 
the Lauterbrunnen Breithorn in 1865. The new edition states 
that Herr von Fellenberg's party beat that of hlessrs. Hornby 
and Philpott by 15 min. But Herr von Fellenberg, in his 
original narrative,' says that the difference was only 10 min., and 
this version is given in the old edition of Studer (i. p. 255). I t  
might have been noted that the English party t reduce the 
difference to 5 min. But the fact that a reviewer is obliged to 
discuss such trifles shows how well the new editors have executed 
their task. I t  is much to be hoped that they will receive sufficient 
encouragement to induce them to re-edit the two other ~olnmes 
of Studer. so as to complete the work in its new form. Students 
of Alpine history will find this new edition quite indispensable. 

W. A. B. C. 

Die Schweisetische Landest.ermess~lng, 1832-1864 (Cfesclrichte d m  Dufoz~r- 
liarfe). Published by the Federal Topographical Bureau. (Bern : 1896.) 

This officially published work will interest all those-%nd their 
name is legion-who have had occasion to use either the great 
Dufour map of Switzerland, or the Siegfried map, which is 
simply a revised edition of the original large scale sunoy made 
for the Dufour map. Beginning with a brief snrvey of the state of 
Swiss cartography before the appointment of Dufour in 1832, as 
heed of the Triangulation Commission, this book gives (from the 
official documents and correspondence) a very minute snd in- 
teresting account of the way in which that survey was carried out 
in the different cantons, of the criticisms nlade on the first sheets 
(issued in 1845), and of countless other details. As the Swiss map, 
in either form, is by general consent the finest survey of a difficult 
mountain country yet published, it is very convenient to hare in a 
compact form tlie history of the rise ant1 progress of such e great 
undertaking. A photogravure of Dufour, after the portrait by Ary 

' S.d.C. Jahrbzcch. i i i .  p. 308. t dlpilre Jocirtlal, ii. p. 210. 
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Scheffer, is prefixed to tlie bmk, which is rendered very useful by 
an  escellent and detailed index. \V. A. B. C. 

Arts den Brrgen. nhnderungm durrlb Grnrtbllrden find Tirol. By E.  Walder. 
(Ziirich : F. Schulthess. 1836.) 

This little work is made up of a number of papers, some of 
which were originally published in tlie now defunct ' Schweizer 
Alpenzeitung,' of which the author was formerly editor. Save one 
on the environs of tlie Vereiiia Club hut, not far from Iilosters, in 
tlie Priittigau, and another on the Holier Riffler, in the Tirol, 
they describe the Lower Engadine, with some of its little known 
side valleys, and tlie mountains a t  the west endof the Rhiitikon. 
wliich are included in the miniature principality of Leichtenstein. 
Naturally, therefore, no very tlirilling adventures are narrated in 
this little work ; but it inay serve to draw attention to some 
corners of the Alps which are not very well known to English 
travellers, altliougll they are easily accessible. The seven wood- 
cuts are rough, and scarcely improve the book. W. A. B. C. 

L'Argeittcra ct ses Ascctuionnistes. BJ Michel Gilly. (Nice : 1896.) 

I t  seems desirable to draw attention to this very thorough mono- 
grapli on the nlonarch of the Maritime Alps (8,317 m.), which 
appeared in the sixteenth 'Bulletin of the hlaritime Alps Section 
of the French Alpine Cluh.' Those who are interested in this 
district know how complicated the Alpine history of the Argentem 
has been, and will  grateful!^ appreciate the painstaking labours of 
M. Gilly, who has solved pretty well all the difficulties that have 
arisen on this subject, and has also compilel an account (in the 
style of the ' Climbers' Guides ') of all the routes up this fine peak. 
From a table at the end of this pamphlet, we learn that but seven 
authentic ascents of the south and highest summit have been 
made between 187!) and 1895, all but two being by French 
climbers. A photograph of the peak, taken from the Cima di 
Nasta to its S., is prefised, and is said to be the first photograph 
ever published, previous views Iiaving been reproductions of 
drawings. 1111t the autllor has overlookeil tlie two views @en 
in Sir hlartin Conway's ' The Alps from End to End,' though these 
are, unfortunately, but drawings after photographs. As the Ar- 
gentera cc~ininands on one side a ~ i e w  of the Mediterranean coast, 
and on the otlier of a considerable section of, perhaps, the least 
known portion of the Alps, it is much to be hoped that some day 
rt complete panoranla from the summit may be taken, and pub- 
lished. This would prove that it is not always the highest and 
inost frequented suiniliits which are the finest belvederes. h1. Gilly 
has heen one of the most persevering explorers of the Maritime 
Alps, and has now cro~vne(l his previous labours by this ' definitive ' 
monograpli on tlie loftiest point of thut range. W. A. B. C. 



CORRESPONDENCE. 
THE WEISSHORN FROM THE SHALLIJOCH. 

To the Editor of ths ALPIXE JOURNAL. 

Sm,-Our attention has been called to a paper under this 
heading in the last number of the 'Alpine Journal,' and it has 
been suggested to us that it is advisable, in the interests of Alpine 
history, to correct some very inaccurate and, so far as we are 
concerned, entirely unauthorised statements which the author has 
therein made with regard to our own route up that mountain by 
the south-east face and south-west (Schallijoch) ar6te in 1877. 

As will be seen on reference to the note at p. 340 of vol. viii. of 
the 'Alpine Journal,' and to Mr. Hartley's paper in the same 
volume, we ascended direct up the south-east face of the peak to a 
point which we estimated a t  the time to be about 1,600 ft. below 
the summit. We struck the ar6te at 11.20 A.M., and reached the 
summit at 1.35 P.M., so that the ar6te was followed for 2 hrs. 15 min., 
or about half the total (actual walking) time employed in climbing 
the mountain from our breakfast place beneath the bergschrund. 

Onr route is correctly indicated in the tracing which appared 
in the ' Alpine Journal ' for November 1895, and which was sup- 
plied at the special request of the then editor (Sir hfartin Conway) 
by one of our number. We confess we are somewhat surprised in 
these circumstances that Mr. Broome's statements should have 
been allowed to appear in the ' Alpine Journal ' without any sort of 
editorial comment or esplanation. 

We are, Sir, your obedient servants, 
J. WALKER HARTLET, 
IV. E. DAVIDSON, 
H. SEYMOUR HOAHE. 

October 9, 1896. -- - 

To the Editor o f  the ALPINE JOURNAL. 

DEAR SIR,- I thank you for sending me copy of above letter. 
I of course accept the corrections therein contained, though I 
tried to state the facts as they appeared to me, and could not (nor 
can I now) quite reconcile the 1877 track, as shown in the ' Alpine 
Journal' for November 18'36, with the original note and hlr. 
IIartley's paper. I am, yours truly, 

EDWARD A. I~HOOME:. 
-- - - - -  

THE I)OXf. 

To the Editor of the ALI'INE JOURNAL. 
Edinburgh : Sept. 10, 1896. 

DEAR SIR,-In Mr. Broorne's delightful paper on the IVeisshorn, 
in the last number of the ' Alpine Journal ' (p. 147), there are solrle 



statementu on which I hope yon will allow me to make u few 
remarks, as his words convey an imputation-which I think un- 
deserved-on the character of that respectable mountain the Dom. 
He complains of its eastern face as constantly raked with stones, 
and the ascent of it ss  a sort of ' Balacfava affair.' I cannot help 
thinking that the Uom must have been in an exceptionally bad 
humour the day he went up, for niy experience was quite different. 
I went up from Sass-Fbe, towards the end of August 1888, with 
Clemenz Zurbriggen and another Saas man. \Ye passed the night 
on some rocks well sbove the FPe Glacier, at  a point almost im- 
mediately below the Uom-Joch. \Ye had a horrid night of it, for 
there was a heavy thunder storm and a good deal of MIOW fell. I t  
took some time to clear, and we did not get off till past 5 next 
morning. \Ve traversed near1 straight acroaa the face of the 
mountain, which was, no doll g t, seamed with shallow couloirs, 
tlown which something snow or ice apparently -was in the habit 
of sliding ; but I can safely my that we did not see a, single falling 
stone (luring this passage. We then struck a rocky rib, with snow 
at intervals, which led straight up to a projecting point three or four 
hundred yards to tbe right-i.c. to the N.E. of the summit-whence 
the route to the summit was eaay. On this rib the elimbing was 
sometimes rather awkward, from the freah snow, but w i n  we saw 
no falling stones. Possibly the new snow contributed to keep 
them quiet, but I cannot help thinking that if tlie traverse-which 
is quite simple-is ]nude early ill the morning, the danger will be 
st educed to tl mii~imuiil. No doubt after s few hours' sun it would 
be a very different niatter, but this seems easy to avoid ; and, once 
on tlie rocks, I do not think there is any risk at a11 to be feared. I 
merely nientian these facts and impressions because I should be 
sorry to think that so good a climb as  the east face of the Dom 
endoubtetlly is ehould be avoided becauae of Pnnoysnces which I 
cannot lielp thinkiiig must hare been due to an exceptio~al condi- 
tion of the mountain or to some error m the route taken. 

Yours faithfully, 
O. W. PHOTHEHO. 
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FEBRUARY 1897. 

(No. 135.) 

(Read before the Alpine Club, December 1-1, 1806.) 

N the morning of August 2, 1889, I stood by the wooden 0 bridge a t  Balkar, watching hIessrs. Freshfield and Dent 
and Captain Powell with their followers as they ascended the 
western slope of the valley on their way to Bezingi. I t  mas 
not with the most cheerful thoughts that, after their depar- 
ture, I turned back into the muddy, uninviting village, 
knowing that for some weeks I should not hear the sound of 
my native language, and being uncertain how our party wonld 
fare without an interpreter. 

There was soon an opportunity of testing this point. I t  
would never do to return empty-handed to Iiaraul ; so, while 
waiting for a horse, I tried my skill a t  bargaining, and with 
the help of a few words of Russian and much pantomimic 
action on both sides soon became possessed of four chickens, 
a number of eggs, a small sack of bread and another of 
potatoes. These desirable acquisitions were slung across a 
  mall donkey, belonging to my newly-engaged native porter, 
liutche Janibergoff; two other Tartars who seemed to have 
nothing better to do a t  the moment joined us ;  and so me 
journeyed up the Cherek valley to Karaul, where I had left my 
guides, Christian Jossi aud Johann Kaufmann. Kanfmann had 
been on the sick list for several days ; but on my return to 
the camp in the evening he seelned to be so much better that 
it was decided that Jossi and the porter should accoml~any 
me on an excursion up the Dykhsu Glacier, with the object of 
taking photographs and reconnoitring the district. 

The next day was showery, but on the clay following we 
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started at  5 A . Y .  up the Dykhsu gorge. The weather was 
still unpromisi~ig, and, enveloped in thick mist, Fe  made our  
wrry up the narrow, picturesque ravine, which ha5 no per- 
manent path, and never can have one, owing to the ravages 
of avalanches and of the impetuous torrent. In  2 hrs. t h e  
snout of the Dykhsu Glacier was reached, and on surmounting 
it we emerged frorn the mist and found ourselves in n new 
region. 

The portion of the glacier in sight was about 5 miles long 
and 4 to 2 mile broad, the lower part being, for about 2 miles, 
80 completely covered ~ i t h  rock debris that no ice was 
visible. On our left -i .e. on the S. sicle-were the lofty snow- 
clad ridges of the main cl~ain ; further to the TIT. a lnrge 
tributary glacier tlowed in from the S. ; further still was a 
fine snow-peak, .41lama ; and, apparently a t  the head of the  
glacier, the imposing rnnss of Shkara. 

On the N. side of the ice stream we could see only steep 
gutsy slopes on wliicll eight or nine ' tnr,' or Caucasian 
I)ouquetin, were feeding. 

Vnder 1iutcht;'s auidance we crossed to the 9. side of the 
s, 

glacier, and walking sometimes on the nlornine, sometinles on 
tlir1 hill-side up to our knees in flowers, and son~etimes in the 
dec.11 trough bc~tween the two, arrived at  11 o'clock a t  the 
\vidrst part of the glacier. Close by was a hunter's ' kosh,' 
fornled by rtn overhanging cliff of pale granite, and here I 
unpacked the photographic bag ; but was dism y e d  to find 
tliat, ill plnce of the camera, I had-in the darkness of the 
ttsnt -packed up a spare case of dark-slides very similar in 
size and weight. Iiutcht; had now to return to Iiaraul with 
a note to Iiaufnlann, ahilr! Jossi and I sat down to eat and 
to nlnke fresh plnns. Up  to this time there had been no 
definite intention of climbing till Iiaufnlann was well enough 
to join us ; but lily companion, exalted in spirit by the splendid 
clay and mngniticent scenery, now proposed that, as Fe could 
not photo&~aph, we should climb a good peak. 

-1ila1na was re,jectecl as being too difficult, and Shkara as 
lleing too big, so crossing the lnoutll of the side-glen down 
wliich the Iilirumkol Glacier tiolvs frorn the N., we continued 
on our way up the main ice-stream. At 2.30 P.M. we were in 
sight of the 1)ykhsu Pass, at  the head of t l ~ e  glacier, and so 
near to Shlcarit tliat we felt strongly tempted to attack i t ;  
bnt I hnd now formed another plan. 

Through a gap in the ridge to the N. the rocky face of 
JIishirgi-tau llatl appeared. As seen from the S.E. this peak, 
like so ninny of the Caucasian mountains, has two l~eads, 



connected by a depressed snowy saddle. The western head 
is a massive tower of rock, while the eastern is a ridge crested 
with snow. Knowing that the year before (1888) Messrs. 
Holder and Cockin had climbed nearly to the top, and had 
then found themselves cut off,, I jumped to the conclusion 
that they had ascended the great rock tower and had been 
unable to get across to the eastern ridge, which seemed to us 
to be undoubtedly the higher. It was my impression that 
the peak did not greatly exceed 15,000 ft. in height, that it 
was fairly easy to climb and sure to afford an  unrivalled view, 
therefore I proposed that we should attempt it. 

Jossi, still hankering after Shkara, did not favour the idea. 
He had never heard of Mishirgi-tau, and did not appear to 
admire either its name or its appearance ; but of course he 
agreed to my plan, only stipulating that I should choose my 
own route. Accordingly me turned northward up a snow- 
slope, and at 5.30 p.11. found ourselves on a snowy ridge, on 
the N. side of which s rocky escarpment fell away abruptly to 
the western arm of the Khrumkol Glacier. Uishirgi-tau, now 
visible from base to summit, lay to the N.W., at  the head of 
the glacier, so that our next day's route was perfectly simple 
and straightforward. 

For want of a more comfortable place we halted for the 
night at a tuft of rocks some distance albng the ridge, at  a 
height of nearly 12,500 ft. If the situation was somewhat 
unsheltered it was picturesque in the highest degree. We 
were surrounded by some of the noblest peaks in the 
Caucasus ; the air was so clear that we could recognise the 
outline of Iiazbek, seventy miles away ; and the view at  sunset 
of the tremendous precipices of Koshtan-tau was something 
to be remembered. As we ate our supper all the summits in 
sight glowed as if on fire, then faded one by one, Koshtan-tau 
and Nishirgi-tau keeping the glow long after the others. 

After some hours of wakefulness I fell into so sound a 
sleep that when I awoke, with a start, i t  was broad daylight 
and already half-past four. As it was a splendid morning we 
made a hasty breakfast, and leaving our sleeping bags and 
some of our food on the rocks, went down to the glacier, and 
began to ascend i t  in the direction of Nishirgi-tau. The 
mountain now presented to us its broad south face of darli- 
coloured rock, while from the gap between the two peaks a 
great couloir filled with snow and ice swept down to the n k ~ b  
below. 

- - - - 

* Alpi7zc Joarnal, vol. xiv. p. 102. 
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By 8 o'clock we hed reached the foot of the couloir, and, in 
order to svoid the steepest rocks, began to cut steps up i t ;  
but before we had risen more than two or three hundred feet 
we were startled by the humming of a stone whirling past us 
from above. Then came a second and a third. These stonea 
probably flew at  a safe height above us, but their velocity was 
so great that we could not see them, and they made a most 
demoralising noise ; we therefore lost no time in leaving the 

gully for the rocks on its eastern margin. Turning round at 
this point, we were struck with admiration by the superb 
appearance of Ailama, now no longer foreshortened, and made 
a compact to climb it before leaving Iiaraul. 

After taking Rome food we began the ascent of the rocks, 
which proved to be of the slab type, with occaeional patches 
of snow. Though uniformly steep they were fairly firm 
and not particularly difficult, except at one place, where a 
smooth upright face almost baffled uu ; but it was eventually 



surmounted by means of a well-known acrobatic feat supple- 
mented by vigorous propulsion from Jossi's ice axe. 

When the aneroid pointed to 15,000 ft. I was surprised to 
find that we were already higher than the top of Ailama, and 
it was now certain that our peak would prove to be much 
loftier than we had supposed. As we climbed nearer and 
nearer to the gap the rocks became steeper and the step- 
cutting in the snow patches more tedious. We now noticed, 
with some slight misgiving, that the great rock pinnacle 
towered above us to an unexpected height, and for the first 
time I began to feel a rague apprehension lest, after all, it 
should overtop the eastern peak. The saddle was gained a t  
1 o'clock, and, after a ehort halt, we turned our backs on the 
tower and began to walk eastward up the broad and easy 
snow ridge, our doubts increasing with every step. The 
weather had now completely changed, and thick clouds from 
the S.W. were drifting through the gap and enveloping all the 
surrounding mountains. 

At half-past two-9 hrs. after leaving the sleeping-place- 
we arrived a t  the highest point of the ridge, a short, narrow 
crest of the snow about 16,350 ft. high; but our hopes of 
a view were disappointed, all the peaks around us, except 
Koshtan-tau, being quite hidden. By this time the western 
rock tower was also invisible, so we sat down on the snow, 
and hnd to wait about 10 min. before a break in the clouds 
came. Then I saw at once that its top was-to make a 
guess-40 or 50 ft. above us. At first Jossi maintained 
that our point was higher, but when the clinometer had 
decided the question he was profoundly disgusted, and looked 
at me as reproachfully as if I were in some vay  responsible 
for the shape of the nlountizin. 

We now returned to the saddle, to see if there were any 
possibility of climbing the tower. None whatever from this 
side. We were separated from i t  by a sharp edge of snow 
not more than 100 yds. long, but at  the further end of this 
rose a perpendicular face of rock which we considered abso- 
lutely unassailable. Our only chance seemed to be to cut 
steps in steep ice round the northern base of the tower, and 
so to get behind it. There was an hour's work in sight ; what 
lay beyond we could not tell. But it was now after 3 o'clock, 
our food was almost finished, and the weather most un- 
promising. In the end we allowed our discretion to prevail, 
swallowed our disappointIllent, and turned to go down. 

The descent of t h e  rock face was made in thick mist, but 
the great s~~~ gully on our right was a sufficient landmark. 



At the awkward pitch Jossi lowered himself with some spare 
cord which we fortunately had with us. IlTe found that 
stones were still humming merrily down the lower part of the 
couloir ; and the nevk was reached as it began to grow dark. 
I a t  firvt led the way down the Khrumkol Glacier, but Jossi 
did not approve my route and changed places with me. He, 
however, deviated too much to the S., and we soon became 
pounded in a network of crevasses, where the darkness in- 
creased our difficulties, and there was much step-cutting and 
loss of precious time before me got back again on to the even 
surface of the glacier. 

I t  was now my turn to contribute to the evening's enter- 
tainment. Seeing some rocks on the S. side of the glacier, I 
insisted that they were those below oilr bivouac, and by the 
time steps had been cut up to theill i t  was after 9 o'clock. 
The rocks proved difficult ; the ice below was broken, and the 
night was now so dark that we decided to remain where we 
were. I lay down on a sort of terrace and fell asleep ; but my 
slumbers were not unbroken. Once or twice every hour 
sounds as  of the stamping of feet disturbed me. Each time 
the enme weird vision-a gloomy hollow, fantastic peaks and 
ridges faintly shadowed in the mist, while n ~ a r d  or two 
aweg, seated on a ledge, was a dim and dusky spectre warm- 
ing its hands at a candle in a Yienna luntern. Perhaps we 
should have been Inore resigned to our situation if it had 
been possible to know that on the following night Mr. Fresh- 
field's party would also be taking their pleasure under very 
similar conditions on the Shaurtu Glacier, ten or twelve 
miles away to the N.\fT. 

At 4.30 it was light enough to move, so stretching our 
stiffened limbs we began to climb- ns we hoped, up to our 
bivouac. Another delusion ! The rocks were iced and diffi- 
cult. The higher me clinlbed the higher we had to climb; 
but nt last we gained the sno\v-ridge above, and were able to 
see the sleeping-place about 500 ft. below us. 

We reached it a t  half-past seven, and fell eagerly on our 
reserve of food. -4fter breitkfasting and packing up we 
vnrietl our route by following the course of the Khrumkol 
(;lacier to its termination, and had a iiiost interesting walk 
close under the lofty precipices of the southern ridge of Kosh- 
tan- tau. But our troubles were not yet over. The evil genius 
who seemed to be conducting this expedition beguiled us down 
to the very snout of the glacier, where it was impossible to 
get off, and another hour was lost in retracing our steps. 

Below the apparent snout of the Khriunkol Glacier the ice 



seemed to extend as far as the main Dykhsu ice-stream ; but 
its surface was loaded with a most extraordinary accumula- 
tion of rock fragments of all sizes from that of a cottage 
downwards. We named this spot ' Das Felsenmeer.' I t  was 
uncertain whether the debris had been brought down by the 
side-glacier, or was the result of a great fall of rock ; but, as 
the higher level of the main ice-stream formed an  effective 
barrier, this vast rocky chaos, extending right across the 
mouth of the side-valley, lay wedged in behind and before, 
fretting, crushing, and grinding as the ice-bed melted or 
moved beneath it. 

At 11.30 we regained the 1)ykhsn Iiosh, and found Kutche 
there with the camera, and, to our great joy, a kettle boiling, 
just ready for making tea. The rest of the day was spent in 
taking viewe and returning to Karaul. At the end of the Dykhsu 
Glacier Jossi, xho was some distance behind, appropriately 
finished the excursion by mysteriously disappearing. Fearing 
that some accident had happened, I went back on to the 
glacier to look for him, and it was not till three-quarters of an  
hour had been thus wasted that the Tartar's sharp eyes dis- 
covered, from the guide's footprints on the moraine, that he 
had taken another course while we were waiting for him. 
The gorge looked eo beautiful in the evening light that my 
annoyance at  the last episode soon nbated, and the rest of 
the walk was attended by pleasant anticipations of supper 
and blankets. 

On August 14-eight days after the first visit-Jossi and 
KutchG again accompanied me to the nykhsu Kosh, our 
object being to climb Ailama. Kaufmann was to come up a 
day or two later, with more pro~isions, for an attempt on 
Shliara. We found the kosh fairly comfortable. Inside the 
low mall built up to the cliff there was room for four men 
to lie down, and the rocks overhung so far that when it rained 
no one got wet except the outside man. But it would be 
an ideal sleeping-place at  which the outside man did not 
find something to grumble about. As firewood was very 
difficult to obtain we brought up with us, this time, a small 
oil stove, which proved most useful and added greatly to our 
comfort. During our stay we had many visits from Tartar 
chamois-hunters, who used to drop in at all hours of the 
day or night ; indeed, we never knew on lying down what 
our number ulould be in the morning. Having seen the 
oil stove a t  work, they appreciated it more highly than mas 
convenient, and did not bring a stick of firewood with then1 
on their next appearance. 

/- 



Our first assault on Ailama was unsuccessful. The beau- 
tiful snowy cone of the mountain rises behind a huge rocky 
buttress, which separates it from the Dykhsu Glacier; and 
tht: crest of the buttress seemed to us to present the most 
likely route up the peak. But we had underrated both its 
length and its difficulty. On tlie day of our arrival at  the 
kosh we crossed the glacier and bivouacked on the buttress 
a t  a height of 11,600 ft. Next morning, after sending the 
native back, we started up the ridge ; but it proved to be 
cleft repeatedly by deep chasms, and after three or four hours 
of the toughest work encountered during that summer Ke 
were compelled to abandon the attempt. Yet our toil was 
not entirely fruitless: we had learnt that the western arm 
of the Ailama Glacier curved round behind the buttress and 
sloped up to the very foot of our peak. 

Two days later Iiaufmann, Kutcht., and another native 
came up, as arranged, from Iiaraul ; but they brought so 
little bread that I was forced to send Iiutcht; a t  once to 
Halkar for more. Having already walked to the camp and 
back that day, he was naturally disconcerted at  this additional 
duty, arid niuttered something in Turkish, of which only 
tlie word ' Shaitan ' was intelligible. He soon, liome~er, 
recovered his composure, arid trotted contentedly off 011 

his double journey. 
Ncst day both the guides started with me, in very doubtful 

weather, for the long-intendetl attack on Shkara. A walk of 
4 hrs. up the glacier brought us to the lowest rocks, and then 
the flood gates of the heaven8 opened on us to such purpose 
that we lost all interest in the peak. About 4 o'clock that 
afternoon tllrec drenched and dernorelised individuals, carry- 
ing three saturated sleeping-bags, might have been wen 
s t ea l i~~g  unostentatiously into the Dykhsu Iiosh, where they 
partook freely of hot tea, lighted their pipes, and spent the 
evening in silent reflection. 

The result of this excursion was that Kaufnlann again 
broke down, and had to return next day to Iiaraul, while Jossi 
and I, ansiously awaiting bread, went up a hill of about 
12,000 ft., neiir the kosli, tlnd obtained some more photo- 
paphs .  I ctt~lliot speitk too highly of my guide's unsellish- 
ness during this and one or two other periods of short 
commons. At these times lie would economise the provisions 
by pretending that he had no appetite, and would limit him- 
self to little more than thin soup and tea. 

Fortunately our trusty porter arrived in the evening with 
bread and two chickens, and a t  7 nest morning (August 19) 



we all set out again for A'ilama. This time we walked down 
the Dykhsu Glacier for an hour, and then turned southward 
up the A'ilama Glacier; but as the great ice-fall was quite 
impassable it was necessary to take to the cliffs and grass- 
grown ledges on its left bank. 

About 9.30 we had to cross a wide gully filled with hard 
avalanche snow. The native, though well laden, had climbed 
so well on the rocks that we had not yet put on the rope. 
Jossi, after chipping small steps in the slope, had gained the 
rocks on the far side, and I was just about to leave the snow 
when a noise behind made we look round just in time to see 
the Tartar shoot down the slope and disappear from view. 
Hastening back a few steps I got a full view of the slope. 
Two or three hundred feet below was the glacier, and at its 
margin were some large stones and a longitudinal crevasse, 
but no Kutche. ' He is in the crevasse ! ' I exclaimed to 
.Jossi. 

I t  is a true saying that ' nothing is fully appreciated till i t  
is lost.' Kutchti's value in my eyes rose immensely during 
those few moments. Instantly the woeful consequences flashed 
through my mind. How should I explain the catastrophe to 
the Starshina at Balkar? What could I say to Mrs. Jani- 
bergoff and her little bullet-headed Tartars ? The situation 
mas too dreadful ; but just as I had lost all hope I was inex- 
pressibly relieved to see a small figure pick itself up fro111 
hehind a stone and begin to look about for something. His 
alpenstock had fallen into the crevasse. Jossi glissaded down 
to him, and having put on the rope descended into the 
cre-rasse, and in about five minutes recovered the staff; but it 
took more than half an hour to bring Kutchk up to the rocks 
again. He was happily uninjured ; but his comical face wore 
an unusually serious expression, and his demeanour was 
noticeably quiet and subdued during the rest of the day. 

After passing the ice-fall we returned to the glacier, and 
skirting its true left margin were soon in sight of our peak. 
Its precipitous N.E. face, cased in snow and hanging glacier, 
did not look easy ; but two ribs of rock ran for some distance 
up the mountain, and we decided to make our attempt by the 
western rib, which was less steep than the other. 

We now turned into the western bay of the glacier, and 
when nearly at  its head crossed it in a S.W. direction to the 
foot of the peak. Here, in place of the usual bergschrund, 
was found a great heap of freshly-fallen avalanche ice, by 
means of which it was easy to gain the foot of the western 
rib of rocks, and by 3.15 we had selected as our sleeping-place 



a somewhat sloping platform of rock a t  a height of oyer 
12,000 ft. 

We had barely finished afternoon tea when it began to 
snow, and for two hours the weather looked quite hopeless ; 
but at G o'clock the clouds rolled away, and a good sunset 
promised well for the morrow. 

There was very little sleep that night, as  in our exposed 
position we felt the low temperature keenly. The unhappy 
Tartar having no sleeping-bag, but only his burka, fared 
worst, and from time to time uttered lugubrious moans of 
' Kholodnui ! Kholoclnui ! ' (* Cold ! Cold ! ') ; but having neg- 
lected to make any provision for shelter during the after- 
noon he was left to his own devices. Indeed, towards dawn 
the cold became so piercing that my own extrerrlities claimed 
all my attenticn. 

Althongh we were up a t  3 . i .>r .  daml) firewood and other 
causes delilyed our departure till a tender rosy flush was 
creeping down the slopes high above us. At 4.15 we left 
Kutchr behind and started up the rocks ; but knowing that the 
clothing of every Tartar is a more or less congested district, 
I could not help speculating as to which sleeping-bag would 
be colonised during our absence. 

The rocks were of good, firm granite and free from difficulty, 
thollgli painfully cold to the hands. After an  hour and a 
halfs climbing they ended, and we were confronted by a 
smooth i ce -~~n l l  of more than ordinary steepness, but fortu- 
nately it was possible to avoid this by cutting steps up a ridge 
of ice which branched off to our right. As the ice was exceed- 
ingly hard our progress was slow, but in about an hour we 
gained a small platform of s~low at  the point where the crest 
of the great northern buttress joined the face of the mountain. 

After leaving this spot I do not think that we touched cr 
single rock ; yet there was not much laborious step-cutting. 
Luckily for us, the cold night had left the snow in excelle~~t 
condition, and we were nble to take an almost direct course 
up the X. face towards the sumniit. Joesi made no mistake 
this time, but led splendidly throughout. The only obstacle 
wliicli delayed us was a schrund with its upper edge thrown 
forward in a high overhanging cornice. This was turned bx 
~ a l l i i n g  along the lower lip and smashing a passage through 
a fringe of icicles till a weak place could be found. Two or 
three higher schrunds were passed without difficulty, and a 
few minutes after 10 we walked on to the broad, almost level 
snow plateau which formed the summit. 

It was now a splendidly fine day without a breath of wind. 



As there was no stone of any kind near i t  was i m p o ~ ~ i b l e  to 
build a cairn, so that there was nothing to do but to eat our 
cold chicken, bask in the sun, and en-joy the wonderful pano- 
rama. \17ithin a radius of seven miles were the three giants 
of the central group. Shkara's massive shoulders concealed all 
the great western mountains except the twin peaks of I'shba, 
while on the north Koshtan-tau and Dykh-tau completely 
dwarfed everything around them. The air wns so unusually 
clear that we could easily discern the bands of purple, red, 
and white rock on the S. face of Dykh-tau, and our view 
estended beyond the volcenic hills of Piatigorsk, far away 
into the northern steppe. A bewildering multitude of snowy 
summits stretched away, group after group, to the E. and 
S.E., and behind them all rose the familiar shape of Kazbek. 
The view on the S. side was a pettcef111 contrast. 1)irectl-j 
below us were smooth green downs. Two streams wandered 
away to the S. and S.W., soon losing themselves in a labyrinth 
of wooded hills, while the still more distant Georgian  alleys 
were filled with sleepy-looking clouds. 

Nearly 2 hrs. had been delightfully spent on the sum- 
mit, when shortly before noon we began to descend. The 
snow was now so soft that on the steepest slopes great care 
was needful, and I eould not resist the impression that the 
N. face of the peak should be left to itself when the condi- 
tions are at  all unfavourable. Soon after 2 o'clock we 
regained the sleeping-plnce, and found our porter quite ready 
to be released from the solitude of his shelf of rock. where he 
had waited patiently for more than 9 hrs. In  returning 
down the glacier the superiority of nailed boots over the 
native sandals was most marked on the wet snow and ice ; 
but on the loose moraine of the Dykhsn Glacier IiutchC, who 
had now quite recovered his spirits, sin111ly walked away from 
Jossi and myself. 

Following a t  a more sober pace, we reached the kosh as 
the evening shadows were stealing up the mountain-sides, 
and our last view before turning in was of the snowy cap of 
Adama, gleaming with a strange, unearthly lustre against the 
darkening sky. 

This was our last climb in the Dpkhsu district. Nest day 
a e  somewhat regretfully left the kosh and returned to liaraul, 
on our way to Urusbieh. 
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B1 1'1to~.  IT. GHTLLS ADAMS. 

N the morning of August 27, in company with Nr. S. A. F. 0 White and my son, with Yikkel IIundal as  guide, I 
started from F j ~ r l a n d  for a few days' walking on the 
Justednl Glacier. \Ye crossed the glacier by the usual route 
from the Boium valley to Lunde,, but could eee little, as  the 
upper part of the snow-field wae shrouded in fog. We 
rowed down the Lunde fiord to Skqj, nnd on the way had a 
heavy storm of wind and rain from the S.W. After being 
well taken care of at  Skej we started nest day for Aamot, in 
Stardal, crossed the Olden Skar to Briksdal, and had a 
lovely day. From Brilisdal, where tile beds were good but 
the food by no means satisfactory, we started nest morning 
a t  G A.JI., intending to cross the Justedalsbrte by the 
Austerdal to Hveitestranden, but the weather threatened and 
became so bad that after 2 hrs. climb we turned back and 
went straight down the valley to Olden in search of food. 

Our guide had spoken of crossing the glacier by night, and 
was of opinion that on the snow-field even at  the end of 
August the liglit would be quite sufficient all night long. 
Accordingly as soon as the storm had quite passed, and there 
seemed promise of fine neathel., we took food with us for two 
days and started from Olden for Briksd~l .  Before we reached 
Briksdal a t  1 r..Jr. we decided not to stop there, but to go on 
at  once for n glacier route, and, if the weather held up, to 
attempt a niglit journey along the central plateau of the 
Justedal Glacier from Oltlendal to Fjrerland. 

Starting up the valley of Briksdal, and crossing the strertm, 
we reached the foot of the 13riksdal Glacier, and went up the 
rocks and through a wood on our right below a hanging glacier 
-the southern branch of the Briksdnl Glacier-and in a b u t  
2 hrs. from Brik~dal  had reached the foot of the central 
ridgeof Iittttenakke~i, the mountain between the Mrelke~oldsbrte 
and Hriksdal. Fro111 this point we looked straight down on the 
Mu.lke\-oldsbrw, some 6,000 ft. below us. TYe ascended rapidly 
along the steep ridge or arrte of the mountain, with a preci- 
pice on either side, and mt~de our may sometimes on the left 
and sometimes on tlie right of the arhte, where we were exposed 
to a very high wind from tlle S.W. on the precipitous face of 
the mountain n b o ~ e  the 3l~elkeroldsbrre.t TVe climbed over 
-- -- - 

* S. T. E'. Aal bog for 1881, p. 89. t Lars Nrebba. 



the top of this mountain and continued southwards along the 
ridge to the point where it is lost in the glacier between the 
Nslkevolds- and the Briksdalsbrs. We reached this point at  
4.30 P.M., having rested half an hour for food by the way. 
Immediately in front of us were numerous awkward crevasses 
running east and west and too wide to croee, and behind 
them a snow basin from which the glaciers of Mrelkevold 
and Briksdal were fed, enclosed by a grand ' cirque ' of ice 
and snow rising like the inner surface of a bowl, with hori- 
zontal crevasses which were wide at  either end, but narrower 
in the middle towards the S.E. On the right the rim of the 
bowl, here greatly crevassed, abutted on rocks forming an 
island in the glacier about 1,000 ft. above us to the S., or 
immediately above the ~1~lkevoldsbrs.* We turned the 
crevasses immediately in front of us by going eastward 
towards an island of rock above the Briksdalsbrs. Then 
we gradually turned southwards towards the middle of the 
'cirque,' where the ice was pressed together from the fall 
from all sides. In this hollow bowl we found the surface 
snow and ice very soft and slushy, with streams running very 
freely on the surface, and we had nn unpleasant half-hour. 
As we climbed the ' cirque ' the snow improved, and keeping 
somewhat to the E. we crossed the upper crevasses without 
much difficulty. Above the rim of the bowl we still ascended, 
but more gently, towards the S.E.. over a vast undulating 
snow-field, until at  about (i P.M. we found ourselves on the 
central plateau, or backbone, of the Justedalsbrs, with clear 
weather and magnificent views in d l  directions. 

On the west, like a shoulder of the main glacier, was a vast 
snow-field stretching away and sloping down towards the pass 
from the Aamotdal over the Olden Skar, which might probably 
be reached from the glacier. Behind us to the N.W. and N. 
were the mountains, with their hanging glaciers, anclosing the 
sides of the Oldendal, and some lofty mountains above the 
Loenvand, flanked on the N.E. by the plateau of the Justedals- 
bre. Towards the east lay the Austerdalsbrs,t and in 
the distance we could distinguish the glorious peaks of 
the Jotunheim mountains, which we now saw for the first 
time. Towards the S.E., away in the distance, we had a clear 
view of mountains over the Langedal, and to the east of the 
Suphelle valley and further south were three grand mountains 
near together, standing up above the snow-field, which our 

- - -  - -  -- 

* Onsdegs Nrebba ; vide N. T. F. :l,trhoy for 1884, p. 09. 
t d. J. vol. xvii. p. 351. 
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guide could only suppose must be Iialdekari, Suphellenipa, 
and Almenipa, near the head of the Boium Glacier. He  had 
crossed portions of the glacier, but had never seen it free from 
fog, and could not, therefore, know how these mountains 
appeared when looked at  from the north at  a distance of 
eight or ten miles away. From the point we had reached 
opposite the head of the Austerdalsbrre, the central plateau of 
the Justedalsbrre slopes very gradually away towards the S.W. 
as n vast snow-field, which becomes quite narrow as the head 
of the Langedal is approached. Along this central plateau we 
walked a t  a good, steady pace, with the s n o ~  in fair condition. 
On our left was a wide snow-field between the Austerdal and 
the Langedal, which had been twice crossed by Mr. Slingsby, 
and again by Herr Bing, in bad weather, when the party 
were benighted. We went first toward the south, with the 
Optugsbra rising in front of us 8s a lofty snom-field on the other 
side of the Lnngedal.. After about half an hour we turned to 
the S.W. along the watershetl nnd looking down on the Lnngedal 
on our left. Towards the west the mountains and snow-fields 
were brilliantly lit up by the setting sun, and the scene m m  
one which could not easily be described or forgotten. 

The Justedal Glacier becomes very nnrrow, and is almost 
cut in two by the Langedal, so tl~cit the watershed almost 
touches the precipices on its westcni side overlooking the 
Fonr;dnl, n little to the south of Anmot, and then turns 
again to the etlstward over the OptagsLrtr. At the head of 
the Langecial, near these precipices, which we reached about 
8 P.N., we came on tlie edge of n trough or valley in the glacier, 
fiolile 150 ft. dcep, crossed by nunlerous crevasses, with an 
aln~ost 1)recipitoua wall of snow on its northern side. Before 
us on the other side of tlie valley \\-as a huge chasm in 
the glacier, not like any ordini~ry bergschrund, but more 
resembling in form the mouth of a huge cavern or pothole 
in the sidc of the valley. The chasm reminded me of Gordale 
Scar, in Torkshire. I t  seemed as if there must be some out- 
let for SIIOJV and ice nt the bottom of this chasm through 
tlie precipices overhanging the Fonsdal, some 2,000 ft. 
below. Our way lay across the narrow valley to the left 
of the clins~n and up to a considernl~ly higher enom-field 
on the opposite side. The snow was in such excellent con- 
dition that wc descended the snow wall rapidly, crossed the 
~ a l l ~ y ,  and ascended tlie steep slope on the opposite side 
- - - - -- - - - - -- 

* X. T. 3'. Acirboy for 1800, p. 20, and map, p. 233 ; also A. J. 
vol. xiv. p. 506. 



in the line of the crevasses and between them without dit?i- 
c u l t  or mishap, making for an  island of rock which n.e had 
seen ahead of ud for some time and where we intended to rest 
for supper. These rocks near the western margin of the 
great Justedal Glacier were reached at  9 P.M. ; they formed 
a ridge, running north and south and overlooking the 
Fonsdal and the mou~~tnins  of Bjorga, with a magnificent 
view towards the west and ~011th-west in the directioil of Skej 
and Lunde. 

Here, as we sat looking toward the W. in the e\ening light, 
the snow-field sloping down in front of us was clothed with 
that wonderful deep pink or ruddy glow, more intense as  well 
as more lasting than we had ever seen it on the mountains 
of Switzerland. Behind us, on the opposite side of a broad 
upland valley, was the Optagsbrre, an  extensive snow-field. 
After supper and an hour's rest on this rocky ridge we started 
again at  10 P.M., looking carefully for and crossing crevasses 
which ran E. and IY. across our path. We now went almost 
due S. in the direction of the Almenipa, over a fairly level 
part of the Justedal Glacler, ~ki r t ing  on our left the Optags 
Glacier, which rose like a flat dome to a considerable height 
towards the E. We had a clear, starlight night, and about 
11 P.M. the moon rose and cast our shadows on the snow, and 
we had abundant light ; the snow also was in fairly good con- 
dition and improving ns the night advanced ; it mould hare 
been still better for our walking if the air had been a little 
colder. On three several occasions, far apart from one 
another, we crossed the tracks of a bear going from E. to IT. 
across the glacier ; the last time the tracks were quite fresh, 
and there were two in company going from the Suphellenipa 
towards Bjdrga, the land of the bears. 

For a long time we were approachinq the Suphellenipa on 
our left hand, and seemed never able to get past it. We 
crossed the head of the valley leading down to the Great 
Suphelle ice-fall, and made for the eastern slopes of Almenipa 
and the heights of the Boium Cflacier, which were directly S. 
of Us. 

These heights we leEt on our right hand, and went nearly 
horizontally across the slope, with the Suphelle Glacier on our 
left, crossing crevasses which for the most part were fairly 
covered with fresh snow, but which under dilferent conditions 
might have been dificult to pass. 

Here above us on our right the steep glacier was much 
crevassed, and we met with another huge chasm, or cavern, 
in the glacier, similar to the one we had seen above Aamot. 



After this we soon came to rocks on the eastern side of and 
overlooking the great Boium ice-fall, which we reached about 
1.30 a.11. 

On these rocks we rested for a n  hour and tried to sleep, 
without fear of cold, as  the night was so mild. We waited 
for the dawn, so as  to have better light for some trouhlesome 
rock-climbing which still awaited us. An Alpine or Norwegian 
hut at  this spot, where there is shelter from the N. and E., 
and with something softer than a rock to sleep on, mould 
have been welcome, and would have enabled us next day to 
round the head of the Boium Glacier, asbend Almenipa, 
and continue our walk down the Justedal Glacier to the 
S.W., as  we wished to do, to the side valley which opens out 
at liundal. This and other interesting excursions may con- 
veniently be made from Fjaerland. We had traversed the 
distance from Briksdal to the Boium Glacier in 123 hrs., and 
had rested 13 hr. on the way, and we had had about 8 hrs. 
actual walking on the glacier. 

The rocks on which we rested overlooked the upper part of 
the Hoium ice-fall towards the IT., i ~ n d  between them and 
the Skjeidesnipa to the S. was a branch of the Biiium 
Glacier Rome 200 or 300 ft. below us. To reach this branch 
of the glacier we climbed down a couloir between precipitous 
rocks and the edge of a small hanging glacier sloping down at 
a very steep angle towards the E.  Finding the rocks very 
troublesome, and that the small glacier, although very steep, 
was covered with a coating of snow in good condition, we left 
the rocks and went well out on the glacier, so as to be quite 
clear of jutting points of rock and yawning crevasses below, 
and then turned straight down the small glacier, on which 
we had no further difficulty. We now proceeded to climb the 
Skjeidesnipa, first up a steep ice-slope where some step-cutting 
was necessary ; when the ice became too steep we took to the 
arOte and climbed very steep rocks on the western face of the 
mountain, and then crossed the arOte and went along narrow 
1edg.s on the eastern face, overlooking the Suphelle Glacier, 
and so reached tlie highest point of the Skjeidesnipa. We 
had n very fine view of the Great Suphelle Glacier and the 
surrorinding mountains.* From this point we turned to the 
S.E., but were too early to see the sunrise on the peaks and 

* This view was sketched in 1870 by Professor Heim, of Ziirich, 
and was published in the Swiss Journal, vol. ix. It has, a few 
weeks ago, been admirably reproduced in the .Jars-Ovcrsyn for 
1806 of the Uergen's Fjellmannalag. 



snow-fields of the Jotunheim. We descended rapidly over a 
rough waste of rocks and by easy glacier-walking down to the 
tap of the great ice-fall of the Suphelle Glacier,. and then by 
the usual steep and long descent down to the Suphelle farm, 
where, after considerable delay in catching ponies, kc., we 
got two stolkjarre and drove to Fjarland in time for break- 
fast. 

THE FLUCIITIIORN -4ND ITS NEIGHHOL-RS. 

BY IV. A. B. COOLIDGE. 

YOME years ago, on the publication of one of my 3 ' Climbers1 Guides,' a foreign friend is reported to 
have exclaimed : ' Now I see that hi. Coolidge really climbs 
in accordance with some fixed plan : he seems to be always 
darting about from one part of the Alps to another, but 
really he is filling up gaps in our knowledge of the Alps, and 
his apparently aimless wanderings are governed by a care- 
fully thought out plan.' Now it is certainly true that, for 
more years than I care to count, I have wandered through 
the Alps with a very definite plan, or set of plans, but it is 
scarcely necessary to add that the best arranged plans are 
apt to be completely wrecked by the weatlier. This I found, 
much to my vexation, was the case in the late summer of 
1894. I had then meant to carry on the description of the 
Rttetian Alps from the S p l ~ g e n  Pass (where my ' Adula Alps.' 
issued in 1893, had stopped) t o ~ a r d s  the E.  and N.E., 
and to obtain detailed inforination as to the ranges N. and 
N.W. of the Val Bregaglia and the Engadine. I did indeed 
succeed very well at  first, pushing on from the Splugen by 
the Surettahorn group to the Avers valley, exploring the 
peaks around that delightful and ~ecluded glen, reaching 
Molins (hIuhlen), on the Julier road, and even (on August 31) 
ascending the highest point (the Piz dellns Calderas, 11,132 
ft.) of the Er r  range, to the E.  of that village. Almer 
and I then meant to proceed towards the l'iz Michel, and 
the other peaks near it, but pitiless rain set in. We spent a 
wretched met week a t  Molins, then retreated first to Bergun 
(three met days), then riti Davos (where \\e were nearly 
frozen) to Iilosters, in the Prattignu. Here the weather was 
slightly better, but such vast masses of finow lay even on 
grassy hills that nothing could be done, so that on September 

- - - - - - 
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15 we journeyed thence in one long day by rail to Bern, and 
soon after went into winter quarters. 

hly plans were only adjourned, not abandoned ; yet in the 
early summer of 1895 it almost seemed as if the previous year's 
experiences were about to be repeated. On June 4 young 
Christian Alrner and I left Grindelwald, but we only reached 
Klosters on July 6. Rain on the Grimsel, snow on the Nufenen, 
rain on the Pragel, much rain for fire days at  J70rauen, snow 
a t  the Club hut on the Gli~rnisch, stormy weather (for the third 
year in succession) on the Iiisten Pass, and many wet days 
a t  Brigels. It was only on June 25-27 that fine weather 
  mi led on us for a while, and enabled us to conquer the 
Bifertenstock (1 1,241 ft.), which had been defying us for 
three summers, and to esplore the strange Kavestrau or 
Brigelserhorner range, successes which I have described at  
length in vol. sssi. of the ' Jahrbuch' of the Swiss Alpine 
Club, yp. 375-386. But after leaving charming Brigels 
the same old story began again. Rain on the Sardona Paes, 
though not luckily in tliat quaint and stony Calfeisenthal, 
thick clouds on the Kurfirsten, nbove IYallenstadt, rain and 
mow on the Stintis, hard rain on our arrival nt Klosters, 
many days after we were elpected there. That wet month 
put us into very low spirits ; but perseverance, if not patience, 
was to be rewarded. Fine weather fibvoured us during our 
short esplorntiori of the peaks round the Silvretta Glacier 
(to which, however, we took n strange and irlesplicable 
dislike), and trlso during a few dnys spent in the most 
striking range of the Illititikon, which interested us very 
much. The belvedere of the lliidrishorn (9,285 ft.), the 
charming glen of St. Antonien, above Kublis, the little Alpine 
inn on the Partnun 8111, the gaunt cliffs of the Sulzfluh 
(9,252 ft.) and the Scheienfluh (8,628 ft.), the stately portal 
of the Schaeizerthor (7,057 ft.), the lovely Linersee, and 
nl~ove nll tliat niarvellous panorama from the Scesaplana, 
9,721 ft. (which included Monte Rosa and the Tnschhorn, 
tliough not the Bernese Alps) will long remain in my 
memory. JVe then regained I<losters, and on July 20 crossed 
over to the Lower Engadine by way of the Gross Buin, n 
poor peak which, despite its 10,980 ft., has a made path up 
its JT. flank. We chose Lavin as our head-quarters, in 
preference to Gunrda (which in itself occupies by far the 
finest position in the Lorver Engadine), because it was most 
convenient for the ascent of the Piz Linard (11,201 ft.), the 
loftiest sumrnit of the Silvretta group. But some wet days 
intervened before, on July 85, we at  last mnnaged to scale it. 
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The view from the top is certainly very fine, but the ascent 
from Lavin is wearisome and stony to the last degree. We 
discovered, however, that the alleged Club hut at  Glims has 
long since perished, while of the fabled path up the final peak 
there was no trace, no doubt because i t  never existed save in 
the lively imagination of some enthusiastic Alpine writer. 
We were now free to undertake the exploration of the ranges 
K.E. of Piz Linard, which form tlie proper subject of this 
paper. 

I t  may be well to esplain here that I was well provided-in 
fact, too well provided-with maps of the district which includes 
the Fluchthorn and its neiglibours. For the Swiss side I had 
the Dufour map, sheet 15 (hopelessly antiquated), and also 
photographed copies of the then unpublished Ardez and 
Samnaun sheets of the Siegfried map (procured for me 
through the kindness of my Bernese friends from the 
Federal Topographical Bureau). For the Austrian side I had 
the 'I11 Ursprung' and 'Nauders' sheets of the official 
' Spezialkarte ' (scale 7 , 4 F ) ,  together with photographed 
copies of the corresponding tiheets (still unpublished) of the 
' Reambulirung ' large scnle Government map. But as  it was 
a rare and startling occurrence when any two of these maps 
agreed as to the topography, names, or heights of the various 
peaks, passes, and glaciers, I was nearly driven mad, despite 
a carefully constructed 'coniparative table ' which I had 
taken the precaution of compiling. Since my journey the 
Ardez and Samnaun sheets of the Siegfried map have been 
published, and I shall quote them exclusively in this paper, 
as they are most admirable and include the entire scene of 
my wanderings, save the head of the Jamthal and the W. 
side of the Fluchthorn, for which the Austrian maps must 
be consulted. Needless to sag that I bad with me vol. i. of 
Hess and Purtscheller's most useful ' Der Hochtourist in den 
Ostalpen,' while in some degree I hnd worked up the ' Lit- 
teratur' relating to the group, in particular the excellent 
summary of its history given in Richter's monumental 
' Die Erschliessung der Ostalpen,' vol. ii. 

The mention of these two last-nnmed works reminds me 
that I wish to make a small personal protest against 
including the Fluchthorn and its neighbours amongst the 
' Eastern Alps.' Of course there are many rival divisions of 
the Alps, while ally dirision must be purely arbitrary, and is 
made simply for the sake of convenience. The view perhaps 
now most widely accepted is that which marks the line of 
division between the Central Alps and the Eastern Alps at  
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the Fless Pass, just JV. of Piz Linard. But while this pass 
may very well serve to distinguish the Albula group from the 
Silvretta group, it seems to me to fail doubly : a small bit of 
the ranges bounding the Engadine (namely, the Fluchthorn 
and its neighbonrs) is arbitrarily separated from the other 
ranges enclosing the Upper Inn valley on all sides, while 
the Fluchthorn range is the natural continuation of the 
Albula, and Silvretta ranges, and should not be cut off from 
them. On the other hand Xr. Ball, in my opinion, goes to 
the other extreme, by extending the Central Alps much too 
far to the E., his line following the upward course of the 
Adige from Trent, and then crossing the Reschen Scheideck 
to the Inn valley. But this line bas the obvious inconvenience 
of including as part of the Central Alps the Ortler, Presanella, 
Adamello, and Brenta groups, all of which would most 
naturally be reckoned amongst the Eastern Alps. Of course 
in revising the ' Alpine Guide ' I feel bound to retain there 
the line of division approved by its illustrious author; but 
personally, and for the purposes of the ' Climbers' Guides,' 
as  well as  in this paper, I prefer a modification of Nr. 
Ball's scheme. I think that, apart from any geological con- 
siderations, but looking at  the matter from a strictly practicul 
point of view, the following line is by far the most convenient, 
viz. : from Landeck up the Inn valley and over the b s c h e n  
Scheideck to the Upper Adige valley, then over the Stelvio, 
and down the Adda valley to the Lake of Como. In this 
way the four groups named above are given back to the 
Eastern Alps, in which most travellers would naturally place 
them, while the whole of the ranges enclosing the Engadine 
are included in the Central Alps. I freely allow that the 
N. limit of my scheme (from Landeck by the Paznaun and 
Montavon valleys to Feldkirch) is somewhat artificial, though 
if the line be drawn still further N., along the Arlberg 
railway, some essentially ' Eastern ' groups r~ould be pitch- 
forked into tlie Contra1 Blps. I t  ie, after all, so far as  
mountaineers are concerned, a question of practical con- 
venience, and, till better instructed, I shall continue to make 
use of my line of division indicated above. 

The moral of all this is that the Fluchthorn and its 
neighbours form, in my eyes, part of the Central, and not 
of the Eastern, Alps. 

I had a special appointment at  Larin for .July 26 with an 
American frieud (deeply interested, like myself, in all matters 
relating to Swiss history), who was travelling from Grindel- 
mald to Lnvin in five d:~ys expressly to talk over various 
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matters with me. Now, I and my guide arrived at  Lavin 
on July 20, as I have said, so that there were just five days 
left before my friend in his turn reached our rendezvous. 
This was just the amount of time we required for our round 
to the Fluchthorn and the Sttmnaun valley, and back to 
Lavin, so on July 22 we boldly started for those mysterious 
regions. We chose the Jamjoch (10,112 ft.) as our route to 
the Jamthel Club hut, at  the head of the valley of that 
name, for it seemed one of the plain points in the extra- 
ordinarily involved topography, and once the Club hut gained 
we were certain of being able to clear up matters. But 
July 23 was as fatal a day for us as June had been. We toiled 
up Val Tuoi, which me had traversed on our way down from 
Gross Buin, then at  its heed bore N.E. towards the small Tuoi 
Glacier, visible, as is the pass, from afar. But some way 
before reaching it heavy rain came upon us, and though we 
sat nearly four hours under a friendly rock, the rain became 
more and more violent, so in high dudgeon we retired down 
Val Tuoi, arriving at Lavin as thoroughly drenched as the 
most ill-humoured clerk of the weather could desire. This 
mishap put an end to undertaking our round before my friend 
joined us; but, as the sun reappeared rather late on the 
24th, we profited by this surprise to excursionise to the point 
called Piz d'hrpiglia, on the Dufour map, and Piz d'Anschat- 
scha, on the Siegfried map, the height being given by the 
latter as 2,984 m. (9,790 ft.). This was a very charming 
and easy ascent, made through the Val Lavinuoz, and 
rewarding us by a very fine view, of great topographical 
service (3 hrs. 50 min. up, l a  hr. down). Next day we did 
Piz Linard, and we were reposing from our fatigues on that 
most stony peak, when on the 26th, splendidly up to time, 
Mr. McCrackan arrived. The rest of that day mas spent in 
delightful talk about Swiss history, both sides confessing their 
extreme puzzlement by the intricate tale of Grisons history. 
M y  friend turned out to be a bit of a climber, so on the 
27th the three of us made a fine new route (examined on the 
24th) up the Piz Fliana (10,775 ft.) by way of the Val 
Lavinuoz, on its S.W. The weather was extremely favourable, 
and I recommend this ascent (5 hrs. 20 min. up, 3 hrs. 5 min. 
down) * in preference to the Piz Linard. A month later 
it was climbed from the Val Tuoi, on its S.E., by way 
of the Fuorcla Tiatscha, so that a charming round may thus 
be made by any one staying at  Guarda or Lavin. My friend 

- - - - - - - 
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was rather anxious to come with us on our Fluchthorn round ; 
but as  he did not rate his climbing powers very higb, and ati 
I at  that time was under the spell of the exceeding p e a t  
difficulties of the Fluchthorn, it was decided that we should 
part company. Later on, when we had torn the veil from 
that impostor of a Fluchthorn, we regretted much not h a i n g  
had with us a very pleasant and cheerful companion. 

Mr. McCrackan left for the Maloja early on the 28th, and 
on the 29th Christian and I set out on our wanderings 
to the unknown parts of the Jamthal, a name which irresistibly 
suggests ' confiture ' to any one whose mother tongue is 
English. NTe took the same route as  on the 22nd, up the 
Val Tuoi (of which we were rather tired by that time), and 
in 3 hrs. 35 min. from Larin gained our rock of refuge. The 
weather had become so shaky that at  one moment we really 
thought we were about to be l)eat,en back again ; but perse- 
verance was this time moderately rewarded. In three-quarters 
of an hour more by moraine and the left bank of the Tuoi 
Glacier we gained a point high up near that glacier, so that 
half an hour sufficed thence up snow slopes (a little steep at 
the end) to attain the J a m j ~ c h  (10,112 ft.), a very respectable 
snow pass. But travellers are not recommended to follow the 
example of one of the very few English climbers who had 
preceded us, and who (as he afterwards wrote to me) had 
started for this pass from Guarda after early dinner, met a 
snow storm on the top, and had therefore divers adventures on 
the way. The pass lies between two emall rock and mow 
humps, which seemed almost too insignificant to be worth 
climbing; but later on, when we found that the higher, that 
to tlie K.W. (called the Yordere Jamthalspitze, 3,175 m., 
10,417 ft.), presented rather a fine appearance from the Club 
hut, we were rather sorry at having passed by it. But our 
plan was to ascend a point somewhat further to the N.W., the 
Ureili~nderspitz (10,53!) ft.), a t  which tlie frontiers of Switzer- 
land, the Tyrol, and the Yornrlberg meet. We had seen i t  
well from the Tuoi Glacier, but thought that from the other 
side it might be less steep ; so from the pass we made a long 
traverse around the E. foot of 3,176 m., till the ice difficulties 
threatened to become serious, while maps and notes entirely 
failed to show us where the peak we desired really lay, so that 
we wisely, as I believe, returned to the slopes just below the 
Jamjoch, on its Tyrolese side. 

Indeed, to any one who wishes to sharpen his wits by 
clet~ring up topographical puzzles I would earnestly recom- 
mend the peaks which rise round the surprisingly extensive 
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Jamthal Glacier : he will sadly gain nluch wisdom, especially 
if he resolutely sets aside the two latest Swiss and Austrian 
maps of this glacier, and tries to puzzle out matters with the 
older maps and all but the most recent ' Litteratur ' relating 
to these regions. I have gone through this ordeal, and now 
I feel that I, in a certain degree, possess the key to the 
mystery, but the problem to be solved remains in my memory 
on a par with the early Alpine history of the Todi, the two 
worst and most exhausting bits of Alpine research I have ever 
carried through. 

From below our pass we bore round far to the right,. gainpd 
a mound in the glacier in which a stick was planted, slld down 
the snow slope to its right, and crossed the tail of another bit 
of glacier to the moraine on the other side. Here we found 
a path which led us to the left round a hump, and brought 
us at last to the Jamthal Club hut (7,097 ft.), having been 
just 2 hours walking from the pass, .incbulzng the time lost in 
looking for the Dreilttnderspitz. We had hurried a good deal 
during the latter part of the descent, as the weather was 
rapidly breaking, but we luckily just got in before the rain 
came down in torrents. Some time after there arrived from 
Galtiir, down the valley, an Austrian party (with some ladies 
amongst them), which had been drenched to the skin. 

The Jamthal hut was the first I had ever visited which is 
provisioned according to Dr. Pott's system. I found it n o s t  
ndtnirable in every way. But as, despite the remarks of Sir 
Martin Conway,, this system of provisioning Club huts may 
be as little known practically to many of my readers as it  was 
to me before July 1896, I venture to give a few details about 
it. Of course any party may order from the central depot 
a basket of provisions, kc., for itself, but I had experience 
only of the provisions found in the hut. There were several 
great baskets containing all sorts of good things, e.9. com- 
pressed tea, coffee, cocoa, chocolate, sugar, sardines, many 
kinds of soup, a great variety of excellent potted meats, 
beans, sausages, cognac, rum, k c .  In  the small cellar there 
were very good local red and white wines, beer, mineral 
waters, and even champagne. Bread was not supplied, its 
place being taken by a very palatable kind of Albert biscuits 
(' Touristen ' or ' Alpenverein ' biscuits). There was also 
on the list a mysterious kind of drink (1 unluckily forget its 
name), which had been so popular that a t  the time of our 
stay no more, unluckily, was to be had ! A paper block is 
- -- - - - - - - 

* The A l l~s  j'ronb h' i z t l  to  Elzd, pp. 344-5. 
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provided, consistiug of a number of printed lists of all things 
to be had, with the prices thereof. On leaving, a party has 
simply to enter on one of these lists all they have taken, to 
sign their names (and Sections), and to wrap up the money in 
the paper list (torn from the block), placing it in the locked 
l~ox provided for that purpose. The great convenience of 
this systenl is that constant journeys down to valleys to 
obtain provisions are not necessary, as the landlord of the 
nearest inn renews the supplies in the hut at  fired intervals. 
Continuous Alpine journeys may thus be easily carried out. 
Each traveller pays a moderate fee for spending the night in 
the hut (nlembers of the Club pay half price). Of course the 
till may be robbed, as happened shortly after our visit to the 
Heidelberger hut, but such occurrences are rare. The system 
has recently been tried at  the Oberaaxjoch Club hut, in 
Switzerland, hut I have not heard with what success. But, 
as  the Swiss Club huts are often higher and more dificult 
of access than those in the Tyrol (which are frequently 
reached by a mule path), it seems harder to introduce this 
most practical and convenient system into Switzerland. Yet 
I feel certain that a great future awaits it, and it might 
easily be modified in detail so as  to suit different conditions. 
The hut i t~elf  includes a special room (upstairs) for ladies, 
and is most convenieiitly supplied with everything one could 
desire, even with some luxuries. An alarum clock and many 
clean sheets may perhaps be reckoned under the latter head. 
On arriving we had opened the house with the key which I 
had obtained as a member of the German and Austrian 
Alpine Club. We found a shepherd lad close by, who was 
hugely delighted by us, first for our inability to understand 
that complicated Au~tr ian  coinage, and then because, as we 
explained to him, I had riot been in the Tyrol for 19 years, 
while Almer had never been there at  all. On learning that 
we did not intent1 to ciescend to Galtur he expressed himself 
scornfully 8s to our experience in the Tyrol, which was to be 
limited to this comfortrtblc hut. 

The hut is situatcd at  the head of the .Jamthal, a little 
distance above the nearest Alp huts, and in full sight of the 
three-peaked Flncllthorn, which is seen through a glen on the 
east. I t  wits in order to ascent1 this peak that we had come 
to this Club hut. The name of the mountain had been 
familiar to me for milily years, but I had somehow got the 
idea into my head that it wns extremely difficult. This im- 
pression was no doubt in great part due to a study of the 
cli~ssica.1 na r r a t i~e  b j  Herr Weilenmann of his first ascent of 
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the peak in 1861, originally published in 1.01. iv. of the 
' Jahrbuch ' of the Swiss Alpine Club, pp. 155-205,* and 
reprinted in vol. ii. pp. 47-147 of that climber's 'Aus 
der Firnenwelt.' Indeed, one finds but very rare notices 
of this peak in non-Austrian Alpine periodicals, and it 
is hard to find any other full account of the ascent, except 
in the Alpine publications issued in Austria. Now Herr 
Weilenmann, as so often happens to early explorers of 
a district, had attacked the mountain from what proved 
to be the hopelessly wrong side (the north), and the difficulties 
encountered by him on his attempts almost made one of his 
readers forget that after all he had turned the peak on  it^ 
south-east flank, and had finally attained its summit by the 
now ordinary route from the south. Yet from the ' Fremd- 
enbuch' in the Club hut it was easy to see that the peak 
was very frequently ascended thence, so that we resolved to 
have a try, though ready to turn back if it proved to be too 
difficult for a party of two. 

We had a very comfortable night, but the rain continued 
without intermission. The Austrian party got up very early, 
being bound for the Augstenberg (3,234 m., 10,610 ft.), 
and wishing to avoid soft snow. But they bad to go to bed 
again in despair. Some hours after they rose again, and as 
the rain had ceased, though there were still many clouds 
about, they set off for the Lower Engadine by way of the 
Futschiil Pass. After their departure we got up in our turn, 
:md breakfasted leisurely. Soon the clouds began to break ; 
presently the sun came out, and the weather seemed to hare 
exhausted its fury and rage against us. We soon decided 
that we would at any rate explore the Fluchthorn, perhaps 
even climb it, and this we settled all the more readily because 
we knew that the Heidelberger Club hut in the Fimber valley 
(whither we were bound)  as also ' provisioned ' ic la Pott, 
so that we had not to bother ourselres about that matter, R E  in 
Switzerland. Our esperiences can be well followed on the 
splendid view of the west side of the mountain which faces 
p. 20 of vol. ii. of the ' Erschliessung der Ostalpen.' 

It was 8.56 A.M. on July 30 when we locked up the hut and 
rjet forth to scale the 4,000 ft. odd which separated us from 
our peak. In our extreme anxiety not to fall into any mistake, 
we crossed to the right bank of the torrent by the bridge, but 
carefully avoided a conspicuous zigzag path (the usual way) 
that seemed to lead up to a belvedere opposite, nnmed Gamshorn 
- - - . .- . - - . - . . - - -  -A 

* See rllpine Jozcrilal, vol. iv. p. 207. 
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(9,571 ft.). Instead we took the path towards the Fiitschol 
Pass along the right bank of the same stream, but a t  the point 
some way up the glen where it again crossed to the left bank 
we abandoned it, as  the glen trended aKay to the S.E., and so 
would lead us away from our peak (1 hr. 5 min. from the 
hut). Accordingly we struck up to the N.E., ascending steep 
grass and shale slopes, and then a long moraine on the lqtt 
bank of the Lower Fluchthorn Glacier (this is its name on 
the 'Reambulirung '), thus attaining in 40 min. from the 
' Thalweg ' a point whence we could see our mistake, as the 
great track on the snow came from the ~-i(lljt bank of the 
glacier. However, no great harm was done, as  we crossed 
the level glacier and soon joined the aforesaid great track. 
It continued up the easy rocky slopes on the left bank of 
the steep tongue of ice (well seen on the plate referred to) 
which descends from the Upper Fluchthorn Glacier. Nothing 
could be easier than the way so far, but the cliffs of the 
Fluchthorn still frowned above us, and we still imagined 
they held terrible secrets. The Upper Glacier was Eoon 
reached, and then an ascent to the left, a t  the last rather 
steep, led us (1 hr. 25 min. from the spot at  which we took to 
the Lower Glacier) to the ' Sattel ' at  the S. foot of the final 
peak. I had imagined that this ' Sattel ' was on the main 
N.-S. frontier ridge, but it is really only on a great spur which 
stretches away on the main ridge in a S.W. direction. A 
descent of a few steps led to a snow band, by which a 
path (a huge surprise to us) was gained, which led us without 
any difficulty up easy stone-strewn rocks to the summit of 
the Fluchthorn (11,165 ft.) in 85 rnin. very easy going from 
the ' Sattel.' We had thus taken but 33 hrs. walking from 
the Jamthal hut to the summit of the peak rvliich we had 
dreaded so much. Our immense surprise at  this easy success 
was mingled with regret that Nr. McCrackan was not with 
us to share in our triumph. 

The weather had now cleared off completely, and the 
prospect was most extensi~e and magnificent. To the E. there 
rose many peaks still unknown to us, so that we paid more 
attention to those to the W., which we had recently been 
exploring. The impression made on me by the panorama 
was go great that I quite forgot to note ttny details, save that 
both the Jamthal and Heidelberger Club huts were visible at  
the slime moment. In the ' Fremdeiibuch ' in the cairn we 
found many entries, but I only lighted on a single English 
entry, made by two Oxford acquaintttnces of mine. It was 
only Iriter that I learnt that the one Englishman who really 
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knows these regions had been defeated no less than four 
times on the peak by bad neather, whereas here were two 
strangers approaching it for the first time who had met with 
no resistance. Such is the fortune of war. 

We spent 50 min. on the top, which we reluctantly left a t  
2.20 P.M., as we could not believe but that the way down to 
the Heidelberger hut (which seerlzed to be just below us) was 
more difficult than tlie ascent from the W. had been. In '20 
min. we regained the ' Sattel,' then, guided by old tracks, 
worked over to the next depression to the right, on the same 
8.M'. buttress, and then merrily raced down easy rocks 
and snow in a great couloir straight to what the ' Ream- 
bulirung ' calls the ' Kronenferner,' the glacier just S. of the 
Fluchthorn. A short walk over it brought us (in 50 min. 
from the ' Sattel ') to the Zahnlucke (9,712 ft.), a broad snowy 
opening between the Fluchthorn on the N. and tbe jagged 
crags of the Zahnspitz on the S. The afternoon seemed to 
grow finer and finer, and it was hard to tear oneself away 
from the glorious scenery which surrounded us on every side. 
Yor was it really necessary, for the descent on the E. side 
proved as easy as possible. In 10  min. we cleared the small 
glacier, quitting it on its left bank, and after that snow, 
stones, and grass led us down into the vast stone-strewn plain 
of the Fimberboden, in the midst of which, on a slight mound, 
stands the Heidelberger Club hut (7,431 ft.). We had been 
but 2 hrs. 20 min. walking from the summit of the peak, 
which we had thus traversed from one hut to another in 6 hrs. 
5 min. walking ; yet we had not hurried after the day made 
up its mind to be really fine. 

The Heidelberger hut also belongs to the German and 
Austrian Alpine Club, but by a curious anomaly (doubtless 
due to some unrecorded struggle between rival herdsmen) the 
wliole of this nearly level upper bit of the Fimber valley 
belongs to the village of Remus, in the Lower Engadine, 
so that tlie hut, though owned by a foreign society, stands on 
Swiss ground. The hut is rather smaller than the Jamthal 
one, but it is also very conveniently fitted up, and ' provisioned ' 
ii lit l'ott. \\re settled ourselves down very comfortably, and 
were rather amazed at  suddenly hearing voices outside, and 
the entry of mother party. This consisted of two professors 
from Innsbruck, with Franz Oesterer, the blacksmith of 
lacligl, as guide, the said blacksmith being so extraordinarily 
like my old friend Franqois I)c~roi~assoud, of Chnmonix, that 
I very nearly addressedhim as such. IVe all soon fraternised and 
spent a very pleasant evening together, watching a marvellous 
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sunset on the Fluchthorn, which the Innsbruck party hoped 
to ascend next day. The blacksmith became very friendly 
when I uttered the name of ' der Butler,' with whom he had 
travelled (probably the sole E~iglish employer he had ever 
had), and whose name is an  open sesame in these regions. 
Almer told me next day that the blacksmith had questioned 
his foreign colleague very closely as  to whether there were 
higher mountains in the distant Bernese Oberland than here. 
Almer amused himself by explaining that the Club hats  there 
were sometimes nearly as high as the Fluchthorn itself. This 
immensely interested the blacksmith, who long a t  listening 
with the greatest reverence to the words of wisdom which fell 
from the lips of one who came from such an astonishing 
district. 

To our surprise and regret tlie morning of July 31 was 
far froni being as fine as  the glorious evening of the SOth, 
clouds hanging over the Fluchtliorii, so that I fear the other 
party did not have our luck as to it view, while we more 
than ever congratulnted ourstlvcs on having just saved the 
peak out of the fire. As we had only to reach the Samnaun 
valley that day, we did not set off till 7.40 A.M. TJre mounted 
up grass slopes in R north-east direction, traversed several 
shaly hollows, and finally reached a gap (1 hr. 50 min.) 
which overlooks the glen through which the path descends on 
the west side of the Zebles Pass, and which is no doubt the 
Fuorcla Roz (2,792 m.). Thence we followed a shaly ridge 
in a more or less easterly direction, passing in 10 min. a 
great cairn, and finidly nttaining in 1 hr. from the Fuorclrr 
the double-pointed peak culled Vesilspitz, or Piz Roz 
(10,220 ft.). I had selected this point partly as  it zeemed to 
lie in the straight wtty between the Club hut and the Samnaun 
valley, partly in order to examine the rather lower Yesulspitz 
(10,145 ft.) on the north. But I certainly never expected to 
find myself overlooking tlie whole valley of Samnaun, which 
lity unrolled at our feet, t l ~ e  hamlets of Samnaun and Com- 
patscli being well see11 deep down in the green trench. The 
Vesulspitz was soon identified, and it was clear to me that 
rriy proposed ' Clinibers' Guide ' for these districts need not 
go north of tlie Zebles I'ass, as  that part of the range does 
not present the characteristic features of the High Alps. The 
Fluchthor~i was cnppecl 11y clouds, so that our poor friends 
had httd all their trouble for nothing. We visited both points 
of o w  summit, which sreuis to be very rarely ascended, though 
there are two cairns on it ; 1(3 lirs. were spent very pleasantly 
up there. We first dcsceiided by many stones between tlie 
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small glacier on its north-west flank and its north ridge 
for a considerable distance towards the Fimbertlial side of the 
Zebles Pass (8,350 ft.), then crossed the north-west ridge, and 
went down by more stones and grass to the path on the 
Samnaun side of that pass, reached (50 min. from the summit) 
near a sign-post a little way from the frontier ridge. We 
had then only to follow this path, which is marked out by 
high poles, and make a great bend towards the north-esst 
before descending steeply to the level of the Samnaun valley. 
From this uppermost hollow the path led through meadows 
(whereon we found seated several Austrian parties bound for 
the Zebles Pass) to the first hamlet, called Samnaun (55 min.). 
As this village is at  the mouth of the Val Naisas, up which 
our next day's route lay, we wished to sleep here; but the 
old witch who keeps the small inn assured us (though we 
remained incredulous) that her two beds mere already 
engaged. She, however, consented to sell us a bottle of wine, 
which we consumed in the small 'Gaststube.' On one of 
its walls hung an engraving with a London imprint, which 
represented, if I remember rightly, a General Keith, who had 
served in the Napoleonic wars, and had oddly found a resting- 
place in this remote valley. Our witch assured us that Com- 
patsch (the chief village, with the parish church) was only 
4 hr.'s walk away. But it took us 55 min. of not very slow 
going to reach it by a path along the stream, so that we 
placed less confidence in our witch than ever. But it was 
worth while walking a little further to see Compatsch (or Cam- 
patsch), one of the most remote villages conceivable (5,633 ft.). 
The small inn, Gasthaus Piz Ureza (from a small point'of 
that name just on the north), was clean, but the food seemed 
poor after the luxury of the two ' provisioned ' Club huts 
whence we came. But, as the landlady explained, she had 
ordered provisions 5 weeks before, and they had not yet 
arrived ! The hamlet is only + hr.'s stroll from the Tyrolese 
frontier, the path leading through the thickly-wooded gorge 
of Spiss to the Inn valley, below the Finstermiinz gorge. The 
valley is thus an ' enclave ' in Austriitn territory, so that 
recruits from it bound for their depot at Coire are obliged 
to cross the Zebles Pass to the Paznaunthal, and then theZeinis 
Pass to the lfontavon, in order to gain Bludenz (all the way 
in Austria11 territory), whence they can gain Coire by rail. 
I t  is said that by special permission of the Austrian Ciovern- 
ment they are allowed to make this journey in full uniform, 
with their arms. But the danger cannot be wry great, for 
at the last Swiss census there were Lilt 317 iiil~abitants in 



the entire Samnaun valley. All the inhabitants are now 
Romanists, the few Protestants having emigrated. Up to the 
beginning of the present century the tongue epoken in the 
valley was Ladin, but now this has been entirely superseded 
by a Tyrolese variety of German. By an  extraordinary 
anomaly (the historical explanation of which has hitherto 
eluded me) Samnaun formed, from the sixteenth century to 
quite recent times (1850), one ' Hochgericht ' or bailiwick, of 
the ' Gotteshausbund ' (one of tlie Three Leagues of Raetia), 
together with not only its neighbours, in the Lower Engadine, 
Remus and Schleins (it still forms a ' Iireiu ' with them), 
but also with far distant German-speaking Avers, and Ladin- 
speaking Bivio-Stalla. I t  is, however, difficult to understand 
what common interests these five districts can h a ~ e  had, as 
the two last named are far away on or just west of the 
Julier roitd-that is, near the estreme \vest end of the En-  
gadine. 

Tliese hibtorical considerations had induced me to visit 
this isolated valley, besides the attraction which ' l'inconnu ' 
always esercises upon me. In the ' Fremdenbuch ' of the 
little inn tlicre were only three or four English names, these 
stray visitors being bound over the Zebles Pass. But ' der 
Butler ' has since told me that in 1882 he came thither from 
the I'nzliaun valley by the Pimberthal and the Viderjoch 
(8,901 ft.), north of the Greitspitz.' 

There wax much rain during the night, and when we 
started at  8.45 A.N. only on August 1, the fourth day of 
our round, the weather was still threatening. I t  was with 
great regret that I said ' Auf Wiedersehen ' to the peaceful 
little village where me had spent a few hours, promising 
myself to return thither some day when utterly weary of the 
outer world. In 5 5  min. we regained the hamlet of Samnaun, 
where our reproaches to the old witch were greeted by her 
with scornful laughter. We now turned due S., crossed the 
- - -- - - -- -- 

* For more detailed notices of Samllaun see the iicrrr Alpcn- 
post, vol. iii. (1876), pp. 169-71, 185-7, 201-2; the S. A. C. 
Jiilrrbzlcl~, 11. pp. 223-31 ; the Scl~rci~irrr ALpe1l.zeiti~1q, vol. v. 
pp. 173-G, 188-90, and 103-7 ; Zcitschrij't (1. D. ti. 0c.  9. V. vol. s. 
261-4. In case ally of 111y readers care to consult the older writers 
I g i ~ e  the following references : U. Campbell, Topoyrcrplrin Ratice 
(written in 1572), pp. 7, 228-30, 326 of the 1884 printed edition ; 
Fortuliatus ii Sprecher, Pnllrrs Betice (written in 1617), pp. 342-3 
of the E17evir edition of 1GY3 ; and N. Sererh~rd's El)zjalte Deli?~ca- 
tiort c~ller Gr71~eiltdi~11 yelrzcincr dreien Bii~ztlcrz (written in 1742), 
part i. pp. 40, 101, 104-6 in the 1872 edition. 
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Maisas torrent, and mounted by a rough path along its right 
bank to the stony hollow which forms the head of the Yal 
Rlaisas. Here we caught sight of stout Austrian traveller 
and his guide, who had reached Compatsch the night before 
from the Paznaun valley, over the Hexenkopf, but who were 
so weary that they were unable to address us, though that 
night there were only our two parties in the inn. They were 
bound for Remus over the Muttler, and foolishly chose the 
direct but longer way straight up the endless steep ' Geriill ' 
slopes on its north-west flank. We too were bound for Remiis, 
but, as we hoped to climb the Stammerspitz (10,629 ft.) 
on the way, we made straight for the pass between it and 
the Muttler. By stones on the right bank of the small but 
steep I I a i s ~ s  glacier we gained its upper level surface in 
2 hrs. 25 mins. from the village of Samnaun, and in 25 min. 
more the Maisas Pass (9,357 ft.), by crossing the glacier in a 
south-west direction, and a steep ' Geroll ' slope. As this 
pass seems but little known to travellers, though it is the 
easiest and most direct way from the Samnsun valley to 
the Lower Engadine, it may be worth while to say that it 
is just east of a great rocky tooth, and that the \-illage of 
Samnaun, as well as the Fluchthorn and the Stammerspitz, 
is visible from it. The latter summit, however, did not 
present the same striking appenrance as from the Tesilspitz 
on the north-west the day before. I t  was, too, obvious that 
from our present standpoint a long traverse across steep 
slate slopes (most detestable in themselves) would be neces- 
sary, while the weather was rapidly spoiling. Hence, as we 
desired to reach Remus that night, we gave up our projected 
ascent. Almer, however, urged that we should at  least walk 
up the hluttler (10,821 ft., and 132 ft. higher than the 
Stammerspitz), which we accordingly did very leisurely in 
1 hr. 10 min. by the great and easy west or south-west 
shale ridge. But by the time we gained the two cairns (one 
big and one small) on the summit the clouds had closed in 
around us, though on the way up me had seen all the neigh- 
bouring peaks. There was no sign of the stout tourist 
and his guide, nor could we hear any sound announcing their 
approach. A break in the clouds, however, soon explained 
matters, as we caught a glimpse of them both peacefully 
slumbering at the foot of the great slate slopes. As we learnt 
later they had found them very wearisome, at  which I do not 
wonder, while they envied us for taking the better route, 
although none of the four of us had ever been in those parts 
before. Twenty minutes in thick clouds were enough for us, 



eapecially as the weather got worse and worse, so we ~ e n t  
back to the pass in 85 min., dined under a great rock, 
sheltered from the storm mind, und at  4 P.M. started 
down on the way to Remiis. From the pass it is best to bear 
to the left over a spur, as this way is lees stony than that to 
the right. In either case there is no difficulty, and tbe grass 
is soon reached. Here the grwt thunderstorm which had 
been long brewing burst in all its fury upon us, and soon we 
were thoroughly drenched. This made us run very fast down 
the steep grass elopes on the left side of the Griosch or 
Tiatscha glen, but the hail and rain had moderated by the 
time we got to the Pradgiant chalets (1 hr. 10 mins. from tile 
pass). While we were flying down the glen me had heard s 
great shout behind us, and on looking up caught a glimpse of 
the Austrian and his guide, who were coming down the west 
ridge of the Muttler, and were trying to cheer themselves up 
by crying out to us far below. A pleasant walk (bearing to 
the left) led down through woods in 20 min. to the brow 
hay-cart track high above the left side of the Val Sinestra. 
The weather held up a little, so that this part of the journey 
was exceedingly agreeable. The road is carried over meadows 
and through forest, while hay carts abomided. A stroll of 
3 hr. brc~ught us to the large village of hInnas, where we 
sought in vain for a ' Wirthschaft,' wherein to quench our 
thirst, but in vain. I wae told afterwards, though it seems 
scarcely credible, that the inn is only open on S~rndays ! So 
we went down the great zigzags of the road to Remiis (2 hr.), 
a terraced village, whereat we were taken in, after some 
hesitation, at  a small pink-walled restauraat on the En- 
gadine high road itself. Once the landlrtdy got over her first 
alarm at  our wet and miserable appearance, she treated us 
very well. A couple of hours afterwards, as we were at 
supper, the Austrian and his guide, disdaining the attractions 
of a larger inn near by, also entered our humble home for 
the time being, and we all had a very merry evening together, 
talking over our small adventures and odd experiences at 
Samnaun. Next morning we a11 went different ways, dlmer 
and myself driving up to Lavin, which we reached in 23 hrs., . 
and soon the familiar appearance of the Hotel Piz Linard 
made us feel as if Jamthal, Fluchthorn, Vesilspitz. Samnaun, 
and the SIuttler had all been but a quaint ltind of dream. 

Our explorations in those regions had thus prospered very 
much, but, as they were now ended, we drove next day over 
the Albnla to Bergun, where we took up our quarters, not 
without qualms, remembering our sad experiences there the 
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year before. But the weather, though generally very cold 
and stormy, allowed us to carry out our plans around that 
village. From the new Kesch Club hut (on the Fuorcla 
d'Alp Fontauna, and strangely closed with the German and 
Austrian Alpine Club key) we traversed Gross Pie Vadret 
(10,584 ft.) on August 7, but I recommend no one to take 
this hut as a starting point for this ascent, as a descent of 
1,300 ft. to the Fontauna chalets in the morning is scarcely 
more pleasant than the ascent of the same in the afternoon. 
We took 5 hrs. 25 min. walking up from the hut, and 
3 hrs. 55 min. back, crossing the gap between the two sum- 
mits of Piz Vadret, ascending the higher in rather over 
1 hr. from the Puntota glacier, and descending thence by the 
usual great couloir to the Vallorgia glacier in 1 hr. Next day 
(August 8) we did Piz Kesch (11,228 ft.) in 3 hrs. from the 
hut (1 hr. 50 min. down), but, though from the summit we 
saw the bright blue sky overhead, pitiless clouds surrounded 
us during the entire expedition. Snow was falling as we 
regained the hut, but after a leisurely dinner things 
improved and we regained Bergun in 2 hrs. 35 min. walking. 
On August 10 (a fine day) we took the Tinzenhorn 
(10,330 ft.) direct from Ber@n, and on August 13 treated 
the Piz d'Aela (10,959 ft.) in the same way, though with worse 
weather. The former summit took a little longer, and was 
harder (in its upper bit) than the latter, though I had heard 
much of the horrors of the Aela. On the way up the Aela 
we saw 28 chamois together. At Bergiin there is a house 
insured in a Scotch insurance company, while I forgot above 
to note that the inn at Compatsch is insured in a Nm~legian 
company-modern activity having thus penetrated even to 
high Alpine valleys. On August 14 we drove round to 
Savognino, on the Julier road (between Molins and Tiefen- 
castel), whence on August 16 (a very cold and bleak day) we 
climbed Piz Michel (10,578 ft.). This was a memorable 
ascent to me in several ways. In  1867, 28 years before, 
I had, as a mere lad, made the first ascent of this summit, 
and on it had experienced the one mishap, a slight one only, 
which has ever yet befallen me in the Alps.' Our ascent in 
1895 marked the completion of our 'plan of campaign ' 
for that year, which was thus at last linked on at this point 
with that of 1894. 

On August 17 began that wonderful autumn of 1895, which 
Almer and I enjoyed to its full, ' wandering ' in holiday fashioo 
- -- -- - - - - -- 

See Alpilte Journal, vol. iv. p. 61, vol. v. p. 206. 
VOL. SVII1.-NO. CXXXT. B B 
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through many lovely valleys south of the Rhine. and Rhone 
valleys, till on September 1 we emerged into civilisation at  Binn. 
After a short stay there I went for a short run in the Dauphiny, 
which I described briefly in the ' Alpine Journal,' vol. xvii. 
pp. 555-8. On September 21 I met Almer by appointment 
a t  Bern, and we spent the day at  the very interesting Agri- 
cultural Exhibition there (his first experience of that kind of 
thing), returning wearied to Grindelwald that evening. We 
had opened our season of 1895 by climbing on May 29 the 
Eiger Rothstock (2,668 m., 7,441 ft.), west of the Eiger. 
So, not unfitly, we ended that fine season by an ascent (on 
September 26) of the Eiger itself, having with us Almer's 
eldest boy, ' Christian III.,' whose second ' grande course ' 
this was. But though 1895 will always remain full of pleasant 
memories for both Almer and myself, none is pleasanter, and 
upon no part of our prolonged wanderings that summer do we 
look back to with more agreeable recollections, than the 
four days we spent around the Fluchthorn and its neighbours, 
in pursuance of our ' plan.' 

BY WILLIAM CECIL SLINGISBY. 

N each group of mountain8 in the Alps nature has provided 1 one or more peaks-apparently for a most excellent pur- 
pose, namely that of affording for her lovers remarkable 
views from their summits. These peaks are the watch-towers 
of the Alps, and the views comprise peeps of the vales, the 
plains, the rivers, also of villages and peaceful homesteads, 
as well as of the sterner scenes above the snow line. I t  does 
not follow that these views are the finest that can be obtained ; 
indeed, they may not be half so glorious as the view of Mont 
Blanc from Le Jardin or from Le Grand Plateau, nor half 
so beautiful as dozens of notable views of the Faulhorn, 
Gorner Grat, and hfonte Generoso type, but they certainly 
appeal to us mountaineers with a force not to be equalled by 
any which can be seen by merely walking on a footpath up 
to the top of a hill which is probablydesecrated by a drinking 
booth. 

The peaks must, of necessity, have narrow rock crests or 
snow crowns. They are placed, as the Aiguille de Trelatete 
and the Eiger, at the corners or ends of the main ranges, or 
of those lateral ranges which, fortunately, are so numerous in 
the Alps ; or, like the Dent d'Herens and the Tiidi, they form 
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centres from which several valleys radiate ; or, as the Galen- 
stock, they head some great valley; or, like Nonte Leone, 
they stand as sentinels guarding some great gap in the main 
chain ; or they tower, as Nonte Viso does, head and shoulders 
above their neighbours. But in every case they invite, nay, 
they command mountaineers to touch their proud crests. 

In addition to the gratification of his aesthetic tastes, which 
are at least as refined and as appreciative of the treasures of 
nature as those possessed by other travellers, the climber 
requires to add, or at  any rate feels happier if he can add, to 
his topographical knowledge, and in doing this he dearly 
loves to recognise and to greet, no matter at what distance, 
the forms of old friends, perhaps in new garb, amongst the 
mountains around him. 

I need hardly point out that the Gliirnisch (' this 
great mountain, perhaps the most remarkable in Switzerland 
of those not immediately connected with either of the 
main ranges of the Alps,' says Mr. Ball) has claims, 
which cannot be disputed, to be included amongst the type of 
mountains which I have briefly described. Nost of us have 
seen this mountain from some peak in the eastern Oberland, 
from one of the Maderanerthal heights, or possibly from the 
Lake of Constance. Many of us have resolved to climb it some 
day. How few modern English climbers have acted upon 
this resolution a glance at the 'visitors' book ' in the 
Gliirniech Club hut will reveal, and it will be a surprise to the 
reader. The ' Alpine Journal ' has no record of any ascent 
in the range since that described by Mr. Howells in vol. i. 
p. 120. Though this was a much more heroic expedition 
than that made by our party last summer, they contented 
themselves with climbing Der Ruche, the second highest point 
in the range, and left the highest alone. This, however, has 
very frequently been climbed by Swiss and German moun- 
taineers. In ' Peaks, Passes, nnd Glaciers,' first series,? there is, 
of course, an admirable paper by Mr. R. W. E.  Forster on the 
mountains and district generally about Stachelberg, but, as he 
did not climb the Gliirnisch, he said little abnut it. All the 
Swiss guide-books that I have wen describe the range very 
well, and give details about the canton of Glarns, which in 
general interest, past and present, will vie with any canton in 
Switzerland. These I mill not encroach upon. 

The position of the Gliirnisch is admirable as a point of 
view, as any one can see who looks nt it on the map. I t  is an 

- -  - - - - - - - 

Korth Szoittcrl~ind, p. 180. t Pages 871-398. 
n n '2 
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exceedingly interesting mountain in many ways. I t  is the 
most northerly snow mountain in Bwitzerland, and possesses 
a large, gently inclined, and relatively high snow-field, which 
from a distance appears to be much larger than it is in 
reality. I t  rises with a eeries of grand precipices to a height 
of 8,004 ft. above the salmon ' river a t  its base, the merry and 
swift-running Linth, and with still grander precipices to a 
height of nearly 7,000 ft. from the Klon See, and shows a 
noble profile to the people in Glarus, though hardly of the 
form portrayed in Scheuchzer's 'Itinera Alpina,' p. 172. 
It towers superbly above its neighbours, and, like a wise 
and beautiful woman, it makes the most of the charms with 
which nature has so liberally endowed it. 

All the poetry and special beautiee of the best limestone 
scenery so dear to us in the North of England are present on 
the Glarnisch. Below are the brightest of green meadows, 
lovely beech woods, and rivers; then come steep grey rock 
escarpments dotted with dark yews, white and yellow sasi- 
frages, and green or golden mosses. With these alternate 
terraces-some broad enough to afford pasturage for many 
cattle and sheep amongst the pink primroses and white 
parnassus with which the grass is embroidered, others merely 
narrow ledges or shelves, which now and then disappear 
entirely into the face of the rock, and which, reappearing, 
can be traced for miles round the massive buttresses, deep 
ravines, and steep rock-faces. Think of the becks clear aa 
crystal, some gushing out of dark caves, others springing up 
on the roadside from under the roots of an ash or a beech tree, 
each one the favoured haunt of some pair or pairs of water 
ouzels. This, one of the most lovable of all wild birds, is 
called in Norway ' Fosse Kongen '-the king of the waterfall 
--a most suitable name. Then, too, look at the petrified 
mosses, branchlets, and leaves ! Where can you see such 
streams as on the limestone formation 'l 

A11 the lines of the Glarnisch show strength and beauty ; 
from no point of view has it the appearance of a weakling, 
a:ld yet the height of this mountain, expressed in feet, does 
not require the use of five figures. 

The view of the range from the cosy Hotel Kliinthal at  
T'orauen has but few rivals of its kind in the Alps. Beyond 
lovely green meadows is to be seen one of the grandest per- 

- - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - 

* Coxc's S1c,itze7lnnd, 1789, ~ o l .  i. p. 43 : ' They (the salmon) 
are taken in these distant parts in September and October, and 
aoout the size of seventeen or twenty pounds weight.' 
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spectives of massive buttresses, pine-fringed a t  their Lase, 
then peen,  and lastly grey or white, which carry the eye 
from the ahoreless waters of the Klon See to the grim battle- 
ments of Der Ruche, 6,904 ft. above the lake. The clouds 
play-rather too often, we thought-at hide and seek in the 
deep ravines, and mingle with the spray from many a wild 
cataract. Everywhere too are lovely foregrounds to be found. 
This scene was most successfully painted by the artist of our 
party, who, for a few days, was unfortunately not well enough 
to climb, but in consequence much enriched his portfolio. 

In  addition to the usual Swiss flora nearly all the b e ~ t  
limestone flowers and ferns grow in rich profusion in the 
Kliinthal, and together they make a noble show.. 

Our large party arrived st Vorauen by different routes and 
a t  various times. Some came over the Pragel Pass, others 
by rail to Glarus, and from thence by carriage. RIy wife and 
I were among the latter, and drove up the lovely gIen from 
Glarus on the evening of June 25, and on our arrival were 
told that the Gliirnisch was still unclimbed by our vanguard. 

Next day the rain allowed of nothing but short walks, 
which, however, are most be~utiful  and interesting wound 
Vorauen; and the walkers returned with bright nosegays, 

* Herr hi. Brunner-Legler, the proprietor of the Glarner-Hof in 
Cflarus and of the Hotel lilonthd at Vorauen, a most obliging man 
and a great lover of nature, frequently spends two or three weeks 
at Vorauen in the winter, when he feeds the wild birds until they 
become quite tame, and he wanders far on to the hills with his 
St. Bernard dog, his only companion. He is also very fond of 
flowers and sent me a long list of the plants which grow in the 
Klonthal, from which the name0 of the following have been selected 
by a botanical friend, who, however, says, ' I see nothing very 
wonderful among them, though of course there is abundant scope 
among the names given for a glorious display of bloom : '-Salvia 
glutinosa, Astrantia major, Gentians verna and eacisa, Verbascum 
thapsus, Ranunculus aconitifolius and alpestris, Pinguicula 
alpina, Eriophorum angustifolium and alpinum, Lonicera caerulea, 
Dentaria polyphylla and digitata, Lunaria rediviva, Pyrola uniflora 
and secunda, Cephalanthera rubra and xiphophyllum, Cypripedium 
calceolus, Polygonatum mnltiflorum, Ribes alpinum, Erica carnea, 
Rhododendron hirsutum and ferrugineum, Dianthus silvestris, 
Hypericum coris, Saxifraga Aizoon and varians, Digitalis ambigua 
and lutea, Teucrium montanum, Primula auricula, Oxytropis 
campestris, Astragalus alpinus, Hedysarum obscurum, Epilobium 
Fleischeri, Galium helveticum, Linaria alpina, [Silene acrlulis, 
Soldanella alpina, Globularin nudicaulis and cordifolia, Lycopodium 
annotinurn. 



comprising gay orange lilies, ladies' slipper orchids, globe 
flowers, columbines, pyrolas, yellow foxglo~es, and lovely 
spikes of Anewcme mrciss(jiora. 

As the weather in the evening appeared more hopeful, i t  
wiis decided that the following day three of the party should 
be told off to go to the Swiss Alpine Club hut, to sleep there, 
and to climb the Glirnisch on the second day. Nessrs. 
Horirce Walker, Ellis Carr and I were deputed to sacrifice 
ourselves to this call of duty, and to this we consented, but 
only on the condition that we were to be accompnnied nu far  
a ~ 1  the highest chalet by the rest of the party. 

The walk up the Klonthlal nnd the Rossmatterthal was very 
pletrsant, and, as  we had ample time, we strolled along leisurely. 
The latter valley, contracted a t  first, expands further on to 
a great width, and is headed by half a dozen mild glens and 
fine coves or bays in the hills, such as are common in the 
limestone. These have a t  their head steep cliffs which 
run out on the sides of the glens into a series of rock 
escarpments and green terraces. The path up to the Club 
hut mounts two of these terraces, and in turn is carried along 
the edge of each for some distance ; and a very pretty path it 
is too. 

lye parted from our friends a t  the chalet Kbsern with 
mucli regret, and were assured by Nelchior Anderegg that  
fine weather awaited us on the morrow, though then the 
Bitchistock, the highest peak, was enveloped in clouds. 

Soon we came to steep ground and zigzags on the path. 
lye found here and there amongst the crags Z,onicerrt cnlrul~a 
in full flower ; ~ ( I ] J ~ I T I ( J  .\lezc9re?rm also grew in rich profusion, 
and filled the air ~ i t h  delicious fragrance ; and at  the very 
edges of the terraces P~i~iirrln a~rricula formed a 1iiost lovely 
yellow fringe, whilst the whole ground wa,s carpeted wit11 the  
brightest Alpine flowers. 

Above the path, on the north side, are some most fascinating 
ledges, overhanging crags, wild rock towers, and a promise 
of many wild cayerns, which I longed to explore. Monsieur 
hlartel has made nt least one visit to Canton Glarus, and, 
sooner or later, will probably explore some of its caverns. 

On our arrival at  the Club hut we received a hearty wel- 
come from the woman who acts as caretaker there during t h s  
summer months, and, with but little addition from our own 
supplies, she provided us with a very fair dinner. The hut, 
which was beautifully clean, has two sleeping-rooms, as well 
as a kitchen and feeding-room, and is perched like an eagle's 
nest on the edge of a crtig, affording an excellent view of 
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green alps and of the Bijser Faulen, then in snowy garb, a 
remarkably fine peak, quite of the aiguille character. 

With the exception of a porter, who came with us from 
the last chalet, we were the only visitors. This was really 
great luck, as it was the end of the week, and during fine 
weather it often happens that several parties come up from 
Glarus, Ziirich, and South Germany, in order to spend the 
Sunday in climbing the peaks, or in gathering the edelweiss, 
an act forbidden by law in this canton, and therefore, like 
poaching, a sport naturally invested with a special charm. 

A playful kitten was by no means the least important being 
in the hut, and some goats were tethered outside. The night 
was most lovely, there was a very keen frost, and though we 
each had a couple of rugs we felt cold. During the following 
month we slept in many huts, but very rarely had any frost 
a t  all. On three consecutive nights which we spent at  the 
Concordia the snow outside never hardened. The result can 
easily be imagined. 

Next morning, June 28, we left the hut at 3.55, and fol- 
lowed a steep track up the side of another wide cove to the 
wall a t  its head. This is skilfully turned by the path. At 
the top we reached R, snow-field, which at first we thought to 
be the Gliirnisch Firn, especially as in a thin mist it looked 
very large, and a well-marked track on the snow tried to lure 
us on. However this did not agree with the map, as it was 
too far north. After looking about a bit we saw scratches 
below the nose of a projecting crag, and after following a 
very pretty ledge we came in a few minutes to the north edge 
of the glwier itself, a little above its snout. The first snow- 
field, though then pretty large, is not glacier, and most 
probably nearly disappears during the summer months. 

Then, for the first time, the line of peaks which form the 
rim of the basin containing the Gliirnisch Firn broke through 
the morning mists. Though the Bitchistock, or Hinter Glar- 
nisch, the highest peak of the range, was our goal, the 
majority of climbers aecend Der Ruche, the second highest, 
on account of the admirable view of the Klon See which is 
afforded from its summit. This peak and the Vrenelisgiirtli 
form the northern rim of the great snow basin. 

On looking towards our peak we noticed across the glacier 
a line of high crags, at  the top of which lay a still higher 
portion of the snowfield. This line was intersected by t ~ o  
glacier tongues or broad couloirs.* The eastern one lyas the 

. - - - - - -  -- 
* These are well shown on the accompanying illustration, which 
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easiest, and is, as we afterwards heard, the route usually 
followed, but as the western, that to the right hand, though 
rather steep. was evidently shorter and well within our 
powers, we chose it for our highway. 

We were soon over the glacier, then Carr cut a short stair- 
case up steep snow at  the foot of the couloir, and, after 
mounting it, we turned to the rocks on the W. aide. Them 
brought us pleasantly enough to the upper snows. When 
there, by some uncanny atmospheric means, to the E. of the 
rock peak which we had decided to climb, a snowy dome 
seemed to rise to a great height through the thin mist which 
was just then drawn over the range, so we reluctantly bent 
our eteps towards it. After a quarter of an hour's trudge the 
mists blew away, the high snow dome, a mile away, resolved 
itself into much more modest proportions, and ' Right wheel ' 
was the order given at  once by Walker. 

A few more minutes and we were enjoying the firstfruits 
of success-in other wordfi, we were looking down on the 
other aide. All climbers know well how delightful it ie to get 
their first peep over the ridge, which, in this case, was especi- 
ally enjoj able. An interesting rock crest led us to the eummit, 
which we reached at 6.35, or in 2 hrs. 40 min. from the hut. 
Here a clear eky and bright sunshine awaited us. 

The view was very wide, varied, and beautiful, and combined 
the rich colour of fertile valleys with much weird mountain 
grandeur, the nearness of the Tiidi, Biferten Stock, and 
Scheerhorn, and a view both up and down the Linththal 
would alone guarantee that. I will say no more than that 
we expected to have a noble view, and that our expectations 
were more than realised. 

- 

Plenty of tempting variations for the descent, difficult and 
easy, offered themselves to us to E., S., and W., but we 
rejected them with scorn. We had been delighted with the 
route by which we had come ; why should we take another ? 
Several routes led to Stachelberg. whither, indeed, we were 
bound; others led to Glarus and elsewhere. Undoubtedly 
there is still much new work to be done on the Gliirnisch, 
and more old work which will be new to Englishmen. 
Well ! let others come ; let them win the glory and wear the 
laurel : we were contented. I t  was also our opening day. 
and it would have been foolish to indulge in heroics on our - 
first mountain. 
-- -- - - --- -. - -- - 

was evidently taken from the place where we joined the glacier ; 
the northern summits are not seen in the picture. We are indebted 
for it to Herr C. Koch, of Schaffhausen. 
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We spent 55 min. most enjoyably on the narrow rock- 
crest which forms the summit, put the Grst English names 
into the bottle which we found in the cairn, and left it with 
regret at  7.30. 

Near the bottom of the couloir an  absurd incident hap- 
pened. I had in my boots a number of new four-spiked 
Mummery screws. The sun had softened the snow-crust to 
snowball consistency. Without any warning both my boots 
balled and I shot off a t  a speed almost as  great as  that 
described by Carr on another occasion as 'stealthy haste.' 
I n  my case I hardly know where the stealth would come in. 
I pulled myself up when abreast of Walker, who was in the 
middle, and though at  the time I felt rather like a naughty 
b o j  who had been caught stealing an  apple, and who expects 
a whipping, I thoroughly enjoyed seeing Walker turn round. 
drive his axe-head into the snow, and draw the rope in taut, 
all in a second of t h e .  It was delightful. Carr would have 
done just the same, hut he was in front, and i t  all happened 
so quickly that he missed it entirely. He was almost if not 
quite on the flat snow-field, so that we could not possibly 
have come to any harm. 

We arrived a t  the hut a t  9.10, and sauntered gently down 
to Vorauen, where we received the congratulations of our 
friends, and left with much regret this lovely little alpine 
resort in the evening for Stachelberg. We then had ran 
ambitious programme, which began with the Todi and 
Maderanerthal, but which, alas! was ultimately changed to 
the Schweitzer Hof a t  Lucerne, bIeiringen. and the Grimsel. 
As it turned out, we climbed the Glarnisch on the one fine 
day during our stay in Glarus; none other would have 
done so well, and we considered ourselves to have been most 
fortunate in thus scoring a success at  the outset of our 
campaign. 

1HE following telegram from a member of Mr. FitzGerald's 1 party appeared in the ' Daily Chronicle ' of January 18, 
and is printed here with the perqission of the Editor :- 

' Mendoza : Jenuary 16, 7.35 P.X. 

'Mr. FitzGerald and Zurbriggen, with four Swiss porters 
and ten mules, left Inca for Horcone's Yalley on December 28, 
and bivouacked 12 miles up the vallev. 



' l > c c . e ~ ~ l b e r  24.-Proceeded 8 miles round the N. of 
hconcagua, expecting to reach the summit on the 27th. 
Bivouacked at  an altitude of 14,000 ft. All well. 

' December 25.-Bivouacked 19,000 ft. on the " col " (neck 
of the mountain). A11 are suffering from sickness. The cold 
is intense. Two aneroids ran to 27,000 and broke. The 
weather is very bad ; snow and gale. 

' Uccernber 26.-The Russian furnace refused to act and 
exploded. Sent down two porters who were ill, and did the 
cooking myself. The tins were bad, and we had no spirits. 

' Zurbriggen while prospecting found Gussfeldt's card in a 
tin box, dated March 1883. The height was 21,000 ft. 

' I)ecet~tber 27.--As we had no hot food we were forced to 
descend. We rested three days in the valley, and were 
obliged to send wood and water to the col. 

' L)ecentber 80.-We made a second attempt. Boiling 
thermometers useless. They were not rated high enough. 
During three days the lowest temperature was 5 O  F., and 
the highest in the sun 2 6 ~ 4 6 ~ .  

' 1)cc~rnber  31.--We started for the ~ummit.  Zurbriggen 
suffered from frozen feet, and was carried up the mountain 
with great dificulty. We bivouacked for 2 hrs., and, after 
constant rubbing, the feet were restored. 
' e J ~ t w ~ m r y  2.-Re had ascended over 22,500 ft., and were 

not near the summit. We all returned to Inca to recoup. 
' Crossing the river a mule fell and got wedged between 

rocks. Zurbriggen being underneath was nearly drowned. 
He received some injury to his shoulder. 

' The weather was still bad. 
' J a , ~ u n r y  9.-We made a third attempt to get to the top 

of Aconcagua. The cold vas more intense. 
' J a n . t r a q  13.-We bivouacked at  a height of over 

!40,000 ft. 
' Jrrtrrrar,y 11.--We reached the arGte between the peaks at 

R height of 23,000 ft. Air. FitzGerald turned back ill. 
' Zurbriggen reached the summit at 5 P.M. 

' Mr. FitzGerald hopes to reach the summit next week. 
' The mountain is over 21,000 ft. high.' 

As regards the greatest heights previously attained, the 
matter will be found fully discussed by Mr. D. Freshfield 
in vol. xii. of the ' Alpine Journal,' pp. 52-60, 99-108. The 
height assigned to Aconcagua by Dr. Giissfeldt after careful 
trigonometrical measurement was 22,869 ft. I t  will be 
iilteresting to learn the nature of the observations on which 
a so much loftier elevutio~l is now attributed to the mountain. 



THE ALPS OF NEW ZEALAND. 

THE following letter has been transferred to us by the Editor of 
the ' Geographical Journal,' in order that, for public convenience, 
the discussion initiated in these columns might be concluded in 
the same place. Our readers will find Mr. Mannering's statements 
critically examined in a subsequent note by Mr. Douglas Fresh- 
field, whose exhaustive summing-up must be considered as closing 
the discussion. 

' SIR,-I was astonished to see in the May 1896 number of the 
'' Geographical Journal " (p. 488) a paper by Mr. E. A. FitzGerald 
entitled " The First Crossing of the Southern Alps of New Zedand," 
and still more surprised, on persuing the report of the discussion 
which followed the reading of the paper, to find that no exception 
was taken to the extraordinary title of the paper. 

For Mr. FitzGerald's own information, and to enlighten those 
who may be interested, I append a list of passes of the Southern 
Alps, with reference to the discovery or existence of the same. 

To avoid any misunderstanding it would be well to define the 
limits of the " Southern Alps." Reference to Mr. FitzGerald's own 
locality plan on his map published with the paper (the source of 
which, by the way, is not acknowledged) will clearly show that his 
excursions were limited to a small part of the great chain, and that 
part by far the best known. The Southern Alps proper were 
defined by Von Haast thirty years ago as commencing at Arthur's 
Pass and extending southwards for a distance of 120 miles to Haast 
Pass. This definition has been generally accepted, altho~lgh i t  
cotlfines the Southern Alps to their ~narrourest limits. 

' The following is a list of known passes. I t  is possible that others 
may have been effected, but I can find no record of the fact :-- 

I LIST OF PASSES. 

Arthw's Pass (8,013 ft.), over which the coach road from 
Christchurch to Hokitika passes. 

'Harman's Pass (3,980 ft.).-Situated at  the heads of Waimakariri 
and Arahura Rivers. Discovered in 1865. 

'Browning's Pass (4,752 ft.).--Situated at the head of the 
Wilberforce River. Discovered in 1865, and used during the gold 
rush to the West as a stock route. 

'Particulars regarding these three will be found in Haast's 
" Geology of Canterbury and Westland." 

' Mathius Pass (5,100 ft.).-At the head of RIathias Ri~er .  See 
"Report of Lands and Survey Department of New Zealand, 1881 
and 1882," p. 27, also " 1882 and 1888," p. 41. 

' Whitcornbe's Pass (4,180 ft.).--Situated at  the head of Rakaia 
and Hokitika Rivers ; first crossed in 1863 (" Canterbury Pro- 
vincial Government Gazette," July 1863). 

' Strachan's Pass (5,651 ft.).-Crossed in 1881 by a nle~nber of a 



survey party from Hokitika, connecting Wanganui and Rakaia 
Rivers. 

' Scaly's Pass (5,800 ft.).-Connecting Godley Glacier and Perth 
River, and first crossed by New Zealand Alpine Club party ("New 
Zealand Alpine Journal," vol. i. No. 1, p. 59, and No. 2, p. 121). 

' Graham's Saddle (about 8,600 ft.).--Connecting T a e m ~ n  and 
F'ranz Josef Glaciers. First crossed by hlr. FitzGerald, Mr. Harper, 
and Zurbriggen on their return from West Coast. Approaches to 
which were well known (" New Zealand Alpine Journal," vol. i. 
No. 5, p. 280). 

' FitzQeraM's Pass about 7,180 ft.).-Connecting Hooker Glacier 
and Copland River. b irst crossed by Mr. FitzCierald with Zur- 
briggen, and stated by hlr. Fitdferald as being the first crossing of 
the Southern Alps (" Cfeographical Journal," vol. vii. No. 5, p. 488 ; 
"Report of Department of Lands and Survey of New Zealand, 
1894-1895 "). 

' Fyfc's Pass (about 7,000 ft.).-Connecting Mueller and 1lcKerrow 
Glaciers (" New Zealand Alpine Journal," vol. i. No. 6 ,  p. 294). 

' Brodrick's Pass (5,310 ft.).-Connecting Hopkins a ~ i d  Lands- 
borough valleys (" Report of Department of Lands and Survey of 
New Zealand, 1889-1890," p. 16, and appendix A). 

' Haast Pass (1,716 ft.).*-Frequently used as a route from Otago 
to Westland (Haast's " Geology of Canterbury and Westland "). 

' Most of these records, if not all, oan doubtless be found in your 
Society's valuable library. 

' In  the face of these facts, of which Mr. FitzGerald does not seem 
to be aware, it must be admitted that his claim to the first passage 
of the Southern Alps falls to the ground. 

' All New Zealand climbers have the greatest admiration for Mr. 
FitzGerald and his guide as peak-climbers, but he can lay no claim to 
exploration in this colony, and he has not added anything to previous 
topographical knowledge of the country, except in the most minor 
details. The pass he crossed (with the aid of the map publislled in 
the New Zealand Survey Report, 1892-1893, p. 42) has been since 
unfavourably reported on by the Government surveyors as being 
too high, difficult, and expensi~e a route to be of any practical 
value. 

'The proble~n of finding a pass suitable for tourist and stock 
traffic still remains. I am, Sir, yours faithfully, 

' (;. E.  A ANNE RING, 
Hon. Sec. New Zealand Alpine Club. 

' Christchurch, New Zenland : 
July 3, 1896. 

To the Editor of the I' Geographical Journal." ' 
- - - -. - - - 

This was Von Haast's determination. It has long since been corrected. 
' In future the height of the pass must be accepted as 1,897 ft.' See 'Survey 
Report,' 1885-6, p. 111.-D. I\'. Freshfield. 



A NOTE ON THE 'SOUTHERN ALPS' OF 
NEW ZEALAND. 

BY DOUGLAS W. FRESHFIELD. 

I CANNOT begin in the formula that threatens to become classical in 
thew pages--my attention has been called-because my eyesight 
does not yet compel me to read even the emall print of the ' Alpine 
Journal ' by proxy. But I have noticed in the number for last August 
8 continuation by Mr. A. P. Harper of the correspondence on the 
relative claims of New Zealand travellers and surveyors, and I 
observe that he gives, as his main motive for writing, a statement I 
made in my address delivered as President to the Alpine Club in 
December 1805. 

My strqtement ran as follows :- 
Mr. FitzGerald ' proved the practical utility of climbing by finding 

for the coloniets the easy and direct pass they have so long wanted 
and so long sought to the West Coast.' Mr. Harper ' submits h e  
has not done so,' and asserts that my expression shows 'how 
erroneous an impression had been conveyed.' 

I have judged it expedient, in order that any answer I might 
make should be final, to wait to reply until after the appearance of 
Mr. Harper's long-promised volume on his own explorations. I 
have now had the pleasure of reading his book, 8s well as, I believe, 
almost all that has been written on the New Zealand Alps recently 
or in past years. In the result I cannot see my way to make 
any alteration in my statement, which it appears to me is most 
fully borne out both by geographical facts and official docu- 
ments. I cannot believe that my words could convey any erroneous 
impression to an audience, or to readers, who were presumably 
acquainted with Mr. Harper's and bir. Mannering's papers in 
the last volume of the ' Alpine Journal,' and had had the summary 
of Mr. FitzGerald's exploits recently before them.* 

In  the first place the reports of Von Haast in 1865, and of Mr. 
Strauchon, chief surveyor of Westland, in 1892-3, are conclusive a s  
to the want felt in the colony of a pass from the Mackenzie Plains 
to the West Coast. Mr. Strauchon writes (p. 39) : ' Another very 
important work on which I hope to be able to employ Mr. Douglas is 
the exploration of a tourist route between the West Coast and the 
Hermitage, viiL the Kangarua, Landsborough, and Hopkins valleys. 
The finding and construction of a tourists' route, if only a bridle 
track, would do wonders towards opening up the beauties of Southern 
Westland.' This particular route was reported against by Mr. 
Harper in 1895 as too rough and roundabout ; Mr. Douglas, who was 
sent up the Copland valley in 1892, having previously reported that 
there was no prmticable pass in that direction. The opening 
sentence of Mr. Douglas's official report runs as follows : ' I have 
failed in the main object-namely, to discover a pass available for 
--- - -- - 

* dlpipine Jousnal, vol. xvii. pp. 153, 316, 469. 
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a road across the main range to the Hermitage.' Such a pass was 
first recognised and crossed in 1895 by Mr. FitzGerald, and Mr. 
Harper's subsequent report, quoted below, proves that FitzGerald's 
Psss can be, and Mr. Harper thinks nluvt be, ultimately made 
into a horse track. Expense, he' informs us, is the only ground for 
delay. 

As far as I am personally concerned in the discussion, I think 
it would hardly be necessary for me to say more. But my friend 
Mr. Keltie, the Secretary of the Royal Geopaphical Society, has 
placed in my hands a letter sent him for publication by the Hon. 
Secretary of the New Zealand Alpine Club (seep. 333), and we have 
agreed, with the assent of Sir Clements Markham, that it would be 
for the publio convenience if the discussion initiated in this Journal 
were concluded in the same place, rather than in the Journal of the 
Geographical Society. hir. FitzGerald is now in the Andes. His 
absence makes it the more requisite to point out where, and to what 
extent, the local feelings of the colonists are leading them into 
criticisms and contradictions that cannot be sustained. 

Not content with a general observation-which few would have 
contested-that the young climber's work as cln exldmer had been 
made too much of in this country,' his colonial critics have denied 
his claim to ' the first crossing of the Southern Alps,' and blamed 
the Royal C;eographical Society for having recorded without protest 
a paper with this title. At that time I was in no way responsible 
for the conduct of the Society, I was not present at  the hleetilig 
when hlr. E'itz(;erald read his paper, and I should not myself have 
given it that title ; but I none the less feel it my duty to point out 
that his critics are themselves chiefly to blame for its ambiguity. 

Let us look back to the mountaineering literature of New Zealand, 
the works of Von Haast, Yon Hochstetter, Yon Lendenfeld, Green, 
Mannering, and Harper.t But before we take up their volumes it 
may be well to note, in passing, that the belief that Captain Cook 
gave the name Southertt -11 s to the whole of the mountains of the B South Island is not at  all orne out by the map attached to his 
' Voyages.' There the Southern Alps are made to terminate in a 
- - . . - - - - - 

\Ve :llust in fairness, however, note that the Editor of the A7cw Btakat~i 
.4ll)iw Jour1~nl (vol. i. p. 54) has expressed an appreciation of Nr.FitzGerald's 
work very different to Nr. Mannering'n. From February 19 to Narch 11, Mr. 
FitzCierald spent his time in crossing a saddle between the Footstool and 
blount Stokes, going down the Copland River, and returning from the West 
Coast with Mr. A. P. Harper z : i d  the Franz Josef Glacier over into the T m a n  
wain. \Ye hope to publish his Journnl, or copious extracts from it, in our 
next number. It teems with incident, ciiscmery, and adventure.' The italics 
are mine. 

t Thr (;eolog!l (!f ra?rt(.rbunj o l d  ~li.stlnw1, by Julius von Haast, F.R.S. 
(Christchurch, 1879) ; -X7cw %calal~d, by Dr. von Hochstctter (London, ,1867) : 
The High Alps o j  -VCIU Bl,alanrl, by the R e v .  \\'. S. Green (London, 1883); 
Der Tasnlan Gletscher und seine Umgebung,' by Dr. \,on Lendenfeld, Petrr- 

, ~ l a n ~ ~ ' . s  ,Ifittcil~it~!qcn (Ergiinzungsheft So.  7 5 ) .  18x4 ; IVith Are and Rnpe itr 

tlte X- lo  %cnlntttl Alps ,  by G. Nannering (London, 18!)1) : Pioneer Work itr 
the d l l , s  of Scw Zeala~ul,  by A. P. Harper (London, 18!)6). 
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broad gap about 43" S. latitude, and the mountains N.\iT. of Bank's 
Peninsula are marked as separate ranges, and called ' Snowey (sic) 
Nountcains.' I t  is further proper to point out that on the map of 
New Zealand (1 : 1,000,000) engraved by Mr. Ravenstein for the 
Colonial Goverment in 1876, the final S in ' Southern Alps ' is placed 
in close proximity to Whitcombe's Pass*-almost, that is, on the 
same spot as by Captain Cook. I do not myself attach any very 
great importance to indications of this kind on maps, but in a 
purely technical matter they are a t  least evidence of the view of the 
cartographers concerned. 

Let us return to our books. Von Haast, no doubt, continually 
uses the expression Southern Alps as covering the whole eleva- 
tions from cape to cape of the South Island. I have marched his 
A Geology of Canterbury' in vain for any such definition of the 
Southern Alps (Haast's Pass to Arthur's Pass) as Mr. AIannering - 
unfortunately without giving any reference-has attributed to him. 
I find, on the contrary, many passages in that standard work which 
are absolutely inconsistent with the limitation 8uggeated.t 

Von Haast describes at some length, without giving it any dis- 
tinctive name, what I may perhaps call the central chain of the 
Sonthern Alps, the unbroken snow-crest that extends from near 
Haast's to Whitcombe's Pass. 

The following sentence (p. 180) deserves quotation : ' On the 
west side of Whitcombe'e Pass rises the magnificent pyramid of 
Mount Whitcombe, and from here to Haast's Pass the Alps, with 
their enormous masses of snow and ice, form for nearly 100 miles 
an impassable barrier between the two coasts to the traveller, 
except to the mountaineer, who, alpenstock and ice-axe in hand, can 
cross over several cols by ascending a glacier on one side, and after 
passing a nkvk saddle descending a similar stream on the other.' 

Hochstetter included in the Southrn Alps all the snowy ranges 
south of Harper's Pass (pp. 178-482). 

Mr. Green succeeds with the following passage (p. 80) : ' Crossing 
the straits to the southward, we find in the provinces of Nelson and 
hlarlborough a number of high Alpine ranges enclosing charming 
valleys. Further S. these ranges draw together till in thc great 
,range called by C(~ptain Cook the Southent Alps they assume the 
form of a great mountain wall sending off numerous spurs, rising 
into bold Alpine peaks, and for over 100 miles possessing no col or 
pass free from eternal snow and ice.' 

Dr. von Lendenfeld adds topographical details. ' The first pass 
under 2,500 metres to the N. of Haast's Pass is the \fThitcombe 
Pass, 100 miles distant. The part of the Divide between these 

- - 

The existence of this pass, a green gap (4,212 ft.), was first indicated to the 
surveyors by Mr. Samuel Butler. who, in his fantastic romance Err.tuhor~, 
gave a vivid pictnre of the New Zealand Alps. 

t 6ee chapters i .  ii. ; section, ' Physical Geography.' 
$ I can find nothing on p. BY of hir. Green's book to explain Mr. Harper's 

reference to it (-4. -7. vol. xriii. p. 202) as indicating that JIr. Green fixed the 
limits of the Southern .%Ips at Haast's and Harper's Passes. 
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two passes contains the highest summit in New Zealand ; the lofty 
ice-clad ridge sinks nowhere under 2,000 metres, and its mean height 
may be taken as 2,600 metres. In  all this chain there is no paw 
free from snow.' 

None of these writers attempts any precise limitation of the term 
Southern Alps. Mr. Green, it is true, by implication excludes the 
ranges of Nelson and Marlborough, and includes the peaks S. of 
Haast's Pass. Mr. hlmnering * is the first to define for us the 
' Southern Alps proper.' ' The Southern Alps proper,' he writes, 
' may be said to extend over a distance of about 100 miles of the 
middle part of the South Island.' 

Mr. Harper, in hie article in the ' Geographical Journal ' (Jan- 
1893), and again in his book, written before mid-March 1896, 
paraphrases very olosely-without quoting-Mr. Green. I Further, 
S. thew ranges draw together, till, in the Southern Alps, they form 
a great mountain wall running from N.E. to S.W., which sends off 
a number of spurs rising into bold Alpine peaks, and for upwards 
of 100 miles presents a snowy barrier, crossed last senson for the 
 st time by (1 pnss lying at the h u ( l  of the Godley Glacier, to the 
N.E. of the district embraced in the map.' The words I have 
italicised are omitted in Mr. Harper's subsequent book, and 
' between the West and East Coast districts ' substituted for them. 
But Mr. Harper goes further-in his article. He proceeds to give 
details as to this snowy barrier and its passes. 

' On the main range,' he tells us. ' four saddles have been success- 
fully reached-namely, the Godley Saddle, reached by Sealy in 
1869, and crossed in 1892 by hlannerhg and Lean for a short 
distance towards the West Coast ; the saddle at the head of the 
Tasmm, by Yon Lendenfeld; that at the head of the Hooker by 
Blakiston and myself ; and on the Mueller, the Burron Saddle, in 
1889, by Brodrick's Survey party.' 

In a previous paragraph Mr. Harper had informed his readers 
that ' Mannering and Lean made a descent to the head of a valley 
on the West Coast, but, owing to a mishap, were unable to proceed 
any further.' t Mr. Harper, therefore, is clearly responsible for hav- 
ing in 1893 led the Geographical Society to believe that no complete 
crossing to the West Coast of what he terms the main range of the 
Houthein Alps had been effected prior to that date. His informa- 
tion, however, as I shall shortly have to show, was incomplete 
and somewhat misleading. 

Now let us take Mr. rtlannering's letter and compare his atate- 
ment with his colleague's. The first four passes in his list ere not 
within 100 miles of Haast's Pass, or among the passes of the main 
range of the Southern Alps catalogued by Mr. Harper. The fifth 
and twelfth are the boundaries of this main range. 

Neither from Strauchon's nor Fyfe's Pass did the party descend 
to the \Vest Coast. (iral~am's and FitzGerald's Passes were first 
traversed by Mr. FitzGerald himself. There remain only Sealy's 
-- - - -  - -- 

11511~ Axe a ~ d  Iiopc, p. 2. t See also h-. Z. A. J. vol. i. p. 69. 



I'ass and Brodrick's Pass. Mr. Mannering's first reference shows 
that the New Zealand Club party which crossed Gealy's Pass were 
prevented by an accident from completing the expedition. But he 
has omitted-and it is a curious omission-to insist in any way on 
a statement (covered by his second reference) which was repeated in 
his own paper in the ' Alpine .Journal ' of August 1894, that in 
M m h  1892 LThe hlessrs. Pringle (two) and Blythe crossed the 
Sealy Pass and reached civilisation on the western side.' This 
expedition wee clearly the first complete crossing of ' the Southern 
Alps ' in the sense in which the term is used by Mr. Harper in his 
paper communicated to the Geographical Society. 

Brodrick's Pass-a roundabout route-far to the S. and near 
Haast's, hed, no doubt, been discovered and reached before Mr. 
FitzGereld's visit, but, so far as I know, there is no record of 
its complete crossing to the West Coast, and Mr. Harper has 
emphatically pronounced against it on the ground not only of its 
circuitousness but of its roughness.* 

From these extmcts the attentive reader has hexl an oppor- 
tunity of gathering some inlpression of the nature of the unbroken 
range extending for 100 miles between Haast's and Whitcombe's 
Passes. An Alpine comparison may aid him to appreciate the 
singular importance of this central crest in the orography of the 
island. I t  would find its parallel if the central crest of the Alps 
was uninterruptedly snowy from the neighbourhood of the Little 
St. Bernard to the St. Gotthard, and if the inhabitants of Bern and 
Vellais had to go round to one or other of those passes when they 
wished to traverse the chain with quadrupeds. When Mr. Fita- 
Gerald landed in New Zealand no horses or cattle-it seems probable 
no human-being, except the hlessrs. Pringle and Blythe-had ever 
reached the townships of the West Coast over any gap in this 
portion of the watershed. 

Further north and south glacier groups are found, but they are 
di~jded from one another by low green gaps, about 3,000-4,200 ft. in 
height, for the most part traversable, and long since traversed. 
Among these gaps are Harper's and Arthur's Passes, the former of 
which lies about 50 miles from Whitcombe'a and 150 miles from 
Haest's, the latter 135 miles from Haast's Pass. 

I t  appears to me a natural inference from these facts and books 
that the term ' Southern Alps,' if from a geologist's point of view 
applicable to the hills from cape to cape, is, from an orographer's 
point of view, more peculiarly applicable to the ice-clad portion of the 
range,and has been often so applied. Colonial mountaineers,however, 
seem still to be at cross purposes, notonly with one another, but with 
themselves. Thus Mr. hfannering's limitation of the Southern Alpe 
to 'about 100 miles ' cannot possibly carry them 135 miles from 

- - - - - . . - 

' 8ee Repwts, 1993-4 and 1895-6. Nr. Brodrick in the latter casts doubt 
on Mr. Harper's having rightly identitied and reached his pass; he has, 
however (Reports, 1889-90). himself written, 'The pass over the Saddle can 
never be made anything but a paamble footpath.' 

VOL. XVIL1.-NO. CXYXV. C C 
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Haast's Pass to Arthur's. And hlr. Harper, who talks of the 
grave mistake ' of all who do not know- that the Southern Alps 

have always been considered to extend from Harper's Pass to 
I 

Haaat's Pass in the far south,'* has forgotten not only Mr. Manner- 
ing's dictum as to the extent of ' the Southern Alps proper,' and 
that Mr. Green includes Mount Eanlslaw among the Southern Alps. 
but also his own previous articles and the fact that he has himself in 
his book stated that the principal glaciers and ice-clad peaks of the 
Southern Alps lie between 45" and 45" 6. (p. 7). Haast's Pass is 
only seven miles south of 44". 

The conclusion I come to, therefore, is that a visitor to the 
colony might reasonably assume that in using the term ' Southern 
Alps' in connection with mountaineering he would be taken 
to mean the central portion of the chain, which had been ap- 
parently defined by two secretaries of the New Zealand Alpine 
Club as the ' Southern Alps proper,' and that in claiming ' the first 
crossing' of this range he would be understood to refer to a 
complete crossing of the chain, and not to a mere passage of the 
snows of the Divide, in which the explorers returned by the way 
they came, without attempting to encounter the forests on the way 
to the coast. This was what I had understood Mr. FitzGerald's 
intention to be, and had he maintained this position, and esplained 
that he had been led, as we all were led for a time, by Mr. Harper's 
paper in the ' Geographical Journal ' to overlook the reference to 
the conlplete crossing of Sealy's Pass by Uessrs. Pringle and 
Rlythe contained in Mr. Mannering's paper in the ' Alpine Journal,' 
liis defence would, I think, have satisfied all reasonable persons. 
But hlr. FitzGerald, in his letter to this Journal p. 41), has taken 
up a different and, in my opinion, wholly untena b le position. In 
that letter he treats Sealy's Pass as outside the limits of the 
Southern Alps, thus indicating that he regards that term as equiva- 
lent with whltt is shown in the hlap published in the Royal 
Geographical Society's ' Journal ' (vol. i.), and there described as 
the central portion of the Southern Alps.' I have found no authority 

for so narrow a limitation, and until JIr. FitzGerald had given his 
explanation it was, I think, in~possible for geographers to assumeor 
anticipate that he was writing from this apparently original point of 
view. I t  was, I think, equally impossible for us to foresee that oritics 
would be found seriously to suggest that hlr. FitzGerald's paper 
was an attempt to impose a claim to the first crossing of the island 
-that is, of a range traversed for thirty years by a well-known 
c a ~ i a g e  road- on (of all bodies in the world) the Royal Geo- 
graphical Society, which had recently given \'on H m t  one of its 
gold medals for his travels in this very region, and printed Mr. 
Harper's own paper on 'New Zealand Glaciers.' Such a fraud 
would hardly escape detection in a Yillage Institute or a Board 
School. 

In the preceding pages I have discussed the use of the expression 
-- - - - -- -- 

* Alpine Jmo-nal, vol. xviii., p. 202. 
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Soztthemt A1 1s solely from the historical point of view. I have 
shown that $ on Haast,writing as a geologist, used it to cover the 
whole watershed of the South Island, that many orographers and 
travellers (myself among the number in the Badminton ' hloun- 
taineering ') have used it to designate at  least all the glacier-bearing 
groups. In the first volume of the ' Journal of the New Zealand 
Alpine Club ' there are several passages inconsistent with any other 
sense than this, but a clear definition is wanting. Mr. Harper 
and Mr. Mannering have, however, defined the So~sthern Alps proper 
as an unbroken range about 100 miles in length, extending to the 
N.W. from Haast's Pass. This description is only applicable, wit11 
any approach to accuracy, to the chain between Haast's and Whit- 
combe's Passes. Since Mr. FitzGerald's visit to the island, how- 
ever, Mr. Harper has written to tell the Alpine Club that it is a 
matter of common knowledge that the Southern Alps extend from 
Hasst's Pass to the pass that bears his own patronymic-that is, 
153 miles-and Mr. hfannering has written to tell the Geographical 
Society that they estend to Arthur's Pass-135 miles. The 
8un-eyor-General, on the contrary, in the 1895-6 ' Report ' (p. 
xii) clearly excludes from his consideration in reckoning the passes 
over the Southern Alps all gaps N .  of Whitcornbe's Pass. 

I t  is manifest, I think, that while we have none of us been agreed 
as to what we were talking about, some of us have been both positive 
and vague. The combination is not an uncommon one. So much 
for the past. As to the future, I trust that the local authority- 
the heads of the Survey-will define officially the use of the term 
' Southern Alps.' Jn my opinion no definition which includes the de- 
tached glacier ranges N. of \'Vhitcombels Pass,mhile excluding hlount 
Earnslaw, Mount Aspiring, and the other high peaks S. of Haast's 
Pass, is either worthy of scientific consideration or practically con- 
venient. The term should either be restricted to the continuous 
central icy crest or extended so as to include at least all the glacier- 
covered ranges in the island. This latter course seems to me pre- 
ferable, and it would have the incidental advantage of being a 
return to the indication of Captain Cook. 

On other points the attempted depreciation of Mr. FitzGerald's 
particular discovery breaks down more conclusively. I t  has been 
asserted that the pass now known as FitzGerald's Pass had 
been discovered by the surveyors (although they had not crossed 
it) previous to FitzGerald's and Zurbriggen's journey. I t  has 
further been asserted that the pass does not fulfil the requirements 
of the New Zealand Government. The first allegation is in direct 
contradiction to the 1892 report of hlr. Douglas, the surveyor 
employed to look for a pass from The Hermitage to the Copland 
v d e y  ; the second is a technical plea rather than a substantial and 
practical objection. 

Mr. DouglasPs own narrative of his 1892 explorations is the best 
proof that he did not find the pass. He actually saw it, but failed 
to recognise or investigate it. This is what he wrote : ' An open 
apnr leads up to the crown of the Divide, a height of 6,000 ft. above 

c c 2  
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sea level.* w he top was bare of snow when I saw it  first, but i t  
must be remembered that in ordinar seasons the usual winter fall 
might not melt and this pass may e considered as covered with 
perpetual snow. We saw this pass when it was bare, but a heavy 
fall of snow prevented explorations in that quarter, and, although 
the snow came off most of the hills in a day or two, it never left the 
pass or the higher peaks.' That is all he says, and when he comes 
to the practical conclusion to be drawn from his labours he ignores 
altogether this ' pass,' which he did not make any effort to approach. 
I continue the quotation :- 

I I now come to the main object for which I was sent out-that 
was, to determine the practicability of a route for a mule- or horse- 
track from " The Hermitage " across the Alps to the Weet Coast 
~ i c Z  Hooker Valley and Baker's Saddle. I am sorry to have to state 
that, in my opinion, the proposed route is impract~cable-impossible 
I will not say, for it would, no doubt, be possible to tunnel under 
glaciers, n&v&s, LC. ; but such an undertaking may be put on one 
side a t  present. I t  is a great pity, as a route through Baker's 
Saddle would be very short, and would open up some of the most 
nplendid scenery around Mount Cook. I am well aware that in 
many of the mountain regions of the earth tracks are taken through 
some of the most impossible-looking cafions, along beetling cliffs, 
under galleries, and through tunnels. But how to take a road 
over a sloping ice-field, which is continual1 swept by avalanches, 
is a puzzle to me, and such is a portion of t i e proposed route. The 
Strauchon Glacier, as shown in the sketch, is flanked by towering 
cliffs ; then it widens out to the saddle into snow-fields from 
Banks's Peak and Mount Stokes, both nbv6s coming down from the 
tops of the ranges to the glacier without a break in their slopes. 

' However, as sonie enterprising explorer may consider I am 
wrong, and that a route over the saddle is to be got, I will point 
out the best road-line down the valley. From the cliffs under 
Banks's Peak to the Lower Forks there is no difficulty whatever; 
two short bridges over the Douglas River and Architect Creek are 
all that woilld be required, outside of the usual sidings and level 
crossings. I have examined both sides of the river the whole way 
up, and the line marked on the map is the best roilte to amid 
natural obstacles. Of courae, if a special survey were made, there 
would doubtless be many ~nodifications of my line ; and if a trans- 
insular road is never taken cict the Copland, a practical route laid 
down on a map is always useful, as no one can tell what may turn 
up in a new country.' 

bIr. Douglas, of whom I would speak with all the respeot due to 
the man to whom we owe most of our knowledge of the western 
slope and its ravines, gave all his attention, as his map shows, to the 
wrong valley, and could propose nothing better than a tunnel from 
its head. He regarded, and depicted on his map as practically and 
permanently snow and ice-clad, the western side of the ridge, which 

Has the height of the pass been accurately ascertained ? Mr. Brodrick, a 
surveyor, in the l8!)5-6 Report, gives it: height as 7,180 ft. 
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has now been found not to be so.* Imagine a surveyor sent up to 
Macugnaga to examine the chain coming back with a report that 
the Weissthor would need a tunnel, and dismissing the Monte Moro 
as not worth consideration. The parallel is not an unfair one. 

To clinch the matter, Mr. Harper tells us that at Christmas 1894 
he received an invitation from Mr. hlannering, who was ' anxious 
he should find some pass over to The Hermitage and join them ' 
(p. 210) ; and further on (p. 270), that in March he was just start- 
ing to ' inspect the range ' at the head of the Copland, in the belief 
that it afforded ' the only likely route,' when hir. FitzCierald a r r i~ed  
from the pass. 

There is surely an appreciable difference, in the opinion of 
most mountaineers, between hoping that something may ' turn 
up,' or even holding that there ' is a likely route,' and discovering 
and crossing a new pass. 

Next ~LS to the question of practical utility : How far have the 
requirements of the New Zealand Government been met ? What 
they wanted was, says Mr. Harper (p. 179), ' a pass by which a road 
or track for tourists could be taken from Tlie Hermitage to the 
West Coast. They require the pass to be free from snow or ice for 
three months in the year.' Now FitzGerald's Pass, on Mr. Harper's 
own showing, in contradiction to Mr. RIannering's hasty assertions, 
satisfies the szibstnntial requirements of the C+overnment. 
' No doubt,' writes Mr. Harper, ' a track cor~lrl be tcikerc over i t ,  

and i t  tail1 have to be accepter1 as the best clad o7lly rozcte in the 
course of time ' (p. 324). I might quote Mr. Harper at much greater 
length did space allow. The following sentence must, however, 
sufiice : ' I am of opinion that the only direct and practical route 
for a pass between The Hermitage and the West Coast is vid some 
Saddle west of the Footstool, and FitzGerald's Pass is the best of 

Report' 1894-5, p. 110). His report and book show 
clearly these ' t (b at expense is the only difficulty ill opening a horse-track 
over FitzGerald's Pass, and neither affords any justification what- 
ever for the concluding paragraphs of Mr. hlannering's letter. No 
one familiar with the old horse and cattle passes of the Alps or 
Caucasus can accept hlr. Mannering's final dictum, which is con- 
trary to all our experience. The Gries was used even in winter by 
the Bernese peasants when they were hard pressed for food and 
had to fetch maize from Italy. 

But, it has been urged, the pass does not fulfil the technical defi- 
nition of the Government, since it is ' not free from snow or ice for 
three months every year.' Here we lay our fingers on the sur- 
veyors' shortcoming. They failed from want of Alpine experience to 
realise and point out to the Government, until too late, that its 
requirement of freedom from sunlxner snow or ice mas, in tlie case 
of a serviceable horse-track, excessive and superfluous. By their 
too literal and dumb acceptance of the letter of their instructions 
the surveyors left the object for which they were sent out-tlie 
diecovery of a tmck by which a circuit of a t  least 100 miles nliglit 
-- - - -- 

See ~ ~ ~ g l a s " S  and Mr. H~rper'q Reports and Maps. 
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be avoided, and The Hermitage brought within one day of the West 
Coast-to be accomplished after thirty years of vain efforts,+ by a 
young amateur and an Alpine guide, who had this one advantage- 
familiarity with such old trade-routes as the Gries and the Monte 
Moro, on which a considerable amount of snow and ice hes proved 
for centuries no obstacle to traffic. 

I trust that the foregoing statement, by showing how immaterial 
most of the points in dispute really are, will tend to allay any imta- 
tion that still exists in the minds of colonial surveyors and climbers, 
who may naturally feel a sort of property in their own mountains, 
and find difficulty in resigning themselves to the chance that led to 
two visitors being the first to cross what Mr. Harper believes will 
be the trans-insular pass of the future from The Hermitage and the 
hlackenzie Plains to southern Westland. 

The Alpine Club has always been prompt to recognise the feats 
of courage and endurance performed by survey ofiicers in New 
Zealand and elsewhere. bly own sylnpathies have been very much 
with our colonial men~bers in ' the annoyance' they so frankly 
acknowledge. To those engaged on the same line of research it is 
always vexatious to be anticipated. blr. FitzGerald's success in 
first crossing the T a ~ m a n  group was naturally a disappointment to 
those who were just ~tarting-not for the first time--to look for the 
pass. The way in which the record of his journey was advertised in 
this country undoubtedly did injustice to the share of the colonists 
in mountain explorations ; the same might be said with regard to 
his map.t A judicious friend might Lave suggested certain modifi- 
cations in his book itself. All this we may admit. But having 
done so, we have, I think, a right to suggest to the New Zealand 
climbera that the luck was not all on one side ; that Mr. Fitz- 
Gerald too may hare had some ground for annoyance, if no real 
grievance, in the fact that they were successful in making the first 
complete ascent of blount Cook only a few days before his arrival 
in the island. 

' Feelings ' are, perhaps, inevitable, though I think mountaineers 
nowadays give too frequent expression to them. Carried into 
records-I will not say literature-the worst of feelings is that they 
are apt to interfere with a clear view of h t s .  \Ye have now both 
Mr. FitzGerald's and Mr. Harper's narratives; they supplement 
one another, and read con.joint1 will enable the public to do full 
justice to all concerned. ~ u r t E e r  bickerings would be a mistake. 
If mountaineering is henceforth to be classed as a sport and made 
a matter of keen rivalries, let us all do our best to presenre the 
good temper and good fellowship which have made us hitherto 
ready to enjoy our comrades' successes-next to our own. 
- - - - -- - - - - -- -- - - - - - -. . - 

* Von Haaat reported in lHti .5,  ' on the possibility of finding a road to the 
West Coast across the Mackenzie country.' that no passage existed there any- 
where except over glaciers and snow-fields, only to be crossed by experienced 
~uountaineers (Gcloloq!l of Cnt~terbuzy, p. 106). 

t While I was Honorary Secretary of the ltoyal Geographical Society a rule 
was made t l~at  the sool.ce5 of all maps lusued by the Society should be stated. 
I recommend a sin~ilar practice to publishers and authors. 



Piottec7 Ii'orli in the Alps of New Zealand. A record of the first exploration 
of the chief glaciers and ranges of the Southern Alps. By Arthur P. 
Harper, with Maps and Illustrations. (London : Fisher Unwin. 1896.) 

Ix our opinion it is something of a misfortune that mountaineering 
works should have become solargely the subjects of commercial specu- 
lation, that Alpine authors should look for their profits in hundreds 
or possibly thousands, in place of in the modest tens which contented 
-and even surprised and pleased-their predecessors. The traveller 
who employs a literary agent ' to hawk his wares-the output of his 
past or of his projected summer journey--round the Publishers' 
Row until he has obtained the uttermost farthing is in no position 
to complain if his book, when it appears, is pretentious in bulk 
without being beautiful in detail ; if he finds himself the subject of 
paregraphs of a character to raise a blush even on a bronzed 
cheek; if he is liable to the persecution of the interviewer and 
the portrayer of ' celebrities at home ; ' if, in short, the wares he 
has parted with are puffed and ' boomed ' in every way known to 
the book market. C h n c l ~ ~ t  n son goat. Commercial success un- 
fortunately too often spells literary and artistic failure. We do not 
propose to cite examples, and we should not make these general 
remarks on this occasion could they be suspected of having any 
particular reference to Mr. Harper's volume which, in form, in 
general get-up (illustrations escepted), and in the character of its 
letterpress is all that it should be. 

It  is too often not the mail who has done most hard work or 
added most to knowledge in his chosen field who secures the largest 
share of popular attention. To gain a place in the mind of the 
public it is essential to make it a partner in our pains and pleasures, 
our failures and snccesses. The suryeyor or pioneer who is mute 
must espect to remain inglorious. He surely has his reward ; he 
follows a fine profession, and often satisfies an individual passion. 
He ought not to begrudge the peak-hunter the glory, such as it is, 
to be gained by a well-advertised and powerfully illustrated ~olume. 
But surveyors are human, and even in their lodges in the wilder- 
ness they sometimes crave for the sympathy of their fellows. In  
such a case the best thing they can do is to set themselves down to 
tell their own story : and this is what Mr. Harper has done. He is 
careful to point out, however, that his book was written before Mr. 
FitzGerald's was published, so that post does not in this instance 
imply propter. In the main the two volumes are the natural com- 
plement of one another, and the only possible matter for regret is 
that h9r. Harper's did not come out first. For his work and that 
of his comrades was most of it done before Mr. FitzGerald's visit to 
the colony, and to a certain extent led up to the latter's successes ; 
even if in one particular case luck combined with insight to enable 
the visitor to make a discovery which the surveyors would rather 
he had not matched from them. But our purpose here is to avoid 
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controversial matters- which are dealt with elsewhere-and to 
devote our available space to doing justice to a very straightforward, 
manly, and meritorious record of persistent esplorations, carried on 
for the most part under very trying conditions. 

Mr. Harper's sub-title, ' A Record of the First Exploration of 
the Chief Glaciers and Ranges of the Southern Alps,' is hardly as  
precise and accurate as we should expect from so severe a critic. 
I t  is fair to point out that on the author's own showing the chief 
glaciers lie on the eastern slope, while his record is, but for some 
brief references in one chapter, confined to a detailed account of the 
recent investigation and survey, undertaken by the Colonial Govern- 
ment, of the valleys on the western slope of the Central Group of the 
Alps of New Zealand. The hero of Mr. Harper's book-strange ta 
say-is not himself, but rather Mr. Douglas, a veteran explorer to 
whose labours, extending over many seasons, his younger comrade 
does full and generous justice. The best evidence of the extent of 
these labours is to be found in a contrast between the map published 
by the Royal Geographical Society with Mr. Harper's paper in 1893 , and that In his present book. The work has been done, and well 
done ; and it is, no doubt, the duty of governments to be mean ! 
Still it is difficult to read the details of the delays and hardships to 
which the surveyors were subjected from their inadequate st& and 
equipment without some impatience. They do things better in 
India, or even Asiatic Russia. And now that air. Harper has 
officially reported to his employers (' Reports,' 1896-6) that it is 
expedient that a track should be taken over FitzGerald's Pass, and 
further that it will bring the West Coast within a day of The 
Hermitage, we may at any rate express a hope that the few 
hundred pdunds required for the undertaking will not deter the 
Government from at once setting about a public work which must 
do much not only to attract visitors to the colony, but also to 
render its most beautiful region accessible to its own people. 
llonntaineers will add a petition that the heart of the local finan- 
ciers may be so far softened as to allow of their accepting Mr. 
Harper's suggestion and erecting a few huts, with provision cup- 
boards, like tliose in the Alps, in the vicinity of the West Coast 
glaciers. This is all that is wanted to assure the thorough scientifio 
investigation of the upper snows. 

Mr. Harper's observations not only show us the present 
aspect, but help to carry us back to past ages in the history 
of this remarkable region. We are led to imagine (and with the 
help of Yon Haast's map, ' Discovery of Canterbury.' p. 370, 
it is not difficult to do so) a coast, closely resembling that of 
Alaska in our own day, on which great glaciers issuing from narrow 
gorges spread the~nselves out fanwise in face of the ocean waves. 
Then the ice retreated, not without considerable oscillations, 
streams cut through its deposits, forests and ferns crept up the glens. 
Tlle rttnges were still devoid of inhabitants, for the Maoris are  no 
mountaineers. Other two-legged inhabitants they had, however, 
in abundance; for up to the time when Mr. Harper wrote the 
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recesses of the western slope were the paradise of wingless birds. 
T l l e j r s t  explorers found weekas in full possession. The weeka is a 
friendly and confiding bird, whose only vices seem to be an imperfect 
sense of property and a taste for Thyestean banquets. Wherever 
the surveyor went he had a poultry yard a t  hand, and consequently 
had the less need to burden himself with a portable larder. hlany 
and amusing are the stories Mr. Harper tells us of the odd tricks 
and habits of his camp~companions. But, alas ! on his last visit to 
the Copland Valley he had no companions-and no food. The 
birds with which the valley once swarmed had fallen victims to the 
cats and weasels which are introduced into the colony and take to 
the woods. A new difficulty was added to exploration. We must 
not be led beyond our scope, or we might quote some of the 
escellent natural history stories with which Mr. Harper diversifies 
his pages, and more than make up for the relative scarcity of-in 
the strict sense of the words-mountaineering adventure. 

With trackless forests and boulder-strewn river beds, impassable 
gorges and abrupt bluffs below, rocks that are not only of the 
steepest but of the rottenest, and ice-slopes of the most treacherous 
quality above, the New Zealend Alps have furnished no easy field for 
their first explorers. They will doubtless become easier. Every- 
thing is easier to the explorer who has not to be his own beast of 
burden. The valleys will be opened by tracks; the peaks will be- 
come better known. Already we see in Mr. Harper's account of the 
Copland Valley that the process is beginning. Not only hfr. Fitz- 
Gerald, but also Mr. Douglas (see ' Report,' 1894-5) found its scrub 
and torrent-beds almost intolemble. Mr. Harper makes compara- 
tively light of them ; and no doubt, if the tracks lie blazed (p. 284) 
are not overgrown, the difficulties are already further diminished, 
and will disappear with the construction of his projected road. 

Whatever future travellers may find, hlr. Harper's book com- 
pletes a picture which without it would have been imperfect--that 
of the central group of the New Zealand Alps in its natural state. 
We shall not attempt here to forestall his very clear and vivacious 
descriptions of scenery and adventure among the glaciers and 
forests of the western slope. His book deserves, and will repay, 
careful perusal. Readers who have also studied Mr. FitzGerald's work 
are in a position to appreciate fully the labours and perils undergone 
by those who have done most to open up for Englishmen this noble 
region. Mountaineers who wish to take their share in future 
exploration should look beyond and beliind these volunles to Von 
Haast's map and the Survey Reports. They will learn that south 
and north of the great ceritral range, the limits of which are 
dtjfined by nature in Haast's and Whitcombe's Paases, there are 
many compmtively isolated glacier groups, geologically part of the 
same chain, which will meet their requirements for years to come. 

Of the illustrations the only good lv0 can say is that the views 
chosen, had they been properly reproduced, would have served well 
to illustrate the text. Hut the process employed, both in this and 
Signor Sinigaglia's Dolo~nite ' book, which comes from the same 



publisher, has completely broken down. The fault is in the repro- 
duction, for some better plates from the same negatives have 
appeared in the Reports of the New Zealand Survey and in the Itrtlian 
Alpine Club ' Bollettino.' There is great difficulty still in obtain- 
ing sati~factory plates printed in and with the text, but in the case 
of full-page illustrations there can be no excuse for such faint and 
flat smears. The Collotype process can and has produced better 
results than these, and at  Munich in particular has been carried to 
great perfection. 

The map is excellent, but it is a pity that in this case (ae with 
Mr. FitzGerald's map) there is no imprint to show that it is in fact 
based not on the work of any one or two men, but on that of a st& 
of Government surveyors, many of whom have contributed to its 
general excellence. There is no Government department that in pro- 
portion to the means at its dispoeal has done so much for glacier 
mapping and even illustration as the New Zealand Sun-ey Depart- 
ment, and its successive chiefs and their subordinates have well 
earned the gratitude of all who are interested in mountain 
exploration. 

Ch0moni.r ntld /he Ranqc of Jfont Blnnc : a Guide. By Edward Whymper. 
With Illustrations and Naps. (London : John Nurray. 1896.) Pp. 192. 

We anticipated from the pen of Mr. Whymper aguide-book of more 
than usual interest and value, and we are not disappointed. Those 
who know the \'alley of Chamonix will enjoy a parusal of this 
pleasant little volume, while the tourist who has not yet approached 
the ' Great White Mountain ' will also find in it much interest 
and information on matters both great and small. The title of 
Mr. Whymper's new ~ o l u m e  is certainly unassuming, comprising, 
as it does, a great deal more than might in the usual way be 
expected froill its name. Hut Nr. \\'hymper, to his reputation as 
a, climber, an author, and an artist, adds here by his attention to 
detail the character of a good inan of business ; and though little 
is said by the author to remind us directly of his long and intimah 
acquaintance with Chamonix, or of his mountaineering triumphs 
in that region, the work bears the impress of a considerable 
experience of the district ant1 its literature. 

After a short but practical Introduction the work commences 
with a concise and graphic sketch of the early history of Chamonis, 
so far as that is known, and then we come to the ever-attractive 
' Story of Mont Blanc.' The historical miscellany, which occupies 
fully half the book, is interesting and clearly arranged. In  presenting 
the history of the ascent of hlont Blanc Mr. Whymper is well 
advised in giving a translation in full of the account of De Saussure ; 
and he has made judicious extracts als:, from some of the numerous 
accounts of ascents printed by enthusiastic climbers. 

A Cl~apter of Accidents ' is the relation of a number of accidents 
which have happened on or in the chain of Mont Blanc, and of 
their causes ; and the lessons thereby conveyed to climbers, old and 
young, are not the less iinpressive because unaccompanied by 
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.special admonitions. The Observatories of Vallot and Janssen 
receive due notice, and whether or not the latter is found to 

.gradually sink with,the summit snows the story of its construction 
will continue to be of interest. 

The remaining portiou of the book consists of practical informa- 
tion as to the various routes and excursions-great and smal- 
from Chamonix ; and although the author does not aim at 
providing for mountaineers the detailed information of a ' Climbers' 
Guide,' that supplied will satisfy many enquirers. We have alpha- 
ibetical tables of peaks and passes, with their heights; lists of 
guides and their tariffs ; and tables showing the relation between 
English feet and metres. The accompanying maps, plans, and 
.illustrations (some of the last already familiar) are clear and useful. 
The absence of one or two recognised glacier routes in the map, 
which is one of those issued with Mr. Rhymper's ' Scrambles,' and a 
few slips in the text, hardly detract from the general value of this 
interesting little work, which is published in paper cover at the 
modest price of three shillings, and which its possessors will deem 
worthy of a more enduring binding. 

THE WINTER EXHIBITION OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND 
OLD PRINTS. 

IN following up the successful experiment of last summer and 
holding an exhibition in the Club Gallery, from which paintings 
were rigidly excluded, the Committee have continued in a very 
excellent course; but whereas in 1895-6 the short winter days 
of early darkness were allotted to the artists, while the photo- 
grsphs exhibited later in the year were illumined by the summer 
sun, this year, acting on the advice given by the late President in 
his valedictory .address, the order of the exhibitions was reversed. 
'the photographs being shown in winter, and the pictures in the 
brighter and longer days of the London season.' 

In addition to photographs the exhibition included numerous 
prints of Alpine and sub-Alpine subjects, together with a collection 
of 25 pencil portraits by Mr. Charles Flack, amongst which we 
recognised such old friends as Peter Baumann, Ulrich Kaufmann, 
Christian Almer, and the brothers Boss. 

As regards number,the photographs showed a falling off from some 
previous exhibitions. There appears to be a growing tendency to 
exhibit enlargements rather than direct prints, and undoubtedly the 
former are more effective on the walls of a gallery, and as a rule 
more artistic in tone than half-plate or even whole-plate direct prints. 

In  the notice of a former exhibition printed in this Journal regret 
was expressed that enlargements were admitted, as so many 
~egatives are improved by enlargement, and that therefore the 
direct prints shown were at a disadvantage ; this is undoubtedly 
true, but for eshibition purposes surely the best results obtainable 
should be encouraged ; the exhibition is in no sense a photographic 
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oompetition, and any interesting work of an Alpine character, 
whether positively or negatively excellent, is welcomed by the Club 
on its walls at its annual exhibition. 

Of the photograpl~s shown last inonth those by Mr. 1)ent were 
the largest and amongst the finest of the exhibits; we were 
espeaially struck by his view of the Finsteraarhorn, taken from the 
Unteraar Glacier, and, on comparing it with the faded old 
silver print of the same subject belonging to the Club which 
adorns the wall of the anteroom, we could with difficulty resist the 
temptation of interchanging tlle two frames, in the hopes that after 
the conclusion of the exhibition hlr. Dent's picturesque presentment 
might remain as a permanent addition to the treasures of the 
Club. Doubtless in its day the faded print was considered a 
masterpiece of Alpine photography, and amounted one of the Club's 
most cherished poseessions, and the fact serves well to illustrate the 
recent advances in photographic me thds .  

Mr. Dent's exhibits also included a fine view of the ice-fall on 
the Zea Glacier, and a lerge panoramic view of the Ctabelhonl 
and Weisshorn massif, taken, as Mr. Rudyard Kipling would 
wy, from somewhere a t  the back of beyond, which, though an 
Rdmirable photograph, does not please us as a picture ; but then we 
must admit an inherent distaste for panorainic effects. Considered, 
liowever, as a study of glaciers-their birth, adolescence, and decay- 
it is exceedingly fine and irresistibly recalls Forbes's poetical com- 
parison of the course of a glacier to that of human life from its 
Haven-descended origin, its formation in the womb of the monn- 
t a b s  to its final inevitable dissolntion. 

Two or three Dolomite photogrt~phs by hir. Shea also call for 
hpecial mention, his views of the Cimon della Pala, Monte 
Cristallo, and Piz Popena being some of the best we have seen of 
that district. For sonle reason or other photographs of Dolomite 
acenery are rarely satisfactory; the contrasts are liable to be too 
harsh, and detail in the shadow is frequently conspicuous by its 
absence. Possibly the non-actinic tints characteristic of this rock 
formation may be found more anlenable to the delicate discrimina- 
tion of the isochroinatic plate ; possibly the district has not hitherto 
attracted the artistic attention of the Club's most gifted photo- 
graphers. Anybow, with the esception of some beautifully eoft 
effects by Signor Sells, those by 1Ir. Shea are by far the best 
which have appeared a t  the Club's exhibitions. 

Mr. Whymper's contributions were numerous and varied. His 
view of fruit and flower sellers at Randa station was as nearly 
technically perfect as may be, while in his portrait of an old public 
servant it was not difficult to recognise Jost of the Monte Rosa, 
truly described as a member of the Civil Service. 

I n  another frame RIr. Wliymper shows us an instantaneous 
view of 'Daniel Maquignax descending.' We are inclined to 
ask, ' Descending what ? ' We suspect that he has strayed a little 
from tlle usual route. In a frame hard by we noticed Antoine 
hfaquignaz standing for his portrait-surely in a soillemhat con- 
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strained attitude, though undoubtedly a tiptop portrait. Mr. 
\Vhymper's exhibits included also some ice-falls in the Pennine Alps. 

Mr. Howard Hazel1 showed an enlargement of the sbracs on the 
Pers ice-fall-a really fine bit of ice photography-also a smaller 
panorama depicting dawn on the Bernina range. 

Dr. Tempest Anderson's enlargements of the Aiguille Noire and 
the Grandes Jorasses seemed to us to be carried a little too far, and 
produced a solnewhat hard effect. 

Mr. 0. K. Williamson and Mr. 6. Donkin also exhibited some 
good work, but, as in the case of the prints shown by Mr. C. C. 
Branch and Mr. Sydney Spencer, they were rather too small to be 
effective on the walls of m exhibition. Some of blr. Branch's 
subjects were, perhaps, somewhat sub-Alpine in character, but his 
winter views of the Engadine reminded us of some of Mrs. Main's 
beautiful studies of the same subject, a i d  we regret to see that she 
was again unrepresented at the Exhibition. We also regret that 
we have no contributions to chronicle from Captain Abney. 

We had almost forgotten to mention a series of exhibits by Mr. 
Alfred Holmes, not on a w o ~ t  of any technical inferiority, but 
because of the somewhat hackneyed character of the subjecte, 
including as they did two Ivlatterhorns and three views of the 
Mischabel group. 

A series of over sixty views, half a dozen panoramas, and some 
enlargements represented Signor Yittorio Sella's worlt in the 
Caucasus during the past summer. Signor Sella's skill as a photo- 
grapher is well known ; the most novel examples of it were several 
admirable telephotographs. This invention has a great future as 
an aid to the powers of distant reconnaissances, both for surveyors 
and climbers. Some of the finest views were from a hitherto ull- 
explored glacier of the Adai Khokh group-the Songuta Glacier. 
Another interesting series revealed the scenery of the Bogkhobmhi 
group and the existence of apparently dolomitic limestones among 
the great pastures between the Urukh and the Cherek. Topography 
rather than picturesqueness has been Signor Sella's ruling motive, 
and this is the only criticism to be made on his show as a whole. 

No such criticism applies to the splendid plate-one of a series 
now in course of publication by Messrs. hleisenbach, Riffitrth & Co., 
of Berlin-+£ ' La Tour Ronde,' in the Mont Blanc group, whioh 
arrived too late for the Exhibition, but is now on view in the 
Club rooms. In this noble view we do not know which most to 
admire, the white cumuli massed behind the jagged pinnacles that 
fringe the shapely peak or the gradations of tone in the snows of 
the foreground. The plate, which is of large dimensions, is repro- 
d u d  by the same process as the full-page illustrations in Mr. 
Douglas Freshfield's ' Caucasus,' and is therefore absolutely 
permanent. We hope Messrs. Meisenbach will arrange for the 
exhibition and sale in this country of these remarkable triumphs 
of photographic art. 

The exhibition as a whole probably suffered from the badness 
of the season in the Alps, and this was reflected in the photographs, c' 

many of which were taken in clearing or unsettled weather. 
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The old prints exhibited included some large engravings of the 
eighteenth century, taken from a work on the doluinions of the 
House of Savoy. Among them a panorama of Aosta and a view of 
Sallanohes, in which the glaciers-not yet become, in Gibbon's 
phrase, ' famous and fashionable '-are entirely omitted, were the 
most interesting to mountaineers. Mr. F. Gardiner sent a large 
selection of the coloured views of Switzerland which filled the 
uhop windows of B e n  and Basle in the days before photography, 
and have still a modest charm of drawing and colour, which has 
won Mr. Ruskin's praise. But our mernbers obtained, perhaps, 
more amusement out of some Baxter prints of about 1845, lent by 
the Rsv.A. C. Downer. One of these, entitled ' Crossing the Crevasse 
du Dame,' depicts a party strolling along the overhanging lip of a 
Bergechrund ; the last man has put both legs through the rotten 
edge, but neither he nor his companions appear to be in the least 
perturbed by the fact. In  another a party are represented as 
searohing for a passage at  the same spot with a tallow dip and a 
battle axe. A third view exhibited an array of pointed sbracs, 
among which we counted no fewer than forty enthusiastic 
mountaineers, unroped, running hither and thither, like so many 
ants hunting for a practicable route over rough ground. 

. - .. 

NEW EXPEDITIOKS I N  lS96 (c.o?ztb)zied). 
Mont BIam District. 

A I ~ U I L L E  DE THICOT (3,681 m.). Sept.  18.-me learn from the 
Revue Alpine,' January 1897, p. 16, that on September 18,1R96,~1. 

Bosviel, with the guides J. Petigax, of Courmayeur, and A. Estivin, 
of Saint Ciervais, made the first ascent of this peak from the 

Pavillon des Deux Fri.resll on the Col de Tricot. 

Dolomite District. 
PIZ POPENA (3,143 m. = 10,812 ft.) FROM THE N.E. Azqust  18. 

--Mr. Gerald Arbuthnot, with Pietro Siorpaes and Angelo 
Zangiacomi, made this new route. Leaving Schluderbach at  4 A.M., 
the party followed the usual route for the Cristallo Pass until they 
were at  the foot of an ice couloir leading up from the Cristallo 
Glacier to a noticeable fork situated at the point where the north- 
east ridge of the Piz Popena nlerges into the north-east face (3 hrs.). 
They arrived at  the fork by means of this couloir and of the rooks 
on its northern side (2 hrs.). From this point the ascent of the 
face presented no difficulty, and after 40 min. of easy traverses 
and chimney work the foot of a chimney some 30 or 40 ft. high 
was reached. From the top of this chimney (10 m.), which is 
slightly to the E. of the fork, a rib of rock led in a westerly direc- 
tion to the main ridge of the mountain (15 m.), which was followed 
in 2Ei min. to the summit. 

Total time (slow), including halts, 7 hrs. 40 min. 
This route is an easy and interesting way of getting from 

Echluderbach to 3lisurina or Tre Croci. 
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iriidi District. 
Dussrs~oc~.-On ,July 21 E. Burchell Rodway,Esq.,and Rev. H..J. 

Heard, and the guides Peter Brawand (Grindelwald and Joseph 
Maria Trosch (Maderaner Thal) left HBtel Alpenklu b , hfaderaner 
Thal, at  4.30 A.M. for the Diissistock, and made the a~cen t  by the usual 
route,viz. south-west face and ar6te, reaching the top about eleven A.M. 
They left the summit at  12 noon by the eastern rock nrdte, crossing 
ten gendarmes and then descending by the N. ridge of a much 
larger gendarme about hnlf-way between the Diissistock and the 
P. Cambriales. Most of the gendarmes were traversed not quite 
on the crest of the ar6te but slightly on the north face. They 
reached the Hiifi Glacier in 3 hrs. from the summit and the hut in 

hr. more. The route is very interesting, the rock being good ; 
but, as the ledges were loaded with loose stones, the time was slower 
than it otherwise would have been. 

NORWAY. 

Jotzaz Fjelr7c District. 
SOUTHERN A R ~ T E  OF URANAASTISD.*-011 August 12 Mrs. and 

Dr. T. K. Rose and C. C. B. Moss left Eidsbod at 9 A.M., without 
guides, to make this ascent. The south ridge is reached either by 
crossing the Uranansbrle at  its extreme southern end, or by walking 
up Koldedal to Uradalsmulen and then going up to the right 
by the side of the main stream coming from the Uranaasbrre. 
Taking the latter way, the party reached the foot of the ridge 
below tlie hanging glacier (Uranaasbrte), at a height of 4,900 ft., a t  
2.20 P.M., ~ n d  the south peak, 6,850 ft., at 4.16 P.M., keeping on the 
ridge all the way. 

The rocks are easy until the final climb of 400 ft. is reached, and 
this occupied exactly an hour. The route taken was to the Mr. 
of the ridge for the first 100 ft., and on the ridge for the rest of 
the wa , except for a short traverse on the western face about 
100 ft. Llow the summit. Most of tlie climbing is on slabs dipping 
to the E. at  from GO0 to 70°, and jointed occasionally at  right 
angles to this. The summit was reached at 6 o'clock, and the 
descent made by the same way. 

The rocks below the hanging glacier were finally quitted at  
9 o'clock. No great difficulty at any point on the way up or down 
was encountered, but on the western face care is necessary, owing 
to the rottenness of the rocks. 

SOLEITINDER AND STORE RIIENSTISD.-Mrs. Rose and Messrs. 
C. C. B. Moss, F. It'. Jackson, and T. K. Rose, with Knut E'ortun 
(guide), started at 6 o'clock from Turtegrj4 and went over LBvnaasi 
to the east peak of the Soleitind, and thence by the ridge to Store 
Soleitind. t Thence the party climbed down over rotten rocks to 

* N. T. E: Aarbg for 1876. p. 84, and A. J. rol. xiv. p. 508. 
t This was done by C. W. I'atchell and party in 189.5. See A .  J. vol. xvii. 

p. 349. 



tlie ridge running S.E. towards the Store Riienstind and walked 
along the ridge, crossing three small peaks. The ridge is narrow 
but not difficult, and affords some capital though easy rock-work. 
There were no signs of any previous visits until the last peak before 
tlie Store Riienstind, where there is a cairn said to have been built 
by Carl Hall. The views of the Austabottind and of Store 
Riienstind are very fine from this ridge. The precipice of the 
latter towards the N.W. and W. appears to be quite unassailable. 
After walking round them near the upper edge of the Berdalsbrce 
the party traversed the rocks just above the Gravdalsbm, and 
ascended by a small cascade to the east ridge of Store Riienstind, 
and thence to the summit by the north-east face, the usual route. 
The summit was reached at 6 P.M. 

SKAQAST~~LSTISD was also climbed by the same party on 
August 22 in 9 inches of new snow. 

ALPINE SOTES. 
NEW EXPEDITIONS IN SPITZBEHGEN IS 1896.-The notices of 

these in the preceding number of the ' Alpine .Journal,' p. 258, were 
written before the map was drawn or the altitudes computed. I t  is 
now certain that the peak climbed from Flower Pass (p. 260) is the 
Mount Lusitania of 'A. J. ' xvii. p. 310. The following are the 
corrected altitudes :- -Mount Starashchin, (.. 3,000 ft. ; Fox P a k ,  
3,176 ft. ; Bunting Bluff, 2,477 ft. ; Fox Pass, 2,652 ft. ; Bolter 
Pass, 1,837 ft. ; Sticky Iieep, 2,185 ft.; Grit Ridge, 2,130 ft. ; 
Trident, W. prong, 2,172 ft. ; Trident, central prong, 1,990 ft. ; 
Prospect Ridge, c. 2,000 ft. ; Ivory Gate, 762 ft. ; Flower Pass, 
2,667 ft. ; Rlount Lusitania, 3,120 ft. ; Booming Peak, 2,868 ft. 

IT. MARTIN CONWAY. 
THE GLACIERS OF ~ I O N T A N A . - - T ~ ~  following note is founded on 

an article in an American newspaper, dated from Blackfeet Reserva- 
tion, Kipp, P.O. Aiontana, July 28, 1896. I t  gives an m u n t  
of a region just purchased by the U.S.A. Cfovernment from the 
Blackfeet Indians. iVe extract the part most interesting to 
nlountaineers :-I A few sportsmen and travellers of large experi- 
ence, fortunate in obtaining permits fro111 the India Office, have 
been passing the summer iu these mountains for several yarn. 
They maintain that the scenery, especially about the St. Rlary's 
Lakes, is equal to and in some respects finer than that of the 
Swiss Alps. The mountains, it is true, are not so high as the 
Alps, nor are the glaciers so extensive, but they are more rugged, 
some of them having sheer walls which rise from the water's edge 
straight up for thousands of feet. . . . The shooting and fishing 
in the St. Mary's country is splendid.' The mount ,  which is signed 
by J. W. Schultz, relates inter alia how, in company with Dr. 
Grinnell, who has done much exploration in the district, he dis- 
covered the Blackfoot Glacier, 'by far the largest in this part of the 
country.' 



' VISITORS TO THE GLACIEYS ' IN THE SVIIITH CENTURY.- 
Every reader remembers Gibbon's complaint in his ' Diary ' of the 
frequent intrusion on his coterie of visitors to the glaciers. The 
recently published letters of Maria Josepha Holroyd, a daughter of 
Gibbon's friend Lord Shefield, and afterwards Lady Stanley of 
Alderley, give a very lively picture of the company that used to 
assemble round the historian at  a time when Lausanne seems to 
have been what Homburg is now to families of fashion in August. 
A long list of the guests, French and English, is given, including 
the Neckers and Madame de Stael, who is ' uglier than Lady I(. 
Douglas, but so lively and entertaining that you would totally for- 
get in five minutes whether she was handsome or ugly.' The 
descriptions of the personal appearance of the Neckers are still 
more cruel. The fair critic uses all the frankness of youth (she was 
just twenty) in dealing faithfully with her elders. 

The letter from which the following descriptions are extracted is 
dated ' Valley of Chamouny, August 11, 1790 : '- 

' Monday morning saw us on our route with the French Cook ; the 
first, I dare say, who has been brought into the peaceful Valley of 
Chamouny. . . . On Wednesday morning we were on the road 
(from Geneva) a little after five. We breakfasted at Bonneville, and 
dined at Salenches, from which place the road is impassable for 
Coaches. The road from Salenches to Chnmouny is beautiful ; many 
torrents to pass, some so rapid that we were carried over, and the 
Char-8-bancs were held up by six or seven people. The " Torrent 
Noir " is very terrific. For Lady Webster's amusement there came 
&Thunder-Storn1,attended with violent rain; which last was tlle most 
inconvenient part of the story, as the only covering to tlle Char-h- 
bancs is an Awning of Sail-cloth, which is soon penetrated by the 
rain. At Semoz we stopped to see a bas-relief of Mont Blanc, * 
which was very well executed, and the worst part of the Storm was 
while we were there, but it continued raining all the evening. One 
of the Torrents we arrived at after it was dark, and the rain had 
increased it so much that the people told us it was not safe to pass 
it. It was a tremendous scene : the darkness relieved by frequent 
flashes of lightning, the roaring of the- Torrent, and nearly fifcy of 
the cou~try people asembled round us, all talking at  once, some 
magnifying the danger, others assuring us there was none at  all. 
You cannot think how well l lama bore it ! Lady W. thought 
hysterics becoming. \Ye and our Char-bbancs were carried safely 
over in the space of three-quarters of an hour, and we arrived at  
Chamouny at half-past nine, wet through. A dram of brandy was 
administered to us, and none of us found any bad effects from our 
adven tures. 

' Thursday we went to the Glacier des Bois and the Source of the 
Arviron. Rode upon mules. Friday, after many different opinions 
-- - - - - - - -  

* The 'bas-relief of hfont Blanc ' was no doubt either the orig~nal relief 
model made by M. Exchaquet, who was engineer of the rnines at Servoz, or a 
copy of it. One of the reduced copies ib preserked at the Alpine Club Rooms. 
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and resolutioris on the subject, Mama, Lady W., and Louisa 
agreed to let us go to the top of hlontanvert without them, as 
everybody said the fatigue was very great. Sir John hlacphemn 
and Mr. Hawkins, the son of an Irish Bishop, are at  Chamouny 
and went with us. They are very pleasant, lively men, and made 
the expedition much pleasanter. We were tour hours ascending the 
Alouatain through IVoods of Fir trees, with frequent views through 
the Trees of the beautiful valley and the mountains on the opposite 
side. Most of the way was so steep we were obliged to walk. 
From the top of the Montanvert we went upon the Glacier dea 
Bois, from its size called the " IIer de Glace." 

' I t  is a beautiful scene, and such as no description can give an 
idea of. The Glacier takes a fine turn among the hlountains, and 
has exactly the appearance of a very rough Sea. We carried a cold 
dinner and Champagne with us, and drank the Prince of Wales's 
health in Blair's Cabbin (sic), built by an Englishman of thut 
name. The descent was very steep, and rendered worse by heavy 
showers of rain, which made it very slippery. We did not go back 
the same way, as we wished to see the source of the Arviron again, 
which bursts out of a beautiful Cave of blue Ice at the foot of the 
" hler de Glace." We arrived at the Inn at six o'clock like drotoned 
Rats, with some reason to be fatigued, as we had walked the whole 
time, an hour and a half excepted when we rode upon Mules. 

'Saturday morning it was agreed that we, Sir G. and Lady 
IVebster, anti Rlama, and Mr. Pelham should return by Geneva, 
and that we should pursue our journey over the " Col de Balme,' 
attended by Sir J. Macpherson, hfr. Hawkins, and Levade.* The 
whole day's journey having to be performed on Mules or on foot, 
the married Ladies thought would be too much fatigue for them. 
This and the next day I enjoyed the Scenes and myself thoroughly ; 
the country was beautiful beyond all expression: everybody was 
in good humour, and we knew from one five minutes to another 
what we meant to do--a state of happiness we had not arrived at 
since leaving Lausanne. 

' We left Chamouny at half-past six, and from that time to half- 
past six at night were either walking or riding B la Frungoise upon 
mules, up and down almost perpendicular Mountains with the most 
delightful view all round us. We dined in a compleat rural style, 
seated upon our Portmanteaux with our cold dinner spread on the 
ground before us. 

' At Martigny, in the Vallais, we found our carriage and good 
roads again, and arrived at  Bex, where we slept, at half-past nine. 
The next day, Sunday, we arrived at  Lausanne, seeing on our Way 
the Saltworks at Aisle and the Castle of Chillon, and passing by 
Clarens, the scene of Rousseau's ' Eloise,' which would interest 
any body who had read the work. As I have not, I did not feel 
the raptzrrcs that those would who have.' 

- - - - -. - - 

' Levade ' mas Gibbon's librarian, whorn the historian had lent to his 
young friends to act as their courier. His charge describes him as ' a  very 
sensible man who had made the same Tour with several people.' 
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Miss Holroyd mentions more than once Archdeacon Coxe, the 
author of the then standard work ' Travels in Hwisserland.' She 
complains, as others have since, of his lack of picturesque vivacity, 
particularly in his description of the Col de Balme. The compiler 
of the index to her letters has here fallen into error. He has not 
distinguished the author, whom Miss Holroyd always mentions 
(pp. 80, 89, 183) as Mr. Coxe, from two other Coses, George and 
Edward, she mentions elsewhere by their ChrirJtian names. Arch- 
deacon Coxe's Christian name was William. A common tour at  
that time, we gather, was to go to Chamonix up the Vallais and 
over the Grimsel to the Oberland. ' The glaciers of Bern ' and 
those of Mont Blanc were already rivals and had their respective 
partisans. 

Gibbon himself, after the tour of Switzerland he took as a youth, 
in which :he studied more the manners of men than the mountains, 
never seems to have had any inclination to accompany his guests to 
the glaciers. Little new light is thrown on his Alpine travels by 
the volumes of his letters just issued. A letter to his father (vol. i. 
p. 55) shows, however, some appreciation of the hlont Cenis, and 
supplies some curious details. 

'The roads through Savoy are very bad, but nothing could 
surpass the pleasantness of our passage oler hIont Cenis. A verj 
fine day, a most romantick variety of prospects, and a perfect con. 
sciousness that there would not be the smallest danger. I was 
carried over the mountain in a small chair by four men, who 
relieved each other during about five leagues. The uphill work mas 
very hard, but upon the plain and downhill they went a kind of 
trot, which I can only compare to our double time. I am sure you 
will not blame me for having added a Guinea to the half-crown at 
which the King has taxed this hard day's work.' 

These chair-men are the nlnrrons of older writers, and are men- 
tioned on the Great St. Bernard as well as the Mont Cenis. The 
origin of the word has been much disputed, and some wild co~ljec- 
tures hazarded, by myself among others. * I t  seems to me now most 
probable that the word was used for what was distinctively wild, 
as distinguished from cultivated or civilised, for the fruit as well as 
the men of tlie mountains, as opposed to the produce of orchards 
and towns. Sucl~ a primitive sense ]nay explain the relation of the 
' marrons glacbs ' of our dessert table to the ' marrons ' who helped 
half-frozen pilgrims over the Alps. D. IT. F. 

I \ ~ O X T  BLANC AND THE RARITY OF THE A I R . - - T ~ ~  following is 
a cutting from a newspaper of 1826 :- 

THE LST ASCENT OF NOXT BUN~.-(From the ' Mirror'). ' Berne en Suisse, 
September 4, 1825. Among other eccentricities of my life I have just com- 
pleied the ditticult and dangerous task of reaching the summit of Nont Blanc. 
A few hasty particulars may amuse you. Dr. Edmund Clarke, myself, aud 
twelve guides started from Chamouni on Thursday, August 25. We reached 
the summit on Friday, the 2fjth, and arrived back at Chamouni on Saturday, 
- - - - - 

* See Coolidge's Swiss Tracel, kc., p. 157. 



the 27th. The two nights we a-ere absent we slept, of course, on the eternal 
snows, in an atmosphere of 12 degrees below freezing. The dangers and diffi- 
culties of passing the Glaciers des Bossons and that of Tacconai, and subse- 
quently traversing the immense plains of snow to arrive at  the top, will all be 
more fully detailed in a pamphlet which is to be published at  Geneva in the 
course of ten days, as soon as our narrative is ready. The barometer was ten 
inches lower with us than in the Valley de Chamouni, where we had a man 
stationed to observe the mercury. The thermometer at 12 o'clock in the sun was 
2-12 (sie) below freezing only ; our pulses varied froni 100 to 150. The rarity 
of the atmosphere had very serious effects on us all. One or two of the guides 
bled profusely at  the nose; one spit blood during a whole day. I vomited 
during 18 hours with little intermission. Sleep overcame us at  every moment ; 
but my principal guide, Goutat, son of him who went with Monsieur de Sauasure 
in 1787, would not let me sleep on the snows a long time, fearing the frost, kc. 
One of the most remarkable things is the most perfect silence which reigns on 
the top of Mont Blanc. You do not hear one thing. The sky is dark, quite 
indigo. The full moon in ~ u c h  a black ground was the finest thing imagin- 
able ; one star was visible only ; our faces almost all peeled, and our eyes were 
very much swollen. I t  was a hazardous thing.' 

The writer was Captain Markham Shemill, who climbed Mont 
Blanc on August 26 of that year. In the lengthy account of his 
ascent furninhed to a contemporary magazine (bound up in a volume 
entitled 'Ascent of hfont Blanc' in the Club library) Captain 
Sherwill considerably modifies this statement. In the fuller 
account we are told that ' one of the guides bled at the nose from 
an accidental blow,' and that he (the Captain himself) felt ' a slight 
tendency to nausea,' with an orerwhelming headache,' ' pain in 
the breast,' and a ' strong tendency to faint.' I t  would seem, 
therefore, that the art of framing sensational paragraphs had been 
learnt by some mountain-climbers at a very early date, and that the 
descriptions they gave of their sensations and sufferings from the 
'rarity of the air ' may fairly be subjected to a considerable 
iliscount. 
THE HISTORY OF THE CLUH ROOMS.-The following passage, 

extracted from ' Round about Piccadilly and Pall Mall,' p. 80, by 
H. B. Wheatley,. gives some interesting details as to the historical 
past of the premises in whicli the Club has lately made its home :-- 

' Savile Row, named after Lord Burlington's wife, Lady Dorothy 
Savile, was built about the year 1733. . . . At the end of Savile 
Row, with its front looking up the street, is an old-fashioned brick 
house wit11 a centre and wings built by Lord lilurlington. Though 
the exterior is not very ple~lsing to the eye, the interior is hand- 
somely decorated in tlie same style as Burlington House ; the egg 
border that is so prominent: in the large house is here found sur- 
rounding the doors and fireplaces. Lord Burlington built this as a 
garden or tea-house at  the end of his garden, which formerly 
extended as far as here. The house afterwards came into the 
possession of hlessrs. Squib, the auctioneers, who built out a large 
auction room, whicli was used at  one time as a private theatre. 
Horace Walpole, writing on July 23, 1790, says : " I went to carry 
my niece Sophia Walpole home last niglit from her mother's, and 
I found Little Burlington Street blocked up by coaches. Lord 



Barrymore, his sister Lady Caroline, and Mrs. Goodall, the actress, 
were performing the ' Beaux's Stratagem ' in Squib's auction 
room, which his Lordship has converted into a theatre." The cour 
by the side of the house, leading through into Mill Street and 
Conduit Street, belongs to the house, and is called Savile Place. 
I t  was originally a pathway to St. George's Church.' 

Our Hall is Squib's Auction Room, which has served many pur- 
poses before attaining its present dignity. The lllantelpiece in it, 
however, is not part of the old building, but was presented with its 
adjuncts and tlle clock to the Club by our late President. The 
curious may observe that it has a singular appropriateness, as the 
design in the centre represents a female figure with an alpenstook 
standing before a Temple of Fame and dissuading an invisible youth 
-probably in some such words as Plato's 76s il1.w 6606 itti  dEdptHa- 
from following a second lady who offers flowers. 

GIFTS TO THE ALPINE CLUB.-During the past year several 
gifts have been made to the Club. Mr. Heelis gave a very beautiful 
set of photographic coloured transparencies by Signor Sella. 
These were chiefly views of Caucasian scenery. This method of 
transparent reproduction brings out very successfully the depth 
and atmosphere of the scenery. Mr. A. RlacCallum has presented 
six ailver points depicting various climbing episodes which occurred 
during his ascent of JIo~lte Rosa. Silver point lends itself admi- 
rably to these subjects, which will remind those members who are 
familiar with his work of the humour of the late Mr. Adams Reilly. 
Mr. D. n'. Freshfield has presented a small photograph of the late 
Mr. Mummery, and also a portrait of the guide Michel Augusta 
Croz, by Mr. Whymper. These gifts will help to adorn the walls 
of the new rooms ; and we may hope that they will be the fore- 
runners of similar presents from other members. 

ALPWE ACCIDENTS IN 1896.-(1) Accident on Monte Ghiridanc. 
-On September 24, 1896, Dr. F. de Filippi, with two friends, 
brothers of the name of Zoja, started at  midnight from the 
Baths of Craveggia, to ascend Monte Ghiridone (7,041 ft.), the 
summit S. of Locarno on the W. shore of Lago Rlaggiore. They 
did not reach the final ridge of the mountain until noon. They 
intended to traverse it and descend on the further side into the 
Val Cannobbina. The weather turned bad after midday, and thew 
was fresh snow on the mountain, which in ordinary conditions 
offers no real difficulty. The brothers Zoja here fell into a state 
of collapse, and, after hours spent in vain attempts either to traverse 
the ridge or to descend, the party found a shelkred shelf to spend 
the night on. The elder brother, however, grew worse and died 
a t    A.M. The survivors continued the descent next morning, but 
the younger brother died of exhaustion at  11 A.M. before tlle valley 
could be reached. No adequate explanation is offered of this 
lamentable catastrophe except the physical and moral effects pro- 
duced by exposure to a mountain stonn on persons without previous 
experience of the High Alps. 

(2) The Accident on the PrecZigtst~ih1.-Re have to thank Mr. 
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E.  T. Compton for calling our attention to an error in our account 
of this accident. I t  occurred not on the easy Predigtstuhl, in the 
Niedere Tauern, but on a very difficult rock tower of the same 
name in the \Yilder Kaiser group. This tower has lately come 
into fashion with the ultra-gymnast school of climbers, though i t  
does not seem to be mentioned in Hess and Purtscheller's very full 
book on the ' Eastern Alps ' (1894). I t  can only be approached by 
a very difficult chimney variously estimated at 100 to 150 m. in 
height and by an excessively bad traverse on which the slip took 
place. 

(3) The N e i j e  AccLdo~t.-Mr. Stutfield desires to disclaim any 
responsibility for any part of the account of the IIeije accident 
published in November, except the quotations in inverted commas. 
Mr. Coolidge wishes to correct an error on p. 261 of the November 
number, wherein he stated that Madame Thorant was the first lady 
who ever ascended the hleije. In  realit she was (in 1890) the first 
Frecneh lady to make the ascent, having%een anticipated in 1888 by 
Miss Katherine Richardson, as was pointed out by hir. Coolidge at 
the time.* 

~ I R .  D. FRESHFIELD'S CAUCASIAP~ h1Af AND A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ x . - - M e r n b e r s  
of the Club who desire to have separate copies of the map or topo- 
graphical appendix to Mr. Douglas Freshfield's ' Esploration of the 
Caucasus ' can obtain them from tlie Assistt~nt Secretary of the 
Club, who will forward a copy of either post-free on receipt of 10s. 
for the map and 3s. for the appendix. 

PROCEEDINGS O F  THE ALPINE CLUB. 

THE ASSUAL C ~ E N E H A L  ~ ~ E E T I S G  was held in the Hall of the 
Club on bfonday evening, December 14, Mr. Charles Pilkington, 
Prcsitlcttt, in the chair. 

The following candidates were balloted for and elected members 
of the Club : blessrs. A. D. T. Carey, F. Y. Edgeworth, F. Fletcher, 
H. C. Foster, J. 11. Gordon, F. Harrison, 11. L. Joseland, J. hfaclrtg, 
E. -4. hiartel, A. B. Thorold. 

On the motion of Mr. P. 0. Schuster, secoilded by hir. Nortimer, 
the President, Mr. Chnrles Pilkington, was unanimously re-elected. 

On the motion of Mr. Willink, seconded by Mr. Curtis-Leman,the 
Vice-Presidents, Dr. Ci. H. Savage and hlr. Frederick Gardiner, and 
the other meiilbers of the Conimittee who were eligible, viz. hiessrs. 
H. Cockburn, C;. P. Baker, J. Heelis, Ellis Carr, J. Norman Collie, 
and T. L. Kesteren, were all unanimously re-elected. 

On tlle motion of 31r. A. J. Butler, seconded by Mr. Eccles, Dr. 
Claude \Irilson and bfr. G. A. Solly were both linanimously elected 
new meiiibers of the Coinniittee in place of Dr. \IT. A. \Tills and Mr. H. 
Woolley, who retired by rotation. 

On the motion of Mr. G. E. Foster, seconded by hlr. Clinton 
- -  - - - - - - - -- - 

* Al l~ iuc  Jozlriral, vol. xi\. p. 163. 
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Dent, Dr. W. A. Wills was unanimously elected Honorary Secretary 
in place of Mr. J. Wicks, who retired from the office. Sir H. 
Seymour King proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Wicks for his 
services to the Club during four years. This was seconded by the 
Rev. H. B. George, and heartily accorded. 

The PRESIDENT referred, with deep regret, to the three losses the 
Club had sustained since the last Annual Meeting, viz. Mr. C. D. 
Cunningham, author of The Pioneers of the Alps ; ' Mr. Charles 
Packe, who was well known amongst the older members of the Club, 
end much loved by all ; and Capt. hlarshall Hall, whose death had 
been previously mentioned. 

The PRESIDENT then announced that he had been asked by the 
Committee to give the following message to the Club for the 
guidance of members, and to save the Editor of the 'Alpine 
J o m a l  ' unnecessaly annoyance and work :- 
' The Committee believe that the wishes of the members of the 

Club are that letters should not be published in the Journal reflecting 
on the conduct of any member without being first submitted to him 
and giving him reasonable time to reply.' 

Mr. H. WOOLLEY then read a paper entitled A Week's Climbing 
round the Dykhsu Glacier,' which was illustrated by lantern slides. 

Mr. DOUOLAB FRESHFIELD remarked that though Mr. Woolley 
had almost followed the Horatian maxim in allowing his paper 
years to ripen, it was not because he s d e r e d  from any lack of more 
recent matter. Mr. Woolley had last summer, with Mr. Holder 
and Mr. Cockin, made numerous interesting expeditions among the 
mountains round the sources of the Baksan, and had confirmed his 
(the speaker's) identification of the pass on the Urubashi range 
crossed by Messrs. Donkin and Fox. Signor Vittorio Sella had 
also made a long and interesting journey on the N. side of the 
Caucasian chain, climbed two fine peaks, Tepli and Sugan, 
and added to his gallery the photographs now hung on the walls. 
These journeys showed that Caucasian climbing was still explora- 
tion, and that, though work was going on, there was plenty more 
to be done. He hoped all mountaineers who went out would bear 
in mind that we were more or less in the position of guests, and 
would do nothing to offend the susceptibilities of our Russian hosts, 
and thus help to secure an open field for successors. 

Mr. WOOLLEY, in replying, mid he had to thank the Royal Geo- 
graphical Society for the loan of the maps that were hung on the 
walls, and blr. Clinton Dent for the slides which had been shown. 

A hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Woolley for his paper terminated 
the proceedings. 

The ANXUAL EXHIBITION was held in the Hall of the Club, and 
was open to members and their friends from December 15 to 31. 
I t  was on this occasion confined to mountain photographs and old 
Alpine prints, the Committee intending to hold an exhibition of 
paintings in the spring (see p. 349). 

The WINTER DINNER of the Club was held a t  the Whitehall 
Rooms on the evening of Tuesday, December 16, Mr. Charles 

/. 
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Pilkington, Presulcnt, in the chair. Two hundred and seventy menl- 
bers and guests were present, the latter including blr. F. C. S r e 1 ous, 
Mr. Edmund Gosse, the Hon. Mr. Justice Collins, Alderman Sir 
Joseph Dimsdale, I'rofessor IV. Ramsay, and Dr. Pye Smith. 

The Editor of the 'Alpine Journal ' will feel greatly obliged 
if any member of the Club who may have JISS. or the material for 
producing RISS. interesting to his fellow members will commu- 
nicate with him. Any clear and concise records of scientific 
observations dealing with problems connected with the Alps or 
climbing he would be glad to find room for. He would welcome 
personal narratives of Alpine climbs interesting from tlieir no~elty 
or other circumstances, and still more papers or notes dealing with 
districts still unfrequented by Englishmen-such as, for example, 
the Silvretta Group, the Baitone Group, the peaks of Val Codera, 
the Eastern Dolomites, the Valli di Lanzo, the Val St. BarthClemy, 
the Avers Thal, and the Lotschenthal. He will give his best con- 
sideration to anything that may be sent him, and will return any 
hIS. whioh he does not see his way to use within a reasonable time. 

Errata in So. CSSSII-. 
Prig? 2U*.,ior l ~ ~ i ~ ~ l ~ l e ~ ~ s t ~ ~ i ~ ~  rmtd T , i w l ~ t c ~ ! ~ t t ~ i ~ ~ .  

,, L)b!I. III tlav IICIUI~II~.I,II. >lt~tllij<t~Ia ~ r r r d  .icll;bllijm~l~. 
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(Read before the Alpine Club, February 2, 1897.) 

\\.7iere creeping waters ooze, 
Where marshes ~tagnate, and where rivers wind. 
Cluster the rolling fogs, and swim along 
The dusky mantled slope.-Tnolrsoa's Sensons. 

NYONE consulting the index to the first fifteen volumes A of the Alpine Journal ' in search of information regard- 
ing the mountaineering possibilities of Spitzbergen would find 
nothing, and the name of Spitzbergen has yet to be added to 
the list of special districts. I t  is a n  interesting fact that, in 
spite of its attractive appellation, no mention of this island 
group should have appeared in the Club's ' Journal ' previous 
to 1895, in which year we have a paper on Ice Fjord, by Ptlr. 
E. Victor H. Gatty. The ascents made by the earlier es- 
plorers in this region-Martens, Scoresby, Lamont, and 
others-were confined to the smaller peaks and plateaux 
rising from the coast, and abstracts, by the late Editor, from 
their several accounts appeared in the Club's 'Journal ' for 
1895. 

In the folloaiilg narr i t t i~e of a journcy undertaken with 
Sir Martin C o n ~ a y  in the s~uniner of 1896 into the interior 
of the West Island nothing, I fear, of any importance in the 
way of mountain ascents has to be chronicled; indeed, the 
chief claim to consideration that can be pleaded in the way of 
extenuating circumstances is tlie fact that the ascents de- 
scribed in the following pages are by far the l o ~ e s t  hitherto 
brought before the notice of the members of this Club. 

YOL. SVIII. -NO. C 1 S S Y I .  E E 
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On June 2 our party, consisting of Sir Martin Conway, 
Dr. Gregory, Mr. Trevor-Battye, Mr. H. E. Conway, the 
artist, and the writer, sailed from Hull for Bergen. Here n-e 
picked up our special ship, and, after a somewhat protracted 
voyage up the Norwegian coast, which looked most lovely in 
its mantle of wirlter snow, reached the entrance to Ice Fjord 
on June 18. 

JIozirl t Starushclii~l, c.  3,000 ji. 

The ice was still closely packed a t  the upper end of the 
fjord, so we dropped our anchor a t  the entrance and waited 
till the tide had cleared out some of the floes Conaay and Dr. 
Gregory accompanied our skipper in a boat expedition up the 
fjord to inspect the condition of the ice, while three of us landed 
on the flat swampy ground forming the foreshore of Cape 
Starashchin. Trevor-Battye started along the coast in quest 
of snipe, and tlie artist settled down on the spot where we 
had landed and wns soon absorbed in his work. - .  

Wishing to see something more of the country,I strnck inland 
across the low swampy ground, which here extends for several 
miles between the hills and the sea, and directed my steps to  
the foot of a prominent mountain ridge running s o u t h ~ a r d  
and nearly pitrallel to the seaboard. Ny original intention 
was to collect sl~ecimelis of the rock, but habit is strong, and 
I had not gone far before the temptation to attempt the 
ascent of the peak overcame me. After examining the ridge 
for a practicable route I changed my course, so as to arrive a t  
a point more directly under the summit of the mountain, and 
avoid traversing the mhole length of the arkte. This involved 
crossing the boggiest portion of the foreshore, and my first 
attempt at  Arctic exploration was decidedly damping. 

The low ground which must be crossed formed a portion of 
the recently raised sen floor which makes so conspicuous a 
fringe to all the more sheltered inlets on both sides of the 
island, and being composed of glacial dibr-is originally de- 
posited as a kind of su1)mrtrine boulder clay, its con~istency 
is loose niid tre:~cherous. This was for the most nart still 
covered with sllnrv, which wtts melting so rapidly, now that the 
long Arctic day had set in, that the mhole surface had been 
converted into a species of snow bog. During the six weeks 
which followrd we hat1 ample opportunity of studying the 
~~ecul inr  c1inr:tctrristics of these boes. half snow. half water. 
kl~olly ahomint~ble, but this, being GYzfirst experience of them; 
made perhaps the greatest impression upon me. 

Here and there low domes of mud, from which the snow 
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had melted, afforded a firmer resting-place for the foot. The 
presence of these protuberances, caused by the swelling of the 
saturated ground by the expanding action of frost, and the 
consequent formation of shrinkage cracks, approximately 
hexagonal in shape, during the dry season, is a very charac- 
teristic phenomenon of these lowland flats. Progress over 
this kind of ground was nearly as  irritating as the obstacle 
race over loose moraine by candle-light, so frequently involved 
by an early start in the Alps. As I plunged up to the knees 
in the liquid snow bogs, splashed to the eyes, I caught myself 
quoting remarks which I have frequently heard dropped by the 
man furthest removed from the candle on one of the above 
occasions. After nearly an hour and a half's tramping I 
gained the lower slopes of the mountain, and commenced a 
diagonal ascent to the foot of i~ projecting rib. This west side 
of the mountain is remiarkably steep, and the nearly vertical 
buttresses were intersected by steep gullies, a t  that season 
still filled with snow. 

Never did I come across a mouiltain in such a wretched 
state of repair ; utep after step gave wsy, and I do not think 
that during the whole of the ascent to the arkte a single hand- 
or foot-hold could be called really safe. Having started from 
the ship without any intention of climbing, I was without an 
ice axe, and, moreover, hampered by a gun, a camera, and a 
geological hammer ; the former, however, T. abandoned soon 
after commencing the ascent. After mounting a short dis- 
tance I was on the point of crossing the couloir .to my right, 
in hopes of finding firmer rocks on the buttress beyond, when 
a portion of the cornice a b o ~ e  broke off, and, gathering 
material from the upper part of the gully into which it fell, 
rushed past me down the narrow, sinuous couloir, hissing and 
writhing like a serpent. 

After this little exhibition of temper I decided to stick 
to my rotten buttress, and, after removing a large portion 
of the mountain in illy struggles, reached a small cornice 
which projected from the W. side of the ridge. Cutting 
through this with the geological hammer, I gained the arete. 
The structure of the mountain now became clear, and I was 
no longer at  a loss to account for its disintegrated condition. 
I was standing on the upturned edge of one of the harder 
grit bands, here interbedded witk. the slntes of the Hecla Hook 
formation, a rock series apparently older than any of the 
fossiliferous strata on the island. In no place in the world 
can the disintegrating effects of frost be so admirably studied 
as in these latitudes ; the copious discharge of water from the 

E E 2 1 
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rapidly melting snow, during the continuous Arctic day, per- 
meates all the cracks and saturates the rocks with water, 
which on the first frosty night is expanded into solid ice. In  
the case of the ridge of Starashchin, the etrata having been 
tilted into a vertical position, access for the water is easily 
obtained along the truncated edges of the numerous bedding 
planes, slice after slice of the face being consequently wedged 
off and shattered into incoherent piles of rock. 

But my attention was soon diverted from the rocks a t  my 
feet to the magnificent panorama which my access to the 
ridge had unfolded. I cannot hope to convey in words the 
beauty and grandeur of that view; the poet to the expedition 
might perhaps have done justice to it, but unfortunately I had 
left him shooting sandpiper on the marshes below. I t  was so 
similar to and yet so different from the views to be seen on a 
fine day from any of the famous summits in the Alps. 

I t  was my first peep into the scenery of Arctic lands. As 
we coasted northwards on tlie previous day thick bands of fog 
had hung in curtain-like folds along the land, increasing our 
curiositv as to thc countrv that lnv behicd. h'om these had 
all rollld away, revealingda fairylakl of ice and snow. The 
sun shone with a temnered elow in a wonderful skv of tur- 
quoise blue, a sky the'co1ou;of which was different &om any- 
thing I had ever seen above the snow-fields of the Alps, where, 
on clolldless dt~ys, owing to the absence of suspended particles, 
the colour of the sky often approaches to black. My immediate 
interest lay in the direction of the interior, and I eagerly 
scanned the scene of our future operations. 

Inland to the E. and S. my eye wandered over seemingly 
endless ranges of und~tlating snon- : a few rocky p e a h  were 
beginning to pus11 their d ~ r k  points through the thick white 
mantle accumulated during the last long Arctic night, like the 
first joung shoots of the snowdrop on the approach of spring. 
Snow filled the vallers to tlie E. in the direction of Coal Bav. 
damming back the chainage and forming lakes, and stretchin;; 
shorewards till it merged into the frozen margin of the fjord. 
In  the bay at my feet gigantic icebergs of a wondrous blue 
shimmered in the frosty light as they glided seawards on the 
ebbing tide. Beyond lay the ice-pack, and a t  the back of 
beyond lay that mysterious region the secret of which so 
many had tried in vain to solve, and which, in spite of many 
an  heroic effort, it still clasps tightly in its icy grasp. 1 
thought of Kttnsen, that gallant Norseman who, sailing north- 
wards now three years ago, had drifted into the silence of t ha t  
frozen waste, and, as I gazed, there crept over me a deep 
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mysterious awe, a shadow from the threshold of the great un- 
known. I t  was a scene not easily forgotten. 

But a long distance still separated me from the summit, 
and at any moment the captain might return and sound the 
signal for my recall, so stepping carefully along the arkte, 
sometimes ice, sometimes snow, I hurried as fast as possible 
to the foot of the first of the twin summits. 

No difficulty occurred which would have caused trouble to 
a properly constituted party, but climbing alone on a corniced 
ridge, without rope or ice axe, was rather ticklish work ; the 
situation, however, was not devoid of humour, and I laughed 
aloud, whilst cutting a staircase with my hammer down a 
sudden dip in the arcte, about as wide as my boot, when I 
thought of the expression which the face of my old tutor, 
Joseph Imboden, would have worn if he could suddenly have 
come across me at  that moment. 

After many ups and downs, however, I arrived near the 
summit of the northern peak ; traversing below this, I kicked 
a passage across the snow face and rejoined the arkte to the 
S., and was pounding along to what I considered must be the 
highest point of the ridge when I thought I heard a faint 
whistle. Turning towards the entrance of the bay I could see 
a tiny puff of steam floating away from the funnel of the little 
toy steamer, and as I watched there came a second little puff, 
followed by a faint whistle ; this was the signal agreed upon 
for my recall. Glancing hurriedly round me, I exposed one 
film and then turned and fled. 

For a time I kept along my previous track, but on reaching 
the foot of a long rise in the arGte, I suddenly discovered that 
the steamer had left her anchorage and was steaming away 
up the fjord. Abandoning the arete, I turned straight down 
the W. face of the mountain, thinking it better to risk a pre- 
cipitous but rapid descent than run the chance of a lingering 
death from starvation. 

My troubles soon began : the couloir down which I started 
became rapidly steeper; the snow into which I plunged up to 
my knees gave no support, and showed an evident intention 
of breaking away ; and a little further down the sudden acce- 
leration of a leg which I had tentatively advanced, showed the 
dreaded presence of underlying ice. There was no choice but 
to continue the descent by the rotten rock ridge on my right. 
This involved great delay ; armfuls of ddbris had to be pushed 
away, and a little platform constructed for each step : even 
then there was no feeling of security. 

Suddenly the buttress I was descending stopped short a t  



Che junction of two couloirs. Like those further to the N., 
which I had avoided in the morning, they were swept by 
avalanches from the corniced arrte nbove, and presented a 
steep surface of treacherous ice. lietreat was impossible, so, 
taking an apprehensive glance up tlle wicked-looking gully 
above me, I began rapidly cutting steps with my hammer 
across the narrowest part of the couloir. I fear these steps 
would not have won approval from the editors of the Bad- 
minton book on 'Mountaineering,' in which we read that 
' the greatest number ' of strokes ' is required in cutting steps 
for a traverse of a very steep, ice-filled gully,' and, further, 
that ' a good guide has been kno~vn to tnke seventy strokes to 
fashion a step ; ' but I must own that my dominating impulse 
was to reach the far side of the couloir as quicklg as possible. 
Once, when nearly across, a stone tobogganed gracefully past 
me, serving, if possible, to hasten ni\- movements. But at 
last I was across, and after this the slope lessened, and in 
another 20 min. I had reached the scree dopes below. 

For the first time since I left the arrte I Lad leisure to look 
for the steamer : she was nowhere to be seen ! 

As I replaced my glasses after a fruitless esamination of 
the bay I discovered thnt I had dropped the roll-holder 
attached to my camera. Searching cnrefully with the glasses 
along my line of route, I finally espied tlie truant bos neatly 
balanced on the last point of the Imttress I had quitted, and, 
of course, on the wrong side of tlie couloir. As the steamer 
h ~ d  gone there was no further cause for liurrv, but I hesitated 
before I decided to risk two more interviews with that abomin- 
able gully. However the disal~lement of one of my cameras 
a t  the very beginning of the expedition wns too serious a lose 
to be accepted without a struggle, so, toiling up the rotten 
buttress once more, I mannged to regain possession of the 
box. In returning, howeler, I dropped my fur cap while 
stooping to improve a step. I t  disappeared down the couloir, 
and there it lies, a careful search at the bottom having failed 
to reveal a trace of it. 

As I jumped and waded along the five miles of swamp to 
the coast I recollected that I had eaten nothing since break- 
fttst on the ship, and it was already seyen o'clock. The 
reflection was not n cheering one. The steamer had gone, 
and Trevor-Battge and the artist had, 1 knew, returned long 
since to thr  ship. I looked about for a sleeping-place and for 
something to shoot, and thought of the stories of marooned 
mariners. Only tlie night before Trevor-Bnttye had recited to 
us a ballncl of his own composition about a marooned whaler, 
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whose brain gave way under the strain of Arctic solitude. 
Some of the verses recurred to me, and seemed to describe 
very closely my own predicament. 

And who shall win when the fates begin to rustle their pinions black? 
For the bergs that ride with wind and tide had driven the vessel baok, 
So that she lay ten miles away, low in a red sun's track. 

This was the thing which, wearying in hunger, and alone, 
Allan learned as he returned to drop on a barren stone, 
Sick with the sense of his impotence, and with doubt of the drear unknown. 

Nor was the sequel which  describe^ the finding of tbe 
marooned man any more cheering. It ran something like 
this :- 

And out of the ground a figure wound through the roof of a lair of snow, 
Weird as the theme of a graveyard dream, gaunt as a gallows crow, 
And rocked itself on an icy shelf, moaningly and slo~.. 

It sucked at the heel of a dead grey seal, like some wild creature oaged, 
And peered at  the prize with puckered eyes, critical and aged, 
Glancing askew at  the presence new. as jealously enraged. 

With these rhymes running in my head I reached our 
landing-place on the coast, and there, to my great relief, 
I found our boat, and the artist still sketching. It appears 
the boat had been sent to wait for me, and the artist had 
taken the opportunity of returning to finish his picture. Ny 
first enquiry was for food, but there was none to be had, the 
party having returned to the ship to dine ; but I espied a 
half-empty mug of beer, which had been standing in the sun 
since the morning; this I finished without ceremony and 
with great satisfaction. After an  hour's pull, of which I 
shirked most of my share, we reached the ship, and I did 
ample justice to a cold supper, having been nearly 12 hrs. 
without food. 

The next two days were occupied in landing stores and 
ponies and establishing a camp in Advent Bay. On June 22 
Conway and I started with one man and two pony sledges to 
establish a camp a few miles inland and explore the country 
in the direction of Low Sound Bay. Our chief difficulty 
arose from the boggy character of the ground and the pre- 
valent fog. The ground proved very bad going for the ponies, 
and one or other of them was frequently engulfed up to the 
shoulders in liquid mud or melting snow-drifts, and the light 
sledges we had brought were soon worn through. We managed, 
however, with considerable difficulty to transport two Mum- 
mery tents and a supply of food and fodder to a knoll on the 
6. side of Advent Vale, about 10 miles from the coast. Here 
we camped for four days, during which we explored the high 
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ground to the S.IIT., the culminating point of which we 
christened Fox Peak. \Ye had originally intended to cross 
with the ponies to Low Sound Bay, but after a preliminary 
inspection we gave up the idea, and made the journey done 
with knapsacks, existing during the 80 hrs. we were away 
on slabs of emergency food. The passes by which we crossed 
were named respectively Fox Pass and Bolter Pass.* On our 
return to camp we were joined by Dr. Gregory and Pederson, 
a hunter whom we had brought with us from Norrray. For 
two days we continued up the valley, and the third day we 
turned N. over Brent Pass to the Sassendal. 

During our journey wross the island most of Conway's 
time was occupied in nlnliing the map, so that I received the 
somewhat honorary appointment of master of the horse ; the 
burden of the post \\as, however, grently reduced by the 
assistance I received from Dr. Gregory whenever the caravan 
became hopelessly immersed. Another appointillent which 
fell frequently to my lot was that of minister of the interior. 
This post was not of quite so honorary a character as the 
other, aa it enabled nie to choose what I liked Lest for 
dinner-that is to say, to decide whether we should slip off a 
blue or a red ration cartridge, and whether it should be served 
as a soup or a porridge. Luckily rny companiol~s were not 
fastidious. In  Conway's case, spending as he did his days in 
surveying, he was thoroughly acctistomed to a plain table, 
and Dr. Gregory kindly said he much preferred my filleted 
reindeer to ra!goirt of crocodile or even hippopotamus steaks. 

After rt delay of nearly a week a t  liTaterfall Camp, in 
the Sassendttl. occasioned by the Lrealtdown of our sledges, we 
started across for the E. coast. The last portion of the 
journey we performed without the slrtlges, as it involved the 
crossing of the Ivory Gate, owr  which it would have been 
impossible to drag the ponies. The watershed of the island 
is situated somewhere under this glacier close to the E. coast, 
and after crossing to Agardli Bay we a ere able to return to 
our camp the same night. 

Two days were sufficient to bring us back from here to 
IVaterfall Camp, where the cook celebrated the occasion by 
the addition of a plum pudding to our ordinary fare. This 
had been prorided by the kind forethought of Lady Conway, 
and in order to do it justice an attempt n7as made to serve it 
with brandy sauce. Unfortunately the other ingredients to 

* See map illustrnting Sir Martin Conmay's paper, Geo- 
gral)llicnl Jozcrxal, May 1897. 
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hand consisted only of margarine in an advanced stage of 
decomposition, and beetroot sugar, and although we stirred i t  
with great vigour and added arrowroot to thicken it, the 
brandy continued to remain proudly aloof, so we drank the 
brandy and eat the solid part, which we thought had a 
curious resemblance to toffee. 

The next day the party separated; Con\~ay and Dr. 
Gregory continued down the valley to Sassen Bay, while I 
remained at Waterfall Camp to assist in conveying the 
sledges back to Advent Bay on their return. 

I had, therefore, two days a t  my disposal before they 
could return. The first day I spent in collecting reptile 
remains from the Triassic rocks on the Trident ; the second day 
I decided to devote to an exploration of the glacier system in 
the neighbourhood of the Baldhead ; so, packing up my tent 
for Carl to pick up in the evening, I walked across Brent Pass 
to the head of Advent Vale. For quite a long way I was 
accompanied by a little snow bunting, who hopped along 
beside me for half a mile without the slightest trace of fear, 
singing his sweet little song while I whistled him an obbligato. 
As I waded the countless streams which rippled over the 
moraine-strewn flat at  the foot of Booming Glacier, I realieed 
that in order to penetrate as far a s  possible to the 8. it 
would be better to abandon the ascent of the Baldhead, and 
follow a higher ridge which runs further E. into the heart 
of the glacier system from which Booming Glacier takes its 
rise. Stumbling over the loose moraine and wnding ankle 
deep in liquid clay, I reached the foot of a tributary glacier 
coming down from the S.W. This hnd once formed a feeder 
to the larger glacier, and was responsible for the old lateral 
moraine over which I had come. This glacier has now 
shrunk back into its own valley, leaving a narrow passage 
between its own retreating snout and the overhanging side of 
its advancing neighbour. A glance at  the piles of ice recently 
fallen across this passage made me resolve to keep to the lateral 
moraine on which I stood, and to attempt the crossing of the 
smaller glacier some distance above its snout. This involved 
a clamber upwards over loose and boggy moraine of the most 
villainous composition, recalling a wet but happy day I once 
spent studying the formation of mud glaciers on the cliffs of 
Alum Bay ; indeed, the stuff was nothing more nor less than 
a boulder clay in process of formntion. On reaching the left 
side of the glacier I had some difficulty in finding a place 
where I could safely cross it, as the surface drainage which 
flowed to this side had excavated a channel for itself along 
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the edge of the ice. This was too aide to jump where it was 
open ; besides, there was nothing to land on on tlie other 
side except a steep ice-wall, and where, partly roofed, in the 
snow was in much too treacherous a condition to trust to. 
By following it up some distance, however, I secured a 
footing on the glacier, and mas soon across ; the same diffi- 
culty had again to 1)e overcome in descending from it on the 
S. side. 

Starting up the ridge, I discorered that I had by no means 
exhausted the dilitpidated peaks on the island, for the arete 
was simply n pile of drbris, but the remarkable thing mas 
the size of the fragments, the majority of which I could 
scarcely lift. These consisted of several large slabs of yellow 
sandstone, many of them 2 or 3 ft. square and over an inch i n  
thickness, piled in a loose henp as if they had just been 
tipped out of a cart. During the whole ascent I never found 
a fragment of solid rock, and when I endeavoured to trace a 
fossilliferous fragment I had picked up to its parent rock by  
moving off the loose slabs I had finally to give up the quest 
in despair, as  I was afraid that if I continued to remove 
everything that was loose I should eventually have no 
mountain left of which to chronicle the ascent. Indeed, the  
answrr of the Irishman in reply to a tourist who had aslied 
the height of a hill, that it was 3,000 ft. to go up and 2,000 
to come down, would not then have been an inaccurate 
description of Rooming Penk. 

Portions of the nrete were, however, covered with sno\\-, 
and these afforded a wrlcome relief, though in places so steep 
and hard as  to require step-cutting. Though a dull ant1 
tedious climb, the ridge afforded me the view I sought ; i t  
commanded the whole of the basin and feeders of Booming 
Glacier and the now dificonnected tributary flowing from the 
S.W. slopes of the Bnlclhet~d. Immedintely below stretched 
the curious and interesting surface of the main ice stream 
with its swollen and serrated mt~rgin rising high above the 
centre, refiembling nothing so much as the row of finger 
biscuits on the edge of a bowl of trifle. The evident manner 
in which the glitcier was advancing and forcing its wny 
up over the old lateral moraine, was most interesting. The more 
rapid motion of the upper layers caused the sides to overhang 
in perpendicular cliffs, from the top of which avalanches of 
ice were perpetunlly crashing on to the floor of the valley 
below. 

This raised and broken edge could be traced for some dis- 
tance up both sides of the glacier, presenting a marked con- 
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t r ~ s t  to the sloping convex snout of the retreating Baldhead 
tributary. 

This is not the place to discuss the present climatic changes 
of Spitzbergen, but it may be noted that from this glacier we 
have evidence that the general advance shown by so many of 
the Spitzbergen glaciers does not of necessity prove an 
increase of glacial 'conditions in these latitudes. 

After descending to the foot of the ridge I debated whether 
to re-cross the Baldhead Glacier or risk the shorter and easier 
passage between the two glaciers. Being tired and hungry I 
decided in favour of the quicker route, and skirting close 
round the foot of the smaller snout, I scranlbled over the 
fallen blocks of ice until I was forced to climb on to the old 
lateral moraine to avoid walking under the over-hanging 
eeracs which threatened to fall a t  any minute. After wading 
the interminable streams separating me from the camp I 
reached Carl and the ponies at  3 a.31. without mishap. 

Carl was asleep, and the ponies had strayed out of sight, 
having been, as  usual when left with that master mind, in- 
securely tethered ; having long since used up both pairs of relne 
and all our light Alpine rope for this purpose, he had probably 
nothing left with which to fasten them up. The nest two 
days I mas occupied in getting Carl and the  ledges down to 
Advent Bay in time for the post boat. 

During this journey, whilst temporarily absent esploring an 
alternative route, Carl succeeded in losing my hamnler and 
Ice-axe off the sledge. The loss of one of our ice-axes was 
badly felt when we camped, as the only substitute I could 
find for a tent pole was my bamboo camera-stand. 

The  next day we reached Advent Bay and a few days after- 
wards mere joined by the rest of our party. 

On our arrival a t  Advent Bay after our voyage round the 
coast, finding that three days must elapse before our ship 
returned to Norway, and my services being 110 longer required 
to drive Carl and the ponies (all of whom I mas rejoiced to 
find had been shipped off to Norway) I proceeded to put into 
effect a project which I had long cherished of running down 
to t h e  south of the island and exploring Hornsund, and, if 
possible, ascending Hornsund Tind. This, a t  least, was the 

I gave for my departure ; the real reason being that 
I preferred to be absent when Conway was presented witll the 
bill I had run up for luncheons a t  the tourist hut, during my 
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three days in Advent Bay when I had returned to the coast, 
after living for five weeks on emergency food in the interior. 

Conway was sorry he could not come with me, but gene- 
rously lent ine his boots, saying, that in order to finish his 
map he must once more see the sun. As we had previously 
only seen the sun on five days during our stay of seven weeks, I 
marvelled at his faith in that coy luminary until I caught his 
glance wandering from my little pile of provisions, consisting 
chiefly of salt reindeer, ship's bread, and emergency food, to 
the hotel, containing-but I know what he was thinking of, and 
I thought inuch the same, and nothing but the vision of that 
bill would have driven me off again on that undulating launch. 

Trevor-Uattye had, however? agreed to accompany me, so, 
piling the deck of the little 'Espres' with as much coal as 
she could carry in sacks and barrels, we started off on the 

evening of August 1 4  in a drizzling fog, taking with us ice- 
master Bottolfsen and a crew of three men. 

After an uncomfortnble voyltge of 18 hrs. down the coast 
we arrived at Hornsund in a thick mist, and anchored among 
some rocks, out of reach of a stream of drifting icebergs. We 
spent a day waiting for the weather, and were prepared to 
sit it out, but the weather seemed equally determined, and, 
as our provisioils were limited, we sgrzed to start next day in 
spite of the fog. 

The nest morning a e  spent in making preparations. None 
of us had much to boast of in the way of boots. I w ~ s  wear- 
ing Conway's, which mere H, quarter of an inch too short f ~ r  
me. Treyor-Battye llacl some old shooting-boots with small 
mud ni~ils, while we rigged Bottolfsen up in some ancient sea- 
boots, into which we hiimmrred some cricket spikes which we 
discovered in Trevor-Battye's old canvas waders. There was 
still another man to pro~icle for, but we only intended to take 
him as far as our sleeping place, so I told him to take an 
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extra pair of socks to put over his boots. He did so, but as 
he put them on immediately we landed, he arrived a t  the 
edge of the ice with a pair of frilled woollen spats, and be- 
came rather an anxiety on the glacier. Bottolfsen, having 
visions of sport, insisted on carrying a gun, in spite of our 
attempts to dissuade him. Leaving the launch at 3 P.M., we 
landed in the south-east corner of the bay which lies about half- 
\ray along the southern margin of Hornsund. Shouldering a 
tent and a rug, and provisions for twenty-four hours, we started 
nearly due S. over the flat-raised beach, which gradually 
merged inland into the terminal moraine of a large glacier. 

The previous afternoon I had ascended a small hill near 
the coast, in order, if possible, to obtain a view of our peak, 
but everything over 500 ft. or 600 ft. high was buried in fog, 
and I could only see the snout of a glacier which appeared to 

fill the upper part of a valley. This ran in the direction in 
which, judging by the chart, we esyectedHornsund's Tind to lie. 

In the absence therefore of more definite informntiori we 
decided to ascend this valley, steering generally in a 8.E. 
direction on the chance of stumbling on our mountain some- 
.where up in the fog. 

After examining the relics of an old blubber factoy on the 
coast, we started up the right side of the valley, sometimes 
over debris slopes, and sometimes over an old lateral moraine, 
until we reached the edge of the glacier. On the way we 
passed over a small medial moraine composed entirely of grey 
marble, veined with pink, contributed by a sinall glacier 
issuing from a steep-sided gorge to the E. Here we mounted 
on to the glacier, and, entering at the same time into the zone 
of fog, steered by compass in a general S.E. direction. I t  
was not long before we became involved in a 1J)grinth of 
crevasses. These ran, generally speaking, at right angles to 
our line of route, and being prevented by, the fog from seeing 
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more than a short distance ahead, our progress became slower 
and more laborious. 

My companions had scarcely any previous knowledge of 
glacier work, and it wt~s with increasing anxiety that I watched 
our friend the cook with the woollen S D ~ ~ S  across each 
succeeding crevasse. After some time spent' in endeavouring 
to reach the other side of the glacier we decided on retracing 
our steps to the moraine me had left. On reaching this we 
continued for some distance along it until forced once more 
on to the ice. Hrre, however, the gradient was less steep, and 
the crevasses conseqnently fewer and narrower; but the 
surface was snow-covered, and the bridges trencherous in the 
extreme. In these latitndes as long as the sun is perpetually 
above the horizon the temperature in the valleys rarely sinks 
below the freezing point, and the snow left unmelted from the 
previous winter is usuctlly rotten and mnsnfe : thick bridges, 
therefore, whicll in the ;\Ips wonld bear a considerable weight, 
even a t  mid-day, here yield retidily to IL prod of the axe. This 
rendered additional cnre necessarv. and we found it unsafe to " - 
jump even narrow crevasses on account of the untrustworthy I 

nature of the landing afforded by their edges. 
As we advanced diagollallg up the glacier the fog thickened, 

and presently it began to snow. Rlt~tters looked rather hope- 
less, SO we R R ~  down on tlle snow and ate our emergency food, 
and discussed the situation. After a short halt we pushed on 
again, having decided to continne in a S.E. direction until we 
reached the watershed of the island, or until stopped by 
impassable crevasses. 1nnl)erreptiblg the fog thickened, until 
one could scarcely sec the next man on tlle rope, and although 
the ground at  our feet was so indistinct that the white lines, 
which indicated the mow-fillet1 crncks of the nkvt. crevasses, ~ 
were not always discerniblr, the glare reflected from the fog 
and snow was almost blinding. It was impossible to see at  
all with glasses, and the strain on the cycs was most trying. 
I felt a curious nnr2smeric drowsiness stealing over me which I 
had previously experienced in a slight degree in Switzerland 
after a long day on the snow. We hnd all been affected by 
this feeling when crossing the Ivory Glacier, but on this occa- 
sion the strain on the eyes was greater, and the feeling more 
intense. 

For some distance we followcd the tracks of a fox, hoping 
they moult1 lectd us to the moraine, but presently we found 
ourselvcs again amongst open crevasses which we endeavoured 
to outflank. After skirting along their edges for some time 
Trevor-Battye, who was 1)ehind me, and keeping me straight, 
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RE far as  possible, by compass, suddenly announced that we 
were heading due N., and would soon be returning on our 
tracks, so retracing our steps we turned the crevasses on the 
far side and regained the more level plateau; we subse- 
quently discovered that the crevasses ran in a circular 
manner round an  upraised dome of ice, due doubtless tb a 
projection in the floor of the valley a t  this point, and, but 
for the compass, we might have wandered round the dome till 
the fog cleared. 

We continued cautiously up the plateau after this, prodding 
at every step until we estimated that we had come a distance 
of over 5 miles from the coast, nnd the ground appeared to 
drop slightly in front of us. We halted to consult, and had 
just agreed that we must have passed the watershed and be 
descending on to the east coast when the fog cleared for a 
moment in front, revealing, within a stone's throw of us, a 
precipitous wall of rock fully 3,000 ft. in height. The top 
was still hidden in the fog, hut what we saw convinced us 
that this was certainly part of the mountain of which we 
were in search. At the same time we discovered a rocky 
island on our right rising out of the glacier, nnd decided to 
camp on it for the night. We had scarcely taken a bearing 
of it when the fog closed down on us again as  thick as before. 
We reached it, however, at 8.30 without further accident than 
the temporary loss of a leg in a crevasse, and, raking together 
such stray stones and earth as we could find, pitched our 
camp on a rocky ledge and searched for water. But not a 
drop could we find, and eventually we gave up the quest in 
despair and filled our cooking pot with snow. Three mortal 
hourv and a half did it take our little spirit stove to melt and 
boil sufficient water to mix with our ration cartridges, and at  
12.30 midnight we lay down in a heap on the ground and 
tried to shiver ourselves to sleep. We had only been able to 
carry up one thin ship's blanket between us, and the cold 
was considerable. During the night the wind rose and snow 
fell for some hours, and the cold made it imposctible to sleep. 
After fidgetting incessantly for a couple of hours the cook, 
who mas sleeping across our feet, got up, declaring his inten- 
tion of returning forthwith to the ship. As he would 
certainly have tumbled into a crevasse before he had gone 
100 yds. we used our eloquence to dissuade him, and eventu- 
ally compromised matters by allowing him to wedge himself 
in beside us, though we were already tightly packed. I t  now 
became difficult even to breathe ; turning round was utterly 
out of the question. At 6.30 I could stand the position no 
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longer, and sounded the rPz.eil by a sneeze, which effectuall? 
aroused my companions. The weather was precisely the 
same as the night before, thick fog and a slight snowfall. 
Occasionally we could see an outline of the foot of the 
mountain and our tracks over the new, nearly obliterated b y  
fresh snow. The thermometer registered 9" of frost, but 
it must have h e n  considerably colder than this during the 
night. At 9.30 it was still snowing hard, but about 10 o'clock 
the fog cleared slightly, and Bottolfsen very pluckily volun- 
teered to go back to the ship for provisions and apirit. To 
lily surprise thc cook willingly agreed to accompany him, and 
we watched them disappear down our tracks until the fog hid 
them from sight. Then, with a sigh of content, Trevor- 
Battge and I wrapped ourselves in the blanket and dozed 
till 4 P.M. We were roused by an unusual glow in the 
tent, and, looking out, found the sun shining and most of 
the mountains free from fog. Scrambling into our boots we 
ascended to the highest point of the ridge on which we had 
pitched our camp. The view was very tine ; banks of cloud 
wererolling away over tliesea, and througli them shone the sun. 
We could see the whole of yesterdily's route, and sway down 
in the bay a little. black speck indicated the position of the 
launch. In  front of us rose tlie black and precipitous face 
of Hornsund's Tind, forming a wall nearly 2 miles in 
length, which terminated in a nertrly horizontal arete. Here 
arid there a few small gensdarmes protruded. The summit of 
tlie mountain rose from the southern end of this arkte, where 
it crossed the  veste ern buttress which runs down steeply 
towards our camp. Before reaching the nevi., however, this 
rises again into an irregular arkte conriected with the rib on 
whicli we were encamped. 

This ridge running round to tlie N.W. ends in the little 
peak on tlie sliorc of the hay whicli I had ascended during 
our stay in Hornsund, arid fornis the watershed of the 
district. The basin thus formed is occupied by the glwier 
which we had ascended from thc bay. To the 8. of this 
ridge the ground falls gradually to a low, swampy tract of 
raised beach connected wit11 an indentation in the coast- 
line to tlic 8. This is badly delineated on the chart, and 
the axis of Hornsund Tind, \vhich runs nearly N. ancl S., is 
placed on the chart running in an E. and W. direction. 

After p h o t o ~ ~ a p h i n  the peak and 1)li~nning a line of 
ascent, I left Trevor-13i~ttye to sketch, and returned to camp 
to look for the Inen who were bringing our supper. I 
scanlied the glacier in vain, and cursed my stupidity in 
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allowing the men to take the whole of our 60-ft. rope, leaving 
us imprisoned on an island of rock, surrounded by neve 
crevasses covered with fresh snow. As I watched for the 
men the fog gradually crept up, snd before long it settled 
down upon us as thick as ever, and I realised that our 
chance of making the ascent was gone. 

I was musing on the hollowness of life when my attention 
was attracted by a moving object on the other side of the 
tent. At first I thought it was a bear, but I presently 
discovered that it was our men returning from the opposite 
direction to that in which I was looking for them. In spite 
of my injunctions not to leave our track, they had tried a 
short cut, which had landed them in the middle of the nest 
of crevasses surrounding our camp. Their appoarance was 

decidedly ludicrous. Bottolfsen, who had made the acquaint- 
ance of the interior of five crevasses on  hi^ way up, was 
plaetered up to the eyes with snow; he was hung aH over 
with an odd assortment of objects--cooking tins, biscuit 
boxes, &c.-like the White Knight in 'Alice through the 
Looking Glass.' These had originally been contained, he 
told me, in a blanket on his back, but they had 'strayed' 
during his temporary visits below ground. 

Summoning Trevor-Battye, who arrived shivering with 
cold and the paints frozen solid on his canvas, we started 
the tedious operation of boiling snow for supper. About 
11 P.M. we saw that it was hopeless to start that night ; the 
wind was rising, and it was snowing heavily, so we resigned 
ourselves to fate, and tried to sleep. Presently the aind 
increased to a gale, and we had to turn out and lay big 
stones round the floor of the tent to prevent it I~eing blown 
bodily may. 
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We looked out at  5 A.M. ; i t  was still snowing, and nothing 
was visible but a great whiteness. At 10 we cooked some 
coffee, and the wind, which had previously moderated some- 
what, again increased to a gale. Bottolfsen cheered us mitli 
Arctic yarns, and we inspected tlie weather at  intervals. At 
12.30 performed our ablutions, and had some lunch. 
The ablutions were scanty, owing to the absence of water, 
and corlsisted chiefly of a rub with snow ; what the French 
would call ' Settoyage i~ sec.' 

We took stock of our remaining provisions-not a dificnlt 
operation, as they consisted of one tin of Irish stew and n 
ration cartridge, a few biscuits and chocolates, and some 
slabs of emergency food. 

I t  was suggested thnt a s  soon as it cleared a little ve 
should make tracks for the ship, but I was loth to abandon 
the expedition as long as we had food, and stated my 
intention of a t  all events renching the foot of the mountain, 
and obtaining specinlens of the rock. So a t  8 P.M. me put 
the remains of our provisious in our pockets, wrapped our- 
selves up in everything we possessed, and started for the 
peak, leaving the engineer buried under the tent, from which 
we had abstracted our ice axes, with orders to begin melting 
snow ~vlien he het~rd us shout. 

At first we kcpt up Bastion Ridge, as we called our camping 
ground, to the snow saddle which separated us from the main 
Ti-.S.JJ'. arete. By crossing exactly along the top of the 
saddle we avoiiled a gilping Bergschrund which circled the 
head of the glacier bnsin. 

As tlle only mountainccr of the party it fell to my lot to 
lead, and wishing to avoid as  much step-cutting as possible, 
I kept to the top of the ariate, but my companions did not 
fancy the rocks, which were smooth and hard, so we descended 
to the edge of the snowficlld ~vhich falls on the south side of 
the ridge, keeping along this as far as the depression a t  the 
foot of the western buttress, which I proposed to ascend. On 
reacliirlg this col the fog clenred for a moment to the north 
and we had a glimpse of the head of Hornsund. The sun was 
sinking very ncJar the horizon and glowed like a ball of molten 
metal, while the icebergs in the bay caught the glint of 
orange light, reflecting it in flashes on to the surface of the 
water ; the whole was rignetted in fog whose margin was lit 
up with a crimson glow, ~uiiking a most exqui~ite picture. It 
was tlie only view we had, for the rest of the day we could 
scarcely see nlore than a few yards ahead. 

After Trevor-Unttge had mnde a rough sketcll we began the 
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ascent of the buttress, skirting always round the margin of 
the snowfield, which gradually narrowed to rt steep couloir. 

As I got tired of kicking steps in boots which were too short 
for me, I again took to the rocks, but a growl or two from my 
companions sent me back to the snow. We were now turning 
up into the narrow part of the couloir, and the steps became 
harder to kick and soon had to be cut. Gradually the surface 
of the old snow changed into neve ice, and finally to blue ice ; 
in places this was covered with as  much as rt foot of fresh 
snow which had n~alanched from the steep sides of the 
couloir, and made step-cutting more difficult. At length we 
reached the foot of the final tooth and with some difficulty 
gained a footing on the rocks. These were very smooth and 
plastered ~ i t h  ice, and the covering of fresh snow obliterated 
all han(1holds. 

After proceeding a short distance, Trevor-Battye declared 
that he had had enough and proposed our return. I glanced 
at  Bottolfsen, ~ ~ h o  said nothing, but looked unutterable thinga. 

On a fine dny half an hour's clinlbing would probably have 
taken me to the top, but the mountain was in no s h t e  for 
solitnry climbing, and the weather was as bad as it could be. 
I t  was snowing agnin, and only a few feet of the base of the 
tower were ~isible through the fog. There was nothing to 
gain by continuing the ascent, so I read my aneroid, which 
gave the height as 4,100 ft. Scoresby gives the height of the 
mountain, RS surveyed from the coast, a t  4,395 ft., and that 
of the more northerlypeak as 3,306 ft., while the chart mnrks 
the summit at  4,480 ft. We agreed at  the time that the 
tower rose about 70 or 80 ft. above the point where we 
stopped. I looked a t  my vatch ; it was just half an  hour after 
midnight. 

Turning hack I found my coml)nnions had already begun 
to descend. TYhen we had returned a short way I remembered 
a stick which we hnd brought up to leaye as a memento of 
our ascent. We had sacrificed one of our few remaining tent- 
pegs, which we had squared, carving our names on three of 
the sides and the date on the fourth. This we deposited as  
safely as possible on the rocks and continued the descent. 

All went well for a time, but the steps gradually became 
more difficult to find, and I changed places with Bottolfsen, 
who had hitherto been leading down. I t  was an  awk~vnrd 
position, nnd Bottolfsen had no axe, only the broken fragment 
of the pole he had brought up. I lent him my axe after- 
wards and tried the pole, and I can only say that his per- 
formance coming last down the upper part of the couloir was 

1 . 1 . 2  
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exceedingly creditable. Indeed, the whole behaviour of my 
two companions was most plucky throughout the expedition. 
Neither of them had previously ascended a snow mountain, 
and their perseverance under the conditions in which me 
found the peak redounded greatly to their credit. I know 
that their chief reason for accompanying me was pure good 
nature, and, not being mountain enthusiasts, they must have 
found the ascent tedious and trying in the extreme. 

Coming down was not much more rapid work than ascend- 
ing, though it was vastly easier for me ; in the end, however, 
we reached the snow col a little before 5 o'clock. Here the 
fog was so thick that further advance was fraught with con- 
siderable risk. It was essentid that the saddle should be 
crossed along the top, any deviation to one side or the other 
would inevitably have landed us in one of the bergschrunds 
which swept round the head of each snow-basin, nearly join- 
ing on the saddle which we had to cross, where they were 
only a few yards apart. 

Not a landmark could be seen, and we cast about on the 
edge of the col for our old tracks, but the snow, which had 
fallen during our ascent, had completely obliterated our foot- 
steps, and after turning in every direction until we lost our 
bearings, we were forced to return on our track to the rocks. 
No other resource being left, we set our compass in the 
general direction of Bastion Ridge, and plunged into the 
u n k n o ~ n .  

After some minutes of considerable anxiety, expecting at  
each step to plunge headlong through the lip of a hergschrund, 
I noticed marks on the snow at my feet; stooping d o ~ n  to 
examine them, I found that I was walking directly in our 
former tracks. Telling wit11 all our might to the imprisoned 
engineer, we hurried down Bastion Ridge, and were soon under 
the friendly shelter of the tent, where we arrived at  5.20 A.M. 

Eating up our emergency food, which we had been too 
miserable to consume on the l~eak, we washed it down with 
unsweetened coffee. Just as  we had finished, Trevor-Battye, 
with an  expression of intense pride, drew from his pocket e 
fragment of the rind of an old Dutch cheese which he had 
bought on the tihip in Advent Bny. This he generousl~ 
divided between us, and then our thoughts turned to a smoke, 
but our tobacco was finished, and lye had only one match left. 
Raking np the asl~es in our pipea we st,ruck our last lncifer in 
brenthless silence and soleiilnly handed it round. 

After four Ilours' sleep we stnrted do~vn to the coast. The 
fog hail lifted slightly, and \I I> had no difficulty in finding our 
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way to the boat. Here we learned that the captain had 
almost given us up in despair, and that the steamer, which 
we had hoped to catch on its way to Norway, had sailed two 
days before, after waiting for five hours in the bay. 

As our provisions were practically exhausted there was no 
use in remaining where we were, so getting up steam, during 
which process we made a short boat expedition up the bay, we 
set out across the five hundred miles of Arctic sea which still 
separated us from Tromso and civilisation. 

The voyage was decidedly lively, though not really rough ; 
our little launch was swept by wave after wave, and me had 
frequently to slacken to half speed to avoid diving underneath 
altogether. Matters in our little cabin reached a climax when 
the water, which was rushing about on deck, ricocheted down 
our companion and plunged in one stupendous leap (as they 
say in the advertisements of waterfalls) on to our cabin floor, 
converting it into a swimming bath. 

The boat was rolling heavily a t  the time, and, before we 
could oust the unwelcome intruder, an avalanche of miscel- 
laneous commodities shot over my head from the shelf ~bove.  
On the top of this a table, whose equilibrium we had hitherto 
implicitly relied on, distributed its contents impartially into 
the bath. The collection swimming about by this time was 
decidedly comic ; birds, biscuit tins, bread, margarine, boots, 
note books, and onions jostled each other at  every lurch, 
while a tumbler of cod liver oil, which Trevor-Battye had 
brought a s  a specific against colds, floated in amber globules 
on the surface of the water. 

In  fishing the thinge out I came across my watch, which 
had already lost its glass in the step-cutting on the previous 
day; its immersion in sea water had completely finished it, 
and nothing would induce it to go. I11 his book on Africa, 
Dr. Gregory, I remember, speaks of the treatment he recom- 
mends for watches that refuse to go : he oils them, pats 
them, and finally says hymns over them. Mine had been 
thoroughly soaked in cod liver oil, and I patted it vigorously, 
but, as Dr. Gregory was not present to sing hymns over it, 
the charm failed to work. After this we barricaded the 
deck with our casks and sacks of coal, and, eventually, after 
three and a half days at  sea, we made Tromsii harbour. 

Thus ended rather an adventurous expedition which brought 
us back after our enforced starvation with the best appetites 
that we had ever enjoyed, enabling us to do ample justice to 
the banquet given next evening to Dr. Nansen, who, we 
found, had just safely returned froin his marvellous voyage. 
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As regards the future of Spitzhergen as a climbing centre 
it is di6cult to prophesy. The traverse of Hornsund Tind 
should always be an interesting expedition ; but, judging from 
the accounts of all who have sailed up this coast, the 
mountain is exceedingly liable to be enveloped in fog. 
Further north, on King Charles's Foreland, sharp peaks of up- 
wards of 4,000 ft. can be found, while still further north the 
mountains surrounding Cross I3ay trnd Magdalena Bay contain 
many miniature ?tIatterhorns which should sfford good sport ; 
but the interior of the country, and the E. coast, a t  least, 
as  far as lye saw it, offer but scant attractions to the 
mountaineer. 

It must, however, be remembered that the countrg itself, 
with its ever-chanprig liglits and perpetual sumnier day, 
its massive glaciers and floi~ting icebergs, cannot but prove 
a t t rac t i~e  to those nlenibers of the Club who l o ~ e  the Alps, 
even on cfl days ; and few 1 think would fiiil to yield to the 
fasceination of tliese Arctic lilnds, a fawination which, once 
felt, it is difficult if not inil~o+sibls eyer to sllake off. . 

T ~ I E  no31 IN J.\xr..ins. 

Ur STI)SEY SI'ESCER. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, April 6 ,  1807.) 

T I-WCIiEl'IAT tells us in ' The S e ~ ~ c o m e s  ' that there may 
be notliing new under and including the s u n ;  yet it 

loolis fresll to us cverg niorning. Tlie same may be well 
applied to the great peaks of an Alpine range; for he is no 



lover of the mountains who does not find fresh beauties each 
day that he looks a t  them. 

To put these feelings into words is, I find, a very difficult 
task. The whole gamut of Alpine expression has long since 
been played through by those fortunate individuals who led 
the way in mountaineering; they certainly left but ecanty 
pastures for the imaginations of the later generations of 
climbers to feed upon. Unless they wandered further afield 
these latter have for the most part been reduced to giving 
somewhat flamboyant descriptions of tlie 'new route '-that , 
inevitable outcome of the exhaustion of the supply of virgin 
peaks-though these descriptions had at  least the charm of 
novelty in their details. Or, by way of variety, they sought 
after new sensations by essaying the ascent of the great peaks 
in winter, when it might be expected that the conditions 
mould be of a different character to those in summer. Such 
is, no doubt, the case ; but the winter climber in his narrative 
is handicapped in so far that, although he has had certain 
difficulties to contend n~ith, they have often not been of the 
kind ~ h i c h  lend themselves to the picturesque embellishment 
of a mountaineering story. Owing to the limited duration 
of daylight at  his disposal he is as a rule obliged to choose 
one of the easier, or a t  any rate well-known routes up his 
peak; and, if prudent, he will make his venture with a reason- 
able probability of fine weather. Hurricanes and snow storms 
encountered on a mountaiu ridge are, no doubt, effective 
touches in a climber's picture, but they are negative advan- 
tages which the winter climber mill do well to avoid. 

The foregoing is, I fear, an  elal~orate excuse for what will 
probably appear to you to be a ' very plain tale from the hills.' 
It is, however, some time aince there has been a paper on 
winter climbing, and this, combined with the fact that my 
ascent of the 1)om was the first, and has been, I believe, up to 
now the only ascent in midwinter, must be my excuse for 
claiming your indulgence this evening. We chase the Dom 
merely because it seemed one of the most feasible of the 
great peaks ro~und Zermatt which had not been already 
climbed in midwinter, and, as  a matter of fact, we did not 
expect to nor did we meet with any dificulties of the gymnastic 
kind. Overhanging rock towers, smooth slabby faces and 
their kindred play no part in this story. 

I paid my first minter visit to tlie Xlps at  the co~llmellcement 
of IH93, my attention having been drawn by a note b~ i\Ir.Dent 
in the ' Alpine Joul-nal ' to Zermatt, \vitl~ which place I then 
made my first acquaintance, as  previously I had nvoided it 
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in summer. One day, in the second week of January, 
Christian Jossi, the well-known Grindelwald guide, met me at  
Lausanne, and the next day saw us crawling along the Rhone 
valley to Yisp. The journey in winter along that valley is an 
experience of leisurely locomotion. One of our contemporary 
writers-I do not remember which-once said that the rail- 
way is the road to hell. If that be the case I am sure that 
the good folk of the Rhone valley may congratulate themselves 
that, from no fault of their own, they will take a very long while 
to get there. 3-e  had a delightful journey up the Zermatt 
valley, which, with its glistening snow-clad s l o l ~ s  and glittering 
fringes of icicles, was a veritable revelation to me. I found the 
Nonte Rosa Hotel at  Zermatt in the sole possession of an  Italian 
artist who spent his day in the composition of marvellous 
symphonies in blue and white, and of Nr. Woolley, ~ h o  
returned just before dinner after a successful ascent of the 
ltympfischorn. His success fired me with enthusiasm to 
follow his example. Jossi wished for nothing better, and ~ v e  
fixed on the JYellenkuppe as a suitable peak to begin with for 
a comparntive novice, as I then was, wit11 hut one season's 
climbing to my score. I engaged Adolf Schnller to ticcompany 
us. He developed the progralnme by proposing that we 
should a f t e r ~ a r d s  try the Dam, which he thought would go 
if the weather did not change. I agreed to everything, and, 
like most novices, thought that saying was doing. 1 week 
later I was wiser and sadder, for our etYorts that winter were 
doomed to ignominious failure. 

Very foolislily I decided to start for the Wellenkuppe 
from Zermatt instead of going up to sleep at  the Trift, and on 
Janunry 19, nt a quarter to one in the morning, we sallied 
forth from tlie RIonte Robit with every prospect of perfect 
weitther, although the colt1 was a little too intense for comfort. 
We made u bad beginning, taking as much as four hours to 
rench tlie Trift Hotel, owing to the depth of the snow in the 
gorge. The Arctic ternpernture did not permit of more than 
a few minutes' rest, and we went on for two more hours until 
we reached the big rock halfway up the mort~ine which sweeps 
round from the end of the Gal~elhorn glacier. Here 15-e made 
a halt for our firvt breakfast, of which a few details will give 
some itlea of the difliculties of a meal on the mountaiu in 
winter. The wine had, as we feared, long since frozen. A 
bottle of cold teit, on being taken out of the rucksack pocket, 
astonished us by bursting with a loud report and shivering 
into atoms. I then triumphantly produced n patent spirit 
kettle which I hnd insisted on bringing, and requested the 



guides to make some tea. A quarter of an hour passed with- 
out a sign of it, so I meekly remarked t'hnt the water took a 
deuce of a time to boil, which only drew forth the angry reply 
from Schaller, 'Der verdammte Spiritus will gar nicht 
anziinden.' And ignite it would not, in spite of gentle per- 
suasion in the shape of burning paper, candles, &c., under- 
neath to warm it. We had finally to give it up, and proceeded 
on our weary tramp with the comforting reflection that we 
had, at  any rate, nothing to drink. The snow had been 
gradually increasing in depth all the way up, and we were 
soon wading through the powdery stuff above our knees. 
From the end of the moraine we threaded our way through 
some stracs at  the right-hand side of the Gabelhorn glacier 
to snow-covered rocks, which led ue  up the broad tongue of 
snow on the rock buttress between the Trift and Gabelhorn 
glaciers, so conspicuous in the views of the Wellenkuppe from 
the opposite side of the Zermatt valley. We plunged up the 
snowfield, finally halting at  the very base of the peak itself at  
1.30, twelve hours and three-quarters since leaving Zermatt, 
during which time I can without exaggeration assert that we 
scarcely even touched a rock. I was by this time henrtily 
sick of the unending snow, and threw illyself on my back, 
mentally cursing a tnste which had led rile to take up climbing 
as a pastime, and bewailing our want of foresight in not 
having shortened the climb by sleeping overnight at  the 
Trift, thereby ensuring our chance of reaching the sunlmit 
in good time. Under the circumstances I thought that n few 
judicious questions would not be out of place before proceed- 
ing any further. I ascertained from Schaller that we had at  
least three hours' work, probably more, before we could 
reach the summit. as  it was not likelv that we should find the 
rocks very easy. 'AS there were at  :he most from three and 
a half to four hourv of daylight left, this obviously meant a 
night out, perhaps on the rocks. lye had nothing to drink, 
and the provisions in their frozen state were uneatable, so far 
as I was concerned. In  spite of brilliant sunshine the cold 
had been most intense all day and ~howed no signs of 
diminishing. I looked lovingly at  my toes, which seemed 
quite comfortable where they were, and I suggested that we 
should turn back. Neither Jossi nor Schnllcr lvould give an 
opinion, which I thought a bad sign, so I settled the question 
by giving a decisive order to retreat ; wisely, I think, as  
that night proved t,o be the severest of an unusually severe 
spell of frost, the thermometer in Zern~att  registering as 
much as 21" below zero centigrade. The nest day the weather 
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changed, and a snowfall, lasting for two days, put an  end to 
any idea of ascending the Uom during the remainder of my 
stay that winter. 

In  Jenuary 18!M I again turned my footsteps towards 
Zermatt, but \vitliout definite plans for climbing any of the 
great peaks, for nly experience on the Wellenkuppe hadsome- 
what disenchanted me with the joys of winter climbing. Jossi 
again met me nt Lausanne, and, in almost his first words, 
asked me if I was not goir~g to try the Dom this time, but I 
declined to make any rash promises ; but when, on my arrival 
a t  Zermatt, Sclialler waylaid me a t  tlie hotel door with pre- 
cisely the same question, adding that the Dom was now in a 
favourable condition for the attempt, I began to suspect that 
I was tlie victini of a deep-laid plot, nnd that I should have 
very little peace unless I made an efiort to retrieve our failure 
of tlie previous winter. I was now not altogether averse to 
the idea, and consented to start for tlie 1)om hut a few days 
later, if the weather remained fine. 

The weather did riot prore false, andon Friday, January 12, two 
sleighs jingled down to Itailda, conveying, in addition to our- 
selves, a friend who was to accompany us as far as the hut with 
Schaller's brother. The walk up to the hut presented nothing 
worthy of notice 1)eyond a huge avalanche, which had fallen from 
the end of tlie E'esti Glacier, completely filling the bed of the 
Randaierbach for some distance. The hut we found in 
excellent order. The wind l ~ n d  evidently kept the exterior 
free from snow ; nor had any snow penetrated to the interior. 
The usual hut programme was carried out, and at about nine 
I turned in, with grave doubts as to the success of the neht 
day's enterprise, for so~ne ominol~s grey clouds had been 
gradually gatllering round the opposite peaks. But on getting 
up nt 3.30 tlie next morning all misgivings were dispelled, 
as the unwelcon~e visitors had vanished, and there seemed 
every probnbility of a mag~~ificent day. An hour later we 
filed out of the hu t ,  ct~sting final glances of envy at  our 
slumbering co~npanions, who had made themselves aggres- 
sively co~llfortnble by tlie addition of our discarded blankets. 
Our troubles bcgan soon after leaving the hut, as the snow 
was rery deep and powdery both on the moraine and on 
the Festi Glacier, making our progress decidedly slow. We 
also experienced cluitc unespcctecl difliculty in getting through 
the small icefall sonle little way up the glacier. The 
crevasses were still very wide, and were not filled ~ i t h  snow, 
:~nd  tlie ice appenred to be in an eatraordinarily rotten con- 
dition. I remember feeling intensely uncomfortable when, 
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while \ve were standing on one of the sbracs, we heard two 
tremendous thuds of falling ice, apparently just beneath us, 
and each time the skrac we were on shook very perceptibly. 
Schaller remarked that he had never before seen the 
glacier in that condition, and that it was most extraordinary 
that it should be so in winter, and as his conversation, all 
the while me were threading our may through the crevasses, 
was profusely ornamented by such words as ' verdammt,' and 
' Teufel,' I am inclined to think that he meant what he said. 
At this point I contributed to the day's amusement. Schaller 
had cut across a sloping srrac to the rocks on the right 
bank, and I prepared to follow. The evil spirits of the 
mountain were evidently at work, for I s a ~  by the dim light 
of the lantern what appeared to 1)e an unusually fine sl~ecirnen 
of the soup plate, but on placing my foot 011 the spot it was 
met by a smooth glassy surface, and I shot down into the 
crevasse, the lantern choosing this moment to go out 
suddenly. Schaller and Jossi shouted with laughter, and 
thought the whole thing very funny; but it is perhaps 
needless to say that I utterly failed to see the point of the 
joke. Indeed, I am not sure that  I ail1 acting wisely in 
relating the incident to-night. A kind friend in the Club 
has supplied me with a couplet on the subject which runs 
thus : 

A man inust be an ass 
Who falls in a crevasse. 

Or perhaps it might suggest the lines from Gay's ' Fa.bles '- 
Fools, to tillking ever prone, 
Are sure to make their follies knowil. 

At the point where \ye (pitted tlie glacier I believe that 
the usual plan is to keep close to its edge. This was not 
advisable in our case, owing to the cleptli of the snow, and we 
took a course considerably higher up the rocks, where we 
hoped to find the snow less deep, following the tracks of sonie 
chamois which had apparently just preceded us. Hard work 
as we had found the going so far, it was mere child's play to 
what we went through for the nest two hours. The slope 
was somewhat steep, and the snow in the same esecrable 
powdery condition. At each step we snnk in up to the waist, 
occasionally almost disappearing into unseen holes between 
the rocks. Schaller's vocabulnry of florid acljectives becaiue 
still more elaborate, and hncl this tiilie a well-sustained 
accom1)animent in another tongue. Tlie cliarnois, too, \vhich 
had evidently doubled back on to the ridge above, caused us 
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much annoyance by sending down showers of stones, for 
which we were obliged to keep a sharp look-out in case any 
came our way. Day broke during this portion of the climb, 
aud I was only too glad of the excuse to stop for a few 
minutes to lose myself in silent delight a t  the gorgeous 
spectacle presented by the incomparable snow cone of the 
Weisshorn, now bathed in the crimson glories of a niuter 
sunrise. At 9.30 we took a well-earned rest at  the foot of the 
little gully leading up to the Festijoch. We spied our 
friends the chamois, a small herd of five, on the ridge, 
watching us with the utmost curiosity, no doubt wondering 
who could be foolish enough to intrude on their winter soli- 
tude. We had been terribly slow to this point, having taken 
quite double the time needed in summer. This was not 
encouraging, but it was too early to give way to doubts of 
our ultimate success, of which we should be better able to 
form an opinion further on. We mounted quickly to the 
Festijoch, and in about 14 hr. ascended without much trouble 
by snow and roclts to the foot of the N.W. ridge, by which 
we had decided to make the ascent. Prom here we saw that  
this was evidently the only available route on this side. The  
N. face, which is usually covered by a snow-slope running u p  
fro111 the Hohberg Glacier, by which the summit is some- 
times reached in summer, mas now an imposing sheet of blue 
ice, which also ran up the side of the ridge, actually covering 
it a t  two places for some distance, there joining a similar sheet 
of bare ice sweeping up the other side from the Festi Glacier. 
The wind had e~idently been at  work on the lower part 
of the ridge, which was almost cntirttly swept clear of snow, 
and looked, as far as we could tell, in fairly good order. 
We were a t  all events relieved to think that we had done 
with deep snow for t i  time. The day had fortunately settled 
down into one of cloudless stillness, for which we could not 
feel too thankful, as  the intensity of the cold began to make 
itself felt when we were once on the ridge. The latter we 
found more di&cult, or perhttps I should say less easy than 
me had anticipated. Though the rocks were not glazed over 
the cracks between were filled up with hard ice, necessitating 
a considerable amount of step-cutting and caution in our 
movements. At the foot of the first ice slope I rested while 
Schaller and Jossi cut steps up it as far as the length of 
the rope permitted. -1 meal was attempted; but anything 
nastier than our provisions cannot be imagined. Flakes of 
ice had formed in the grain of the meat, and a white 
conting of frost enveloped everything. The wine in the 



bottles was a crystallised mass ; but by a lucky chance 
Schdler had brought a Dauphin6 skin filled with wine, 
which had not frozen at  all, thereby demonstrating one virtue 
of the wine skin. I now made the unpleasant discovery that 
one of my feet had lost all sensation. The mere idea of 
frostbite induced a state of violent activity, and after ten or 
fifteen minutes of agitated football with the surrounding 
boulders I was rewarded by the welcome but extremely painful 
relief of restored circulation. Schaller was by this time ready 
to go on, and we negotiated the ice slope very comfortably, 
Jossi having o~cupied his time in cutting the most delightful 
little niches for the hand to facilitate our descent. 

The day was creeping on and we vere well into the after- 
noon, though we still had a good bit to do. As you are, no 
doubt, aware, the snow cone which forms the summit is not 
visible from the lower portion of the ridge, and on the state 
of that last slope depended now to a great extent the success- 
ful issue of our venture. If it was of snow in good condision, 
the climb was practically accomplished, but if we found ice in 
its place we should probably have to put up with defeat a 
second time, unless we were prepared to brave the Arctic 
severity of a January night on that most exposed ridge, a con- 
tingency not to be lightly risked, especially after the warning 
I had dready received. I onght, perhaps, to explain that 
step-cutting in winter, owing to the excessive hardness of the 
ice, is a very much more arduous, lengthy, and difficult task 
than in summer. It was necessary also to make very deep 
steps, so that the descent might be effected as quickly as  
possible, for it was certain that in any case we should not 
reach the top until late in the afternoon. I began to feel a 
deep depression a t  the thought that, after all, we might not 
complete the ascent, and for some unaccountable reason all 
sorts of superstitious thoughts crowded into my mind to 
explain the possible failure. We had started on a Friday. 
We were doing the actual climb on the 13th of the month. 
The year was '94, mhich nulllernls added made 13 ; and, 
finally, as I could not think of any more accommodating 
figures, my age was 31, which inverted also represented the 
fateful number. As may be supposed I kept these sinister 
thoughts to myself, and determined that this time no sug- 
gestion of retreat sliould come from me. We crept slo~rly 
on, and in due course readied and cut up the second ice 
slope, and a t  length stood in what Scllitller called the 
' Gabel,' from mhich the surnmit is a t  last visible. Schaller 
glanced upwards and shouted joyfully, ' Wir haben es 
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gemecht.' Jossi ' jtidelled,' which is a sure sign that things 
are going right. The .last slope mas of snow, in apparently 
perfect order, and the remainder of the ascent I\-ould be plain 
sailing. We almost ran up, and at  3.5 we stepped on 
to the summit with more shouts from Schaller ' and jiidels 
from .Jossi, who at  once set to work to ligliten their burden of 
provisions. My ikppetite, as usual, had preferred to remain 
behind a t  tlie hut, so I turned my back on such materialism 
and gave myself up to the somewhat melancholy charm of the 
silent scene ; to quote Shelley-. 

A scene 
Where musing solitude might love to lift 
Her soul above tliis sphera of earthliness ; 
\\'llere silence undisturbed might watch alone, 
So cold, 90 bright, so still. 

In the cnse of r t  paper on a cl i~nb in the Alps it seems 
to have become the rule to omit any mention of the view, 
probably for the excellent retison that it has been already 
deszribed at1 ~ i n ~ r s t ~ n ~ ~ t  : but I feel thnt I cannot pass over the 
winter view from tile Dom in absolute silence. I t  has been 
asserted that winter views from mountain-tops are flat and 
monotonous, and sntier from a luck of rttmosphere ; but surely 
the persons who make such statenients must be wanting in 
resthetic perception. I t  is true thnt there is n certain lack 
of ~ a r i e t y  of colours. Green is almost entirely absent from 
the picture, but thttt is fully compensated by a marvellous 
gradation of blurs and gellows in the lights itncl shades of 
the snow, which quite redthem the winter 1enrlscal)e from the 
charges of flatness and monotony. 

Nor 011 that .January afternoon was there any lack of 
atmosphere. The Ititlian plains lay basking in a soft t rms-  
parent haze of sliirnmering sunlight, and all around the most 
disti~nt pcaks stood out witli absolute cleitrness, preserving 
at  the same time tht. impression of graduating distance, so 
necessary to picturesclne etiect in e panorama. This was 
possibly due to the liltenrss of the hour at  which R-e were 
on the summit ; or was it pcrhnps that I looked a t  the 
scene through the softening lialo of an elated imagination ? 

Although there -sits but tlie merest kreatli of wind, and me 
were bnthed in brillimit sunehine, the cold mas most intense; 
tlie temperature must hitye been illany degrees below freezing 
point. C'onsecluently itt half-pnst three I was quite ready 
whcn Sclialler suggthstetl that we should begin the descent, as 
it wns important that we sliould reach tlie Festijoch before 
darkness closecl in. TYe rnced down the ridge as fast as cir- 
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cumstances permitted, now reaping the benefit of the liberal 
step-cutting, just reaching the desired point as the last glimmer 
of daylight disappeared. The lantern was brought into re- 
quisition for about an hour until the moon rose, after which 
the rest of the journey * t o  the hut was accomplished by 
brilliant moonshine. The rocks from the Festijoch to the 
glacier were, if  anything, more exasperating than on the 
ascent, but we were quickly over the glacier and down the 
moraine, reaching the hut at  8.30, exactly sixteen hours since 
the fitart. This time is, I know, terribly slow, but I doubt whether 
it could hare been shortened very much, as during the whole 
climb we only rested twice on the ascent, again on the summit, 
and not once coming down. The deep powdery snow on the 
lower portion of the mountain, and the unexpected amount of 
step-cutting on the ridge were no doubt chiefly accountable 
for our slow times. I think I may say that the day was on 
the whole a favourable one for the ascent, as  the weather 
could not have been more perfect, and the difficulties were 
merely such as to delay our progress, and could not be called 
really serious, although altogether the climb was an infinitely 
bigger undertaking than it appears to be in summer, when it 
is not an expedition which mould attract the Alpine gymnast. 
As we had intended in any case to spend the second night at  
the hut, our first thought on reaching it wits to give the people 
at  Hands a signal which we had arranged in the event of our 
safe return. I n  the exuberance of our spirits me lighted no 
less than eight bonfires simultaneously, and then went into 
the hut to a well-earned supper and bed. 

Our expedition had rather a comic finale. Schaller left 
the hut early the next morning, as  he wished to attend Mass 
at  Randa, leaving us  to follow a t  our leisure later on. When 
we reached Randa Schaller met us with the news that a tele- 
gram had been received from the Monte Rosa Hotel saying 
that the Zermatt villagers wished to know whether I should 
like music to celebrate our return. ' Good heavens ! On no 
account should I like it,' said I ; ' and, Schaller, see that no 
demonstration of any kind is made, e~pecially as I do not 
consider that the occasion is such as to warrant it.' 

In blissful ignorance of the people I was dealing with I 
thought the matter mas done with, and settled myself in the 
sleigh to enjoy the drive up to Zermatt. Alas ! we had no 
sooner appeared in the square in front of the Monte Rosa. 
where the villagers had assembled, than the village band 
struck up an air which sounded suspiciously like a Zernlatt- 
ised version of n certain music-hall classic, known as T e  



ra-ra-boom-de-ay.' I am afraid I used bad language and 
disappeared a t  once into the hotel, where I was thankful to 
find that none of my companions were a t  home to laugh at 
my reception. 

I ought, I suppose-not that I feel any special qualification 
for doing so-to conclude with a few remarks on winter 
climbing. It cannot be said to have become very general, 
and I think the shortness of the day and the great risk of 
frostbite will always be a serious barrier to its attaining real 
popularity. The conditions of the mountain hsve to be con- 
sidered much Inore carefully than in summer; also it ie 
essential to start with a reasonable chance of fine weather, 
which is of importance even on more modest expeditions. 
This we found to our cost, when we lost our way crossing the 
Gemmi one January in a blinding snow storm with a Fohn 
mind ; and so probably another party also found recently, 
after spending the night in a snow storm on the rocks of a 
certain minor Oberland peak. As a rule, however, winter 
weather in the Alps is more settled and less subject to sudden 
changes than in summer. The most fatiguing part of the 
climb will generally be found to be on the lower slopes, where 
the snow is almost always in the powdery state. The air is, 
of course, very invigorating, and you have not to endure the 
discomforts of excessive heat, as is frequently the case in 
summer, although, for lny own part, I find excessive cold the 
harder of the two to bear. It is not necessary to dwell on 
such matters as provisions and clothing, which depend so 
entirely on the personal requirements of the climber ; but too 
great a stress cannot be laid on the importance of the proper 
protection of tlie feet from frostbite. I have been told that 
rubber snow-boots, made with an extra thick sole nailed in 
the usual way, have proved very successful for winter work. 
The discomforts and drawbacks of winter climbing are easy 
enough to enumerate, which makes it all the more difficult to 
say wherein lies its charm. I am inclined to think that,  
beyond tlie novelty of tlie coliditions, there is nothing more 
than the curious fascination which climbing exercises a t  all 
times over its devotees, who will often go through untold 
hardships for what is apparently a very slight reward. 
Added to this there is, perhaps, the small joy of feeling that 
you are possibly tlie only human beings standing on that day 
on the topmost pinnacle of one of h'ature's cathedrals, and, 
after all, how many of us are proof against even such small 
joys ? The winters nlost snitsble for climbing are, without 
doubt, those inn liicl~ tlic sno~vfttll has been but moderate. After 
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one such as that in the latter part of January last, when tlie 
mountain-sides were continually swept by the dangerous 
' Staub ' avalanches, climbing may be said to be quite impractic- 
able. Such a winter is, however, exceptional, and a t  Zermatt in 
ordinary seasons there is very little danger, and a certain 
amount of climbing could generally, I think, be counted on. 
The smaller peaks, such as the Mettelhorn, the Ober Roth- 
horn, and the Hiirnli, nre fairly easy, though fatiguing, and 
most of the great peaks on the eastern side of the valley 
would probably be practicable. Those on the western side, 
with one or two exceptions, such as the DTellenkuppe, will, 
I fancy, a l ~ a y s  be Tery formida.ble undertnkings. Still, ns 
Mr. Dent once said, ' impossible ' is n word which now finds 
no place in the Alpine dictionary, and it is difficult to fix a 
limit to the powers of some climbers. Should any one be 
tempted to try the winter ascent of such peaks as  the 
Obergabelhorn or the Dent Blanche, he will do well to take 
every possible precaution against frostbite, and to remember, 
if only for the sake of his toes, that ' discretion is the better 
part of valour.' 

THE ASCENT OF .\COSC.\GIJA AND TLTPUNG.~T.~. 

1HE following telegrams from a member of Mr. FitzGerald's 'I party appeared in the ' Ihi ly Chronicle ' of February 17 
and April 16, and are here printed with the permission of the 
Editor :- 

' l l e n d o z a  : February 15. 

'Mr. Vines, accompnnied by a porter, has succeeded in 
emulating Zurbriggen's feat in reaching the summit of 
Aconcagua. Mr. FitzGerald was again doomed to disappoint- 
ment, being compelled to turn back after reaching an altitude 
of 20,000 ft. This was his sixth gallant but unsuccessful 
attempt to reach the snmmit, and fell short by 3,000 ft. of 
what he accomplished a month ago. 

' The expedition, before making its final attempt to scale 
hconcagua, camped for fourteen days at  an altitude of 
19,000 ft. 

' Mr. Vines reports that the summit of the mour~tain is 
porphyritic, and that there is no existent trace of it having a 
volcanic origin. The btlrometer a t  tlle top fell 12 in., and 
the thermometer to 7" F. An hour was spcllt 011 tlie 
summit. 

' On reaching the top tlie weather was fortunately h e ,  and 
VOL XVIII.-NO. CSSS~I .  n G 1- 
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the heliograph was used for the purpose of communicating 
with those below, but only with very partial success, as  the 
clouds that hung round the mountain continually obscured 
the sun, while all attempts were finally put a stop to by a 
gale which arose. 

'Mr. Vines and his companion measured the top, which 
formed a small plateau, and found it 70 yards square. Both, 
however, suffered intensely from the rarefication of the air, 
which rendered respiration exceedingly difficnlt, otherwise a 
longer stay would have been made.' 

' Vncae (Argentina), Thursday. 

'On March 25 Mr. Stuart Vines and Zurbriggen, the S w i s ~  
guide, with one porter and mules, started from this place up 
the Tupungata Valley. The way was very bad, and the mules 
were a source of great trouble. In  a three days' journey 
they covered 10  miles to the S., and on the 28th bivouacked 
at  a height of 16,000 ft. 

'On the 29th they attempted to reach the top of the 
mountain. The weather was again very bad, and when they 
were 2,000 ft. from the summit a storm forced them to 
descend, and they retul-ned to Inca. 

' On April 3 another start was made with three porters and 
provisions for a fortnight. A second attempt was made on 
the 6th. The wind mas strong and the cold intense, o ~ i n g  
to the lateness of the season. The party had to wait an  hour 
for the wind to blow over. I t  was still worse 1,000 ft. from 
the summit, and again Nr. Stuart Vines was compelled to 
descend. 

' On tlie 8th the party bivouacked a t  night at  a height of 
17,000 ft. in a terrific storm of wind, with a temperature of 
5" F. All suflered from the cold, and had to descend to the  
valley. 

A fourth attempt was made on the 11th. The party slept 
a t  a height of 17,000 ft., and started for the summit on the 
12th at 7 o'clock with no clouds to obscure the view. When 
they had reaclied a height of 20,000 ft. all the porters were 
forced to descend, as they were suffering badly from the 
altitude. hlr. Stuart Vines and Zurbriggen expected to reach 
the summit at  two, and they actually arrived there at 
4 o'clocli. The virgin peak is 21,000 ft. high, and volcanic. 
They had a magnificent view of Aconcagua, standing u p  
absolutely alone in the Cordilleras. An active volcano was 
o1)serred 20 miles to the IV. The temperature was lo3 F. 
h strong wind was blowing.' 



3lOUNTXISEERING IN T H E  CANADIAN ROCKIES. 

B-i Y. E. 8. ALLEN. 

111. 

A DESIRE to ~ n t ~ k e  the further acquaintance of Mount Assiniboine 
and its beautiful environment drew me to Banff in the summer o i  
'n:, in company with my friend Dr. Howard Smith, and on 
.July 3 we left Bi~uff with a train of two assistants and six ponies 
for Simpson Pass. Heely Creek was a foaming torrent, and it was 
with a feeling of relief that we finally camped in tlle broad meadow 
a t  the bl~se of Simps011 I'nss. 

Owing to the late advent of the summer, the sumrnit of the pass 
was still buried under deep snow, whose surface crust quite failed 
to bear our weight, so that the efforts of our caravan to struggle 
across were both a m ~ ~ s i n g  and laborious. 

In cro~sing the tributnry ' next morning occurred an incident 
which at tile time served for those who witnessed it to offset, but 
for the participant to augment, the chill of tlle disnlal weather. 
JIy friend Dr. S., in crossing this swollen stream, failed, through 
no fault of his own, but owing to the enormous force of the 
corrent, to arrive at a satisfactory place on the further shore. The 
pony, with the obstinaoy characteristic of the cayeuse, began a 
frnntic struggle to ascend the precipitous shore. Foreseeing a 
catastrophe, and fearing to be submerged beneath the animal, 
whose posture was nearly vertical, 1)r. S. dropped into the river, 
intending to swim ashore ; but the strong shore current began to 
carry him rapidly out to the confluence of the two rivers, where 
they were thu~~der ing in wild rapids and whirlpools. 

I happened to have reached the shore below, and shouted for 
assistance to one of our men, who mas not far away; but my voice 
was drowned in the din of the waters. I made a rapid calculation 
of the probable path which Dr. S. would follow, and, for want of 
anything better, bent tlown a long willow bough until its end was 
submerged in the foaming water. He fortunately came in contact, 
and managed by its aid to reach the shore. Meanwhile, the pony 
had been rescued by one of our assistants. 

The passage of tile larger Simpson, further down the stream, was 
made without incident, though taxing the horses greatly. I t  is 
anlazing to m1~1t size these streams, ordinarily presenting no 
difficulty, can grow in the early summer. 

Ascending the steep trail upon the left side of walandoo Creek, 
we found upon reaching the ford, some 900 ft. above the Simpson 
Valley, that it mould be madness to risk the horses in such a 
seetlling cauldron. 
- - -  - -- 

The nan~e  ' Shos\\al) River' woul(1 seem fitly applicable to this stream, as 
perpetuating the Iurlian name of Simpson Pass. I have for this reason knowo 
it by that name. 

(; ci 2 



This little torrent, though of no great size, has a very steep 1 
descent, and at such a time neither man nor beast cduld have 
found a footing. I t  became necessary to continue to ascend the 
left or western bank, heavily ti~ilbered and strewn with dbbris. 
Despite all our precautions, one of the ponies succeeded in wedging 
a leg between two rocks. The delay in renloving his pack and 
prying the rocks apart caused us to be practically benighted upon 
this steep bank, where, with no pasture for the ponies, we tried to 
forget, in soaked sleeplng Lags, beneath a hastily erected tent, the 
inclemency of the weather.* ~ 

Safely crossing tlie \Valandoo Creek nest morning, July 6, we 
continued to ascend the right bank. Every spray of fern and moss, 
every bough and wild flower was a study in silver filigree. or in rare 

~ 
intervals of sunlight radiant wit11 flashing jewels. These our 
caravan ruthlessly destroyed and was generously soaked in con- 
sequence. 

At length, toward evening, IValandoo Lakes appeared, a t  the base 
of two greet rocky masses of the same naiiie. Here our ponies 
forgot their recent fast in the abundance of a meadow of the lake 
shore, while we, drying by a roaring camp fire, discussed the possible 
result of the nlorrow's attempt at crossing IYalandoo Pass-which 
looked exceedingly snowy-to Lake Assiniboine. 

And this traverse I shall long reillember with mingled feelings. 
By 8 o'clock we were under way, skirting the left shore of Walandoo 
Lake, on whose inky surface, in the slitldow of the sombre walls, 
floated great blocks of winter ice, one of which was more than 
20 by 30 yards. After leaving the lake, seeing that the 
open meadows behind it were deep with snow, I bore to the left, 
but in so doing went too far and got into worse difficulties. The 
ponies, breaking through the weakened crust, were rendered helpless. 
The packs carried over the worst portion. 

The worst place was a sttaep ridge just to the left of my five days' 
bivouac of the previous Septelnber. In  some way, by one device 
and another, we finally reached it, and in the deep snow partook 
of lunch, discussing tlle situation. 

There was still about 500 ft. to be covered, and quite a traverse 
to be made to the suni~nit of the pass, which was considerably to 
the right, and the whole intervening distance seemed covered with 
deep snow drifts. Among and around these we picked our way, 
dragging the ponies over the worst places, and at 4 o'clock were 
upon tlie crest.? Clouds obscured hlonnt Assiniboine entirely, and 
the cold wind caused us to hurry down the other side. I n  spite of 
haete we were overtaken by night in the fallen timber of the valley, 
- - - - -- - 

* The greater rainfall of these British Colun~bia valleys is only too apparent 
to one crossing a pass in the watershed from the Alberta aide. 

t To a striking pillar on the N .  side of IVnlandoo Valley I applied the name 
of 'The Pinnacle,' and thnt of ' Pinnacle Peak ' to the penk to which it is 
nearest. The Pyramid, nnd the amphitheatre behind it, suggest a similar 
feature on the continental watershed in the valley of Cataract Creek, and 
already referred to under the nnme of ' Obelisk.' 
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and made the ascent to Lake Assiniboine in almost total darkness, 
camping on the shore. I subsequently blazed a trail from 
Walandoo Lake over to the North Fork trail, where the Assiniboine 
Creek flows into it, as will be mentioned hereafter. 

Lake Assiniboine, as I have mentioned, lies at the foot of a semi- 
circular wall whose crest shows a number of individual peaks and 
aiguilles bearing beautiful hanging glaciers, yet overtopped by the 
great peak itself with which it is connected beyond. Under a blue 
sky and warm sun Mount Assiniboine, shedding clouds of mist 
continually down its souther11 sides, and apparently quite inaccessible 
from this point, amply confirmed my klvid memories. 

Whether to proceed from this point to the right or to the left, 
whether to first visit the S.W. or the S.E. side of the peak, 
had now to be decided. 1 chose to go to the right, p&rtly because it 
would take me down toward the Iiootenie River, whlch I hoped to 

' 

visit vih an unexplored region, and partly because of my previous 
observations on Mount Temple and elsewhere, that in general the 
S.W. or S. slopes, or more particularly the S.E. side of the S. ar6te, 
offered in these peaks of the limestone series the best chance of 
ascent. 

We had found the fallen timber so annoying in ascending to the 
lake that we tried the experiment of descending by a ' short cut ' to 
the valley of the North Fork. It was worse here, as it proved, for 
we encountered a chaos of fallen logs strewn over a series of 
ledges, over which one of the ponies took a ' header ' for 40 ft., and 
the others followed with more difliculty and less rapidity. We saw 
that we must make immediately for the river bottom, some 
1,000 ft. below. The heat was most oppressive. The descent took 
over four hours, and looking up at  our route I could hardly see how 
we had descended it in safety. On the whole, however, remem- 
bering that we were in British Columbia, it is doubtful if we would 
have made much better progress with the forest green and 
standing. 

On the right or W. bank of the North Fork, where we 
forded, we found, as I expected to find, a faint Indian trail-or what 
had been a trail before the fire had swept the valley-of which 1 had 
seen a vestige the previous year. Following this to the bend of the 
river, where it begins its southern course after rounding the W. 
spur from Mount Assiniboine, we camped in a luxuriant meadow 
at the foot of the Walandoo peaks, whose whole S. side was clearly 
seen. These peaks from the Walandoo Lake-their N. side- 
appeared as a consecutive wall. From the s., however, they show 
a decided amphitheatre, enclosed by the three higher rocky peaks, 
the central one being highest, while two smaller rocky peaks, a little 
to the S. of the other three, complete the little group. The highest 
of the group must be nbout 10,000 ft., or perhaps more. They 
would be by no means easy, and I hoped later to have time to 
attack them. The view from their summits sllould be very p n d ,  
owing ti, their central position. 

Where the valley bends southward two small streams join the 
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Xorth Fork, the snialler from the left flowing fro111 a narrow caiion 
or gorge in tlie W. Assiniboine spur, while the larger f low fro111 
a, se~liicircular snowy peak to the right or I\'. The country became 
sparsely wooded, and the trail, such as  it was, continued to follow 
the right bank until the valley broadelled and the river banlis grew 
low. Tlien it ceased, the proper method being simply to cross and 
recross fro111 flut to flat. I t  is fascinating work to follow these 
Indian trails. They show a truly wontlerful anlount of ingenuity 
in avoiding obstacles and traversing difticult places, and to follow 
them amootllly and without unnecessary delay, particularly for the 
first time, is an art both difficult to acquire and delightful to prac- 
tise, involving, in addition to the skilful use of the senses, a certain 
subtle instinctive element quite analogous to tlie finer points of 
climb in^, and acquired only after consideral)le practice. There are 
many of thcse tralls scattered throughout the ~iiountains, in general 
following the baillip of streams, but often cross i~~g the high divides 
and traversing thick woodlantls. 

I t  woulil be conlpsratively easy to put these trails in escellent 
order with srnall outlay, and thus establish a quite complete system 
of routes for alpine arid tourist travel. 

Some 3 miles below the bend there was a decided depression 
in the ridge upon the left, wlicnce a small stream issued. As I 
wished to i~dopt the easiest and sliortcst approach to the S.\V. side 
of blount Assiniboi~~e, 1 determined to ci~nip here and ascend the 
stream next day. As it was still early in the nfternoon, however, 
we procerded round the \V. spur or peak, in order to examine its 
S.\Y. side. Tliis did iiot look e~icouruging, and for horses was 
absolutely impossil)le. Froln this peak there ran a low slate ridge 
to another peak of sirililar heiglit l!i miles to the S., and forming 
the left side of tlio Nortli Fork valley. Bcyond this latter peak 
a valley evidently opeiied from tlie Xorth Fork valley to the N.E., 
and another sliglltly nearer to the 8.1.:. 

R e  returned to tlie g o r p ,  and nest n io rn in~  succeeded in getting 
a pony with a wecli's provisions up through the gorge, and into an 
amphitheatre above. The scenery liere was very wild and rough. 
and the peaks enclosing the amphitheatre were evidently the same 
that we had seen from Lake Assiniboine. They would offer no 
particular difliculty of ascent from this point. There was a broad 
snowy pass upon tlie right, overlooked still further to the right 
(S.) by the sharp rocky peak forming the K. turret of the slate 
ridge. Its southern estremity, as I mentioned, was a similar peak. 
These I have called respectively the N. and 5. turrets. .Their 
elevation nlust be about 9,000 ft. above the sea. 

I saw that to rench Mount Assiniboine I would be obliged to 
continue round tlie S. turret, and reach the valley lying E. of the 
slate ridge. The gorge was quite rich in minerals, crystals of 
sulphur, alum, and iron pgrite occurring in some abundance. 

The peaks upon the IV. side of the valley, though not high, 
were bold and rugged. One in particular, so~iiewliat higher than 
the IValandoo peaks, bore upon its northern face a considerable 
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mass of hanging glacier, much resembling in its shape the N. face 
of hiount Bonney at Glacier. 

We cariiped for the night at the foot of Portal Gorge, as we 
called it, in the grassy meadow. The atmosphere was becoming 
very hazy, and the aspect of the Walandoo group to the N. was 
very weird and striking. 

Our difficulties began again nest morning, when we encountered 
the first of a series of caiions some three miles below our camp. The 
trail was of no aseistance, for it was quite obliterated by dkbris. 
From this point until its junction with the large streani from the 
E. the North Fork trail is of little use. The banks are steep and 
the upper portions strewn with fallen timber. The trail is well 
indicated along the earth banks by the numerous footnlarks of 
our caravm. 

At length, having ascended an unusually steep bank from the 
riwr to the plateau above, I saw that we were directly below the 
lowest portion of the slate ridge, and not far from the S. turret. 
So, camping here, we ascended to obtain a view of the region to 
the E., toward Mount Assiniboine, climbing the dry rocky bed of a 
stream, and finally, in a drenching rain, a rocky rib running up to 
the top of the ridge, 8,000 it. above the sea. 

The rain had stopped, and the clouds lifted sufficiently to 
show UR a scene for whose grandeur we were quite unprepared. 
Eastward from the N. turret, whose summit was visible, five great 
peaks, their summits wrapped in clouds, formed the N. and E. 
boundary of a narrow valley containing at its head two lakes, one 
of a light blue, the other a jet black. The streams from these 
united to form a very winding river, which, flowing down the 
~olley,  was hidden by the S. turret from our view. It'e could see, 
however, that it must join a stream observed in a valley further to 
the right, running N.N.15'. to S.S.E. The valley was as black as 
charcosl, as indeed was the valley a t  our feet, escept that a t  the 
head of the blue lake was a patch of vivid green, indicating 
splendid pasture. This fact I carefully noticed ; but for that patch 
of green I should not have ventured subsequently to take horses 
into this valley. 

While we were debating which peak was hiount Assiniboine, the 
clouds parted and settled the question. East of north, high above 
all the others, rose the great peak, its summit a sharp pinnacle,' 
and bearing upon the narrow upper southern face a snow-covered 
glacier. Below this ran a series of steep black cliffs, on the left 
or W. extremity, several hundred feet in height, becoming much 
lower upon the E. or right. The middle portions of this face were 
perfectly white with snow, though, as a later experience showed, it 
does not remain all the year on these middle portions of the 
southern face. The lower portions of the mountain mere great 
quartzite ledges, down which mountain torrents had worn steep 

- - -- - - - - - - . 

" As seen from t h ~ s  point; but as seen from Walandoo Pass its long sumlnlt 
ridge i s  conspicuous, while from the N. its appearance is even more like a 
pinnacle. 



gorges. The summit could not be less than 3,500 to 4,000 ft. 
above us, or 11,500 to 12,000 ft.* above the eea, and over 6,000 it. 
above the river bottom. 

I speak of the ' southern face,' because no climber wollld care to 
look twice at  the S.E. and S.W. arctes, except a t  their upper 
portions. The fornier began as a cliff of about 900 ft., culminating 
in a lesser peak, succeeded by a deep depression, and rising from 
the ridge connecting Mount Assiniboine with the next poak to the 
S. This cliff, in fact, as I afterwards discovered, is the profile of 
part of the E.S.E. face. Above it the angle of tlie arOte is more 
respectable, though this is balanced by the serrated condition a t  
the level of the ' black cliffs.' Just below the summit plateau it 
becomes, as does the S.W. arbte at  this point, easy until the two 
meet to form tlie 8. extremity of the Assiniboine summit ridge. 
The cliffs upon the S.W. arOte are less lofty than the first are on 
the S.E., but niorc numorous and very steep. I t  rises from a ridge 
connectitlg Mount Assiniboine wlth a very sharp aiguille $ the 
S.TV.-the ' Thumb,' as I named it, on account of its appearance 
from this point. Up to this depression there rises a steep, but 
accessible, snow couloir, froin a n6vG basin at  the base of Jlount 
Arsiniboinc. There also runs, fro111 tlie middle portions of the 6. 
face and lialf-wny bet\vtze~i tlie two arctes, a subordinate arc%, of 
which I shall have more to say hereafter. The two rock peaks S. 
of Jlount Assiniboine, on tlie continu~~tion of the S.E. arSte, though 
not so high, would not be ecisy of ascctnt. To the northerly, a t  a 
lnter time, I npplied the name of ' Shaffer'-for Dr. Charles 
Sch~tffer, of I'hiladell)liia, a distinguished authority upon the fl ora 
of tlie Rockies. The blnck lake lay at  the foot of Rlount As~iniboine, 
the blue lake at  a lower level to the left of the 'Thumb,' a d  
enclosed by an amphitheatre of rocky peaks, containing much 
reddish and yellolvisli liniestone, of which the one E. of the N. 
turret wits highest-approai~uately 11,000 ft. This wall was, of 
course, the 8. side of the peaks seer1 from Lake Assiniboine; but, 
on account of its southern face, it contained less ice and snow, 
though several glaciers were obsenyed, and to the left of the 
' Thumb ' a blue ice couloir, filled with sPracs and lined by a 
gaping sclirund. The contrast of the blue sky and ice, white snow, 
and tlie colours of the rocky peaks above, with the blackness of 
the burnt valley below, was, from its novelty and variety, very 
effective. 

W. and N. the winding North Fork shone like a eilver snake in 
its beautiful valley, while S.\\'. rose a graceful semicircular group 
bearing a fine nGv6 area, to which I applied the name of ' Topham,' 
that of the well-known esplorer in the Selkirks. 

It was not a day to linger and enjoy such a scene, and the cold 
\viiid made our fingers very numb as we sketched and took notes 
and bearings. Photographs of the panorama were not procured 
until a later visit. 

- 

* As then estimnted. .k table of nly trinngulated heights of this and 
adjacent peaks \\ill be nppemled to a subsequent paper. 



GLACIER EXPLORATION AND NEW ASCENTS IN 
NORWAY IN 1896. 

BY WILLIAM CECIL SLINGSBY. 

SLOWLY b&, surely the innermost recesses of the huge ice and 
snow-capped fjelde of central Norway are being revealed to those 
lovers of wild nature whose enthusiasm nerves them to endure the 
fatigues and disco~nforts which must of necessity be overcome when 
wandering for several days amongst the solemn solitudes of so 
weird a land. The Justedals-brre, which, only a few years ago, was 
considered to offer so many terrors to the few persons who wished 
to cross from east to west, or vice wersd, is now annually traversed 
in many directions by numerous tourists, some of whom, having 
absolutely no knowledge of mountaineering, run very much greater 
risks than they are aware of, as their guides, with some notable 
exceptions, have not yet mastered the elements of snow craft. 
Nearly, but not quite all, of the glacier arms radiating from this 
gent  snow field have been, let us say, discovered. The glaciers of 
Gjepalund and Aalfoten-brre * have been annexed by mountaineers 
and turned into a playground. The Sporteg-brre, east of Justedal, 
has also been crossed and recrossed. 

A little further east again, there is a l-iild terraitr where there are 
about a hundred square miles of glaciers; amongst these the 
Harbmds-brre and one or two others have been crossed by a few 
Korsk and English travellers ; but until last year no one had had 
the hardihood to traverse them from end to end and to climb 
the wild, ice-capped Hestbrspigger, whose thick coping of ice, 
glistening in the noonday sun, has evoked the admiration of 
thousands of travellers on their way between Rodsheim and 
Skjolden. So tar back as the year 1872 I resolved to explore this 
grand icy mountain, but now, honestly, I feel glad that I have not 
done so, because the Hestbrlepigger have been conquered by a lady, 
and, what is better still, by a Norsk lady, Froken Therese Bertheau, 
who, in the year 1894, made the first lady's ascent of Skagas- 
tblstind. As her very severe but most successful expedition of last 
summer deserves to be recounted in the ' Alpine Journal ' I send 
you, with Froken Bertheau's leave, her own account, which she sent 
to me. The plan of starting late in the mornings and of walking 
through the nights, good or bad, was arranged by her guide, but, 
apparently, some unnecessary discomforts seem to have been met 
with by changing night into day. 

' On August 3 Dr. Arentz, Thorgeir Sulheim, and I [Froken 
Therese Bertheau] started from Skjoiden at 9 A.M. in very fine 
weather. We walked up the Morkrisdal as far as Dalen sster, 
where we took to the right to get on to the plateau where 
Gvajdals sster lies, 3,000 ft. above sea level. I t  is now in ruins, 
but is most picturesquely situated, with a grand view of the 

- - . -- 

* Alpine Journal, vol. xiv. p. 380. 
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Sporteg-brtc. Here we had our dinner at  3 I>.>[., beqide an eloquent 
little brook, ant1 aftcr two hours' rest we set off again northward.;, 
till we came to where the Gravdal hills separate the Svajdals-brrr 
from the Harbards-l)rie, a b ~ u t  4,500 ft. above the sea. Here we 
took an hour's rest ant1 had supper. After that me went down into 
the \-alley of Gravdal and on to the Harbards-brtr, which we reached 
at  9.30 r . z r .  \Ye had a little step-cutting to get upon the glacier, 
but after tlint ditl not meet with any difficulties except in avoidin:: 
the crevasses, which kept us awake. A cold wind blew in the valley, 
I~nt ,  as there was none on the glacier, we were able to enjoy the 
1)eautiful panoranla tllt~t now presented itself to our enchanted eyes. 
I t  was simply mngnificent, a marvel of beauty, a sight that made 
ille feel miserable alld I)li~sful at  the sanle time, and sent a strange 
thrill through me. Above us waq a clear cold sky with a thin 
moon ; to the 8. the ginantic Horungtinder, which looked like for- 
~nidable ghosts in the last light of the fading day;  to the S.E. 
the fantastic Srnorstabti~~der, and to the K. and N.E. Tverdr~ls- 
kirkeu, Tundradalskirl\c.n, lIanlantil~tler, and IIestbriepigger. I t  
was e grand sight and one never to he forgotten. 

' \Ye now crossetl the 1Iarbard glacier from the S. to the S., 
which hnd never Iwen done beforr, though Englishmen and 
Captain JIorgenst~e~.~ir  linve crossed it in other directions. It was 
111ost interestin:. \Ye llnd intended to clinlb Tverdalskirken in 
tlie morning, in order to see t l ~ e  sun rise ; but when, at  3.30 am., 
we got to the foot of it, the mist came dancing thickly round uq, 
so to keep warm we trndgcd about for several hours till at  last 
we made up our mintls to climb the nlountain after all. The 
ascent was very ensy np good rocks, and it took us only three- 
tluarters of an hour to rcnch the top. Thick fog still surrounded 
us. We got to the top at 7.30 A.M. This mountain had been 
climbed before. 

' On our further march northwards we fell in with some tremen- 
dous crevasses ; some of them seemed big enough to swallow whole 
cathedrals, and i t  took sollie time to turn them. \Ye passed 
between Tverdnlskirken and Tundradalskirken, went down to Sota 
tam,  and reached Sota srrter at  11.80 A.ar. on August 4. 

' Sota stcter is n charlning place on the Lia lake. Here me spent 
a very plerisitnt day and got a good night's rest, which I was in sore 
need of, as I had not slel)t since we left Skjolden. The two others 
hat1 slept a little on the top of the mountain. 

' Next day we startrtl at 9 A.zr. in a south-easterly direction, 
went down into Tundmdal, crossed the river, and got to the plateau 
on the other side where the Haalaa-brre begins. We reached the 
edge of this glacier at  3.30 P.M., and half an hour later put on the 
rope. The Haalan-brrtb is the most crevassed glacier I have ever 
seen. Our first object jva4 to climb the eastern Haalmtind. It 
took us 2$ hrs. to get to the foot, during which time we had to cross 
nt least a hundred crevasse.;. Tlie peak mas easy and i t  only took 
us half an hour to climl~ ~t fro111 the glacier. We built a cairn and 
found no traces of any former visit. My companions gave the peak 
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the name of Tussetind, as an abbreviation of my own name Therese. 
Tusse or Turse is the Norsk for goblin or sprite. 

' Tussetind is about 6,700 ft. high. The vicv was very grand. We 
descended by an easy ar&te on the E. side, and at 8 I>.ni. we reached 
a col below. \Ye had now another night's walk before me could 
reach Hoidals sster, on the shores of Hoidals lake. \Ye passed to 
the E. of the big lakes a t  the mouth of Ilicltdal, and had a trouble- 
some walk over some yery vicious rocks, which did their best to 
irritate us in the dark of night, in whicli effort they did not, however, 
succeed. At daybreak on August ti we waded a river coming from 
the Hestbrs tjern, and at 4 A.N. reached I-Ioidal saeter, where the 
Doctor and Sulheim slept for 6 hours. 

' At 11.30 A.M. we set off for the Hestbrrepigger. We went due 
N., and at 4.40 P.M. reached the glacier, where we found very few 
crevasses. Two hours' walk over the glacier brought us to the foot 
of the western peak of the Hestbrtzpigger. M'e climbed it by a 
very narrow western ridge in 35 min. and built our cairn on the top. 
This peak is 6,896 ft. high, and the Doctor gave it the name of Sul- 
heimspiggen, in honour of our dauntless companion and guide. 

' Our next goal was Norstedals sreter by way of the Xlidtdal, a 
route which proved to be much longer than i t  had promised to be 
when we were on the top of Sulheimspiggen. 

' We left the top at 8.30 I>.M., and at 11.30 it mas pitch dark, and 
it seemed quite hopeless to proceed any further. Just then a capital 
idea struck Sulheim. He threw hinlself down pn the ground and 
began to grope about in a most perplexing manner. Suddenly he 
struck a match and in a minute had made a blazing fire of reindeer 
moss, which the Doctor kept burning for 4 hrs. I t  burned with long, 
carrow, bluish flames, which gave out a beautiful l igl~t and much 
warmth, and which looked most picturesque in tlie weird surround- 
ings. After a while Sulheim was snoring, and for about half an 
hour I too slept soundly, which much refreshed me. 

' At 7 A.M. we reached Norstedals steter, just as some rain-drops 
were beginning to fall, the first we had met with during the whole 
expedition. Here we had some ti hrs.' sleep, and dinner at 2 P.M., 
after which we went down the F o r t u ~ ~ d a l  and reached Fortun a t  
10 P.M., very content with our ti days' expedition.' 

THE PROPOSED JUNGFRAU RAILWAY. 

WE have received a pamplilet or prospectus bearing this title enclosed 
in a portfolio with a number of well-executed maps and plans, and 
a h e  panorama of the view from the summit of the Jungfrau. 
The following extract (p. 10) gives some details as to the route 
proposed to be followed :- 

' The Llcheidegg station of the Wengern Alp Railway, 2,060 m. 
above sea level, is supposed to be the starting point of the new line. 
From here the Jungfrau Railway will run on the western slope of 
the Fallbodenhubel, making strltight for the foot of the Eiger 
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Glacier. Thence it will turn due east, and later on due south, in a 
tunnel winding round the solid body of the Eiger as far as the 
Eiger station, 3,100 m., which is to be laid open by galleries similar 
to those we find along the Asenstrasse. The tunnel d l  then continue 
in a straight line towards the Month and the Jungfraujoch, which 
it will reach at  105 m. below the surface, and will finally curve round 
the uppermost solid block of tlie mountain, reaching its endpoint 
on a plateau well known to tlle guides, at -1,100 m. above sea level. 
This platform lies about 65 111. below tlie snow-covered summit of 
the mountain, measures 25 m. by 30 m., and is free from snow 
during the summer months. From the level e lift, G5 m. high- 
probably something after the style of the American elevators used 
for building of twenty stories ( s l r )  and nlore-will take the 
enterprising tourist to the highest summit of the Jungfrau, 4,167 m. . . . A corkscrew staircase will be fitted, so that the alternative 
will be given of doing the distance from the terminus of the line to 
the suiilmit on foot. hlembers of the Alpiue Clubs mill be enabled 
to reach the summit of the 15iger from the Eiger station in com- 
paratively short time. Similarly, being saved the exertion of a 
dinicult ascent, and starting from tlie Jungfrau in a S.\\'. direction, 
they will have a much better cliance for tlie grand glacier tour across 
the Aletsch Glacier and up tlie Eggischhorn.' 

It will be noticed that tlie whole line above the Eiger Glacier 
station will be in tunnel, and tlie stations excavated galleries or caves, 
resembling the dwvellings of ancient rock cities, or the retreats of 
hermits. Much of the success of the schenle would seem to depend 
on the verifict~tion of the assumption that the tunnel will be not 
only wentlier-tight, but eseinpt from changes of temperature and 
consequelit inti ltmtions and rockfalls. 

Should the belief of the promoters in these respects prove well 
founded, and should sulficient labour be available, there seems no 
mechanical reason why the line sliould not be made. The most 
formid~ble objections raised to the project in Switzerland seem to 
have been inade froin a sanitary point of view. 

A disproportionately large portion of the pamphlet is devoted to 
an attempt to prove that on the score of danger to health no 
objection can properly be taken to the conveyance of a person in 
good health alld of sound constitution froin a level of 2,000 m. to 
one of 4,000 in. within two hours. The promoters quote a sort of 
affidavit from the members of a representative committee of the 
Swiss Alpine Club. ' We,' the committee mi te ,  ' having carried 
out ascents such as those of Monte Hosa, of the Wetter-, Schreck-, 
and Finsteraarhorn, of the .Jungfrau, kc., are able to state from 
our own esperience that we hare never personally felt the influence 
of rarefied air. \Ye may add that on returning from those ice- 
bound peaks we ( ~ ~ ~ C I I Y S  fclt ~ T ( , . \ I L  n ~ l t l  -tit for ~uork.' I n  the fine 
glow of their enthusiasm the pronioters go on to assert that ' what 
has been terined L L  mountain sickness " can always be traced back 
to an overdose of alcohol, or to a wrong diet, or to over-exertion 
during the ascent.' \Ve sliould hardly like to go so far, although 
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no doubt the poor food and nasty drinks often supplied in Alpine 
inns may account for many of the indispositions of their guests. 
But we are disposed to agree with the authors that no great 
amount of physical suffering and conlparatively few sudden deaths 
are likely to result from the success of such an  enterprise as 
they contemplate, which has already its parallels in tho Andes. 
They have, moreover, got an expert to illustrate their argument by 
an ingenious experiment upon two guinea pigs, one of which was 
shut in a revolving cage, where he had to work as on a treadmill, 
while the other was simply confined in s box. I n  the first case 
the guinea-pig became helpless and incapable when the pressure of 
the atmosphere had been reduced to the equivalent of that a t  
4,000 m., while the sedentary guinea-pig endured diminution to the 
equivalent of 8,000 m. before he gave in. This is meant to serve 
as s n  encouragement to the 45-franc-pigs whom i t  is proposed to 
transport in batches of at  least a hundred a day to the top of the 
Jungfrau. 

,%sthetic considerations are not neglected by the apologists. But 
they may find a still more pertinent one in tlie height (over 14,000 ft.) 
reached by railroad in the Andes. They boldly carry the war into 
the enemy's country, and denounce the athlete and the gymnast in 
good round terms. Having first met and crushed the mountaineer 
in argument, they proceed to throw him sops. He  will be allowed, 
even if he cli~nbs the mountain, to visit its snmmit qcitholit a ticket 
from the company ; stations will be provided for him a t  the foot of 
the I\ldnch and Eiger, where guides will be in waiting to take him 
up those peaks; and he niny eyen descend on foot to the Eggisch- 
horn should he wish. 

To come to practical details, the total cost of the line from 
the Scheideck to the top is estimated a t  400,0001. ; working ex- 
penses, kc., 8,4001. per annum; annual receipts, 28,8001., the 
balance of which, after paying interest on 240,0001. four per cent. 
debentures, would provide a dividend of nearly 7 per cent. on a 
share capital of 160,0001. The trains are to be run by electricity, 
the motive power being obtnined from the Liitschine. The scheme 
may very possibly be renli$etl, and it would certainly be rash to 
treat it as e matter for ri~licule. I t  will, no doubt, enable cripples to 
test to some extent the trutli of Mr. Ruskin's dictum that there is 
no beauty above the snow line. I t  may be found possible to enjoy 
to some extent the glory of a sum~ni t  view even ullder a shower of 
German and American adjectives and quotations from Biideker. 
The artist who can endure a night or two wit11 the guardiafis of the 
summit station-we regret no mention is made of any provision for 
peasionrlaircs -may securesome strange'impressions 'in the intervals 
between the trains. Years ago in these pages it was suggested that 
in the future one or t~vo  great peaks would probably be handed 
over as victiriis to that modern hfinotaur tlia Circnlar Tourist. We 
deplore the profanation of the Jungfrau, and we sincerely trust the 
commercial success of the undertaking may not be sufficient to 
encourage rivals. But the Alps are wide and the world is wider. 



Even should Switzerland become a nest of railway stations other 
regions will be left for those who do not share the ambition once 
expressed to the writer by an American from the Far \Srest-' Sir. 
I wish to see the glnsher r e ~ i o n  in a day from Bern without sleep- 
ing out ; can you direct me to tlie best sample :' ' 

KEW ESPEDITIOSS I9 1 S ~ G - ( ~ ~ O ~ Z ~ ~ I ~ I I E C I ) .  

F v s s ~ o n x .  J l ~ l y  l:3-In 189Z the llessrs. Hopkinson climbed 
tlie middle point of the range, which ns seen from the I3el Alp or 
I3rieg is, with the exception of the N.\V. or highest peak, the most 
conspicuous point in the ridge." On July 13, 1896, hfessrs. C'. 
Pilkington, \V. C. Slingsby, ti. Cnrr, and 0. A. So11y gained tlie 
Fusshorn rocks from the Ober-Aletsch glacier, a little to the left of 
tliegreat couloir running up to the S.\\'. of Messrs. Hopkinson's peak. 
Ascending over broken rock8 and grass between tliis couloir and a 
secondary ridge running S.\fT. from the main one, they climbed a 
steep open couloir, the rocks of which were smooth, black, and 
water-worn, and crossed tlie upper part of the secondary ridge, 
gnining the crest of the main chain by steep and very loose rocks. 
A mass of flame-shaped splinters appeared to be the summit, but 
by skirting underneath it a less dangerous and higher point was 
found to stand on the junction of the secondary with the main 
ridge-a shaky tower of no great height. After they had swarmed 
up the N.W. end it was found that a narrow crest, part of which 
had to be passed by hanging on to the narrow flake of rock with 
legs dangling towards tlie Triest glncier on the east, led to a point 
soiiie 160 ft. higl~er, bnt less conspicuous from many points of view, 
than the RIessrs. Hopltinson's peak. 

Tlie descent was shortened by a~oiding the couloir of black rocks 
and descending by the slopes on tile other or northern side of the 
secondary ridge. The climb from the glacier to the summit, in- 
cluding halts, occupied 6 lirs., and the return to the same point less 
than 3 hrs. 

SLPISE SOTES. 
ADDRESSES OF ~ I E ~ I I ~ E I ~ S . - - T ~ ~  Honorary Secretary would be 

lnuch obliged if any nie~ilber could give him any information which 
would enable him to communicate with the following members, 
whose names appear in tlie Club list without any address, owing to 
tlleir having availed thelnselves of Rule SVII .  :- 

J .  R. Trevilian, elected 1863 ; 
Jolin Jlacpherson, elected 1865 ; 
Major-General \\'. 11. Clampbel1,t elected 1871. 

- - ~ 
- -- -- 

* .!i1pilcc Jolirn(i1, ~ 0 1 .  xvii. p. 5s8. 
t Major-General in 1872, present rank not known. 



THE SOURCES OF THE ALOUSTAIS LANDSCAIJE IN TESNYSON'R 
POETRY.-I'rofessor F. T. I'algrave, in liis interesting new voliime 
on ' Landsnape in Poetry,' suggests that the scenery of the Idyll in 
The Princess,' ' Come down, 0 maid,' mas drawn from the Pyrenees. 

I am able to correct this snpposition, and to fix with some local 
precision the scenes in turn described in this poem. The ' wreatlis 
of dangling watersmoke ' were suggested by the Vale of Lauter- 
brunnen; ' the  firths of ice' by the glaciers of Grindelwald, and 
' the azure pillars of the hearth ' by the smoke of cottages in the 
Yale of Meiringen seen from the ascent to tlle Briinig. All these 
particulars were given me by the poet himself. I may add, on the 
same authority, that the lines entitled ' Tlle Yoice and the Peak ' 
were written at Ponte Grande, in Val Anzasca. Elbruz was 
changed to Elburz in the line 

Elburz and all the Caucasus have heard. 

for the sake of the sound, and not with any geographical intention. 
Tennyson's landscape of Mount Ida is mainly Pyrenean. He 
thought Wordsworth's lines, ' The Simplon Pass '--afternards 
incorporated in ' The Prelude '-among the finest descriptive 
passages in his predecessor's works, and frequently repeated them. 

n. IV. F. 
WINTER ASCESTR.-(1) S~hrcckhon~  nut1 Ti7cttcr1~or,e.-Mr. 0. G. 

Jones, with Hans Almer and Peter daggi, climbed the Schreckhorn 
on January 12. They took 5; hrs. to reach the Schwarzegg hut the 
previous afternoon, and 10) hrs. to reach the surnmit fro111 tlie hut. 
The descent to the liut was acconlplished in a trifle over 4 hrs., 
and the remainder of the journey to Grindelwald in 2 hrs. 

A meek later Mr. G ~ l f r e y  Ellis reached the summit of the Wetter- 
horn in 6 hrs. 45 min. fro111 the Gleckstein hut. He had Ulrich 
and Hans Almer as guides, and found the climb to the hut very 
troublesome. 

(2) TIE Bsruina.-On Friday, February 10, with the guides M. 
Schocher and Schnitzler, Mr. E. L. Strutt left Pontresina a t  9 A.M., 
reaching the Boval Hut, vid the medial moraine of the Rlorteratsch 
Glacier, a t  1.20 P.M. Starting again from there iiest morning at 
1.45 .4.~., by brilliant moonlight, they had crossed the ' Labyrinth ' 
without difficulty by 3.30 A.M. and tlie plateau by 6 A.X. Proceeding 
up the arate, no difficulty was experienced till the last 200 ft., the 
rocks below being entirely free of ice and snow. On the upper 
portion of the ridge the powdery nature of the snow made great 
care necessary. At 8.15 they reached the summit, staying till 0.6, 
when they descended, regaining the Iioval at 12.45 P.M. arid Pont- 
resina at 6 P.M. Throughout the snow was in admirable condition, 
and that in spite of the abnormal fall in the Engatline this winter. 

(3) -If. Viso (3,843 m.).-The Duke of the rlbruzzi, A.C., undertook 
on March 3 the ascent of 11. Tiso, accompanied by hIr. F. [ionella, 
A.C. On account of the stormy weather they stopped at Crissolo one 
day, visiting the sanctuary of St. Cliiaffredo and the grotto of Rio 
Martino. On tlie follo~ving day they started at 2 in the morning, 



with the guides David Proment, of Courmayeur and Claude Perotti, 
of Crissolo, and two porters. They were obliged to turn back once 
before reaching the Col Sagnette, and arrived at  the refuge (3. Sella 
(3,000 in.) a t  2.20 r..ai. There they slept, after having cleared 
away the snow which filled the refuge. 

Next lnorning at  6 they set out for the peak of Jl. Viso, the 
weather being fine, the temperature relatively mild, and the air 
calm. As i t  was necessary, however, to remove the great quantity 
of fresh powclery snow while continually cutting steps in the 
hardened snow beneath, and to avoid the danger of starting 
avalanches, the ascent occupied 8 hrs. 

At 2 P.M. they reached the summit, leaving as n souvenir a 
handkerchief tied to the iron cross erected there two years ago by 
Don Lanternino, the parish priest of Crissolo. By G P.M. they had 
returned to the refuge, where they passed t l ~ e  night. The day 
after at  9.30 A.M. they were at  Crissolo. 

ALASKA.-S. Vittorio Sella starts this month wit11 H.R.H. the 
Duke of the Abruzzi for Alaska, with the intention of exploring in 
the neighbourhood of JIount St. Elias. 

THE NEW EDITION OF iIIr{. 13 ILL'S ' ALPISE GUIDE.'--It may 
interest the readers of the ' Alpine Journal ' to learn that, despite 
many delays caused by my broken health, the preparation of the 
new edition of this work has iilr~de considrrable progress. Unless 
something unforeseen occurs, I hope to conlplete the revision of the 
entire text of the first volume (' Jlariti~nc Alps to the Simplon ') in 
the course of the month of May. I n  that case tlie %IS. would be 
placed in the hands of tlie printers in .Tune, and that volume, with 
its numerous district maps, woultl be issued in the spring of 1808. 
A portion of the second volame is ready, and that volume will re- 
quire less labour than the first. In  order that I may not overlook 
any changes of importance to niountaincerq, I should be very glad 
to receive notices of any altcrations as regards inns, r o d s ,  paths, 
Club huts, kc., wl~icll limy take plt~ce in tlie summer of 18!)7. All 
conlmunications sl~ould be addressed to 111e ci,ftcr October 15 nest 
at tlie Bear Hi)tel, (;rindel~villd. IV. A. I3. COOLIDGE. . 

THE SNOW-FI ,OHA OF ~ I O X T  BLASC.-Professor Chodat of 
(tenera has contributed to the ' Bulletin de 1'Herbier Boissier ' an 
interesting paper on the flora of the snowfield of the Col dcs 
E'cclntlies, to which are appended some remarks on snow-flcras in 
general. Professor Chotlat thinks it probable that tlie organism 
which gives rise to the phenomenon known as ' red snow,' whether 
called II(e~i~ntococc~is ,  I'rotococc~i.~, or C h l a ~ ~ ~ ~ d o ~ ~ ~ o ~ t n s ,  is every- 
where the same, riz., a form of S~)hterc.lI(i iiiralis Sommerfeldt. 
This species mould then have an  exceedingly wide distribution, 
having been found on Arctic and Antarctic snows, on the Alps, 
reaching an altitude of orer 3,000 m, on tlle Col du G@ant, the Car- 
pathians, the Pyrenees, the Sierra Nevada, and the Andes. It was 
found by Professor Chodat on the Col des l?candies in the form of 
minute ellipsoidal cells of very variable size, the contents b i n g  of 
a colour varying from bi-ick-red to purple-red ; in some cases the 



cell-contents were dividing into spores. Transported to Champex, 
at  a height of 1,460 m., it produced biciliated zoospores, and was 
~carcely distinguishable from Hmtowccus  lacustris, an inhabitant 
of the Lake of Geneva. Among other orgmisms found on the Col 
des l?candies was a new species of Raphidium, which the author 
names R. nivale, and one belonging to a higher order of structure, 
a very little known desmid, Ancylonema Nordenskioldii, hitherto 
found only in Scandinavia. A. W. B. 

GIFTS TO THE CLUB.-The following gifts have been made to 
the Club during the past three months :-Two water-colour pictures 
by Josiah Gilbert, ' Cima della Pala and Cima della Vezzana ' and 
'Valle di Cadore,' presented by Mr. D. W. Freshfield; a large 
number of Caucasian photographs by Signor Bella, presented by 
Mr. D. IV. Freshfield. 

-- - -- - - - -. 

RETTIEWS ASD SOTICES. 
T t r p  D i s t ~ i b z i f w ~ ~  of Pk~tlt~s on tlre Soufib Side of tlw Alps. By the late John 
Ball, F.B.S. (Tmnsactions of the Linnean Society of London, vol. v., part 4.) 

THE geographical distribution of Alpine plants was a subject 
which exercised a great faucination on the author of the 'Alpine 
Guide,' and it is probable that it was never absent from his mind 
in his numerous expeditions. For the last thirty years of his life 
he was patiently accumulating the facts of distribution now issued 
in tabular form by the Linnean Hociety. How this came about is 
explained in the following paragraph from the introductory note 
by Mr. Thiselton Dyer, Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, which 
accompanies Mr. Ball's work. 

'Mr. Ball died on October 21, 1889, soinewl~at unexpectedly, 
after a brief illness. Some time afterwards his widow placed in 
my hands his botanical papers, in the hope th&t I might be able to 
extract from them something of permanent value which would 
record his long and patient labours upon the Alpine flora. The 
task was no easy one ; and I think I should have shrunk from it 
without the encouragement of Mr. G. C. Churchill, the beet sur- 
viving authority in the country on the subject, and of Mr. J. G. 
Baker, F.R.S., the keeper of the Iiew Herbarium. As the result, 
I found that practically the whole of Mr. Ball's work on the flora 
of the Alps is concentrated in the elaborate table of the distribu- 
tion of plants on the south side of the Alps, which is now submitted 
to the Society.' I t  is this table, extending over a hundred quarto 
pages, which constitutes the subject of this notice. 

Mr. Ball set himself the task of tabulating the plants growing 
on the southern side of the chain of the Alps, RO as to show their 
distribution within the range of the Alps and on the other 
mountains of Europe. The southern side was selected because of 
the richness and varied character of its flora, and because it had 
been less fully investigated. This region he divided into fifty 
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districts, of which the following are four taken a t  random :-Mont 
Cenis -Sum-Col de ClnirBe ; Val d'0rca-Val Campea ; Val di 
Cogne-Mont Emilius-Val Champorcher ; Cadore-Sources of the 
Piaye. These fifty districts are represented by as Inany colulllns 
in the table, and the presence or absence of each of the 2,010 
species of plants occurring in the whole region is indicated for each 
district. This portion of the table consequently partakes of the 
nature of fifty local floras thrown into R form convenient for refer- 
ence, and as such is of high interest to the Alpine wanderer. But 
the table is not confined to this. There are ten additional columns 
in which the occurrence in or absence from the other mountainous 
regions of Europe of these same plants is recorded. This feature of 
the work is of especial value to the student of geographical botany. 

Though many sources of information have been employed by 
Mr. Ball in his compilation, the greater portion is based on the 
records of his own extensive explorations. Unfortunately, the 
records of the altitudes at which the plants grew were too incom- 
plete to admit of publication ; but, fortunately, a less detailed statis- 
tical analysis of the whole flora in regard to its vertical distribution 
is given by Mr. Ball in his lecture ' On the Origin of the Flora of 
the European Alps.' * This lecture might well have been reprinted 
in extenso to accompany the table, but we can hardly blame the 
Linnean Society for not doing so. Another ver welcome addition 
would have been a map showing the districts, gut this idea was, 
we think, unfortunately abandoned. blr. Thiselton Dyer explains 
that Ithose who are acquainted with an intricate mountainous 
country will readily understand that, though practically there inay 
not be the smallest difficulty in recognising a particular district 
on the spot, questions of great intricacy may, and probably will, 
present themselves in attempting to delimit it on a map.' 

So far as they have been put on record, Mr. Ball's views on the 
origin of the Alpine fl om are to be found in the above-mentioned 
lecture, printed in the ' Proceedings ' of the Hoyal (;eographical 
Society. Taking the 2,010 species of Alpine plants enumerated, 
Mr. l3all points out that more than tmo-fifths of the whole nuinbet 
are to be found in the flora3 of all parts of temperate Europe, many 
extending to Siberia, and soine to North America. These are 
plants of vigorous organisation, with a considerable power of 
adapting themselves to varied environment. They (lo not ascend 
high up the nlouiitain slopes, and form no special element in the 
Alpine flora. Consequently, to obtain the true Alpine flora, tliese 
-79'2 in number -must be subtracted from the 2,010, as also must 
61 stragglers from the hlediterranean area. This leaves 1,157, 
and hlr. Ihl l  proceeds to consider them more closely. The result 
is to confirin him in his belief that the Alpine flora owed compan- 
tively little to a migration from the Arctic flora. Here is his 
conclusion :--' Of the species included in the Alpine flora 17 per 
cent. are common to the Arctic flora, and 25 per cent. are conlmon 
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to the Altai range ; while the Arctic flora has 40 per cent. common 
to the Alps and 60 per cent. common to the Altai, using this as a 
collective name for the ranges of Northern Asia. 

' Now if, in deference to the great authorities I have named, I 
were to admit that every one of the Arctic species common to the 
Alps had originally reached the mountains of Central Europe by 
migration from the north, I ask how far that would avail towards 
an explanation of the origin of the Alpine flora? If we had 
accounted for 17 per cent. of the species, what sllould we have to 
say of the remaining 83 per cent., including a t  least four generic 
types peculiar to the Alps, and a very large number not found in 
the Arctic regions-of tht: genera present in the higher zone of the 
Alps only one-half being Arctic? IR it credible that in the short 
interval since the close of the glacial period, hundreds of very 
distinct species and several genera have been developed in the Alps, 
and-what is no less hard to conceive-that several of these non- 
Arctic species and genera should still more recently have been 
distributed a t  wide intervals throughout a discontinuous mountain 
chain some 1,500 miles in length, from the Pyrenees to the Eastern 
Carpathians ? Nor would the difficulties cease there. You would 
have left unexplained the fact that many of these non-Arctic types 
which are present in the Alps are represented in the mountains of 
distant regions, not hy the same, but by allied, species, which must 
have descended from a common ancestor; that one species of 
Wulfsnia, for example, inhabits one small corner of the Alps, that 
another is found in Northern Syria, while a third allied species has 
its home in the Himalaya.' 

In  conclusion, it may be stated that Mr. Ball has left behind him 
in these tabulations a fine monument to his unbounded industry, 
and one that will be of enormous service to future workers in the 
same field. 

Life and Letters o/ Fenton J. A.  Hort. B y  A. F .  Hort. 2 vols. 
(Macmillan. 1896.) 

With the end of the present pear the Alpine Club will complete 
the fortieth of its existence. Thua the Club is older than probably 
almost half of its members ; for though a considerable proportion 
of the tops on whioh our President looks down from his exalted 
seat on the platform are fairly powdered with white, there are, 
happily, o large number still well below the snow line. The time 
has, therefore, obviously arrived when the ' Alpine Journal ' may 
devote a little of its space to the pious task of ' praising famous 
men and our fathers that begat us ; ' and it is frolii this point of 
view that we would dram our readers' attention to these menloirs of 
one who is very distinctly in that category. A few of our founders 
are still with us;  long may they remain! but of those who 
responded to Mr. Kennedy's appeal in the autumn of 1857 the 
great majority have disappeared from tlle list of tlle Club-some by 
resignation, still more by death. Of all the number, perhaps, none, 
not even' our first President, was more typical of the kind of persons 
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who in those dsys sought recreation in the Alps than the man 
whom a younger generation knew chiefly as a great theological 
scholar, the late Professor Hort. Mountaineering, in one form or 
another, has now become a fashionable pastime, and the popular 
Alpine resorts are largely replenished during the season from 
nsyswater and Kensington ; but in those days if you met a man in 
the Alps it was ten to one that he mas an University man, eight to 
one (say) that he was a Cambridge man, and about even betting 
that he was a fellow of hie college. There was, too, a fair proba- 
bility that he was also a more or less coknpetent botanist or 
geologist. Hort combined all these qualifications, the last in a 
large measure. Though he ultimately made theology and New 
Testament criticism his special line several distinguished botanists 
seem to have expressed their regret at  the perversity, as it appeared 
to them, which led him to abandon the systematic study of a science 
in which everything pointed to his attaining the highest eminence. 
He never, indeed, deserted it altogether. ' In 1861,' me are told, ' he 
stayed a fortnight at the top of the Rtelvio Pass. A friend ex- 
pressed surprise that he and his wife could linger a t  such a place. 

Oh, but," he said, in perfect simplicity, " we hare found fourteen 
new plants." ' Tllree years later he spent three weeks with perfect 
contentment at Limone, on the Col di Tenda, and when that grew 
too hot a month on the Mont Cenis. At the latter spot an 
interesting meeting took place. 

On Monday evening,' says Hort, ' I saw the coducteur  throw down to 
the people of the houne a plaid ant1 a black knapsack, and cry out that 
they belonged to a wtornkz~r  et dame (ss I nnderstood) who would be 
b i e d t  ici. Presently I saw a Inan in a grisly beard come up the steps 
with some flowers in his hand and a curious thing over his shoulders, 
which turned out to be an u~nbrella tied on to a pole, with what seemed 
to be a pick in a leather case. Clearly he wna Alpine, probably English, 
and moreover he looked uncommonly like Ball! I got the landlady to 
go in with water and towel, and ask his name apologetically on behalf of 
a monsimrr who thought he recognised him. I n  answer I heard, " Ball. 
Ball, Ball," three times very distinctly. Of course I waylaid him as  
he came out, and made him have his coffee brought to n ~ g  room, where 
we chatted and looked over plants for some time.' 

Ball was on llis way to Santa Caterina, and Hort incidentally 
mentions that the second volume of the ' Alpine Guide,' then just 
published, contained little or no information on those regions 
escept what he himself had been able to collect at Santa Maria three 
years before. Mr. Tuckett's expedition of that summer was really 
the first serious attempt ever made a t  a thorough investigation of 
the topograpliy of the Ortler group. 

* Next morning the two bot.tnists walked down to Susa, by the side of 
the valley, or basin, of the Cenise opposite to that followed by the road, 
nlong the side of the lloccin Rielone.' ' I  doubt,' ths writer adds, 
' whether I hare ever had s i~ch n haul of plants-twenty species entirely 
new to me, and Reven of then1 belonging to seven new yenercr . . . and 
then there was the benefit of ha\ ing ljall with me.' 



Rerierrs and Svtices. 

Horh had not, as we know, always made botany his first.interest 
in the Alps. His first visit to Switzerland and Tyrol was made 
in 1884, when he was twenty-six years old ; though his glacier 
expeditions of that pear did not go beyond such feats as a visit to 
the Jardin, and ' a long and difficult climb to the Stockhorn of the 
Zmutt Glacier,' and the crossing of the Lotschen Pass. But he 
had got well inoculated wit11 the climbing fever, and when he went 
that way again two years later he was prepared to fly at  higher 
game. In  company with the late Bishop of Durham he made the 
ascent of the Jungfrau under somewhat curious circumstances. 
For fourteen years the mountain had been untouched ; then it began 
again to attract attention, and the expedition of Hort and Lightfoot 
was the third within a week. The account given in Hort's letters 
is very characteristic of those days, before what may be called the 
jargon or ' shop ' of mountaineering had sprung up, when Siegfried 
maps were not, when everything was a novelty, and even a walk up 
the Aletsch Glacier had much of the charm of exploration. Some 
readers may be amused with the few trenchant .strokes in which R, 

'young . . Austrian,' .. whom the party met a t  the Faulberg, is 
touched off. 

From the Oberland, in the lavish fashion of those days before 
'centres,' they proceeded to the Mont Blanc district, taking the 
Altela on their way. I t  is interesting to read that Hort did a good 
deal of photographing, and still more interesting would it be to 
have a sight of the results, if they still exist. For more than a 
month Hort remained at  St. Gervais, forming one of a persevering 
band who mede repeated attempts to complete the ascent of Mont 
Blanc from that side, a route of which the feasibility as far as the 
DBme du Goit6 had been proved by blessrs. Hudson and Kennedy 
in the previous year. HOG the vaious attempts fared is known tb 
all readers of Mr. Vaughan Hawkins's paper in the first volume of 
'Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers,' a paper which is, perhaps, more 
thoroughly coloured with the sentiment, if .we may so say, of bad 
weather than any other Alpine writing with which we are acquainted. 

This seems to have been the last of Hort's high mountaineering. 
Not long after this his health gave way, largely from over-work ; and 
from that time forward anything like high climbing was forbidden 
him. He was, indeed, for the remainder of his life in il position 
extremely tantalising to one who had, while his powers lasted, 
delighted as much as any man in the ' Alpine sport,' for he was at 
the sallle time enjoined by his medical advisers to spend a large 
part of every summer at  some Alpine resort as high as could be 
found. In this way he made acquaintance not only with some 
places now frequented by crowds, but then the haunt of a few 
intimates-the Riffel, the Aeggischhorn, Miirren-but with eome less 
knownauarters. Nor do we ever find him cornplainin~!of this enforced 
inactivAy. Fortunately for him climbing was not g s  oilly resource. 
His scientific attainments and interests became of the meatest 
possible service to him ; and his example may serve to sgow the 
value to a true lover of the Alps of some study which he may take 
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with him. Of course the man who takes up climbing for a few 
years because it is the mode, who has a season or two of ' Rothhorn, 
llatterhoni, Weisshorn,' devotes one or two more to finding a new 
route up the Funffinger-Spitze, and then deserts the mountains 
without a pang for golf or cycling, or whatever may be the latest 
fashion in amusements, has no need of any woad string. But 
these are not the majority. hIost men who made their first 
acquaintance with the mountains in boyhood or early youth feel 
like the ' ten-year soldier ' musing on what lies ' east of Lluez.' 

Once you've heard the Alps a-calling 
Yon won't never 'eed naught else ; 
No ! you won't 'eed nothinq else 
But then1 spicy rhalrt smells, 
And the sunshine and the pine trees, 
And the tinkling cattle bells. 

To the mountains, able-bodied or not, they will go, and it will be 
well for them if, like Hort in the years when he was obliged to ride 
mules where he had stoutly walked, and wander about the foot of the 
pettks he had climbed, and others which he would have delighted to 
climb, they have other interests to fall back on, and other fields to 
explore, in which vigour of body is not indispensable. 

Tlu Flwo of thc Alps. By Alfred W. Bennett, M.A., B.So., F.L.S. 
2 vols. (London : J. C. Nimmo. 1896.) 

These two volumes differ from the various handbooks hitherto 
provided for the wanderer in the mountainous regions of Europe 
For whilst Gremli is restricted to the flora of Switzerland, and 
Dalla-Torre to the Alpine plants of Switzerland and the adjacent 
mountain regions, Mr. Bennett's work includes descriptions of all 
the species of flowering-plants indigenous to Switzerland, and of 
the Alpine species of France, Italy, and Austria, including tho 
Pyrenees. The comprehensive nature of the book will, no doubt, 
be acceptable to many, though he who journeys year after year to 
Switzerland will probably be content to go on using his well-won1 
Gremli. The descriptive portion of the work is arranged on the 
system familiar to English botanists-i.e., that of Bentham and 
Hooker-a welcome innovation in Alpine floras, which have been too 
long wedded to the irritating Linntean system. The reader must not 
expect a full description of every species cited. Were this the case 
the book would be too cumbrous for portability. But the details 
given are, on the whole, adequate, and the amateur botanist will be 
able with this book in hand to identify as many of the plants he 
finds as he could with any other. The plates, 120 in number, and 
printed in colour, are a disappointment. They seem to us lacking 
in artistic qualities, are defective in drawing, and crude and garish 
in colouring. We much prefer the rough, unambitious, little 
lithographs which constitute Schroter's ' Taschenflora des Alpen- 
Wanderers'; but this is only an opinion. Many will, without 
doubt, value the pictures in the present work for their laborious 
carefulness and attention to detail. The body of the work is pre- 



celled by an interesting introduction, in which the biological 
characters and geographical distiibution of Alpine plants are 
touched upon. Though some allusion is made to Alpine botanic 
gardens, we see no mention of the very charming garden at Bourg 
St. Pierre on the St. Bernard, where may be seen a large number 
of Alpines, not Swiss only, but from all payts of the world. 
Botnnically, this spot is no less attractive for its wild flowers than 
for its garden, whilst the scenery is as noble as any in the Swiss 
Alps. But the traveller hurries by on his way to the hospice ! I t  
only remains to be added that the book is beyond criticism in the 
matter of paper and printing, and that i t  is furnished with on 
adequate index and glossary of technical terms. 

Guida dclle A l l i  Occidmtali. Da a. Bobba e L. Vaccarone, Vol. ii. '-41pi 
Oraie e Pennine.' Parte Seconda. (Torino. 1896.) Pp. xxxix, 553. 
Price, 8 francs, bound. 

This anxiously expected work forms the completion of the ' Guide 
to the Italian Slope of the Western Alps.' The first volume, by 
58. E. A. Martelli and L. Vaccarone, mas reviewed in this Journal * 
in May 1889, the second volume, part i. (by the Rame authors) in 
November t 1889. 

As the scope of the work was fully explained in these reviews 
we need not here do more than say that its excellence is fully 
.maintained in this volume. The amount of information given Fs 
immense, and the work will be invaluable to all climbers who visit 
the districts covered by the book. 

The panoramas and plates, of which there are eleven, will be 
found moat helpful. In  particular No. ii., the mountains at the end 
of the Valnontey, from a photograph by S. C. Grosso, gives a t  one 
glance information which a few years ago it wolild have taken hours, 
not to say days, of hard labour to put together, whilst the nomencla- 
ture is not only correct but absolutely up to date. Nos. x. and xi., 
Monte Rosa from the S.E. (Alagna) find from the E. (Macugnaga), 
from photographs by S. V. Sella, are quite worksof art. The book 
is divided into three parts, which can be detached for carrying in 
the pocket-a most useful arrangement. The type is good, and 
there is an excellent index. Such omissions as we have been 
able to discover are of so trifling a character as  to be practically 
of no consequence. 

We offer our warmest congratulations to S. Vaccarone and his 
two colleagues, S. Martelli and 8. Bobba, on the successful comple- 
tion of their arduous labour. They deserve the hearty thanks of all 
mountaineers who visit the Western Alps on their most beautiful 
side-the side of ' la  bella Italia.' I t  is very pleasant to us to 
welcome so exhaustive a guide to Italian Alps by Italians, a guide 
which their fellow-countrymen will regard with great and legitimate 
pride. 

-- -- 
* d. J. xiv. pp. 335-8. t Ibid. pp. 525-7. 
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Stciac alp it^ Club Jahrbuch. 1896. (Bern.) 

This volume (xxxi.) appears with an abundance and richness of 
illustrations quite equal to any of its predecessors. Several of the  
illustrations are reproductions of water-colour drawings. These a t  
first sight seem too vivid to be natural. The editor suggests that the  
effect will be improved if they are viewed from eome distance. 
No doubt the effect is thereby softened. One of these, however, 
ia exceptionally good, a view of the Presolana, from a drawing by 
our fellow member Mr. E. T. Compton. Of new ascents (or 
ascents by new routes) there is little that has not already appeared 
in the pages of the 'Alpine Journal,' and some of these date a 
long way back. MII. Wagnon and Beaumont, on September 20. 
1895, ascended the Buet by a new route from Val Orshe to the 
ridge between the Buet and nlont Oreb. On September 30, 1805, 
M. Godefroy, from nlotets, ascended a nameless peak (3,088 m. 
= 10,181 ft.) N.E. of Mont Tondu, which he proposes to call 
Pointe des Lanchettes. 58. Canzio, Vigna, and Mondini effected, 
on August 21, 1895, the ascent of Punta Fiorio (3,357 m. = 
11,114 ft.) from the Alp de By, and returned by the Col de Berio 
(3,000 m. = 9,843 ft.). Signor Mondini, on August 23, effected a new 
descent from Mont (iQ10 by the S. face, and on August 27 alone 
effected a new pass (Colle di Livournea, 2,881 m. = 9,451 ft.) from 
PrarayQ to Nus. They add a notice of the Val St. BarthBlemy, N. 
of N.us, which they r e p r d  as a forgotten corner of the Alps. O n  
October 27, 1894, SS. Leone and Suligaglia ascended the Punta di 
Cian (3,121 m. = 10,240 ft.), in Val Tournanche, by the S. face. 
On August 6 ,  1895, Mhi. A. and E. Michelin and Pierlw Puiseux 
ascended the hlittelgabelhorn (3,692 m. = 12,132 ft.) from the 
Trift Alp by the W. ridge. On August 17, 1895, SS. nlassoni and 
de Pretto, with four guides, ascended the Nadelhorn (4,334 m. = 
14,215 ft.) from the Dom hut. On July 22, 1898, Herr A. 
Bernoulli ascended the Klein Lohner from the E. ; on July 17, 
1804, the Birrenstock from the S., thus making this latter ascent 
earlier than that recorded in the ' Alpine Journal." A nameless 
peak (3,100 m. = 10,171 ft.) between the H i 8  Glacier and Val 
Rusein was ascended by Sir W. hi. Conway on July 25, 1894, and 
christened Piz Gurkha; the same was ascended by Herr Ham 
Brunn on July 22, 1895, and christened Heimstock. The editor 
thinks that neither name is admissible. The period for exploring 
the Club district (Albula) hea been extended to 1897. The second 
sheet of the map appears with this volume. Herr D. Stokar (Randen) 
continues his excursions with P. hiettier. On July 31, 1895, he 
ascended Piz d'Aela from the S.E., by a route so difficult that 
the guide said he would never go that way again. On August 9 
he ascended Piz Kesch by the N.W. ridge. Where this abuts on 
the N. face the slopes are formidably steep, but the snow was 
good, and only once did the step which the guide made give way 
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - 

Vol. xvii. p. 600. 
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under Herr Stokar. However he was safely anchored with his axe. 
Herr IVilhelm Paulcke (Davos) contributes an account of two some- 
what adventurous excursions. On August 15, 1893, from the Sil- 
vretta Club hut, he crossed the Gross Litzner alone from Mr. to 
E. From the saddle between the Gross Litzner and Gross See- 
horn he traversed the S. face to the Vorgipfel, and returned to the hut. 
On August 11, 1895, along with a friend, Herr Branger, he reached 
the Aela hut at  8 P.M., disturbing much the Rev. W. A. 13. Coolidge 
and his guide, young Christian Almer, who had retired to rest 
early. On August 12 they started at  5.10 A.M. for the Tinzenhorn 
by the N. face. They reached the Fuorcla da Cravaratschas at 
7.50. They then had to attack the steep face. At 8.50 a difficult 
rock passage forced him to get on his friend's shoulders to gain a 
hold. A traverse brought thein to the great gully which runs from 
summit to base of the mountain. On this side of the gully ascent 
was impossible. The gully was crossed with difficulty, and, after 
traversing a narrow band, he again mounted on Herr Branger's 
shoulders; but this time he failed to get up, and with extreme difficulty 
succeeded in alighting again on the same uncertain resting-place. 
An attempt a little further on was successful. Thoy reached the 
upper snowfields ; the snow was in good order, and the top was 
reached without further difficulty. Herr E. Imhof contributes 
another chapter on the lower summits of the district. In  three 
days, August 16, 17, and 19, 1895, he ascended eight peaks, none, 
however, exceeding 8,000 m. (9,843 ft.). Only on one occasion did 
he meet with any difficulty in crossing a projecting ridge on the 
;Qplihorn. 

Herr A. v. Rydzewsky (Bern) describes the first ascent (in 1893) 
of the Ago di Sciora (8,201 m. = 10,603 ft.). This sharp rocky point 
lies to the N. of the Pizzo di Sciora, in the Albigna glen. He was 
accompanied by tho well-known Courmayeur guide E. Rey, and by 
Christian Klucker. The Ago is separated from the Pizzo di Sciora 
by s rock-cleft, from which a steep couloir desoends to the glacier. 
Failing to ascend by this they crossed the face of the mountain 
N. and N.W. to the col on the N. side. This was reached at 
10 A.M., in 73 krs. from the shepherd's hut in the Albigna gleu. 
The 140 m. (460 ft.) which separated them from the summit were 
passed not without difficulty, and the top was reached a t  11.15. 
The top was left at  18 noon, and they returned by the same route 
to the hut at 6 P.M. 

Out of the special district MM. Jeanneret-Perret, Julien Gallet, 
and Rieckel, with two guides and three porters from Ried (all of 
them but one named Kalbermatten), explored part of the Bietsch- 
horn district. On July 6, 1895, they made a new ascent of the 
Breitlauihorn (3,6G3 m. = 12,058 ft.) from the S. ; on July 7, a 
new passage (Baltschieder Liicke) from the Inner Baltschieder 
Firn to the Gredetsch Glacier, and thence over the Gredetsch Joch to 
the Beich Firn, the Aletsch Club hut, and the Belalp. Then, on 
.July 9, from a bivouac at Jiiieand, 3 hrs. from Roron, they ascended 
the Kriitighorn (8. of Bietschhorn). 



Herr Hans Brun (1-to), on September 19, 1895, ascended the 
Rosenhorn (3,691 m. = 12,110 ft.) by the N.E. ridge. Starting from 
the Dossen hut at 6.25, after a diffioult passage of the bergschrund 
the top was reached at 2.10 P.M. In  the descent they were 
benighted and had to bivouac on a rock ledge, a rather unpleasant 
experience so late in the year. Herr Karl Knecht (Bern), after the 
opening of the Gauli Club hut on July 8,1895, along with two friends. 
the next day made the first ascent of the E. peak of the Hinter 
Triftl~orn and descended to the Pavillon I)olfuss, the expedition 
occupying 16 hrs. Dr. A. Zublin (Uto) describes a number of ascents 
about -411' Acqua, the chief of which were the ascents of Pizzo Gallina 
and Piz Pesciora. He endeavours to settle the exact position of the 
Marchhorn, and complains that the Siegfried map in this part is very 
deficient. Dr. Jorger (Piz Sol) describes a number of tours in the 
Valser Thal (Vorder Rhein), but there is nothing new. I n  the 
ascent of Piz .Jut from the Lampertsch Alp they were much annoyed 
by the persistent attention of a flock of sheep, from which they 
were only delivered by the excellent barking of the guide. Herr 
Ludwig Purtscheller (8. Gallen), with his faithful companion Dr. 
Blodig, ascended nearly all the summits of the Bergamaeque Alps. 
The chief tour was the traverse, on July 22, 1895, of three of the 
highest, Pizzo del Diavolo (2,916 m. = 9,568 ft.), Pizzo Redorta 
(3,057 m. = 9,964 ft.), and Pizzo di Scais (3,040 m. = 9,974 ft.), 
in which they met and overcame various difficulties. Herr F. Mr. 
Sprecher (Uto) deecribes his wanderings in the Taminathal. H e  
points out that the name Calfeisen- or Calfeusen- (not Calfeuser-) 
Thal applies only to the part above Viittis, and recounts several 
curious legends current in the valley. Dr. August Walker (Weissen- 
stein) spent twelve days in the Dolomites in June, 1895. He made 
no new ascents, but several first ascents of the season. On the 
Langkofel (June 27) the snow was so good that Luigi Bernard said 
he had never known the mountain so easy. 

Herr G. v. der Gabelenz (Beni), in rt tour in the Roman Apennines, 
on June 15,1899, ascended the Corno Grande (2,931 m. = 9,616 ft.) 
from the Rifilgio (2,200m. = 7,218 ft.) in 2 hrs. 40 min., not by 
the usual route, but by a steep couloir in the N.W. face. 

Dr. F. A. Fore1 (IIorges) and Dr. L. de Pasquier (Neuchktel) 
contribute a report (No. 16) on the glacier movements. They 
observe that though the beginning of the advance varies in the 
different glaciers they reach their maximum nearly at the same 
time, and they all begin to retreat at  nearly the same time. The 
two periods of retreat in this century began in 1856 and 1898. 

Herr A. Bosshard (Winterthur) has a short article on the 
Zurich Oberland in illilstration of the panorama attached to this 
volume. This is taken from the Hornli (1,200 m. = 3,937 ft.), a 
summit E. of the nauma station on the Riiti-Winterthur railway. 

Dr. R. Zeller (Bern) describes the different minerals found in 
the Binnenthal. There are two memorial notices, one by Dr. Carl 
Schmidt (Bern) on Herr Ludwig Hutimeyer, who died November 25, 
1895. Though no Alpinist in the modern sense he was one of the 
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most active explorers of the Swiss Alps, and one of the most 
zealous founders of the S.A.C. The other is by Herr L. Held (Bern) 
on the cartographer Rudolf Leuzinger, who died on January 11, 
1896. He was a pupil of Ziegler and afterwards a fellow worker. 
He had a wonderful skill in representing the natural features of 
hilly ground. He executed wholly or in part no less than 118 sheets 
of the Siegfried Atlas and about 200 other maps. 

Pfarrer Gottfried Strasser (Oberland) gives an account of the 
progress of guides' insurance between 1881 and 1895. In the 
beginning the conditions imposed by the Ziirich office were so 
stringent that many guides refused to insure. Formerly married 
guides were favoured above the unmarried ; no compensation mas 
allowed for cases of frostbite, and no compensation given if a 
cure was effected in thirty days. Now these and other grievances 
have been remedied, and the guides, especially those of the Bernese 
Oberland, come forward more readily. The premiums paid by the 
guides (the S.A.C. pays the rest) are very moderate-2 francs per 
annum for 1,000 francs, and 20 francs for 4,000 francs. The office 
in the above period has paid 34,000 franc8 (1,3001.) in compensation 
of injury or death by accident. 

There is an interesting reprint describing a tour made by Herr 
Stettler and his party from the Urbachlhal over the Gauli Pass to 
the Lauhraar Glacier in 1795. On August 10, starting at 3 A.M., 
after a difficult passage of the bergechrund they reached the ridge 
at 11, and the Grimsel at  8 P.M. This was supplied through the 
kindness of the Rev. W. A. B. Coolidge. This gentleman describes 
his excursions on the E. end of the Brigelser Homer, which 
resulted in the discovery that Piz Tumbif has two summits, and 
not one, as hitherto believed. 

Herr 0. Stolberg describes a visit to the top of the Santis on 
December 31, 1895. On the descent the next day they met two 
young porters carrying supplies to the house. These two perished 
in an avalanche on February 3 following, and four weeks later 
were found under nearly 9 yards of avalanclie snow. 

At the end of 1895 the Club numbered 4,869 members. The 
Club huts number 47, of which a full account is given in an 
annexed pamphlet. In  the folding case are panoramas from Piz 
Ot, the Rosenhorn, and the Hornli (Ziirich), and the second sheet 
of the map of the special district (Oberengadin). 

Zmtschrijt of the German and Austrian Alpine Club (1896. Graz). 

This volume (xxvii.) is full of interesting matter and richly illus- 
trated. Of the fifty-six engravings in the book no less than 
twenty-six are from drawings by Mr. E. T. Compton. Several of 
the articles are monographs of the district in which the evpeditiona 
are made. The history of each mountain is told, and the first 
ascents by the various new routes mentioned. Herr E. Richter 
describes a journey through Norway, whose mountain scenery he 
asserts to be the wildest in all Europe. The difficulties are of a 
peculiar nature even in the plain ; e.g. because of a broken bridge 
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the party went five hours along the bank without finding any 
means of crossing. The glaciers, again, are sometimes so destitute 
of marked features that a guide missed the way, and converted a 
walk of two hours into one of seyen. He praises the inns and the 
food, but finds the roads often indifferent. 

Herr Jean Habel made excursions in 1894 and 1895 amongst the  
mountaina near Aconpagua. This range is easily reached by railway 
to Mendoza, and thence by a mountaiu (partly cog-wheel) railway. 
The last station is Punta de las Vacas, 2,400 m. (8,071 ft.) above 
the sea. Thence the Uspallata Passes (3,810 m. and 8,970 m. = 
12,600 ft. and 13,025 ft.) are reached by post (4 hrs.) and on horse- 
back (1 hr.). Leaving Mendoza s t  6 A.M., Valparaiso is reached a t  
10 P.M. The journey across the continent from sea to see took 
72 hra. By this time a driving-road is completed over the E. pass. 
Herr Hubel's chief explorations were in the valleys of Bodegas, 
Vacas, and Horcones. In the latter a camp was formed at 3,500 m. 
(11,488 ft.), from which on one occasion he rode to 4,125 m. 
(13,540 ft.), and on another reached a hoight of 5,400 m. (17,717 ft.) 
on the Cuerno de 10s Horcones (Gabelhorn). He describes the  
sensation arising from the rarefied air as that not of weariness, 
but of eome obstacle which at  each step had to be pushed out of 
the way. Professor Frid. Ratzel writes on the A l p  as regarded 
historically, and Dr. Joseph Pommer on the songs current in varioua 
Alpine districts. The latter paper contains many amusing anecdotes, 
but both the articles are long enough to require a separate notice. 
Herr Karl Wolf describes the peamat customs in the Burggrafen- 
Amt (Meran). This seems to be a rdsumk of his work on this 
subject published some years ago. Herr Gustav Euringer describes 
a number of expeditionsin the Mont Blancdistrict in the years 1889, 
1890, and 1893, including most of the difficult peaks. On August f)O, 
1800, in the ascent of the Aiguille du Gdant with the guides Payot 
and Gaspoz, he was much hindered by Bergkrankl~it. On the 
same day Herr Ludwig Purtschcller made the ascent alone. This 
latter gentleman, with Dr. Blodig, made numerous ascents in the 
Maurienne and Tarentaise districts. The complete passage from the 
central to the western peak of tho Levanna on August 9 is new. On 
several occasions three peaks were ascended in the same day. After 
traversing the Tsanteleina (3,606 m. = 11,833 ft.), and the Pointe de 
la TraversiPre (8,341 m. = 10,066 ft.) they determined to ascend 
the Grande Sassikre (3,756 m. = 11,667 ft.). The last part of the 
passage of the ' Grat ' presented great difficulties, and resembled 
very nearly that of Dr. Guido Lammer on the Gross Venediger 
(' Zeitschrift,' 1893). On August 17 they ascended the Dbme de 
18 Sache and hIont Pourri by the route followed by the Rev. JV. 
A. H. Coolidge in 1801. The ascent lasted from 3.15 to 10.85 A.M. 
Herr Joseph Enzenspcrger describes the group of the Hofats in 
Algau. This mountain lies 8.E. of Oberstdorf, and has long been 
notorious to mountaineers, from the steepness of its slopes,particu- 
larly the grass slopes. For these, it is said, quite a peculmr style 
of climbing is required. There is oftell more danger than difficulty, 



but a steady head is absolutely necessary. The illustration of the 
descent into the ' Rothen Loch ' shows this plainly. There are 
four principal summits, which, however, only differ in height by a 
couple of yards. The writer describes the different routes by which 
each of these is ascended, and gives the names of the first tourists 
who reached them. The east peak is reached by no less than five 
different routes. Herr Gustav Becker describes the mountains in 
the ridge which divides the Gurgl Thal from the Pfelders Thal, 
many of which he ascended. The most exciting is the passage 
from the southern to the northern peak of the Hochwilde (8,480 m. 
= 11,417 ft.), against which for some time the guides Jos. Klotz 
and Jos. Scheiber protested. The chief difficulty in this was a rock- 
climb like the ' Mauvais Pas ' on the southern Aiguille d'Arves, 
which Herr Paulcke successfully overcame alone and then helped 
the others up. Thia traverse is new. Herr Oscar Schuster de- 
scribes the Langkofel group. The Langkofel itself, though not difli- 
cult when the snow is in a very good condition, is dangerous from 
falling stones, particularly in the IJpper Rinne. A rock route which 
avoids this was found on August 13, 1892. The Gr6dner Thal 
guides usually follow the old way up and the new one down. On 
the Grohmann Spitze a party, of whom hir. Nonnan Neruda was one, 
had much difficulty in dewending the Johanneskemin when coated 
with ice, which the boldest of them regarded with a shudder. 

The editor, Herr Heinrich Hess, gives an account of the 
Steiner (or Sulzbacher) Alps. These lie on the borders of Styria 
and Carinthia. The two highest summits are the Grintovc 
(8,895 ft.) and the Ojstrica (7,710 ft.). The group is accessible 
from Cilli by railway to S. Peter and Schonstein, or from Laibach 
to Stein. The mountains, though not high, are often rugged and 
of bizarre forms, and the paths are sometimes extremely difficult, 
even though marked, and require a steady head (witness the illus- 
tration of the descent into the Ravni . I t  is a great advantage to 
the tourist that the region is not d ooded by the tourist stream, 
and is therefore comparatively cheap. 

Den Norske Ticrist/orenin*~s dorbog for 189G. 

The well-deserved reputation which was gained many years 
ago by the Norsk Tourist Club by the publication of their Tear 
Book is well sustained in their last issue. The papers are worthy 
of the book, and the whole forms a pleasing contrast to most of 
the books and papers about Norway which spring up in the early 
summer in England with as great regnlarity as do the weeds in 
a garden. Tl~ough the illustrations are g o d  there have been 
better some other years. 

There are some escellent sporting mountaineering papers, 
notably one by Herr 1;. 13ing on his a~cen t  of the Brixdals-hne, a 
very bold and hazardous adventure, fortunately brought to a suc- 
cessful issue, though for the space of nine hours Bing and his com- 
panion were battling with the shracs. 

Engliah readers will naturnlly turn at  once to tlie admirnble 
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paper by Mr. C. W. Patchell, who has condensed into ten pages 
a capital description of many notable adventures. This gentleman 
has, as the result of many successful campaigns, gained an intimate 
knowledge of the wild Norsk fjelib, with which few men can vie. 
There is another English paper which treats of the Gjepa lund  
district, also one in Norsk on the same subject. 

The reader is introduced to much comparatively new ground, 
such as the weird recesses of Lyngen fjord, the mountain-tops of 
Nordmor, and the wild terrain W. of Snehatten. Herr Carl Hall  
has, as usual, enriched the book with the add~tion of several short 
papers. Very many persons will be delighted to see that a t  last 
the Tourist Club have made the path from the valley of Olden 
towards the Olden skar, a most necessary connecting link for 
pedestrians. 

Amongst the list of so-called firat ascents made in 1895 is that of 
Kjolaastind. or Ciluggentind. I t  is pretty certain that a ' first ascent ' 
of this lovely peak hus been made on three different occasions, viz. 
in 1876 by the present writer, who mould not, however, take h i s  
oath upon it, as the mountain mas enveloped in clouds when he 
was on it ; next by two Norsk students in 1880, and lastly in 1895. 
Cannot some man make a fourth first ascent t This mountain 
is one of the most beautiful in Norway, and is the scene of many a 
wild legend. W. C. S. 

. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

A GENERAL MEETING of the Club was held in t l ~ e  Hall on Tuesday 
evening, February 2, a t  8.30. Mr. H. Pasteur was in the chair i n  
the unavoidable absence of the President and Vice-Presidents. 

The following candidates were balloted for and elected members 
of the Club: nlessrs. K. F. Kingdon, 11. V. R e d e ,  E. (i. Tatham. 

T ~ ~ ~ C H A I H ~ ~ A N  stated that Dr. Albert IIeini,of Zlirich, had accepted 
the honorary membership which had been offered t:, him by the 
officers and committee of the Club. 

The accoll~lts for 1R9G were then presented. 
The CHAIRMAN considered that the Club liligl~t congratulate itself 

on the accounts being so satisfactory, especiuily with regard to the 
cost of the ' Alpine Joumnl.' 

Mr. J. H. Ii'rclts, the Treasurer for 180G, said that he had stated 
twelve months ago that the total deficiency of 6681. 2s. 10d. wol~ld 
probably be paid off in the course of three year.3, and it was a 
great satisfiiction to find that in tlie past year it had been reduced 
to 28-51. 15s. 10tl. For the present year, 1897, it would be neces- 
sary to calculate all a s~nnller income from entrance fees to the 
extent of some 601. to GOl . ,  as tlie number of new members was 
likely to be below the average, probably on account of the very 
unsatisfactory weather in the Alps last season, which prevented 
the usual number of candidates from qualifying. He  explained 
that, owing to the fact that almost the whole of the Club's income 
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is paid in the first few days of January, whereas the expenditure 
is ~pread over the whole year, and many of the accounts are not 
presented till after the end of the year, he had been able to repay 
the loan of 3501. which the Club had to borrow. The only item 
in the espenditure account which he thought called for special 
mention was that of the ' Alpine Journal,' the total cost of which was 
only 421., as against 1121. in the preceding year. The reduction 
in the:  cost of printing and publishing was almost entirely due 
to two causes ; of these the principal one was that the new paper, 
which it had been decided to use after the completion of vol. 
xvii., in order to obtain better illustrations in the text, cost much 
less that the old description of paper. The other cause was that 
there were about ten per cent. fewer pages. The illustrations cost 
less, and though fewer in number were vastly improved in quality, 
and he thought that the Editor was deserving of great credit for 
this much-desired improvement. He would like to see the sales 
of current numbers increase instead of remaining stationary, as they 
had done. The sale of back numbers, however, and also the 
number of advertisements showed a eatisfactory improvement, and 
so reduced the total net cost of the 'Journal.' 

The accounts were then unanimously passed. 
' Mr. E. J. G a n w o o ~  then read a paper entitled ' Across Spitz- 

bergen with Sir Martin Conway,' which was illustrated by nun~erous 
lantern slides. 

Sir MARTIN CONWAY said that the part of Spitzbergen in which 
he and his companions had spent most of their time was not a 
region of fine mountains. In  Spitzbergen, however, there were 
many really fine, though of course small, mountains. They are 
situated along the north part of the west coast; they are extremely 
precipitous and needle-pointed, aiid it was from them that Rarendsz 
named the island. He recommended them to the consideration of 
the rock-climbing members of the Club. They were easy of access 
from the sea, and involved no bog-wading to get at. A party 
with an open boat for base could easily make tliemselves 
comfortable at the foot of any of these peaks, and would find no 
discomfort in lnoving irom one to another. July was the best 
month for weather, sunshine prevailing during about half the month, 
or even more. Prince C'harles's Farelancl also consisted of a fine range 
of unclimbed peaks. Tlle only mountaineering ascents of any im- 
portance made by menibers of his party were Garwood's ascent of 
Mount Staraslichin arid darwood and Trevor-13attye's ascent of 
Mount Hedgehog, or Horn-Sunds-Tind. The latter mas a very 
fine mountain to look at, tower-like in form as seen from a distance, 
and double the height of the hills about. Standing as it did 
near the South Cane, it was seen in fine meutller bv every ship 
approaching spitzb&en,and so llad gained a considera610repthtio~. 
The sllnciers of 8~itzberaen couldnot fail to interest anv intelligent 
rnouGtaineer.  he^ were very different from Swiss gliciers, biing 
for the most part of gentle slope nnd great width. The inland 
glaciers usually bulged over at the snout in a very remai-ltuble 



manner. The whole inland ice sheet was at  present unesplored 
and presented many problems of importance for solution. 

Dr. GREGORY also referred to his experieilces in Spitzbergen. 
The CHAIRMAN thanked Mr. Garwood for his interesting account 

of a little-known county, but he expressed a doubt whether other 
members of the Club would feel much tempted to share the bog- 
wading experiences of the party. The glaciers, being higher at  the 
sides than in the middle, had a strange appearance to an eye 
familiar only with the glaciers of the Alps. The explorers had 
done good work in mapping the interior of the country. 

A hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Garwood for his paper was 
unanimously passed. 

A number of sketchea by Bfr. H. E. Conway, and some by Mr. 
Trevor-Battye, illustrating the paper, and two maps surveyed and 
drawn by Sir Martin Conway, were shown at the meeting. 

A GESERAL MEETISCI of the Club was held in the Hall on 
Tuesday evening, Marc11 2, at  8.30, Dr. (t. H. Savage in the chair. 

Mr. F. A. Sstow was balloted for nnd elected a member of the 
Cl~tb. 

The CHAIRMAN ine~~tioned that the two water-colours by Mr. 
McCormick, ' The Ice-fa11 of the Tiu-Tiun Glacier' and ' Twilight, 
Soldash,' which he had presented to the Club, had been accidentally 
omitted from the list of gifts to tho Club published in the last 
number of the ' Alpine Journal.' 

The maps and photographs in the possession of the Club had been 
re-arranged and re-catalogued by hIr. J. T. Wills, and it was pro- 
posed to purchase additional maps to bring the Club's collection up 
to date. 

The collection of photographs was very incolnplete in some 
districts, and it was intended to publish in the ' Journal ' a list of 
deficiencies, in tlie hope that members who had taken photographs 
in these districts would present copies of them to the Club. 

The Club was also making a collection of lantenl slides, but so 
far Blr. P. A. L. Pryor and Signor Sella had been the only con- 
tributors. 

Sir MARTIN CON\VAY exhibited two paintings in oil, representing 
the ' Grands Mulets ' and ' A Crevice in the Glacier de Tacconay.' 
He said they were painted by A. V. C. Fielding (b. 1787, d. 1855). 
a prolific water-colour artist, who occasionally painted in oil. As 
he retired and gave up painting for many years before his death it 
is probable that the pictures in question were painted before 1851, 
the year in whicli Albert Smith made his ascent of Mont Blanc. 
 everth he less there is an obvious connection between these pictures 
w ~ d  those of the same subjects in Albert Smith's diorama. I t  is 
probable, therefore, that the painter of the diorama used these 
pictures, amongst other material, in designing his work. Fielding 
does not appear to have made an ascent of hiont Blanc ; he pro- 
bably, therefore, painted in this case from sketches supplied to 
him. Sir MA ART IN Coxw.4~ said he would be glad if any member 
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would give him information about the pictures, which were on A-iew 
in the Club rooms. 

Mr. CHARLES SLATER read a paper on ' The Altels Avalanche of 
1895,' which was illustrated by lantern slides. 

The C H A ~ M A X  thought there were many points worth noticing. 
Sinlilar falls had taken place in past ages, both here and elsewherc 
in the Alps, though their on1 record was in folklore. A good instance 
was that of the myth of the 6 lumlisalp, which was once a, very fertile 
alp, where it was said the cows were milked three times a day, and 
every pail of milk was a pail and a half, so excellent was the 
pasturage. But once a father visited his son and daughter there and 
was not made a welcome guest, and the curses which he uttered on 
leaving brought down an avalanche which destroyed the valley. 
Another point was the effect of wind. He believed that in battle it 
was not uncommon for soldiers to be stunned by the wind caused 
by a cannon ball passing near them ; so in the case of an avalanche 
it was important to recognise the enormous amount of damage done 
by the wind current it caused. 

Mr. C. T. DENT thought it was a good thing to have had a 
scientific paper. The interest that tlie Club professed to take in 
science was too rarely shown. Mr. Slater had given them a lucid 
and valuable paper on a very remarkable physical phenomenon. 
I t  was curious to note that the fallen mass of ice had up to the 
present altered very little, and the ice was so covered with soil and 
debris that it was unlikely to alter for a considerable time. When 
the outer zone of fine ice dust had melted the true proportions of 
the fall could first be judged. The mark on the Uschinengrat due 
to the melting of the ice was probably the same in size now as 
when first observed. The most curious result was the wind effect. 
I t  might have been expected that the projection of the mass through 
the air would have created a vacuum, and all the trees would have 
fallen towards the avalanche ; but the trees had, on the contrary, 
fallen away. I t  was evident that the wind was generated by the 
compression of the air as the mass fell over the Tatelen edge, and 
that the resulting rebound of the air had led to the destruction 
and blown down the trees. He disagreed with Dr. Savage as to 
the possibility of wind percussion by c a n o n  balls. I n  the case of 
the avdanche it was a (comparatively narrow current of air which t' blew down the trees. As the mass o ice fell vertically it created 
an up draught, carrying ice dust, and e shower fell some miles off 
from a clear sky. 

Dr. NAKCET mentioned that Professor Colladon, of Geneva, 
having observed the upward movement of the water particles on 
the upper surface of the Pissevache waterfall, accounted for the 
phenomenon by an upward draught, due to an after effect of the 
conlpression of the air in a downward direction. This observation 
led Professor Colladon to propose a theory for the formation of 
hail which was adopted by many meteorologists. According to 
this distinguished physicist hail ' is produced by an upward 
draught, due to the compression of air of a heavy shower; this 
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current of air holds tlie frozen particles in suspension. They are 
now attracted and repelled by electric power, becoming larger and 
heavier until they fall to the ground. The power of the wind 
was shown in the Altels avalanche by its displacing great rocks up 
the opposite side of the valley. 

Sir MARTIN CONWAY said he  had studied the contempomry 
accounts of the avalanche that fell a t  Elin about twenty-fire years 
ago. There were certain points of similnrity between that and 
the one on the Altels. It made no difference in the case of any 
very large avalanche what it consisted of, for witli 2,000,000 tons 
of anything falling in a close mass, the friction inside the Illass 
becomes insignificant colnpared with the momentum, and the whole 
falls as a liquid would. The rocks referred to by Dr. Marcet had 
been carried by the avalanche, and left behind by i t ;  they were 
not carried by tlie wind. \Yith regard to the tiniber of the chalets 
lying on tlie top of the avalanche, at Elni a wind preceded the 
rock avalanche by a fen, yards, and this lifted the chalets illto tlie 
air, wllile the avalanche flo\ved on underneath, aud the clialet 
ruins fell down on the top of the alalanche when it cralne to rekt. 
Little side wind was recorded a t  14:lm ; tlie avalanche cut chalets 
in half, and tlie mind 1 1 d  practically no lateral effect. 

XIr. G \IIDISI.:R said that lie had noticed in Hiiichliff's ' Summer 
llontlis ' that when he ascended the Altels in 1856 he remarked to 
llelcliior Alideregg tliat the glacier looked dangerous. Anderegg 
replied that it fell only oncc in a hundred years, and that it fell 
l a ~ t  sixty years ago. That was in '56, ~vllich makes it very nearly 
a hundred years froni tlic last fall to that of 1805. He did not 
know if tlicre wns any record of a fall in an earlier century. 

JIr. FI{I:SHFIELD tliol~glit it was scarcely possible to calculate from 
so bad a season as the last the time it would probably take for the 
avalanche to melt. I n  all accounts of similar catastrophes the 
eflect of the wind accompanying the fall w21s described as very con- 
sidcrable. JIr. J. A. Symonds, in his ' Our Life in the Swiss High- 
lands,' told several stories of tlie ' Laminen-Dunst,' for the accuracy 
of whicli he personally vouched. He described liouses being carried 
bodily for some distilnce through the air, and an old woman on her 
a n y  to church being blown off the road into tlie top of a neigh- 
bollring pine n-liich grew on the slope below. 

Ilr. ~JO\VLE:S remarked tliat in the case of a gunpowder explosion 
~ ic igh l~our i~~g  nriiido\\ s fell outwards. This mas owing to a vacuum 
caused by the up current, and the con.;cqnent pressure exerted by 
the no~i l l i~ l  ntnio.phere on tlie inside of the windows. 

3Ir. A. .J. 1 3 ~ ~ ~ 1  it did not tliiiik it likely the ice would melt so 
soon as Dr. Heill1 llad stated in his book. I11 1874 in the Oetzthal 
he found hloclis of ice left by the glacier during its last pre-i-ious 
adrancc, wliich \Ins nt least twenty years before. A lump of hard 
ice covered with a little dirt was well protected and melts very 
dlo\vly. 

A hearty vote of tllanlis was accorded to Jlr. Slater for his 
papcsr. 
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Mr. PUCKLE asked the Hon. Secretary a question about the sub- 
scription rate, but the CHAIRMAX pointed out that such a matter 
could not be brought before the Club without proper notice being 
giren. 

The proceedings then terminated. 

A GESERAL MEETING of the Club was held in the Hall on Tuesday 
evening, April 6 ,  at  8.30, Mr. Charles Pilkington, Pvesideut, in the 
chair. 

Jlr. S Y D ~ E Y  SPENCER read a paper entitled ' The Dom in 
January,' which was accompanied by lantern slides. 

Mr. DENT said he could not speak of the difficulties of climbing 
the Dom or any other of the higher peaks in winter, as he had con- 
fined himself to the lower mountain regions in winter ; with these 
he was fairly familiar. Certainly the beauties which lay in the 
sub-Alpine districts, which even in summer are far too much 
neglected, were well worth seeing, especially in regard to colour, 
which was very wonderful and could be looked at  without smoked 
glasses. In  regard to minter climbing he thought that climbers 
handicapped themselves with regard to their feet. The difficulties 
were low down, directly after leaving the highest chalets, and on 
the lower parts of the glaciers ; and it was a mistake to go there 
shod in winter as in summer. Till sonle satisfactory foot gear was 
invented the difficulties of winter mountaineering would be esceed- 
ingly great. Last year there had been an extraordinary snowfall, 
which would have rendered any other place as well as Zermatt 
unsuitable as a winter resort. Tlie depth had, he  thought, been 
understated by Mr. Spencer, for in places it reached 45 ft. Saas 
Grund had been nearly carried away by an avalanche a fortnight 
after he left. That was the kind of thing which gave variety to 
winter travel in the Alps. He congratulated Mr. Spencer much on 
his photographs. He had himself some esperience of the difficulty 
of interesting guides in photography even in summer, and of how 
winter increased the difficulties ; and lie considered Mr. Spencer's 
results were very admirable. 

hIr. FRESHFIELD considered the question of foot covering a most 
important one in regard to winter climbing. He thought something 
might be learned-from studying the Arctic experiences of Nansen 
and of others. Foot covering was a matter of great importance also 
with regard to the successful climbing of the highest peaks, which 
depended greatly on the prevention of frostbite ; and winter climbing 
would probably afford useful experieiice for very high climbs. He  had 
not climbed the high peaks in winter, but he knew how attractive 
the sub- Alpine region was at that season. He had once spent ten 
days in Switzerland in winter with Ur. Stephen, and three scenes 
were still clearly before him. One was in the valley of Lauterbrun- 
nen on a thawing day, when tlie waterfalls, which had taken the 
form of icicles, began to melt and to thunder down like cannon. 
Another was the view from the top of the Faulhorn ; the whole valley 
of the plain of Switzerland was covered with a grey mist, except the 
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lakes, which shone out as blue patches, like an inverted sky. The 
third scene was on the Lake of Brienz, towhich sea gulls from the 
North Sea flock in winter. The mind was driving the snow from the 
mountain-tops, and a halo had formed round each peak, and against 
this background the gulls crossed to and fro. 

Mr. 3 l u ~ r ~  wished to know whether what he had observed in 
winter was common in summer. He was standing well in the shade, 
and the sun was shining on a slope on his left, and the reflected 
light from it  was strong enough to throw his shadow on the snow 
on his right, a secondary shadow in the shade. 

Mr. &'ILLINK said he had seen tlie same appearance ~ I I  summer, 
though only slightly. 

hlr. DENT had often seen i t  in winter. 
The PHESIDENT thought, with reference to foot covering, that 

the difficulty of ski was the weight for carrying, though they n-ould 
save much trouble if properly used. In the Tyrol round snow shoes 
were used, which were easy to carry. As to keeping the feet warm, 
well greasing the boots with fat was a great help. Mr. Spencer 
ueemed to have met with an unusual amount of ice. The first time 
the Sclireckhorn was climbed in winter a shovel mas carried to 
remove tlie snow. He was sure the Club would thank Mr. Spencer 
for his interesting paper and very escellent photographs. 

This was unanimously agreed to. 

THE RETBLL SALE O F  THE 'ALPINE JOURNAL.' 

AN arrangement has been made with Messrs. long man^, Green, and 
Co. whereby Mr. Stanford, of Cockspur Street, Charing Cross, 
will keep a stock of the numbers of the ' Alpine Journal ' for the 
current year, and will sell these both to members and the general 
public at the price marked on the cover. 

I t  is hoped and expected that, since Mr. Stanford's is un- 
doubtedly the most popular centre in town for obtaining books 
of travel and maps, this arrangement will be found a convenience 
both by inembers and the public, and lead to an increase in tlie sale 
of the ' Journal.' 

A new plan will be adopted in the packing of this and future 
nunibers of the ' Journal ' for delivery by post-namely, the insertion 
of a piece of millboard inside the wrapper. I t  has been thought ad\-is- 
able to adopt this plan, not~vithstanding the increased cost of postage, 
owing to the fact, which has been recently brought to the notice of 
the publishers, that the photogravures and plates in the ' Journal ' 
are often considerably damaged by being bent and cracked when 
the postman forces the package into the letter box. 

I t  seems a pity that the photogravures, which are expensive t o  
produce, should not be efficiently protected. If, after this new 
method of packing has been adopted, damage still occurs, the 
I-Ionorary Secretary would be glad if members noticing it would 
kindly communicate with him. 
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AUGUST 1897. 

(No. 137.) 

BY CHARLES SLATER. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, March 2, 1897.) 

HE summer of 1895, owing probably to the small amount T of snowfall of the winter and the prolonged hot weather 
of both this and the preceding year, was remarkable for the 
very large number of rock avalanches which occurred in the 
Alps. Not a few accidents, some fatal, resulted from falling 
stones. These various rock-falls sink, however, into insignifi- 
cance when compared to the gigantic avalanche which over- 
whelmed one of the fertile pasturages which border the well- 
known Gemmi route ; an avalanche remarkable not only for 
its magnitude, but still more for its character, consisting as 
it did of almost pure ice, and reaching, as euch an avalanche 
so rarely does, to cultivated or pasture land. It  will be 
remembered that the path which ascends by steep zigzags at 
the end of the Kanderthal until a height of some 6,200 ft. is 
reached, then runs along the edge of the Schwarenbach 
gorge, giving a magnificent view of the wild Gasternthal, and 
debouches suddenly a t  Stierenbergli on to a comparatively 
wide, flat and fertile valley. This is the first and lowest of a 
series of basine occupying the bottom of a steadily rising; 
trough-like valley, which extends from Stierenbergli to the 
summit of the pass overlooking Leukerbad. In this first 
basin were situated the cow chalets of Spitalmatten, and the 
alp or pasturage is known by that name. The alp, though 
situated in the Canton of Berne, belongs to the commune of 
Leuk in the Rhone Valley, and on account of its conlparative 
cheapness is chiefly used by the poorer inhabitnnts of that 
commune. This was the scene of the disaster. The valley, 
through which runs the Schwarenbach strenm, draining the 
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Schwarz and other glaciers, is bounded on the E. by steep 
slopes which rise abruptly and continuously to the glacier- 
crowned summit of the Altels. On the W. the  alley slopes 
gently to the foot of a steep limestone ridge, known as the 
Uschinen Grat, whose crest has an average height of 1,500 ft. 
above the level of the valley bottom. On the S. the basin is 

l i o ~ ~ - l ' l ~ e  skrtcll-ninp in b ~ w l  011 the I ,nlnnllrc map ale1 n ~IltWInnl by b f m r  Helm. 
Tllc sect1011 is dlrn\vn l m n ~  the S w i s  0nb1n11m 111ap. 

I l r . ~ r r i ~ ~ l i ~ ~ ~ ~  r ! T S l ~ l r h - . l I ~ ~ j ~ . - l ' I ~ ~ ~  alnrkly ~ I I I I ~ I R I  patch hef \v~-z~~  the tlgum 3,000 and 
3.3W n.prw.l1ta thl. ~mrtioll of ulncier wllicll frll. 

Aren nf outer znnr of nmlnnvl~~.  cnrl,ml by ~lottnl  lillr e-eeeeew : area coreml 
I)? alirrrt fnll of glscier c~ lr l tml  I)?. intErmpt.4 I h e  I I I I I 

bounded by a low ridge, behind which lies the little 
Schwarenbach Inn. I t  is near the foot of this ridge that the 
Spitalmatten chalets were situated, and the low hills which 
stretch from behind these chalets to the foot of the C'schinen 
Grat are covered with a considerable forest of pines known as 
the Arvenwald. Smaller patches of forest are found near the 
Winteregg chalets, and on the eastern side at the Zagenwald. 
The Altels, whose slopes run directly into the valley, as will 
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be seen on the sketch-map, is, or was, g!acier-crowned from a 
height of about 3,000 m. to the summit, 9,696 m. (i.e. from 
about 9,800 ft. to 11,900 ft.). This glacier, hanging immi- 
nent over the Gemmi route, has been one of the striking 
features of the scenery. The rock stratification-it is a lime- 
stone district-has the same general direction as the hill 
slope, so that the glacier lies on a smooth limestone bad 
sloping from the summit of the Altels to the eastern edge of 
the valley. The general. slope is only broken by a plateau, 
known as the Tatelen, a few hundred metres above the valley, 
and from this the rocks drop quickly to the Schwarenbach. 

During August two crevasses are said to have started from 
each side of the glacier, and, advancing gradually, to have met 
and cut off by a huge semicircular crack the lower part of 
the Altels glacier. This appearance may have been due to 
the amall amount of snow of the winter and the consequent 
clearing of the glacier. The ordinary crevasses, especially the 
Bergschrund, which in this case lies almost parallel to the 
edge of the fracture, would thus be rendered unusually 
visible. 

On the evening of September 10, the Vice-President of the 
commune of Leuk arrived at  the Spitalrnatten chalets to 
regulate the summer accounts for the pasturage. For some 
days preparations had been made for leaving the chalets, and 
fortunately some of the calves and other animals had been 
driven down to the valley by the women. On the following 

' 

day the rest of the cattle were to be driven down to their 
homes, the dairy product distributed, and the chalets closed 
until the succeeding summer. For some days the tempera- 
ture had been high and the Fohn wind blowing, while the 
summit of the Altels was cloud-enwrapped. On the morning 
of the l l t h ,  about 5 A.M., the scanty inhabitants of the district 
and the dwellers in the Schmarenbach Inn were startled 
by a roar as of an earthquake, accompanied by a violent 
blast of wind. The servant of the inn, frightened by the 
noise, rushed out and saw, in the dim light of breaking day, 
what appeared to be a white mist streaming down the Altels 
slope. The huge mass of ice forming the lower end of the 
glacier had broken away, rushed down the mountain side, 
leapt from the Tatelen plateau into the valley, and, like an 
immense wave, had swept over the alp, up the Uschinen Grat 
as if up a 1,500 ft. sea-mall, and even sent its ice foam over 
this into the distant Uschinen Thal. h'otwithstanding the 
noise which must have accompanied this immense fall, it 
does not seem that anyone realised what had happened, but 
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thought, some that an earthquake had occurred, others that 
a little larger avalanche than usual had fallen. 

The first to report the disaster were four woodmen who had 
been employed in the Arvenwald, and who usually slept at  
the Spitalmatten chalets. On this night, however, they had 
been at  the Schwarenbach, and thus escaped the fate which 
otherwise would have befallen them; an escape due, alas ! 
not to any excess of virtue, but to the desire, as they put it, 
to have ' a good drink once in a way.' The news was sent on 
to the summit of the Gemrni, and thus reached the telegraph, 
while a messenger struggled over the avalanche to Kandersteg. 
From both places parties were organised for the work of 
rescue and repair. 

One of the most striking features about this great disaster 
is the entire absence of eye-witnesses, with the solitary ex- 
ception of the Schwarenbach servant, and even observations 
are lacking until several hours after the event. The avalanche 
occurred just as dawn began to break ; a shoulder of hill cuta 
off the view from the nearest inhabitants at  the Schwarenbach 
Inn, and all who were engaged in cattle-tending on the alp 
itself were killed. 

A traveller walking up the Kanderthal from Frutigen, about 
5 A.M., had, indeed, a distant view of the accident. He saw in 
the Gemmi direction a fearful whirlwind with dust and snom- 
clouds, and experienced later a cold rain falling from a clear 
sky, the rain being probably due to the melting of the ice- 
cloud. He concluded that an earthquake had occurred. 

The scene presented on the morning of the 11th to one 
rounding the shoulder close to the Schwarenbach Inn must 
have been most startling. Winter had apparently come in 
the midst of summer. The Spitalmatten basin and the 
Uschinen Grat to its crest mere whitened as though by snow, 
while numerous masses of still white ice lay scattered over 
the area and rested far up on the steep  ides of the Grat. 
Mist and cloud hung over the peak of the Altels, so that the 
origin of the disaster was shrouded in gloom and mystery. 
Se~eral  days elapsed before a clear view of the Altels glacier 
was obtained, and there mas considerable anxiety lest a further 
fall should occur. 

The rescue pnrties soon recognised that their duties mould 
consist of burial and salvage. The co\~--chalets and huts of 
Spitalmatten had disappeared, smashed into splinters and 
blown eyer the alp, while all the inhabitants had been killed 
instantaneously and their corpses buried, some thinly and 
some deeply, by the t1,;bl.i~ ; two bodies have only recently 
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been found. The body of the Vice-President was found lying 
180 yard8 away from the hut. Another body had been flung 
into the branches of an uprooted tree, while a third was found 
 till holding a stocking in one hand, having been killed in the 
act of dressing. The clothes had been partly stripped from 
those who were dressed, and the legs and arms were in several 
cases broken. The two bodies so long missing were those 
of the herdsmen who had already gone out to collect the 
cattle and were buried by the main body of the avalanche, 
which, it must be remembered, did not reach nearly to the 
chalets. I t  was evident that the men had just risen and 
were about to go out on their duties when overwhelmed, 
practically without warning, and wholly without chance of 
escape. The time from the breaking away of the ice mass 
till the avalanche struck the huts was little more than 
60 secs. The herds were almost entirely destroyed, 158 
cows being killed either by the direct fall or, as happened in 
the great majority of the cases, by the wind and ice-hail of 
the avalanche. They seem to have been blown like leaves 
before a storm to enormous distances, and thrown high up on 
the Uschinen Grat. There is evidence that many were carried 
for 500 m. to 1.000 m., and left 250 m. to 350 m. above the 
place from which they had been blown. Baulks of timber 
10 ft. to 12 ft. long and 9 in. or 10 in. thick were found on 
the Uschinen Grat at  a height of 2,180 m.-more than 
120 m. above the hut of which they had formed part. This 
hut was one eituated midway between the Arvenwald and 
Winteregg, about 2, on the plan. I t  stood much higher than 
the Spitalmatten chalets and much nearer the Grat. A year 
after the disaster the timbers could be seen lying on a mass 
of scree-like material on the slopes of the Uschinen Grat. 
This apparent scree was really solid ice, and was part of the 
main fall. It is not a perfectly obvious problem how these 
timbers came to lie on the surface of the avalanche which 
carried them away. Close to this spot the body of a cow was 
just beginning to appear through the melting ice after a 
year's entombment. The contents of the huts, the dairy 
produce of the summer, were scattered and destroyed; all, 
save 150 cheeses which resisted a convulsion of Nature of even 
tbese dimeneions-striking evidence of the solidity of Swiss 
cheese. 

Travellers over the pass the day after the disaster met a 
errd and solemn procession mending slowly down the steep 
zigzags overlooking the valley of Leuk, carrying to their 
native villages the bodies of those who, in the discharge of 
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their duties to the commune, had been so suddenly and 
terribly destroyed. 

To return to the consideration of the avalanche itself : the 
whitening of the ground produced by a thin coating of the 
fine ice-powder scattered by the wind of the avalanche waa 
very temporary, a few hours of sun serving to dissipate it, 
and rapidly convert even the more thickly covered portions 
from white to black. Indeed, after the first 12 hrs. had 
passed there seemed to have been but little gross change in 
the avalanche diljrie until I saw it myself on September 21, 
ten days later. Coming over the Gemmi from the Rhone 
Valley it was not until we arrived almost at  the Schwwenbach 
Inn that the Altels and the first sign of the catastrophe 
appeared. Behind the shoulder which cuts off all view of the 
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Spitalmatten basin, and under which lies the Schwarenbach 
Inn, rose the pyramidal peak of the Altels, showing, on its 
western face, the glacier cut away sharply by a vertical ice- 
c l8 ,  and presenting a parabolic concavity facing downwards. 
The glacier lookecl as though a huge bite had been taken out 
of it. On the right or ~ o u t h  side of this western face was seen 
a long finger-like projectioi~ of the glacier, which always pro- 
truded from the main mass, and which remained undisturbed, 
though there is evidence that part of the avalanche passed 
over it. On the sketch map this tongue is shown at the left 
of the Altels glacier below the fall. On rounding the 
shoulder the whole scene of the disafiter came into view. To 
anyone who has a preconceived iden of a plain covered with 
glittering ice-blocks and fallen seracs the reality was dis- 
appointing. The basin was covered with a black mass, 
resembling a mud- rather than an ice-avalanche, and it was 
dificult even, as so often occurs in the Alps, to realise the 
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magnitude of the fall in this bird's-eye view. I t  mas evident 
from this point that the avalanche presented an outer com- 
paratively thin zone and a central area where the fallen 
material was thicker and more irregular. Just below us lay 
the little forest of the Arvenwald, divided sharply into two 
portions, one intact, and the other having all its trees laid 
flat in parallel rows like swathes of corn. The trees of the 
Zsgenwald, nearer to the fall, but on the E. of the valley, 
were, on the contrary, perfectly unharmed. Scattered over 
the black mass of &bris were white, glittering blocks of ice or 
mixed snow and ice, indicating the origin of the fall. High 
up on the banded walls of the Uschinen Grat were dark 
stains produced by the melting of the masses of ice thrown 
up on the slopes. Below this ridge, at  the line marked 2, on 
the map, was a thickened heap of material produced by a 
back stream from the Grat, the sides of which were too steep 
to allow of the material coming to rest. Similarly at  c and d 
were two bare places produced by a slipping backwards of the 
dCFris on the steep sides of some small elevations in the 
valley. 

Descending from our point of observation we found, on 
reaching the outer avalanche zone, that the whole valley 
bottom, which at  this point is almost filled by the stony bed 
of the Schwarenbach, looked a9 though it had been covered 
with a thin lager of mud and small stones, and then combed 
with a gigantic rake in radial lines, which start from the foot 
of the rocks below the Tatelen. It was evident, too, that 
these radial lines did indicate the line of action of the de- 
structive force, for while the lee-side of hummocks and rocks 
was perfectly protected, the exposed sides were plastered with 
mud, stones, and ice, nnd the uprooted trees of the Arvenwald 
all lay in the course of these same radial lines. The Arven- 
wald covers a series of small hillocks, and in one of the small 
hollows between these-but still in the zone of uprooted trees 
-lay a little chalet, absolutely intact, not a roof-shingle dis- 
turbed. Between the streaks of dCbris lay bands of un- 
touched soil, on which the grass, plants, and small bushes 
grew unharmed. I t  was, in fact, a striking feature of the 
avalanche, as has been carefully pointed out by Professor 
Heim, of Zurich, that there was absolutely no evidence of 
any plough-like action on the soil. The material of the fall 
appears to have spread over the ground like water, shaving 
off the grass, and carrying away superficially-rooted plants, 
but leaving the earth almost intact. The feature is well seen 
in the bare patches which exist in the midst of the direct 
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track of the avalanche (c and d), where the dcbria has fallen 
tack and uncovered the ground. 

Reaching the central zone of the covered area the thin 
layer of black dbbris gave place to large irregular masses of 
mud-like material, forming a coating 15 ft. or 20 ft. in thick- 
ness. This mass, black as a cinder-heap, really consisted of 
a kind of ice-conglomerate, covered by a very thin layer of 
mud and fine black gravel, which hid in a remarkable way all 
ice-like appearance. Walking over this mas like walking over 
a thinly-covered moraine, where one was constantly-and 
eometimes disagreeably-reminded of its true character and 
the proximity of the ice. A path had been cut over this region, 
but owing to the constant melting of the ice it was not very 
sound, a d  some care was necessary to avoid stepping into 
various unexpected cracks. Where no road hed been made 
these cracks became veritable crevasses, which afforded a 
correspondent of the ' Patrie Suisse ' an opportunity of show- 
ing his courage and resource. A lady-English, of course- 
exploring the avalanche, fell into one of these crevasses, and 
was unable to extricate herself. Our correspondent, ho~ever ,  
with courage, and the aid of a pine-branch, succeeded in 
extricating her sails j l q ~ e s  mais arec ea rie. The skirtless lady 
showed her gratitude to her rescuer by drinking a bottle of 
Bouvier with him at the Gemmi Inn, and thus proved that he 
had not had to do arec N r r e  ingrate.  

The avalanche area stopped abruptly at the Iiandersteg side, 
and it was remarkable to step off the fall on to the well-kept 
and intact path, and in a few strides to lose all sight of the 
dienster. At this point there was a noticeable feature in the 
shape of a piece of uncovered ground between two portions 
of the main avalanche. This is not due to any leaping of the 
mass, but to the fact that the tongue e is really due to a 
back flow of the original material. 

To turn now to a few details as to the mass and force of 
the fall, for which I am in part indebted to a description by 
Professor Heim. The portion of the glacier which broke 
away lay at an altitude between 3,000 m. and 3,300 m., and 
the line of rupture, which is almost parabolic, is a nem 
fracture lying some 50 m. to 80 m. below the true Bergschrund. 
The malls of the ice-clii? measure about 40 m. in height as a 
maximum, and average from 25 m. to SO m., except at  the sides, 
when they sink rapidly. The area of the rock esposed by the 
fall measures some 180,000 square metres, and this space and 
its bounding wall of ice, 120 ft. high, can be seen from long 
distances, as uluch RS 140 kilometres; its appearance from 
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Frutigen, some 20 miles as  the crow flies, is shown in the 
sketch. 

Taking the average thickness of the ice a t  25 m., this gives 
for the mass of the avalanche four and a half million cubic 
metres of ice-an estimate certainly below the truth. This 
gigantic mass fell through a vertical height of 4,700 ft., 
in a horizontal distance of less than three kilometres, 
12 miles. 

A glance at  the section, which ie on the same scale both in 
horizontal and vertical meaeurements, shows the track of 
the avalanche. The upper 1,000 m. has an angle of SO0 to SGO. 
This angle a t  the Tatelen plateau sinks to lo0, and the final 
slopes above the valley again rose to an  angle of 25O. The 
mass of ice appears to have begun to move en bloc, the breadth of 
its track being 600 m., but a s  the pace increased the ice became 
broken up, the centre moving faster than the sides, until the 
fall poured like an ice-river down a track diminishing in 
breadth to 250 m. Reaching the outer edge of the Tatelen, 
the whole mass appears to have sprung through the air, clear- 
ing the rock-slopes and pitching directly into the vallej 
bottom. It was at  this period of its course that the maximum 
wind-effects were produced. The compression of the layer of 
air between the slopes of the Tatelen and the backward 
dropping mass caused a blast which, acting on the crushed 
and disintegrated mass, drove out the clouds of ice-dust, stones 
and mud, which form the outer zone, and caused the destruc- 
tion of the trees of the Arvenwald. 

That this was the way in which the wind acted, tearing off 
the sides and lower surface of the avalanche, is indicated by 
the fact that the radial lines of distribution, mentioned above, 
start not from the central line of the fall, but from the edge 
of the mass, and spread out lika a fan. The great majority 
of the trees, which are mown down, but not carried away by 
the wind, lie in lines corresponding to these radii ; but it 
appeared to me that others, especially thoee nearest to the 
Uschinen Grat, were lying at  a greater angle to the central 
line, as though the blast had been compressed by the bounding 
walls of the valley, and forced to travel in the direction in 
which the valley was most open. 

The wind-blast seems to have preceded, probably momen- 
tarily only, the hail of ice and stones, for the sides of the 
trees which are stripped by the blast are those vhich are un- 
protected in the fillen position. The way in which the 
avalanche spread over the valley, up the Uschinen Grat, and 
over its crest, 1,500 ft. above the lowest point of the fall, has 
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been already described. The rate at  which the ice would be 
moving at  the end of the fall is about 118 m. per second, and 
its average velocity between 50 m. and 60 m. per second, or 
over two miles a minute. 

The main mass of the avalanche covered about one square 
kilometre to the average depth of 6 m., so that the 44 million 
cubic metres of ice had become increased by stones, mud, &c., 
to about 5 million cubic metres. Adding to this the area of 
the outer zone, the total ground covered by the tlcbris was, 
in round numbers, two square kilometres, and the total mass 
54 million cubic metres. 

I t  is difficult to realise these vast figures, even when 
expressed in familiar English terms, and a few comparisons 
have been suggeeted which may help to give some idea of the 
forces which were called into play. The material which fell 
would have sufliced to bury the City of London to the depth 
of eix feet, and Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens would 
have disappeared beneath a layer six and a half feet deep. 
The enormous energy of the moving maas may be dimly 
pictured when we think that a weight of ice and stones ten 
times greater than the tonnage of the whole of England's 
battle-ships plunged on to the alp at  a speed of nearly 800 
milee an hour. 

Owing to the fact that the Altels is ice-covered to its top, 
there is practically no moraine, lateral or terminal, and 
although there was in all probability debris in the hollow on 
the Tatelen, yet the avalanche is very free from stones, the 
proportion not being more than one to two per cent. 

One of the great elements of destruction by avalanche-the 
damming of the rivers, and subsequent inundation-was in 
this case happily not active ; although the avalanche crossed 
the track of the Schwarenbach, and in part blocked it, no 
stopping of the river or formation of a lake occurred. 

The cause of the avalanche seems undoubtedly to have 
been the excessive heat of the summer of 1895, and of the 
two or three previous years. The Altels glacier lies in the 
zone where t l ~ e  earth temperature is, on the average, rt little 
below OJ C. ; and, as a rule, the temperature of the rocks 
below the glacier ranges between minus 1.5O C. and 0" C. The 
bed of the glacier is so steep and smooth that the ice must fall 
but for the fact of its being frozen to the bed. The rocks of 
the mountain may this year be assumed to have been nearly 
5" C. warmer than usual, so that the temperature of the 
glacier-bed, as the result of a summation of the effect of the 
three preceding summers, probably ranged from Oo C. to l3 C., 
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and the fall took place owing to the loosening of the cohesion 
between the ice and rock. 

History repeats itself. One hundred and thirteen years 
earlier, in August of 1782, an almost similar fall of the 
same glacier occurred, and the remembrance of it still lingers 
in the villages around Leuk. I t  was accompanied by almost 
exactly the same precedent conditions, and the results were 
curiously similar. The 1895 disaster resulted in the death of 
six men, 158 cows, and some nine or ten other dome~tic 
animals, a fertile alp was destroyed, and the whole damage 
was estimated at about 195,000 francs. 

Could this accident have been foreseen and avoided ? I t  is 
easy to be wise after the event, and many are found who state 
that widening of the crevasses and other signs were present 
which should have given warning. These statements appear, 
however, to be products of the imagination, stimulated by the 
disaster : and, in fact, a11 active remembrance of the 1782 
fall having disappeared, there was nothing to suggest the 
occurrence of an avalanche this year. Had the disaster 
been foreseen, nothing could have been done to avert it, but 
the lives of the men and their herds might have been pre- 
served. 

The very practical question arose as to whether any further 
fall was likely to occur during the days immediately following 
the first fall. This uncertainty had its commercial aspect in 
the keen eyes of one of our American cousins, according to the 
anecdote related to me by two travellers who had crossed the 
pass one or two days after the fall. They found a gentleman 
who had ridden up to look at, but not to cross, the fallen mass, 
who, after fairly warning them of the danger of the passage 
and the risk fro111 overhanging ice, and finding them still 
persistent, offered to insure them in his company at  a dollar per 
thousand. The offer apparently was not accepted, and the 
dollars were saved. 

Though warning was wanting this time, the recurrence of 
meteorological conditions similar to those of the past years 
will cause insecurely perched, hanging glaciers to be looked 
on with suspicion, and precautions to be taken to avoid 
disaster. 

What will be the permanent result of this avalanche ? In 
1895 Professor Heim prophesied that in a couple of years the 
ice would have melted from the pasture, lert~ing it covered 
with rock, dust, and stones. Though, doubtless, this will 
happen in time, last year'e progress would seem to indicate 
that this estimate of the period required is unduly opt.imistic. 
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There is an enormous mass of ice to be melted, yet sooner or 
later the old grass will reappear and spread over the thin 
coating of bare soil, and though for some time e h r  this the 
pasture will be poor, yet with a little labour, and the lapse 
of a few more years, the alp  ill once more serve as a 
summer grazing-ground for the Valais cattle, and the 
memory of the catastrophe be only a legend deepening the 
llold of the 'hfountain Gloom' on the inheritors of the ' hioun- 
tain Glory.' 

BY THE EDITOR. 

( R e d  before the Alpine Club, May 1, 1897.) 

THES the mysteries of battels were explained to a Fresh- \\ man at  Oxford, in my day, I remember that one piece 
of illformation usually vouchsafed was that fagots included 
cream. Let me hasten to inform my readers that the title 
' The Aiguille de Tronchey ' includes all the climbs that the 
weather allowed me to accomplish in 1896. 'All,' you will 
say to me;  ' I  know not what ye call all.' ' Is it ten, or 
twelve, or twenty ? ' Alas ! no ; 'tis three ! 

hIy first impulse, on sitting down to write this paper, was 
to make a sort of anthology of abuse, a catalogue, in f a t ,  of 
expletives, suitable for firing off at  intervals, and copy one 
or two chosen morsels in the middle of each page, with the 
certainty that they mould come in naturally and meet-if 
sufticiently strong-with the approval of all mountaineers 
whose fortune led then1 to the Alps in 1896. But I gave i t  
up, Ihrough sheer inability to find words adequate to express 
my feelings on the subject. Never before have I noticed such 
poverty in our n a t i ~ e  tongue : but I feel that in this failure 
1 shall have the sympathy of you all. 

lye were attended by a bad omen a t  the very outset, for the 
bigger of our two horses  la^ down just as we were starting, 
sn i~shed the shaft, and generally delighted himself ; but 
when, after an hour's interval, as the d r i ~ e r  was burrowing 
for wine in a wayside inn, he meditated a second edition my 
patience reached its limits. Just as he was tucking himself 
in with tt languorous enjoyment I bestowed the stick upon 
him with such effect as  to drive out of him the passion for 
acting as though he mere a buffalo a t  large. Then the wind 
rose, the rain asserted its right to bully us, and we were 
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thoroughly drenched. Falls of rock lay thick on the road, 
our lamp was literally blown to pieces, and, after quite an 
eventful journey, which the ladies of the party supported with 
admirable patience, we accomplished the passage of the St. 
Bernard ; and, after a due amount of dryinq at  Aosta, where 
we were joined by my guides (Frangois and Sylvain Pesaion, of 
Val Tournanche), ventured to Cogne. One little incident I 
should like to mention, as it is characteristic of travel in Italy 
as I have generally found i t ;  the douaniers of St. Rhemy 
treated us with the most courteous consideration. 

About 4 o'clock on the morning of August 10, when half- 
dressed, I was solemnly invited by Frangois to walk as far as 
the balcony and inspect the weather. I did so, and said, 
rather to my own surprise as the ~v~r .ds  escaped me, 'Very 
good. Let us start.' Was then the p r ~ s p e d  cheering ? Nothing 
of the sort. Did I expect a h e . d a y  ?,. Nothing of the kind. 
Ny determination was due partly'to th'e fact that I thought 
I was expected to say, '.Let us goL to  bed again,' and partly to 
the recollection that on t%~prexiaus morning the appearance 
of the weather was exactly the - m e ,  and yet in the after- 
noon I had persuaded myself that we might poesibly have 
succeeded. 

But why relate how me made a third-rate pass, albeit of 
over 10,000 ft. The flowers would have been glorious i f  it 
had been fine, and as the mountains were wholly new both 
to the guides and to myself, if only the sun had smiled on uu 
we should have had a delightful day. Though I have never 
felt inclined to say, with Shelley, ' Pansies let my flowers be,' 
yet to-day, with the encumbering moisture of the snow upon 
them, they pleaded so pathetically for favour, that I joined 
the ever-increasing band of their admirers. As for the 
forget-me-nots, no blue that ever shone in heaven or earth- 
or even in the poet's dream-could surpass their loveliness. 
After leaving the Chalets of Arpisson, the view from which is 
famous, we struggled over our pass-the Col de Pila-in a 
paltry snowstorm, and descended on the Grauson side in wan 
waves of mist at  a great pace.. I t  may be quite true, as a 
philosopher reminded me not long ago, that- 

Patience and Persdverance 
Made a bishop of his reverence, 

but all they did for us was to send us home ' pealiless. And 
yet one sight I saw that noon mas worth the discomfort of n 
dozen snowstorms. As the summits were wreathed in cloud, 
and the upper part of the Glacier de Grandcrou swathed 



in grey mist, the torrent of the Valnontey suddenly appeared, 
as it were out of heaven, and fell from height to height in a, 
most amazing fashion. The atmospheric effects, by some 
strange process, greatly exaggerated the steepness of the 
Valnontey. I t  was as though an extra stanza had been added 
to the ' Witch of Atlas.' 

Though I had not to complain of the transformation of 
my bedroom into a Necropolis, as some l-ivacious humorists 
had hinted might happen to me, yet, as the old gentleman 
at  the general etore remarked, ' You cannot, llilor, remain 
at  such a place as this in such weather.' So from 
C o p e  we fled to Courmayeur, and on the way actuai1~- 
derived some benefit from the new snow. The Nomenon shot 
up through the mist with an audacity that delighted us ; the 
majestic Grivole flung back a t  intervals her clinging raiment, 
and revealed to us the argent splendours of her northern 
ridge and E. face ; and as for the POteret, as ever and again 
a torn cloud streamed from his rugged head, he looked as 
though, with a little favour from the handicapper, he might 
compete with the Matterhorn. At Courmayeur, amid the 
Capuan allurements of the Royal, we gradually recovered our 
spirits. 

On the afternoon of August 13, Franqoia and Syl~ain  
Pession and I left Courmayeur with the intention of sleeping 
at  the Triolet hut and attempting the ascent of the peak 
which lies between the Col du Piolet and the Col de TalGfre, 
and rejoices in the words ' No Information' in M. Kurtz's 
excellent ' Climbers' Guide.' If it be the fate of the sheep so 
often described as patient of wrong to play ' the aggrieved,' 
yet he can occasionally, when alarmed, play the aggressor 
with much effect. I remember to have heard a story of a boy, 
possibly of Numidian descent, though I cnnnot afirm it, who 
was asked to write a character of Jugurtha. He said : ' If left 
in peace Jugurtha is s lamb, but if roused he is a lion. The 
fault, therefore, is with thoee who rouse him.' So doubtless 
with the sheep whose business it is to get a living on the 
slopes below the Triolet glacier. The fault lay with us. We 
roused them, and in consequence they rushed ahead of ua, 
sent down stones which caused us considerable danger, and 
compelled us to climb up by a, route much more difficult than 
the ordinnry one. They were obviously 'misonbistes,' and 
hated anything in the shape of a traveller. 

I should imagine that in n summer like that of 1895 most of 
the slopes above the Triolet glacier would be raked by fdling 
stones, but in 1896 the snow mas piled so deeply in most 



places that all such missiles were imprisoned. The glacier at  
first was fairly good, but as we ascended the snow grew 
gradually worse, though no crevasses worth speaking of 
troubled us. What did trouble me was that I could 
see no place where we could glissade with ease, or even 
with difficulty, on our return journey. As we drew near the 
actual foot of our peak the leader's work became more 
exacting, for here the snow wae very soft, so Sylvain took 
Franpois's place. With effort we made good our footing on the 
steep dope above the glacier, and when it was possible worked 
up the rocks. The snow was deep, and we often sunk in well 
above our knees-not to say armpits-when passing from 
snow to rock or from rock to snow. 

Here and there we met with steep narrow ridges of snow, and 
Pession, who had resumed the lead, was very careful to make 
certain of going up the exact centre of them, as it would have 
taken very little to start an avalanche-in fact, we saw several 
small ones, and I heard Pession mutter his dissatiefwtion. 
But notwithstanding that the work was unpleasant nothing 
untoward took place, and we eventually reached the summit 
ridge. There are four little points to the peak, the one 
nearest the Col du Piolet being the lowest, and we were in 
some doubt as to which was the highest. The men pro- 
nounced for the second point counting from the Col de 
Talkfre (the third from the Col du Piolet). I was only too 
glad to get a decision, and offered no criticism. I t  is possible 
that others may do so. 

We did not build a cairn, but at  Pession's suggestion I left 
a sixpence in a crack of the topmost rock. The way had 
been long, though the wind had not been cold ; nay, the air 
had been warm, but on the top the gusts were keen. Yet I 
was content to remain there for the sake of the glorious view. 

A world of mountains revealed themselves to us. Their 
number was endless, their splendour ineffable, and their 
names well known-or at  any rate should be so-to all 
climbers. And as-as I think has been observed before-it 
is difficult to add a charm to an oft-told tale, you will expect 
from me a decent reticence on this point. The guides were 
much interested, as this was their first visit to this part of 
the chain. 

In the descent, which was laborious, we kept during the 
latter portion more towards the Col du Piolet than in the 
ascent, a plunge into snow up to one's armpits being 
no uncommon interlude. An occasional ejaculation of 
Pession's reminded me of the birthday-book series of eshor- 



tations which I used to listen to with delight of old :-' Place 
well your feet.' 'Drive in your heels.' 'Derange not the 
step.' ' Stand quite upright.' ' Good, very good.' I should 
say that his choice of route impressed me much. S o  one d 

without a thorough knowledge of snow work would have 
ventured to leave the rocks where we did and take to such 
steep snow; for the snow next the rocks was rotten, and 
it was not till we had taken some steps that it inspired any 
confidence. 

On arriving at  the Bergschrund Sylvain sat down and shot 
across. I did the =me, and went into the snow so deeply 
that my strugglee almost dragged Pession over the chasm 
prematurely. Then we felt that all was well, after a little 
time rejoined our morning's route, and strolled into the hut, I 
being easily last, somewhere about 6 o'clock. I m a j  here 1 
mention that we found so many butterflies on the mountam 
that I thought of calling it the Pointe des Papillons, but the 

1 
comparative insignificance of the peak turned the scale in 
favour of the less pretentious name. 1 

I was aroused about 11 o'clock to find Pession suffering I 

from snow-blindness, and though he made light of it I am 
afraid he suffered a good deal. I t  was only after the appli- 1 
cation of raw veal on the morrow that he recovered. In the 
morning the valley was full of clouds, and we returned to 
Courmayeur. On the way we paesed many Martagon lilies, 
and the finest (;oltiana Ilrtrpurea I ever saw. 

On our way up the Val Ferret I had been much attracted- 
' envaseelled,' if I may be allowed a seventeenth-century word 
-by a beautiful peak in the ridge which runa from the 
Grandes Jortlsses to the Aiguille de l'Evkque, and the guides 
had carefully examined it at  my request. I t  is not marked 
on M. Kurtz's new map, but appears anonymously in the 
' Climbem' Guide ' with a height of 11,483 ft.* Its obvious ( 

name from the glacier on its west and the chalet below was 
the Aiguille de Tronchey. The more I thought of it, the 
more I desired to climb it. 

But though tlle peak delighted me and the guides were 
keen to tackle it, I did but snatch a fearful joy till we were 
actually on our way up it. ' Xot Lancelot nor another ' was 
to be fayoured. It was after all to be ours. 

The only question was the  eathe her. On August 18 that 
was propitious, so we started for the new peak under the most 
gracious influences, for tlie ladies of my party accompanied 

- - - - - - 

* Taliell fro111 llieulet's map. 
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us for some distance. We had tea among the pine-trees by 
the torrent, and the sun shone and the air was soft and the 
water murmured pleasantly, as though such things as snow- 
storms had retired from business altogether. 

The ladies were so far Russophile as to accept my proffered 
slices of lemon, and fanned by the tea's gentle stimulus we 
discussed such obviously natural topics ae the Col du GBant, 
which the ladies had visited on the previous day, as well as 
climbing in general, and ' furens quid femina possit ' in par- 
ticular. The true translation of these words I only discovered 
some time afterwards, when I learnt that a lady had had her 
bicycle carried by two porters over the Col du G4ant. To 
what will not the accursed love of ' records ' drive us ? 

At last Pession, perhaps a-weary of so frivolous a discus- 
sion, suggested that it was still some distance to our resting- 
place for the night, so we said good-bye and moved on lazily 
to La Vachey. The herdsman was a kindly host and well 
pleased to entertain us. He pointed out to us a small flock 
of sheep on the wild slopes of the Mont Gruetta. They are 
driven there for a sojourn of two or three months, during 
which time they must, as the Yorkshire phrase runs, ' fend 
for themselves.' But when he learnt our errand from the 
guides he offered one more illustratio~i of the lines, if I may 
adapt Mr. Coventry Patmore- 

How strange a thing a climber seems 
To animals that do not climb. 

He took no interest in the sparkling spire-it is not, so far 
as I remember, visible from La Vachey-that was to be the 
goal of our enterprise. But he knew the signs of the weather, 
as men who have been much alone with Nature so often do. 
He warned us that an evil time would shortly be upon us. 
Nor was he deceived. The guides reposed on hay. I had 
the comfort of a clean though rough bed in the same barn, 
and slept well, the sound of the goat-tinkled bell notwith- 
standing. 

A start was made a t  2.40 A.X. with two folding lanterns. 
We went astray a little in the flat marshy ground on the 
right bank of the torrent, scrambled through the forest and 
up the loose stones of a steep slope, occasionally a torrent 
bed, above it. At 4.48 we halted to wait for the light. At 
5.57 we reached the edge of the snow, and went on, after a 
meal, at  6.32. We kept to the east of the Glacier de Tronchey, 
the ice of which we never touched a t  all; crossed a stream 
whose volume we were to find much increased on our descent ; 
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got up the steep rocks on the right of it, and a t  7.30 put on 
the rope. We went on a t  7.43, crossed the little stream 
several timss-as far as  my recollection serves-reached a 
sheltered place at  9.3, and after a slight refection continued 
the nucent at  9.47. 

I much regret that I am not able to describe our climb 
stride by stride, handhold by handhold. The fact is that I 
am never sufficiently ready with my pocket-book. There is 
always something more attractive to make one forget the 
taking of notes. Now a well-marked rock that involves the 
problem When shall we get to it ? now a glimpse of the torrent 
flashing among the pine-trees far below ; now the rosy 
phnntom of a cloud ; now tiny but richly coloured blossoms, 

Like bright eyes of familiar friends, 

glowing softly in their crevice homes. But I forget ; this i s  
only in the Graians. It is not that I did not enjoy it ; for 
though one's most thrilling memories are probably-in my 
case certainly-associated with steep ice-slopes, je t  for 
continuous enjoyment what can beat a new route up steep 
rocks 'l The rocks were steep, the incidents of our ascent 
fairly varied, the lending of the guides admirable, and my 
sati~lfaction infinite, and yet I cannot describe the climb in 
detail. One detail, howeyer, I still recall-a frequent outcry 
on n ~ y  part for halts. I was reduced to ask 'Where are now 
the chnmois i" (\re had seen two-a perfect godsend), or to 
call attention to the view (oh, ancient but oft-recurring 
subterfuge !), or even to be so superfluous as to demand the 
time of the day. 

By-and-by we got to very steep but very soft snow. 
Pession's legs are long, nnd his reach is amazing. Whether 
he henrd nie groan louder than usual as  I struggled to get 
my leg out of the deptl~s of one step into the abyss of the 
nest so fur above, I do not know, but he suddenly looked 
down and inquired qnite effusively, ' Are the steps to your 
mind? ' ' Well,' said I, ' they are a long way apnrt.' ' That's 
to prevent their being crunched out,' he answered ; and then 
he regarded me with something of the school captain's glance 
when he superintends the little boys' football and says to a 
no~ice,  whc would fain show the importance his opinion 
carries at  home, 'Shut  up jawing, and get into the 
scrimmage.' 

At last, after passing some rocks, we reached the beautiful 
snow ridge which curves round northwards to the summit. 
I'ession advanced carefully, mindful of the dangers of a latent 
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cornice, peered over and saw all mas well, while I held the 
rope tight. Sylvain and I followed, and at  12.4 we reached 
the top. A good shove from Pession placed my hands on the 
highest rock. I descended--on his head, by the way-and 
we sat down to enjoy our triumph. Now, too, we were in a 
position to appreciate the truth of an anonymous poet's 
words :- 

If you would know the mountain-peak, 
How steep, how grim, how tower-like, 

The green vale at its foot you seek, 
With meads and forests bower-like : 

It  follows that to know the vale, 
How soft it smiles, how sweetly, 

The lordly mountain you must scale, 
And sweep the vale completely. 

We had left the provisions below, and had brought so little 
wine to free our souls from human trammels that I was 
enticed into moralising-a crime which a hard climb after the 
excitement of success is over has occasionally a tendency to 
encourage. Can it be a form of self-satisfaction ? Very 
likely. But do we not all a t  such times experience a strange, 
perhaps an  exaggerated, sensation of syxnpathy for the 
peasants whose dwelling0 we see so far below us, when, as  
sometimes happens, our summit gives us not only the strong 
mountains and the eternal snows, but the village with its 
storm-battered roofs, softened by the twinkling sunshine, or 
the weather-worn hamlet with its fringe of pines? What is 
it which causes the stress of feeling that moves us so 
strongly? Not, I think, our joy in their tiny cornfields or 
protecting forests, or the matchless green of their little 
meadows, that not in vain desire tlie water-brooks, but that 
thrill of feeling born of sympathy for those who have toiled 
much and suffered much-that appreciation of the pathos of 
a life of struggle which Vergil would have given us in a 
' lonely word.' 

After all, the Aiguille de Tronchey is but a secondary peak, 
though I believe it to be considerably higher than the estimate 
given in the ' Climbers' Guide.' The guides are, I may add, 
of the same opinion. Did I then repent the toil spent in 
climbing i t ?  Emphatically no ; for it was new ; and the new 
peak, however inferior in mountain glory, after all supplies 
the doubt of eventual success, the possibility of adventure 
which no climb by a well-known route can provide. Not 
that I would be thought to depreciate the old peak. Nay! 
every fresh ascent adds to one's affection for it, but the satis- 
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faction derived is altogether d8erent in character from that 
one enjoys on a new peak. We love not Juliet less when we 
read of Desdemona, but, 

As one lamp lights another, nor grows less, 
so we increase the number of peeks we know without lessening 
our affection for the peaks we have known. 

I was once asked by a curious and fairly well-informed 
Italian miner whether a certain well-known English public 
man was married. 'Yes,' I replied, 'he has just wedded a 
lady who is very handsome and very rich.' ' Ah ! ' he rejoined, 
' you cannot expect more than that from any woman.' Well, 
what can you expect more from a virgin peak than that she 
shall be very beautiful and very rich-in views ; and of course 
I need no6 say difficult to conquer, as no doubt the bride above 
referred to proved herself to be. 

We had glorious views, but a certain awe was upon us, for 
who can gaze at close quarters on the precipices of the 
Grandes Joraeses unabashed? Nor was it the sheer cliffs 
only which amazed us. Down them fell avalanches, many in 
number, hissing and hurrying-like Etarre's hand, small but 
cruel. I do not know that I have ever seen in the Alps a 
sight that impressed me more. Those terrible walls, 

In craggy nakedness sublime, 
What hand or heart shall dare to climb 7 

I will not venture to say, whatever I may think, that they are 
absolutely impossible; but assuredly he who attacks them 
must make up his mind to say with Mezentius- 

Nullum in mede nefas ; nec sic ad proelia veni. 
We departed at 12.50, after leaving our names in a bottle ; 

and, going as hard as we could, reached the sheltered place, 
where we had a meal at  2.11. I went my hardest, for the 
men were afraid that the snow might give under us, or the 
stones, like discontented guests, leave early. Certainly speed 
mas the safest policy, though no stones as a fact molested us. 
If the stones were making the special effort so fashionable 
nowadays, at  any rate in advertisemente, the descent would 
be distinctly exciting. 

The little torrent which we crossed several times served as 
a sort of refrain to our climb. In the morning he had been 
fast bound in ice, but had now freed himself and poured over 
the sheer rock face in quite an imposing little cascade. But 
though the spray played freely on my shoulders, I waited as 
patiently as Xanthippe's Socrates till Pession had descended 
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to, shall I say, ' mid on,' and then escaped to the ' long field,' 
where Sylvain, who was doubtless revelling in the remark of 
his fellow-countryman ' Suave mari magno,' was laughingly 
awaiting me. 

At 4.50 we left the moraine for the grass, and, quitting it 
at 5.12, did not reach the Val Ferret road till 6.37, for we 
made up for our hurry above by taking it easy. Moreover the 
bilberries were plentiful, and dead ripe. The guides went to 
La Vachey for our baggage, and I started across the marsh, 
where I found iMenyanthes trifoliata in abundance. I sat 
down contentedly on a fence by the torrent and listened, on 
the confines of sleep, to its brawling. ' Be thankful for a very 
good climb ' was about the English of it. 

Then the guides came up, and all went well till we reached 
the church of Courmayeur. Here rain began ; but what cared 
we? , As I entered the Royal I heard the cheerful buzz of 
after-dinner conversation, but escaped to my room unespied, 
and, regarmented, supped in luxury. There was a ball that 
night. They of the Royal had invited them of the Angel, and 
they (the Angels, I mean) did not go home till morning. But 
sleep was not therefore murdered, for Norpheus, the only god, 
so far as my observation goes, that writere in this journal 
habitually mention, perhaps because they have so much need 
of him-Morpheus was too strong for Terpsichore's flute, 
violin, bassoon. I slept in peace. 

BY H. C. BOWEN. 

I 1HE summer of 1896 was a remarkable one in many ways ; 1 not the least noteworthj feature was the contrast be- 
tween the weather in Norway and the Alps. While in the 
latter, from all accounts, the three climbing months were 
one long, dreary succession of cloudy skies, and almost un- 
interrupted snow and rain, in Norway we were basking in 
sunshine, at any rate during August and the first half of 
September, with but one serious break of six days, just at  the 
end of the former month. 

C. W. Patchell and I reached Turtegro, that charming 
little mountain inn, some 4 hrs. above Skjolden, at  the head 
of the Sogne Fjord, on August 3. Johannes Vigdal had joined 
us en route at  his native village, Solvorn, so that our party 
was complete. We had two preliminary expeditions, one up 
the middle Riienstind by the E. face, which we fondly 
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imagined was a novel route-to be undeceived by a note of 
Slingsby's in the ' Alpine Journal,' vol. xvii. p. 350-the other 
a crossing of the Soleitind ; and then, on Saturday, August 8, 
we started for the Skagastolstiuder. A short description of the 
relative position of these will, perhaps, be excused by such of 
my readers as are not acquainted with the district. To the 
E. of the Skagastolsbrte there lies a great 1naae9 of rock, 
running, roughly speaking, N. and S., with three distinct 
peaks, of which the most southerly, and therefore furthest 
away from Turtegro, is the Store or the great Skagastolstind, 
the middle one the Vesle, i.e. the little, and the most northerly 
the Mellemste, i .e .  the midmost or central, though N. again 
of this last there is a rounded hump, dignified by the name 
of the Nordre Skagastiiletind.* 

Slingsby made the first ascent of Skagastolstind, as every 
one-at least every Korwegian-knows, in 1876, reaching 
the col (blohn's Skar), between the peak and the Vesle, 
by a small glacier, which now bears his name, to the E.  of 
the mountain; from this he reached the top alone by the 
N.E. ridge. The climb had only been once repeated (by the 
artist Herr Petersen, also alone, in 1878, after a plucky but 
unsuccessful attempt in 1877). This is not from any special 
difficulty in the route from the col, but because another way 
was found out straight up the E. face by the rocks and a 
chimney, which is shorter than the original route when the 
ascent is made, as is now invariably the case, from the N. 
side of the chain instead of from the S., as in 1876. 

No one, however, had as yet climbed along the whole ridge, 
and traversed the three peaks of the range, though Herr 
Hall, the indefatigable Danish climber, had made several 
attempts; the great difficulty was a rock wall, or screen, 
some SO ft. in height, between the Nellemste and Vesle 
Skagastoltinder, where the ridge appears to be cut off. I t  is 
well seen in the reproduction of a photograph, by Hall, in the 
'Xarbog' of 1895, p. 60. The question was, which way to 
attack it. By beginning from the N.-that is, from Nellemste 
-a party \vould have to get up the screen ; and this is what 
we determined to try and do. Leaving the little inn of 
Ivar 0iene at 3 a x ,  we started in doubtful weather, walked 
up the vnlley until we were almost under Nellern.de, and 
there took to the rocks. The conquest of this peak occupied 
some '29 hrs., as there was one rather trying place, eventu- 

* Ascellded in 1820 by the plucky pioneers in Norsk monn- 
taineering, Professors Iieilhau and Boeck. 
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nlly surmounted only by the leader standing on another 
man's shoulders and reaching the required hold. How 
Vigdal managed to steady himself as  he did, with nearly 
12 stone standing on his shoulders, remains a mystery to me 
to this day. To cut matters short, a t  last we renched the 
crux of the climb. At first sight it certainly did look a 
diEcult problem. One thing was plain-namely, that a way 
straight up the curtain was impossible ; it was nearly vertical, 
and overlooking a grgnd precipice above the Styggedalsbrae, 
and the cracks in it would give no effectual help of any kind. 
On the right, or W., side the curtain hung over the nrkte, so 
to speak, and there was obviously but one way to try--to the 
left. Some 6 ft. above a amall platform there was a kind of 
chimney, tight enough to jam oneself in securely ; this con- 
tracted into a crack leading up to a large block of stone, 
which in turn brought one out to the top. First one and 
then a second was shoved up into the chimney, and the 
leader was able to work his way up to the great block by the 
help of an axe in the crack. Our difficulties were then over, 
as the block proved easy to surmount. I t  wall a pleasant 
climb from there to the Vesle Skagastijlstind, and down 
to Nohn's Skar. Slingsby's route up Skagastijlstind was in- 
teresting, as the rock is everywhere sound and good. As 
the descent by the ordinary route is very often made I need 
say no more.. The day proved a bad one;  a dense fog 
enveloped us during the whole climb, with a fairly persistent 
fall of sleet and rain. We passed through Skjolden on 
leaving the Horungtinder, and Thorgeir Sulheim was most 
generous in his congratulations. When one considers that 
the district is, as it were, his own private preserve, and that 
he himself hn,d failed on the very climb which we had the 
good fortune to bring off, it shows, I think, a magnanimity 
in him which is rather out of the common. 

We crossed the Justedalsbrae by what has now become 
common route from Ny Sater,  in Austerdal, to Briksda1,t and 
two days after made an attempt to force a way up the S.E. 
or E. arkte of Lodals Kaupe ; but, alas ! it was not to be. The 
arkte is tremendously jagged aud broken, and though perhaps 
it might be climbed, i t  would require a night out to do so, or 
a t  any rate a very early start from Bijdal Sseter. You can 

* In the Yearbook of the Den. Nor. Tirr. For. for 1897, at p. 54, 
there is a well-drawn illustrrttion of a chimney on this route being 
ascended by three men. 

t dlpiwc Jo~irnnl, vol. xvii. p. 351. 
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get to this place by the little steamer which plies to and fro 
on the Loen Vand, and conveys the tourist to Kjaendal, from 
which one can walk to the foot of the Kjmndals-brae, and 
look up at the huge broken icefall down which Slingsby came. 
Vigdal, who was hie companion on that memorable occasion, 
had evidently seen enough then, for when we asked him to 
come with us he refused with a positive shudder." The next 
day we said good-bye to him with much regret ; he is an 
excellent companion and a good fellow. If one is ambitious 
to do all the leading work he is quite content to follow, ready 
to lend a hand, and absolutely safe on rocks. If, on the 
contrary, he is called upon to lead, I believe he does it very 
well, and though he cannot be compared with the best of the 
Swiss guides in mountaineering science he has, I venture to 
assert, more intelligence and more cultivation. 

One week in the comfortable hotel a t  0ie, which a e  reached 
across country from Faleide, ria Grodaas, was almost perfect 
in its weather, and the views from Slogen, Smiirskredtind, and 
Skruven were most magnificent. We climbed a spur of Jagta 
that seemed to be new, and had some pleasant and exciting 
scrambling on the S.E. arkte of the Gjeithorn, which is broken 
up by two or three gaps which were impracticable. From 
0ie, partly by road, partly by steamer, we got to the Romsdal, 
and came in for the first bad break in the weather. I t  rained 
from Monday till the following Saturday, on which day, 
however, Patchell and I were able to get up the Horn, a climb 
which is too familiar to need any description. 

On Monday, August 31, we left Dale at 6 A.M. for Mjolnir, t 
or the Kvandalstind, as it is generally called by the inhabitants. 
I t  stands at  the head of the Kvandal and ha8 a very imposing 
appearance from the road above Dale. Our information 
concerning it was, for various reasons, of a scanty 
nature, and any route up quite unknown to us. We 
had read, thank8 to Baedeker, that it had been called 
' one of the steepest mountains in Europe,' which was 
interesting but hardly useful knowledge. On reaching the 
head of the valley there are two glaciers thrown down by it, 
and we selected the left of the two and ascended by snow, 
rocks, and the trough of the left bank to the neve above the 
icefall, and thence to the rocky skar at the foot of the S.E. 
arkte. This mete, which throughout afforded good scrambling, 

* A l p i m  Jourltnl, vol. xi. p. 148. 
t For the paper describing the ascent of this mountain by Mr. 

C. Hopkillson see Alpine Jozirnal, vol. xiv. p. 380, foll. 



we followed until just under the great tower which can be 
seen very well from Dale. The rocks leading up to the tower 
looked difficult, and by a convenient ledge we turned left on 
to the W. side, and then back again over easy rock d6bria to 
the foot of the final peak, when we again took to the arete 
and reached the first top at 1 P.M. There are three summits, 
separated from one another by short distances, and the 
passage from the first to the others presents no great diffi- 
cultiee. The most exciting part of the climb is from the foot 
to the top of the first summit. The holds are everywhere 
good, but it is undoubtedly steep and severe work. With any 
ice on the rocks they might be somewhat dangerous. In the 
descent we avoided, as far as possible, the glacier below the 
icefall, as stones were occasionally booming down in an ugly 
may. The expedition, including halts, took 14 hrs., and can 
be strongly recommended, as there is a certain amount of 
ice work-more than one generally finds in Norwegian climbs 
-and excellent rock-climbing. The view from the summit 
is rather disappointing. The Sondmore and Horunger 
mountains are rather too far away for effect, and the Venge- 
tinder shut out most of the view on one side, though in 
themselves they are fine objects. The Horn is very dwarfed, 
almost absurdly so, and loses all its grandeur of form. Two 
days afterwards we ascended the highest Vengetind, and on 
September 4 crossed over to the Eikisdalsvand, taking the 
Gjuratind on our way, down to Hoem, where there are 
excellent quarters of a primitive kind. We rowed across the 
lake the following morning to Vike Sater, and, mounting the 
long shoulder of the Bagottind, reached the cairn on the first 
top at 12.30. From this point an excellent ridge climb of 
some hour and a half leads to the highest point, though the 
ridge in reality is almost level. On a clear day it must be a 
beautiful expedition, as the Eikisdalsvand, one of the most 
picturesque lakes in Norway, lies a t  one's feet, running almost 
parallel to the ridge, flanked by the mountains on its W. 
shore. Unluckily we were enveloped in mist all day, and 
were thus deprived of one of the greatest charms in this 
climb. From Reitan, at  the foot of the lake, an interesting 
pass leads back to Dale ; it starts up towards the i\lardolttfos, 
along the high land above, and so over into Erstedd, and 
comes down into the valley by one of the worst and most 
dangerous paths I have ever met with either in Norway or 
the Alps. 

I need add little more to this plain narrative of what is, 
after all, a not very eventful summer's campaign, though 
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perhaps from the number of expeditions-sixteen-and t l ~ e  
peaks actually climbed-fifteen-it is worthy of mention in 
the ' Journal.' Dr. Claude Wilson's instructive paper in the 
thirteenth volume of the ' Alpine Journal ' should be read 
by all who intend to climb in the country. It is really hardly 
necessary now to point out the d8erences between climbs 
in the Alps and in Norway. Glaciers are on a much smaller 
scale, generally speaking, and are very easy: on the other 
hand, those glaciers which come down from the Justedalsbrae 
are immense, and in August utterly impracticable. Take, for 
instance, the three arms of the Austerdalsbrae, where you 
have a sheer icefall of a t  least 2,000 ft., often swept by ice 
avalanches and broken up into the wildest and most ertra- 
vagant shapes. One gallant Norwegian, Herr Bing, fought 
his way up the terrific icefall of the Brisdalsbrae on July 5, 
1895, and had many adventures on the ice in 1894, which 
are described in vol. xvii. of the ' Alpine Journal,' and he 
deserves every credit for such feats of daring and skill. Early 
starts are hardly necessary h Norway. If one's party can 
get off by 5 A.M. it is quite suficient for most expeditions, and 
the lantern need hardly ever be used. I t  follows that the 
days will not be exceedingly long ones : 12 to 14 hours otrglit 
to be enough for anything, and thus one is often able to climb 
on successive days without over-fatigue or inconvenience. To 
any one who is fond of rock-climbing pure and simple, arid 
who has never been to Norway, my advice would be to go 
and try a season there, especially if he is lucky enough to fii~d 
the weather such as it was during last summer. The food is not 
quite all that one can desire, and rye bread becomea a weari- 
ness to the flesh after long experience of i t  ; but the country 
is a beautiful one, and the inhabitants are still, in the re~llote 
districts, as kind, as hospitable, and as unspoilt as  eyer. 

ASCEKTS IN hIEXIC0. 
BY A. R. HAMILTON. 

The heights g i ~ e n  below for the four Mexican volcanoes have been supplied 
by Mr. D. Freshfield as  the most recent and accurate determinations known 
to him, and superseding those given by Stieler and Chisholm. They are 
extracted from a paper by Professor A. Heilprin in the ' Proceedings of the 
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, 1890.' They were apparently 
unknown to the writer of these notes, whose opinion of the height of 
Ixtaccihuatl they confirm.-EDITUR. 

POPOCATEPETL (17,523 ft. ). 

ON August 29, 1805, Dr. Scheller from Washington and I left 
Amecameca, with our guides and baggage, at 2 P.M. and rode up 
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to the sulphur ranch, where it is usual to spend the night before 
ascending the mountain. This ranch is at  an altitude of about 
13,000 ft. A heavy rainstorm fell during the night and early 
morning, and it was not till 6 A.M., on the Both, that we were able 
to start, feeling far from confident of success. We reached the 
snowline at 7.30, and sent back our ponies, which for the last half- 
hour we had been leading, the path being ver bad and the 
ani~iids very short of breath. After resting for h J f an hour, and 
substituting leather sandals and flannel bandages for our boots-a 
customary but absolutely unnecessary proceeding-we started on 
the final climb over soft snow end softer lava shale. I t  took us 
three hours' hard work to reach the lowest point of the crater, but 
the ascent was more laborious than usual, owing to fresh snow that 
h d  fallen during the night. Here we halted half an hour for 
breakfast, after which I left for the highost point with one of the 
guides, Dr. Scheller, who was feeling the effects of the rarified air, 
coming only a sniall portion of the way. There was a gale of wind 
blowing, and the new snow which drifted into our faces made 
progress rather difficult. My guide (?), who followed me at a. 
distance of about 20 yards, evidently thought the whole proceeding 
to be a good example of an Eng1ishma.n'~ idiocy. We reached the 
top about 12.15 in a more than usually objectionable ' tourmente ' 
of snow, which hastened our return. The others were soon rejoined, 
and our descent through the snow and lava was so rapid that it 
was only half-past 2 when we re-entered the ranch. Amecameca 
was reached soon after 7. 

IXTACCIHUATL (16,960 ft.). 

On September 1 Dr. Scheller and I ,  accompanied by a Mr. 
Paterson from Mexico City, left the latter place by the morning 
train for Amecameca, in the hope of reaching the summit of this 
rarely ascended peak. Unfortunately I placed relianco on so~ne 
statements of one of the men who had accompanied us in the 
ascent of Popocatepetl, to the effect that he had been several times 
to the summit of Ixtrtccihuatl, that the  ascent was perfectly easy, 
and that there was no need whatever for rope or ice-axe. Leaving 
Amecanieca about 1 P.M., we reached the cave at which we were to 
sleep, after a delightful ride and walk through forest land, juat 
before dusk. Our three aneroids with singular unanimity gave the 
altitude of this cave as close on 13,600 ft. ; a result which, judging 
from the time spent in the ascent, I should imagine to be very 
near the truth. The night was very cold and breezy, and, in spite 
of a copious use of firewood, we were not too comfortable, and 
were only too glad to start nest morning at 5 A.M. An horn and tl 

half's climb brought us to the snout of the glacier (15,000 ft. by 
two aneroids) ; and at this point my hero of Popocatepetl urged an 
immediate return, confessing that he had never gone further him- 
self, and that he believed the mountain to be inaccessible. We 
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however, advanced up the left lateral moraine of the glacier, which 
soon merged into a snow-slope. This latter became gradually 
steeper and more icy, till at about 9 o'clock we found it impossible 
to proceed without danger, and were reluctantly compelled to 
return, as a steep ice-slope about 50 yards wide effectually barred 
further progress to anyone unaided by an ice-axe. This was the 
more annoying, as the further slopes were unmistakably of snow 
and not of ice, as when hir. Remsen IVhitehouse made his success- 
ful ascent.* On my return to Mexico City I had two ice-axes made 
for me, and twice left the city to have another try a t  ' the  White 
Lady '-once on the Amecameca and once on the Puebla side-but 
on both occasions ceaseless bad weather obliged me to abandon tlie 
expedition. 

NEVADO DE TOLUCA (14,964 ft.). 

With Dr. Scheller again as ~ n y  companion, I left the city of 
Mexico on September 6 for Toluca, which, after a run through 
sollie of the finest scenery in the world, we reached in time for 
supper. At this meel we were assured by one of our messnlates 
that the ascent of the Nevado would probably be impossible, owing 
to the amount of snow upon i t  a t  that season of the year. IYe 
were somewhat astonished, therefore, when we started nest morning, 
a t  4.30, to find that the object of our quest presented the appear- 
ance of a bare rocky sunimit without, so far as we could see, a 
vestige of ice or snow upon it. The first part of our journey to 
Calimaya, a little village at the foot of the mountain, was accom- 
plished in a four-liorse springless wagon over the worst driving 
road I have ever seen. At Calimaya, after some delay, we procured 
horses, on which we rode to the tree limit, and then walked along 
a well-marked track to the crater, in which lie two sombre lakes. 
There is, according to the guide-books, a whirlpool in one of these 
lakes, but we saw no trace of it. Their height is about 13,500 ft. 
above sea-level ; their depth, according to local tradition, unhthom- 
able. \ire followed the edge of the crater towards the summit until 
we were forced to leave it by a high rock tower, which might, I 
think, have afforded some good rock climbing, but which we had 
not sufficient time to attend to, and skirted the obstacle on the 
inside of the crater. Here Dr. Scheller, who was much bothered 
by a rather large camera which lie was carrying, decided to return 
to the lake. For the next quarter of an  hour, until we again 
reached the crater's edge, the climbing was far from pleasant, the 
slope being very steep and the rocks large and most abominably 
loose. One which I just touched with my hand fell on my right 
leg and imprisoned my foot, and it was only by the aid of the 
Indian who accompanied us that I was able to free myself. I t  was 
niost fo r tu~a te  for me that I escape2 without H broken leg, and as i t  
was, the loss of all the skin off iny shin and a nasty bruise to my 
ankle kept the memory of the Nevado de Toluca fresh in my 

- - -- 

* d l ; ~ ~ i t e  Jountal, rol.  XY. pp. 268-271. 
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thoughts for many subsequent days. It  was after 2 P.M. when we 
reached the summit, over which we crossed, and descended by a 
well-marked couloir of soft shale which led almost to the shore of the 
lake. We reached the latter in 20 min., the ascent from that point 
having taken just over an hour and a half. After a hurried meal we 
left as fast as we could for Calimaya ; but night overtook us before 
we got quite clear of the forest, and the ride in pitch darkness for 
the last hour was more exciting than pleasant. Calimaya was 
reached a little after 8, and as soon as the moon rose we started 
again on our 2 hours' drive in the springless cart. Three con- 
secutire thunderstorms enlivened our journey to Toluca, where we 
arrived at 11.15, too late to get anything better for dinner than 
bread and cheese. At 4.30 next morning we had to rise to catch 
the 5.16 train to Mexico, and on our arrival at  the station we found 
a telegram announcing a breakdown on the line, on amount of 
which our train wolild not leave till 8.30. I t  really went at  8.16, 
and we nearly missed it. Eventually about noon we reached 
Nexico City. 

CITLATEPETL, OR ORIZABA (18,205 ft.). 

On September 26 I found myself in Puebla, balked by continual 
bad weather from ally chance of ascending Ixtaccihuatl. The 
regular autumnal rains had evidently set in in that district, and 
anything in the shape of mountain climbing was quite hopeless. 
As the time which I could spend in Mexico was rapidly drawing to 
a close I determined to run down to San Andres, on the off-chance 
of finding the weather more favourable there. On the next day, 
therefore, accompanied by a Mr. Crewe Read from the Bank at 
Puebla, and armed with a letter to Signor Couttolenc, on whose 
property Mount Orizaba stands, I reached San Andres early in the 
afternoon by the Mexican Railway. Thence we prooeeded by a 
little tramway to Chalchicomula, the village nestling under the 
shadow of the mountain, where Signor Couttolenc resides. The 
latter gentleman received us with every kindness, and insisted on 
taking all the bother of procuring guides, provisions, &c., upon hun- 
self, while we went for a short stroll to stretch our legs and try to 
get a glimpse of the object of our visit. I n  this we were most 
fortunate, for just as we reached the summit of a small cross- 
crowned eminence above the village the clouds, which had been 
hanging round the mountain all day, suddenly parted and disclosed 
the snow-capped peak glowing in the evening sun. This good 
omen, coupled with the evident fact that the weather was much 
better here than in the west, sent us to our beds with far more 
hopeful spirits. Next morning about 10 o'clock we started-a 
goodly cavalcade. Two guides, a man to look after the horses, a 
boy for odd jobs, a well-laden mule with blankets and food for us, 
two donkeys-nith food for the horses, guides, and themselves- 
Crewe Read and myself on spirited chargers, made up altogether a 
most imposing procession. We made for the gap between Orizaba 
and the Sierra Negra, which, after a long but most delightful ride, 
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we reached about 8.80, and in another 3 hr. we found ourselves at  
the cave, where it is usual to pass the night, at  a height of about 
14,000 ft. Owing to a goodly supply of blankets we spent a most 
comfortable night, and, starting at daybreak, reached the snowline, 
after a monotonous climb over grass and debris at 6.45. We were 
now on the western ridge of the mountain, just east of the fantastic 
rocky pinnacles, which are such a marked feature in the view of it 
from the line above Cordoba. Hence to the summit we followed 
tlie west ridge and west face of the mountain, into which the 
former soon merged. The climb was stee in some places, but 
never difficult ; a fact for which we were su f# ciently grateful as we 
neared the crater. The sun was scorching and the air quite still, 
the view so perfectly magnificent that it was manifestly the height 
of folly not to admire it at  frequent intervals. At 10.16 we reached 
the crater, where, to my joy, I found I was able to make a good 
breakfwt, which Crewe Read was unfortunately unable to do. We 
left this resting place at 11.15, a slight breeze having sprung up, 
and illy companion feeling a little better in consequence. The 
summit was reached at 11.80. I t  is surmounted by a heavy wooden 
cross, which on our arrival we found broken, the top lying on the 
sloping inside edge of the crater, some 20 ft. below the summit. 
We rescued it and bound it with ropes to the part which was still 
standing ; and having duly deposited our names in a bottle at  its 
foot, we commenced the descent at  12. Poor Crewe Read was now 
seized with a terribly severe attack of sickness, but as the weather 
was looking very threatening, and soiile flakes of snow were already 
beginning to fall, we could not halt, though for some time our pro- 
gress was very slow. The last part of the descent was accomplished 
by a sitting glissade, the Indian guides having brought mats for 
the pnrpose, and we covered about 2,000 ft. in a very short space 
of time ; but even this did not help my companion to recover. He 
was still so bad when we met the horses that, having wrapped him 
up well in blankets (it was now sleeting hard), and made one of the 
guides lead his horse, I ran on to the cave to make things comfort- 
able against his arrival, getting wet through cn rout€. Twenty 
minutes after me he arrived whistling, and saying he never felt 
better. We spent another comfortable night in the cave and 
returned to Chalchicomula next morning, where we were again 
entertained with the greatest kindness by Signor Couttolenc. He 
assured us that we were tlie first Englishmen to make the ascent, 
but I can hardly imagine that this is possible. 

NOTE ON THE HEIGHT OF IXTACCIHUATL. 

I feel sure that the generally accepted height for this mountain 
is too low. In all the guide-books it is put down as 16,060 ft. 
On the other hand, Mr. R. IYhitehouse, one of the few men who 
have succeeded in ascending it, estimates it as ' about 18,600 ft., or 
260 ft. lower than Popocatepetl.'* Sow, if Mr. Whitehouse had 
-- - 

* Alpine Jmirital, uol. xv. p. 2C8. See Editor's Note, p. 466. 
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known the height which is now ascribed to Popocatepetl, his 
estimate for Ixtaccihuatl-i.e. 250 ft. lower -would iilake the latter 
17,550 ft. This I believe to be rather too high. Judging from the 
vegetation, the time spent in ascending, and the combined readings 
of three aneroids, I am sure that the cave in which me spent the 
night was at any rate not less than 13,500 ft. above the level of the 
sea. Thence next morning we ascended over fairly steep slopes for 
l h  hr. before reaching the snout of the glacier, where the two 
aneroids we had with us gave our altitude as 15,000 ft. ( I  may 
mention in parenthesis that on my three other climbs my aneroid 
gave excellent results up to this height, if the guide-book altitudes 
for these other mountains are to be trusted.) From that point we 
mounted slowly for 13 hr. more, and must have reached a height 
of quite 16,000 ft. before turning back. At that point we were 
certainly another 1,000 ft. below the summit. Seen from a point on 
Orizaba, about 1,000 ft. below the top, whence the two mountains 
are practically equidistant, Popocatepetl appeared to overtop its 
neighbour by about one-third of its snowcap, say 800 ft. This 
would make the latter about 17,000 ft. Finally, when climbing 
Popocatepetl, our one and only glimpse of the White Lady was 
from a point just half an hour before we reached the lowest point 
of the crater, say 800 or 900 ft. below the summit. At that point 
we seemed about on a level with the summit of the sister mountain ; 
we were certainly not above it. From these varied observations I 
feel convinced that Inteccihuatl is, if not 17,000 ft. high, close 
upon it. 

THE NARRATIVE OF AN ASCENT OF MONT BLANC 
I N  1830. 

BY THE HON. E. BOOTLE WILBRAHAN. 

Il'ith au Itztroductory ATotc by Dou3las TV. Freshfield. 

The following account of an ascent of Jiont Blanc in 1830 was found by my 
friend Mr. Comyns Tucker among the papers of a relative, and placed in my 
hande. I t  seemed to me that, although devoid of any particularly striking or 
stirring incidents, the manuscript deserved publication. In fact, the very 
favourable conditions under which the expedition was carried out gave it in 
my eyes a special interest for purposes of comparison with our oontemporary 
experiences. After the manuscript had been put in type with the permission 
of the writer's son, General n'ilbraham, the Honorary Librarian picked up a 
number of the Keepsake ' for 1832 in which it is printed in full. The Editor 
does not think, however, that thia previous publication need be any obstacle to 
its reproduction here. ' Keepsakes' of that date are not probably common in 
the libraries of our readers. 

I will note briefly some of the points that strike me in Mr. Wilbrahnm's story. 
In the first place,what he saysof the behaviour of the Chnmoniards fully confirms 
all that was written (and, according to family tradition, De Saussure did not 
write nearly all he might have) as to the reluctance of the people of the valley 
to have anything to do with the mountain in early times. This reluctance on 
their part was, in truth, the chief obstacle De Sauseure had to encounter both 
before and during his ascent. If, after one guide had made eight ascents, the 
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terror of Nont Blanc wss still as  strong as is here described, it is evident what 
it must ha\.e been forty years earlier. Probably it had been to a certain 
extent revived by the cataatrophe met with by Dr. Hamel's party in 18'20. 

With regard to the physical etfects of high elevations, it may be noticed 
that the party, under very favourable conditions, with 'hard and good snow,' 
took nine hours by the Mur de la a t e  route from the Grands Mulets to the 
top. Similar parties (with one traveller only) take nowadays, on an average. 
three less. Mr. Wilbraham was no less than five hours from the Grand 
Plateau to tbe top. In  1863, by the same route, with a guide aged sixty for 
leader, the writer took three. 

The account of the avalanches from the Aignille do Midi, after allowing for 
a certain exaggeration, confirms, I think, the belief I have previously expressed 
that, at periods when the d o &  are swollen, the ordinary route up Mont Blanc 
is exposed to danger both where the glacier is entered and on the Little 
Plateau. Indeed, it stands to reason that a route which avalanches not 
infrequently traverse is unsafe. The danger is, however, confined probably 
(except as to falling stones from the Aiguillc du Midi) to these periods, and 
consequently has been, and is likely to be, disregarded at  all time3 by guides 
of only average intelligence. 

The periods of swollen nbvbs, of wnrse, do not coincide with, but anticipate, 
those of the advance of the glacier snouts. It would be well if the now 
numerous writers who discuss glacier movements in Alpine periodicals would 
endeavour to bear in mind that snowy seasons are not immediately, or a t  any 
regular interval, followed by a forwsrd movement of glacier snouls. The 
interval in each glacier must be regulated by the length of the frozen stream 
and the rate of its movement, and the latter will depend mainly on its mass and 
inclination. Another mistake writers on this subject do not always avoid is to 
exag~erate the influence of hot, dry summers in checking the invasion of the 
lower glaciers. In the first place, compared to the variations in supply in the 
nbvb basins, the variations in waste at  the snout are insignificant; in the next, 
a wet summer may often cause as mnch, if not more, waste than a dry one. 

Dono~as  W. FRE~HPIELD. 

As I was ascending the Nont Anvert on August 1 with Pringle 
and the Comb de Hohenthal, the beauty of the weather and clear- 
ness of the sky put the idea of ascending Mont Blanc into my head. 
I made a few inquiries of our guide (DQpland), who a i d  there was 
every probability of the fine weather continuing, and that it would 
be an excellent opportunit for doing so. He offered willingly to 
accompany me, but referre $ me to another guide (Favret), who was 
ascending the Mont Anvert with a party at the time, and who had 
been at the top of Mont Blanc already two or three times. I 
remained in a state of indecision till I reached the bier de Glace, 
the first sight of which fixed me in my resolution. 

I spoke to Favret, who tried to dissuade me from. the attempt, 
but said he would accompany me if I was resolved on doing so. He 
told me I should find plenty of guides willing to go. On our way 
down we met Joseph Marie Couttet, the most experienced of the 
guides, who had already been at  the top of Mont Blanc eight times. 
He said very bluntly that I had much better not attempt it, and 
would not even promise his assistance. On my return to Ckamouni 
I went to old Couttet, the ' chef des guides,' who undertook to pro- 
cure me six guides for that purpose. He also begged permission 
that his Ron might accompany us ' en amateur,' which I, of course, 
allowed. However, the son never made his appearance. 

I ordered the necessary provisions at my inn, and remained 
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quietly at  Chamouni for the rest of the day, in order to be as 
fresh as possible for the morrow. Six guides at  length offered 
themselves, with whom I was about to close when the landlord of 
my inn (H6tel de Londres et d'Angleterre) called me aside and told 
me that I should run a great risk with these men, if, indeed, they 
succeeded at all in bringing me to the summit (which I have now 
no doubt they could not have done), as they had, with the exception 
of one, never been up, and that one had never ascended by the new 
road. 

After infinite difficulty, however, and long consultations, 
I engaged six other men-Joseph Marie Couttet, who had reached 
the summit in the last eight expeditions ; hIichel Favret, 
three times up ; Matthieu Desaillond, never up ; Alexis Devouessoud. 
two or three times up (these four were regular guides) ; Auguste 
and Pierre Conttet, cousins, the first a porter, who had been 
once up, the latter never, and who was to accompany us to the 
Grands Jlulets, and go on with us if it was found necessary to have 
his aesistance. I found a great reluctance to accompany me on the 
part of those who had already made the ascent. Couttet, indeed, 
warned me that I must not rely on the married men making their 
appearance ; and the event proved he was right, as more than one, 
who had promised faithfully the evening before, never appeared on 
the morrow. I afterwards asked one of them (Julien) if he did not 
regret the not having been with me during so prosperous an ascent, 
but he told me that he considered his duty towards his wife and 
family forbade his ever again risking his life for so uncertain a gain. 
Indeed, he had reason to think so, for he was swept with 
Couttet into a crevasse by the slip of snow which destroyed three of 
the guides in the unfortunate expedition of 1820, and was saved by 
almost a miracle. 

Out of the forty regularly established guides at Chamouni I 
could only procure four, with Auguste, a candidate for the situation 
of guide, and Pierre, the lad, as they called him, though a year older 
than myself. Having agreed on the sums to be paid them, a further 
agreement was made (as is always done) that in case we were pre- 
vented going any farther than the G m d  Plateau only two-thirds 
were to be paid, and if we only reached the Grands hlulets half-price 
was all that they expected. I amused myself with reaxling Capt. 
Sherwill's account that evening, but found so many horrors in his 
recital that I closed the book, and determined not to read any more 
till I had accomplished my undertaking. I gave my purse and 
some papers to my landlord, with instructions what to do with 
them in case any accident should occur to us, and went to bed 
early. 

Favret woke me early next morning in high spirits, for the 
weather was lovely, and after breakfast I set off on a mule at about 
half-past six for Couttet's cottage, which is at  the foot of the moun- 
tein. A great number of travellers were setting out at the same 
time on different excursions, who all most cordially wished me success. 
Pringle and Hohenthal took the road to Martigny and the Grand 
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St. Bernard. When I arrived at  Couttet's cottage I put on a broad- 
brimmed straw hat and blue clotli jacket and we proceeded on our 
way. I saw nothing but grave faces around me, and I fear I must 
have been the cause of great anxiety to many a friend and relation 
of those who accompanied me. At the moment, however, I thought 
little of this, as the only idem that entered my head were those of 
auccess or failure. Kot a cloud was to be seen and everything 
wemed in my favour. At the foot of the mountain I found the 
rest of my guides wit11 some of their friends, who h d  volunteered 
carrying their burdens during the first part of the ascent. 

I left Couttet's cottage at about a quarter-past seven, and for two 
hours I ascended on my mule through a steep, and in some plwes 
difficult path. I then quitted my mule and proceeded on foot for 
about half an hour, when we reached the edge of the Glacier des 
Bassons. Here our friends left us and each of our guides shouldered 
his knapsack. Our baggage consisted of the provisions, a linen 
cloth to serve for our tent, a couple of blankets, some straw, with a 
hatchet and some firewood. We had each a spiked pole about 
6 ft. long ; some of the guides had crampons for their feet, but I did 
not take any, though I afterwards found they would have assisted me, 
and should recommend everyone to be provided with them. We were 
three houw crossingthe glacier. which we did without much difficulty. 
The surface was rough and we had LO descend into many of the 
crevasses, which, however, are never there of any great size, in order 
to pass. We scrambled about from crag to crag (of ice), and I found 
nlyself highly amused at the novelty of the scene. The ice, which 
at  first was almost blackened by the 'moraine,' or rubbish, became 
purer and more dazzling, and I put on a pair of green spectacles 
with gauze goggles which were of the greatest use, as my eyes 
scarcely suffered at all. The thermometer in the shade was at lSO 
&Lore freezing-point (Reaumur). TVe were now on the upper part 
of the Glacier de Tacconai, which employed us about an hour more, 
when we at last reached the region of deep and perpetual snow. 
Here we found ourselves close to the Grands Mulets, our resting- 
place for the night, though, owing to some crevasses, we were obliged 
to make half an hour's detour, and finally arrived there at a qnarter- 
past two, having performed our first day's journey in seven hours from 
Couttet's cottage-an unusually short time. The Grands Mulets are 
a row of pointed rocks, so steep that thtr snow cannot lie in any 
depth on them. On the western side is a ledge, which we cleared 
for our resting-place, of about 4 ft. in breadth, and about 100 ft. 
above the snow. We placed our poles leaning against the rocks 
and threw the linen over them as a defence against the night air, 
though it would not hare protected us in the least in any hard 
weather : there is never any rain at this height. 

We changed our clothes, which were wetted through by the snow, 
and hung them on the rock to dry ; we sat down to our cold dinner 
with our legs hanging over the ledge of the rock, in high spirits a t  
our hitherto successful journey. \Ire enlivened ourselves afterwards 
with smoking and singing. Groups of people were assembled on 
the opposite point of the Breven to watch our arrival, and we had 
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the satisfaction of knowing that many persons were a t  that moment 
thinking of and perhaps envying us. On the Grands Mulets we 
found the remains of some firewood, two empty bottles, and half a 
bottle of excellent brandy, which h d  been left by Mr. Auldjo in 
1827. Afterwards, on our return to the Grands Mulets, I ordered 
the guides to leave a bottle or two of wine for my successor, 
whoever he may be. The sun was exceedingly hot, and I scrambled 
into the shade of an opposite point of rock, where I amused myself 
by taking sketches of the wonderful scenery around me. On the 
left ae I faced the summit were the precipitous crags of the Pic du 
Midi, on the very highest peaks of which I could distinctly see a 
large chamois bounding from crag to crag in the most extraordinary 
manner, as he was alarmed by the shouts which we raised to greet 
him. 

From the steep sides of the Pic dn hlidi the greatest number of 
avalanches fall, which they did almost every minute, as the powerful 
rays of the afternoon sun had loosened the snow. They fell chiefly 

'in a valley to our left, where we could distinctly trace them without 
a shadow of danger to ourselves. They mere the first I had seen or 
heard, and those only who have witnessed them can imagine the 
effect they produced on my mind. We saw hundreds of them fall, 
though I believe none were considered as particularly fine ; but 
during the night we heard some tremendous ones. There is some- 
thing very awful in the dread silence which follows after the fall of 
one of these monsters. On our return from the summit we found 
that a large avalanche had fallen on the path by which we had 
passed a few hours before. We fired a pistol here repeatedly, but 
failed in producing any remarkably fine echo, owing, I think, chiefly 
to the badness of our weapon. 

The view from the Grands Mulets is very beautiful. At our feet 
lay the valley of Chamouni in miniature. Above us rose the majestic 
summit, the object of all our hopes and desires ; while to the right 
the Dame du GoClter looked like an enormous mountain of itself. A 
small part of the Lake of Geneva is visible. Between us and the 
Dame du Godter lay a vast expanse of snow. with nothing to break 
the uniformity of its surface except the dark-blue edges of some of 
the larger crevasses which stretched across it, as if to forbid our 
further progress. Except the solitary chamois, no living thing was 
to be seen, though a few species of birds are sometimes found at this 
height. Itre now lighted a fire to prepare some lemonade for the 
next day's march. At the foot of the Grands Mulets is a small 
spriug of water, the last supply that we were able to obtain, though 
this, indeed, could only have proceeded from the melting of the snow. 
I t  would be useless attempting to describe the beauty of the scene 
when evening drew near, and the rays of the setting sun rose by 
degrees to the very tops of the surrounding peaks, dyeing them with 
the most beautiful tints of purple, which faded by degrees into a m o ~ t  
delicate pink, till the grey hue of night crept over the whole. The 
moon rose in great eplendour, and I never shall forget the silent 

n r n 2  
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impreseiveness of the Bcene, uninterrupted except by the thunder of 
the avalanches that fell during the night from the d e s  of the great 
Pic du Midi into the valley below. I now turned into the t e n t i f  
so it may be called-and soon afterwards the guides crept in, and 
we packed together as well as we could, there being on1 room for 
two abreast. A small ledge of mugh stones which we gad raised 
was our security against rolling over the precipice, and I should 
have slept most comfortably had we not been so cramped for room 
that it was impossible for me to more my legs without kicking the 
head of the unfortunate man beyond me. As it was, the excite- 
ment of the undertaking, the anxiety for the result, and the novelty 
of the scene, combined to keep me awake for some time, and a strange 
variety of ideas crowded on my mind. I t  frequently occurred to me 
how little my friends in England could imagine the sort of resting- 
place I had chosen for myself that, night; and I could not quite 
banish from my mind the possibility that I might never return to 
them again, though I did not suffer myself to dwell long on such 
thoughts as these. The night was not particularly cold, and at last 
I fell asleep. 

At two o'clock next morning we were roused, and made haaty 
preparations for our departure. A few grey clouds were floating 
about, which the guides considered as rather a good sign. The 
thermometer was at 6" above freezing-point (Rkaumur). I was 
dressed as on the preceding day, with the addition of a eecond 
shirt, cloth trousers instead of the light ones I had worn, a cotton 
night-cap under my straw hat, which was tied tightly under my 
chin, thick fur gloves and cloth gaiters, which were bound close 
round my feet with pack-thread. The temperature was exceedingly 
variable, as the wind blew along some of the valleys which we entered 
with great force and coldness ; while in others we were sheltered 
from everything (later in the day) except the powerful rays of the 
sun, reflected as they were on all sides b the surrounding walls of 
snow. We left moat of our baggage at  t i e  Yulets, taking only two 
knapsacks, which the guides carried by turns, containing some pro- 
visions, a telescope, and a thermometer. Our provisions consisted 
of chickens, bread, wine, some very acid lemonade, vinegar to sip 
' au naturel,' chocolate, and dried plums, which am of great use in 
allaying thirst when kept in the mouth, as snow is not able to pro- 
duce that effect ; water would have congealed at  this height. We 
also took some Eau-de-Cologne to relieve the acute headsches 
which generally attack persons at  a great height, and from which I 
sugered afterwards considerably during the ascent. We scrambled 
down the Grands blulets and reached the snow, where we fastened 
ourselves together by twos and threes with ropes round our waists. 
The four most experienced guides took it by turns to lead, which is 
the most fatiguing post, as the snow yields more or less to the foot, 
while we followed m the hardened footsteps of our leader. We set 
off at half-past two in silence, for we knew that all our powers and 
strength would be required before the day was over. The moment 
I had set my foot on the snow I felt that my respiration was, to a 
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certain degree, impeded-a sensation which afterwards ilicreased 
most painfully. We set off, however, slowly, with the intention of 
reserving our strength as much as possible for the latter part of our 
ascent. The snow was hard and good, and the ' Ponts de Neige ' 
over the crevasses were firm. 

For above an hour we were working our way under an impend- 
ing cliff of snow that looked every moment as if about to detach 
itself from the great mass and to fall on our heads. The crevasses 
here are numerous, but not so large as those above the Grand Plateau, 
which we reached after four hours' hard work. Generally speaking, 
only a small portion of the crevasses, that are not of great width, is 
viable ; they are crusted over with frozen snow, and it is here that 
the utmost experience and skill are required in the guides. In  
crossing these we always carried our poles at  a right angle with the 
supposed direction of the crevasse, and placed our feet softly on the 
snow before we leant forward the weight of our bodies. Some we 
crossed on our hands and knees, making ourselves as long as we 
possibly could. Over others we sent a guide well secured by ropes, 
who, when he had got over, sat down, with his heels and pole well 
planted in the snow, while we followed very delicately in his foot- 
steps, holding the rope in our hands. I twice sank above mywaist, 
and several times above my knees, in crossing these places during 
the descent when the snow was much softer. One of the men 
(Alexis, I think) sank rather deeper once, and fairly screamed with 
fright, but scrambled out again before we could even tighten the 
rope which was fastened round his waist. The Grand Plateau is a 
vast amphitheatre of snow, apparently surrounded on three sides 
by almost peqiendicular heights, the fourth side being that by which 
we aecended. 

Facing us was a small perpendicular line of bare rocks called 
' Les Rochers Rouges,' near the foot of which lie deeply entombed 
in some crevasse the bodies of the three unfortunate men who 
perished in 1820. Here we halted for breakfast, but I had most 
completely lost my appetite, and it was with the greatest diiliculty 
that I forced myself to eat the wing of e chicken and drink a little 
wine, as I was assured that if I took nothing I should not have 
strength to carry me up. I already felt very much fatigued. 
Having gladly finished my breakfast, in a few minutes we resumed 
our route, turning towards the left and traversing the broad plain 
of the Grand Plateau, till we entered a valley which soon shut it 
from our view. This road had been discovered by Couttet at  tbe 
last ascent but one, being a longer, but less dangerous, route than 
the old one, wliich ascended on the right of the Rochers Rouges, 
and which had proved fatally so on a former occasion. 

As we passed near the foot of these rocks Couttet pointed signifi- 
cantly, and said to me, in a low tone, ' 11s sont Id.' I t  was a 
melancholy recollection, and all the guides seemed to feel deeply 
the loss of their ill-fated comrades, who will, in all probability, 
remain embedded beneath the Grand Plateau till the Day of Judg- 
ment. The most painful part of our journey had now commenced. 
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The heights we had to climb were generally steep. and it was 
necessay for the leader to cut steps in the snow with a small 
hatchet made for the purpoee. The valleys were filled with 
enormous crevasses, whiah generally crossed them from side to side. 
The scenel: was of that sublime nature that a man can have no 
idea of till 8e has seen it. I never conceived anylhing so splendid 
as the interior of some of the crevasses we passed. There were 
enormous grottos of brilliant ice, with vaults reaching farther than 
the eye could trace, containing every possible shape of stalactites 
in icicles of prodigious size. Some of the edges of the crevasses 
were worked, as if by the hand of man, in the most beautiful fret- 
work, with wonderful regularity. Their flooring, if I may 80 call 
it, seemed generally firm. As far as I could judge, the depth of 
many seemed between two or three hundred feet. I would have 
given an) thing to hare descended into one, but it was utterly out of 
the question, as we had then no time to spare, and on our return 
thb edges of the crevasses would have been too soft to bear our 
weight, in addition to which I should doubt exceedingly the guides 
havlng strength enough left to pull me up again. Indeed we had 
not a sufficient length of rope for such an attempt. The ' Ponts de 
Neige ' were generally secure, with the exception of one, which we 
had some difficulty in passing, and which did not give us very 
pleasing anticipations for our return, when the little snow that was 
there would be half-melted by the midday Bun. f e passed it, 
however, and about two hours from the Grand Plateau we arrived 
at  a wall of snow about two hundred feet in height, which we were 
obliged to climb, and which was very nearly perpendicular. My 
difficultj of breathing had greatly increased. I had violent shooting 
pains in my head, and my guides already felt the same symptoms, 
though in a lesser degee. We ascended in a zigzag direction, 
resting every ten minutes for two or three, and turning our faces 
downwards to breathe Inore freely whilst the leader was cutting 
steps in advance. In these ehort intervals I frequently fell asleep, 
while the steepness of the place was so great that I was forced to 
lean my head against the snow in order to preserve my balance. 
When I moved I did it almost mechanically. Both the asthmatic 
and headachy feelings were much relieved when I remained quiet, 
but instantly recommenced when in action again. Often did I wish 
that Mont Rlanc had nerer existed ; but the thought of giving up 
never occurred to me, and I kept my wishes to myself. l ly  guides 
frequently offered to assist me by pulling at  the rope round my 
waist, but I was anxious to do without it if possible, which, thanks 
to the ~trength of my constitution, I was enabled to do. I con- 
sidered myself most fortunate in escaping the spitting of blood, 
bfiddiness, and sickness, which persons of weaker lungs often experi- 
ence when at this height. In about an hour and a half we reached 
the Petits Mulets, alrnost the last points of bare rock which are 
visible on the mountain, when we rested for five or six minutes. 

Another hour and a half of steep ascent brought us at last to 
the snnlinit, on which I stepped without the slightest emotion of 
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pleasure. My id- were confused, from my thorough exhaustion, 
and after stupidly gazing on the vast scene around me, I sat down 
011 a knapsack and fell asleep with my head on my knees. After 
nearly ten minutes they woke me, and I found myself much re- 
freshed. At the same time, I woke to a more perfect enjoyment 
of my new situation ; that extreme exhaustion which had over- 
powered my mind as well as my body had passed away, and I 
was myself again. I t  is perfectly useless for me to attempt to 
describe what I saw. I can only say that it amply repaid me for 
all the dangers and fatigue I had undergone. France, Italy, 
Savoy, and Switzerland lay at my feet. The Lake of Geneva and 
Pays de Vaud seemed quite close ; Mont Rose, Milan, the neigh- 
bourhood of Genoa (the town is hidden by the heights beyond 
which it is built). On the N., far bevoild the Jura, I saw what may 
have been Dijon, as it has been before seen, and the weather was 
perfectly clear. The Valley of Chamouni lay under our feet, with 
the Arve running through it like a thread of silver, and the innu- 
merable peaks of the Alps, all looking like pigmies compared with 
the giant on which I was stending. Ily excessive fatigue caused 
me to forget two or three things I wished to have done, such as 
looking for the stars with a telescope, soine of which, I believe, 
may be seen. I could not, certainly, distinguish them with the 
naked eye. I forgot, too, to fire a pistol to hear (if I may say so) 
it make no noise. I did fire it, high up, for an echo, and it pro- 
duced a much weaker report. The sky was an extraordinarily dark 
blue, almost black. I did not feel that lightness in treading 
which is often experienced at  that height. I lost all appetite and 
thirst in ascending, but the latter was very great afterwards. The 
thermometer was at  zero. The summit appeared to me to be about 
120 feet long by 50, of an oval shape, with the corner towards the 
N.W. considerably raised. The shape of the surface, consisting 
entirely of snow, and subject to great vicissitudes of weather, must 
be perpetually liable to change. I may here remark that the upper 
layers of the enow on the mountain are unlike that which falls on the 
lower regions, being composed of separate globules, unconnected 
with each other, except by the cohesion of frost. We remained on 
the summit only 25 min., the longest halt during the day, as we 
were anxious to avoid passing a second night on the mountain. 
hiy feelings were very different when we began to descend, from the 
perfect apathy and indifference with which I had arrived at  the 
top. The triumph of having succeeded in our attempt, the excite- 
ment of the guides, as well as of myself, and the ease in descending 
compared with the fatigue we had previously felt, raised our spirits 
to the highest pitch, and we set off with shouts of joy. 

At a very short distance from the summit a butterfly flew 
past us. lire had neither the power nor the inclination to 
catch it. Near the top of the Faido, a high mountain by 
the Pass of St. Gothard, I found part of a swarm of boes 
lying on the snow, most of them frozen, but some still alive. 
I n  ascending, the snow was hard and good, but by mid-day the 



sun had softened it, and in most plaoes we trod knee-deep, which 
was fatiguing and dangerous, as the 'Ponts de Neige ' over the 
crevasses were insecure. The glissades were very amusing. Down 
an angle of 45", for instance, we slid down on our heels, with 
the poles behind us in the wow, like a third leg. This re- 
quires great practice, and at  first I never went more than a few 
yards without falling, which is en excellent joke in soft snow. At 
the steeper places we fairly sat down, and with our poles in the 
snow behilld to guide us, lifted up our heels, and away we went 
like lightning. R e  had some excellent races in this manner, and 
I enjoyed it very much. Small crevasses are passed in this way 
without danger, as the rapidity with which we went prevented our 
sinking. The excitement of the whole was so great t h ~ t  I can 
affirm, without any idea of boasting, that I did not, during the 
whole time, feel the least degree of fear or even nervousness, 
though I have frequently since shuddered at  the remembrance of 
some of the places we passed. Once, in the beginning, as I looked 
down on a steep place from a narrow path, I fancied that I saw 
the rocks and valley moving slowly along ; but I immediately 
stood still, and looked steadily at  them, and I never felt giddy 
afterwards. 

Our greatest difficulties at  this period of the journey were at that 
exceedingly steep place I noticed in the ascent, which required the 
greatest caution, and took us more time in descending than we had 
been in ascending it. No one. however, made even e false step 
here. The crevasse, which I have before particularly alluded to, 
was crossed after many precautions, and without accident. In all 
probability a week more must have melted away the little Pont that 
remained, and left the vdley perfectly impassable. Had we been 
unable to crosR this on our return, we must either have remained 
on the mountain-and, it is needless to add, have perished-or 
retraced our steps to near the summit, and descended by the 
dangerous paas of the Rochers Rouges. I do not think, however, 
that we should have had strength to reascend, especially as the 
snow was so soft, and we should soon have been overtahen by night 
and-as the next day proved-a storm. I was not aware of the 
extent of our danger till we had paased it, when I need not say how 
grateful we all felt for our deliverance. The coolness and intre- 
pidity of my guides are beyond all praise. In descending I did not 
feel the slightest difficulty in breathing, and the pains in my head 
gradually decreased. In some places the wind was high, and the 
light snow drifted along in sheets when disturbed by our footsteps. 
On our return to the Grands Blulets, in three hours and a half, we 
packed up the baggage we had left there, which, like Xsop's load, 
had been considerably lightened, and arrired on the glacier, when 
we halted a few minutes to feed. I t  was exceedingly hot, and I 
never suffered so much from thirst as then, which nothing would 
quench, and which I did not get rid of till I put myself into a hot 
bath on my return to Chamouni. 

At the foot of the mountain I found a mule waiting for me, and 
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we returned to Chamouni about half-past eight, having been half 
the time descendirg that was occupied by the ascent. Though a t  
so late an hour, I found crowds of people waiting to receive me in 
triumph, as they could, with telescopes, from Chamouni distinctly 
trace our progress. I did not feel much tired, and was too feverish 
to sleep well ; but the next morning I felt exceedingly stiff, and 
was not sorry to remain quiet during most of the day. My face 
was much swelled, and the skin turned black and wrinkled, but after 
a few days peeled off, and left me fairer than I had ever been since 
the days of babyhood. My eyes scarcely suffered, and that 
only for a day or two. Had I not worn green spectacles I firmly 
believe I should have been blinded, for nothing can give an idea of 
the dazzling brilliancy of the snow above, when I now and then 
for a moment took them off. Two of my guides, who had only 
morn green veils over their faces, could scarcely see for a day or 
two after their descent. I t  was amusing to see what a lion I 
became at Chamouni during the two days I remained there after- 
wards. The place was crowded with visitors, and some asked me 
the most absurd questions imaginable. I cannot pass over in 
silence the exceedingly liberal conduct of my host, who, though I 
was a perfect stranger to him, offered to lend me all the money 
requisite to pay my guides and other expenses, without even 
asking for any security, as having had no previous intention of 
ascending Mont Blanc, I had not brought enough with me for that 
purpose. I, however, preferred taking one of the guides with me on 
my return to Geneva. 

The reasonable charges and great attentions of my host induce 
me to recommend him most strongly to those who visit Chamouni. 
With regard to this expedition, I cannot do better than repeat 
Couttet's own words when I first a plied for assistance : 'If you 
succeed you will think nothing of t g e fatigue and expense, but if 
you are compelled by weather, or ahy other circumstance, to 
abandon it, you will be exceedingly sorry that the idea ever entered 
jour head.' In conclusion, I should most earnestly advise no one 
to attempt the ascent of hlont Blanc, for, though I found myself 
amply repaid by my success for all my fatigue and trouble, the 
chances are very great indeed against anyone's having again a 
journey so prosperous in weather and every other respect as mine 
was. To anyone who does not care for a night's rough lodging, I 
strongly recommend to go to the Grands Mulets, which he may 
emily do with two or three guides at  a trifling expense. He will 
then see enough to give him an idea, though an imperfect one, of 
the awful scenery which is only to be found above. He will have 
a splendid view during daylight, and, if he times his visit well, a 
glorious sunset and moonlight afterwards-at all events, plenty of 
a~alanches during the whole of his stay there. He will esperience 
little danger or fatigue, and, moreover, he will have the distinction 
of being the first man who ever zvillingly halted at the Grands 
blulets, without the intention of proceeding farther. 



THE CAUCASUS I N  1896. 

BT VITTORIO SELLA. 

SIGNOR V. SELLA sends the following detailed notes of his recent 
journey in the Caucasus, the third he has undertaken. 

Signor1 Vittorio Sella and Emilio Gallo, with two young servants 
from Biella, left Kdgaron on July 15 for the Fiagdon valle~. 
They reached Dalakaff, the most populous vlllage, in the evening. 
Below Quli, in the limestone region, they met with a fine defile ; 
the valley above is uninteresting and entirely bare of trees. Kolota, 
7,800 ft. by barometer (from L. Casella, London), consists of two 
or three houses, surrounded by grass slopes, and inhabited only 
during t l ~ e  summer. From Zuikoi Khokh (black schists), about 
12,000 ft., a good view of Tepli was obtained. 

Ascent o j  Tep1i.-The north-east ridge was considered the most 
practicable, the glacier above Kolota leading to s considerable 
height on it. Ln a first attempt they reached a saddle (12,600 ft.) 
above the glacier, but bad weather prevented further progress. On 
July 28, by climbing rocks at  the head of the glacier, they gained the 
ridge of the mountain. The snow was in bad condition, and huge 
cornices on the N. obliged them to keep considerably on the 
opposite side of the ridge. The rocks on the ridge were not difficult. 
They reached the central summit 14,460 ft.) at 12.50, in seven h hours from a cRmp (10,000 ft.), on t e left moraine of the glacier 
above Kolota. They built a cairn and took photographs. h 
further point appeared to be a few feet higher and very difficult 
of access. 

Leaving Kolota the party crossed a pass (11,060 it.) to Zakka, 
with two donkeys and a horse, in five hours. The Zakki valley is 
arid, vegetation scarce, the roads ruinous and at  many points 
dificult for horses. The route became more interesting, at the 
opening of the Ginat and Zrug valleys, where they fell into Mr. 
Freshfield's 1868 track ; thence Zikara is a beautiful peak. Nar 
and Espe are villages particularly characteristic of Ossetia. By the 
hlamison road they reached St. Nikolai, and ascending the Zea 
valley camped behind the moraine of the glacier, after climbing 
to 10,000 ft. to reconnoitre towards the Songuta. Here they were 
informed by the interpreter that the baggage deposited at St. Nikolai 
had been stolen. Leaving the camp they went down at once. The 
chief of the district was informed and made inquiries. To their 
astonishment the ~tolen effects were returned. They were myste- 
riously replaced near the door outside the house in good condition. 
The fact that they consisted of films and other obj~cts of no value 
to the thief possibly explained their restitution. A spool of film 
exposed had been opened, and the stereoscopic work done in the 
Zakki valley destroyed. 

From Sadon they crossed into and went up the Songuta valley, 
canlping near the foot of the glncier in bad weather. While 
shooting with a native hunter 6. Sella was fortunate enough to 
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bag a fine tur. The ice-fall of the Songuta Glacier is very 
beautiful, not less than 2,000 ft. in height, and recalled that of the 

Ksra(%m. 
The peaks at  the head of it are steep and difficult, and 

very eautiful in shape, forming an imposing amphitheatre. After 
two excursions on the tributary glaciers which flow in from the 
E., they undertook the ascent of the peak rising at  the head of the 
western arm of the glacier, which dominates the adjacent valley of 
Skatikom. Their first object was to observe from it in what way the 
ridge of Adai Khokh unites with the head of the Songuta basin. 

Ascent of Skatikom Khokh.-The party ascended the ice-fall, 
keeping to the right aide, following steep snow-slopes and crossing 
some huge s6racs. Then they gained the rocks, and eaaily climbed 
to the to (14,200 ft.) in seven hours from the camp (8,600 ft.). 
Adai ~ h o &  at first seemed invisible, but after careful observation 
with a large Zeiss binocular stereo-telescope they discmered that 
Adai Khokh was h o s t  completely masked by a peak at  the head of 
the Songuta Glacier, to which the figures 14,600 are appended in Mr. 
Freshfield's map of the Adai Khokh group, ' A. J.,' vol. xvi. p. 81. 

Having left the Songuta valley they travelled towards the north 
side of the unexplored Bogkhobashi group. The way to it follows 
the Urukh River to the junction of the great affluent from Stir- 
Digor, crosses it ower a bridge, ascends to Donifars (erroneously 
placed on the right bank of the river in Freshfield's map), then 
passing near Kumbytui ascends to the Burovsek (pass, 10,700 ft. , 
descends into the hhuiznui valley, and by another pass not muc b 
lower crosses to the Sugan valley. On the Burovsek they found many 
fossil shells. This journey occupied nearly four dags. Donifars is a 
large and Kurnbuitui a smaller village. They are surrounded by 
slopes entirely bare of trees. In the two above-named valleys are 
no villages and only a few koshes. Vegetation is scanty, in 
Iihuiznui much more so than in Sugan. The landscape, however, 
does not give the impression of wildness. The vivid warm colours 
of the abrupt calcareous peaks on the N. of the passes call to mind 
the Tyrolese Dolomites. 

From a camp behind the Ieft moraine of the eastern Sugan 
Glacier, near some poor bushes of rhododendron. they climbed to 
the summit of the ridge between the Sugan and Ptysvachki valleys 
(11,000 ft.). Thence they observed that the best way to climb 
Sugan is probably by the western glacier and the northern ridge. 
They ascended to 10,500 ft. on the western slope of Mount Tuyala. 
which gives a magnificent view of the S u g n  range. The weather 
was windy, and not iavourable for several dags. 

dscent of Sfigan.-On August 21 they left camp at 11 P.M. by 
moonlight. The ice-fall took nearly 2 hours at  dawn. Higher up 
they got on quickly. Above the bergschrund they kept to the 
rocks, which were frightfully rotten and steep. On a saddle 
(14,600 ft.) they left the large camera behind. Ice-slopes and 
difficult rocks alternated to the northern top, which they reached 

- . - 

* ' I strongly recommend t h i ~  binocular glaes to mountain explorers.'-V. 8. 



a t  11.10 A.M. They did not visit the highest snowy southern 
summit. They built a cairn on the rocks of the northern peak 
(14,800 ft.). 

In three days' travel they crossed from Sugan to Chegem. At 
Bezingi they learnt that the well-known h l l  chieftain hed died two 
years ago. They visited the Jilkisu, a curious and interesting 
limestone valley, with a narrow and imposing defile. They climbed 
Kom (12,874 ft.) ; it commands a splendid panorama, of which 
photographs were obtained. From the kosh behind the moraine of 
the Bashilsu Glaaier they croseed to the Leksur Glacier. I t  may be 
remembered that Mr. hiummery got into great difficulty in crossing 
the chain near thie point. This (the Baehil) pass is not habitually 
used by the natives of Chepem, although its existence has been 
mentioned to many travellers, including Mr. A. W. Moore. A 
Chegem hunter who served as porter pointed out to S. Sella the 
native pass. I t  is a narrow gap to the N.W. (right in aecending) of 
the broader depression at  the head of the Bashilsu Glacier. The 
fine1 climb, which is short, is up a gully exposed to falling stones. 
The descent soon joins the route of the hiestia Pase. 

From hiestia they climbed to an eminence of 11,000 ft. on the 
Qul Ridge, and observed Ushba with the binooular stereo-telescope. 
One point only on the south-eastern ridge of the mountain ap- 
peared to S. Sella very difficult. He believes that by passing the 
night at  a great height it would be possible to overcome it and 
ascend the mountain entirely by rocks. He considers that to good 
rock-climbers this route will furnish the eafeet way to the south 
peak of Ushba. 

Owing to the many delaye from the bad weather he had ex- 
perienced he wag unable himself to stop for any attempt. By the 
Tuiber Paes the party returned to Chegem with a horse, and 
two natives of hlujal. Many photographs were taken ; two turs 
(bouquetins) and a few birds and several marmots and vipers were 
collected. 

THE BIETSCHHORN FROM THE BIETSCHTHAL BY 
THE SOUTHERN FACE. 

THE first ascent froin Qhis side was made on September 2, 1881, 
by Drs. E. and 0. Zeigmondy, Herr Yurtscheller, and Professor 
Bcbulz-cf. ' Im Hochgebirge ' (p. W5), a reprint of various articles 
by Emil Zsigmondy : the Bietschhorn paper is, however, by 
Professor Schulz, reprinted from 6.  A. C. ' Jabrbuch,' xx., 60-102. 

The entry in the Ried ' Fremdenbuch '-apparently written im- 
mediately after the ascent-reads as follows :- 

' Anfangs durch das am meisten rechts gelegene tief einge- 
schnittene Couloir, dann aus diesem links, iiber eine sehr schwierige, 
steile Felsn~nuer, auf die zwei Couloirs trennende Felsrippe, dann 
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an den ostlichen Wilnden des weiter links gelegenen breiten 
Couloirs und iiber den mittleren zum Schneegipfel leitenden 
Felsgmt. Ab Bioouak 3.30 (ca. 2660 mtr.). Einstieg Felsen 5.10. 
Auf Gipfel an 3.55. Rast beim Aufstieg, 1 Stunde.' 
Translation.-' At first through the deep-cut couloir lying furthest 

to the right [E.], then out of this to the left [W.], up a very difficult 
steep rock wall, on to the rocky rib dividing two couloirs, then on 
the E. walls (or slopes) of the broad couloir lying further to the 
left [W.], and by the central rock ridge leading to the snow summit. 
Left bivouac (about 2,660 m.) 3.30. Took to rocks 5.10. Arrived 
summit 3.55 P.M. Halts on way, 1 hr.' 

In short, they crossed the right hand (i.e. E.) gully or couloir, 
ascended its left hand or W. wall to the crest of the rock rib 
dividing it from the broad couloir next to the left [W.], traversed 
along the face of this rib overlooking the \V. couloir, regained the 
crest of the rib, and so to the summit. 

I will endeavour to extract the chief points from Professor 
Schulz's very interesting article mentioned above :- 

According to this they left their bivouac (under a rock at  the 
head of the Bietschthal, excellently reproduced in Mr. Compton's 
picture,' and which when we passed nine years later was as perfect 
as though it had been just made) at  3.30 A.M. on September 2,1884, 
reached the glacier lying at  the base of the S. face of the mountain, 
took to the rocks [at its E. comer] at 5.20, and climbed to the 
right hmd, or main 8. (strictly speaking, 8.E.) ridge, which con- 
nects the Bietschhorn and the Thieregghorn. They then traversed 
to the left aloug rock ledges-haw far not stated-ascended for 
10 min. to the right till half-way up the W. slope of the main S.E. 
ridge, the height being below the junction of the E .  ridge coming 
from the Stockhorn (cf. Siegfried). 

The author then distinguishes two gullies or couloirs. 
(a) His E. couloir, a long narrow gully leading up to near the 

summit, and lying close to the 8.E. ridge referred to above. Up 
this couloir his attempt with Burgener (of. S. A. C. ' Jahrbuch,' xix.) 
in 1888 was made. He considers the map (Siegfried) does not 
show this gully. 

(b) His W. couloir, a very broad deep cut couloir lying more to 
the left and leading direct to the summit, its lower end being to 
the right of point 3,053 (Siegfried). 

By the rock ridge dividing these couloirs, or rather by the W. 
slope of this ridge, lay their route to the summit. 

The Professor states [p. 312) that the W. couloir or the snow- 
field filling its lower end is connected with the glacier at base of 
S. face by a gully, but I do not reconcile this with p. 311, where 
both couloirs are stated to be cut off from the glacier by precipitous 
rocks (see below). 

Their chief difficulty consisted in reaching the crest of the rock 
-- - - 

See Im Hachgebirge, p. 309. 
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ridge between the two couloirs, and in turning the towers on the 
ridge. 

From the W. slope of the main S.E. ridge, i.e. the right-hand 
wall of the E. couloir, the party apparently crossed this couloir to 
the rocks on its other side, and then recrossed higher up to the 
entrance of the very narrow upper portion of the couloir (see p. 313) 
Even with local knowledge I find it difficult to grasp very readily 
the author's interesting narrative at  this point). They climbed into 
this narrow portion and out of it on the E. slope (i.e. to the IV.) of 
the rook ridge dividing the two couloirs above referred to (8 A.M., 
8,620 m.). 

From this point the main S.E. ridge and the almost parallel 
ridge on the E. slope of which they stood were seen to be crowned 
with grotesque towers and deep notches. Emil and Purtacheller 
ascended to a notch in this ridge, looking into the \Ir. couloir, but 
decided to continue traversing along the E. slope of the ridge. 
This they did for 26 min. ; in fact, were again so close to the E. 
couloir as to be driven by falling stones to regain the crast of the 
ridge between the couloirs by a difficult rock wall 76 ft. high, 
splendidly climbed by Purtscheller (10.16 A.M., 3,610 m.) ; see illus- 
tration in ' Hochgebirge,' p. 316. They turned the next tower on 
the ridge on its left side, but were not able to descend into the W. 
couloir, although the Professor states they were above the black 
pitch or cliff in the couloir. They continued to follow the ridge, 
now snow, and reached (12.6 P.M. 3,660 m.) after some difficult 
climbing, and traversing another gap in the ridge from which the 
way to the summit seemed clear, the only difficulty appearing to be a 
frozen waterfall* at the head of the \\'.couloir. They again traversed 
the \V. face of the ridge to just above a small rock tower set in 
this face (1.6 P.M. 3,720 m.), and saw that above the frozen water- 
fall t the \$'. couloir branched into two arms, down which snow, ice, 
and stones fell. The ridge bore away E., forming a bay, and con- 
tinuing their traverse they were able to turn the frozen waterfall 
after again nearly climbing to the crest of the ridge (2.50 P.M.). 
They then bore away to the left to reach the floor of the now narrow 
11'. couloir above the waterfall (3.6 P.M., 8,860 m.), whence the 
suinmit was reached at 3.55 P.M. 

Second Ascet1t.-Daniel Rlaquignaz and I bivouacked on Septem- 
ber 14, 1893, on a green plot under the lee of a big rock (4 to 
4; hrs. from Raron, about at the source of the most E. branch of 
the stream flowing down the Bietschthal). I t  is about hr. below 
Zsigmondy's gi te .  and offers no shelter against rain ; ut in fine 
weather is preferable, as water is closer. 

t 
The key of the ascent by the S. face is a broad mow-filled 

couloir, descending straight down from the summit to the glacier 
at the foot of S. fsce, but cut off by a cliff at  its lower end, and 
hence this couloir has to be gained by a series of traverses. Pos- 
-- 

* I only SRW the upper cliff or waterfall in this couloir-not two. 
f Compare also 2-cbcr Eis ulld Scltnee, second edition, rol. i. pp. 335338. 
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sibly early in the season avalanch snow might be found banked up 
against the cliffs, rendering direct access to the big couloir possible. 
This is the Professor's W. couloir ; but it will be seen below that I 
distinguish more couloirs than he doea. My notes were very care- 
fully made on the spot, so as to help to elucidate the very compli- 
cated terrain of this S. face. I am inclined to think-if such a 
degree of acccnraoy can be expected from any map-that this W. 
couloir is the second from the S . E .  ridge, and not, as the Professor 
considers, that immediately W. of the S.E. ridge, as shown on the 
Siegfried map. This latter, in my opinion, represents the Professor's 
E. couloir, and the others mentioned in my notes. 

Stones fall down the W. couloir, and I by no means wish to 
imply that it could be safely followed its whole length, or that 
it would be safer than the series of traverses we made to 
gain it. 

On September 15, from our bivouac, we ascended over moraine, 
p a s h g  Zsigmondy's gite, to the strip of glacier at  the foot of the 
S. face (1 hr. 20 min.). In ignorance of the details of Zsigmondy's 
route, we speut 1 hr. in examining the cliffs which bar direct 
access to the 8. ! ace, and attempting to find a passa e. We 
finally returned to the N.E. corner of the glacier, w % ence a 
convenient, though from a distauce formidable-looking, ledge led 
(in 20 Illin.) to the main S. arite, looking ' in der Trift ' (Sieg- 
fried). 

From the arite we traversed back to the left (N.W.), along con- 
venient ledges ascending only slightly, and then descended a 
short wall into a big, broad couloir (No. 1)-hard snow (40 min.). 
In this, we mounted straight up for 20 yards, then cut across it, 
and followed the well-defined ridge on its left, or W., side till the 
ridge flattens out (25 min.). Then we crossed the head of a small 
couloir (No. 2) to the W. of the ridge, took to the rocks on the 
other (IT.'.) side of this small couloir, always traversing to the left, 
and climbed to the crest of these rocks (12 rnin.), beyond which is 
a big couloir (No. 8), cut off above by a black waterfall. 

This couloir is crossed horizontally to a flat rock on its other 
side, forming a convenient platform. From here the way lies 
straight up a steep crack, and the couloir (No. 8) is regained by a 
traverse, not easy (53 min.). This couloir is at once quitted by mount- 
ing its left (IV.) wall, from the crest of which a descent of 40 ft. 
leads at  last into the great snow-filled ITr. couloir (No. 4) (35 rnin.). 

You skirt tlie E., or right hand, edge of this couloir close to, or 
partly on, its bounding wall, the steep rocks of which offer good 
hold, until you are above a narrow island of rock contained in the 
couloir (40 rnin.). The couloir is blocked by a characteristic black 
cliff, with the usual waterfall (cf. Schulz). To circumvent this we 
climbed the very steep rock wall forming the E. bank of the couloir, 
bearing away to our right to gain, just above a bi~-pointed tooth, 
the main S.E. ridge overlooking the Baltschieder Glacier (55 min.). 
From this point we traversed back to the left (N.IV.), below the 
crest of the main ridge on the Bietachthal side (difficult), re-entered 
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the W. couloir, now quite narrow, immediately above the black cliff 
and waterfall, crossed the couloir where it forks about 30 yards 
above the fall, and mounted the rocks between the forks (30 min.), 
and so regained the ridge overlooking Baltschieder (10 m.), which 
is then followed to the first, or S., uummit (12 min.), and to the 
final summit (4 min.). 

Hre. &fin. 
Actual climbing time from bivouac . . . . 6 56 
Time spent examining cliffs . . . . . 1 45 
Halts . . . . . . . . . 0 55 

The ascent was made on a quiet September day; the rocks are 
sound, very superior to the W. ar&te, and there was a little snow in 
the couloirs. A big stone ploughed down the big W. couloir 
(No. 4) as we sat looking into it, otherwise we saw no falling 
stones. 

Against my experience must be set that of the Purtscheller- 
Zsigmond -Schulz party, who were constantly endangered by stones, 
as were a f so Professor Schulz and Burgener on their attempt in 
1883. In 1895 an attempt, with IIaquignaz as leader, was also 
abandoned early in the day, for the same reason. 

The continual trarersing requires care ; the climbs to outflank 
the black cliffs and waterfalls alone would be called difficult in a 
inoderate degree. It  will be noticed that we spent but a v e q  few 
moments in the couloirs themselves, where we could be exposed to 
stones, and on the intermediate ridges one was safe enough. 

The Austrian party appears to ha\-e encountered difficulties, due, 
I think, in a measure to that admirable determination they so 
often exhibited-not least in their famous firsb traverse of the 
Bieije ar&te-and which in this case led them to persist in a too 
direct attack. We contented ourselves with outflanking the 
difficulties, and met with none that would have at  all taxed the 
powers of a Zsigmondy or a Purtscheller. Thus we were enabled 
to considerably fihorten the time without undue exertion, and hence 
minirnise any risk. 

Daniel Maquignaz led all day with tireless energy, a bmhomie 
that neither hardship nor danger ever ruffles, and that incomparable 
' flair ' of the great guide. 

P.S.-The starting-point is Raron, a station in the RhBne 
Valley, where there is a decent inn, kept by Herr Schroter, where 
good prorisions can be had very reasonably. Porters can be obtained 
there (in 1893 the local shoemaker acted for me). 

As to bivouacs, the Gite Zsigmondy ' im Rami,' in the Bietsch- 
thal, is under an overhanging rock, open only to the S., and has 
room for four or five people. I t  is quite dry. I t  is about the 
middle of the valley, and is a bit hard to find among the surround- 
ing similar ' Gerijll.' I t  is about 5 hrs. from Raron, and about 
1 hr. below the glacier. Our bivouac is only suitable for quite fine 
weather. 



ALPINE NOTES. 

GIFT TO THE ALPINE CLUB. -Mr. Heelis has presented to the 
Club a picture of Gaurisankar and biakalu, by blr. Alexander Scott. 

THE NEW EDITION O F  h h .  ~ A L L ' B  ' ALPINE CfU1DE.'-We would 
remind our readers that Mr. Coolidge will be very glad to receive 
notices of any alterations as regards inns, roads, paths, Club huts, 
kc.,  which may take place this summer. All communications 
should be addressed to Mr. Coolidge, af tcr  October 16, at the Bear 
Hatel, Grindelwald. The first volume has gone to the printers. 

ALPINE ACOIDENTS.-As usual a number of accidents are re- 
ported, chiefly from the eastern portion of the Alpine region. Two 
young Swiss who foolishly attempted the Schreckhorn without 
guides fell some 1,500 ft. through cutting inadequate steps on an 
ice-slope. They were fortunate enough to escape with their lives 
and three broken legs. hl. Goudet, a Swiss engineer, has died from 
the effects of a fall while climbing with Herr T. Keidel, Vice-Presi- 
dent of the Austrian Alpine Club, on the Ihchstein, near St. Gall. 

I t  is, as hlr. E.  Whymper has shown in his recent letter to the 
' Times,' impossible in the lack of evidence to form any decided 
opinion whether the recent di~appearance of an elderly Englishman 
near Zermatt was the result of physical collapse, or of an accidental 
fall, or of B crime. To those acquainted with the circumstances 
none of these hypotheses can seem inadmissible. I t  is a rllisfortune 
for the inhabitants of ('anton Valais that past esperience gives 
travellers but little confidence in any investigation conducted by the 
local anthorities. 

'LE ALPI ILLUSTRATE.'-\ire have received a specimen number of 
this attractive collection of Alpine photographs (photogravrires), 
which is published with the approval of the Italian Alpine Club. 
I t  appears in twelve monthly parts, each containing five illustrations, 
a t  rt very moderate price. The publisher is Sig. Antonio Fusetti, 8 
Via Pasquirolo, Milan. We hope to notice this collection more fully 
when it has been completed. 

MONTE DI S C E ~ ~ S C E N  A N D  PIZ ROSEG. -We have received the 
following from Captain L. S. Blackden :- 

' In the November '0G number of tlie " Alpine Journal "--" In 
hfe~noriam, Ilonlan Imboden, by Mrs. blain "--there i x  a sbtement 
to the eKect that the " Monte di Scerscen " has not been cli~nbed 
since 1891. 

' On Tuesday, '24th September, 1806, I left the " Capanna hlari- 
nelli," with Martin Schocher and Bartholomew Wohlwend, at 
3.60 A.M., and reached the summit of the Monte di Scerscen at 
8.35 A.M. 

' We returned by the Scerscen (irat and Pix nernina, reaching 
the latter summit at 12.10 P.M. and the nova1 Hut at 4.16 P.M. 
An entry will be found in the book at the Boval Hut to the above 
effect. 

VOL. SVII1.- NO. CSSXYII. N N 
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I might add that, although the ascent of a proverbially "stoney " 
lnoriiitain waa made in the Septenlber of an exceptionally stoney 
year, we saw no stones fall, except those we sent down ourselves, 
until some time after we had reached the summit. 

I do not know if the following " variation " is at  all rare ; I do not 
believe it is new. On Friday, 20th September, 1895, with the guides 
Schocher and Wohlwend as above, on the descent from Piz Roseg. 
we reached point " 3,500 " at  12 noon, and turning north descended 
by a rock arcte on to the Tschierva Glacier, the bergschrund of 
which was crossed a t  1.45. We followed the ridge to near where 
contour 3,3GO crosses it, and then turning east descended direct on 
to the glacier. There is one difficult piece on the ridge, when the 
last man requires the assistance of the rope, and the whole of it 
affords fine climbing.' 

La CHANOUSIA.-We learn from the June ' Rivista Mensile ' of the 
C.A.I. that the Alpine Garden on the Little St. Bernard will be 
shortly inaugurated. I t  takes its name from the rector of the 
Hospice, the AbbB Cht~noux. The secretary is Sig. L. G. Bonelli. 
The chief object of the garden, the work of which is undertaken 
under the auspices of the Turin section of the C.A.I., is to prevent 
the extermination of the rarer Alpine plants. We wish it all 
success. 

~)ESCI.:NTR 01.' YOHKSIIIRE POT HOLES. LONG KIN HOLE AND 
ROWTON I'oT. The sport of cave-hanting and the exploration of 
pot-holes, which roceived so great a stimulua two years age by the 
plucky descent of Gaping Ghyll by Monsieur E. A. Martel, has 
since been carried on with considerable vigour by various members 
of the Yorkshire Ramblers' Club.' The two principal successes 
scored this year are the descent of Long Kin Hole, on Ingleborough, 
and of Rowton Pot, near Ingleton. The former a t  the top is a mere 
long and narrow crevasse on a limestone plateau, here and there 
bridged over, and only about 2 ft. G in. to 6 ft. wide, a gruesome 
hole which is 385 ft. deep. This was explored on hlay 15 and 10 
by Mr. Edward Calvert, the leader, who reached the lowest and 
blackest depths ; Mr. Firth, who descended all but the last pitch, 
and who would have done that but for want of time ; and Messrs. 
Ellet, Green, Slingsby, and M R S O ~ ,  whose ambition was con- 
veilieiltly tempered by an indulgence in the belief that, on this 
occnsioli a t  least, tliere wes truth in the adage that ' discretion is 
the better part of vnlour.' Rowton Pot-a dirty pot too, in spite of 
its constant washing by a stream of water-also afforded much 
sport, and was dt2scendcd on .July 4 by 3fessrs. I3ooth, Swithenbank, 
Cnttriss, and Scriven, assisted by Woodhouse and Somers. I t  is 
365 ft. deep. Both pots had been previously reconnoitred, and 
their d(>scents attempted by some of those who ultimately succeeded 
in reaching their innermost recesses. Rope ladders were used in 
both cases, and each expedition afforded many and very various 
adventures, xvhich will give ample materials for a most sporting 
paper. the present I will merely say that the descent of a pot 
such as Long Kin Holo by rope ladders, where there are only three 
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ledges and four pitches, demands a t  least as much good general- 
ship, and requires at least as much pluck, strength, and powers of 
endurance on the part of the leader, as the ascent of a fashionable 
Zermatt peak. WM. CECIL SLINGSBY. 

WILDSTRUBEL.--On March 22, 1897, with Jean Maitre and a 
porter, Mr. 0. K. Williarnson ascended the Wildstrubel from the 
HBtel du Parc, hlontana. Starting a t  3.30 A.M. the summit (of the 
W. peak) was not reached until 1.45 P.M., owing to the softness of 
the snow for a great part of the distance. The hotel was not 
regained until 9.80 P.M. The weather was brilliant, but exceed- 
ingly warm, and the views beautiful. 

THE COMMISSION INTERNATIONALE DEB GLACIERB.-T~~S body, 
the appointment of which was to some extent a result of the steps 
taken by our own Committee to promote the study of glacial move- 
ments throughout the globe, is active in its task. Messieurs Fore1 
and Pasquier continue their annual reports on the Alpine glaciers. 
the majority of which are showing a tendency to retreat, which 
yearly grows more accentuated. M. Rabot has published a tract on 
' The Vnriations in Lengtli of the Arctic and Northern Glaciers ' 
(Georg, Geneva, 1897). 

CAUCASIAN (~LAcIERs.--M~. r)ouglas Freshfield, who has recently 
been appointed the English member of the Commission above 
mentioned, writes as follows :-'I find in the Report for 1895 
(p. 139) an allusion to the glaciers of the Caucasus, to wl~ich I 
may perhaps usefully add sowe further general statements. The 
evidence as to the oscillations of Caucasian glaciers ia still neces- 
sarily very defective. Only one glacier in the chain -that of 
Devdorak, on the N.E. slope of Knsbek-has been stndied with nny 
continuity, and that on account of the practical effect produced by 
the outbursts of water and ice blocks.(improperly called avalanches), 
which, originating in it, have from time to time destroyed or injured 
the highroad of the Dariel Pass. 

'The material at present a t  the disposal of students is limited to 
a few measurements made by the Russian surveyors and M. de 
Dbchy in the central group or at the sources of the Baksan, to the 
notes of Alpine climbers, and the numerous photo,pphs taken by 
them of late years. 
' IIy own personal notes have this exceptional value, that they are 

severed by a distance of twenty years (1868 and 1887 to 1889). I 
can state without hesitation that the main tendency of the ice 
during this period has been one of retreat, and that this retreat has 
beenvery general andconsiderable. The best positive proof I canshow 
of this is tlie contrast between some photographs taken by a member 
of Count Levaschoff's military expedition to Suanetia in 1869 and 
photographs by hf. de Dbchy (circa 1885), which show the lower 
end of the Zanner Glacier. At the time, however, of my two last 
visits (1887 and 1889) a new movement was commencing ; it had 
not, I think, reached the front of the glaciers, but was made mani- 
fest in their central portion by the casting of fresli rubbish over 
the green moraines. I need not trouble the reader wit11 the numerous 

N N 2  
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observations on which I ground my cooclusion, but I am convinced 
that a fresh advance of the ice was in progress in 1887-1889. How 
far that advance has been continued I do not possess sufficient 
materials for judging. 

I t  is much to be desired that the Russian Government or 
scientific societies should arrange for the periodical measurement 
of several of the principal ice streams on either side of the chain. 
The Azau Glacier, the Bezingi and Shikiltli (flaciers, the Karagom 
(+lacier on the N., the Chalaat, Leksnr, and Adish Glaciers on 
the S. would be good examples. Failing this, successive tra\-ellers 
should measure and report on these or any other conspicuous 
glaciers, and use their personal intluence to induce the Priestav 
of Betsho, and the princes of Urusbieh, or the N&hahik a t  
Naltshik to take up the work. bl. Jukoff did whet he col~ld while 
engaged on the Survey (see " The Exploration of the Caucasus 
in lH!JO," in R.G.S. "Proceedings," 1892), but ho mas naturally 
removed after one or two seasons to another part of the country.' 

T H E  NEW ZEALAND ALPS. 

To the Editor of the ALPINE JOUI~NAL. 
Thumes : hiarch 27, 1897. 

DEAR SIR, --May I, s s  spokesman of the N.Z. Alpine men, ex- 
press my appreciation of Mr. Freshfield's very able summing up of 
the points at issue between Mr. FitxCtentld and 111yself ? 

\Ye young colonists are very touchy when anything is said which 
tnay tend to depreciate our hard work, and illlngined our past 
labours in opening up our Alps mere being overlooked when, 
perllaps, there was renlly no cause for protest. 

I thoroughly enilorse the concluding remarks of the article, and 
can only again express, as already testified in hiantiering's and my 
letters, our congratulations and admiration of hlr. FitzGerald's 
climbs out here wit11 his guide. 

I should be glad if you could find space for this note, as evidence 
that we nccept Rlr. Freshfield's verdict and thank him for his very 
exhaustive and interesting summing up of the whole subject. 

I am, Sir, yours faithfully, 
A K T H ~ R  P. HARPER. 

AMONG the smaller picture galleries of London it would be difficult 
to find one superior to that belonging to the Alpine Club. 
Aclmirnbly lighted, most suitt~bly decorated, and situated within a 
few hundred yards of the chief exhibition rooms of London, it 
might reasonably have been espected tliat its malls would be 
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eagerly sought by the exhibitor, and that the gallery would be a 
favourite resort for the picture lover. A former reviewer looked 
forward to the periodical exhibitions in which the works of the 
artist members were to be brought to the notice of the climber, and 
prophesied the baneful influence which this was to exercise on 
Alpine art. Experience has shown that his anxiety was uncalled 
for; artist and climber have remained rigid1 apart. Each suc- i ceeding exllibition has shown a falling-off in t e number of visitors, 
until a dozen people in the day, and those largely recruited by 
private invitation, are regarded as an unusually good attendance, 
while the absence from this exhibition of many, if not all, of the 
artist members would seem to argue that the gallery was equally 
out of favour with the contributor. Surely this should not be so. 

A good exhibition depends on eager, or, at least, willing contribu- 
tors, but no one is likely to be eager to send works to a gallery in 
which they will be seen by none save the caretaker. It is a vicious 
circle, but it can be broken through if visitors are attracted. Means 
might surely be devised by which the exhibition should be made 
more widely known, and by which, without breaking through the 
essentially private character of the Club, there might be an appeal 
to a larger public. By holding the photographic exhibition in the 
duller months, and reserving the brighter spring days for paintings 
and drawings, the committee has taken a &pin the right direction. 
IR there any reason why the custom of opening the exhibitions with 
a private view should not be resumed ? I t  was departed from this 
summer with results which are not encouraging, and it might be 
well, indeed, to make the opening day still more important. 
Experience lias shown that the words ' afternoon tea ' on an invita- 
tion card do not diminish the attractions of an exhibition, as may 
be seen in many a Bond Street gallery. Little, however, can be 
done if the Club halt between two opinions, and, heedless of the 
change of policy involved in the change of quarters, regard a larger 
publicity with suspicion; or if it do not interest itself in this 
matter, and purge itself from the accusation brought against its 
members in a former review, that they care for none of these things, 
and that pictures of  hill^ are, to them, uninteresting-' unless they 
can identify the crack 11p which they wriggled or the chimney in 
which they cut steps.' 

The scanty nttendance could not he attributed to the weakness 
of the exliibition in the present instance, for though small and 
lacking in works of many well-known members, it was of great in- 
terest if only for the opportunity it afforded for comparing the 
works of two artists such as Loppi. and Albert (ios, who have 
devoted themselves to thr. rendering of mountain landscape. 

The work of lions. Loppk is well known to all members of the 
Alpine Club, and this exhibition gave once more an opportunity to 
note the extraordinary truthfulness of his rendering of outdoor 
light, and the ~ub t l e  differentiation between the brilliant light of 
the summer and winter sun. This brilliancy of lighting is, too, ob- 
tained with no esaggeration of contrasts, no darkening of skies to 
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give value to peaks, and is as apparent in the veiled and mist- 
filtered sunlight of the ' View from Prarion ' and the view of the 
Argentidre Glacier as in the full glare of the ' Charnonix in Winter.' 
This last is excellent in its realisation of winter sunlight, and 
charming in its grey tones. A sunset from the Grands Mulets and 
a delicate rendering of evening light on the Breithorn were also 
noticeable, while a view of Grindelwaltl recalled a sketch by Bon- 
ington seen in a former exhibition. 

To hi. Gos the Club is much indebted for his numerous and 
interesting contributions, but it is to be fa red  that his enterprise 
has hardly met with the success which it deserved. At the Academy 
was hung what was rhaps his most important picture, 'The 
Zermatt Valley' ; a ge rilliant and successful rendering of the 
multiplicity of detail and powerful sunlight of the Alps. For 
beauty and complexity of colour the sunset view from Les Avants 
was notable, and in tlie ' Matterhorn by Moonlight ' a task of epic 
grandeur was essayc~d. Very beautiful, though inconspicuously 
hung, was the little work ' Weisshorn, Zinal,' with the delicate 
painting of the lower mountain slopes. 

&I. (40s knows his native mountnins tinder all conditions, in 
sunshine and storm, at high noontide and beneath the stars, and 
it i~ his desire to express not only the form but the sentiment of the 
hills. This feeling for the poetry of the scene, especially noticeable 
in some of his stutlies of early spring, appears, indeed, to blind him 
occasionally to a certain lack of bcanty of fornl, and betrays him 
into ~ u c h  infelicities as appear in the ' (hamrnont ' and in tlie 
' Ilnntla,' where an effrhct of 1)rilliant sunliglit and true Alpine 
complesity of detail is marred by an unfortunately placetl chalet. 

Henry Iloward contributed several important pictures and a series 
of ' pochards ' which were interesting and successful in their 
rendering of aerial effects. Of the larger pictures the 'Val 
d'Aosta ' was beautiful in colour and arrangement, while the ' Tre 
Croci ' and the ' Blue Day, Lucerne ' successfully dealt with difficult 
colour problems. 

The central place on the east wall was well filled by E. 
hIolyneux's ' Dawn on tile Himalayas,' with its carefully reslised and 
truthful tones of the sky and its vertebrate drawing of the hill 
shonlders in the foreground, which appear to be covered by 
temporary snow. An escellent and delicate drawing of the distant 
peak of Everest seen by early morning light was sent by A. Scott. 
Several direct and effective pictures, especially a distant view of the 
Notllhorn, were exhibited by hllle. 13lanche Derthoud. 

The aiiter-colour drawings were less numerous than the pictures. 
A drawing of Lake Como by Sutton Palmer, lent by the President, 
wns a very charming rendering of the delicate and complex colour 
seen in the sunlight of Italy ; an effect admirably obtained by hIr. 
l'nlmer's mc~thod. B. J. M. Donlle, whose niethod recalls Paul 
Nnftrl nnd .T. A. Way, sent interesting drawings. Of the works sent 
hy the last contriblitor we prefer the simpler and more direct 
drawings to those which are more elaborate. Several drawings 



of pleasant colour were sent by A. Williams, especially one of 
' Broadford,' and there were some rapid and successf~il notes of 
effects by R. Clarke, including a clever ' Devil's Kitchen.' Amongst 
other drawings Mrs. Jardine had a successful but not very solid 
' Wet Day at St. Luc,' and the delicate sinlplicity of Mrs. Parrish's 
' Xorning at Chamonix ' and Miss Smith's excellent ' Snowstornl 
in the Engsdine ' must not be passed over. 

The hanging was on the whole well done, and in all other respects, 
save the paucity of visitors, the Club may be congratulatecl on its 
summer exhibition. 

- 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

A GENERAL MEETING was held in the Hall of the Club on the 
evening of Tuesday, Mey 4, at 8.30, Mr. Charles Pilkington, 
Prcsider~t, in the chair. 

hlessrs. A. Barran, A. FOX, and B. Hopkinson were balloted for 
and elected members of the Club. 

Mr. O .  Yeld read a paper entitled ' An ascent of the Aiguille de 
Tronchey.' After the paper Dr. Tempest Anderson showed some 
lantern slides of the Mont Blanc range. hlessrs. C. E. hlatliews, 
Conway, and the President, took part in a short discussion, and 
the proceedings terminated with a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. 
Yeld and Dr. Anderson. 

A GENERAL MEETING was held in the Hall on Tuesday evening, 
June 1, at 8.30, hlr. C. Pilkington, President, in the chair. 

The PHE~IDENT announced the death of Mr. W. H. Stone, a 
member who had been elected in 1859. He then read a letter from 
Jfr. Coolidge stating the condition of the new edition of Ball's 
' Guide.' He also intimated that Mr. Freshfield had presented to 
the Club the original drawing of the map of the Caucasus, the 
copyright of which, however, he reserved ; and that Mr. Heelis had 
presented a painting of Gaurisankar, by Jlr. Alexander Scott. 

Mr. HOLDER read a paper entitled ' Climbs among the Peaks of 
the Adyrsu, Central Caucasus,' after which Mr. Woolley exhibited 
some lantern slider! illustrating it. 

Mr. SOLLY said that he llad heard froin hlr. IVoolley that A;lqrsu 
Bashi was 14,200, whereas hIr. Freshfield put it as 14,673. He 
would like to know which was correct? * He believed it was the 

- - - - -- -- 

* There are two peaks on the great Urubashi spur E. of the Adyrsu glen 
designated as Adyrsu Bashi on the one-verst map, which is singularly faulty 
and incomplete in this district. In my map I have retained the nanie only for 
the southern and higher peak (11,673 ft. one-\erst map), that climbed by Mr. 
Holder's party. The second peak I have called Sullukol Bashi (13,930 ft. one- 
verst map). It was climbed by blebsrs. hlerzbacher and Purtscheller. All 
these facta and figures are given in the Appendix B to my recent volumes, 
which can be procured separately by members of the Club on application to 
the Assistant Secretary.-D. W. F. 



highest climb of a new peak ever made by a guidele~s party. He 
had had a somewhat silnilar experience as Mr. Holder with regard 
to official obstecles to getting about the country, but he thought 
that the best way was to trouble the oflicials as little as possible, and 
they were little likely to trouble the traveller. If you applied to them 
they had to receive you very formally, and to comply with all regu- 
lntions, and SO long delays ensued. There is more exploring to be 
(lone on the Leksur Glacier tliun in any other part of the Central 
Caucasus. No one has been to the head of the Chalaat (;lacier, or 
of the western arm of the Leksur Glacier, and in the Russian 
survey part of the Leksur Glacier is shown as part of the Chalaat 
Glacier. In  the winter of 1893 he nas  asked by Mr. Freshfield, 
who was then studying photographs of the region, to observe what 
the facts were. He bore this in mind, and while climbing on the 
Leksur Glacier made a note on his map that Mr. Freshfield's sup- 
positidn was wrong and the snrvey was right, but on going 2,000 ft. 
higher up, he had seen over a ridge and observed that Mr. Freshfield 
was right. I le thought that this was a wonderful tribute to Mr. 
Freshfield's capacities as a geographer fro111 photographs. No one, so 
far as he knew, had yet cliulbed on Freshfield's Chatuin Tuu, which 
appei~red to be very difficult as he saw it froin the south. Siilce 1889 
no English party had climbed a summit of over 15,000 ft., which 
showed the difliculties met with, and how much there is to do. 
1Cvcti in u short holiday of six or seven wcrks there would be 
plonty of opportunity for the younger nlen~bcrs still to climb new 
pecrks. 

Mr. NE\VBI.~RCH congratultttcd Mr. Holder on having ascended so 
diflicult a peak. The greut difficulty in tlle Ci~ucasus was to find 
crimping ground near the ascent. I n  any exploration of the Leksur 
(;lacier it would be vcry ilnportant for any party to have its camp 
3 hrs. llighcr up than his party had becn able to find ground. 

Mr. G. P. ~JAKI.:R, referring to hIr. Solly's remark that Adyrsu 
nirshi had beell the highest guideless climb made, said that he had, 
with l l r .  Teld, climbed 13asardjusi on tlie extreme eastern end of 
the range without guides, a height of 11,700 ft. 

Tlie PRESIDENT congratulated Mr. Holder's party on their climb. 
Falling stones seemed to be one of the  great dangers of the Caucasus, 
and of all mount:~ins exposed to rapid chailges of temperature. 
Thc district of'ered tlic great charm of novelty to members. 

The proceediiigs t'rlninatcd with a llcarty vote of thanks to Mr. 
Holder and to Mr. \Yoollcy. 

THE S U J I ~ I I ~ H  DIKSEI~ was held at  the Mitre Hotel, Haiiipton 
('onrt, on Thursday, June 3, hlr. Churles I'ilkington, Prcsitlent, in 
tho chair. Twenty-two members and guests were present. 
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CLIMBS AMONG THE PEAKS OF THE ADYRSU, CENTRAL 
Caucasus. 

BY H. W. HOLDER. 

(Read before the Alpine Club, June 1, 1807.) 

AST summer Cockin, Woolley, and I arranged to pay L another visit to the Caucasus, and decided to proceed 
in the first place to the Adyrsu valley, near Urusbieh. 

This valley had been previously visited by Mr. Grove in 
1874, Mr. Freshfield in 1887 and 1889, and Herr Merzbacher 
in 1891. All three have spoken in high terms of its scenery, 
and we hoped to find amongst the numerous peaks which 
surround it one or two which we should be able to climb 
without guides, as we had resolved that we would take 
neither guide nor porter with us from ' the  playground of 
Europe.' 

On August 13  I reached Piatigorsk, and found Cockin and 
Woolley (who had arrived one day earlier) busily engaged in 
buying provisions and making arrangements for the com- 
mencement of our journey across the steppes to a village, 
where more serious preparations would have to be made for 
carrying on our baggage to Urusbieh. They had been joined 
by Merun and Dianos, both of whom had come from Tsageri, 
not, as we expected, by the direct route through Suanetia, 
but had ridden round about 200 miles by the Mamisson pass, 
Alagir, and Naltshik. 

The next day we started, and the ride to Naurusov, which 
we reached at 3.30 P.M., was exceedingly interesting and 
delightful. We had a good carriage ; there were fine views 
of the mountains from Elbruz away into the far E., the air 
was most exhilarating, and we were all encouraged to look 
forward to satisfactory results in our expedition. A short 
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distance out of Piatigorsk we passed several thousands of 
regular and irregular cavalry manc-euvring in the broad 
plains S.E. of the town. Unfortunately Nerun and 
Dianos missed the shorter route which we had taken, and 
went round by Baksanski. In consequence of this delay we 
were compelled to spend the night in the cancellaria at  
Naurusov, the first village which we reached in the Baksan 
valley. 

On account of the absurdly high prices we were asked 
for horses we decided to hire an arba with a couple of oxen 
to take our baggage to Urusbieh. 

The next morning we started at about 5.30. 
It was a beautiful morning ; the views were charming ; the 

rich green foliage of the valley through which we made our 
way contrasted in a delightful manner with the deep purple 
of the distant mountains, among which we thought we could 
distinguish one or two of our old friends of former years. 

Unfortunately our pleasure n7ns soon marred by a most 
trying incident. After walking for about an hour we were 
overtaken by a native with a troika. He offered us convey- 
ance for a considerable distance at  a low rate. We accepted 
the offer and went on merrily for 2 or 3 hrs. But in 
descending a steep hill near Ashabova (we had fortunately 
dismounted), either the driver exercieed poor skill or the horses 
became furiously restive ; in any case they galloped madly 
down the hill and, unfortunately, the troika was upset at  the 
bottom of the hill, and the leg of the best horse was broken. 
After an outburst of despair by the owner of the horse, appa- 
rently accompanied with appeala to the Deity, he, immediately 
on our arrival, threw the blame upon us, and demanded the 
value of the horse, which he asserted to be 150 roubles. He 
even asked a party of officials who happened to pass to 
demand from us the amount named. We, however, had no 
difficulty in disproving his assertions, and when the officers 
had recognised our innocence, and had indicated that they 
could not support his claims, we gave him a 51. note towards 
the purchase of a new horse, and this promptly relieved his 
distress. 

It, perhaps, is worth stating that the officials, on examining 
our passports, intimated that we had no right to travel in this 
part of the country without getting them vised at  Naltshik. 
On our stating that, if necessary, one of our number would 
visit the starshina, they intimated that if we were willing to 
run the risk no obstacle to our progrese would be presented 
by them. 
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This being my first visit to this part of the country I was 
impressed with the fine hills in the neighbourhood of the 
accident, though unfortunately here, as in so many of the 
Caucasian districts, there was very little water except the glacier 
vater of the river. 

As the Baksan valley has been described in Freshfield's 
'Central Caucasus,' I will merely say that although the 
scenery is frequently picturesque and pleasing we found it a, 
rather weary walk, as we had to wait 20 or SO min. every 
hour to allow the arba to come up with us, and to be ready 
to give assistance, which was sometimes wanted in awkward 
places. We slept at  night on a grass slope near the Tartar 
village of Akhsu, and next day progress was so slow again 
that it was 8 P.X. before we reached Urusbieh. 

The next morning we engaged pack-horses for our journey 
to the head of the Adyrsu valley, and started at  8.30. 

The Adyrsu torrent has its source in the glaciers of the 
main chain, and, after a course of about 12 miles, flows into 
the Baksan valley just opposite the village of Urusbieh. 

K e  crossed the Baksan and ascended by a, zigzag route 
up the hill-side immediately opposite Urusbieh, until we 
came fairly into the Adyrsu valley. For some distance we 
walked along a, well-trodden track on the left side of the 
stream. Then for a. considerable time we had to work up 
the right side. Having reached the mouth of Nerzbacher'e 
Sullukol glen we crossed the granite boulders which had 
been left by the torrent, and for the remainder of our 
journey worked on the right side of the stream. There 
was a plentiful supply of wild strawberries, and it was a 
delightful day, so our progress was slow but pleasant. About 
noon we rested for a couple of hours. Shortly after leaving 
the resting-place the valley became more densely wooded, 
and the track more difficult for the horses, whose progress 
was barred every few paces by great fallen pine trees. How- 
ever, nothing went wrong, and about 3.30 we arrived 
at  an open plateau at the head of the valley, where we de- 
cided to pitch our tents. The height was about 8,000 ft. 
The situation was most picturesque. We were about a mile 
below the termination of the Adyrsu glacier, above which was 
the magnificent N. face of Latsga, a peak on the main 
chain, which had been visible all the way up the valley. 
More to the W. was another fine peak-Gumachi. We 
soon found that there were spring water and fire wcod in the 
neighbourhood, and, moreover, a, flock of sheep was penned 
every night close to our camp. The owner of the sheep 
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was a tall interesting-looking man named Sarumbash, who 
seldom accompanied the sheep in their daily climbs, bnt who 
was a keen and successful sportsman, and, moreover, a 
shrewd business man. We were able ultimately to obtain 
sheep from him, though first of all we were com- 
pelled to display some little zeal and skill in bargaining. 
Then, however, some altercation occurred with reference to 
the destruction of the animals. Bakeanukh, a Tartar whom 
we had engaged as porter a t  Urusbieh, would eat only what 
he himself had killed in an orthodox manner. Dianos held 
similar views, and as he was the stronger and more vigorous 
man, he had the benefit of the first sheep that was killed. 
To make matters satisfactory we suggested that they might 
kill in turn. I think, however, that Dianos was usually the 
butcher of the party. 

To the W. of our camp was a small nameless peak on the 
ridge which separates the Adyrsu from the Adylsu valley, and 
from this point we fancied we ghould be able to obtain fine 
views of the higher peaks in the neighbourhood and decide on 
the most satisfactory lines of ascent. In  the climb there was 
little of interest. We started a t  3.50, crossed the bridge over 
which the sheep were usually driven, commencing the ascent 
in a line almost due W. of our camp. We made our way up 
steep slopes, first of grass and then of snow, till me gained 
the main eastern rock ridge, which we ascended in a N.W. 
direction till we reached the summit at  9.15. 

The wind was bitterly cold, but by a slight descent we found 
a sheltered resting-place and were able to look round and 
form some plans for our future expeditions in this district. 
Ry the aneroid the height of the peak was ahout 12,500 ft. 
There were sple~ldid views of Elbruz and Dongusorun, of 
Adyrsu-Bashi and Jnilik, as  well as, a t  greater distances, 
Laila, Tiktengen, and other interestinq featnres of the chain. 
Our descent was much more exciting than our ascent. With 
doubtful wisdom we varied our return by going down a small 
,r;!ncier in a uo rc  northern glen. The result was that on 
reaching the snout of the glacier we were compelled to cross 
diagonally to the right banli, itnd were for some time esposecl 
to considerable risk from falling s to~es .  MTe propose to name 
this small peak SarumLnshi, and can recommend it a s  an 
escellent point of view'for the Adyrsu mollntains. 

Tlrc A sct7iit of -4dyrsu-Baslti. 

When on the top of Sarumbashi we had s i~~g led  out a peak 
near the head of the Adjrsu glacier, marked in Freshfield's 
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map as Adyrsu-Bashi (14,673 ft.), for our first serious expedi- 
tion, and had decided to attempt to climb it by the N. ridge. 

On the morning of August 21 we started for the ascent. 
The previous night had been exceedingly cold, and we all had 
been to some extent affected by it. But the morning waa 
fine, so we made our preparations as quickly as possible, and 
actually started with Dianos and Baksanukh about 9.30. 

We ascended S.E. of our camp till we were about abreast 
of the end of the Adyrsu glacier, then turned up the grassy 
slopes and cutting off a corner descended somewhat to the 
right lateral moraine of the E. branch of the glacier. After 
following the moraine till 12.30, we stopped for lunch at  e 
point which commanded a striking view of Latsga and 
Gumachi on the 8. of the glacier. On resuming our journey 
we turned up e tributary glacier descending from the W. 
side of Adyrsu-Bashi, which was now in full view, and a t  
3 o'clock decided to send the two natives back that they 
might have sufficient time to reach the camp ere nightfall. 
We gave Woolley a short time to lake some views, and then 
divided the burdens and directed our steps up towards the 
depression a t  the foot of the N. ridge of the mountain, where 
me could see some rocks amongst which we hoped to find 
shelter for the night. Before very long we discovered that 
there was decided danger from falling stones, which issued 
from gullies in the rocks on our left (N.) and raked the route 
along which we had to pass. As there was no other method 
of avoiding these stones we crossed the mouths of these 
gullies as quickly aa we could, keeping as close as  possible to 
such shelter as  the rocks afforded us, and were soon out of 
danger. We then ascended an easy snow-slope and finally 
took to the rocks on the N. side, reached the depression a t  
the foot of the N. ridge a t  about 6 P.H., and chose the best 
sleeping-place we could find. And since we had provided 
ourselves with light sleeping-bags to keep down our loads, we 
all felt the cold during the night. Next morning at  5 A.M. 
we began the ascent of the north ridge. 

On the way up the glacier there had been some discussion 
a s  to changing our plan of attack and ascending by the S. 
ridge. In  order to be prepared to descend, if we finally con- 
sidered it desirable, by this route we carried with us from the 
sleeping-place our sleeping-bags and other impedimenta. 

The ascent of the lower part of the ridge was mainly over 
rocks, varied, however, here and there with steep arctee of 
snow or ice. There were one or two difficult places, and on 
the whole the climbing was both interesting and enjoyable. 
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The upper part of the ridge, being mainly of steep ice, 
involved more continuous step-cutting, and a cornice which 
overhung on the E. side added somewhat to our difficulty. 
Gradually, however, the arete became less steep, the ice gare 
place to snow, and at  9.15 we reached the summit. 

From the top we had a most magnificent view of the moun- 
tains : Koshtantau, Dych Tau and Shkara, Elbruz, Ushba, 
and Latsga-in fact, almost all the great peaks of the chain. 
And as the day was a perfect one we gave ourselves time 
on the top to lunch at  leisure, note the views, and to build 
a modest cairn of stones. Having carried onr sleeping-bags 
with us it was natural that we should endeavour to dis- 
cover some untrodden line of descent which would be as  
satisfactory as, or more satisfactory than, that over which we 
had made our climb the previous day. We commenced in an 
almost due southern direction, but were stopped by a sheer 
break in the ridge. We consequently made our way back to 
the summit of the peak and started afresh down a rock gully 
on its TY. face. Our progress at  the commencement was 
fairly satisfactory ; crossing from side to side as there appeared 
to be better hold or a safer line of descent. Eventually the 
gully opened out and we emerged on its true left side on to 
slopes of ice, below which the mountain-side fell westwards 
towards the tributary glacier in numerous terraces of rocks ; 
the gully down which we had come becoming broader and 
ill-defined. TYe soon discovered that stones both large and 
small were almost incessantly bounding down these terraces 
from the rocks above. Before long we were forced to cross a 
broad channel of ice which here took the place of the main 
gully. Just as we aere in the centre of the channel Woolley 
cried out, ' Stones, look out ! ' Cockin was out of the line of 
the stones. TTToolley and I took as good a view of the danger 
as possible, protected ourselve~ with our well-padded ruck- 
sacks, and, as  soon as the volley wns over, as  rapidly ae 
possible got into a place of safety. Fortunately me neither of 
us suffered any serious damage. Woolley got a bruise on the 
shoulder which remained for some days, whilst all that I re- 
ceived was a scratch on one of my hands, and, as  I discovered 
afterwards, a scar on one of my legs. 

-4fter this we managed to avoid the dangerous neigh- 
bourhood of the couloir, but only by descending the terraces 
by routes which were tedious and often difficult ; con- 
sequently it was late ere we safely reached the tributary 
glacier up which we had come the day before. A leisurely 
stroll down the Adyrsu glacier brought us to the grassy 
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slopes S.E. of our camp; but before we had crossed them 
it was quite dark, and our progress was naturally slow. We 
were all tired, and were not sorry to be met by Dianos, 
Baksanukh, the shepherd, and his son, who, having seen our 
lantern light on the hill-side, had come out to meet us and 
relieve us of our loads. 

It should be carefully borne in mind by all mountaineers 
who visit this district that the danger of falling stones is 
exceedingly great, and at present, of course, very little known. 
Freshfield in his book expresses the opinion that the covering . 
of the Shikildi glacier with masses of huge stones and moraine 
is due to a fall of the mountain a few years ago. Those who 
see the glacier and accept this view will be of opinion that 
climbing in this region must at times be about as dangerous 
as mountaineering can possibly become. 

Attempt to ascend Jailik (14,868 ft.) 

When on the top of Sarumbashi we had noticed a striking 
rock peak on the Urubashi ridge, nearly 3 miles to the N. of 
Adyrsu-Bashi. This peak was Jailik (14,868 ft.), the highest 
of the surrounding mountains, and, after our victory on 
Adyrsu-Bashi, we determined to try to climb it, though it 
looked far from easy. We started on Monday, August 24, a t  
9.45 A.M. Having descended by the valley about a mile from 
our camp we turned into the side glen, which joins the main 
valley about this point, aud, crossing to the right bank of the 
tributary stream, ascended it until we were in sight of the end 
of a considerable glacier which descended from the E. This 
proved to be the nameless glacier by which Mr. Freshfield's 
party descended from their new pass in 1889. 

After following the right lateral moraine of the glacier for 
some time we sent Dianos (who had accompanied us so far) 
back to the camp. Continuing along the moraine we soon 
came to the infall of a side glacier, which descends from the 
field of nev6 W. of Jailik. Having crossed the end of this 
side glacier we began to climb up to a ridge of rocks on its N. 
side. These rocks, being all of granite, gave us good sport. 
We followed ' tur ' tracks, and at 5.30 P.M. reached the sum- 
mit of the rocks, and discovered an excellent sheltered place 
(probably usually inhabited by the tur) in which to pass the 
night. From this ridge of rock slopes of nevi. extended N.E. 
up to the rocks of Jailik, which was now in full view. And 
not only was there this magnificent view of Jailik, but also of 
the N. face of Adyrsu-Bashi, as well ccs the Kurmuichi ridge, 
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Ushba, and Elbruz. It was an almost enchanting moonlight 
night, and much warmer than on our previous expedition. 

The next morning at 5 we started, making our way N.E. 
across the glacier which lay between us and the rocks on the 
S. side of Jailik, up which we hoped to make our way. The 
glacier was snowclad nearly the whole of the wey, and in 
exactly 2 hrs. we came to the top of the pasa immediately to 
the S. of Jailik, which ismarked in Freshfield's map as Donkin's 
pass. Donkin worked out the height as 13,030 ft. ; from our 
aneroid we thought it might be 100 to 160 ft. higher. 

Here we stopped and had food before descending the awkward 
slope which lay before us. For as we had been unable fo dis- 
cover a promising line of ascent up the S. or S.W. side, we 
decided to cross the pass and try our luck on the E. side. 

It was a splendid morning, though there were signs in the 
sky usually indicative of bad weather to be expected in the 
course of a day or two. 

The slope which we had to descend was in the centre steep, 
and completely covered with ice. On the feasible side the rocks 
were exceedingly loose and rotten, so that it was difficult to 
get either a safe footing or a secure hold. Moreover, 8s an 
individual in the rear moved forward it was necessary for 
those in front to do their best to protect themeelves from 
falling stones, and, indeed, to place themselves in the strongest 
possible position, for fear of an awkward fall. 

At the foot of the rocks we turned sharply to the left 
(namely, N., or slightly N.W.), and cut steps across a slope of 
n6ve till we reached the foot of a couloir running up to the E. 
ridge of Jailik. The snow in this couloir was in a very bad 
condition, resting chiefly on ice. We were, besides, during 
almost the whole of our ascent exposed to falling stones from 
the precipices above us. 

However, by keeping as closely to the rocks aa possible, 
and exercising great caution, we were able without serious 
mishap to reach the ridge which falls steeply eastward from 
the summit of Jailik to the head of the Jailik glacier of Fresh- 
3eld's map. 

Going along this ridge in a westward direction for about 
half an hour we came, at 12.30, upon a snow ridge only a 
few yards long, which abutted against a great mass of rock, 
which appeared to be the lower part of the final rock tower 
seen in distant views. 

The ridge of snow fell away in the steepest of precipices on 
both sides, and the rocks against which it abutted consisted of 
limooth slabs coated in places with ice. We were forced to 
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come to the conclusion that an ascent from this point at  tlie 
hour of day which had been reached was too dangerous to be 
attempted, and that probably from this point it was absolutely 
impossible. We consequently had lunch, then turned and 
commenced our descent. By the aneroid the height we 
reached was about 14,400 ft. 

The views on the N. side were of bare arid-looking glens 
with small glaciers, whilst on the S. side, between us and 
Adyrsu-Bashi, there was a fine snow peak, apparently over 
14,000 feet in heigbt. 

We spent very little time on the point we had reached, but 
as quickly as possible (taking into consideration the fact that 
the snow was in a decidedly unreliable and dangerous con- 
dition) made our way down the couloir we had climbed in the 
morning. 

Before completely descending to the foot of the awkward 
slope on the W. side of Donkin's pass we noticed a gap in 
the rocks of the ridge which extends from the pass up to the 
summit of Jailik, and it occurred to us that if we could 
make use of this gap we should gain time and moreover avoid 
the rotten and unpleasant rocks encountered in the morning. 
We fortunately quickly discovered that the pass in this 
direction was decidedly preferable to Donkin's pass. 

At 5 P.M. we reached our bivouac, and at  6, having warmed 
and finished our la.st tin of soup, commenced the final portion 
of the descent. Instead of taking the route we had climbed 
we took a direct line more to the E., over k g e  fragments of 
fallen rocks, to the nameless glacier, which we reached at  a 
point nearer to its source. 

The ramble down the glacier was simple, and there were no 
crevasses worth referring to ; but we only managed to reach 
its snout and get on to the moraine a little before the light 
had departed. Thence it was a rough-and-tumble walk down 
over stones and rhododendrons until we reached the path 
about a mile above the bridge. Here Dianos and Baksanukh 
met us with food and, to the intense delight of some of us, 
a little wine, which Merun had brought with him from 
Tsageri. 

We did not reach our tent till 10 P.M. 
It wes a source of pleasure to us quickly to discover that 

Merun had bought and cooked a sheep, and moreover that the 
shepherd, who had been away a couple of days, had returned 
in safety. The reason for his absence we soon discoyered to 
have been the fact that a native of Suanetia, who had passed 
our tents the night before we started for our Jailik expedition, 
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had carried off a couple of the sheep. This had led him to 
follow promptly after the visitor. What occurred it was 
of course impossible for us to tell, but as on his return his 
impassive and angular features relaxed from time to time and 
actually almost gave us the impression that he wae about to 
smile, and moreover as Merun had had no difficulty in dealing 
with him, we concluded that pleasant reminiscences were 
floating through his brain. 

Gumachi. 
The two days following were so cloudy, windy, and un- 

settled that we decided not to sleep out for our next climb. 
Almost due S. of our camp was a fine snow peak called 
Gumachi, from which a glacier descended in a steep ice-fall 
and became united with tlie main Adyrsu glacier just above 
its termination. 

As this peak was only 13,481 feet in height, we thought we 
might be able to ascend it in one day. So on Friday, 
August 28, at 4 A.M., we started for the climb. We'proposed 
to attack the peak by the W. ridge. This necessitated 
an ascent to the head of the glacier to mhich I have referred, 
and which might conveniently be named the Gumachi glacier. 
Consequently we crossed to the left bank of the Adyrsn 
torrent and climbed the grassy shoulder S.W. of the camp, 
thereby avoiding a considerable stretch of the moraine. At 
the commencement of our climb a thick mist had prevailed, 
but at  the top of the shoulder we emerged from the mist 
and then descended slightly to the left lateral moraine of the 
Gumachi glacier. We ascended by the moraine till we were 
compelled to change our route by the precipitous rocks of 
Sarumbashi, on our right. We consequently made our way 
by a slight descent on to the glacier, up which we climbed till 
we were well above the ice-fall. We then crossed to the S.W., 
continued the climb over the glacier till we reached a point a t  
which we could arrive at  a decision as to the best line in 
mhich to continue our ascent, and then stopped for breakfast 
at about 6.30. 

After breakfast we turned more to the S. and began to 
ascend slopes of glaciers and nkvti leading up to the W. ridge of 
Gumachi. There was no difficulty in these, but a number of 
very long crevasses caused us to zigzag considerably till we 
reached the schrund below the final slope leading up to the 
ridge. 

Having crossed the schrund our leader begaa to cut steps 
diagonally towards a point of the ridge at  which there was no 
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cornice. When he had cut twenty or thirty steps we came to a 
broad band of ice running down the slope from top to bottom. 

This necessitated a change in our tactics, and we were now 
compelled to cut steps straight up the snow slope, which 
fortunately was hard, so that we had no difficulty in making 
good steps. 

About 11 A.N. we reached the top of the slope and dis- 
covered that a cornice overhung so as  to make i t  impossibIe 
without some further efforts to mount the ridge. We were 
compelled to make a short traverse, cutting steps in hard ice 
below the cornice till we reached a point where we thought 
we might break through. As Woolley was leading i t  fell to 
his lot to cut a passage through the cornice, a tedious process 
which lasted three-quarters of an  hour. 

Cockin and I fixed ourselves as  firmly as possible, but a s  
our leader was in a position almost at  right angles to the 
line in which we were compelled to remain, a slip would 
probably have produced the most serious results. Moreover, 
although he had been able to secure good footholds he was 
compelled to cut holds for his left hand, and with his right 
first to cut through the outer crust of ice and then to remove 
the overhanging snow until a sufficient way had been made 
for us to ascend a few steps, and with extended arms to 
squeeze through the narrow gap on to the ridge of snow 
above. From this point to the summit of the peak there was 
no serious difficulty. Our way led along a ledge of snow till 
me came to the rocks which formed the lower part of the W. 
ridge of the peak, and we discovered that this part of the ridge 
could in all probability be easily reached from the Leksur 
glacier on the S. side of the mountain. 

We stopped a short time for lunch, but as  an  exceedingly 
cold wind was blowing from the 8. across the ridge we 
quickly recommenced our climb. 

There were fortunately no serious difficulties. A few 
broken rocks had to be surmounted ; then our way had to be 
made along a sort of gully ; then a short spell of step-cutting 
enabled us to get fairly on the ridge which leads to the 
summit. Three projecting points had to be surmounted ere 
we reached the crown at 3 P.M. -~ - 

 hi view was ~imi lar  to that from Sarumbashi, though of 
course more extensive ; moreover from this point we were able 
to look down into the valleys of Suanetia. Elbruz towered 
head and shoulders above his neighbours, and seemed to reign 
with a calm and supreme majesty. 

We only spent half an hour before commencing our descent. 
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When we reached the cornice through which, as I have 
intimated, we had made our way in the ascent, there was a 
moment's consideration of a suggestion to descend from the 
ridge at a point farther to the R. As, however, this would 

I 
have meant cutting steps dolan a ridge of ice, we rapidly 
concluded that first of all we would attempt to descend by the 
route which r e  had climbed. We had no serious difficulty in 1 
our descent to the upper part of the ridge, and as, fortunately, 
this had been hut very slightly exposed to the sun, our 
steps were in a perfect condition, so that with care we were 
enabled quickly to gain the main portion of the Gumachi 
glacier. We crossed the glacier before the light had dis- I 
appeared, although it became quite dark as we went over the 
moraine. Having lit our lantern, our line of descent could 
easily be seen by the men in camp. Evidently at  one time 

1 
we were making our way too near to a precipice overhanging 
the valley on the right. Our men consequently shouted, 
woved their lanterns, and rushed out to direct and meet us. 
The sound of the falling water made it clear to us that we 

1 
must work slightly more to the left, and so ere very long, though 
with tumbles over stones and shrubs and slight hollows in the 
ground, we safely reached our camp. 

The shepherd had seen us on the top of Gumachi, and both 
that night and the morning following he expressed himself to 
us in langurage none of us could understand, and which was 
dxerently understood. Some co~lsidered it a serious con- 
demnation, others an indication of awe and deep surprise that 
the ' spirit of the place' should have allowed us to visit the 
region and return in safety. I 

BY FREDERICK OARDINER. 

SUPPOSE that most of us must take our Alpine holidays 1 when we can get them, and I also suppose that the most 
convenient time for the majority is late rather than early, and 
it is undeniable that for certain expeditions the month of 
August is more desirable than June. But still each month 
and season has its particular charm, and the climber who has 
invariably stnrted work late in August can never have seen 
the loveliness of the Alpine flora at  its best, nor have enjoyed 
the splendid length of a mid-June day in the Alps, nor have 
received the extremely cordial welcome that meets the early 
climber everywhere. However, I freely grant that as a rule 
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June is rather too early for serious mountaineering, and the 
only excuse for my complying with the Editor's request that  
I should contribute a short account of such well-known 
expeditions as most of those that I accomplished last summer 
is to show that the Alps are not closed until the middle of 
July, even for such middle-aged climbers as myself. I 
reached Grindelwald on June 4, and until the first week in 
July I did not meet a single climber anywhere, although I heard 
of one or two foreign Alpinists here and there ; and notwith- 
standing that between June 4 and July 15 I slept out eighteen 
or twenty nights in huts, I had the huts invariably to myself- 
not the least strong argument in favour of climbing in June- 
excepting on the latter date, when by way of contrast I was 
one of fourteen a t  the Gleckstein. Between June 4 and 12, 
accompanied by my wife, and with Rudolf Almer as sole 
guide, I spent a delightful week in most perfect weather 
round the Faulhorn group-ascending Burg, the Rothihorn, 
the Schwarzhorn, and crossing the Faulhorn from Scheinige 
Platte to Giessbach ; two nights we passed in the inn on the 
Faulhorn, and we had two as perfect sunsets and sunrises as 
the heart of man could desire. I t  is hardly necessary for me 
to dilate in these pages on the view from such a point under 
such circumstances. On the 14th Peter Almer joined me as 
second guide, and between that date and the 20th we ascended 
the Rosenhorn and the Ewig Schneehorn, and crossed the 
Rosenegg and Wetterlimmi, and, although we found a consider- 
able quantity of snow everywhere, we were by no means incon- 
venienced thereby. The 19th and 20th were stormy days, 
and fresh snow fell ; but as I was anxious to make an ascent 
on Jubilee Day, and the weather cleared up, I slept in the 
Guggi hut on the 21st and ascended the Silberhorn next day 
in superb weather. I planted a Jubilee flag on the top, which 
apparently did not meet with the approval of some Swiss 
climbers who made the ascent shortly afterwards, as  they 
rernored it. 

Between June 23 and J~ i ly  7 I had the best part of my 
holiday and fair weather on the whole, and I was successful 
in ascending the Mutthorn, Tschingelhorn (a much-neglected 
peak), Lauterbrtinnen Breithorn (in most years one of the mosC 
heavily corniced peaks in the Oberland), Gross Viescherhorn, 
Oschenhorn, Kranzberg, and Berglistock, and crossing the 
Tschingel, Petersgrat, Wetterlucke, Gamchilucke, hlonchjoch, 
Grunhorn-Liicke, Lijtschenlucke, and Lauteraarjoch. On 
July 9 I ascended the Lnuteraarhorn by the usual S. route, find- 
ing it long rtnd toilsome, and by no means appreciating the 
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necessity of crossing the Strahlegg Pass twice in one day. My 
last expedition was the ascent of the Wetterhorn, ascending 
from Grindelwnld and descending to Rosenlaui, in which expedi- 
tion my wife accompanied me. Unfortunately the weather was 
bad, and we reached the summit in a heavy snowstorm. The 
only one of the expeditions that calls for any remark is the 
ascent of the Kranzberg, which I fondly hoped was a virgin 
peak ; but, alas ! on the summit I found a tell-tale bottle with 
the card of Mr. Freeman, who made the ascent in 1896 ; he 
had, however, neglected to record his conquest either in the 
' Alpine Journal ' or the visitors' book in the Concordia hut. 
It is a perfectly easy ascent, and it is remarkable that, a s  it 
is the most conspicuous mountain seen from Concordia when 
looking towards the Jungfrau, i t  has never been ascended 
before. The actual summit, however, is not visible from that race . The secondary peaks of the Oberland do not seem to 

e frequently ascended. So far as  I could ascertain, the 
Silberhorn has been but rarely climbed for many years,t while 
on the Lauteraarhorn and the Berglistock the most recent 
records of ascents I could find, judging from the cards on the 
top, were about four years old. Some of the Alpine huts I occu- 
pied were extremely comfortable, notably the Mutthorn hut, 
where such luxuries as an Alpine library, champagne glasses, 
and an alarm clock were provided, and where I spent three or 
four days with my wife in the greatest comfort. The Gauli 
hut n t  the head of the Urbach Thal is excellent in all respects, 
and the Pavillon Dolfuss has been much enlarged and im- 
proved ; while the Dossenhiitte is very nice, clean, and com- 
fortable. But no words of mine can describe the horrors of the 
Concordia as I found it a t  the end of June, with the remains of 
winter snow and ice still there, and everything reeking of damp, 
mould, and filth ; as a friend of mine, who followed me a few 
days later there, observed : ' I would not kennel a dog there.' 
The franlework of a new hut or inn is in sitri ; let us hope that 
before another season a decent little mountain inn may welcome 
the weary ones who reach this spot in such large numbers. 
With the mere recital of a h a t  I accomplished during the past 
season I think this paper must conclude, as  there was no in- 
cident worthy of much remark. I had excellent guides and 
good weather, and everything went smoothly from beginning 
- - -- - - - - -- - -- 

See p. 630. 
't An interesting account of the ascent of this peak from the 

Roththal, by Sir Seymour King, will be found in the ' Alpine 
Journal,' xiv. 31-37. 
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to end ; and the only object for this paper, as I observed before, 
is to point out that under favourable circumstances mountain- 
eering, even among some of the greater Alpine peaks, may be 
undertaken so early as June. 

BY VICTOR H. GATTT. 

HREE years ago, in the paper which introduced the subject T to these pages, I ventured on the assertion that Spitz- 
bergen was little likely to attract the climber. This predic- 
tion has been falsified in at least two notable instances, and 
the facilities for visiting the islands have increased in a 
degree which could not then hare been anticipated. Spitz- 
bergen has, in fact, entered into a fresh period of its history, 
and has definitely emerged from the outer darkness of a 
seldom heard of Arctic land, and renewed the pleasant 
memories of its youth, when there were hot rolls for breakfast 
in Smeerenburg (so history chronicles), only the tourist has 
replaced the whale. 

A second visit this summer, of only too short duration, to a 
dxerent district, an extension of a Norwegian holiday, served 
to modify the opinion I had formed regarding Lamont's com- 
parison of the islands to the Alps submerged to the snow- 
line, after seeing something; of the country round Ice Fiord 
only-a country from which the parallel gains little support. 

Soon after 3 o'clock on the afternoon of August 5 last, 
Dr. Woodman, Captain Stronge, Mr. A. Waddell, and myself 
landed on the W. shore of Recherche Bay, Be1 Sound, at  a 
point just S. of the right moraine of the Fox Glacier, a glacier 
which ends in a eheer wall of ice about 100 ft. high, rising 
out of the water of the bay. We avoided the ice at  first, and 
went on up through a little valley which lay between the 
moraine and the hill to the S. of it. 

Tbis part of the island is entirely different from the country 
round Ice Fiord, where mosses, flowers, and lichens cover the 
low-lying land along the coast and in the valleys, and extend 
in a tentative may even to the tops of hills 3,000 ft. above 
sea level. Round Recherche Bay the valleys are filled by 
glaciers, and the little vegetation which is to be seen down at  
sea level ceases entirely a ehort wag up. 

The little stony valley we went up brought us in & hr. 
on to the glacier at  the point where it commenced to be snow- 
covered. Before going on to the ice we left behind some 
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surplus provisions and a part of our apparel, which we found 
too much for us already-a practical testimony to the geniality 
of the Spitzbergen climate. 

Soon after getting on to the ice we thought i t  advisable to 
put on the rope, although no more than 450 ft. above sea 

I 
I 

level. From that point there was a sharp rise of a few 
hundred feet. Whilst we were ascending it an  unexpected I 
and unwelcome mist came on, which blotted out everything 
more than a hundred yards away. 

As the owner of the rope and the possessor of the only ice-axe 
in the party I had found myself in a position to nominate the 
leader, and, with the negligence which marks the holder of an 
assured position, had omitted to take the bearings of the 

I 
I 

peak we were making for whilst it was still in sight. We I 
knew, however, that it was across the glacier some way up, 
and steered a diagonal course by the sun, which just showed 
through the mist, saving us the trouble of constant reference 
to the compass, and insriring hopes as well of better things 
above. 

At the top of the slope we came on a fairly large snow- 
covered crevasse, which was chiefly remarkable as  the only 
one of any size we crossed on the whole expedition, and went 
on herd over an  almost level plain of snow stretching all 
round us into the mist, and devoid of all indication of 
crevasses. The snow was shallow and not bad (it was rather 
loosely packed granular ice, like hail, than snow), but in some 
places the steps went through the crust, which appeared to be 
firm, into six inches of slush underneath. Why it should 
melt underneath and not on the surfnce seemed hard to 
explnin, as  there was no appearance of melting and refreezing 
o n  the top. 

After going hard for an hour over the same endless plain 
we heard a faint sound ahead, the cause of which we could 
not exactly determine, but took to be either running water or 
the mingled cries of birds. At least, we were sure, it meant that 
the edge of the glacier wns there. As we advanced, the 
sounds became louder, and suddenly n huge cliff appeared 
above the mist a few hundred ynrds away. A few steps more 
and we were under blue sky, in the sunlight, and saw that the 
cliff was the face of the peak we had been aiming for. The 
sounds now appeared to come from the cliff, and must have 
been caused by n great number of birds nesting in the 
crannies of the rocka, though none were visible excepting one, 
which sniled round slowly above us, uttering a plaintive cry. It 
was a lnrge bird, of spotle5sly white plumage ; but not one of u s  
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was ornithologist enough to name it. When we came back, 
seven hours afterwards, it was still wheeling round above, as 
though the guardian of the glacier. 

It appeared impossible to climb the cliff direct, so we kept 
up the glacier to the end of the west ridge of the peak. The 
glacier here divides : to the W. lies a wide snow basin, sur- 
rounded by peaks, many finely shaped ; whilst N.W. a longer 
but narrower branch runs up behind Mount Fox. It was 
this branch we 111ounted to the foot of the ridge, and there 
on the rocks me pitched our camp for a time a t  6 P.M., 
1,400 ft. above the sea. 

We could, from the point where we were sitting, see the 
whole expanse of the glacier, down which the mist was now 
clearing; it runs straight up to the west from the bay to a 
huge snow basin, several miles wide, surrounded by peaks of 
varied form and character (I counted fourteen in all), some 
with sharp rocky arBtes, which might afford some scrambling, 
and steep snow faces showing the bergschrund line a t  the 
bottom, others with round and glaciated domes. To the 
N.W., beyond the ridge we were on, lay the head of the 
glacier, narrowing to a well-marked col between steep peaks. 

We could readily have imagined ourselves in the Alps, nine 
or ten thousand feet above wa-level; indeed, the view was 
etrongly suggestive of the snow basin at  the head of the 
Aletsch glacier, seen from the Concordia hut. The glacier 
basin and the ring of peaks containing it appear to occupy 
the whole of the promontory which lies between Recherche 
Ba.y and the sea. 

The peak a t  the foot of which we were sitting should be 
called Mount Fox, as, although it is certainly not the highest 
of the mountains round the glacier, i t  most completely 
dominates it. The back or N.W. side sloped up above us; 
it was quite clear of snow, and covered with steep and 
slippery screes. Up this slope the Doctor and I found no 
difiiculty in making our way to the top of the peak, which 
we reached at half-past seven. As we got higher, to the S., 
W., and N., through the vario~is gaps between the peaks, we saw 
a white and uudulating plain resembling an immense glacier, 
which greatly excited our curiosity. I t  seemed to be an ideal 
representation of the ' high inland ice ' which is writ so large 
upon the Spitzbergen chart, but in the wrong direction. The 
wider view from the top disclosed its real character. In  
every direction over the water, by which the promontory on 
which we stood is almost surrounded, lay a vast sea of clouds 
dazalingly white in the sun, which shone out of a clear blue 
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rotten. For this kind of work we had no time, and there- 
fore decided to go back down the ridge and across the snow 
basin to rejoin the others s t  the camp. 

After a hasty supper we all left again, jus t  after ten o'clock, 
and made for the col. T h e  valley we mere now traversing is 
a nCve basin ; the slope, at first ve ry  gradual, becomes 
steeper below the col, which we reached at 10:SO P.M. The 
height is 1,750 ft. On t h e  side there 1s a steep but 
short glacier, apparently very little crevessed. Just below it 
lay the cloud bank which betokened t h e  sea beneath. We 
found seats on the rocks above t h e  col, a n d  for half an hour 
en~oyed the marvellous view over t h e  clouds to Prince Charles 
Foreland, still clear a n d  blue in t h e  distance. The sun was 
shning warmly. ~t 11 P.M. i t  w a s  due N. by the compms, 
and the thermometer exposed to its rays showed a temperature 
of no less than 6 2 O  F. 

soon after eleven 09clock we started down again, following 
Our tracks. We were now in the shadow of North Peak and 
Mount Fox, and the snow w a s  frozen criep and  firm, although 
the thermometer never fell b e l o w  5 6 O  F. in the air. Through 
the gaps to the 5. the s k y  was a beautiful green blue, and 
the sun was shining b r igh t ly  on the peaks round the snow 
basin. I t  never sank l o w  e n o u g h  to t inge the snow with 

or Sunrise tints, even at midnight. It Was just a t  
that time that we e m e r g e d  f rom the shadow of Mount Fox 
Into the sun and  felt the w a r m t h  of its midnight rays. Soon 
after this we plunged into a dense fog, which still held the 
lower levels, and  from that moment t h e  sun no  more. 
A stretch of bare ice c a u s e d  us to lose our tracks, but the 
shape of the glacier e n a b l e d  us to find the spot a t  
which we came on the ice, and to resume t h e  cast-off clothing 
which the cold, damp fog: now We had 
taken an hour and three-quarters from t h e  col, hard going, 
without stops. The distance, therefore, would not be less 
than seven miles ; a d d i n g  to this two down to the ses 
face, gives nine miles as the length of t h e  glacier, or about 
that of the Borner glacier or the Mer de G l r t ~ e -  

104 hrs. after w e  reached the just  after  1.30 A.x--~ ,, in 
we had left it-and a l l  agreed that never ha 
a more enjoyable or more  remunerative .devoid 
of difficulty or advellture as  it was. Though cllmblng for 
its own sake may attract but few so far afield, it will always 
remain true that none can properly appreciate the  charm of 
these arctic islands without some taste ,nd capacity for 
mountaineering work. The peaks and glaeier~ of Spitzbergen 

P P 2  
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are lla less numerous than those of t h e  Alps, a n d  i f  the hi1 
are 

it may be safely prophesied t h a t  the  distan 

whicll 
them from the centres o f  life will save the1 

at in our time, from the  complete ' exhaustion' ahi 
has overtaliell their greater Central  E u r o p e a n  brethren. 

- 
-- 

/ - -- 
AROLLA m AUGUST 1897- 

W. C. COMPTON- 

of a new hotel-the Kurhaus-in the summ 

1 1897, drew to Arolla a very considerable number 
climbers especially--who, for reasons which it woL 

visitors- be impolitic to enter into in detail, had partially, or whol 
that very attractive valley in previous years- A. 

e r j c h e ~ s - ~ ~  ture of Herr Sprthr was further justified by t 
the v e n  of would-be guests who were turned away, or kc 
n u m b e r  the Dent Blanche o f  Evolena in  the  fond hope 
lingerin6room at the Kurhaus in a few days, or who bolt 
findingd t h e  wooded slope on which i t  h a s  been erected 0 1  

storme before retiring to rest they must  await the nigh 
to find a of thoee rooms on the ground floor which had L 
evacumti0 for use only by day. Here a t  times, i f  the stn 
intend~$~re not too clouded by certain vnpours, much sou6 
9lhere some, to allow of a clear view scrosa the spacic 
after flight he seen couches spread along the floor, aha 
~hamb~~',cou~aots were doomed t o  see them used as diva 
destineb frequent visits of reconnaissance in force by t 
until t l ' e t i r r  had sucoeeded in dislodging the laat lingerer. 
1)urlJ' Pd':he hotel the writer of a paper might not unnatura 

Fro*3 to descant upon the surrounding s m e r y ,  the rl 
proceed eak and fdacier, snowfield and crag, within et 

~ ~ d ! ? S t ~ n C e .  But most readers of the 6 Alp] 
9 nre not unacquainted with the valley, it 

to dwell upon its peculiar nttraetions. SUEae her*0s6in~ on to the expeditions in which the 
Y" BB part, to pay a tribute to the flora, unsl these OnR all the valleys of the ~l~~ in profusion a 

P ~ " ~ ~ ~  '**" if not in the rarity of the species: tllouRh ep 
f rn~ranaZ'  -as much to furnish themes for discussion 
llere 

were well represented, round the log fire af 
b0taniste7+~rkwa~ done. Another speciality must not be ov 
the dnJ"e t furnished several at  least of this 

gllests a looked thrwe en~o~lnen t  rllicll nil1 long remain 
them nluch of 



a remembrance of Arolla, and its Kurhaus-I mean the 
bathing-pool among the Arolla pines, about  150 yards from 
the hotel. Here were to b e  found a t  7 A.M., when the rising 
sun was resting on the summit of t h e  Za, a few enthusiasts 
who preferred a plunge a,? fresco to other  means of shaking off 
dull 810th. Here again at 3 or 4 those same or other 
forms might be seen courting the Saiads, a trifle less hasty in 
their attentions now that the edge of t h e  crystal wave had 
been blunted by Phebus'  rays. 

In 8 word, though the season bore some slight resemblance 
to that summer of our discontent, 1896-and though the 
watery meads hard by produced the  frequent gnat to occupy 
the attention of such as in moments of idleness loitered among 
the pines-in spite of these trifling woes there can be no doubt 
that Arolla possessed attractions no t  to be hastily overlooked. 
Certainly there me many  firesides in England that will be 
brighter this winter for the meInories stored up from Arolla 
in '97. 

The scrambles of a week, f rom Saturday, August 7, to 
the 14th, which, at  t h e  Editor's invitation, are here 

to be described, include n o t h i n g  remarkable-no first ascent. 
"O hairbreadth escape. It is a plain, unvarnished tale from 
"0 hi&, not including even  t h e  biggest thing that Arolla has 

offer for a single day'. climb-the ~ ~ ~ ~ u e t i n s - a h i c h , . I  
belleve, only succumbed this year to the attack of one intrepid 
dimber, Mr. L. 8. Calvert, w h o  started h is  programme a day 
sooner than we did, and so mas able to get in that dificult 
peak on the day we devoted  to the Aiguilles Rouges. I t  was 
with the utmost reluctance that he yielded to the pressure 
put upon him to  leave a record of his route-apparently 
new one--in the 111s. guide-book by Mr. Larden, 
and now deposited at the Kwhaus to the great  advantage of 
guests at that hostelry. 

Our firet climb was only decided on after breakfast on a 
day-the 7th-which did not promise over well- The party 
consisted of Dr. J. Collier, M ~ -  L. curtis, and myself. We 
started at 9-95 in 8 half-hearted way to try, If the weather 
chanced to hold out, what  might be our luck with the Petite 
Dent de Veisivi (3,189 m.=10,4(i~ ftJ. lve bad  no guide, 
and none of us had been on any in t h e  neighbour- 

attempting the hood of Arolla There was DO time forAston Binns the 
traverse of the ridge, first achieved by M ~ .  F. 
previous year. And there is little to record beyond the fact 
that we f o ~ d  the W. arete very interesting, but not 
difiicdt climb, on the way to which were led &stray by a 
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guide with an apparently inexperienced climber, whom 
wished to take on to the Lmrer \V. point, a a ~ i n g  libat was " 
petite Dent. We thought our persis tence in a different Oyini' 
contributed to the result afterwards achieved by the part: 

be tllet ap, it may, we were decoyed off t h e  true 
slope from the Alp Zaxmine, a n d  5 0  l o ~ t  quite h' 

the an hour lowe On the return journey o n e  of our party *parat 
from the rest, snd found a much shorter descent of a 
uniotereethg dope by means of a dry torrent  couloir* whi 
termwetea a h ~ p t l y  above the white pa tch  of stones 
from Arolls, but allows of a no t  difficult scramble down t 

t.oe 
the roe! for about 20 it. on to the stony slope, when 
is again easily reached- A very small spring b-i 

the to the Col de Zermine ,  about  & hr. above the Alps 
the pstboting as the last water to be found o n  this expeditic 
worth not burry up or down, arid, as has been alrea 
We lost time on the way up. T h e  summit  was reach 
observe The descent (to Arolla) takes about '2k hrs. T :;: ~~~xc;oeed+gly good, and the  peak can be climbed aim( 

Belng short and sweet, it is a n  excellent climb 
anywl3ere- Collier, a s  leader, gave a beautiful display of t 
begin ~ c z c h  he is famous in  the Lakea. 
art lor was a wet day-at least, a wettish day. The ss Moodsf 

xp~ored the Dent de Satarma, t o  which attention h 
party by IIr. S1in-b~ in Mr. Larden's book, where 1 
been df%iqfl may be found of a sharp tooth, 120 ft. high, or descrip in two directiolls, above t h e  chalets of Satsrma, a 
hanging the Blue Lake- It was apparently first climbed 'lose to S ~ Y  and a party of three others, including a lad 
Mr. sli~%tller described as consisting of a n  extremely Shl 

is d ge.' an extra length of rope. \ve found i 
'knife-e little climb, which muet have been made gt 
very ess to judge by the scrakhes on the rock, end whi 
many 6i@comas to be more frequented, will no doubt furn 
as ArO1l*~ium for off day0 almost as popular +.he ~ i a ~ b ~  a gyrnnS this drawback-that there not roorn on it for but ~~"'t, Party at a time, and there is no  probability than oo being invented. The knife-edge 7 is t, 
traTerae feet* the steepest part of the are& being fairly br, 
very th.OUgh with just sufficient hold for fingers and to and fdlnar~ 

of 80 ft. 8ufficed. our movements a en flo with some &,musement-by two watchecl' 
<A.'-'~), with two Zurbriggena, ,h0 arrived upon 

'limbers ile were too much to obaerpe th +'ir over our embarrassments t2 until tb" 



presence, and who in turn afforded us an exhibition of their 
agility when we had made room for them. 

The evening promised well for a fine day on Tuesday, and, 
as certain exits and entrances were to be effected on Wednes- 
day upon the stage of the Kurhaus, it was thought well to 
announce a general expedition, to be ' personally conducted,' 
to the Pigne for the following morning. Names to be given 
in to the organising secretary after table d'kiGte, and each 
member of the party to be responsible for at lea& a quarter 
of a rope and his own provisions. At one time the response 
to the announcement seemed likely to lead to a party of 
somewhat alarming proportions ; but, happily, by 3 A.M. on 
Tuesday enthusiasm had cooled down, and there were only 
found at the breakfast table-for this expedition-two rope- 
fuls, a four and a three. We. got away at 4.5, just as day- 
light was beginning to streak the sky, which chanced to be the 
nick of time, as we were just able to make our way through 
the wood without a lantern, which would have been almost 
indispensable a quarter of an hour sooner. The incidents of 
the climb were few ; the difficulties, of course, none. For did 
we not follow tracks upon the ordinary route, z-ia the P ike  
glacier, across the Bergschrund, and back by the Pas de 
Chemes '2 The rope was donned at 6 precisely, above the 
icefall of the P i k e ;  the rocks on the Col reached at 6.45, 
where a much-relished breakfast, as we watched a party 
wending their way to the Collon, sent us on our way rejoic- 
ing u p  the snow slope and across the Schrund, where the 
ropes were joined, as the bridge did not appebr very aound, 
and the  wall on the upper side was iced by the daily melting 
of fresh snow; but the summit, gained at 9.40, in a keen 
westerly wind-a remarkable change of temperature after the 
scorching s u n  on the toilsome S.E. slope-did not invite as 
long a sojourn as the fau1tlea.i view deserved. I t  is said that 
the Mediterranean has been seen from the Pigne d'holla. 
We could distinctly make out a line of blue hills, with a patch 
or s o  of snow on them, beyoml the northern plain of Italy, 
due south of us. What could this be but the Maritime Alps 
near Genoa? An hour was pleasantly whiled away over lunch 
in t h e  shelter below the S. arbte, close to a particularly lovely 
Schrund, hung with the most exquisite fringe of icicles ; and 
after a very unsensational descentwholly devoid of the 
thrilling incidents described in the ' Standard ' of September 7 
(or 8) by the gentleman who concluded his 'perilous ascent 
of t h e  Pigne ' by crossing 'snow bridges and crevasses a4 
every step,' and  finally being 'hauled up the difficult Pas de 
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Chevres *-we halted for the  last time at the top of this curio 
ledge at 12.25 Nor did we hurry down the flowery vale 
l - ~ ~ ~ l l ~  ; for the bathing-pool would wait f o r  us, and t he  te 
makers in the wood might be disconcerted by a too speel 
return- Wedneeday, another gcod day, witnessed departures *' 
fresh erriqals 

The  latter inc luded our wide, Alois Burgent 
slegfried was to have come with him- but  had ' 

His engagement son which kept him f r o m  sharing w i t h  ns the exp 
dition tb&t stends out  in retrospect  as perhaps the best 'lin 

of the 
though we did get a duckkg a we returned ; 

the map now before me is a witnees,  being rich 
in 8 hue that I recognise as bearing a stro*g 

semhlsnce 
the lining of a c e r t a i n  Norfo lk  jacket, whit 

worn by its then owner  on tbe C h a r m o z ,  a n d  -'hit 
lSe belike, e memory of Arol la  and Cogne a n d  Montanve 

is now7 of the Burgeneru at Saas. 
in the h>z;morning was warm-very uncomfor tab ly  so, SOII 

Thui&ougbt as the" toiled at a r e m a r k a b l y  r ap id  paoe 1 
people 60 the E. of the valley t o w a r d s  the Glacier d e  la Z 
the s * o p ~ t y n  ~tarted from the K u r h a u s  at 8-30 A.M., one i 
Tao.pa to take the Aipuille de la ZB (3,662 m. = 12,015 f 
tending n o w  codoir to the N., t h e  others having before the 

the but, aa they believed, more interesting clim 
the loilgeY66iss Richardson's.* b y  the W. face- The form 
known ssd Gn the top by the latter w h e n  still 2 hrs. of st 

fairly vertical direction lay befor- them,  and  ma 
'''I! ir3 issea with the Compassion d u e  to those who  have ba 
be e s ~ ~ r a b l e  distance of a good thing. 
within IP t Y  who made for the W. face consisted of Meas1 

The ~ Z L e n t i n e  Richards (from whose  note book the follo~ 
Collierp -oulara are mainly drawn),  and the wi 
ing parygener a8 guide, none of the party having 
*loia 6 before- A bull's-ege kod& should not be omitC 
the aaceeteresting member of the pa r ty ,  though somewh an 

Jluded to in a former number  as an attribute 
8cornfu"yting. climb, who depicts only the G~~~~ ' the 'pof il Plwes," with a view mostly to the illustration 

" det" his friends' erploit~.' on a the ZIL, Own *5Vides  Occupation during periods of waiting, 
kodak pr #Inent afterwards i n  its records of the climb. 
'Ome 

the foot of the moraine in i f  hrs. fmm 
*each iflze made abort ha l t  for a snack before att8C,b Kurhaue, - - * ---. - - - 

Az&ne J o l b ~ a l ,  V O ~ .  rip. 498. - 



o u r  peak, and on striking the glacier the ropes went on, and 
the two caravans parted company, they of the couloir keeping 

. to  the N. side, while we of the rock face hore more to the S., 
soon striking an island of rock, conspicuous from Arolla, 
which we crossed, still bearicg steeply up to the right, and 
then took to the snow again which separates this island from 
the  main rocks which form the base of the peak. This snow- 
field stretches up into the broad couloir to the S. of the 
Za, which is not a desirable route to the top, as  it i~ deeply 
furrowed by falling stones from the ridge to the S. of the 
Aiguille. For some distance, howevcr, it may be safely fol- 
lowed till the foot of the Za has been turned, where the rocks 
rise too abruptly out of the snow to afford an easy point of 
attack, though in 1895 Messrs. Cookson and party were 
driven on to these rocks by falling stones in the couloir.* 
At the second notch, however, the rocks, which had been kept 
close on our left, invited us to quit the snow; and a fairly 
easy ascent-sometimes rather rotten, but good on the whole 
-led pretty straight up towards our peak till we found our- 
selves on a comparatively level slope of rock, where a rusty 
key to a sardine tin furnished an indication that we had not 
missed our way. Here we made another halt of 20 mins. 
(8.30) before addressing ourselves to the last and steepest tug. 
Near this i t  was that me heard the shouts of the other party, who 
had no  doubt reached the summit, almost vertically above us. 
We did not a t  the time imagine that two hours of tough climb- 
ing separated us from them. We were now level with a great 
gendarme o n  the W. ridge, defending the peak from any 
assault by t h e  argte. Turning to the right, we once more 
taok t o  the snow couloir, but only for a few steps, which had 
to be  cut, in order to turn a somewhat unpromising bit of 
rock ; and presently found ourselves a t  the foot of the 
' Golden Stairs,' the name we gave to the ' crack of a deep 
orange tinge ' of Miss Richardson's account,t which there was 

'no mistaking, on our left. The face of the rock is here so 
smooth and steep for 100 feet or so that, but for this curiously 
eerrclted crack, no ascent on this side would be possible. The 
crack offers s q&e easy and perfectly safe ascent on a stair- 
case o f  excellent rock carved out of the face of the cliff. It is 
eo steep tha t  the last man (who carried the kodak) could 
observe the movements of the leader between the feet of the last 
but one.  The efforts of the kodak look decidedly quaint when 

- - -- - - - - - -- 

* Alpine Joz~mul, vol. xviii. p. 49. 
t Ibid., V O ~ .  xiv. p. 408. 



translated by the lentern ; but it was beaten by proble 
how to give the appearance of the angle - seen from 
AS Miss ~ i ~ h ~ ~ d s o n  is asid to have climbed the 

70 ftSand then turned to  the right, we took to a doph 
On ow right before reaching the end the 

None but the leader could judge, and those who were h' 
to weit their turn, which in the of the last 

simply like + hr. ; for the chimney W a s  not high 
istea by those who had to make its =qu&mce fin ~W:'PSlIy as the leader wanted all the rope before he 

where he could be ' fest,' ~d SO left the wco1 
a, piece brtlf-say up the chimney, salts rope, salts foot 
man hsnd hold, ~ " ' 8  everything except a firmly-rooted faith in t 

ravitati~n, of which he believed himself destined 
laws of gan illu~tration. The others  had to follow 
furnisb came down again to each, end t h e  last men ht 
the the r o p  wtisfaotion of witnessing the  complete dieappearant 

Dgiderable period, of all his companions and the roI 
for this latter reach when a t  last thrown down. h f t  

Nor didbowever, put the end within his grasp, and anoth 
steps, ught hie waist  within its embrace. This pass8 
effort bco sidereble loss of time, for w e  afterwards conclud 
cost a cO~hould have done better to follow the  Golden Sta 
that we further, whence we fancied an eaeier traverse b~ 
a few feO$e right might have been effected. From this poi 
ledge ' z  st first to force a. direct ascent ; but, failing in t 
We descended a few feet t o  a distinctly senEatiol 

the right across a very &eer f- of whl 
traver*eqeeientl~ provided with e l r ~ l l e n t  ledges, though I 

' o ~  same level, in one place t h e  only hand-hold bej 
On *weby the right foot d o n  below the ledge ( 

reached seating on, till the left hand could ley hold alonge 
left w&a 6 foot, whence another drop led to the led O' '?*ti might have been immortalised by a Enap (on I 
This psSt the light had by this time gone to the bad, a 
level)' @ fallblg. At the end of this traverEe good rG fine 

up to the s. arQte of the final pe led ale:& 
distance below the point Bt which it 

'ppareG fiek by former parties, who appear to have reaol 
been str route at the foot of the  laat before 
the ordi~srhhis  bore out the belief that the 

fr summit- -- - -- 
- - ---_ 

*OUnt of hIias Richardson*s ascent ( A .  J-, vol. * In tpeis that the 1Y. arGte was few feet ''')' -t- The route now f ~ l l ~ ~ ~ a  iu every strikes the the sumo3' 
ar&te. 



the Golden Stairs was taken too soon. But the mistake, if it 
was a mistake, was well repaid by the additional interest of 
the climb, both before and after reaching the ordinary route, 
which belone to the usual order of climbs at Arolla ' from 
the other side.'* As we rose one after another over the ridge 
we saw a party from Ferpecle just arriving at the same point. 
They were on the slab, which is one of the dXiculties of the 
short climb ' from the other side ' ; and this bee the exact 
point a.t which our route struck the arete, viz. below the 
lowest of the three chimneys leading in rapid succession to  
the top. We reached the summit a t  10.35, having been 4 hrs., 
exclusive of halts, on the rocks. Of view from the peak there 
was little. We were lucky to have any at all, and not to be 
already in cloud and snow. The small sleet that had fallen 
for a short time had now ceased, and we were allowed a 
partial view of the Dent Blanche and some of the other giant6 
whose heads, as well as their feet, were veiled in mist. The 
descent was fairly rapid, ae bad weather was evidently to be 
expected ; ~ n d ,  as already hinted, by the time we had crossed 
the Col de Bert01 heavy rain came on, and continued with 
increasing energy till something like suneet on the next day. 
w e  consequently postponed our find consumption of supplies 
till we had reached our quarters (2 P.M.), where we shook off 
our drenched slough, and, being too late for an ordinary 
meal, proceeded to devise an original picnic in an upper 
chamber, which was all the more keenly appreciated as our 
last halt for investigating the commissariat had been on the 
rocks a t  8.80. 

Friday evening brought a respite from rain; and in view 
of t h e  theory attributed to Arolla guides that 'if it rain to- 
day, it will be fine to-morrow, and rice versa,' it ~eemed 
right t o  make plans for an attack upon the Aiguilles Rouges. 
Siegfried Burgener had arrived-an excellent young climber, 
who proved himself equal to every emergency the rocks we 
encountered this summer could offer, and whom we regretfully 
left i n  bed a t  MontcLnvera, at the end of the esaaon, tem- 
porarily disabled by a too intimate acquaintance with the 
substances of which the eeracs of the Nantillon glacier are 
composed. The night was brilliant after the rain of more 
than 24 hrs., and at 2.20 A.X. there started the following 
caravan :-Messre. T. Brushfield and H. Owen, with guides 
E. and 1. Furrer, and Messrs. Collier, Vdentine-Richards, 
and myself, with the two Burgeners. The project was to 
. . - -  -- - -- --- 

Alpim Journal, vol. xiv. p. 85. 
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the central p a k  of the A i N l l e s  Rouges 
the ' 

col to the s., and then follow the ridge of the s- F~~ 
f i  

the route described SLingsbg 
We were *mYided with four 80-f t -  ropes7 su 
subseque~t l~  moonlight saved XIS the n e c e ~ s i t ~  for esrrJ'ing 

we crossed the pleasant  grsssy slopes to the Pn 
lantern whence the track by the watercourse leads to ~~'b~p~nd rock debris at the foot of the lower Aiguill 

Xouges 
A fairly steep cl imb up the moraine broug' 

us to the upper glacier in 2 hrs. 20 min-, when- we witneeat 

that %lory 
of the Alpe, the  change f rom moonlight-tl 

moon 
hsd only. just pasaed the full-to day and sunrh 
while bans relgns in hcmven without  a rival, bl 

For a end surely her power m u s t  wane  as t h e  blue co 

slo liRbt w l g  
upward from the  bed o f  Tithonua. and the e~ 

forms of the mountains begin to s t a n d  ou t  sharp r t ~  
shado*Ysinst the sky, till st last Aurora 's  cheek begins 

through the gloom.' a n d  the rosy-fingered mol 
nd tips the peaks with gold. The valleys fire r 

appear%Eder ' the far-folded mists ' that float up from tho 
buried about the homes of happy m e n  ' ; but the  peaks 
dim fieldrlend and Pennine range, emh and all distinct 
the Oberieeahve the sea of cloud, eager t o  catch the fir 
visib1e7 of A~ollo- And now the Dent i3lanche catches tl 
glimpse ' n o w  the Matterhorn, followed by Dent d'lleren 

kodak catch such a glorious view ~t is but 
Can durn, but there it is. There 18 the Jmgfrau, the 
memors~Cbhorn and Finateraarhorn ; here the Weisahor 
the *let the tiny point Of the  Za, all the  favouri 
Rothhorz3'the Vl\lais-but the rosy light, olat tinged them 
Titans the wimple in which the  Dent Blanche hers( 
' o s t - 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 0  bold glare of ph=bns is there. 

leas than an hour over anow brought us to the fo 
A 'ittle-ond anow couloir that from the up in 
the *B% of the central peak. Here the ropes are put on- 
E. f*C three two's and a three-a simple bergschrul 

we fore 
'Oon we are upon the rocks to the N. of t: cro~sed, @ere the firat halt is m d e  (5.55).  At 6-10 w e a  cOulOiry r%flte, straight up and easy rock. 

again &Be between the N. and central (6 .Y~) .  re followed 
a very sharp ridge, leads to the foot of t 

A ' ~ 3  p=k9 which rose before mejeatic, 
* 
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from the Val d'HBrkmence. From this point we ascended by 
rocks on the E. side of a conspicuone gully facing us, from 
the top of which a most interesting climb--on or close to the 
arete-led to the top in l a  hrs. after first striking the ridge. 
[The Climbers' Guide ' gives 2 hrs., but our time was ample 
for four parties, waiting for one another.] At 8.15, after 
enjoying a glorious view in both directions for half an hour, 
we started for the S. peak, and descended the eAsy ridge to the 
gap in 40 min. [The ascent of this ridge took the first party 
25 min.* It is just the kind of rock to climb quickly.] The 
south Aignille risee from here in a gradual ridge, very much 
serrated, like a cock's comb, with probably some fifteen or 
twenty pinnacles on it. The W. side hrlls in a strikingly 
bold precipice to the Darboneire glacier ; the E. is seamed by 
a number of couloirs with intervening buttresses, by which it 
would look as if a descent could be effected at almost any 
point ; but in reality the slope breaks off above the glacier in 
a ~ h e e r  cliff of some 100 or 150 ft. The gap between the two 
peaks has, however, been reached from the lower Aiguilles 
Ronges glacier. We climbed two of the pinnacles, hut the 
fourth presented a most forbidding appearance. This is pro- 
bably the one which Mr. Slingsby's party descended by a 
perpendicular chimney. This some of us thought we recog- 
nised when we were on the second pinnacle in a cleft on the 
N.E. face. We, however, turned it by descending, for nearly a 
rope's length, a steep ice couloir, which runs down the E. 
face from the gap between the second and third pinnacles 
to a hole, accommodating one or two at a time, with a 
curious window, from which one may look right through the 
ridge towards the W. and the glacier blow. A short traverse 
led t o  a conspicuous and difticult crack, which was climbed, 
and which brought ns nearer to the ridge again. From this 
point the climb was one long and rather monotonous traverse 
on t h e  E. face. We descended another couloir for some dis- 
tance, and climbed to the buttress on its further side ; thence 
we trended gradually upwards, and approached the ridge finally 
at a cairn-crowned pinnacle, probably the true summit. 
Without stopping here, we went on past two minor towers 
to another cairn. .This pinnacle is a foot or two lower than 
the other, and appearfi to be Mr. Slingsby's ' minor summit.' 
The height is not given in Conway ; it is lower than the N. 
peak, which i s  visible from it. [This is given in the ' Climbers' 
Guide ' as ' about 3,600 m. = 11,811 ft.'] We reached it in 
- - 
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hrs. 
min. from the gap. These times are s'0w9 as they a 

those teken by 
the last rope of a par ty  nioe- In plsces 

till the others had p m d  to disten' 

of and the first were probably about bra- 

reaching 
the second summit. This point hss '@ 
by the codoir which 1-ds from Lhe lower Aiguill 

reached Rauge glacier [not, the Glacier des I P ~ S *  as Conway ea: 
I dietiDotlg remember * looking up to the  highest pint frc 
the glsoier, which would not have been the Cam 

des Ipe+see map] to  the  gap S- of the 
Glacier 

-%  
the ridge. This gap has also been reach4 

eurntnl. the Glacier des Ignes, and p-sing over a min 'scendr:till further S. But the guides, fearing stones in t 
summl o,loir, led us down by a ridge at the side of a smaller 01 
peat ke*s from the gap just N. of the cairn, after descendi 
which * me way we traversed to the right (8.) , still descendi~ 

soseed the great couloir at the foot of the snow. 81 
and c r O  the eame direction, we got off the rocks on to ste 
keepiofn 12 hrs. The descent required care, and waa I 
snow easy, though there was no difficulty in findi 
Particul@fl:or did we see any sign of falling stones. A str 
the ' 

brought us down to the lower Aiguilles Rout 
*"OW @l0zbence we returned home in s leisurely fashion 
glacier' =ss, remhing the Kurhaus at 3.30, and the bethir 
Praz after. None of the party had been on the sou 
PO" soo%3b,fore, and it would appear are kept more on the 
Lgulll* Was ~ t u a l l ~  neceeaery. The climb would oertail 
lace tbs"@O'e intereating by keeping closely to the rii 
be madaTble. But our guides were unanimous against 1 

POR the gendarmes ; and, having abendoned that poi third of nothing for it b-ut to follow the course we didb 
there a"OosPwt the climb a8 a whole seems to 

a In dto that of the Za by the W. fme. The central pt eeoo?lent climb. By itself it is quite a short : 1 is an eso%od as any that can be met anFhere ; the vi 
foot of the rocks, superb ; a free from that dreary expa, 

upon one so often at the end oj 
be observed that in spite of the I 

preceding days there was no fresh snt 
better expedition can rarely be met wi 

deacellt of the central, and the traverse of 

details We copied hm ma Richards. 
randurn 
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8. peak, in the direction in which we took them, though the 
couloir with the window, and the crack that beat us all except 
Collier-for it took the two Furrers, piled like Pelion on Ossa, 
to reach the first hand-hold, and the rest were hauled up to 
it-and a certain loose boulder, which wobbled as one of the 
party put his foot on it, causing a very rapid strategic move-. 
ment to right and left on the part of two others standing ver- 
tically underneath it--tt~ough these incidents stand out from 
the rest, and, assisted by sundry snap-shots, lend a peculiar 
interest to that portion of the expedition, I own to a certain 
feeling that the E. face of the south peak was otherwise 
rather dull, and came a trifle flat after the best of the 
climbing had been tasted and the  view^ enjoyed, on the first 
and highest peak. I t  would doubtless be better to take it the 
other way, as has been done in the two or three recorded 
ascents of the 8. ridge; but being uncertain in what state 
we should find the rocks after all the rain of Thursday and 
Friday, we .wished if possible to reach the best peak, and to 
t ry  the other if the conditions seemed favourable. 

I t  has been said that few mountains in Switzerland afford 
so good rock-climbing as the Arolla peaks. If an illustration 
of this statement can be found in this commonplace narrative 
of very ordinary work, done in a week of very uncertain 
weather in August last, and if thereby the improved attrac- 
tions of the valley are advertised for the benefit of those who 
know them not, I trust the Editor may find therein some 
compensation for having invited this contribution to the pages 
of t h e  ' Journal.' 

THE TOUR D'ARPISSON. 
BY THE EDITOR. 

F it be true that the man who makes two blades of 1 p s  grow where one grew before deserves well of his 
country, i t  would certainly seem that he who h d s  at an 
Alpine centre a second unrivalled view-point where one was 
previously known deserves well of all mountain lovers. The 
Pointe du Pousset is well known, or at any rate the guide 
books assume that it is, to all visitors to Cogne. Its great 
features are the view of the Grivole across the Trajo Glacier, 
and of Cogne a t  the spectator's feet. As to the view of the 
Grivola, I am inclined to think that, though undoubtedly 
striking, the  p e a t  peak from this side shows little of that 
beauty for which, when seen from the north, it is so deservedly 
famous. 
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In 
I started to climb the Tour d'Ar~iaeonp' 

,mived its 
though  it cannot be a i d  to overhang 

:om its llesmesa to the Arpiseon chalets, a long kn 

,r the 
its o u t l ~ k ,  but, thanks to the 

ihicb that deplorable season daily offer* when 
,limber asked for sunshine,  f a i l e d  to effect more thsn "'. 
,weage of the Col de Pib. We did actually See the peeli ''" 

or two once or twice, and it remained in my rccol- ' ~ b ~ 2 ~  very desirable climb for a short day- '''11' 

lectlon m y  f r iend  Dr. Tempest Anderson, an( 
3urnrner, Guidee Frenqois end Sy lva in  Pession. I again visited C 

the w e a t h e r  w a s  anything but settled, f 
and, th did at last r e w a r d  us a f t e r  several dark d a ~  - T 7 ~  

morning when the only thing to be done was to 'nr -  
nothin@,"'>id Pession phrase it, the vagrant cur. or to 
range,' f+Om one'e room the h a r m f u l ,  unnecessary cat, or to 

sr.riculture in the shape of the genedogy in t l l ~  

study dining 
and coun t  h o w  many names have the euggrstirr 

tfsched t o  them, ' Soldier of Napoleon, never came 
worde * lVe therefore started f o r  the Arpisson chalet.;. 
back.' asaing t h e m  w e  d i v i d e d  the party. A n c l ~ r s o n  
soon e f z i Z 8 n d  devoted h i m s e l f  to photography, whereo f  o ~ r c  
took 8~' r e a ~ l t  may be seen in the illuetrntion to this paper, 

ession and I attacked the Tour d3Arpisson. 'Pha 
this occmion w a s  e x c e p t i o n a l l y  brilliant. mTe snn 

weather rly our last year's route to the Col de Pila, and b~ 
very 'lee a probable W a y  to the summit of o y  peel<, hn 

the sake of n o v e l t y  to climb to nohh i n  the riclm 
decided from the Tour  d9Arpiason to the Pointe de ~ ~ ~ i , ,  
which r k * p i ~ e d  elsewhere (P- 527), the point 3,263 of the Itnli iu 
As is ex~l*;lOt s tand  in the position o f  the Tour d'hrpisson, I , ~  

do@0 the Pointe de G a r i n ;  it may be called punte ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ,  
is below it. The Tour d' -bpiaeon lie* hnl 
from 

@I1 the Puntfh F io r i t o  and the point rnllrked s,O:ln 
"Y The n o t c h  8ome distance to the nort the from which we made our ascent, if worth5- of tl Idow e name, might b e  called Colle Fiorito. d i p i s - -  - - ---- - -- 
- -- -- -- 

ackett' in peak~ '  P u s e s ,  nnd Gheiera, second Seri, 
* Ir- :-a Their sltnation is Standing 

V O ~ .  ii. p. en extre'nely precipitous descent ,  t h e  little villnue 
the lTa1 de cogne is seen at a vast depth, surmoncled 
Epine' in CBss and ploughed land ; irnmetlia trig 
rich ss of the Qfivola towers up majeabirsllJ-, Pr esell 

the in and g . n ~ ~ d e ~ ~  reminded me 
e ~ p ~ ~ ~ ~ n ~ ~  seen from hliirren, ,,a by no ma 
the ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ U , o ~ ~ ~ y  with the Queen of t h e  Oberlnnd., 
d i s d v a n t a g  
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The may was mainly over moraine and patches of snow, the 
last part being decidedly steep and very exasperating, as the 
rocks had been planed down, and gave very little hold for foot 
or hand, though the work could not be called difficult. We 
had not put on the rope, and I must own that several timea 
I was glad to catch hold of Pession's proffered axe to haul my- 
self up by, though how he managed to stand firm with twelve 
stone tugging at him is a still-unsolved problem. '&%en we 
had once reached the arete a complete and welcome change 
ensued in the character of the climb. The ridge was struck 
a t  the top of the broad couloir with a small patch of snow in 
it nearly half way up, shown in the illustration. R e  put on 
the rope and began a very pleasant rock-scramble. The Tour 
dlArpisson consists of a number of towers ; perhaps, I should 
rather say, pinnacles. I fortify myself here with the evidence 
of my friend, Mr. Compton, and pronounce the number to be 
seven. We climbed them all, as it was difficult to decide which 
was the highest. We reached the most westerly in thirty-five 
minutes without hurry from the notch, and then came to the 
conclusion that one of the others over which we had crossed was 
really the highest. We now sat down to eat our lunch and take 
in the prospect, which amazed both of us as well by its extent 
a s  by its brilliance. I t  supplied one more example of the fact 
that  a little mountain frequently rewards one with a great 
view. The Tour d'Arpisson cannot for the distant panorama 
compete with the Pointe de Garin, of which Mr. Compton 
elsewhere speaks so enthusiastically, but for the Cogne view i t  
is probably better, and certainly takes considerably less time 
to reach. The great peaks enjoyed the advantage of a fresh 
vesture of snow, and glistened in extraordinary magnificence. 
The Grand Combin especially surpassed himself. We saw all 
the chain of Mont Blanc to perfection; even the usually 
dark-featured Aiguille du Glacier had donned a white 
garment. Such a view of the Cogne peaks as next met our 
eyes I donot think I have ever seen ; hginnisg with the grim 
Nomenon's perfectly snowless tower, we saw everything right 
round to  the Tour de Grauson, close by us. 1 will not say 
more about these kings of Cogne except that, to my mind, our 
view of the Grivols was far finer than that from the Pointe du 
Poueset. As we ascended from the Arpisson chalets the 
summit  had seemed to rise higher and higher into the blue 
sky, a n d  thf! matchless curve of the north ridge had continued 
to increase In glory. Pession was enthusiastic. ' This is far 
better than the Pousset ; I wish M. Anderson were here to 
~hoto@;rWh the  panorama.' Beautiful as Cogne looks from 
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the Pousset, it is, I think, no less bautiful  from the Tour 
d ' A r p i ~ n ,  while from the latter peak the eye sweeps the 
whole of the Valnontey, from the emerald of the Cogne 
meadows and the rich dark green of the forest, the snow@ 
of the Col de Grandcrou. A good part of the Valeilk was 
a180 visible, and the whole of the Val de Grauson, monotonous 
rather than beautiful, ley revealed, with its ruler the TerSlva, 
and its glacier at its head. 

Doubtlees, earlier in the season. when the pastures have 
not lost their fresh green, this valley would be more impressive. 
There were two curious little glaciers on the Pene Blanche, to 
the right of the valley as we looked a t  it. The shining stream 
of the Valnontey was specially attractive as we lay in the sun- 
shine beneath the ' crerulean pampas of the heavens,' as the 
latest poet has it. One thing only is needed to  make this p k  
the favourite view-point for all visitors to  Cogne, and that is a 
more desirable route t o  the summit. This Mr. Compton h ~ s  
found. The  way we followed, 88 I have said, vias not  
pleasant, though, of course, to climbere it presents no diffi- 
culty. The part immediately under t h e  notch was s t ipat ised 
by Peasion as ' Quel sale endroit,' and t h e  lower part of t h e  
wide couloir, before we got to the wearisome bit, might at 
times be dangerpus from stones. Anderson tells me that  
he saw several b l ~  blocks fall in part across our track some- 
time after w e  had Passed. (We were in shade when on the  
part referred to-? Peusion thought tha t  t h e  ascent from the 
Col de Pila would be decidedly easier than  our route, a n  

Grauson side. the  way we followed in 1896 from the Col de 

as Mr. ~ o r n ~ t o n ' 8  ' times ' convincingly prove. 

opinion in which I entirely concur. As to  the  (Iescent on the 

Pila was d e c i d e a l ~   referable to the route we took this Year, ! 

After nearly tw? hours' enjoyment on olzr tower, on which, 
though, as I flentlo?a before, i t  is not actually the highest, 
we built a l i t t l e  Calr?, we descended in a slanting directloll 
towards the 8-E.3 k e e ~ l n g  the  Tersiva straight in front of US. 
' You go first,' said Peasion, ' and  choose the route.' This 
injunction I h ~ d  no difficultp in carrying out. The slopes 
Were steep but easy, hnd we seemed to descend very 
Some time ,ft er We had taken off t h e  rope, pession, who ha*I 
gone on discovered that  we were cut Off fronl the 
valley, and We had to make a long traverse to the left. 
One couloir which r e  had to cross Wile distinctlg unpleasant, 
;md I was led of the help of the rope, to which we tern- 
1)orarily hag recollrse, to ~ e t  across it. Ak eonsiderabl? * 

portion of tDe skin of my fingers was left khind there, and 





6 22 Aconcapta a~rd Mozrnt St. Elias. 

wtls found (by mercurial barometer) to be 18,060 feet. S ignor  
1.  Sella photographed the panorama from the summit. \I-e 
offer our hearty co~lgratulationfi to the Italian climbers on t h e i r  
brilliant success, and regret that our hopes of publishing a surn-  
mary of the results of their expedition in this number hare 
been disappointed. 

- - - - - - - 

HOTEL BILLS, ANCIENT AND bfODERh'. 
Br C U B L E Y  MARETT. 

THE following table has been compiled from old hotel bills. The 
prices now are, of course, much higher than they were forty years 
ago ; but then we get much more for our money. There were at 
that time no carpete, except that there was at the side of the bed 
a piece of about two square feet. Carpets did not become common 
until about 1875. There were no reading-rooms or drawing-rooms, 
though they came into use rather earlier than carpets, and every 
thing was rougher and less comforbble. To illustrate the differ- 
ence, take Pallanza, where the prices of 1882 were nearly double 
those of 1867. But the hotel of 1882 was magnificent and luxu- 
rious, whilst that of 1857 wm, though not exact1 uncomfortable, 
positively ludicmus in it. rough simphcity. The (ill at Coblenz in 
1890 is very much higher than that of 1847 ; but the hotel of 1890 
w a ~  much more. luxuriouely appointed, and the  dinner was private 
and of extraordinary merit-such as could not have been produced 
in 1847. 

The Italian hotels, until about 1870, were very inferior to the 
Swiss hotels, s ~ l d  the prices were higher. 

Forty years ago* travelling at an average of sixty miles a day 
from ~ n ~ l a n d  to England and going to the beet hotels, but not 
wasting money, would Cost from 179. to 21s. a by. 1t would now 
cost from 21s. to 26s. 

The price of breakfast remains unaltered a t  if. 5oc. The hotel- 
keepers are amare that a similar meal is supplied 
London at froln *'la to G(l. ,  and are therefore afraid to raise the 
price, which m u s t  giye a good margin of profit as it is. 
--- -. - - 

I 
' O u  I 

I of 
Break- 1 '&nia - , How1 Howl 1 df&!~innn ~ 1 1 ~ ~  

I I 
&a. I 

&We' 

I - -/ -1 1 -  _- - 
1817 

Hague - - 4 
/ Coblenz , 2 Bellevue . 2 1 . 2 5  3 I ,  

18.54 
1 Charnonix 1 3 Hoynl . . i 1 1.50 4 0.7s 
I Bellagio - ~ e n a z z i n i  : . 2.50 1.50 3 1.50 ' , grind el\^^^^ : ' 1 Ours . 

I . . I  2 ! 1 . 2 5  - -Oi ' l  

Turenne . . 2 1-40 3 



1876 
Luzern , ! Orindelra~d 
Charnonix . 
Lausanne . 
Cdenabbia . 
Appenzell . 

; Heiden 

1 1 Schaeitrer Hof 
3 Aigle Noir - . 
3 1 Union . . . 
2 Gibbon . . 
1 , Bellevue . . 
6 l  1 

I 
I 1882 

Pallanza . 1 Pallanza . . 
I d'0;x . 3 Berthod . 

1 
Coblenz 2 

I 1894 
Lnzem . . 2 St. Gotthud . 4-s0 Lugan0 . . 2 Splendide . . 4 . . 2 Menaggio . . 1 Pontarlier . . 4 / P a r i s .  . . 3 c ----- 

-- -- 2_ _ /-- ' - .I 
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NEW EXPEDITIONS 

%I 335', 
?a ztp kind. *'a ~,tie-* 

Pla D'OLAN BY THE 8.E. AR&TE 
J ~ ? w  26.-Mr. F. L. Littledale, w i t h  
traversed thia peak, ascending by the 
bg the Col dea SelJette~. 
the summit at 6.50. After 
qeScent They crossed two 

good climbing ; and then the roUse 



some distance until they reached a very steep which 
they were obliged to descend; in some parts the rocks orerhnng- 
Christophe Turc, who was last, had to attach a rope to the rock- 
This rope wm left in sitic. The rest of the descent was quite easy- 
They reached the Col des Sellettes about 3-30 and La BQrarde a+ 
8.30 P.M. The expedition wbuld have cost 3 hrs: less if the descenk 
had been made from the Col to L8  ChapeUe, m Val Gaudemar, 
instead of to La BQrarde. 

COL DE GIOBERNEY. July 12.-The same party c r d  this  
pass between Les Bans and Mont Gioberney. They slept on the 
night of July 11 at a shepherd's hut. started at about 3 A.M., 
and arrived at the Col in about 6. hrs. I t  WM all easy m k -  
climbing, with the exception of a little glacier st the beginning, 
until they reached the Col. They descended by the Glacier de la 
Pilatte, and reached La Bkrarde at 1-30 P.M. This p s ,  as a 
whole, is quite nemr; but on July 6, 1878, Mr. Coolidge, w i th  
Christian Almer the elder, reached lt from the Pilatte glacier when 
making a reconnai~sance of Lee Bane.* 

COL BOURCET. July  16.-The same party crospd this wl 
from the Refuge de l'Alpe to La BQrarde. The pass is imme- 
diately to the left of the Pic Bourcet when the ascent is made 
from the Refuge de 1'Alpe. They left the Refuge de 1'Alpe at about 
2 A.M. and ascended the Pio lburcet by the ordinary route, reach- 
ing the summlt in about 7 hm. They got back to the foot of the 
peak at abont.12 noon. and e fh r  wutmg half an hour traversed a 
snowfield, which took about 15 min.,.and brought them to some 
m k s  which led to t he  Col. After climbing for another 15 min. 
they descended rocks for about 18 hr., a n d  then over a snow- 
field which brought them to a moraine leading the Etanc;ona 
near La Btirarde, which was reached a t  5 P.M. 

' 

Graian Alps. i 
COXTA PA-~R"' (3,215 111. = 10,54H ft., Italian map ; 3,218 m- 

= 10,5.jH ft., PWanini). At~grtst 9, 1897.-11r, G. Teld, with 
1 

Fransois Peesion, Val Tournanche, :ewhed the eatem end of 
the Costa P a , ~ s s ~ ~ ~ ~  from €he (foj glacier, and t r a v e d  the ~ d g e  
to  its western ext!emlt~. About the middle of the ridp they found 
a ruinous l i t t le  V n 9  but there W a s  nothing on the highest ~ O J U ~ .  

Between the ruined cairn and the highest point there was a little 
interesting rock-w"rk. At the western end of the Costa there 8 , 

gap, then 8 then another gap, then a big tower, the endofthe 
Tresmta r i dge -  It  apparent t o  the party when on the apt 
that the ~ ~ ~ ~ l 1 e t ~ ~  Go19 crossed by hlr. Teld with 8hrephin Hew, 
August 19, 1883, Was identical with one of these 60 that the 
height of the& little Pass liiust be well over 10,000 ft. (& ('limbers' 
Guide ' to blD~ntalns of Cogne, pp. 149, Ib0.) I 

I~ECCA DI.;G DEIR I'ERD (3,200 m. = 10,529 ft., 1tslisn map ; 
- 

I 
- 

J. ix. p. 93 ; Aim. S.T.D. 1878, P. 50. - 1 





to climb, ag the rocks were loose and smooth, though there was n o  
real difficulty-in fact the rope was not put on t d  the notch to the 
left of the peak was reached. There the party roped, and, climbing 
over all the prominent teeth, as they were uncertain which was 
actually the highest, attained the most western tooth in 35 min- 
after rewhing the ridge. It  was then evident that one of the 
points over which they had climbed was higher than the westem 
one. The descent was made in a N.E. direction. At first it wes 
very easy, but eventually the party found tbmselvefl cut ofl by 
cliff8, and had to make a long detour to the left toward8 the Grauson 
huts. Eventually a very faintly-marked track was found, and the 

i Grauson trwk reached just where it crosses the torrent. This route 
took a long time, end Mr. Compton's ~ 1 1  no doubt be followed by 
future travellers. It  will also be found much better to aacend the 
peak from the Col de Pila-on its W. side. The Tour d'hrpisaon is 
probably destined to become I t  is a finer view-point than 
the much-lauded Pous.set, though ~t does not command as fine a 
distant panorama as the Pointe de Garin, and has the additional 
advantage that it can be a.scended from one side, and descended on 
the other. A fuller account will be found on pp. 517-21. 

POINTE DE. G a m  (9,447 m., 11,310 ft., Italian map); TOUR 
D'ARPISSON czrca 10,700.-On August 24, Rev. W. C. Compton 
and Mr. A. V. Valentine Richards, with Alois and Siegfried 
Burgener, ascended the Po inh  de Garin fromCo@e, by the W. arbte, 
i.e., the sky-line as seen from thevahontey. This arhte is not the 
same as the N-W-,  ascended by Signor C. Pavese in 1876, which 
starts from the Col d'Arbole (Italian map --I Col de Garin,' 2,868 m., 
9,410 ft., of t he  ' Climbers' Guide '), and which arries the edge of 
the glacier on the N- side of the Pointe de Garin. ~t i~ reached by. 
rough stones and  good ledges leading to a buttress conspicuou8 
from the Arpieson A1 :f the  arhte be strictly f o ~ o w d  after this 
bllttress some good cgmbmbrng may be found, though the ba?t bib 
could no doubt .be easily avoided. The summit of the Polnte de 
Garin, reached In 50 min. from the Arpisson huts, affords a 
magnificent paSomma, and does not appear t o  have received the 
attention it deserves as a view-point. Mont Emilius, 8,659 m., 
11,677 ft. ( I tal ian map)- only obscures the view of a small portion of 
the Arolla mouetalnL In e v e ~ o t h e r  direetim the panoram& of the 
highest Alps i s  comp!ete, and t e isolated position of tbe p k  must 
make it a far supenor point, in regard to the P a d i s  group and 
other m o u n t a i ~ s  Cogne, t o  the Poueset, which has the honour of 
being called 6 the Oorner (+rat of Cogne in the Climbers1 Guide.' 

The above-named Party found a card of Mr. F. W. Ohver, 
marked by \V- &r;.te,' see ' Alpine Journal,' xvii. 346. , T ~ Q  
descended the S. arete by very easy rocks to the col (not indicated 
on the Italien o ~ P ) ,  and continuing along the =me ridge by tumlng 
most of its ~ e n d m n e s  (to save time)-some on the E. fw, 
others on tca \$r . - the~ reached [by ita W. fsoe, consequenUl by a 
different rou Q from that taken by hir. Peld-cf. note above], 
in hr. 5 0  x,liD- from the summit of the Garin, an exceedinglY 



kg.). 
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iag@d pak,  ~nspicuous on  the of rb, &m tae vs12trr .Come and Lilla, the highest part (6, aaRG but not corPee '"g lprth the point marked 3 ,269  ae Iwi.n msp 
oae 

oahud- 
the seven teeth of this  p e a k  peld h d  I& r 

memorandum of his ascent of it ex@&+ , week p r ~ v z ~ " s & -  Qd 
&k. Yehi had mentioned this f a c t  before1@8mbg C W ~  ada~hgr:zk2 . 

and h d  described i t  as t h e  Pointe d9Arpi#8on In 
book. Reference to the Italian map makes it ole.. t%t%7zzk 
the Point a t  which a considerable r ib  running down ~ ~ i ~ ,  sod hut  (marked 2.575 m.) impingesupon the S. ar&te ~~~h~bove ie -nnmnl  
must be identified with a f ine  gendarme which . capable of 

t u r n e d  by the W. face, though it appeared :gyname  our 
bmg t r a ~ e r s e d .  As Mr. Yeld wishes to keel? ee wltb him that 
d'A@Sson for the jagged peak, and th i s  
It bas the best title to the name drpisson, l t  1s su~gest'a that the 
polnt 8,262 should be called P u n k  Fiorito. The To"r reciable d.ArpissOu buttreSg. 

a faos towards t h e  fi.E., unsuppo*d by any 6P0 and was noticed as rising distinctly the2$n,$ %4z&0 of Garin. I t  would appear to be about yrom it C" 9 * 
points m a r k e d  8,262 and 3,035 on the ItaliaD 9 - 4  ' 

ood Pth on the O~ w?8 r a c h e d  h 2 hrs. 10 min. by c o u l o i r s  leding in 
duecti~n from &be 8. tooth of the T o u r  

tod: 
&sect line O' 

side Of t h e  Grauson valley, which 
Gimilian. A=, 



628 h'ew Expeditions in 1897. 

Wood, with Jean Maitre and Pierre Maurys, guides .(ham Evolene:), 
made the first ascent of the ar6te on the Arolla rnde of the Dent 
de Zallion. They followed it up from the ' Gazon de la Za ' to the 
summit. They then climbed the Aigudle de la Za by the anow 
arbte, returning by the Col and Plan de Bertol to Amh.  Time. ., . 
18 &s. 

MONT COLLON 11,967 ft.), NEW DESCENT.-On AU st 11 the d ir same party star at 9.15 A.M., went up the Arolla lacier near 
the Echo du Collon ; then followed a little glacier to the fooC of 
the ' Chancellier.' Turning to the left, they olimbed some elippeq 
slabs to the little col the N. of the Nltre ; then ascended the &kt 
and travereed four unnamed peake, making a Bignal on sach, the 
last climb being ti very stiff one. This brought the party to the 
Chancellier, and from this peak they took the ordinary way up 
Mont Collon. The party then made the first desoent straight over 
the snow face and down the rocks between the central butbees 
and the E. arbte on to the Arolla glacier. The hotel wae reached 
in 20 hrs. from start. 

Monte Rosa District. 
THE BHEITHOHS (4,171 m. = 15,019 ft.) FROM THE BREITHORN 

GLETS~HEH. Julg 17.-hfessrs. H. J. hiothersill and C. 6. ~scher- 
son, with Ulrich Almer, Christian Kaufmann, and Christian Jossi, 
jun., m d e  this new route. Leaving the Riffelhaus at 2.20.4.~.  
they crossed the Gomer glacier in 1 hr. 40 min. to the foot of the 
Breithom glacier. This they ascended, keeping near the E. bmk 
in 1 hr. 40 min. to the point 5,555 m. (8wiss map) on the rock 
wall overhanging the t3chwiirze glacier. From here they turned 
slightly W. for 8 short &stance, and then olimbed straight up the 
very steep and broken m ~ 5  a t  the head of the Breithorn glwier to 
the foot of the wall leading up to the summit ridge, 21 hrs. This 
wall, which consists of steep firm rock mixed with short slopes of 
ice and snow, wrts climbed in 3 hrs., and the frontier ridge struck 
sorue little distance - of the col, which lies immediately to the 
of point 4,148. Here the route taken in 1884 by Mr. J. S. Ander- 
son with Allner and Pollinserr was joined, and the ridge 
followed for 9 hrs- Over two big lock towers and a long snow arbte 
to the highest p ~ l n t *  reached at 4.20 P.M.  The descent was made 
by the ordinary route to Zermatt. This route seems to be quite 
free from falling stones or ice, and though not easy, the fifmness 
of the rocks both below and 0x1 the ridge lllakes it a very ~ D J O Y ~ ~ ~ ~  
climb. 

O ~ C T Z U ~ Z ~  District. I 
T E L L I ~ P I T ~ ~ H  ( 8,082 kc.). AUfJ?&t e8.-hlessrs. H, V. Rede 

8nd.P. If. ~ ~ ~ ~ d ,  with Theodor Ktllbermatten, finding theweather 
too bad for the l onge r  clilllb which h& been turned then 
attention to this rock-ridge, running S.E. from the ~ ~ l l i ~ l e t s h e r  ~JJ 

- - - - - - -  - 
/ -- - - 
* Abi'w Jolmzal, pol. xii., pp. lal ,  246. 
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hTew ~ x p e a *  % . 

'' I89~ 
L ~ ~ S C ~ I  t h ~ .  ~t consists of - - s r r c o 8  4 *-, which are big enough to be o o ~ @ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ~  Bza. 

ppeeeab *omidable appertran~ from Of 

b C6g'~~k. No grc3*" however, were e ~ u n t e r e d ,  thou8 e mund,k, s B a K d e : y e e 4  
varied and eroehnt climbmg the rap of the B% 

f " " o ~ d  thm~ghout.  he \GWS a r e  h e ,  sod fie p r e ~ i ~ z c e a  op :g' 
N.E. side snrpr~ein~ly eheer. The descent was msde by rockB 
to the Tellithal, when the ridge broadend out and *e 

to be interesting, a litt,le S.E. of the subsidiarY ridge b-oh- 
ing off S . W .  (well shown on the Siegfried map). Ti& : Ried to 

glacier a t  foot of rocks, 5 4  hrs. ; to the highest peak-( 8,082 m. I. 
12 hr. ; "i hrs- ; to the end of the climbing, 2f h a .  ; down *led' 

/ 



cordia hut, but did not follow the easy ridge to the highest point, 
8,719 m., which was hidden in clouds, owing to a u ~ l s b k e  of the 
guide, who thought it had actually been attained. I t  was not until 
the party had returned to the hut, and the clouds had lifted a little, 
that they discovered the mistake. A stone-mm WCW found on 
8,662 m. The ascent was made by the snow and rocks due S. 
of 3,618 m., then along the ar&te to 3,668 m., but there was no 
climbing worth the name. The E. ar6te looked quite practicable. 
Tin= : Hut to foot of pk, lf. hr. ; to .3,613 m., 55 min. ; to 
'3,662 m., 20 min. ; down to hut, 2) hrs. To  r w h  .3719 m. would 
probably have taken another 30 or 45 min- 

KRANZBERO (3,719 m.)-On August 19, 1896, Mr. C .  E. Freeman, 
with Heinrich Zurf iih and Andrea Stiihli, made the first ascent of 
the Kranzberg. They left the Concordia Hut  a t  3.46 A.M., and 
continued on the Jungfrau route for 24 hrs. till they were near the 
bththalhorn,  when they turned south-west up a enow-slope, and 
in 1 hr. reached a col between a point marked 3,784 on the 
Siegfried m a p  and the rocky ridge. l a d i n g  to the top of the 
I<ranzberg. Thence the top gamed i n  40 min., the ascent, 
exclusive of halts, taking 4 hra. 10 min. T h e  dement was made by 
the Kranzberg Fim without going back t h e  col, and the Con- 
cordia was reached in 2 hrs. There are n o  difficulties, but the 
rocks near the  top are fairly interesting. 

Lcpontine Alps- 
GALMIH~~RNEH (3,017 m., 9,898ft.). July 12.-Mrs. ~ e 0 r g e  Broke, 

Mr. C. M. ~ h ~ m p s o n , . a l l d  t h e  Rev. (;. Broke left Ulrichen at 8 A.M., 
and in three hours' going reach&, rid the Blas-Alp, the atone slo~es 
called Kalkenfriedhof,~ust N. of the foot of the  ar6te which run8down 
from the ridge between t h e  Blashiirner. Just beyond tllis they slanted 
up the Blas Glacier, and fo r  t w o  honrs traversed enow slopes to the 
E., crossing the ridges descending from 2,765 m. and 3,000 m . 7  

they reached a t l l i r d  "orter r idge which conlea down from a pomt on 
the main c r e ~ t  to the N-E. of the summit. They ascended this 
over rotten, snow-WVered rocks for half a n  hour to the nlain dte* 
which wali followed for twellty minutes more to the top. NO tm8 
of any previous T h e  descent was made by returning &long 
the crest to a p i n t  mther  nearer the Pizzo Gallins, and then 
descending the s t e e p  snowtam and glacier to  the foot of the 
Gornerli (;lacier 11 1 1 4  hr.9 whence Obemald was reached in 2 hrs. 
more s t  6 P.M. 

The N. peak (5,q0° me), which is t h e  only one rnentiond in the 
' Lepontine ~ , ~ ; d s ,  a'1d whlcll is described by Hem ~ a m l e h  88 I 

bold peak of s h a t  teredrock ' (' S.A.C. J.' x ~ i .  119), be 
climbed by @itbe' it9 N.W. or N.E. arctee . but tile Insin ridge 
between the two points is desperately jaggid, and might @sib 
Prove Both peaks and t h e  ridge are in full %jaw from 
bliinster. prom t h e  'urka road the t rue  top is hidden by the point 
3,000 m., which is generally mistaken for the Blashorn. This 
latter peak has bs rJ1y real top wheil fairly dewed in p ~ f i h .  
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pled reconnoitring. 
The usual descent by the eastern 

made, and the Alp Gnof chalets w e s  
2 hrs. 

B e t a w e r ~  the B e r n i n a  



the party mounted W. by the Val Vermolera to the Vemolera h u t s  
(55 min.), and then &wended stony grrrss slopes in aNmW- direction, 
till by a stony gully they gained the little Lago Spdmo hr-). 
In 1 hr, 5 min. more the crest of the great momne on the left bank 
of the Lago Spalmo glacier was attained, and then that glacier 
~oun ted ,  till at its head a broad and steepish snow wall led up to 
the snowy depression of the pass (14 hr-9 or 6 hrs. from E i b ) .  
This lies between the second peak (3,340 m8tres) of the Lago 
Spalmo group on the W. and the point marked 3,229 m. on the 
3 5 . ) ) , , , ,  Italian map (which is rather W- of the point 3,261). I t  
commands a fine view of the ~luchthorn,.Piazzi, and Dosdh ranges. 
Signor Sinipglia's aneroid barometer ( m t h  correchons) made the 
height 3,150 m. 

Mr. Coolidge (being indisposed) and Mmer returned in 8 hrs. to 
Eita by the same route, save that from pear  the Lago Spdmo lake 
they descended direct to the Avedo lakes 1x1 the Val Vemolera. The 
rest of the party descended the steep and crevassed glacier on the 
N. side of the pass, finding the passage of the bergschrund very 
troublesome, and then regained Eita by way of tlie peak 3,261 m., 
the third summit (3,209 m.) of the Lago spalmo group, and the 
Avedo Pass. 

CIMA DI PIAZZI (3,439 m. = 11,283 ft.); A y t ~ t  2.-Mr. 
Coolidge and Almer made the  artcent of this m sterious summit 

lenmann, above Bormio, which though climbed in 1867 by d e r r  \\ ei 
and a year later by a Mr. Clarke, is rarely visited even by Italian 
climbers, and has h e n  nearly completely neglected by al l  others. 
though it is the loftlest summit  between t he  Bern& and Ortler 
groups. 

Starting from the.Eita Club hut  the party (hoping to make a 
short cut on the ordlnnry route by the Passo di Verva) mounted by 
the Cassawolo hu t s*  the slopes above them, and finally by a steep 
snow couloir, to tile depression (C'olle Campaccio) between the pint 
3,020 rndtres and t h e  P l z ~ o  Campmcio, 3,148 m. (89 llrs.). But it 
was found neceuser3 to descend orer  the S. Verva glmier and stones 
for nearly 1,000 feet t h e  N. Verva glacier could be gained 
(1 hr.). The rocky ba'2.1er 0x1 the  N. of this glmier was passed 
some way to the p,. of the usual gully, and then the upper snow- 
field mounted to the s. ridge, which was followed, a t  the last by a 
steepish snow slope.. the delicate snowy ridge which forms the 
summit of the Pie~z ' .  l1rs. 20 min. slow walking were taken fro111 
the point at whiCl1 the N -  Verva glacier w a s  l-eached, but not the 
slightest difficulty was encountered en route. The view was I 

extremely fine extensive. 
The return WSS made by the N. Verva glacier and the Lago i 

fiieurignino, the p a s s o  di Verva being reached in 2 hrs. from the 
peak, and &:ita id 1 hr. 20 min. more. This is by far the easleet 
and shortest frolo ~ ; i t a .  detailed account  of this ascent, aa  dl 
as of the preceding and f?l loing expeditions (here indicated but 1 
briefly), will later appear  in these pages. 

CIMA V ~ o ~ ~  (:3 gs4 = ll,lOY ft.). C ~ n I a  saos~o (3,277 m. i 
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'0.762 R). Augmt (.--The I-* ':% &a&? awn h r n  the Dad6 c l u b  hu t  . ~ ' ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ s r t p  ~~~bea #< 

di Dosd6 (2,860 m.) itself. The f ofle? eu,"z: $;;=g:zz 3 p ? ~  
pms* and thence appear8 as a r o u n d  *otzDd Theasaul ( ~ 4 1 ~ ~ ~ ~  the 

took but I$ hr.) was made by t h e  g l s o l e r  oa the slops of &he @ea4 the S. ridge of the peak itself. The ew e~trem?+ s 
+en&? from the Tadi g roup  to t h e  Adamello. This eu*"!t ia $2 
'lghest of the Lago Rpalnlo group, and was first ascended '0  187s 
by Dr. Sassella, as, probably owing ta defective maps* ~s~~~~~~~ parties ill 1866 (-A. J.'ii. pp.  406,408-9) only succeedd 

to Ing the t w o  lower ~ u m m i t s  (8.340 m. and 3,299 
ce 1894, Gui The viola doe8 not aeem to ha\-e been visited vier-poin+,. 

a ~ ~ a p b l i n ~  expedition a n d  an admirable p8noram1c 
ot The r e t ~ p m  to  the Club h u t  took 1 hr. 111 t\le s f te rnTn the Cims 

Rmseo, W. of t he  pass, was climbec1 in 1 br. 50 '"ln' turned by by way stssp its easy E. ridge, t h e  point marked 3 061 m. being of 
s l o p e s  on i t s  N. slope. ~ i ~ b ~  ;louds U n ~ U c ~ i ~ ; ~ ~ ~ n m 5 0 6 B ~ i o ;  the 

'Iew= while e sodden hai l  storm drove t h e  pare. 1894 (w b> the C l u b  hut.  T h e  Saoseo was first climbed not pee 
by H e r r e n  P u r t s ~ h e l l ~ ~  and ~ l o d i g ; b & o ~ ~  $% 

to h?ve been visited again till the ascent  q% 
$0 6 In great  rock, comiohe-cmraned prez2::,t:z$k zf 4 

Po~chiavina .  whence it makes a gree* pomt 0' 
the V m o l e r a ,  while as it rises t be ~f the very ~' 
Tidges l t  ought to command s most interee_Gf8yr on the b- 

ranges round the head of the S a o a  

Dolomites - 

the new way is m o r e  i n t e r e s t i n g  than t t z e  S s  -' 
harder than the Kleine from the S .  rJht*I 
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TO FA^^ Dr RAZES (10,650 ft.), FIRST TRAVERSE FROM FAL- 
z ~ ~ o o . - T h e  same party left the Falzarego Hos~i* at 4.40 o n  
August 10 end reached the rocks, just below the Col Boa, at 6.5. 
A huge buttress projects from the bulk of the Tofans (towards t h e  
Col), di\ided from it by two parallel chimneys in &.red crumbling 
rock. The left was taken at first, then the right w e d  by climb- 
ing round the partition ridge, then up the right (E.) wall of the 
m o d ,  till the neck connecting buttressand mountam, and com- 
manding \'a1 Travernanzes, was reached a t  7-20. 

Then up the direct for ten miqutes, after which they rounded 
a projecting shoulder (right), turned Into a chlrfme~, crossed it, and 
pasued into it again higher up by a pretty Piece of work. The 
landmarks of this W.S.W. ridge of the Tofan& di Razes seen 
from, say, the Cinque Tom, are an imluellse black perpendicular 
chimney with a narrow grey one running up p m b l  to the left of 
it, and over both a high red prominent tower. At 8.25 the wall of 
this tower stood immediately above the party, below them on the 
left a great gully running down toward Travernanzes ; the alterna- 
tives being apparently to traverse the head of the gully or face the 
wall. However, a traverse waa efleckp. south-eaetwards, and a 
point gained from which Falzarego 18 visible, and  shortly after by 
a chimney and a st-p of face-work the top of the tower reached, 
8.45. Tllence W., J U S ~  avoiding the gully-head, up ice-chimneys 
and a glazed watercoume, followed by a long passage of slabs, to a 
point just below. the highest practicable scree-ledge on the main 
wall. Bearing right in  general, they gained, a t  9.45, a scharte 
which for the first time opened the view S.S.E., and finally by a 
long disagreeable stretch of steep slabs loaded with loose stones, 
got by the ridge t o  the a t  10.8. Left peak at 12.32. Thedescent 
by the usual way to the Tofana  hut took 9 hr., mostly glissading 
and ledge-jumping. 

Total time ou t ,  8 hrs- 86 min. On !his, w on the two following 
expeditions, ~ r o a n g ~ l o  Dibona, of Cortlna, carried up the boot8 and 
axes by the old Way- 

TOFAKA DI B ~ E ~ ~ ~  (10,635 ft.), FIRST AscENT BY THE S.jir. 
W A L L . - - T ~ ~  s a F e  party left t h e  Tofana Hu t  a t  5-10 next day, and 
followed the o d l n a v  mute t o  within a few minutes of the Forceya. I 

Taking the rocks at G.22, they climbed slabs steep but good, inch- 
ing to the r ight* and 2 0  min. gained a ledge of the peat. 
pillar which p r ~ ~ e c t s  this  face. Following this 8tlU to 
the right (= s:E.), tlley struck into a which cutg 
the pillar, slightly tending back to the  left, presently p i n g  out 
again to the On Be face up to a second idgele. 1-15. The next 

I 
I 

bit was very hSrd ; YOU climb round a n d  up a bulging f a e  highly I 

exposed, 7.4.5. t-ive.minubs later brought them to the top of the 
pillar, certainly withm a h n d r e d  feet of the ridge. The tthlog , 
was a stiff chi lp~eY- entered by a nasty pas,, lungo and barred by 
an awkward blockstone- Rest at 8.20, witbin some thirty feet of I 
the crest. F~~~ legt bit, which begin, bere, only be dewtibed 
as extraordinarily dimcult-a smooth obliqlle chimney absol~tel~ 1 





The whole length of rock is snrprisingly less than distant vie1 
lead one snppose ; it can scarcely exceed 1,400 ft- The gener 
character is ledgee strewed with stones, connected by vertical fm 
and occasional ribs. The climb is interesting and trying ~~n~ 
of the extreme caution necessary, bat can hardly be r ~ ~ t ~ ~ m e n d c  
as a regular traverse way because of the utter rottenness of tl 

.rock. Perhaps a better might be found on the face towards tl 
Forcella Rossa. 

PUNTA DELLA MADONNA (9,075 ft.), FIRST DIRECT TRAVER! 
FROM THE 8.-hfessrs. Rapnor and Phillimore, with @id 
Michele Bettega and Antonio Tavernaro of 8. Mertino, made th 
expedition on August 22. Leaving 6. biertino at  5.10, and folio> 
ing the ordinary Sass Mmr route for some U) min. from ti 
beginning of the rocks, they then struck off to the left--8.9 
The way cannot be mistaken, as it 1s the only real chimney of 
length on the S. side of the Pnnta. The chimney itself is ve 
narrow, shallow-cut, and mainly vertical, consequently not sa 
from falling stones; but the chief difficulty lies in the travel 
that leads from it to the continuation line, which is more to t 
left The ascent ends in a chimney, the head of which unites wi 
the head of the Winkler-Kainin on the opposite side. The top a 
reached at  10.40 and left a t  11.10, Forcella between the two pea 
11.35, 8. Martino 2.48. Total time out, 9s hre. This is a rema1 
ably pretty climb, giving much greater length of chimney th 
either of the ways from the N. 

CIMA DI PRADIDALI, FIRST TRAVERSE FROM S.E. TO N.W 
The same party, 1~1th Giuseppe Zecchini substituted for Tarema 
made this traverse on August 26. Till just before the crest lt 
entirely free from difficulty o r  interest, but might conveniently 
practised in t h e  reverse direction by those who take the Cima 
Pradidali en r ~ ~ t e  by the Passo di Ball, as the pwdidali hut n 
be reached in under a hr. from the foot. Time from the hut to 
top, 1 hr. 60 mln. 
CAMPANILE DI =RESDA (IN VAL CANALI), F ~ S T  ASCENT 

TRAVERSE.- T h e  party ascended this point 
August 26 f r o m  the Canali hut .  I t  shows as a small sharp P 
in front of t b e  basso Cavallera, and is connected with the P 
della hfadonns by " low neck of grass and rock. Leaving the 
at 6.50 they followed the path leading to the Forcella d'oltro 
the valley known as ' I Van della hidonna,' and striking left wb 
this divideo, snd again up. the left side near its heed, r y h e  
grassy shoulder 'Overed wltb dwarf cembra at 7-40. Begnn 
the rocks a t  7-50. after about half hour's mired climbing, tl 
succeeded in entering the long Clllmney rnyhich cuts newly ' 
whole s .1~ fsce of the mountain, but is inaccessible in its 107 
part: . ~ b i i  ,hianeY now afforded a veFy ggmd climb, being tlg 
I ; r e c ~ p ~ t ~ ~ ~ ,  a13d exposed, further complicated by loose stones a 
rotten rock several difficult blockstones and P 
jrctions. I( le a d s  to vithin a few minutes of the top, where 1 
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w601e.~arb assembled at, 1 0 . ~ ~ 0  = & .! 
neo,tates long intersa18. A pyr$Q,2 C4ar~bp 6 - e  cg - 

ehnstened a8 sb04.  The desoen 6 @# erected, &a 'he '*?e= 
the cmst in e s ~  &et$$g'8uo a/ 11.5 by a~ P O a d  

Igction, then - 0 1 0 4 3 -  *aie* lt On the Sd7 and leaving the rooks Cloae 
fitus p s ~  b-de? by a local legend, aa ~ o r e e ~  ds/lo 

Brnk8. (ePem46 dou*&- 
phOneticall~), under t h e  Pels della M w a  1 hz md 6 

'Ock work- Hot  2.60. . Time out, 9 bra. 
PuNTa AND PALA DEL Rrruc~o, F r n a r  AND TRAYGRs~. -  'The '&me party On August 27 left Qe hut st 6.7 to try the point 

l m m e d l a ~ l ~  o v e r h a n p  the hut itselt ~0110wlng the pa& 
the Forcells d e l l e  Mugbe (between '$'ka and 

d e l l a . ~ a d o n n a )  they gained the vallon delle Mughe In about ' Lr. 'I'hls 
remerkable val ley is mlled on the N.W. ( left hand) by an 

line of cliff Borne two lo- and apparent'y 
pmcticable only 

at one single point. T~~ chlmo@Yst vedic.*l 
Pb- and 

~ t a ~ f i  about 40 yda apart and unit@ at about 
UP. Ta%nrt the  vertical chimney, the; begen the 

m k s  at 7 . ~ 8 8 :  

by a difficult climb, inolu&ng a hard bloekea pa'BgO' 
the chlms 9 reached t h e  above-mentioned junction at 8 - 8 1  it 3 01 widens 

.and p re sen t s  no exceptional diaculties- at g S 4 - 9  
and talun4? to the f & ~ e  CJII the righi they s&nzore. ~h~ m0untP' -and fouowed t h a t  to the first peak in 20 

by low ne* e@' '8 a joined to t h e  waU of the B~~~~ @> namn$m*O two d is t inc t  peaks. ~ h ; ~  fire* was olirnwR down the *. del 
R1fugio- Starting from it at l l . lO,  6,aw u p  *gai?. face bF0 - 

then coasting by long traverses e~, , ,~d ~h &el ~ l f d ~ ~ ~  
point was touched at 12.6 ; this -e hut,. This b P  5 9  

as 'la N. ppeoipice immediately d o m i n e t e e  
a descent W S 5  beg- @' left " lo-40. 

I b t m i n g  the same line. sZsp to the  or@"@ '" 
and continued along the 14 a- ~ ~ ~ h e d  1-46 ; lefb= between th' 

a new p e a k s  and the sasao B ledge which al?PreP +f 
*long the -11 of t h e  Ortiga *,, a g"oa3- =be. 

~t is broken, bo 0 
should 3ver, by lead a d i rec t  to the J?orcella delle fl with the gest86 

prec ip ice  which a- only negOsoood by a, crack wbe1* lificolt? by climbing dawn the face regained the Forca W be 'Ope 
b e  a t tached.  The ledge 6- min. halt) the but ''Ie "@he w a s  arrived a t  by 8.6 and ( A  '" 

out ,  102 bra. vary interesk5* 

BO? climbs ere  to be r e e o m m ~ ~ h a m  ' 0  be pedlt'?~s throughout ; the guides j u d g e  both 
i n s i g ~ ' ' ' ~ ~  

, b u n a a n b  to * lnga 
lq the group- The hebbts  of of a bC 

new obab'p below 8,000 ~ t . ,  and on each t h e  " contain, and stand emor la ,  r o o  The os mU-& 
remarkable even in t h e  n o l o m i w e  - ,e~Azoer. 8.ttsn~t'qe 

' b a e d  as a compliment to the section a. = n Z  

hose commodious new h u t  haa opened u P 
rovince of the S. 31arti11o region, 







540 . g,,, Erpedi t ionr ifl lUg7- 
ol,tnine(l fmm tba 

1 llr. 45  min. A mngnificent view was 
summit. 

S n ~ m n r o ~ n  on S .  RIDGE OF THE s k ~ 1 . 6  s70RR0BN of the 'l'g' B ~ P ~ ~ ~  
= 1,487 ft.). J r r  711 29.-Tllis penk lies to the '". sliaetg ? 
fjord. Mr. A r b n t h n o t  wit11 \.lc(Inl left the of t ] le S. nage " 
5.25 A.X. a n d  r e a c h e d  tlie conlmenccmellt one a n  
3 hrs. 60 min. It affor(ls capital c l i~nbi~rg . in  pnrtSy 

mllcli or na little one illies, since it IS fllWR?' posSible 
tun 

dificlllt parts i r j -  the \y. fare, which is hrolien UP lnt@ to mmpleb ledge' tbt 
of di.bris. very lollg (1%~ v o n l d  \,e ncces9Rr? 
whole ridw, e\-en i f  it  mere found 

O n  thie don 
7$ hours \\.ere R p e n  t Over nb~l l t  one-third of l t -  

pe<cent to 6bar 
ol-er debria sod 

p a r d  or sael)d from the  stunmit is merely 
patches of snow-. 

T h ~ r e  arc still on of tile i l jntnlnclf j~r~l  some pks 
nscend. Some nice passes eolll(l bc, m;rc l~  from th is  !iod and the 
Nornnrqfjor4 to the sd,i]irlr \.nllrp, nn(l there  a re  plenty 

"" 
ro~ te s .  SolllG of which slrolll(l ccrtninlY ynT VY"1 worth doing' 
The D e R s ~ n t r ~  are qllitp ~lllspoilt, nncl t h e  party 

were received 
e r c r ~ ~ v l l e r e  w i t h  c r c n t  \<inclncbss an(\ ~ l ~ s p i t n l l t g .  ~t Bie 

is a very corn  f a r t a b l e  quiet little l~otc l .  pee.aod 
f7l~ciprs a r e  of conrap slnRll ; nll(l i,ollr the nhovn erpedltlons, 
l~ i t l l  t h e  cxceptioll of tllr S.1:. riclnr of RRnnn, which Was thwght 

all Cnncprll~cI to hr nn ~1lco~1lnlonlv stifi little climb, presented 
lnncll di ficulty. Tlle\r n-crc,, llowcVpr, plexsnnt rind interesting 

Rrll idst  llloqt J l ~ i \ ; l ~ i f i ~ l  s ~ r r ~ l l l l ( 1 i ~ ~ ~ ,  hn.1 tllr party enjoyed the 
ndditionnl ??\pasure c>f hnyinK tllo qnite to  themselves. 
It sc.c'l'ec' to tllm that no h t t e r  district conld possibly be sc)ected 

"lo'ltitaineers wl10 migll t  misll to cliln], for the first time without 
"lidcq. ~.'lll)lp O~~>c)rtllliit,y presents itPQlf ~ o i n q  work which, 
t"ollgh 

Is not vc1ry diflicult, nnil tile rKpPdition~ are m o ~ t l ~  
s"Ort' Rnn(lery' ' SGllc l~ l ldrc '  rvill he Conn(1 useful r , ~  n geneml gmde. to 

district, a n ( \  thrre is noly a clilubers7 book at @ie. 

This cliqtrict contains hi11~ h i q h r r  than 3.500 ft.: bnttht scenery is 1110st b ( ~ n ~ l t i f i ~ l ,  R ~ l ( ~  tllv rock-climbing in Ost V m g ~  veq 
intcrcstin.. T h e  f ~ l l o l ~ i ~ ~ ~  note5 may bc of IISP to foture viaiton 
t o  the JCnftsuncl. 

JLpqsrs- (i- I l : ~ ~ t i ~ l ~ s ,  11. Prieqtman, a n d  IT. WooUey left Digor 
m~llen o n  13, cro*sed tlle lti\ltsoll(l, nlr(l camped at the heu 
of tllr Tro l ( \ f jorc l ,  

' I ' I ~ O ~ ~ T E L Y L ~ ~ . ; ~ ~  l!Nl iir. = ,,en1 f t . ) . -Len, i~~~ tllc camp at 6.81 
the snlnp e\-cnin.r, ttrr. pnrt\ follon-e(\ t l l ~  tounet.tmk t, th 
Tmldfio"'y"t\ p;s-ed rolla(l the 1:. cnql of tllp lLh, and 6*0. 
tl'e "ld (l."lx, it.) of tllr .rIniier on t\le 1. 
Tmldtil'd- Thrv t i ~ i l l  ~ \ ~ ~ . l l ~ l n l  

n ln in  Br11 11 the gimier in I\-. ( l l r e ' : t i ~ ~  to qt., 
the rocks of tll ~ ( l s t  point, ill t h e  hope  of finding ,ut,l 

S t ~ r ~ b  'I'roldt1.(1 ~ ~ O Y C ,  i t ,  but 
a ucceaa, D n t ~ e d b f  -PIC\ 



the slope- 
SkirtinE tb e 33 - face of the monntain, they crossecx 

s n O ~ - s l o p e s  t o  the foot of the S. face of the final p e n h -  
the suznrnit by a series of ledges and g ~ ~ \ l ~ e s  In the 
w h i c h  are for the *most part s m o o t h ,  r o ~ ~ n d e a  slabs o n  ts, 

the top --as f0ulld a cairn, erected in 1800 by the 
rnacxe the first ascent, and a bottle, containin: tLe nn-, 
JeRre~ ,  of ~;onclo13 ; Herr Ole Landsund, of T r o n c l h j e  
native of l>igermulen. bnt no reference to their. route- 

' s  they ascencled direct fronl i>ipermlllen,it 1s p r o b a b l e  
-*as entirely by the S. face. s o  a r c  

have heen luade since I H530- 
' s v ~ ~ ~ ~ I N D  (~,pj;):3 3x3 .  = 5,061 ft-)- A w p l s t  6.-Lertving 

at 11.30 the same folloyed the v?lley due 
Troldfjord to , I,ke (1,000 ft.), in xvh~eh small l c e b e r ~ s  flc 
turning 8. on to ridCre of ice-worn gr%nite w h l c \ l  lic 

lake ,,a tile ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ l f ,  iordratn7 f0110n-ecl r l a ~ e  w 
the foot of tile final Dealc tile lsvnndtind. T h i s  is b 
with Pery st,,p gra,l ite slmbe intersected l e d g e s  nni 
lined w i t h  or moss, ~ h i c h  rendered m e a t  car( 
T h e  ance~,t wz%s made the l3. face* and the t-x7o F 
summit gained 5-30 P.Zr After buildinu c n i r n  or 
summit, %Ile <lescent was begun on the N-''' - t o y  

of nPVr? fallillg directly toxs-nrds tlie i ce - lnhe -  h b a  l ~ k  1 
t h e  slope =.ide crevasse, rxtpncling from *O F 
party to descend difiieult ~ l l i m n ~ y  in rock= 
21fter rvhioh steps were out ~7on-n par* 
tile rocks belo\\- ; bllt, after descendi2lg r"ltllin a f 
of the lake, further progress S ~ ~ P D ~ ' % ' Y , '  'r-ll 

- -,-I.- enaea3701,r~ to ~ ~ s c o T C T  P ~ S S - ~  
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fie obKgd to wt- the* steps- The auu'mit 
by the lake  abO' rssoh& &gain at 18-40, and the c~bmp st 4.80 *-'. On 

7th. 

The name given t o  thia  hill sugpsted 
it rises. It has n o  name in the new A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -  A U ~ U S ~  

T,W~STBANPTIND ( & ~ ~ T R A L  PEAK. 8,160 a*y aneroid). ~ m s s e d  to. 
-hsvmg ~ g e r m u l c n  by boat, t h e  m e  P 
a t  the 8. end of the Oihelsand. and wended 

ln ' 
W. direction to a -1 &bout 2,000 ft. st its hesd They dewen' 
m the W. of the eol glacier which drains jnto 'lPn 
S.E., ascendad t h e  glacier to the rooks 
The summlt was  gain& withoos difficulty, and. dthough I t  pmv 
to be. the loareat of the p u p ,  afforded excellent views 
hills m the 8. and W. of Ost Vag6.  T h e  point 
the most w e s t e r n  of the Lsngstrandtinder, which is vieible im 
Digermulen. 

BL*AFJELD PEAR, 9,200 fi., aneroid). 11'* 
starting from e camp at the llead of t h e  ~ r u n ~ ~ j ~ ~ ~ '  the 
party ascended the Grundfjorddal l o  t h e  point where the 
forks,. and t h e n  followed the westem branch UP to the glvir 
Cmeslng the l o w e r  end of the glaoier, they struck the lower 
of the peak, and traversing to the  left ascenW to 
eastern ridge, but were obliged to descend, and  to  make d'b' 
to tu rn  a rock-tower.  ~ h ,  final peak was then ascended mainly 
gullies filled w i t h  loose debris. 

The descent f r o m  the E. ridge was made by the S.E. face, P"' 
lake, marked  840  m. on the new map. 

This p e a k  i s  the lowest of tile Blaafjeld group, and the neare 
the f l e d  of t h e  Grundfjord. 
SVAHTSU~.DTIND (1,054 = 5,485 ft.1. A ~ U S ~  15.-The a n  

pnrty left 1 ) i g e r m u l e n  at  7.15 A.M., rowed 10 kilometres 
the Raftsund, and landed in the  little bay called Fallti 
From this place the summit of tlle Svartsundtind is visible, 
little S. E.* a b o r e  a glacier, from which a stream descends 

Of caScndes. Starting nt 1.30 P.M., in bad nesther, 
forced tlleir way UP through the deep fern and thick birch scrub c 
the right of the stream to a wall of gleciated slabs of 

were turned by n long diagonal traverse to 'he Iefh. 
Inclining to the again they gained the glaciersand J 

it a b e l t  of rocks, sepamka jh fronl the upp """ 
this P o i n t  the eastern ridge can be easily reacbedl b 

in or''er to t h e  rock pinnnclea o n  i t  the aaeeoded 
snOw~slope it till a deep notch was and bad most illteresting 

elljoyable soramble up the huge bloolis of 
to the snlllmit, whicll was gained at 5.80 

The descent was l nade  by tile same route, Pallvik wM reBCh 
8'101 and Digermulen  a t  11.30 

SPITZBERGEN. 
Fox G r * ~ ~ ~ x  (RECHERCHE BAY) AND MOUNT FOX ( 2 . 4 ~  ft! 

T h i ~ l a c i e r  (named af te r  the nearest heaa\md, F~~ pokt) r 



3 . e  tC 

lei 

At 1 0  3 the whole party aRainl 
mounted the N.\V. branch of the 5 
marlreci s n o x v  col at its head. Re1 
ancl little-crevnssed glacier on the 
small \-alley leading to the N.lV. sl 

--as left 3 I r .nr .  in brilliant m 
followed cloxvn tile glacier, o w r  t' 
1 2  hr., t o  tlXe point at which t h  
Teaclled at 1 -35 A.l\z. ,  the last 800 f 
dense fez, 

CU;\IBER 
ITousT;: B ~ E A  CRAG, 

(about 820 It-)--on ~ p ~ t e m b e r  2 
"nj. Cecil, and >'- z. ~ l ~ m f i s h ~  m' 
J- IT. RobiCpoll described ' the 

in Cunll,erlnrld- * ~t is near tile 
H o l 1 0 ~ ~  par-, and j s  seen f tc  

the ]<orrowcla-le 130tel- 
It contnills a x-cry pretty ~ 1 0 ~ ~ ' ~  ' 

pitchers \\-I, ere tile 7 ~ ? , n l n z o 7 ~ h l / * ( ~  
The lower lritcll is one of the most 
h r  some cIistnl lce ,  it affords little 
account of the wet weather then P 
~ l l l t .  blr- ~ 3 - r i l  T O A ~  ox-er 
Inen has here a ~Iistinct ficlva* tage ' 
Tlls second pitcll, n~hicll 1s lmme' 
one, is a140 IL very pretty clilnb7 
&Ile lender n, beck &~ld - ~ h ~ ~ l ~ d e ~  to 

- .  - - ct,, c.limb 'J. 1nOUSe 
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no ""5' for it* the ngpei pitell to a lease 90 feet below* and wRs 
corerctl by the boy of the pnrty little Or nn,ne for the ghyU 
dcscPnt. This episode nrttnrnllr sncPstec' ? This @ 
lvhich has met with the approval of -\Ire R ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ '  it, fairly fk 
undoll~te(Il~, hecolne n £3,-onrite with climbers' esedlent rock-cXmbs 
ran\<etI arr~ongst  the best of the many 
~umberlnnd.  

11~. ~\Inurice r l e  T)i.ch\-, Wit11 the  guide 3foqer7 
in the 1;nstern C a ~ x m s ~ ~ ~ ,  to rontinnc tho eWloril?g work =hain Wm 
I,egnn man). yonm ago. The N. sirle of t h e  l'iriglrelian s were 
fir.$ viqited nnrl crossed to t l lp  S., n 7 h m ~ ~  t h e  J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ' ~ ~  

'Phe S.  side of the Plrikitelinn chain* w""yiqited 
in lrsDbY 

the intlcfntignhlc C'a~zcnsiiln tml-eller nuti explorer* 
I)r. but 

In 1892 
clneirr e ~ p ~ ( l i t i o l ~ s  a n d  iliqll :lreents were n o t  nttrmptca' * 

JIrw 3Ierrhaeher r n n ~ 7 ~  long nnd most S I ~ C C C P ~ ~ U ~  
eq'lOnng 'Oumey 

on t l ~ ~  S. pide 01 tile cha in ,  iln(l ascpn(led some  of 'lighat 
T ~ P  inner l i h e v s i ~ r i n ~ l  ~ l p q  relnained t,,l-m i,lco?,1ito* 

IIr. cle 1)i>c\ly t%ppronrhpd f,hp ~ n ~ ~ e t ~ l i n r  by  the ''rgun 
lrnrine Shntoi  olr J i l l r  11, The joilmey \\*rq fn\.onredp.on 

the 

rholr,  with fine \v\.mtbcAr, mrel\- i l l i ~ r r t ~ ~ t ~ ( l  b9 she" 
tll~mder storulq, nnrl tllr trayc,llcrs l;lovc.d on w i t h ~ u t  rrsting. The 
reqion iq  inh:i\~itrtl 1 , -  tllc J[ollnmP,lnu ~ ' h e c h e n  people. On 
Ju ly  1 3  Rhnroi  w a s  rrb:lchrrl, nn(l t l lc  next  dnr,  in a side valley 
tlir Ar j i l~n ,  t h ~  .;ill:~qo of ~ i l l n l ~ ~ n , l o i .  on tllr ~ n o r n i n g  of 
n hill n l n o n q ~ t  the \ )lJCIOq ,,lil~lpys n.nq nqccncIcltl to p l l ( ) t o ~ ~ h .  It 

a 1011~: day ; the p:) r ty  dciccn(dr?d ngi%in to t h e  h r g u n  valley* 

-- - -  - 
r ,  

-- 
Ihl.; tlt lsit:  -- -- ____ -- _ - lo" e lo r tb  hanging 

s o u t l ~ c r l ~  s ~ < , ~ ) ,  :'i"'"' '." "".,.it..l 1.. 1ItY.r \I,,-,,) ,,,,er. 
)f  t " ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ' ~  ZLlC tl ,l>~lt,ll  J t o  tile 

k,tvl an Thv Alman. rivers on the 
c A< 



'%), 

hPe~ mounta.ins- sfi 

] iAC~UljAM -LACZP.R 
J U ~  20 pt the head of oflo the fiIllCie, 
Argun InTer- The next 114~ thep: crossed to Parsma, in the vfi 

1krhu is one of the @entest on t 
yhe s n o ~ r  peaks are magnificent. The pa 

and very easy- 
Jzt7y 99--Up the treeless Alaaan val 

m-th high to=-ers. The Christ~~n T" 
.,,,tr_v. Camp below the Aazunta pa39 

Jll  23.-Crossecl this horse pass. F 
g r o ~ ~ p .  From the grass slopes on the 1 
the rlyebulos lbf,zssi\- is seen, towering 0' 
f u l l  of woocl- Rain with t.1innderstc 
eyerz ing it c l c ~ r e c l  ~ t p -  Camp near son 

-- 



3 4 G  _l .e~r -  E q c d i t i o n s  in 1eg7* 
the pnro G.90 F.M. Camped a few minutes belor On. thl 
other  ride. 1hin began t o  fall, las te(1 n'l night fin 
strong storm. In tile afternoon, the \\-eather deared Up' and th 
riew orrr the T e h n l o s  group, tile htnnqo mol"tsm:~ th'? pass. J h e  lnour 
soothem c h a i n s ,  opened iron1 t he  hpinbt 0tat, Usllba-like m O U ~ ~ i ~  
lains in the \V. rernainea o\-erclonded, 
sl\owcd his head for a few l>,omc11t.;--a bcarltiflll 

,,ppariti~e bt 

in tlle nigllt - the r i l l a g e  of % i l ~ k l ~ ~ d ~  a a  reaeIled 
ten 

pitched. I t  IS out of tile questiol~ to c,ltpr t h e  Jl0Ies 
Khevsu ' thc 

people, c h l c h  are n l n c l 1  dirtier tIlnn the hn tq  of tlle dweuers In 
(!entral C R U C ~ F ~ I S  ; colllpnrec\ to tllc>m, for i~lstflllC'G the gue~t-houru 
of the trill ch ie f  of i:esilrghi, of elnssieal fame,  1001's hke a 

linr,.i~~.;l+ C; r.r.j-; (10,175 it. I . . -  on ,J Illy PH the pr tY  c"sed 
this pass ( s l l o ~ ~ l e s r ,  lllie tllC ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ i ~  fp,d, deseellded 

the 

I<nlotanis-zkhal i anti enteretl tile ~r]i~lotis--/ .kllali  valley. After the 
I ' R ~ ~ Y  lid p a s s e d  t)lrolln~l tlip \-,llnCPq 01 L I I I I ~ ~ .  Akhiel. vd 
c'l leln~n, llinll c;xrlln nitcllcd tile eoerceq of the Cherngls. 
zkhnli. - 

S~rnlrr GFLB (1 I ,012 ft.1. . T ~ ~ / ! ,  9 9 . - ~ l ~ p  ~ 1 1 : ~ t i l  m e n  left in 
night. They cnlrlc. so ftlr, 8.: n"l)o(l\- r oa l~ l  l ln re  been prwured at 
Auaa  or A k h i ~ ~ l .  bllt on tllc p y ~ l ~ ~ i ~ ~  tllilt tll* s b r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
arrive at aig\xt \vit\l  h i s  ppnlj\p. s tmgr l l>  t o  get 0fl. sent "" the 
illterprcter. Left at ~ h ~ , , , t  mill(l;ly. c q r o s ~ ~ ~ I  tllr pass in 
.clay n m i d s t  c londs.  1, the dcqcpnt relllnr\ictl tk~t the sceneryp 
rlliell Anr inK t h e  1 ; ~ r t  day+ Ilncl yerv clll\\, with no glaciersmd 
~ l ~ l ~ l ~  l ' c i ~ l i ~ ,  r t l s a t r l ~ ~ s  :I Krmter scnIt>. .c:Lml> nn hour  below the 

t l lp slo1)c.s fallin:: to tllc S11:ul~l~ncll  valley. 
rllc. follo\\-illg lllorn i n  L: retnriit.tl ton.;~r(ls t11c pnss to photofP~k. 

On this s i ( 1 ~  i s  n i i n t h  glacier, gIlill.(lclcl I,,. l,ro;L(l snow peak, Sells 31tn- S1lml P*:I~ ( 1  1,5:11 it .) 1.; I)rr~l,ib)y t,l,r rocky peak in the 
opl?osite, r i s i n p  ,, strbr,l> \\-dl froln the  stony, narrow at Oilr fcpt. 

o pe:~l< \\-a+ ntt t . l l~pt(d ill tlle Iihevaurian Alps, rot 
Sllal1. the  111$lc>\t. n l t l ~ o l l n ~ ~  its ascent was 00 the 'om"" 
"re ( 1 ~  I )Gcll> pressc.d f ~ r \ \ - ~ ~ , \ ~  to succee,l with the 

s?,~" "vsrber in arcelldin.. I i ; ~ s l , ~ l ~ ,  llis first on this jor~rnrp. 



tile fear of coming n e w  mow, an& ' 
getller. The t r a v e l l e r s  started at 5 1 

m l l i c b  was c l ~ t  off from the E\acier\Y9 
to IDe rnotzntec3, then by slopes aAes( 
nncl  this c r o s ~ e d  to t h e  ice-wall, whi 
the tn-o pertlcs- Snow mns higher 
of file bergschrund w a s  sonlewhnt 
s e e m s  to have been from the foot 
pertlis, exactly f he sa m e  as that tn 
Mr- Freshfi el a m  his companion 
easy o n e ,  a m c l  demands travellers 
incleed, be Dltl inl-~ stated that* 2 
Il~tives or inesperienced traveller 
The ascent, took s hrs. The fnti 

biglr a i r  --ere severely f e l t  
partly Itccount for this. On the 

shortly -fter leaving t1 
travellerR failed to find the line 

criticnl, ~ l ~ p  which 
already - q o  Gels- ,- became in ten' 
co\lld l.zot llemr &helr own voices ; 
Rere so thick that steps. evelz a ' 
A S e a t  rocl< the sadd le  pr 
tion ans  ~ o , r n ~ -  From l e a x - i n g  * 
returning to it, i l l  more *I1=* 
eaten. ~ o b o r ~ v  -+-3,s at the tent- 
r i v e  ; they hrrcl been sent 
some anxiety felt as  to the parfiY 
for days in sllcll bad x:e"tller- 
lastecl all the night, the W' 
nati\-ea co111d clearly see 
ice-wall, and the steps along th 
highest peal<. ~ l n d i l ~ f i f k ~ s  '\7aS ' 

A large aeries, bf all~eograph' 
peologic~$l collecr;lbns ride- - =-. -+ate&, the scenery 
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tonouf~, the valley. stony, the peaks mmprativel~ 
g h i e r s  enall. sna the snow corer in geneml. despite t! 
height of the ridges, very unimport.ot? TO the mounts\ 
E. of the b e a u t i f u l  Shtil gorgee, too high p r ~ m  omnot' 
T h e  rich . v e g e t a t i o n ,  the and rater in the deepr 
,ever-vmng configurat ion of the mountain-sides, meadow? and the w a d s ,  ~ h i c b  up to the pure ahih 
the gbiers  in the eide valleyegs, and over them the 
finely ahaped, ice- ~ o m p o ~ ~  landscapes 
beauty- 

CANADIAN ROCW M O ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ .  

, 
LEFROY (c. 11,400 ft-).-On Auguar 

*limbed bq three : (1) hfessrs. Fay, Dixonp an 
(swis8 guide from s t .  Niklaua) ; (2) ~ ~ e s a r s .  

soyes ; ( 8) Messrs. Thompson, Parker* 
made from the chalet at Louiw ; the 

down between &Sount  hi ray  and Victoris was 
the col lying b e t w e e n  the two peaks, then 
between 1,500 and 2,000 it. of Step  snow and ice* inter 
rock, had to be surmountedbefore the top was reached 

MOUNT VICTORIA (c. 11,600 ft.).--On A u g u s t  4 a. 9 
hfessrs. F a y ,  Michael,  Collie, and Sarbach, ~ucceded 
hh0 top of this peak by a somewhat long climb on t h e  
stretches from t h e  col mentioned above. 

O n  August 7 the party was joined by Mr. G. E 
proceeded up the B o w  vaUey, camping about a m i k e  b e  
Bow h k e .  From this point they had intended to exp 
snow field8 lying in the centre of the Waputtehk 
possible. climb M o u n t  Balfour (the blount Daly of W 
to be the highest summit of the group. The wea\ 
proved u n f a ~ o u r a b l e ,  so the oamp Was moved 
to the shores of the upper Bow lake. 

MOUNT ABERDEEN (c. 11,100 ft.).-From bere 
this double-headed s n o w  perk was ascendea. zt li milea north of M o ~ n t  Balfour, and 1s on the 
F?o* the summit  an ert~nsive vlew was o,taima 
higher peak8 were seen  about 30 to 4 0  milea to 
party then returned to the lowor BOW lake, inter 
Mount Balfour from t h a t  point, but t h e  weathe, b, 
&I1 that could be sccornpfislled was the e x p l  

oratinn that lay a t  the hcod of the l o w e r  
1x returned t o  Banff. 

On 17 SIessrs. Baker, Collie, 
"rrangementa for an extended tour of about 
"sins' wit11 the intention of e ~ p l o p i ~ ~  -WU el 
been seep to 40 miles a0rth-westwa,r& 
August 20 they s ~ ~ e n d e d  rock peak o~~.hl~ua 
leading nopth from the head of the Bow u a l l ~ ~ - ~ ~ * ~ a  

the river. On tho .---- 
/- 

Dlrl red b, VTPs 





Enrlr rlrr ,+b~.rirrr--4t?>*n q~zsichmt VOW L. Ra~x?ns(tilt. Fmnkfnrta 
( In  t w o  sheet-, 'is. I*. ~hmt.  Mount&. 8cd0 1 : 

~n~ title of t l l e s e  sheets is hardly adequate ,  for tm 
l,eridrq tile SIX-iss .\Ips the ranges of the French m a  Its' 
from tile r,ittle st. icbrnn~d to the Stel\io.. Herr R e v e n s h  
~ l r s ~ r r c c  tbe c o m p l i ~ r , e ~ , t  of c a r e f u l  ersmlnation. He em 
gys t~m.  r e ~ ~ ( l c r ~ c I  f ami l i a r in  this c o u n t r y  by AIessrs. B a r t h o  
pmdl~elnq t l ~ e  cff-~ct of relief and emphasising the l?rge 
o f  the r q i o n  c l ~ p i c t e ~ l ,  \,y the use of  t i n t s  v a r y i n g  with 
mibtros ("20 fet.1 ). 'I'liis neces s i t a t e s  in the present m 
w e  of no  1t.sq tl1a1.1 fo~u-teen t i n t s - shades  of  b r o w n  up t 
Icrc~l, of gray-hl~ le  above it. The latter are not v e r y  4 

tingniql~nlrle, \ ) ~ x t  tlic. general e f f ec t  is excellent. Snc 
arc sl~orvn in n l i c l l t  blue, and the extent of the glacir 
thns crnpllxsiserl wit11  q r e ~ t  clearllegs. A doubtfu\ 
is the s t t c lnp t  t o  colonr  a h v i a l  plains and ualley-bot 
irrcsnecti\-t-. of tllc.ir plpvation. Thus the Vale of Grsc 

n'C.r.cBen spot, n11c1 t l l c r e  is a streak of green under ' 
~ 1 , ~  or(lillnl.\- tollric;t, n-c think, will incline to looh 
in(llc:ltlng rc.Int i\-e c l ~ p t h .  and b~ puzzled, for in3hnce3 ' 
nrolultl a t  t l lc  Irrntl, I)ut not at the f o o t *  0% the Lake 
'rhis, ~t mlly bc replied, is his o\l7n f a u l t ;  he ought t 
hey. IVC \>five. I ~ o ~ \ c x - c r .  mother o b j e c t i o l x  to  urge. 1 
the  tnsli ot sc.lcctinq ' l e v e l s  ' has been too 111uch 
liRvp11qtt'il~'~: ~ ~ l t l l l ~ t r y .  'L'hose of the R I e l c h  Alp and 
ll,qt:tl~cc, arcB ]lot tloteil. hiountain tarns, except tl 
Invi.lbl~ ; t l l ey  ~ n i r l l t  have been a darker blue. T E  
fai\urcl~n t h e  ' r c ~ i ~ t r i i t i ~ r l  ' in the colot~r-printing o f  
weqtcrn s l ~ e c t .  c;irrl:x,rrc roads have not  in all case 
,11, to dntc with cotlicie~it  care. P e r f e c t i o n  in tbie r e s l  
nl,lp, and \\ c .rrlll no t  1n:tke a list o f  minor inaccur 
~ , ~ ~ I l r o n ( l  t o  Chxlnoni.; should n o t  be shown 
~ ' ~ l w y  mid Ser\ 07. H a v i n g  made certain criticis= 
~ ~ ~ r i l  to alld- \\-it11 t l r r  distinctness emphaGs 
a ~rllolc. this l l lnp. w\.l1ich represents an enorllloua a 
an(l g"e(lt t c c l l n i ~ i ~ l  : ~ ~ e t ~ m p l i ~ h ~ ~ ~ t ~  in its coU3.PiI 
,q one of 1 w . t  of it.; class ill existenoe. 

It nlay , cornmen(l(d to ~ c n c r a l  travellers ; for i t  combines 
the e \ c c l l ~ l ~ c i c . ~  of a p h y s i c a l  luap alld a. 

roaa 1 1 ~ ~ 1 1  tal\l'o, n lo r eo \ e r .  to insert moulltain inns, , 
c I t  '\-bat a contrast to the old 

Kel, hold'.' of Iort\- y3:Lr- aqo, whish were 
Sellsc of the w a r d ,  all(\ in the rn-ad-m, Ountai- rzTxon ,ti ,1011 an'  sit- ~ l i n c i p a l l ~  by their Va, ,eneps 



.as veri table  ma74 I t  2l7n in pnrN0. 
3 1 sketch of tl~ehistor: 

i t s  striaas to notice,  will be rea 
eompile~7 by 31r- Coolidge, to ~h lch  
:,llueioo-+ T l ~ i s  valley, peopled $ 1 ~  

n-l l ic~l  was 1 = ~ o w n  in mitch e n r w  
frerlxlented by people of all nations. 

~rcs. ;i even  in the earl ier part of the prese~ 
earliest Enaglish visitors being still a 
TJlose irzterested in c l i ~ n b i n g  

~ m o ~ ~ t ~ i ~ ~ ~ r i ~ ~ g  history of are 
recorcl w h i c h  %-onld not be complete 
to Illany an a C ~ i ~ I e n t .  Nor is one f 

in t h e  title, Bxr- \\'hyrnper s l~on ld  
history of the nf ittfjerllorn, ~ 3 1 ~ 3  recl 
of success, of d p a t l ~ .  The tale. 
lnemories to stir m e ~ v  interest. 
~ ' h . ? j n ~ ~ o r ' ~  F T O r k C ~ i f f e r i ~ g  in thl 
affords reaclinfi of c o n t j n u ~ ~ ~  inte 
~~~~~ passes receive due notlce, and 
chronicled. % I ~ ~ ~  taineers will 
a'ioua cletails concerning the firs 
\yb'lnper llas succeeded 1" unectr 

means neglected, e11d we h aye 
much useftll inforalat~n respectln 
clear, prscticrtl manner- 

>Iany il lustrations,  some olci- 
interest to tllc %-ore, which inclu' 
lye anticipate for this carefully c0 

hook a welcome &like from the 
for whom the ' zermstt a 
interest, -7hether from past Or I'~*" 

1:obert von T , e n d e n  feld- -4 ? c s  den A T1M77 
, pRul H ~ ~ -  ~ ~ ~ 1 .  j- l>ie  ~ * ~ ~ f f l ~ / ' ~ ' '  

, T. Tenlp'ky. lS9f;-) . l\luelt has heen fittempted by 'I1' 
inSmctive. \.oll+m~.% - bL+il (%much ""' 

- 3 f;Ttld,Tto C I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ > ~ > . I '  nncl nn'w 
L- ...zpS ~ ; z l i d ~  Boo 
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teEesult will a l together  s a t i s f y  t h e  reeder must u1 

himself and w h a t  he e x p e c t s .  
The general scheme and t r e a t m e n t  of the work,  as it 

at a description of the w h o l e  of the Alps  ' from end to end*' let 
us to ! ~ k  for something still more eompmhensiVe and compl 
than 1s .  perhaps  possible in s book baeed  on t h e  author" 
observations, and clothed in t b e  shape of a perm-1 narrative. 

We must at once admit that to u s  t h e  charm of tbt 
oolumes consis ts  in the altogether a d h b l e  illustrations S ~ P P ~  

by hlr..Compton, which alone muat  give t h e m  e p e n n m e n t  nrl' 
and raise them f a r  - above  the ordinary class of illustrated war' 
This artlst combines w i t h  perfect t ru th fu lness  a n d  remarkat 
freedom f r o m  exaggeration t h e  thorough knowledge of his s*bje 
possessed orlly >y a mounta inee r ,  a n d  individuality of thought 
eXpreSSlOn which places hiln a m o n g  the forenlost of -41~~1  
draughtamen. M a y  w e  hope that  lie will lay t h e  pencil aside f(  

a while for the brush? T~~ much black and white cannot be ( 

advantage to an artist w h o  has already given great prolllise in 0 
and water-colour, and w h o  m a y  yet show t h a t  Alpine art is 
possibility. - hxr. H e y ' s  dram-ings, wllich deal with f iwre  subject 
Pr inci~al l~ ,  are not so much t o  o u r  task, clever a s  they are ; lt F a  
be r e m l n a  us too lnuch of t h e  unpleasant incidents of A l ~ l n  

uncongenial travell ing companions, a n d  the like ; perhap 
are to supply humorous element-eometimes the, border On ith the  of the two coloured plates 

the 
E L r e  on the whole fairly well reproduced, Conslder ing that book is  lot an one. The subject lnatter o f  the work is extremely well ~ m g e d * .  yc 

ertsl'ds 
the -era to the eastern shores of the .Adnatlf the dell Argentera to Terglou, the author nlaklng i t  hll 

object to '-kit each m o u n t a i n  group of importance, climb auc 
describe its 'lighe~t and lllost Prominent and thus to @ir 

ronrey a general impression of each district. nIuch promi~encc fven- to 
featllres, and the various mountain f P U P  an 

~ e 0 ~ r a p h i c a l  disposition are well defined. A 
Of the r l e ~  from the Eggisohhorn is used as an oppor- tunity . f o r  a 

glaclers ' and a lanfi disser ta t ion on the origin and fnrulat?on of 
deal of interesting historical information 1s also 

T h e  author bedns with an account of the shores of th 
hleditemnean-intersperged with nloral reflections on Bambling 

and the origin of soap -and takes us to the Xaritlme Alps (we wish th 
Viso, t h e n  t ere bad been more about this district) a d  BfonE 
district, an: z g h i n e ,  the Graians, Monk *lano, the  rand Comb1n 
Lucerne and Outh@rn Pennines and Monte Rosa. The Lakeof 

neighbourhood are next dealt with, and so on : the 
? Rhbne valley, the sources of the Rhinei the 

Inn. This brinns ,,- . uimilnrl=. - - 
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and the 7bi lo,, 5 fl~''~ kf,!!- ,- .; 
aiYpositiO$o .ilc :,,'-n7-; 

U,e I:pistb\,o, fib ,,r.rr - 
&Id { \v ,?. - 1. z - ,  

'io'l on the 
n terestin: h i , o i , C ~ ~ o ~ I : i I ~ ~ : ~ ; ~ ~  

2 authorbpi ns .,\hfiU n,Ofl\It. h,e: , '.; 
- in ters~b; .~  4\11 ,\,t ' ?, , 
or sonp..knd,kery'? ,c \~~ '?  i , i-,, ' ,  

n Inore abo,t t ~ ~ s  
t\lQ ~\,d" rr'inns. llonl~ll". @$. a fl 

and ~onte ;  Rn$eykj 

a d t  tie; c ,,<: > 
, x-a'le\*. t\>_ a,,,, . ,he , ,,, 

g o i d e - l > ~ ~ k s .  historical works an& m 
Elre ~ ~ L I S  face t o  face moren-ith there 
of xvr;ters than with strong in&~~id 
j i The zxr~thor's own aict 

L 

c . q - ,  to SELF that ' the two most 
1 cxssert ~ ~ n h e s i t z ~ t i n g l y ,  are the %I 

thnI in T-vrol ' (vol. ii. p. 237) is 
sion of opin ion  f r o r n  which many 
these valleys =re =-ell known will 
t h e  meaning of zx sentence like 
eldel-lY n - o m l e n  give thenlse 
artif icial  means : tlley stand no c 
0 i p- 5316) ? \Ire fnrthel 
apparent contempt for snow and 
"itll tile -oclern school of ' 
'tedious of 3font J:lnn 
( ~ 0 1 -  i. p. 1 g;'-, ), of C a s t o r  and Po 
('01. i. p. lgo), so on, f i l l 0  
glories of tile have not Y e  
e s P ~ ~ ~ i o n s  ,f opinioIl we 1001te( 

'@ally difficult roc]<-cl i~m b. ~ l l c l l  
0' the soufh side of the 3in.t tcrll' 
?'e jienemllF cho+rea : n10nte R 
lnterestinz esceptlo~,  a ~ l c l  tha t  a' 

The a c ~ t l ~ o r  crosars the front 
relief; I l e  feels rxlore nt ho7ne once apparent in his pm.STeS, XVhic' 

V l s l t s  ancl nlore intiinnha ficqtzmir 
nndvalleys, but also w i t h  the 
but rarely referrecl to- cfin x\ 

~lative of Austria with re,rrnrd to 
8, delightful c o u n t r y  to travel ill- 
ling season ; but the ' p ~ e " c ~ o - '  
anther shnn the Dresdener 
found and avoided,iw,tha*, particu1 
of these districts t 1 1 ~ 1 - p  i s  a greS . * .- --A hq,i\ v r e v i ~ - - ~ ~ l y  f1 
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spitee in winter is par t i cu la r ly  h a p p y -  But in this 
of the work, as well as in the f i r s t  vo lume,  w e  fo' 

little more concise?ees and precision of detail in t h e  descriptic 
mountsin e x p e d l t i o n a ,  especially a9 to times ; s u c h  infomati 

would h a w  g r e a t l y  added to their value .  BY circumstsnt 
evidenceawe infer that as n ru le  the au thor ' s  t imes  a re  not 
we mentlon t h l a  in no spirit of cri t icism, f o r  o u r  S Y ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ' 
altagetller with the climber w h o  takes  his t i m e  over a mounts 
and enjoys it. Rut is the a u t h o r  qui te  fa i r  t o  some ' members 
the A. C.,' w h o ,  on his descent from the Matterhorn,  look On wi 
' sneering d e p r e c i a t i o n  ' because, as h e  th inks ,  t h e  ascent bas tak' 
him half a n  hour more th- wa8 necessary ? May not  the fria 
who receives him at the en t rance  of t h e  Schwarzsee hotel * 
offers him a ' f o a m i n g  t a n k a r d  of champagne.' o r  the  ' swarm 
schoolgirls who look on shyly and dmir ing ly , '  be to eon 
extent a n s w e r a b l e  fo r  the uncomplimentary looks referred 
Altogether. allusions to foaming 4 set ' are n o t  infrequent, 
they appear to take the p l m e  of t h e  tender references to tt 
chmbers Plpes  sometimes to be fonnd i n  t h e  pages of the ' A. 
On some e x p e d i t i o n 8  g u i d e s  were taken ; others-and we inft 
the maJon t~ ,  though it, is n o t  expressly ~ t s t e d - w e ~  done vltk 
out fiuldes ; and w e  could wish for more  information on tha 
point. As a rule, w h e n  speaking of the  mountsins, the ~u tha  
forgets that he is sddres8ina n o t  monntaineers only, but th 
&Ienera1 public, and the terms 6 easy * alld difficult,' applied $ 
mount*neering sense, are apt to misled. Moreover, ie he quit 

does he take u s  into his confidence altogether ? Ha 
One has climbed so mucll no  confessions to make-n1 
of or namow escapss ? If not, he h~ 

fortxlnate ; but, if he has ,  i t  have been betbr tl 
let pL'blic know Something of the dangers ditficulties tW we] as 

the joys Of mountain climbing. \Ve have dwelt a t  length p' the 
part of the work, but the portions dealing towns and 

regions are also well worth reading, and ful 
matter- The book is pleasrntly written throughout 

~~~g~~~~ and we come across a n  attempt a t  humour of 8 

We not qui te  appreciate. The work is intended fol the 
for  the ~pecialiat, and neither the 

taineer that nor new "le to a c i e n t l f i c  him ; student will to its pages for anythmg 
byt it contains a great deal of wried and llaefill 1nformatiop, 

of more thttn t is a distinct addition to Alpine literature 
enlporar~ interest. 

First Aid to the Injltrcd 
Mountains. * ' I ' i t h  Specin1 Reference to Accidents occurring in 
Ennadine H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  By l'r- o s ~ a r  Hernharil, H e d  f hysician and Surgeon 

B a ~ ~ ~ n d e n .  (Ssmaden. 1896.) ~rnnslrted from the by 
O- foster, M.A., M.D. (Cantab.). This l i t t l e  book at 

call reallfonly be Pts the difficult task of explaining that which 
eyer* the a u t h o r  full;:ht b y  practical demonstration. This, how- 

ecognises ; indeed, he s t a b s  in his htr~ ' ' "~-  
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piplnnatorg test .  is the Yes Foster's Alpine club- 3)r. 3 8 ~ h s e l .  
praise. the verbal errors q l l ~ ~ h  OCCU1 
fat 6 that the 33 n g l i s h  t,ransl~tion.b&: 

011 p- 17 +be excellent ndvice is F 
if they n x r ~ s t  be m o v e d ,  witb tliel 
crzriously eno~~gll,  it is recornmen$ 
u n c o n S ~ i o u s r ~ e ~ ~  as n result  of ah 
in tile snme way .  It need hard1 
eellsion of blood into the S I I ~ S ~  
brain, wit11 or --itbout fracture ( 

desirable - 
Tho directions for the treat 

b l e e d i n g  are plain rtncl simple. 
(P- 19) before touching all open 
nlonly carried 1 3 7  travellers, RnC 
been men t i o n e c l ,  

Tho c I ingrax l r s  showing the 
bandages are a n c l  esplicit 

he hns, ~ ~ ~ n . 1 ~  the  sun snow-reflect 
uth, E at s o n ~ e t v h ~ f  greater lenr-, 

taken by those liable to this rr 
eolcx co~~presses  as rerr 
to srlow-blin~7ness, subst 

and blacking the e y e l i r l s ,  m i J  
the use of c o c p x i o  ns  an 't'te' 
damage has o c c u r r e c 7 -  

A little more emphasis OR 
tb 

would be nc~visable. The trea 
rather li-i tea, being merely 
with hot water, firm press" 
massage mjgrlt I1n3.e bee* 
In nnsw-er t 1 l a . t  the after *reatrn 

'est. so it sfiotlld if a doctor can b' 
> .@.,I-"' 

( 3  
such R. book as this, to draw tk 

r ' * *c i~7  R,-fepP,,CP j(@"$7t;1 trewtment. 
~1.1111 ar 

'1, HeQd rh~"~~R~rsC@' '  The article on- f mctt1res is ' 
1. . - ( Salllafic,h ,qqfi 1, the -riaus rexpedien ts t' 

Dr. RcmllarrT state.; that tb4 h 

- - --a =-hen the 1 
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urried On the blood becomes thick and circula 
Tho flow may even be entirely interrupted, es~eci  

is then ~ n s t a n t a n e o u s . '  \Ve do no% know 

this 
of the p a t h o l o g y  o f  heat-stroke is put for 

to be a new one, and will. hardly be generally scc 

But 
&Ice w ~ t h  r e g a r d  to treatment is aim 

more stress might, perhaps, be laid on the 

fose 
with cold or, better still, iced water i n  

sciousae~a from sunstroke.  
definition. o f  m o u n t a i n  sickness, aa occur 

mountains of 10.000 ft. or upwards, is CI 
c'mbiofuffer from lt at a considerably l o w e r  e l e v a t  
pf?0l?I0 last section of t h e  book, on transport and t r a r  
is excellent. It is f11l1 of practical sugr  

best of t ranspor t ing  i n j u r e d  persons, a c c o r c  
cnmS*n~e~ under which they have met with their 

are numerous and clear, and s h o u l d  ena 
to make the most of the resources at his command. 
it is to avail oneself of any advantage in transport 1 
has is best k n o w n  to those who have been 01 
wol,nded man down a mountain- side, e s p e c i a l l y  if t h  

Only u few 1nQll ava i l ab le .  They w i l l  then 
bad Dr. Bernhard'a exce l len t  l i t t l e  book with therll 
they bad 1 ~ d e  themselves thoroughly hmiliar w i t h  il 

-- - - - 
+- - 

ATJ"IN1': ACCII)ENTS IN 1697. 

A s ~ r o r D  "On of bad w e a t h e r  in tire ~l~~ has been 
nu,nber of accidenta e ~ e e e d i u g  the record of any 
To one feature in this l o n g  c a t o l o g ~ ~ c  we th i l lk  

be given. N o  l l len lber  of our club is fOu 
fatal b 9 t 9  and of the 1':nglisllmen ,Lo died in 

a lad of 16. who t a k e n  by hia swiss tutor a 
w i t h ~ ~ l t  guides* of the bIol l t  P l e n r e u r  (12,159 ft.), a 
,,~cting tmk for one of s u c h  y e a r s  ; %hilo the other, , elderly nlan, dlsappenred in s way which el plainly nothing to do. 

In this connection, t h o u g h  we do not forget 
calam 

" ' 1  ).ears, nor pretend that risks of mountaineering can br 
elii~linated by any of care and foresight, we 

:\ point c l t h  satisfaction t o  the obvious ,,ult of the ad, 
1 \ isding P l n ~ l i P  climbers, p a s t  a n d  present, who 

r ,t their faces against tendoucy to depreciate and dis dsngers of the lllountains--a tendency 
has onha: \ but to0 cornlnon in some quarters. 

I \ It be tediOi's d UIlprofitnble to give detal 1 n~llle:ors catwtrophesv Alpine trnd s,,~-hlpine, : 
t ' 

chronicled in C'ontlnental pn,pers. Ono s t a t ~ r n n - ~  
7  he ' Journal de Genhe ' of ~ c ~ t ~ , ~ \ - -  - 
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second more n u m e r o u s  party had fo1Io 
djqtnnce: 'The fir .qt  man in it was also cn 
cornpmnlons held him up. They at once set I 

,,-ho liar1 clisagpe~rccl in the snow. XIr. 1. 
\~11rie(l, ~ n c i  \\-:I? s t i l l  alive. The t \r -0  gui plctc lV ,,, hnlf sn honr, both dead. Joh-n A n d e r ~ g ~ ' -  1 

,,nrlrta~ d ~ o \ r e d  n o  ~njilt iplr, he had been s ~ ~ f l r > r n t e  
, ~ 7 ) ~ y e e  of .\n(1-r-ens's l r o t h c r s  who --ere at %pl-m 

nPwq at the  3Ionte  !?o~:I. hut) hurried to t]le 1. 
tllo CRCI prncession 011 the  Aletach Glacier. 

, ~ \ ~ l  II~lcIl ior,  wit11 ~ 1 1 0 t h r . r  of his sons,  llacl j t  
\ye t t r , rh~rn  nit11 '11'. ('- 1.:. BIathemWs, whose FTlljde 
so ,,lru~y SPar" 'llf9' lcarllt what had happencci on 
Grin<lel*altl. 

, ~t t \ ~ r  fnncrnl* which took place Sa~rlrc~n.i- ,  
3~rir i , lc~+n,  the wl(lest lllost profound ~ y l n p ~ t ) ~ ~  . 

, Ant\re:ls A t l ( l Q r ~ T  l e n \ . c s  a widow and two sl 
;Tohnnll. tllc !oll"zcr* the only support of ],i5 
l l c  hntl bnt recent'?- ncln~tofl  tile profession of cn i t fc .  v 

Tllr i 1 1 V x '  of 'Ir. C'- 1';. >rathews for ~ o b s ~ l - , , , ~ i o n s  
r r l n t i \ ~ q  c1li(lf'q lin.; been very liberFlj]+ 

be kc'cn fro111 the' 'lip inserted in this number.  

\lwe tnkr t h ~  f o h W i n ~  dcsrription from the 6 ~ l ~ i ~ ~  * 

It is rol~(i(.nq.d f r an  tl lch nnrrntive of 31. Hitz, onc of t f  
of first of tile tW0 p:~rtie.; :-- . o n  S r p t ~ ~ o b ( . r  1 sc'\.cn travellera end a portrr <tnr 
Linpc\. 1" mdie a Q c m t  of %font Plelll.rnF. . 
tllev t l tr~dt (1 into t \ V o  1 ) ~ r t i r . s  o f  four each, th 8 firqt COI 

illr;p ~ 7 l l ) i j ~  of the 1 1 ~ ~ ( ( ~  of Sion, hl&I. Hits, %imnlrr 
~ ~ , l ~ l ~ y O .  ""(1 thf' i'ortc'r J:onrnisscn, the secollfl of - 
l , n s t r r r  r i  510ll. 21. I:isc)lofi. a, YQung ~ n ~ l i ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  31r. 
,bott, of t b ( w  lw-(. l iv ing  I s 31. c ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ) ,  >lollioc "Ilo :letrd le:rclc.r- Y'he second party fc,llowel s~tflicicnt (1lSt:lllcc to I)c ollt of 
w,ow <cnt dow\.n step-cnt t infi. 

\ reach of t 1 1 ~  piccr 
~ ~ t ~ c n  \\(. Lthe first ~ a r t y ]  h: tc~  arrived at 

bo~\r coo(l tlicb .llow wcX shouted to tllem that ,vr,n 

\ 
elin,lj LR 5 ~ 1 1 ~  011 "-a?v ;111cl to follow the ~ d g e  \ 
it \ loat  i'lenrear. " A l l  i-iSllt;* of , 
,,inoteq aftclrlYards \vQ r~nc l l r%ql  the highest of c iqn?  a Y e q  k t o ~ p  co11loir on O , Y  left a ,.ide 

bertl,. , l,rF:~lifi~st on n rocky pla t for l l l  \,-(, 
suddenly hearrl n dl w l l i ~ l l  s c e n ~ ~ ; \  to conle from I)czlo\y us. 

tile edcc of the ~>vmplc(' j11-t ? W e  got up and I , ' 9 companion8 di+nppen 1 %hirlnln(i  of <nonv and stone? 111 tl 
jfipt n\ oiclc~d. Dddy couloir lllcl, \ 

'Tile 1)a~t)' at OnGe d~scc"dcd 
disco vere dfitl,at in , 

., r zed b, di? ' 
- 
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In this nnmbpr. 

'avr P L E ~ T E : ~  
lrom the 6 gpin& 'o f  or'";': 

,f 11. Ritz, one o l  ibe wr' ' 

following their traces or Pass imR above 
companions had m d e  a t~a\--o,, below then 
the excellent state of the enow* =hich aor,\ 

anyone the fear  of an axalanche- 31- de 11 
a few cen t imt t res  from the YOCXC- =-hen t \ ~  
avalancl~e. A n  axe an& alpenstock drivel 
what efforts the unfortunate pae y hnd Y 

I%elow the snow, already sevey%\ 
itself there n p p e n r e a  another oldeT 
consistency ns & t h e  n-rore recent, n fact 7rvJ 
for 11s to t a k e  co,gnisance of the r\s\i .n-1 

' I t  nyns now about  9-80, i\fte-r a v e  the party r e a c h e r 1  the Landerey Glacier 
towards the s p o t  x w - l ~ e r e  t l x e  coX-loir c:: 
crevnsse. T h e r e  they saw t%~o of t 
snow. No d o n b t  r e n x r t i x x e c X  as to the 
n~ithstandinq this they -ix7ere n n x i o u  
avalanche p o u r e c l  ~~~~n the fatal 
A t  6.90 t h e y  reached the 3 1  nyel>s 
started for the scene of tile n c c i d  
13onmissen, who ,  in spite of the 
as leader. Tile bodies of 3131. 
ISwinstead x % . e r e  f ounct the next dr 
wlliCll had f i l l e d  1 7 p  two- thircls o f  

6 The funeral t o c > l x  pl~3.ce r ~ . m i d s  
on Sunday, September 4- The bc 
been recorerecl .  ' 

OTREN AC 

The t r n r e l l e r  ~ ~ 3 x 0  rr-~a,s leilled in 
the ascen t  b e f o r e -  The party cl 
aPpsrently sntf'erecx a good <leal fro 
1 0 ~ s  of Sig. O c c h i e n a  on t71e 33occr 
'Ri.i.ista of the C'- A- 1- for -July- 
there w e r e  btlt %%-o trn~-ellers togel 
had no ice axe- 1 x 3  the ~ ~ ~ 0 r t e r : ~ t s ~  
fieems to have l3ad him self to blame. 
fell in. 

The R o c h e  Blelorr, 71xiSfir2p jS aeSC1 
A l ~ i l ~ e  ' f o r  September- A part-%- Of 
rzached the .qlllmITlit Of that 1 ~ 7 0 n ~ f ~  

~woDi)l icrs  can,@ 0- t of the c I ~ z x p e I ,  
mde for t h e r n .  The artillerymen, i~ 
Uernartl, EL s e r g e ~ n t ,  fell i n  t o  em cre7 

name The~mignon. ~ ~ 1 3 0  knew tile n10 

his shouted to his serge-nt *O 

]ate, 8 n ( l t l ~ e n r u s l ~ e d  after I J ~ X R -  He recognising t h a t  his f r i r n r l  
the with r n x z c ) ~  C O U ~ - ~ ~ * C ~  

I , ~ ~ ~ l l e  The body 
reco yered 



later in the presence of the captain of Bernard's battery, and 
MM. Guy de Valenae and A. Chambre, the French climbere, w 
had kindly lent their guides. The guides, A u p t e  Clapier a 
his brother, Louis Faure, and Joseph Amiez, are highly praised 
their conduct. 

In  an accident on khe Hochswab a party left an exhausted co 
panion alone while they continued on their way to the hut;  tl 
then sent a guide to him, who assisted him some distance furth 
left him again exhausted, and returned to the hut. iVhen he wc 
back with help the unfortunate traveller had disappeared. 3 
body wse not found till three days later. Of the two experienc 
travellere who had so narrow an escape on the Schreckhorn one k 
lost his axe, and ao waa unable to hold up his companion, who v 
descending in front of him. The large guideless caravan on 1 

Grosser Euchstein, when Herr Y. Goudet, of (;elleva, was kill 
were roped in parties of two each. A party descending from : 
hlonchjoch to the Eggischhorn were unroped ; the guide, with ' 

rope coiled up on his back, was examining a mow-bridge. I t  brc 
under him, and he fell into the crevasse. He was rescued w 
difficulty. Can it be wondered that accidents happen? 

The moral is, as it has so often been before, that no precaut 
aught to be neglected, especially in a bad season. No party sho 
attempt all ascent such as will be a severe tar on their pow 
unless they have the necessary esperience, are in proper numbc 
and, should they not be accomplished climbers, are attended 
trustworthy guides. No traveller should be left alone wl 
exhausted. l n  the case of treacherous snow, when an experien 
guide is of the party, his opinion should be asked, and if ht 
doubtful as to tho prudence of the ascent the expedition sho 
be abandoned. For glacier expeditions less than three is no 
party. lye all deeply regret that the mountains haye claimed 
many victims in 1897, but it is clear that needful precautions h 
been, one might almost say, consistently neglected, otherwise 
black list would have been much shorter. We may quote again 
lines once so aptly cited by a former President of the Club :- 

The little more, and how much i t  is, 
And the little leas, and what worlds nway. 

No doubt there are accidents in the proper sense of the n~ 
but  we think it is clear that, had due care been esercised, the la 
majority of so-called accidents of the present gear would never h 
happened. 

t l  FORTHCOMISQ ~ 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~  O F  TRAVELS IN S\VITZERLANI 
Our renders are tloribtless aware tliat the Swiss Federal (iovt 
.. I I 1 r 1 1 1  1 , .  ,. , 3 . -- .. --. - 
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sepects. This is divided into sections, which are issue 
pendently as they are ready. Two of these are especially i 
ing to mountaineers. The publication of that (No. ii.) deali 
Maps, Plans, Reliefs, and Panoramas, was begun in 1892, r 
several parts issued, with many additions, &;c., in a single 
of over 700 pages in 1896. No. iii. is to be devoted to Geos  
Descriptions, Narratives of Travels, strictly mountaineering 
(all concerning Switzerland only), kc., and has been in acti 
paration for some years past by Herr A. Wilber-Lindt, fc 
editor of the Swiss ' Jahrbuch,' and joint editor of the new 
of G. Studer's ' Ueber Eis und Schnee' (the second vol 
which is now in course of revision). We believe that t h  
fatigable author has several thousand slips of titles of work 
included in his list, and i t  is certain that the book will be as 
complete and exhaustive as is possible in such a wide fie11 
understand that the work will oomprise twenty-five sheetr 
(the elaborate index covers two sheets to itself), and thr 
Waber hopes to issue the book complete in the spring of 18; 
have been permitted to see the first six sheets in type, a 
assure our renders that they will not be disappoinM wt 
result of the unwearied labours of so competent a writer is i 
hands. 
THE ACCIDEKT OF 18G6 ON THE ANCIEN PASSAGE.-SC 

mains of Captain Arkwright, who was killed by an a x  
on  the Ancien Passage on October 13, 1866, were found by a 
of guides near the left bank of the Glacier des Bossc 
August 22. Tliey were easily identified, as a pocket-hand1 
bore his name in full ; and further search discovered 0th 
tions of the body, his alpenstock, and other articles. I t  
remembered that the oorpses of the guides, victims of thc 
suicidal rashness, were recovered after the accident: 
Arkwright alone was buried so deeply in the snow by a 
avalanche as to be irrecoverable. The Cha~uonix author 
once communicated with his family, several members of 
came over from England, and the remains mere laid to res 
English churchyard on August 31, beside the grave of RI 
Nettleship, who perished on hlont Blanc in 1892 under 
stances even lllore painful, which are probably freshly reme. 
Nearly all Charnonix attended the funeral, a large nur 
guides in procession preceding the coffin, and the general 
of sympathy and respect was most marked-with one ex 
o r  perhaps one ought to say two. Somebody managed tc 
couple of photographs of the remains first found, while the 
were gone down, as in duty bound, to report their discovt 
promptly exposed thom for sale in the shops. Nor coul 
induced to withdraw these, which had no interest except the Ir 
horrible, or to give up the negatives, until Captain Arki 
brothers had paid e considerable sum to redeem them. , 
Chamonis paper, not content with publishing a couple of cc 
professedly scientific, giving n~inute  detsils as to the vario 
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tures and other injuries, promised its readem a picture of 
remains. On pressure from the town authorities, at the insta 
of the Arkwright family, this was abandoned, and the follow 
note was inserted instead :- 

'A  cis.-Nous avions promis A nos lecteurs une vue des princip: 
restes dbcouverts au Glacier des Rossons. Au moment de me 
sous presse la grarure que nous en avons fait exkcuter, n 
sommes inform6s que 16. le Colonel Arkwright s'opp 
formellement a cette publication. Nous ne pouvons que deft 
h ceth  injonction, nlais nous userons du droit strict que n 
possbdons de remettre il nos amis, indi\iduellement, des bpreu 
de notre gravure qui, d'ailleurs, ne prbsente absolument I 

d'inconvenant.' 
We are too familiar with the manner in which the glacier tn  

its victims to be able to learn anything from reading a descripl 
of the mutilations of Captain Arkwright's body : it is only a pen 
a-liner, seeking to gloss over his liking for the horrible, who cc 
call them a liighly interesting scientific document. But the 
cessories fourid may be described without wounding nati 
feelings of humanity, and they give a more striking illustratior 
the caprice of tlle glacier, in preserving sonie fragile things wl 
breaking others with extraordinary force, than even the relic 
Dr. Haniel's accident, which we have all seen. I should add t 
the brother, Colonel Arkwright, showed these articles to me 
Chamonix, and to no one else ontside the family, and that I 6 
this account of them to the ' Alpine Journal ' with his concurrer 

The alpenstock, an ordinary fir sapling shod a t  the thicker e 
had been bent to breaking a t  several points, while the wood 
saturated with moisture, and a piece of the upper end had b 
broken off. As the wood dried on coming to the air it stiffenec 
its bent form, so ns to present a singularly crippled appearar 
The spike had dropped out as the wood dried : it was a little bc 
but very slightly rusted ; the iron ring remained in place on 
pole. The pocket-liandkercliief was intact, the coloured bor 
scarcely faded, and th9 marking (in ink) quite perfect. The sl 
had been torn to pieces, but two of the studs and the collar-st 
somewht~t elaborate in pattern and therefore easily to be in ju~ 
were found intact in the button-holes. A cartridge, doubtless 
gotten in the pocket of his shooting-jacket, was found there, v 
the paper reduced to pulp, but the shot still in it. There wa 
gold pencil-case, which would still open and shut, with lead t 
would still mark. hlost remarkable of all was the watch-ch~ 
made of solid gold links perfectly plain. Not a scratch was visi 
and the gold was as clean as if it had been just rubbed up 
wear. IIe had left his watch behind with the relatives 7 

accompanied him to Chamonix, and in place of i t  had put on 
chain a ring to which were attached a couple of keys: these, un 
the alpellstock spike, were rusted almost away. The portion 
the rope with which Captain Arkwright was attached to the gui 
was also found-a loop tied in an ordinary hard knot. I t  
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broken, doubtless at  the time of the accident,.one end at  
the other end some inches away. The loop itself had be 
worn through in two places six or seven inches apart- 
very recently, as the detached piece mas found close to the 

HEREFORD B. G 
TWO NEW ALPINE CARRIAGE ROADS.-During the past 

I chanced to visit two passes over which carriage rt 
shortly be carried, thus almost completing the immense nl 
such roads in Switzerland. The road over the Klaua 
(1,962 m., 6,401, ft.) between the Linththal and Altdorf 
in progress for some years, and portions of it, especiall; 
Glarus aide and on the Urnerboden plain, are nearly 
Little has, however, been yet done near the sunlmit of 1 
and it is improbable that the road mill be completed befort 
1900. The other pass is the Umbrail Pass (or Wormse~ 
tween the Stelvio road and the Swiss Miinsterthd. B 
construction of the road over the Stelvio (1820-4) the Um 
the ordinary route from the Adds valley to the Etscll ve 
even now over a great portion of it there is a rough c 
which becomes a bad mule path in the lower reach of 
Muranza. This pass was visited in August 1897 by so 
Swiss officials, who (it is understood) intend to report fa 
as to the scheme for constructing a good road across it 
st the cost of the Confederation. Thia, no doubt, will tt 
years, but the proposed road when completed mill form a I 

ful link betwoen the Stelvio and (by way of the road 
Ofen Pass) the Lower Engadine. The Umbrail is ! 
(8,242 ft.) In height, so that it will displace the Furka, 
(7,993 ft.), as the highest road in Switzerland, though it 
lag behind the Stelvio (2,760 m.) and Gslibier (2,658 m.) 
the Alps. W. A. B. Coo 

DEATH OF DR. E. VON &~OJSIBOPICB.-W~ regret to 
announce the death of Dr. E. von Mojsisovics, an l~onoraq 
of the Alpine Club. He died a t  the end of August last at  1 
in Styria. We hope to publish an In Memoriam notic 
February number of the 'Alpine Journal.' 
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THE SHAM SWISB C + U I D E . - ~ ~  October 19 a circular was issueci 
by the Committee warning illembers against a swindler calling 
himself hiiitzner, who wae passing himself off to those interested 
in Alpine matters as a Swiss guide. In it, any member who should 
come across this lnan was requested to at once give him in chargt 
of the police, as a warrant had been taken out against hinl in thc 
city of London, and the Club were proposing to prosecute him. 

The sequel to this warning was not long delayed, but its end has 
been unexpectedly tragical. 

On October 24 he came to the house of a member living in one 01 
the south coast towns. He was recognised, as answering thc 
description in the circular, was given in charge of the police, and 
the City police were communicated with, but though visited, as 
usual, in the polico cell, he committed suicide during the evening 
by hanging himself. 

This man had never been a guide ; it seems probable that, as hc 
stated, he did come from Meiringen or its neighbourhood. and 
perhaps he had at some time acted occasionally as a porter. 

A few yeara ago he victirnised a large number of members of the 
various foreign Alpine clubs, and his proceedings were fully com- 
mented on in their periodicals at the time. 

His operations comlnenced in England some three or more yenra 
ago, and during this time have extended to almost every county in 
England, Wales, and Scotland. His tale was nllnost always of 
very similar nature, and such is the sympathy of those interested 
in the Alps for their inhabitants when thought to be in distress 
that he was rarely unsuccessful. 

How he obtained'tlle names of those likely to take an interest in 
the fortunes of a Swiss guide has not been ascertained ; he certainly 
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did not confine his operations to members of the Club only, but it 
seems likely that by some means he obtained possession of a Club 
list, as the names he ueed as his supposed employers were almost 
always those of officers of the Club, and therefore likely to be well 
known to those he was begging from. I t  aeems incredible now 
that he could pursue his course of fraud so long without detection. 

PRESENTS TO THE CLUB.--Mr. Justice Wills has presented to 
the Club a complete set of newspaper cuttings relating to the 1865 
blatterborn accident, and also a set of cuttings containing the re- 
views of his books ' \iTanderings among the High Alps ' and ' The 
Eagle's Nest ; ' also a portrait of his guide Auguste Balmat, and 
another of himself and Balmat, which latter is interesting as 
showing the short-handled ice-axe then in use. 

ARARAT.-W~ take the following from the ' Daily Chronicle ' of 
October 12, 1897 :-'St. Petersburg, October 11. The newspapers 
announce that during the ascent of Mount Ararat by the membem of 
the recent Geological Congress, one of the party, hi. Stoeber, pro- 
fessor of medicine, from Vladikavkas, was frozen to death.' 

SEL GILL POT HOLE, PENYQHENT, YORKSHIRE.-On Septem- 
ber 18 and 19 hlessrs. E. Calvert, F. Ellet, Percy Lund, T. Gray, 
W. C. Slingsby, and B. blason made, by means of rope ladders, 
the first descent of the three great pitches of which the above- 
named pot principally consists, and explored numerous wet and 
dry passages and some enormous caverns, one of which was large 
enough to contain an ordinary parish church, and steeple too. 
During tlie exploration a weird subterranean waterfall, of about 
100 ft. in height, was seen both from above and below, and the 
falling water added a deep diapason tone, which was quite in 
keeping with the surroundings. Some passages were not explored 
for want of time. 

Undergronnd mountaineering possesses an indescribable charm 
of its own, which is quite different from Alpine climbing, and i t  
demands quite as much, if not more, nerve than the latter, and 
rope ladders are apt to play funny pranks when used by a novice. 

SPITZBERGEN. MT. MARMIER.-It may sem to prevent future 
confusion to point out that the >It. Marmier shown in Sir \%'. M. 
Conway's recent map of part of Spitzbergen ('Geo. Journal,' 
vol. ix., No. 4) is not the peak lying to the N. of Mt. Lusitania, the 
ascent of which was described under that name (* Alpine Journal,' 
vol. xvii., p. 315), but is the hill sliown as Viking Hill in the sketch 
map (' Alpine Journal,' vol. xvii., p. 310). The Flower Valley of 
Sir W. M. Conway's map, (running N.W. from Mt. Lusitania) is 
shown as Reindeer Valley in the above-mentioned sketch map. 

VICTOR H. GATTY. 
THE DIBAPPEARASCE OF I~R .  ~ O O P E R  A T  ZERMATT.-W~ learn 

just before going to press that the body of Mr. Cooper has been 
found in a lonely wood between Zermatt and Tiisch. Rev. F. T. 
Wethered informs us that it was in the forest of the Tufteren Alp. 
He had, to judge by appearances, fallen, from a rock above-a 
distance of 16 mi.tres. His money and articles of value were found 

YOL. XYII1.-NO. CSSSYIII.  T T f l  
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on the body. We are re ry glad that all suspicion of foul play has 
thus been removed. 

FATAL ACCIDENT OX THE WETTERHORN.-We deeply regret, at  
the moment of going to press, to receive the news of a, fatal mi- 
dent on the Wetterhorn. On Saturday, November 6, three young 
fellows left Bern to make the ascent of the Wetterhorn, one of 
them the son of Herr Wiiber-Lindt, formerly so well known as 
editor of the Swiss a Jahrbuch,' and now as joint editor of the 
new edition of Studer's a Ueber Eis und Schee.' The party 
slept at  the Gleckstein hut on the night of November 6, 
and on the 7th attained the summit in safety. On the way 
down they had reached a point below the ' Sattel,' nesr the 
edge of the great couloir, and then imprudently (for the survi~ors 
allow that they had seen rocks tall there, and the mountain is 
absolutely snowless just now) sat down to take off their crampons. 
A stone whizzed through the air and struck the unfortunate young 
Wliber-Lindt, fracturing his skull. He lived some hours, but died 
on the mountain on the night of November 7. We may mention 
that one of the two survivors was a doctor. The body was brought 
down on November 8 by a rescue party. A guide would doubtless 
have warned the young travellers of the dangerous character of the 
spot where the accident happened. I t  ie very sad that after 
so successful an ascent the expedition should have ended so 
tragicall 

THE ~ E W  EDITION OF MR. BALL'S a ALPINE  GUIDE.'-^^ hear 
from Mr. Coolidge that about three-quarters of the first volume is 
already in type, and that by the end of November the whole of the 
volume will be completed. 
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